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INTRODUCTION
On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced
the records from the decimal file of the Department of State,
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials
of other Government departments and with private firms and
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the
documents in the file.
From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers.
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7,
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus,
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number,
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances,
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a
date considerably later than the one on which the document was
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944,
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned
date numbers.
Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified
by the State Department, as well as those received from and
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies.
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents
that remain classified have been removed from the file and
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document
and indicates the reason for its removal.
The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have
been microfilmed as NARS M341.
In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence
series containing documents on relations between China and
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls
38-43 of M77); notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99) ;
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 18431906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to
matters concerning China are communications to special agents
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of
M77).

Several series of volumes contain material on relations
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77); despatches from U.S.
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department,
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99); and notes from the Japanese
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906
(M163). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department,
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77); and despatches from special
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37).

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are
instructions to consuls.
The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence,
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29,
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning
political relations between China and other states (including
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one
concerning political relations between the United States and
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department
decimal file:

Class 0.
Class 1.
Class
Class
Class
Class

2.
3.
4.
5.

Class 6.

General. Miscellaneous.
Administration, Government of the United
States.
Extradition.
Protection of Interests.
Claims.
International Congresses and Conferences.
Multi-lateral Treaties. League of
Nations.
Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions, Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations,
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.
In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament,
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems.
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S.
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as
those of various consular posts in those countries.
The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these
introductory remarks.
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covering February, 1932, by enclosing herewith a copy,

addressed to the Legation at Peiping on the subject of
"Undeclared. Sino-Japanese War."

Respectfully yours^

a

American Consul General

/
* Enclosure:

American Consul General, Hankow, to American
Legation, Peiping, L. No. 97, March 15, 1932,
with 3 sub-enclosures.
In quintuplicate.

800
WAAjTMC

I

in quintuplicate, of my report No. 97 of March 15, 1932,

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 2

I,have ths honor to supplement my political renort
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L. No. 97.

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Hankow, China, March 15, 1932.

Subj e c t : Undeclared Sino-Japanese War.

The Honorable Nelson Trusler Johnson,
American Minister,

Peiping.

Sir:
I have the honor to supplement my political
report covering February, 1932, by enclosing

herewith the Chinese texts and English translations

of the following correspondence:

(1) Letter, dated March 4, 1932, from the
Japanese Consul General, Hankow, to
General Hsia Tou-yin, Garrison Commander
for Wuhan, Hankow,
(2) Letter, dated March 6, 1932, from General
Hsia Tou-yin, Wuhan Garrison Commander,
Hankow, to the Japanese Consul General,
Hankow,
(3) Circular letter, dated March 10, 1932,
issued by the Wuhan Garrison Headquarters,
Hankow.

The Chinese texts of the above correspondence

have just been obtained by a member of the staff

of this Consulate General.
Despite the strong wording of the letter from

the Japanese Consul General to General Hsia Tou-yin,

the letter is not considered by the Chinese authorities
here to constitute an ultimatum.

The letter is nearly

two weeks old, and there are still no Indications of a
disturbance

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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disturbance at Wuhan involving the Japanese and Chinese.
Accordingly, I am not telegraphing the information
contained in the above letters to the Department of

State.

The short time required for the despatch of

mail from Hankow to Peiping will enable the Legation,
without undue delay, to telegraph the information
contained in the correspondence to the Department if

the Legation deems that to be desirable.
Respectfully yours,

Walter A. Adams,
American Consul General.
Enclosures:

3 as stated.
In duplicate to the Legation at Peiping,
In quintuplicate to the Department (no Chinese texts),
Copy to Commander of Yangtze Patrol, Hankow ( ditto ),
Copy to American Consulate General, Shanghai( ditto ),
Copy to American Consulate General, Nanking ( ditto ).

800
WAA/MYH
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Translation.
Mr. J. Sakane, Japanese Consul General, Hankow, to
General Hsia Tou-yin, Garrison Commander for Wuhan,
Hankow.
Dated. March 4, 1932.

Sir;

Ever since the Manchurian affair Japanese merchants
residing at Hankow have experienced much difficulty in
the transaction of their business; this is due to
obstruction caused by anti-Japanese organizations, with
the result that during the past half year they could not
trade regularly. Recently the Shanghai affair was
settled, but the anti-Japanese organizations in this
municipality are still preventing business relations
with the Japanese merchants. How a number of the
Japanese merchants resident at Hankow have reported to
this Consulate General stating that they being unable
to transact business as usual are suffering very much,
and I feel extreme anxiety for them. Should this con
dition continue indefinitely, it would be difficult to
imagine if tee Japanese residents here should take direct
action for self-protection, or the Japanese Navy at
Hankow for the protection of the business of the Japanese
merchants here should be obliged to start an unfortunate
incident to the anti-Japanese organizations mentioned
above. Moreover the Shanghai incident was caused by
the obstruction raised by the anti-Japanese organizations
there. ' If measures were not taken at this port to maintain
the trade between China and Japan as in the past, the
Shanghai incident may be taken as an example.
The recent status of the anti-Japanese movement in
Wuhan has become much worse than in the past. Ever since
the dissolution of the Anti-Japanese Society the various
anti-Japanese organizations under directions of the Party
Chapters are secretly and methodically continuing their
work to the detriment of the Japanese trade.
During the past days local papers published in
Chinese have fabricated libelous news items in the hope
of creating ill feeling among the community in the antiJapanese movement. Therefore on public streets and thorough
fares not a few anti-Japanese pictures have recently been
posted; among these is one depicting Japanese soldiers
insulting a Chinese woman. The Japanese Navy at Hankow
is extremely indignant about it. Should this exist, it
is sincerely feared that an unfortunate incident similar
to that at Shanghai will occur. I have always done my
best in taking steps to stop the indignation on the part
of local Japanese in the hope of maintaining peace and
order. But in view of the circumstances described above
I am afaaid that our efforts in the past will become a
bubble, for which result I cannot assume responsibility.
I would request that you will take more strenuous
efforts in enforcing the restricting measures of the past.
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Translation.
General Hsia Tou-yin, Wuhan Garrison Commander, Hankow,
to Mr. «T. Sakane, Japanese Consul General, Hankow.

Dated March 6, 1932.
Sir:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter Ho. 30 of March 4, reading as follows:

(See letter attached hereto)

Your letter states that "the Japanese residents
here should take direct action for self-protection”.
I am greatly surprised to read it. Ever since the
incident of September 18, although the community of
this municipality have been vehement in expressing
their patriotism, yet under the efforts put forth by
this Headquarters for maintenance of order, they have
not done anything irregular, and this Headquarters
has been extremely careful in protecting your nationals
resident here; this is witnessed by all the world.
During the past few months no incident whatever, like
the assault of a Japanese subject or the attack on a
Japanese shop, has taken place. Even if by any chance
an incident occurred, it should be Justly and equitably
adjusted by the authorities of the two countries.
Therefore there is no cause for any direct action on
the part of the Japanese residents, nor is there any
reason whatever for any Japanese residents to take
any direct action. The Japanese residents at Hankow
are all Intelligent persons, and moreover they are under
your responsible leadership; therefore no direct action
which is not reasonable or lawful can possibly arise.

The impossibility for the Japanese merchants to
transact business regularly during the past half a year
was due to popular feeling and military operations,
because business transactions between two nationals
are based on friendly relations, and successful trade
depends on peace. Therefore I sincerely hope that the
nationals of the two countries will quickly restore
their friendly relations and that the Japanese army will
stop its invasion so that a genuine equality and friendly
relations may be obtained; then the merchants of the two
countries will be mutually benefitted.
You also state that anti-Japanese organizations
under the secret direction of the Party Chapters are
still working in the dark. I have investigated and found
that this is not true. Although India has perished, yet
the Indians are still boycotting (British goods) openly.
The citizens of this country in an attempt to restore
the friendly relations between the two nations have
voluntarily removed the anti-Japanese organizations;
there is no necessity for any secret movement to continue
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You also mention anti-Japanese pictures in which
Japanese troops are shown to be insulting a Chinese woman.
I have made a wide investigation, and I have not found
any of them. This may be due to a mistake made by your
reporter who has been misinformed.

With regard to the war news on the Sino-Japanese
war published in local newspapers, the facts will of
course prove whether they are correct or not. Inasmuch
as war conditions change greatly in a glance, and as
Hankow is distant from Siianghai, not only the reports in
Chinese newspapers differ occasionally, but Japanese and
British newspapers frequently come under the same con
dition. In fact these points do not deserve our attention.
I regret very much that the excessive statements made
by the Japanese merchants who have been upset by the suf
ferings due to a suspension of their business have brought
forth the strict statements contained in your letter under
acknowledgment. But adhering to my peace-permeating
spirit I express the hope that you will kindly advise
your nationals and the Japanese Navy at Hankow Jointly
to maintain peace and order, so that the friendly and
cordial relations which have existed between the author
ities, soldiers, and nationals of the two countries for a
number of years at Hankow may become more satisfactory.
This is my earnest hope.
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Translation

A circular letter issued by the Wuhan Garrison Headquarters
Hankow.

Dated March 10, 1932.
Gentlemen:

During the past few days a rumor concerning the
serious situation in foreign relations suddenly was
circulated in the Wuhan community. It became worse
when it was spread, and caused greater speculation on
the part of the community. In fact the rumor is
absolutely without any basis.
On the 6th instant this Headquarters received an
unofficial letter, without either an official seal or
a private chop, from the Japanese Consul at Hankow
(See attached letter). On the same date this Head
quarters made a reply thereto on the basis of reason.
Inasmuch as such a letter is not a formal diplomatic
note, there is no necessity to make it public; therefore
it was not delivered to newspapers for publication.
Daring the past few days more rumors have been spread
ftn the community, and they have confused the facts.
Therefore I have quoted the Japanese Consul’s letter
and this Headquarters’ reply thereto, in full, for
your information and would request that you notify
the persons interested so that the rumors may be stopped.

Signature of Hsia Tou-yin, Commander.
Enclosures:

1. Letter from the Japanese Consul
2. This Headquarters’ Reply.
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GRAY

From

w

(

■

"

Dated. April 12, 1932

F /H S

Shanghai via NR

12 1332
: ' k._,M «H» 4^-/“

Reed. 3:50 a.m.
Secretary of State

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 2 2

Washington.
PRIORITY.
April 12, 9 a.m.

Your 136, April 11, 5 p.m.
Meeting planned, for yesterday 3 p.m. did not

1

take place as Quo informed us he had no instructions

from Nanking.

No date set for the next meeting

JOHNSON

JS CIB

*3
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be^ROM
fore being communicated
to anyone.

SHANGHAI

Dated April 12^ 1932
Rec’d 5:55 a. m

Secretary of State,

" 12 1932

Washington

' Division of X

Ml WfiOFFAIRS

April 12, 5 p

m

!Ay April 12,

a. tn.

£''*!***'* *8*. >

I have just seen Quo who tells me that he has
telegraphed again urging Yen to obtain an interpretation
» !

to be used in connection with the agreement if a time
limit cannot be obtained.

He showed me a number of

telegrams from Geneva indicating reactions there.
Chinese apparently desire to take advantage of meeting

of League committee which was to have met on the 11th

For the moment interest lies in attitude of League
and negotiations here are indefinitely postponed.

Quo

en

hopes to have instructions within a fortnight.

jampson informs me that he has booked passage

return to Peiping via’Nanking leaving here on

tjg

Saturday

He has asked me whether I have any plans.

I propose to remain in Shanghai until I am satisfied
that there is definitely no further need for me to
remain.

JOHNSON
VSB

KLP

«

,fîv
'
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tTëLÉGRAM Sent

1—138

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

1—138

Collect
Charge Department

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE
PLAIN

OR

Charge to

Washington,

$

April 14, 1932.
■5

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 2 3

1

TO BE TRANSMITTED

Confidential code

AMERICAN CONSUL

SHANGHAI (China)
FOR THE MINISTER.

Your

Department heartily approves your decision to remain at

Shanghai as per last sentence your telegram under reference
//w
and last sentence Department’s 122{ March 29, 6 p.m.
In
view of latest press despatches regarding Japanese diplomatic
action at Shanghai and developments at Geneva, it is believed

that your departure from Shanghai should not repeat not co
incide with or too closely follow that of the British Minister.

Therefore, in case you find it iwcessaryj^rf^y^fe^^^

■J-

April 13, 6 p. nu»

instruction contained in

to go to Nanking, you should in advance give out a press state*
ment that you are going to Nanking on the Baker case and that

you will return to Shanghai within a few days

FE:SKH/MMH;EMU

FE

r<w
Apr
Enciphered by
Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

19.
v. t. eomintnre raumm» omos.- in»

1—138
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

April 13, 1932.

Consul General Hanson transmits here
with a sample of an Anti-Japanese circular
which is being distributed, in Harbin. See
the translation of the circular attached to
the despatch. I suppose that it is Activities
of this kind which are fostering anti
Japanese oppostion in Manchuria and oan sing
the Japanese much trouble.

JK J
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1 have the honor to transmit herewith copies

of my despatch No. 2336 of March 16, 1932, to the
Legation in Peiping, on the subject of ’’Anti-Japanese

Propaganda,” together with its enclosures

Respectfully yours,

G-. 0. Hanson
American Consul general.

Lnclosure;
1/ Copy of despatch Ho. 2336 of March 16, 1932,
to the Legation in Peiping (Single copy only of
the second sub-enclosure in Chinese).

800
CBC/th
IN QUINTUPLICATE.

:iJSa r*S «;

50
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so. mt
AMERICA! consmo OESEHAI»
SAKBIiS

CH1MA,

SUBJECTÎ

Maieh 14, 1»3B.

mPAgAlPA.

The Honorable
Seison Trader Johnson,

Am er loan ^iaietor,
Peiping, China.

Sir:
1 hate the boner to enoloee a translation of
an anti-Japanese oircnlar reeel red bp thia Consulate
General through the mails on Marsh 14, 193B, the
cover being addressed to am personally in English.

It was evidently posted locally.

The Chincae

original, a einglo ocpy of whloh is likewise onelooed,
is written in a rather crude Chinese long hand, apparently
stencilled en nnoffielal letter paper, headed with the
portrait and will of Br. San Tat Sea.

with it was

onelosod a sheet inscribed with anti-Japaneae doggerel

versos in Chinese.
the circular, over the grandiose title of *The

Worth China Koad<uarters of the Bovolntlonery Areg"

would appear to be the handicraft of eons Chinese student

organisation.

It is being transmitted as indicative
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- t of the type of anti-Japaneso literature which thio
Conaulete Geasr&l has roaeon to believe has a *1<*
circulation la thia glstriot.
aespoctfully your»,
G. C. HANSG''

9. 0. gascon
Aawiean Consul General

’inolosureo:
1. Anti-Japanese ciroalari

2. Chinese original of tbo circular, copy of.
(single copy)

6<X3 t
CBC/th
Original ant copy to tbs Legation;
ft ooyleo to the Department of States
1 eo>r to the BaftaiMqr at Tokyot
1 copy to tbo Consulate Qanoral at KaMea.

rue copy of
the original.
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Translated by SCO
Checked, by 0B0

Circular issued, by the North China Headquarters of the
Revolutionary Army.

Dated: March 10, 1932.

SUBJECT:

Rac’d: March 14, 1932.

ANTI-JAPANESE PROPAGANDA.

The organisation of the People's Revolutionary
Army of this country has as its object the promotion
of welfare for all nations, the acquisition of freedom

and equality for the Chinese people and the prevention
of another world war.

It will work for the downfall

of the Japanese imperialism, which has aver been en
croaching upon and persecuting the Chinese people, and

it will do away with the "Ta Tung" traitors, who form

an illegal body to serve Japanese interests.

It will

in the near future restore to this country the lost

territory in North China, as well as Fort Arthur and
Dairen, which is considered as a very important task.

When necessary, detective, assassinating, poisoning,
bombing and supervising bodies will be sent out to commence
operations.

During this period no assistance should
When this Government is

bo rendered to the traitors.

established, equal and reciprocal treaties will be con
cluded, which will benefit the whole world.

is issued for your information.

♦**

This circular
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NO. 102

AMERICAN CONSULATE,
Foochow, China, March 14, 1932.

COMPLAINT OF JAPANESE AUTHORITIES AGAINS TPOLITICAL ACTIVITIES BY CHINESE STUDENT! 131
OF AMERICAN MISSIONARY SCHOOL

Subject ;
1—1055 GPO

MENT OF STATE,

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 2 5 ,

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.

..."....j
••

0

-■

'-'L

g

<sc

I have the honor to refer to this Consulate’s

despatch No-. 52/ of October 30, 1931 concerning anti
Japanese demonstrations by students of the Fukien

Christian University, and to enclose for the informa
tion of the Department a copy, in quintuplicate, of

this Consulate’s despatch No. 58 of today’s date to

the American Minister at Peiping, China, entitled
"Complaint of Japanese Authorities against Political
Activities by Chinese Students of American Missionary

School."

Respectfully yours,

Gordon L. Burke,
American Vice Consul

Enclosure:
Mr. Burke to Mr. Johnson, dated
March 14, 1932.
700
GLB/HCY

In quintuplicate.

V'
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 102 of Gordon L. Burke,
Amari can vice consul at Foochow, China, dated March 14,
1932, on the subject "Complaint of Japanese Authorities
against Political Activities by Chinese Students of
^mer^gan Missionary School."
AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Foochow, China, March 14, 1932.

Subject:

COMPLAINT OF JAPANESE AUTHORITIES

aG.JNST LOLITIC..L ACTIVITIES UY
CHINESE STUDENT OF AMERICAN
SIONARY SCHOOL.

MIS

The Honorable

Nelson ïrusler Johnson,

American Minister,
Peiping, China.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to the Legation’s
instruction, dated February 1, 1932, and to this
7 73-7^7/7 /
Consulate’s despatch No. 5y of October 30, 1931 to
the Department concerning /Lütl-^pknese demonstra

tions by students of the Fukien Christian University.
Particular reference is made to that part of the

W^/wi /

Department’s instruction No. 654/of December 22, 1931

to the Legation, which formed an enclosure to the

Legation’s above-mentioned instruction to this Con

sulate, stating that it seems to the Department that,
rather than to have written to the President of the

University, Mr. Burke should in the promises have
replied to the Japanese Consul General, stating that
the Fukien Christian University, although financed in

part by American funds, thereby creating an American
interest, is administered and controlled by the

Chinese, and that as the question involved in this
case was one of administration it would seem that

complaints,
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complaints, if any, should be addressed to the
administrative authorities. "*
In reply, the Legation is respectfully Informed

that the Japanese Consul General’s strong protest was
made over the telephone and not by letter, as stated

in the Department’s instruction Mo. 654 of December 22,
1931.

s mentioned in the foregoing despatch of this

office, the Japanese Consul General made his protest

in the belief that the Fukien Christian University was

sn American controlled institution.

The Consul General

stated that he would ’’take positive and drastic measures
(using the word shoot) to see that they (th© demqnstra-

tions) were not again repeated.”

At that time there

was a guard of about forty Japanese sailors stationed

in the Japanese Consulate General and in a building
just across the street from it.

The Japanese Consul

General also stated that he might not be able to
withstraln these sailors from firing.

The situation

was tense and the writer realized that the Japanese
meant business.

He also feared that the Chinese

authorities might either procrastinate, or be unable

to check the activities of the Tang Fu - the instigators
of student demonstrations.

Prompt and definite action

was imperative to afford the lives of American men,
women, and children all the protection possible.

Im

mediately after the above-mentioned telephone conversa
tion the writer called on American citizens connected
with American institutions of learning located on

Nantal Island, and infonsed them orally of the situation,

and left the handling of the question to their dlscretlon. 'The Fukien Christian University, however,
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is several miles down the riv~r, c.nd furthermore has

no telephone communication with Foochow.

The quickest

and surest means of communication was by post.

There is enclosed a copy of this Consulate’s

letter, dated January 20, 1932, to the heads - all of
whom are Chinese - of the institutions of learning in

Foochow operated by American Missions.

This letter

;vas drawn up in consultation with Bishop John Gowdy
of the Method;, st Episcopal Church.

Both Bishop Gowdy

and the 'writer were of the opinion that this letter

was necessary for the protection of American property.

The writer had decided to address this letter to

Americans connected with the various schools, but
upon being advised by Bishop Gowdy that it would
strengthen the hands of the Chinese principals, the

lettei- was addressed to the Chinese heads of the
schools.

The Legation’s attention is very respect

fully invited to the following quotations;

1. luge 3 of the Department's instruction Ko. 871 of

May 23, 1920, to the Legation, which formed an

enclosure to the Legation's circular No. 252 of
June 28, 1928:
"The Department would deprecate, for in
stance, a statement so categorical as the follow
ing, contained in a letter dated July 12, 1927,
from the Consul at Foochow, addressed to 'All
Mission Schools, Foochow’ and transmitted with
the despatch already referred to:

’Subject to instructions to the contrary,
I am prepared to state that any institution
registered under the regulations ci ted is
entirely Chinese, and, as such, has no
right to the recognition or assistance of
the American Government.”*
2.

Page 5 of the Department’s instruction No. 1402 of

November
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November 15, 1929 to the Legation, which formed an

enclosure to the Legation’s circulai’ No. 405 of
January 11, 1930:
"They should be advised that, although
the Department takes with regard to questions of
educational administration the view set forth
in thia instruction, it desires that the vigilance
of its officers in the protection of the un
questionable rights, including property rights,
of American citizens and organizations engaged
in educational projects in China be in no way
relaxed."

American missionaries have in the main been of
the same mind as, and have cooperated with the writer
in this most difficult Question of preventing American
interests from suffering through reckless student

demonstrations, which the legitimate authorities
assert that they are endeavoring to control, and which

the Tang Pu instigate.

(There have been no student

demonstrations for the past two months.)

American

missionary institutions have a definite American

interest, which seem to carry with it a certain res

ponsibility.

On numerous occasions Americans con

nected with Mission schools have approached the writer

with the request that the Japanese Consul General be

informed of the difficulties facing those in authority
(the Chinese) in the schools.

The writer has unofficial

ly and orally tone as requested, and has always found

the Japanese Consul General a sympathetic listener.

The Japanese Consul General has in turn unofficially
asked that these school authorities be informed of his
complaints.

The writer has done this through Americans

connected with the schools concerned.

The writer feels

that
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that by keeping the confidence of both the authorities
of American missionary educational institutions and

the Japanese Consul General, and by taking unofflcfel
action, he has been able to explain away rrarty trivial

pin pricks, which might otherwise have become magnified;
thereby protecting American lives and property to the
fullest extent.

The results thus far appear to have

justified this action.

If the writer had replied to

the Japanese Consul General in writing (the status of
American misai onary institutions of learning was explain

ed in detail orally to the Japanese Consul General by

the writer) denying any responsibility in the matter,
neither the American mission school authorities nor
the Japanese authorities would thereafter have con

sulted this office.

This Consulate would then brve

lost entire control of and contact with the situation.

Then it would not have been able to exert a moderating

influence; thereby causing American lives and property

to be endangered.
It would seem that the various instructions which

pertain to the question of jurisdiction over education
al institutions under Chinese administration and control
had in mind the American Government vis-a-vis the Chinese

Government, and did not contemplate the interjection
of a third party, which the present Sino-Japanese con

flict has resulted in.

The problem which occurred to

the writer was that should he disclaim any responsibility
in the premises, what action could be taken in the event

the Chinese authorities failed to exercise control and

the Japanese then Invaded American property; a contin
gency which appears rather remote at the present

writing
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writing, but not at the time of the emergency.
The Legation’s instruction under acknowledge
ment will bo complied with in the future.

This Con

sulate will, however, continue to extend its good
offices in such natters, unless otherwise instructed.
Respectfully yours,

Gordon L. Burke,
American Vice Consul.

Enclosure:
Copy of letter, dated January 20, 1932, addressed
to the Chinese heads of American educational
institutions.
700

GLB/HCY
In qulntuplicate to the Department.
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. 58 of Gordon L. Burke,
American vice consul at Foochow, China, dated March
14, 1932, on the subject "Complaint of Japanese
Authorities Against Political Activities by Chinese
Students of American Missionary School."

American Consulate, Foochow, China, January 20, 1232.

To the Chinese Heads of
American Educational Institutions,
Foochow.

Sirs :
It has been brought to the attention of this
Consulate that certain persons have in the past made
it a practice to trespass on property, registered
in this Consulate as American owned and used for
educational purposes, with the view to inciting the
students by various methods of propaganda. This
Consulate is further informed that this has often
been done without the knowledge of the heads of the
institutions concerned.
Since student disturbances are likely to
endanger the property on which they occur, it is
requested that you take prompt and effective measures
to see that no person, "whose purpose is to incite
the students, be permitted to enter your premises.
Should such persons continue in their attempts to
trespass on your property, you are requested promptly
to infora this Consulate thereof, and measures will
be taken to prevent such illegal action. In order
to put in force the foregoing, it is requested that
your gate-keeper be instructed to obtain the cards of
any such persons that may apply for admission, and that
these cards be forwarded to this office. Any person
refusing to give his card should be prohibited from
trespassing upon the premises.
In the event of any trouble ensuing - which is
very unlikely - please promptly inform this Consulate.

Very truly yours,

Gordon L. Burke,
American Vice Coœul.
350
GLB/HCY
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

FROM ..ShfSig&Gik.

for Dft£pa.tch../.315_Q..

( CuBnlngJjsn.....) dated .MarciL lQ^ iasS
NAME

TO

1-1127

»,

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 2 6

SEE___ 793.94116/7

Z.

REGARDING:

Bombing by Japanese airplanes of flood
refugees' ca»p on February 5,6 and 7, 1932

he
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

SEE----- 893.00 P.R. Slmnghai/44

FROM

.8159.

--------------------------- ( Csminçtem........ > dated March 8, 1932.

TO

REGARDING:

for

NAME

Sino>Japanese relations.
Crisis in the - osas to a head on the
night of January 28th, Aon Japanese
forces landed end proceeded to occupy a
portion of Chapel.

hs

I—*127

«
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written ahan^hal has «on® throat one Of the seat, If
not the wet, critical period in Its history, as a
result of ~;lno~Japsn^ae relations and subsequent hos
tilities.

The art sis ess* to a head ©a the night of

Januaiy B8th, when Japanese forces landed and proceeded

to occupy a portion of Chapel.

This erent relas&ted

ell other local affairs to the background. and thio

report will be confined to the local 3ino-Japsnese

situation and its various consoaitant problems.
In attceptlng to evaluate the causes and provocation

which the Japanese may have had leading up to their action

on January 38th, this report will Barely set forth the

various local incidents and causes leading up to the
clash and will not attempt to speculate on what my have

Motivated
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

793

see___ Sa3^QD..E.E...ShanghalZM_______ for

DespatehJ.. 8159.

(D
from

...Shanghai.--------------------(...C.uxœ.tJGghcni....) dated .March 8, 1932.

TO

NAME

>5
Vi

1—1127

...

q

ro
CO
REGARDING:

Publication of article to the effect that
Japanese marine» had been concerned in
setting fire to the San Yu Towel Factory
which resulted in a elash between the
Chinese police and Japanese cl rillans on
the morning of January 20th.
Assault on Japanese monks by Chinese
workers.

hs
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instruct th® paner to publish a statement cancelinc
the aub-headlng and expressing the paper»» regret.

th® paper again ran afoul of th® Japanese throu^i
th® publication of an article to the effect that

Japanese marine® had been cowerned in setting fir® to
the Jan YU Towel

Factory which resulted in a clash

between th® Chinee® police and Japanese civilians on
the morning of January Stth end which is referred to

below,

fearing that the Japanese marines would take

direct action against the paper the shanghai Mmioipal
pelle® closed it on January mh, after which th®
premises were guarded by polio®.

Uhls incident is

reported in detail, as it ha® been referred to In

Japanese reports as having stirred the Japanese eoHouaity

both hare and abroad to a high pitch of indignation.
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A second incident which ha® ba®a made such of 1»

Japanese report® 1® th® assault an January 18th on two
Japanese monks and threw of their lay followers by

Chin®»® workers in th® Ttae Hsiang hong district Hist
outside :^®ttleaMUt Units. Tbes® fire Japanea® were

passing the .m Tte Towel Factory and war® attached by a

crowd of Chinese.

TWo of the Japanese were seriously

injured while the other throe escaped with alight

injuries. One of those seriously injured died a few day*
later.

QTEH CUWi
frua this point on «rente b®gen to now® with great
rapidity. Dlsturbsns®® and danonstrations took plaee
daily m th® settlement but th® initially® in th®ee
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ML—
Instruct the paper to publish a statement cancel in r
the sub-heeding and expressing th® paper’» regret.
Sie paper again ran afoul of the Japanese through

the publication of an article t

the effect that

Japanese marines had been concerned in setting fire to

the >an YU Towel

factory which resulted in a claah

between the Chinese police and Japanese civilians on
the morning of January Xth and which is referred to

below,

fearing that the Japanese narine» would take

direct action against the paper the Shanghai Municipal
police closed it ©n January fbth, after which the

prenions were guarded by police.

this incident 1»

reported in detail, a» it haw bean referred to in
Japanese report» a» bavin® «tlrred the Japanese eoramnity

both hare sad abroad to a hi®h pitch of indignation.
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

from___

7 9 3 .9 4 ^ 5 0 2 9

FOR ____ #1441.

SEE

(...Pedins________________________ )
NAME

regarding*.

dated
1—1187

Declaration issued by head of the National Government
repudiating present organizations of Manchuria and
holding Japan responsible.

Gives full text of the -

tTom a newspaper source.

kfc
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see ___ B9S.Q0-T.R*_.TientalnZ46----------- for

from

JteLegation/.

__ Tientsin__ ___ _______ (_ Lockhart----- ) dated March 8.,—ISSfc*.-----

TO

REGARDING:

NAME

1-1127

Shanghai situation*
Local newspapers have given much space
to the - and the editorial eonaent is
distinctly favorable to the Chinese side
of the controversy.
'
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X4MM1 novgpapars, both roroign am vernacular, havs do-

voted nany eolwm* of apaoo to the situation at dhan^iaii

Editorial oososet in the rorei®a press is distinctly favaraMs
to ths vhlnsse side of th» oontiovaray. 3hil» sympathy aaong

th» foreign yopulaUcm in general cannot b» mid to bo wholly
centered on th» chins»» aide, thov» io imaoubtodly • jtodo»»
dornnoo of «wh «aatimnt in favor of tho chinoooi rarwLgmm

who follow th» trona of political «mt» in china adnit that
•o long »• th» promut tcnaa »itufiUon prevails at ^hughal

than» 1» littl» ehanes for any factional oars botwaoa tits
•Chin»so
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

from

State Department,

__________________

(_ Stimson___ ) dated April 7» ,i?33

S

NAME

TQ

1-1127

ero

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 3

..W?7?._____________________ FOR ...

SEE

I

REGARDING:

Conversation with Japanese Ambassador who inquired whether
the Secretary's trip to Geneva was to link disarmament with the Tar last.

MH
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

SEE___ ®?.4»D01_l/_77_.........

Canton_____________ ( Ballantine___)

TO

NAME

Tel# 10am

DATED

April 11,1922
1—1127

OPO

REGARDING:
Japanese Consul General’s oral demand on the Mayor of Canton in
connection with articles published in a local newspaper that were
derogatory to the Imperial House•

ek

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 3 2

FROM____

for
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REP
GRAY
Canton via N. R.

Dated April 11, 1932

•».

Rec’d 1:25 a. m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

April 11, 10 a. m.

The following telegram was delayed due to the
absence of an American gunb&at finally it was sent to

Hong Kong but the gunboat returned before
April 7, 5 p. m.

receiving it.

Japanese Consul General informs,

me that he has orally presented to the Mayor four
demands in connection with an article derogatory to the

Imperial House, which was published yesterday in a
vernacular newspaper and which he believes was

deliberately inspired by political opponents of the
local administration in order to embarrass it.

The

demands which are not in the form of an ultimatum,
call for an apology by the Mayor, punishment of the

editor, publication by the paner of an apology and
suspension of the newspaper. The Consul General is

hopeful

of a settlement but intimates that his Govern

ment may take a strong attitude if satisfaction is not
obtained in two or three weeks.

Repeated to Department, Legation and Fanicing.
BALLANTINE
RR - WC
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE___ .?.?5»J:D2..b/ip7Tt..................................

FROM

TO

FOR

............................ ........(_Cunnin^iam
NAME

$ 8155

> DATED____ March
1-1127

11,1932
OPO

REGARDING:

Minutes of the Consular Body meetings in which the question of pilotage
service to Japanese ’-arshins and transports, the use of the International
Settlement as a base of operations by the Japanese, and the maintenance of
trade and shipping, were discussed.

ek

T 0 3 *■
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ghan^isl, Chine. harsh U, 1W8.

minutes of Consular Body beatings:
'llotae* 3*rrle* to «Iapsima --'«rships
msd Transportes Vs* by Japan*** Fbroes
of In tmiat tonal aatuwwaai as Bas* ef
v^erattorau l'iatonanc* f TrMI* and
’iilwlng

1 haw th* honor tr transmit herewith copies

1/B/

of stto^tcs of Consular Bad y ae*tto<j» held on J’ebr^r.ry

17

êt reepeetively.

It Is Mllevei the»* Mnutes

will ha of Interest to th* Be^ertamt and th* te-otton.

fh« wet Ing of Feb u*ry l?th discussed th*

pilotage question, whtoh was th* mbj**t of

t«l«gfw*

of F^hru^ry 16, 3 p,t%, «tad of February IB, 4 p#n. to

j

th* L*fe>tton (m. St of F«Wr*a»y !♦. ®

*»< &>«

of February la 4 y*«u to th* D*p*rtn*at).

Other

eubjost* dia*uM*ft at thi* meeting w*r* th* ne* of th*

;
’]

internet tonal 3*ttienest a* a ba** &t opération* by
^apan**« fore*», th* flight of Japanese MHt^ry *!»•
planes over th* oettleasnt, and th* mtoten&ns* of

trad* =nd shipping of various so »tries during th* *ri*l*«
Th*** subject* have been referred to is various telegrs©*

end despatches fro* this offis* •
'

n«

DECLASSIFIED*
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Th» met toe of February SSth àiseusaed * letter
fro» myw W Te-ehea Satai February Ê4» 1SSS, pretest*

U8 a^inet the uee by the Japamm «UoriUw of the
International 3»ttitrent a« a We» ©f operation» and

aafctoü that

nationale «nfl ship» b» »ra»uat»i

fro® the war con» (®e® talagra»

11 pw». to th© wartamt ).

US, February B4,

Th» junction at pllatag»

wa also eieeuaseS at thi» neettog.
Maapeetfully your».

■Main 3* ciœnto^iaa,
Merit»» Cental Q^&eral.
knelotureat

l/« Copy of atout»» ®f Consular Wy
i- —
m»»ito«»helS February IT, lÿSB,
I .4 iKt. ..". 'z';.<a*4 February SS, 1S32,
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( C IkCUL^R lie. 67 -G-V. )
BUBJaGTi

Li I nD T n o Oj? G 0 x-jGU

a uD £ i xuxjTh^G

Fx,3Ii<j_xitY 17 , 19<5b

Trliu SiJxjICR Cüx'iuUij x'iIxaOjjxiTo ills CüikLIi...j_'T^ ‘fu IlIu IlUij0.urt.x5±jii
C OLdjxjxxGUxjxx xX?JD xxrxO Tili’j HÜÏ'iOïi Id C lilUULxxÙL-i ÎIIL FOLLUl. IxIG
x,iIj.'iU'lxu>j vF Güi<ùüIjxxiR 30DY SÊxjCLub .fE^TlxîG HELD xxï THE A.1 ô.kTC»।i
CüxibUxx GiixIERaL üxl UIjDUxjGDxxY, FEBRUARY 17, IGun , COixï.â>xIGIÎIG
.i.T 1k; li. Fuît THEIPi IxjFGPdLuTIOxî.
present :

Consul General for U*3*.»» ce S.C.
Coiisu.1 General for xlorway
Consul General for Belgium
Consul General for Sweden
Consul General for France
Consul General for Great Britain
Consul General for Denmark
Consul General for Jajan
Consul General for Spain
Consul General for Portugal
Consul General for Chile
Consul General for Switzerland
Vice Consul for Italy
Secretary in Uhar&e of Consulate
for Chechoslovakia
In Charge, Polish Legation,
Consular Section
PILOTA GE ..SERVICE

,

. ,

-2. 3. Cunningham, «squire j
-xl. nullj Esquire,
-J. Van Haute, Esquire,
-J. de Lilliehddh, Esquire,
-S. noechlin, Esquire,
-J. 7. 3renan,Lsquire,G*k*G.
-Ove Lunn, Esquire,
-k. li'urai, Esquire,
-2. V» Ferrer। Esquire,
- Dr. J. 3. Ferreira da Silva
-Carlos Beccerra, Esquire,
-L. Lardy, Esquire,
- G ° Uxi^^. B o no ,

- if. Iialinovsny, Lsquirc,

-J. Krysinski, Esquire.

.....

....

------ Thu senior^Consul said the urst item ne would Iiau

his colleagues to consider was that fomin^ the subject
,ol’ the coi.nunicatio.is ixi circular Jo. 6B-E-IV, regarding
pilotage service to Japanese warsnips and transports, ns
lie viewed it, the subject fell under two headings, namely,
(a) whether or not the Consular Body wished to..support
tne wisnes of tne Chinese Government as expressed in the
Inspector-General of Customs’ letter of February 13,
(b) if so, whether or not a meetixig of the General
Pilotage xxuthority should be convened, and assuming the
answer to be in the affirmative the attitude the Consular
Body as a unit should adopt at that meeting.
File Consul General for Gor.aaxiy (Consular representa
tive on the Pilot Board) said tnat in his opinioxi the
request of the Inspector General of Customs should not
be complied with. His view is that the Pilots’ associa
tion is a private concern the members of which were
obliged to obey the orders of the Harbor master only
in certain aspects of their service such us those con
nected with the safety and welfare of the harbor ahd of
snipping therein. ..s he conceived it the Chinese Govern
ment, or its orean, the Chinese maritime Customs, were
not entitled to pive the Pilots association ordure of
the Kind implied in the Inspector General’s letter. If
any authority had the power to &ive such orders it was,
in his submission, the General Pilotage authority. Ke
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thought the General Pilotage Authority should discuss the
matter as, amon^, other things, the pilots should be pro
tected from possible consequence's which mi^iit arise from
their refusal to accede to the Chinese Government’s wishes
as revealed in the Inspector General’s letter.
The senior Consul enquired whether or not he was
correct in his understanding that his German Colleague' ,
wlshaffi Ühë Consular Bodyj as a member of the General
Pilotage .authority, to take the attitude that it was not
in favor of transmitting the purport of the Inspector
General’s letter to the Pilots Association.
The Consul General for Germany replied in the
affirmative but reiterated that in adopting the attitude
tne Consular Body shouxd at the same time taxe on the
responsibility of protecting the pilots from the possible
consequence^ of it.
Continuing he said he could understand the Chinese
Government assuring, a position of authority in this matter
had tnat Government tanen over the pilotage service as it
had often declafrçd its intention to do* However neither
the Cnine^e Goverxiuent or any of its organs had contributed
to the ixicome of the pilots and therefore he thought its
ricats and. duties should be limited to those pertaining,
to traffic and other harbor or waterway conditions.

The Consul General for Belgium enquired whether or
not any question was decided by a majority vote at ueetings of the General Pilotage authority and if the Coxisular
Body had only one vote at such meetings. The Consul-General
lor Germany replied in the affirmative to ooth question,
remarking that these points had been settled in 1930.

answering a query from the Senior Consul the Consul
General for Germany said he did not think it would be
necessary for the Inspector General’s proposal to be
first discussed by the Pilot Board. The pilotage regu
lations hud no specific provision on this point of
preliminary discussion by the Pilot Board but only
mentioned that when a unanimous decision could not be
reached by the Pilot ■ Board tne matter was to be re
ferred to the General iilotaec authority.
The Consul General for Denmark enquired us to the
attitude of tne pilots vis-a-vis the Inspector General’s
proposal, and received the reply from his German., colleague
that no was not ixi a positiOxi to disclose informatiOxi Oxi
that point without authority as he was informed confident
ly concerning it.
The Senior Consul read the letter of February l-£,
froxx the consul General lor Japan (circular ilo. 6S-E-IV)
and remarked that his Japanese coiieacue does not intimate
the Cninese Govcrxhaent are tuxcing definite action, his
complaint being,. based, apparently, on a rumor.
The
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The GOxisul General fox’
rejoined that the
Consular Body alone was not eoajetent to determine whether
or not the General Pilota^», authority could or could not
6ive orders to the Pilotage ...utnority. That was a question
which -would have to be decided by all the ueiâoors of the
General Pilotage authority.
The Consul General for Sweden said he was of the
opinion that the Consular Body should take a déliaito
position with regard- to the piloting into Shanghai oy
iû<jüïucrs of the ^Pilots’ *x.ssoc fat ion, of Japanese wur ships
and vessels curryla,p war material, as a matter ul fact
a state oi war existed oetwecn China and Japan and in his
view the services of the Pilots’ -association in piloting
Sadi vessels was inconslatent with Settlement neutrality.

Inc Consul General for Jorway said that speakin^, ior
thhibulf he 'would, oe obliged to dissociate himself iron
any move designed to prevent ships of a friendly Power
(i*c. xricndly to i.brway) irou c.i^a^lnp pilotage services.
Pho Consul General for Great Britain reuameu i±i
connection with this statement that the question before
the meeting was not wnat individual nations would do
with regard to the piloting of Japanese ships, but whether
or not the uonstlar Body, as a member of the General
Pilotage authority could or could not support tne proposal
of the «Inspector General of Customs.

The Consul General ior «orway rejoined that neverthe
less if all his colleagues shared the view he had Inundated
it would then be the view of the entire Consular Body.

Tho’Consul General for Great Britain said that if
theGeneral Pilotage .authority accepts the Inspector Générait
request and instructs the pilots not to pilot Japanese
vessels, the implication -would be that the* General Pilotage
authority considers Japan to be a belligerent Power.
~~
.hatevor tne national sympathies micht be in the ^ru^unt
conflict, as a le_,al state of war did xiot exist, ne did
not personally think the' Consular Body, as an iiitern<u.tional soup, could support any such instruction to the pilots.

The Consul General for Belgium enquireu whether or
not it would oe possible to avoid the issue, to which the
Consul CxCxiwru.1 ior Germany oave his opinion in the negative
audiuo that it would leave the pilots ixi u very difficult
position.
The pilots .xisociation existed to ^ivc pilotage
service and should not be forces to tune sides in a poli
tical conflict.
fney should also be protected from pos
sible pexialtieo wnlcxi x..ay xe imflicteu on them oy the
Chinese Government.

The Consul General for ureal .Britain said he did not
aoree with nis German colxeacue on his lust statement. If
the Ghi.xe>-e Government adopted punitive measures against
the pilots for not submitting to its wishes, it was ior the
individual pilot to appeal to his national authorities for
redress.
TheHhad ao yet no reasoxi to assert tku.t penaltjzC^
would
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uuax consuls could reserve judgment Oxi the joint
Tne senior Consul agreed with these reparus of his
3ritish colleague and continuing said that xn his opinion
the issues oefore the iiectin., were clear cut as a reference
to the correspondence wo «.Id show.. If the meecin^ decided
that the Consular Pody would not support the Chinese
Government's wishes that the Pilot ^ssociatiun oe instructed
not to pilot Japanese war vessels or trunspurto, then the
matter ended so lur as the Consular 3ody was concerned,
lie tn< ref'ore proposed that the question be jut oefore the
meetinc iurthwith.

This was done and on a show of Hands it was unanimous
ly decided that the Consular 3ody would not support the
wishes of the Chinese Government referred to.
It was
also decided to use the following statement us tne Oasis
of the reply which the consul General lor Germany wound
maze to the harbor Paster;
That in view of the fact tnut no le^ul state of war
exists between Ghana und Japan, the General Pilotage
minority oeine an International oody is nut in a
position to eive instructions to the Pilot associa
tion whicn would imply that one ox tne parties to
tne uisp«te io a belligerent."
Co—I

Ox

Ixu t UitXjx^ilOj^yil^ xJxjf XXJ-.

jQx dx'xXJx1xvxjOj-i XCdCSo «

.XXx jf

..J

CxxhS

OF

Ox^-jXvxxTI OxJS

”

The Consul General lor France referred to the letter
of February ô, fro.a Payor lu, which ne presumed hud been
sent to all tne heads of Consulates, and said he uader-oteod
that nis «merican and 3ritish coxlea^ues had already sent
individual replied thereto.
In that letter mayor ,/u
disclaimed responsibility on behalf of the Chinese Govern
..lent for any loss or damage in the settlements as the
result of Chinese attacks on the crou..id that the municipal
G.OxuUcils had acquiesced in or failed to stop the Japanese
from usixic the International settlement as a ease ox
operations. He (the Consul General for-France) su^ested
that in addition to any individual replies the Senior
Consul ohould send one reply on behalf of txxe Consular
3ouy as a whole.
Txic Consul ucji.-X'{;.1 xor ueruiany suis txiat as tue
re prese.xt.*tive of a non— ex ux*a oerritorxal aower ixe was xiot
sure wnetmcr oi* .ot ne would awx>ocxute nimoelx with a
co -leetivc lector to tue x.apor o.i ine sa...e xootixx^ as nis
-'extraterritorial'' eollca^ueu. ’.lut.over no douot the
senior Consul could _ut over tne difficulty oy usixic tue
parade "i-xtercsted Colleague" or so...e such uistinction.

The other interested colleagues bavin-, su/ported
the su^estivn of the ConsulaGencx’al for France, the
senior Consul promised to oear the point of his German
colleague in mind in preparing a draft letter to tne
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ilayor for the approval of hie interested colleagues, wniph
he would do that afternoon.
The Consul deneral for France also suggested that his
interested colleagues should asm the senior Consul on
behalf of all of them to send a letter to their Japanese
colleague, protesting against the use of the Internatioal
Settlement by the Japanese forces as a base of operations
in the same terms as he understood had already been done
by his British and .-nierican colleagues. Interested members
of the meeting having supported his surest ion, the Senior
Consul promised to circulate the draft of such a letter
for consideration and approval.

FLIGHT GF FILIT-JiY AERU2L.-.1E6 OVLk JIIL INTLRxUTiClUj; BLTTLhLLaT
The senior Consul recalled that at the instance of
.the bnangiiai municipal Council he had addressed letters
to his Japanese coxleague and to mayor 7u requesting them
to urco upon their respective authorities to refrain from
flying military aeroplanes over the settlement, he had
now received a reply dated February 16, from the Consul
General for Japan the second paragraph of which reads as
follows;

11 In compliance with your request, the purport
of your letter has been duly notified to the Japan
ese authorities concerned who in reply have informed
me that, as strict instructions have been eiven to
Japanese aviators to refrain from flyino over the
Settlement, unless absolutely necessary, the prac
tice will naturally be discontinued in the future.1'
addressing his Japanese colleague, the Senior Consul
enquired as to the precise meaning. of the words "unless
aosolutely necessary" explaining that they appeared some
what ambiguous and mi^ht mean much or little. Could he
interpret them as meaing that Japanese military aero
planes would not make flights over the Settlement in
operations unconnected with the defense of tnc Settlement?
Before transmittia^the Japanese Consul Central’s reply
to the Council he would lime the words clarified.

The Consul General for Japan said that after return
ing to ms office he would study the natter and send the
Senior Consul a letter of explanation.
T1.I1 i,xxI.<'Tiixûki<Cm OF xltiDij -.iiD SiiL?xJIxk'r cF V-i..ixGoo
G G u j.4 f it 1 —j*o Duil-ix-'-tc HI—j x'xtxiSxuxix? G nia xS.

The Senior Consul said tt appeared to him there was
one vital factor in the present crisis which should not
oe overlooked, namely the importance of maintaining the
trade and shipping of various countries.
one means
of promoting this object, he would line to suggest that
identic letters be addressed to his Japanese colleague
cxnd to hay or 7u expressing the hope tiiat neither side in
the present conflict would interfere with trade and ship-
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piiig of tuc various countries of Furope and .....erica at
this port, as American Consul General he vas prepared, to
despatch such a letter immediately, eat would, ue ^lad to
have tire cooperation of his colleagues if they wished to
extend it.
The Consul General for Germany remarked there was no
doubt that shipping was being very much incoiivenicnced
oecause of the present congestion, but it must be remarked
that it was not only the Japanese warships and transports
which caused the congestion but also the unusual numoer
of warships belonging to other nationalities. .It mioht
be anticipated that a reply to the Senior Consul’s suggested
letter would make mention of this fact;

The Senior Consul replied that nevertheless that
feature of it need not detract from the value of his
proposed attempt to elicit from ooth sides an assurance
taut neutral tx*aae unu shipping would not oe molested.
It was unanimously agreed to request tne Senior
Consul to prepare the drafts of letters to kayor ,,'u and
his Japanese colleague expressing the objects he aad
enunciated. • This the senior Consul promised to do immedi
ately saying the drafts would be circulated fes- consider
ation and approval the next morning. (Circular ±io. 68-ÎI-X1II ).

riulj TiUxij IT1 Ox1 TH„> oxjT'ik m .—alT «

The Senior Consul referring to a letter from the
Council dated February là, (Circular no. 51-L1-XIII) to the
Chinese authorities against the firiiig of swells into tie
settlement, -which had caused a numoer of casualties, read
the draft of a proposed letter to the ILayor on the subject
(Circular Jo. 6Ï-1C-XIII. )
The Consul General for France thought that tie letter
to the Layor should concern itself mainly with the matter
of the shells falling into the Settlement, and should not
enlarge on the Settlement’s neutral position or the
status of the Shanghai Municipal Council.
The Senior Consul and the meeting generally having
accepted nis views.it was decided to dominate paragraphs
2 and 3 of Circular wo. 51-1I-XI11,. and to name suitable
amendments because of this deletion in the other para
graphs,- the amended draft to be recirculated (J. iilrt.-11-X.Ill)
THF LIFFTIHG TIT w TFRklll.TFD.

Circulated February IG, Ivés.-
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(CIRCULAR Rû. 94-G-V.)

SUBJIjCT:

I-IiIUTLS OF COIILULaR BODY IùLTIxJg

fluRU^RY

S6k19on.

THE SEHIGR COJSUL PRLoEJTn RIB COiG?LIk'.BnTb TO HIS HOHOiUxBLL
ffiOLLlAGULG -x.© ILiS TIE HOiTCR T0_ CIRCUIxxTL THE i.HiUTUo GF
(JOjJBÜ4j.riR ._>ODT LjxixIiS Ob Fb»3RU*xxi£ 36,19.543^
TiiL EERiCxxlJ
C 0 B oCL. xTi_» Gj_jx4-jii-x*j G Ch I .RxjO x B'j' -*T 1B : 10 P.Le
presents:

Consul General for U.S.A. & S.C.
Consul General fox’ h'orway
Consul General for Belgium
Consul General for Sweden
Consul General the ..Je ther lands
Consul General for France
Consul General for Germany
Consul General for Great Britain
Consul General for DeiuaarK.
Consul General for Japan
Consul General fox' Spain
Consul General for Finland
Consul General fox' Portugal
Consul General for Chile
Consul General for Switzerland
Consul for Brazil
Vice Consul for Italy
Secretary in Gn^rge of Consulate
for Çzecaoslovakia
In Charge, Polish Legation,
Consul section

-L. S. Cunningham, Esquire,
-ÎÎ. hall, Esquire,
-J. Van Haute, EsquireK
-J. de LilliehBBk,Esquire,
-F. E. H. Groemuan, Esquire,
-E. hoechlia, Esquire,
-Baron H. Rudt von Collenberg,
F* Brenan, Esquire ,C .l..G«
-Ove Lunn, Esquire,
-1. I.Iurai, zbquire,
-L. V. Ferrer, Esquire,
-H. de hnorring, Esquire,
-Ur. J. 3. ]). da Silva,
-Carlos Beecerra, Esquire,
-E. Lardy, Esquire,
- a. L. de xxlueida, ^squire,
-Couht G. del Bono,

-h. Kalinovsky, Esquire,
-J. hx’ysiaski, Lsquxrc.

The senior Consul Mentioned he had acceded with pleasure
to tne wish of several of ft is Coj. leagues thet a Meeting be
held in order that x.ayor Ju's lottci’ of February s4, which
he presumed nad been sent to the. various heads of Consulates,
might be considered by all of them sitting together. That
letter conveyed a further protest regarding the use by the
Japanese authorities of tne oettlenent as a base of opera
tions, made,a further disclaimer of responsioility ïor con
sequences arising tLorcfroiu, and asaed tiiu.t certain foreign
nationals ana warsaips oe evacuated from the "war zone" for
the sane of security. Tne Senior Consul said the meeting
was open to discussion on the subject.

The Consul General for Demark recalled taut on previous
occasions the senior Consul had sent a joint letter to tne
Mayor on behalf of his interested colleagues with reeurd| to
matters connected with tne present crisis and sug_csted this
course he pursued in tne present instance.

Tne Consul General for France enquired if his colleagues
intended mania_ a reply to mayor Ju’s letter.
The Genior Consul replied that as mericun Consul General
he proposed making a reply, which would in substance reiterate
wnat
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what he had already told the Layer, namely tnat he had
protested against the Settlement ocin0 useras a base of
operations by the Ja pu xiese Authorities, out that he must
contixiue to hold ooth sides to the present dispute respoasiole for loss or damage as a result of the dispute.

The Consul General for Portugal said he would lix.e
to rcmarn,^ eri passant, that at the bc^innin- of the trouole
most alJzhiâtionals had evacuated from Hongkew and "fanetsepoo, virtually under compulsion of Japanese authorities.
They had now taken up residence in the French Concession.
The Senior Consul rejoined that Americans had also been
evacuated from these areas, but this fact did not absolve
both sides from responsibility for loss or injury to pro
perty there or from claims wnich may arise therefrom.
The Consul Generql for lïorwuy said he was unaware which
locality the nayor meant when the referred to tho 'fwar zone”

The Consuls General for the netnerlands, France.Jorway,
and Switzerland favored a collective rcgly to the i.ayor, the
latter re.i..xmii<_ he tnuuoht it quite appropriate for such a
reply to oo sent in view of the curlier precedents. The
reply should reiterate the position already tanen by tiie
Consular Body in this mutter. ..11 of these ^entlemen made
it clear that a collective reply need not preclude Heads or
Consulates 1jI? Old liite kino individual replies <.s well.
The Consul .-encrai for Great Britain s«id he had no
objection to a juint reply, but us lur^c British interests
were involved, he felt constrained to mane u separate
British reply us well.

The Consul .reneral fur Gcruuxiy said he was especially
ixiteresteu ixi tiiis question, occuusc in aciuitxon to tne
Layor’s leu Ger no. had received private verbal warnings to
evacuate his consulate which he would not do, out would
remain there under any circulas tances, however he realized
his consulate was in a physical siiuutiun of ereat danger
and he wondered if it were not possible for j.is Japanese
colleague to prevail upon the Japanese naval authorities
to remove the Japanese flagship from its oerth alongside
the Japanese. Consulate, where it was drawing the fire of the
Chinese? bo far the Chinese shells directed at the flag
ship had fallen on the side away from his consulate, but
they mi Jit easily fall An his side, with disastrous conse
quences to his consulate, ^frer the warnine he had received
yesterday he regarded tne situation as really very serious.
The Consul General for France renamed that his
German colleague had greater freedoxa, due to his special
position, to name representations to the Layer, and possioly
to the JuimcoC on tho subject. The Consul General for Ger
many replied that he had already asneu his Legation tn make
representation to ^unking in the premises, and he intended
replying to the Layor personally but he would welcome to
joiht reply by tne senior Consul as well.

The Consul General for Japan Said hi» flagship was
moored alongside his Consulate for the protection of the
Consulate.
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consulate. CJeacx’ul Uyoda, who--was enjujou in operations
a^aixist the Caiaese 'l^tn -.toute xxrriy, hau his iieauquar ter at
kiaa^waa. The Japanese forces hud. no military base in the
o c t tl ei.'iG. x t •
The Senior Consul enquired if i t were not tdLtte that the
presence of the Japanese fla&sliip alongside the Japanese
Consulate—-Teiier^.1 acted, as a "lia^nef to draw the Cninese
fire?

The Consul G-encrul for Japan said he had an unconfirmed,
report tn.it the Chinese had agreed, not to shoot in the
Settlement, or rather not to shoot :’in the port4
after further discussion it was decided
(a) that a joi it reply on oehulf of interested iieuds
or Cons —1 ates wouiu be o e at,
(b) that it would more or less reiterate tnc statements
a. id r eservatio ±is previa us^i-ia de to me i -a y or a mi t no
Same subject.

’

flic Senior Oonsul prouised to circulated a draft joiat
reply to the i.uyor for the approval of his co_leu0ucs to be
&ivcn attain <h hours.

The Consul honor.xl for Sweden said that if u joint
reply was Ooiiiw to oe .iude to the I.-uyor, he thought that
similar state-mats should ucain oc made to tne Consul gen
eral for Japan at the Same time. The real cause of the
trouble was the use by the Japanese of tac oettlciic.it as
a base of operations, and w...ilc both letters (to the ilayor
and the Japanese Consul Gon. rd) iii_ht not nave any effect,
he thought that similar stntementxshoa..d be reiterated to
both Sides;

The acuiior Cons.i.1 said that the question before the
me-. h 1q was one of a reply to the i .uyor wao iiad sent a
letter oa the saodect menti a., cd to various Heads of Consulates
which the Consul Jcnorul for Japan had not. However, he
had no objection to sending a similar letter to the Japanese
Consul jeaerul if taere was a general desire for it.
..s .io further re.iarns were made oa the subject, it was
allowed to drop.

The Consul for Brazil inquired if the Coashlar Body
was not responsible for tnc protection of residents in the
s e 11101.1e । xt v.ixo hud .io cons ula r r ep r e s e? loi. it ion. ih c senior
Consul replied tiu.t he oclievcd the answer to the question ,
if he understood xt aright, was that primarily the shahe-n-ai
x-.iu.iicipal Council ins respoxisiblo, without liability {'pro
tection of life and property in the I.itcrniitionul oettlemcuit
a responsibility shared, showever, ixi times of emergency
lime the present, bg the Various national forces which were
here for the purpose.
uh-xxiuxUx I

XulC—ixJU.ui) xd—V x O

*XO -1Û11 ill x 1 01.1

The ocuxior Consul referred to the copy of a letter
dated February 46 from the Harbor Laster to the shanghai
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Licensed Pilots’ .kssociutiOxi, threatcnine a cancellation
OX the lxOC.-3.CG Ox
pixOt wixO piloted OUpanesC 11x6x1—Of—WUr
(sec circular 9«j-'_;-IV) and asked his Goruan Colleague if Ue
hud unytiiinj, to propose regard!.■< it.

The Co as-xl General for Cerna y (after renùx. y the letter)
said ho thought the Consular Body should await <* co;xiunication
iron the Pilots association on the subject.
The Consul Goncral for Great Britain said that he had
prepared H letter to the Senior e.onuul which referred to the
letter fvoih. the liurbor Lastei requesting that the General
Pilotage «.uthority should register an expression of opinion
against the piloting of Japanese warships by xieabers of' tne
Pilots .association. i’e had prepared the letter without khowiry that the Harbor it-ttr had written to the Pilots’ asso
ciation threatening to cancellpilots licences in certain
circuiaStuxiccs. fne senior Consul invited his British col
leagues to read the letter which the latter did forthwith,
(sec circulai- -o. ab-E-IV.)
Tne .Const. 1 vea«ial for Great nritain said that in other
owords his view is that the j-enurd Pilotage •*ii±«4»age--authority
cannot uune an order or express an opinion on the subject, but i
if anybody xxad tne authority to xiake such an ordex' it was,
in hxs submission, the Harbor bolster. Il the Harbor Laster
did name such an order he wouxu advise British x:ilots not
to dispute it, provided his co... leagues followed the sane
course.

The Consul Gener.*i xor the Hetaerlands said taut oy
adopting such a position the Consular Body -would be actine
inconsistcutly with the attitude udojtéd^at tiie previous
meeting when it was decided that tne Consular 3ody could
not oive any ins trustioiio to the piluto which would imply
that one of the parties to the dispute is u belligerent.
In other words tne Consular Body tnen did not want to
support the Harbor Laster and if it did support him now it
would oe contrary at least in spirit if not in letter to
tne attitude previously expressed.

The Consul General for C-ro.it irituin rc-k.rj>.cd taut
he understood tne Harbor luster xxuu nut wanted to issue
the order to the Pilots, but had wanted to foist tne res
ponsibility for it Oxi to tne General Pilot.-*_e ..uchurity.
Ilia intcntio.x w.xs to show that the General Pilvta^c .author
ity, an international.body, was not empowered to
such
an order, and that if anybody did x.ave the ?otvr to do so,
that person was the Haroor raster.
The Coxianl General for the xletherlands rtjoixied taut
if tne Consular Body cnuxi^cd its attitude i.i this natter,
it must oe prepared with ar_ux'»e_itu to support the change,
hs he understood Lt, the object of his British Colxeatue
ixi puttin_ foi’ward the letter the hud read was to secure
tne agreement of the Conciliar Body to the position he had
tumen tnerein. Txiat position, he maintained was a departure
froiu tne attitude previously assumed oy the Consular Body
and therefore it tiie change was to oe agreed to it should
be bucxeâ up witxx convincing arguments.
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The Consul General for Germany said, thu t in hit» ©pinion
the regulations were framed to give the Harbor Master certain
powers to be exercised in normal times; it was never contenirplated that the Harbor Master should oe empowered tp act,
in abnormal times like the present, in the manner revealeu
in his letter to the Pilots’ Association.
The Consul General for Great Britain reminded the
me.ting that the Consular Body had already told both
sides to the present dispute that it was trying to preserve
a correct attitude in very difficult circumstances, so that
if the Consular Body allowed the pilotage of Japanese war
vessels it might be interpreted as taking sides in the
dispute, To this the Consul General for the Netherlands
rejoined that of course the Harbor Master had no intention
of interfering with the piloting of Chinese war-vessèls
which showed he was attempting unilateral action.
The Consul General for Norway expressed the view that
it would oe a dangerous precedent to allow the Harbor Master
to discriminate against the vessels of a Power who tech
nically was not at war with China. This time it was Japan
another time it would be another Power. Moreover the pilots
should not be left unprotected from arbitrary threats, theft
their licences would be suspended.
The Consul General for Great, Britain referring to the
last remark, said that of course there was always an
appea^ jto^the consul. : concerned., .
t i_>. i; !
»
.4...
. Â.X v * t L t ür t he r <. d i s c ûs s £ p jp? <;t h e £ b eji-L ô r |’G o s ul sa i d * i t * * t..,
a^çare^ ^tô hi,m thés bestf/co0rsev.,tg/^61iowr"would(.be to awàiï
ÿépresen/taf ipn^x^om. the ’In'iiyiq.u.a.l pilot’s to their'*res- ’
P^ojtlvelden^alSer, possibly from, . ih® Pilots association
to the Consular Body. When these rep resentations were
forthcoming; the interested. Cppsuls ,couldi;con^ultfJ1toge,the r
$4th,a view . tdv.asc@rtain.ing ..what co arse “pg action each one
prpppspd €QePU-r§â§.y- “1 Lute ' tL t ’ 1 t
:ï‘t ry 1*
ï'-c o ; rve
i oui r t a ntltule ’a
x'.i’ltcu-T. o i rc umw umc os .
j.ut
U M.$h@ ,m@et4pgj@nd.orsedi,,thisl.isuggeetion,vlntere^ted ^eads
pgyQpngulat.ps. pledglngythemselyesjt@_.çpnsult/j,pnè another
bef oÿe<à givixjgldetini itey instruct ions i. tp^th^^r respective.
piiotS^ô ThetSenipruQbnsul^anneuiipeda.that in the meantime^
the ; letter rfromwthfi IJaroor । halter and: f romt. his ; British. j
Çp ilea^ne- wpuld b@^ circulated. f or tinXprmatlpni, .
MklNTWHCËnQI’.iCQB^RCH
SHI-PPINQxr,v'ev, M t
I'.. .-(Gul re . can eroua , •reaedc.. t •;« a...’.Ov,
. .-..or .
vor
V j ,t Thei^enior Consul vsaid $hat.*a letter^ dated..Febru^ny
hadlA just jbpen . recei-yed from the Mayor iii reply; to,^lisjXetter
pn th§:-aboy@ subject. ,His;.Japanese colleague^,-replyohadj..em already..beenceirçnlated. (86-M-xjlI}. rHetthPh Proceeded to :
r@ad; the Mayor »s repiÿSJ (see Cir. 9Ô-M-X1IÏ) and remarked
that the Mayor contended the use of the settlement by the
Japan@sev,as. a . ba^o^hud alpea0yyjrodp.pedr.ai dj sas ûrcusv,e£f p.ot
on^the.trade and^shipping of..the pr.rfc. wlV«ays In
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The Consul General for Norway, President of this Committee
said a Hr. Lockwood (connected with the Y.lJ.C.n.) nad addressed
a letter to the senior Consul aSKino that he and three other
associated oe allowed to do certain worn principally of a
humanitarian character in connection with the Chinese being
detained by tne Japanese. Hr. Lockwood’s letter would be
circulated (39ÔK-XIII) together with one from him (the Consul
General for Norway) on tne same subject (8y-ll-XIII). The four
persons concerned were: Father Jac4uinot, Ilessrs. g. R. Hughes,
and N. .. Locmwood, and Hiss Ida 3elle Lewis, and he thought
the best way would be for his collègues to authorise their
addition to his committee. They would not interfere with
theyduties given in the terms of reference to the original
coàiùittee, (o7-a-l'-XIII) (one member of which had resi^neu) .
but he thought the inclusion of these four persons would be
very useful in humanitarian labor.
Consul
Qhi enquiry from tne oenioç, the Consul General for Japan
said he had seen the letter from Hr. Locmwood and agreed, in
general, to allow the work suggested therein bo be carried out.
It was decided to give provisional authorization to the
Consul General for Norway to coopt the four persons mentioned
in his committee on the terms mentioned by him. Confirmation
of this authorization to be assumed if no objection was
received after the correspondence had been circulated.
THE LiELTInG THEN TBRIIINaTBD.
Circulated February a?, lab*-.
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The Honorable
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;

The Secretary of Statfe,
Washington, D. C.

i-

Sir:

In compliance with the Department’s

instruction No. 293 of August 19, 1950, I

have the honor to transmit herewith dip

pings from the French press, on the subject

of the Sino-Japanese conflict, covering the
period, from March 16 to March 29, 1952, in
clusive •
Respectfully yours

Enclosures

**
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Ü
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Enclosures (single copy):

Clippings from the following newspapers:
March 16, 1952,
No. 1 - FIGARO

March 17, 1952.
Ito. 2 - L’OEUVRE
March 20, 1952.
No. 5 - LA REPUBLIQUE
March 22, 1952,
No. 4 - LE POPULAIRE

March 25. 1952.
No. 5 - LE POPULAIRE
6 - LE TEMPS
March 24. 1952.
Ito. 7 - ACtÜALIÏES
8 - LE MATIN
March 29« 1952.
Ito. 9 - LE TEMPS

In quintuplicate
710.
RTP/jcLk
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Enclosure No. 1 to Despatch No. 2429 of April 1, 1932.
From the Embassy at Paris.

Extract from FIGARO, March 16, 1932.

L’Amérique
et l’Extrême-Orient
Par BERNARD FAY

Toute la flotte des Etats-Unis est maintenant
massée dans le Pacifique. Les grandes manœu
vres de terre et de mer ont eu lieu aux îles
Hawaï. Les journaux discutent chaque jour
l’attitude que le peuple et le pays doivent pren
dre en face du conflit sino-japonais. Dans toutes
les villes d’Amérique les blanchisseurs (chi
nois) organisent le boycott des marchands
de thé (japonais). Dans les Universités les étu
diants tiennent des réunions où ils invitent le
consul japonais et le consul chinois à venir
échanger des arguments, puis ils votent des
résolutions antijaponaises. Les clubs de dames
s’agitent. On parle de guerre.
On réclame la paix. Les grands journaux
d*Amérique sont tous, en faveur de la paix.
M, Hearst et sa presse veulent la paix ; les
journaux libéraux et éclairés, comme le N cio
York Times, veulent la paix et la préconisent
à toute occasion. Les journaux patriotes et por
tés à soutenir avec énergie les droits des EtatsUnis, ceux que l’on ne peut suspecter d'inter
nationalisme, telle la Tribune de Chicago, veu
lent la paix. Il semble bien aussi que le Dépar
tement d’Etat veuille la paix, et que M. Hoover,
dans la mesure où il veut quelque chose,
veuille la paix aussi. Il n’y a pas jusqu’au sé
nateur Borah, qui, utilisant l’occasion favorable,
n’en ait profité pour déclarer solennellement,
et avec l’éclat qu’il aune à mettre en de telles
occasions, qu’il était tout en faveur de la paix.
Devant des manifestations aussi variées et aussi
significatives on pourrait penser que tout le
monde veut la paix et qu’il y a en Amérique
une unanimité telle que tout danger d’interven
tion et toute menace de secousse brutale sont
éliminés. Il n’en est rien.

'★**'
Un courant se dessine depuis quelques se
maines en Amérique qui pourrait conduire les
Etats-Unis, par une série de mouvements, lents
d’abord puis accélérés, jusqu’à un état de
guerre. Il ne s’agit point du vieux fonds d’hosti
lité contre le Japon, jadis fort aigu, au jourd’hui
bien assoupi, mais encore vivace et que l’on
retrouve surtout répandu sur la côte ouest.
C’est là une force qui, quelque jour, pourra
entrer en jeu, mais qui pour l’instant est inef
ficace. Il ne s’agit point non plus de la propa
gande, très efficace du reste, faite à travers les
Etats-Unis par les éléments chinois. Le Chinois
résidant dans l’Amérique du Nord est en effet
fort patriote ; qu’il soit blanchisseur, comme
le plus grand nombre, ou tenancier de « Chop
Suei » (restaurant oriental), ou étudiant dans
une Université, le Chinois des Etats-Unis n’est
point du tout un philosophe impassible. La

fièvre du nouveau monde l’a gagné, il est actif,
nerveux et rusé. Il se faufile partout et il pro; i’de du prestige intellectuel, artistique, histo
rique dont jouit la Chine pour tailler des crou
pières au Japon, lequel apparaît comme le par
venu de l'Extrême-Orient et n’a point réussi à
se constituer en terre américaine des foyers de
sympathie très, ardents. L'opinion est donc por
tée à favoriser la Chine, mais elle y mettrait
peu de passion et ne serait point entraînée fort
loin par les artifices des Chinois si d’autres élé
ments n’entraient en jeu.
L’un des plus voyants s’est révélé l’autre
jour. En effet, une longue adresse de « citoyens
influents > vient d’être publiée dans les prin
cipaux journaux, et d’objurgucr le peuple amé
ricain de prendre, en ce conflit immoral, une
attitude énergique, seule digne de sa moralité.
Les « citoyens influents » et pacifistes, parmi
lesquels se trouve M. Lawrence Lowell, prési
dent de l’Unîversité Harvard, ne se font point
scrupuEe d’inciter les Etats-Unis à déclarer un
boycott contre les produits et marchandises ja
ponais. Ce document a retenu Fattentioiî du pu
blic et suscité des commentaires innombrables.
Les associations anti japonaises se sont efforcées
d'en tirer le meilleur parti ; on est allé jusqu’à
imprimer que Mme Hoover s’était jointe à un
groupe de maîtresses de maison qui avaient
décidé de boycotter séance tenante tous les
produits japonais. Mme Hoover, fort ennuyée
de ce propos, fut contrainte de faire démentir
par une de s^es secrétaires. Mais le public avait
é t é i mpr es s icmn é.
Le peuple arméricain n’est point assez aveu
gle pour méconnaître qu’un boycott mènerait
fort loin. Et, if faut l’avouer, toute une partie
des masses populaires envisage cette éventualité
sans indignation.
En effet, quels qu’aient été les efforts ré- i
cents de M. Hoover, du Congrès, des banquiers
et des financiers, la aise, qui ptaraît s’atténuer
et dont on peut, d’an point de vue philoso
phique et scientifique, déclarer la fin venue, ,
n’en est pas moins encore bien présente. Les.
prix continuent à descendre dans les restau
rants. Les grands industriels continuent à déclarer qu’il faut pousser le public à acheter
le plus possible et le phri tôt possible. M. Ford
annonce qu’il va « risquer son tout » pour
faire sortir une série nouvelle d’automobiles «
magnifiques à huit cylindres, et que, dût-il s’y |
ruiner, il poussera ses compatriotes vers la ’
prospérité. De telles déclarations, si elles rap- ;
pellent celles de Léonidas aux Thermopyles,
r.’ont rien de très encourageant. Et le peuple j
américain est d’autant moins encouragé, d’au
tant moins confiant, qwe c’est là pour lui un
refrain ancien, dont il est las.
En se promenant dans les boutiques les plus
populaires des grandes villes, l’un des propos
que l’on entend le plus souvent est celui-ci :
c Ah ! si seulement on avait une bonne guerre,
cela ferait remonter les prix ! » Dans les omni
bus où les ménagères et les employés s’empilent
< n entend circuler la même rumeur. Et le soir,
en quittant leur banque, plus d’un banquier
inquiet de ce long marasme lève les bras au
ciel et s’écrie : « Ce serait à souhaiter une
guerre. >
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De profonds politiques prétendent enfin que j
la seule façon dont M. Hoover pourrait assurer
sa réélection, si gravement compromise, serait
par l’entrée rapide et brillante en une guerre
extrême-orientale, qui secouerait la léthargie
du peuple, réveillerait les affaires et ferait de
lui le grand héros national. Un tel geste serait. :
à n’en pas douter, accueilli avec faveur par les !
masses profondes de la nation. 11 n’en serait |
pas moins fort dangereux, et on voit mal M.
Hoover, quaker et pacifiste, s’aventurant en j
une telle entreprise.
Le danger de guerre est donc lointain à l’heure
actuelle. Toutefois, si le conflit d’Orient se pro
longeait et si la crise économique américaine
ne s’atténuait pas, il paraît probable que les
efforts pieux des pacifistes américains entraî
neraient leur gouvernement dans la voie qui
mène à la guerre. Le gouvernement ne s’y en
gagerait qu’à regret, mais le gouvernement, à
l’heure actuelle, est aux abois. Il s’épuise en
vains efforts, et moins que jamais il peut mé
priser les tendances profondes du peuple. Or,
le peuple esst las de la dépression, le peuple est
fatigué des encouragements platoniques, le
peuple réclame du neuf, fût-il brutal.
Aussi les Japonais, s’ils sont sages, ne pro
longeront-ils pas indéfiniment la bataille de
Changhaï. Elle n’a que trop duré pour leur pres
tige. Elle est malsaine pour les nerfs des Amé
ricains. Elle emplit le Pacifique d’un bruit dan
gereux.
4
En temps de crise économique il ne faut
jamais donner à ses voisins la tentation d’un
grand geste sauveur, surtout quand il peut leur
ouvrir un marché économique.
Bernard Fay.
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Enclosure No. 2 to Despatch No. 2429 of April 1, 1932
From the Embassy at Paris.
Extract from L’OEUVRE, March 17, 1932.

CHANGHAÏ ET GEN^TXTTiT

Les enjeux du différend
j
Par LORD ROBERT CECIL

Le second point, absolument
C’est nori seulement la «néces
sité des événements, mais encore distinct du premier, concerne la
la nécessité de la logique qui a responsabilité des graves hostili
fait suspendre la Conférence mon tés qui ont eu lieu à Changhaï.
diale du Désarmement, afin de Même si le Japon, comme il est
permettre à rassemblée, spécia fort possible, avait des griefs très
lement réunie à Genève pour la réels dus aux mesures économi
première fois dans l’histoire de la ques prises par la Chine ou à l’inSociété des Nations, de juger de ' cident du chemin de fer sudCfuél côté était le droit dans un re mandchourien, il est impossible
cours effectif à la guerre et d’avi de le justifier d’avoir bombardé
ser aux moyens d’y mettre fin. et occupé le territoire chinois
Dès le début, la Conférence du avant d’avoir essayé tous les
Désarmement a été hantée par la moyens qu’il avait de faire valoir
yifeiôn des hostilités entre la Chi ses droits par la médiation et Varne et le Japon. D’un côté l’on peut bitrage. Le pacte de la Société des
dire que cette recrudescence de Nations et le pacte Kellogg fai
militarisme accentue la nécessité saient aux deux parties une obli
de la réduction des armements. gation de soumettre leurs diffé
Mais il est clair que l’on ne peut rends internationaux à ces modes
déterminer la nature et l’étendue pacifiques de règlement. A plu
de cette réduction avant de savoir sieurs reprises, la Chine s’en est
si la Société des Nations a ou non remise à la Société des Nations et
fait respecter son autorité en Ex a accepté des propositions d’arbi
trême-Orient. Il ne suffit pas de trage. Mais jusqu’à présent, les
conclure’hâtivement une trêve ; il Japonais n’ont pas voulu donner
ne suffit pas d’établir à Changhaï leur accord.
et aux alentours une paix d’épui
Oh affirme, et cette affirmation
sement incertaine. Un règlement n’a pas été contestée, que malgré
qui ne châtierait pas une agres la considérable agitation causée
sion injuste, qui ne repousserait en Chine par l’occupation japo
pas une politique militariste, qui naise de. Ja Mandchourie, aucun
n’assurerait pas à un membre sujet japonais n’avait été tué sur
loyal de la Société des Nations le tout le territoire chinois jusqu’au
remède au préjudice dont il a meurtre d’un moine bouddhiste
souffert ou.sa réparation, un tel survenu lors d’une émeute à
règlement constituerait un atten- Shanghai’ le 19 février.
tat désastreux à la moralité inter
Le 21, l’amiral Shiozawa, com
nationale. Le monde ne veut pas mandant
les forces navales ja- i
seulement qu’il n’y ait pas la ponaises dans les eaux chinoises,
guerre ; .il veut aussi assister â adressa aux autorités chinoises une
une grande victoire morale de la demande de réparation et de mesu
paix.
- , _. _
res préventives à l’occasion de cet
; il menaçait de faire pren- i
C’est pourquoi je suis d’avis attentat
dre des mesures énergiques par sa
qu’il est très important que nous flotte au cas où l’on ne ferait pas
ayons constamment présentes à droit à ses demandes. Six jours
l’esprit les circonstances princi après, le. consul japonais avertit les
pales du différend qui a mené autorités chinoises que le délai ac
aux hostilités, à une situation qui j cordé pour l’exécution des deman
a tout de la guerre, sauf le nom. i des japonaises expirerait le lende
Avant tout, il faut se rendre * main à 18 heures. Des avions japo
et d’autres renforts arrivèrent'
compte que la Société des Nations j nais
alors sur le terrain. Le point culmi
a à trancher deux litiges bien dis nant
de la crise fut atteint le 28
tincts. L’un embrasse tout l’en janvier. Le matin, de bonne heure,
semble des griefs économiques et ï’amiral Shiozawa avertit les auto
autres qui constitue le différend rités étrangères chargées de la dé
sino-j’aponais.. Il y a là tous les fense de la concession internatio
différends ferroviaires et territo nale qu’il avait l’intention de pren
riaux en Mandchourie. Il y a ce dre des mesures contre les Chinois
qu’on appelle le boycottage chi dans les vingt-quatre heures. A
le maire de Changhaï
nois, qui va souvent beaucoup treize heures,
entendre que les demandes
plus loin que son nom ne l’impli laissa
japonaises étaient acceptées dans
que. Il y a toutes les accusations leur intégralité. A 21 heures, le con
de mauvaise foi d’une part et sul japonais se déclara satisfait de
d’arrogance de l’autre,les accusa l’acceptation par les Chinois de
tions de militarisme japonais et l’ultimatum, et en informa le corps
de mauvaise administration chi consulaire. Cependant, à 22 heures,
noise. Mais toutes ces questions l’amiral japonais annonça son in
font l’objet de l’enquête de la tention de faire débarquer des fu
marins, afin de protéger les
Commission de Ja Société des Na siliers
resortissants japonais, et le débar
tions présidée par Lord Lytton, quement
eut lieu à minuit. Prenant!
qui est déjà arrivée au Japon, । la concession internationale commet
Commission à la nomination de base d’opérations, et après Favoiç’
laquelle les deux pays ont con
senti.
- x
a
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traversée, les fusiliers marins es
sayèrent d’occuper la ville chinoise.
)de Chapei. Les Chinois résistèrent
vigoureusement, et les navires de
guerre japonais «bombardèrent les
forts situés au confluent du WangPou et du Yang-Tse, à une distance
considérable de Changhaï. Dès lors,
la guerre fit rage, sans que l’on en
prononçât le nom. Malgré deux trê
ves d’ailleurs courtes et incomplè
tes, la lutte s’intensifia et les pertes
ne cessèrent de croître. Des milliers
de civils ont été tués par le bombar
dement aérien, et plus récemment
encore par le feu de l’artillerie et de
l’infanterie qui les a balayés.
j
La Chine en ayant appelé à la
Société des Nations en vertu de
(71’article 15 du Pacte, le secrétaire
•général, comme c’était son devoir,
demanda àux consuls des puissan
ces représentées à Changhaï de lui
rapporter exactement ce qui s’était
passé. Le Comité international des
consuls tint plusieurs réunions et
envoya deux rapports. Dans le se
cond rapport, on trouve cette décla
ration importante : « Un état de
guerre ouverte existe depuis le 3 fé
vrier. » Plus loin, le rapport dit que
« l’offensive était entièrement entre
les mains des Japonais ». Tel est le
fait qui se dégage de cette enquête
internationale. De quelque côté
qu’ait été le droit dans le différend
fondamental entre le Japon et la
Chine, il est incontestable qu’à par
tir du 3 février, l’activité du Japon
n’était pas défensive mais offensive,
et que le Japon était l’agresseur,
daps le sens habituel et raisonnable
que l’on donne à ce terme.
On a récemment publié une dé
claration du vicomte Ishii, disant
que le Japon n’a aucune ambition
territoriale en Chine et se retirera
sitôt la protection de ses nationaux
assurée. Il est fort possible que si le
vicomte Ishii disposait d’une voix
décisive dans les affaires de son
pays, ces déplorables incidents ne
se seraient pas produits. En vérité,
les amis de la Chine et du Japon
aujourd’hui rassemblés à Genève
doivent tâcher et espérer que des
conseillers éclairés prennent le des
sus à Tokio. et que les éléments mo
dérés et libéraux que je sais être
très nombreux dans les milieux po
litiques japonais réussissent à se
faire entendre. Mais comment ceux
des Japonais qui sont sincèrement
attachés à l’ensemble de notre sys
tème d’organisation de la paix peu
vent-ils être surpris de l’extrême
anxiété qu’ont provoquée dans mon
pays et dans toute l’Europe rt
F Amérique l’injustifiable recours à
la violence qui s’est produit à
Changhaï et les horribles dévasta
tions qu’il a causées ?
Si j’avais eu une partialité quel
conque au début de cette controver
se, Ip 18 septembre, je pense qu’elle
eût été tout autant en faveur du Ja
pon que de la Chine. Je sais tout ce
que l’on a dit des difficultés du gou
vernement chinois ces dernières an
nées. Je sais combien peu raisonna
blement, à mon avis, ce gouverne
ment s’est comporté en diverses oc
casions. J’étais très prêt à croire
que, dams l’ensemble,le Japon avait
des griefs très réels. Mais il aurait
dû être disposé à traiter la question
dans le véritable esprit d’un mem
bre de la Société des Nations. Je
dois admettre qu’en présence du dé
veloppement de la situation, j’ai été
obligé de conclure que la politique
du Japon n’était p<'is dictée par les
éléments que le vicomte Ishii repré
sente si admirablement, mais par
defc éléments purement militaristes.
Il était manifeste pour moi que les
obligations du Pacte n’étaient pas
observées ; l’enquête, lorsqu’elle fut
pour la première fois proposée, fut
refusée ; à plusieurs reprises, on vit
émaner de sources apparemment
plus ou moins autorisées, la menace
d’un abandon par le Japon de la ;
S. D. N., au cas où cette dernière
interviendrait ; et cette déplorable

t
।
attitude fut couronnée par les actes
i de violence extrême qui se déroulè
rent à Changhaï.
C’est pourquoi je suis convaincu
qu’il est nécessaire que la S.D.N., !
en même temps que l’Amérique, ne■*
pardonne pas, et qu’elle répudie
ouvertement et formellement l’ac
tion si incorrectement entreprise !
par les autorités militaires japonai- i
ses. Mon espoir le plus sincère est i
que les conditions d’un armistice
acceptable par les deux parties au- !
ront été réalisées avant que ces li
gnes paraissent. Je crois qu’il est
d’une importance capitale qu’une
zone^. ne litre soit établie par l’auto- ;
rité de la Société des Nations et |
confiée à la surveillance d’une force
internationale. Cependant, au cas
où la puissance qui s’est montrée
l’agresseur rendrait l’armistice im
possible, ou au cas où la zone neu
tre serait refusée, il faudrait que
F Assemblée demandât aux mem
bres de la S. D. N. d’exercer une
pression diplomatique et économi
que générale sur la puissance qui a
violé le Pacte, et qu’elle invitât of
ficiellement les Etats-Unis à colla
borer à cette mesure.
Cependant, notre principale tâche
jdoit être d’arrêter le combat, et
d’affirmer l’autorité de la S. D. N.,
afin que l’on puisse examiner cal
mement les points sur lesquels la
Commission Lytton doit faire son
rapport au Conseil,et travailler ain
si à la reconstruction de la Chine
et à l’établissement d’une véritable
unité dans ce pays. Cela est essen
tiel, non seulement pour la Chine,
mais encore pour tous les pays qui
entretiennent des relations commer
ciales et financières avec l’ExtrêmeOrient. Le problème du chômage en
Europe et en Amérique serait en
i grande partie résolu s’il était possii ble à une Chine unie et prospère de
développer son énorme marché en
puissance. C’est également à quoi
le Japon a véritablement intérêt. On
n’arrive pas à faire faire à un hom
me des affaires avec vous en l’as
sommant : on n’y arrive qu’en lui
permettant de mettre sa maison en
ordre et en entretenant des rela
tions amicales avec lui. Je crois
qu’il y a au Japon des gens qui se
rendent compte de cette vérité.Nous
avons eu des indices encourageants
du désir du peuple japonais de re
venir sur le sentier de la paix. Nous
ne voulons pas lui rendre la tâche
plus difficile ; nous voulons la lui
faciliter dans toute la mesure du
possible. Car dans notre lutte pour
l’établissement d’une ère nouvelle
dans les relations internationales,
nous avons besoin de l’aide de tous.
।
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Enclosure No. 3 to Despatch No. 2429 of April 1, 1932.
From the Embassy at Paris.
Extract from LA REPUBLIQUE, March 20, 1932

EN EXTRÊME-ORIENT

province a presque toujours vécu en | avaient été consultés sur
marge de la Chine. En particulier, de ils auraient répondu que
jqn à 1929, le vieux vice-roi Tchang portait le régime, pourvu
7 so Lin affectait d’ignorer pratique u$i|'monnaie saine, la li
ment tous les liens qui rattachaient va$Fet <lu trafic, la paix
cette province à la Chine proprement: pour leurs biens.
dite.
'
'J
Mais.en ces affaires, le
Les Japonais, héritiers des droits res jamais consulté. C’est u
Il y a deux cent quatre-vingt-huit
Mais voici que le sort prend sa re
tes en Mandchourie, avaient comité politiciens véreux ou de n
ans, en 1644, le jeune chef de la puis vanche sur les agitateurs impuissants
sur lui pour faire dé la Mandchourie bitieux qui prétend fixer
sante tribu des Nu-Chen, après avoir qui ont fait de la Chine une proie aux
un pays indépendant. Mais le viepc masses, qu’ils exploitent. 1
expulsé de Mandchourie les représen appétits des factions.
renard espérait mieux. Il rêvait jde
Les Japonais n’avaient,
tants de la dynastie chinoise des Ming,
Après avoir végété dans les conces commander à la Chine entière. Il teqta
leur grand coup de torch'
envahissait la Chine du Nord, prenait sions internationales de Tien-Tsin et
le coup deux ou trois fois au cours jie le pays, où ils ont de si
la capitale Pékin et s’y installait. Il y de Dairen, dans une médiocrité voisine
ces vingt' dernières années : il échoiia rets, letombât aussitôt sou
fondait, à son tour, la dynastie des de la misère, le dernier descendant de
et mourut déchiqueté par une bombe nistratipn analogue à la pi
Hsing, l’une des plus pui^sante^ de la dynastie mandchoue, empereur dès partie d’on ne sait quelles mains.
encore moins sous la férul
celles qui ont gouverné l’ingouverna- l’âge de 3 ans et détrôné à l’âge de
Son faible fil?,. Cfyang Sue Lian^, nalistes cantonale, qui on
ble Empire du Milieuf en lui donnant 5 ans, se voit ramené par la Fortune
une apparence d’unité apolitique et ad au pays de ses ancêtres. La Fortune, hérita de ses ambitions, mais non de bouleverser la Chine. Ils d<
ministrative, inconnue depuis les ori ici, ce sont d’abord et avant tout les son sens politique. En 1929, il se rallia s’opposer à toute tentative
gines reculées du formidable conglo Japonais, mais aussi les Mandchous politiquement au gouvernement de ment de la Mandchourie ;
mérat géographique chinois. Cepen qui refusent de courber la tête devant Nankin pour en tirer un prestige per la Chine. Ils n’y ont pas 1
sonnel et se brouilla ainsi définitive cela ils ont eu avec eux tou
dant, les vrais fils de Han, les Chinois les Cantonais.
ment avec les Japonais, et la lutte chous que Chang Sue Lian
de Chine, ont toujours impatiemment
Le ier mars 1932, le successeur légi commença, lutte du pot de terre contre mes et humiliés en assas
supporté le joug des usurpateurs mand
time
d’une dynastie* trois fois séculaire k pot de fer. Elle s’est précipitée à chef chef Yang Ya Tipg en
chous. L’honneur— 'si honneur il y a
— de les avoir jetés à bas du trône sortie de Mandchourie, le citoyen propos des événements de Moukden et
D’autre part, les Japon;
revient à un obscur Cantpnais, méde Henri Pou Yi se voit intronisé Prési s’est terminée, comipe l’on sait, par vaient ni ne voulaient
cin - dentiste de profession, au révolu dent de là République de Mandchou l’expulsion complète de Çhang et de Mandchourie, ni même d<
tionnaire Sun Y at$ en, qui s’efforça de rie. Les cinq couleurs du nouveau dra ses armées hors de la Mandchourie.
elle aucune sorte de prot
Ainsi libérée par les soldats japonais traité de Washington s’y
dopnet une ' âme nationale à 400 mil peau ont remplacé le vieux dragon du
lions d’individus, quç tout séparait, drapeau impérial et le drapeau du gou de la dictature militariste des Chang, aussi l’opinion mondiale. D
la Mandchourie ne pouvait rester en est archi évident qu’ils ava
sauf l’habitude de courber le dos sous vernement nationaliste.
Un nouvel Etat est né aux confins l’air. Il y avait trois solutions en pré perdre et peu à gagner à un
la tyrannie impériale^ et mandarinale.
de l’Asie, à une heure et dans des sence pour régler le sort de cette pro ration, leur but précis éta
Il n’a pas réussi dans cette tâçhe conditions particulièrement troubles.
vince.
voir développer çn paix, et
formidable, et ses acolytes du Kûup* Vivra-t-il ? Quel rôle jouera-t-il dans
avec tous, les intérêts i
i° La rendre à l’influence du gouver- tjon
1
mintang pas davantage, sinon sur le les années à venir ? Deux questions
<
économique qu’ils po
papier. Depuis la chute de la dynastie sur lesquelles je voudrais essayer de nement de Nankin, nationaliste, xéno- dre
Mandchourie. C’est dans c
phobe et anti-japonais ;
mandchoue et la fondation de ja pre
jeter quelque lumière.
2° La laisser tomber directement sous le premier ministre Ihuka
mière République, en 1911, la Chine
I. — Il ne faut jamais perdre de vue, le protectorat japonais, préparant une naïvement : « Même si on n
est retombée dans le chaos le plus pro
nait en toute propriété nous
fond, tel qu’il était deux cents ans quels que soient les droits dont se ré annexion future ;
3° La faire s’ériger en Etat indépen- ce cadeau, n
avant l’ère chrétienne, sous les Tang. clame la Chine sur les quatre provin
U ne restait donc qu’une ?
Il semble être le milieu naturel dans ces de VEst (ainsi s’appelait en der- dant et pleinement autonome,
Si les seuls citoyens mandchous laisser la Mandchourie s’éri;
nier lieu la Mandchourie), que cette
lequel se complaît cet étrange pays.

le nouvel Etat de Mandchourie
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Au nom de quoi, par exemple, T Amé
U en avaient été consultés sur ces questions, autonome, indépendant de la Chine ma- sera civil, exclusivement civil. Les Ja
,r, de ils auraient répondu que peu leur im- râtre oui, après l’avoir usurpée, l’avait ponais, au nom des droits qu’ils ont à rique, qui, évidemment, a trouvé son
:hang portait le régime, pourvu qu’ils eussent totalement méconnue jusqu’au jour où protéger et en vertu de nouveaux ac- maître dans le Japon, peut-elle refuser
tique uhi monnaie saine, la liberté du tra- la technique patiente japonaise en eut cords précis avec la République de sa reconnaissance à l’Etat mandchouMandchourie, se chargeront d’achever rien ? Elle a reçu notification de sa
raient vail et «lu trafic, la paix et la sécurité fait une province modèle.
Cette solution, disons-le hardiment, ^ee nettoyage des derniers . brigands , naissance. Elle se tait, et c’est tout ce
inient pour leurs biens.
Mais en ces affaires le peuple n’est était prévue et préparée entre les J a- (ainsi nomme-t-on les partisans inte- qu’elle peut faire. Mais ça ne durera
jamais
consulté. C’est une bande de ponais et les adversaires de Chang Sue resses. de l’ancien régime, sans parler pas. L’Angleterre, la France ont éga
s ruslement reçu la lettre de faire part. J’ai
>mpté politiciens véreux ou de militaires am- Liang depuis le jour où ce dernier se des vrais> ligands qui sont une variété
l’impression que n’était la crainte de
bitieux
qui
prétend
fixer
le
sort
des
fut
rallié
au
Kouomiutang
de
Nankin,
“
e
de
la
gent
militaire
en
ces
pâ

lourie
déplaire
à Washington, elles auraient
C’est elle qui a prévalu et dont nous rages/*
o
,
vieux masses qu’ils exploitent.
Les Tanonais n’avaient nas donné voXons> en ce moment, la réalisation.
Précédemment, 80 p. 100 des taxes déjà donné leur assentiment à la nqu-,
it de
Les Japonais n avaient pas donne
.
levees sur le peuple allaient dans la velle République.
tenta leur grand coup de torchon pour que
II. - Le nouvel Etat est-il viable ? ca5sette du
ernçur Chang pour ses
Jrs de le pays, où ils ont de st grands tnte- Très certainement, avec 1 aide des Ja- besoins personnels et pour son Brmée.‘ La position la plus curieuse et la ’
plus embarrassante est certainement
chou a rêts, xetombât aussitôt sous une admi- ponais, aide qui ne lui fera defaut sur La monnaje avajt cours forC(s .
Jombe nistration analogue à la précédente, et aucun terrain, si ce n’est peut-être le fen^aQ et le tiano ^étaient garantis celle de FU. R. S. S. En sa qualité de
encore moins sous la férule des natio- terrain financier, le Japon étant lui‘ien. C’en est fini de cet arbitraire, libératrice des peuples opprimés, elle
-wng, nalistes cantonais, qui ont achevé de même dans de sérieux embarras pour ^jne banque centrale' d’émission va ne peut-que se réjouir de; Fémançipa?
tion'mandchoue de la tutelle des natio-'v
on de bouleverser la Chine. Ils devaient donc le moment.
être
en avril, avec des principes nnHstea^chinois
_____ ___ _ Elle le ferait sans
rallia s opposer à toute tentative de rattacheLa Mandchourie comprend quatre et une surveillance sévères, comme
♦ è nensée si le lapon n’était pas
it de ment de la Mandchourie au statut de provinces : Moukden (Liaoning), Kiiin, tout ce oui est iaoonais Les taxes sont ?
pense<! 51 * Iap n. n
P f
la
Chine.
Ils
n
’
y
ont
pas
manqué
;
en
Heilungkiang
et
Jéhol
(Mongolie
ex^
d
’
o
es
et
dél
réduites
et
leur
emplo
?
K8-*”*
emanc,PatWn doot
b percela
ils
ont
eu
avec
eux
tous
les
Mandtéri
eure).
Sa%uperficie
est
à
peu
près
SlI
J
11
^
c
æra
plus
que
personne
smon
litiveSup T biner avait brin
j
i]a France
v "
j
vt/v
z
couuoio.
Q;uant
à la Chine, ses efforts Selutte rhm.«
Chous que CWcr
Chang bue
Lia.^ avait on cell
e de
et♦ de
1 Italie réuDe ces seuls points de vue, autant seul. V3
ns.
contre niés et humiliés en assassinant leur pjçg ; sa population d’environ 30 mil- pour ies 30 millions de Manchons que
itée à chef chef Yang Ya Ting en 1930.
lions, dont les trois quarts de Chinois pour l’Asie en général, la création d’un
: Pondère étape vers l’an|en et
D’autre part, les Japonais ne pou- immigrés pour fuir la misère, de la £tat modèle dans la Chine chaotique nexiop> comme il fut fait de U Corée,
> par vaient ni ne voulaient annexer la mère-patrie. Ses richesses naturelles s’annonce événement heureux, dont les Par
Japon. Avec le grand spéciaet de Mandchourie, ni même déclarer sur- sont immenses,
à condition
de les faire conséquences sont incalculables.
Rodney Gilbert,
‘
..........................
1Lste
*“"‘ J-œencam
" ....
’ “ * nous
.rie.
nr. — Comment l’accueilleront les n’hésitons pas à, dire le contraire, du
elle aucune sorte de protectorat. Le valoir méthodiquement. A preuve, c’est
moins pour plusieurs générations. Car
)onais traité de Washington s’y opposait et que depuis l’occupation japonaise du puissances étrangères ?
^hang, aussi l’opinion mondiale. D’ailleurs, il Sud-Mandchourien, le bilan commetLes japonais ont pris le,seul moyen
n est pas l’intérêt actuel du Japon,
ter en est archi évident qu’ils avaient tout à cial est passé de 16 millions de taëls [qui coupe court à toute vaine récrimid Flus tard, bien plus tard, peut-être...
n pré- perdre et peu à gagner à une telle opé à plus de 520 millions (8 à 9 milliards nation, Ils n’ont rien annexé 5 ils ne ^lais alors, le Japon ^era^ en plein
e pro- ration, leur but précis étant de pou de francs) en 1929.
sont rien, officiqftement, dans le nouvel accord avec une Chiné régénérée et leur
voir développer qp paix, en collabora
Les habitants sont en grande majo- Etat. Mais ils sont partout, à titre de ennerT1* sera
Sans le nommer,
>uver- tion avec tous, les intérêts vitaux d’or rite de paisibles agriculteurs ou des conseillers, de guides, de bailleurs de comme le fait R. Gilbert, tout le mourxéno- dre économique qu’ils possèdent en manœuvres* Les troubles ne viendront fonds. Us sont vraiment ici le de us ex de l’a deviné.
Mandchourie. C’est dans ce sens que pas d’eux. Les seuls éléments de dé- machina, La machine marchera, elle
Toute question juridique mise à part,
t sous le premier ministre Inukaï déclarait sordre à craindre pendant peu de temps marche déjà, parce qu’ils la font mou- économiquement parlant, la création
t une naïvement : « Même si on nous la don ce sont les pseudo-militaires, qui, au voir. Les Mandchous ont disposé d’eux- de la Mandchourie, Etat indépendant
nait en toute propriété nous refuserions temps passé, vivaient sur le paysan, mêmes. Us ont eu dans FHistojre tant épaulé par-leJapon, nous apparaît pluMais le nouveau gouvernement a dé- de prédécesseurs qu’il serait puéril de tôt comme un événement heureux,
épem ce cadeau. »
~
p—.
Il ne restait donc qu’une alternative: claré qu’il entendait mettre fin à ce les critiquer fit que personne ne >’y ris*
D^UÇ l*
tabous laisser la Mandchourie s’ériger en Etat régime de l’omnipotence militaire > tout quera bien longtemps.
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Enclosure No. 4 to Despatch No. 2429 of April 1, 1932
From the Embassy at Paris.

Extract from LE POPULAIRE, March 22, 1932.

LA GUERRE EN EXTREME-ORIENT

L’ “internationalisation”
de Changhaï
y. ’Es f négociations continuent à
I ^Changhaï en vue de la cêssar
lion définitive des hostilités. Il
semble ■ toutefois qu’on soit encore
Idin d’un aFcord. Les informations à
ce sujet sont d'ailleurs assez contra
dictoires..
.
Le Japon procède au rapatriement
d’une partie de ses troupes. Il faut
en déduire que le gouvernement de
Tokjo n’a pas l’intention de repren
dre les opérations militaires dans la
région de Changhaï. Mais cela ne
veut pas dire quil soit prêt à réta
blir le « statu quo ante ». On an
nonce, en effet, que les Japonais se
retranchent fortement dans le sec
teur occupé et.qu’ils y maintiendront
au moins deux divisions.
D’ailleurs, l’amiral japonais Abo,
membre du Conseil supérieur de la
guerre, qui avait été chargé d’exa
miner sur place la situation à Chan
ghaï, a fait des déclarations impor- I
tantes à la presse. L* « Agence Rengô », qui est l’agence officielle du
gouvernement de Tokio, les résume
ainsi :
. L’amiral Abo a déclaré que la zone
de Changhaï ne saurait être entière
ment abandonnée aux Chinois, après
le. retrait des troupes japonaises.
Il apparaît, a-t-il dit, que la meilleuye solution, tant dans l’intérêt des
(Chinois que dans celui des étrangers,
serait l’établissement d’une zone de sé
curité, à l’intérieur de laquelle cha
cun pourrait vaquer à ses affaires
dans la paix et la sécurité. Les Japo
nais ne défendent pas que leurs inté
rêts, mais aussi ceux de toutes les na
tions et si les Chinois et les étrangers
pouvaient comprendre les réelles in‘Ogg •ç (Ms
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Enclosure No. 5 to Despatch No. 2429 of April 1, 1932.
From the Embassy at Paris.

Extract from LE POPULAIRE, March 23, 1932.

Non mais,
sans blague!
Matin nous apporte une nou
velle des plus sensationnelles.
Le nouveau « gouvernement »
mandchou annonce « que des infor
mations lui permettent de publier
que la France, l’Italie, le Japon et
l’Esthonie sont favorables, en prin
cipe, à la reconnaissance du nouvel
Etat présidé par l'ex-empereur Pou
Yi< D’autres pays encore se montre
raient favorables à une reconnais
sance de principe ».
Non, mais, sans blague ! On parle
sérieusement de la reconnaissance
de l’Etat mandchou « indépen
dant » ? Sf les événements des der
niers six mois ne nous avaient pas ,
habitués à ne plus nous étonner de
rien, nous aurions ri aux éclats.
Mais, hélas ! depuis le commence
ment de la guerre en ExtrêmeOrient, nous avons vu les choses les
plus abracadabrantes !
Les Japonais ont envahi la Mand
chourie, occupé les capitales des
trois provinces du Nord, chassé les
autorités et les troupes chinoises.
Mais, suivant le verdict compétent
du Conseil de la Société des Nations,
il n’y a pas eu de violation du pacte
Kellogg. Et l’intégrité du territoire
de la Chine, garantie par des traités
et par le Covenant, n’est pas violée,
non plus. Du moins, la S. D. Ns le
prétend.
Les Japonais ont attaqué Chang
eai, détruit Chapeï, bombardé la
■ville’ chinoise et ses alentours, du
rant trois semaines, massacré lefc
edldats chinois ainsi que la popula
tion paisible, vieillards, femmes et
enfants. Mais Messieurs les membres
I du ConseH de ia S. D. N. n’ont vu là
aucune agression de la part du Ja
pon. Dans leur saigesse gouverne
mentale, iis ont, laissé, l’agresseur
achever son œuvré. Et ile n’a été \
question de la cessation des hostili- |
tés que le jour où le vainqueur a ?
bien voulu arrêter son offensive.
J
Après cela, pourquoi ne pas « re-j
connaître » l’Etat mandchou ?
Le gouvernement <« indépendant »
'est établi dans ce pays par le com
mandement japonais. L’admini'strationest entre les mains des Japoe
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Enclosure No. 6 to Despatch No. 2429 of April 1, 1932
From the Embassy at Paris.
Extract from LE TEMPS, March 23, 1932

U SITUATION POLITIQUE AU JAPON
En ce qui concerne la politique du Japon à
L’ouverture de la session de la nouvelle Diète l’égard de la Chine, l’exposé que le ministre des
japonaise, qui a eti lieu dimanche, en présence 'affaires étrangères, M. Yoshizawa, a fait hier à
du mikado, à fourni l’occasion au Parlement la Diète, projette quelques clartés sur les posi
d’adresser solennellement des remerciements tions actuelles du gouvernement de Tokio. M.
aux officiers, aux soldats et aux marins de Yoshizawa a rappelé les raisons qui ont déter
l’empire du Soleil-Levant qui ont pris part aux miné le Japon à agir à Shanghaï, l’agitation
récentes opérations en Mandchourie et à Shan antinippone en Chine, menée avec une vigueur
ghaï. Par là, la représentation nationale a particulière, les injures d’un journal chinois à
voulu se solidariser avec les troupes qui ont l’adresse de la famille impériale, l’assassinat
accompli une rude tâche dans des circons d’un prêtre et de plusieurs ressortissants japo
tances particulièrement difficiles et on trouve nais; tous les arguments invoqués dans les
ici une manifestation de cet ardent patriotisme exposés faits au nom du gouvernement du mi
japonais qui subordonne toutes tes luttes in kado à Genève se retrouvent ici dans un rac
térieures aux considérations de politique ex courci qui ne laisse pas d’être assez impres
térieure. Mais cela ne signifie pas que l’opi sionnant. La thèse de M. Yoshizawa est que le
nion soit unanime au Japon sur l’action entre Japon a tout fait pour éviter une aggravation
prise en Mandchourie et à Shanghaï, ou du du conflit, mais que les perspectives d’accord
moins sur les conditions dans lesquelles cette ont été constamment compromises par l’action
action a été conduite. Les difficultés auxquel de l’armée chinoise. Pour l’intervention de la
les on s’est heurté sur le terrain militaire, Société des nations, le cabinet de Tokio a tou
l’obligatiou où l’on s’est trouvé de donner les jours considéré que le conflit de Shanghaï était
développements d’une véritable expédition, une affaire purement locale qui n’était pas sus
comportant l’envoi de 50,000 hommes, à ce qui ceptible d’entraîner une rupture avec la Chine
ne devait être au début qu’une opération de et que la question de Mandchourie était aux
police, les mécomptes éprouvés à Ghapeï et à mains du conseil de la Société des nations, en
Wou-Sung, où l’objectif militaire n’a pu être vertu de l’article 11 du pacte. De là sa protes
atteint qu’au prix de sacrifices importants, tation contre l’application de l’article 15 et
enfin, la situation financière assez difficile à l’abstention des délégués du Japon lors du
laquelle doit faire face le Japon à la suite de vote de la résolution du 2 mars de l’assemblée.
la dévalorisation du yen, tout cela provoque
Le véritable intérêt de l’exposé de M. Yoshi
un malaise politique et crée à Tokio une at zawa réside dans les passages où le ministre
mosphère de crise.
, des affaires étrangères du Japon traite de la
Dans certains milieux on laisse entendre ' position de son gouvernement à l’égard de la
qu’il est possible que les éléments militaires » Mandchourie et de l’Union soviétique. Pour la
songent à profiter de cet état de choses pour I première, il a dit que Tokio avait reçu, le
imposer un gouvernement fort, résolu au be 12 mars, une communication annonçant l’éta
soin à avoir recours aux méthodes et aux pro blissement d’un nouvel Etat indépendant de
cédés de la dictature pour maintenir la pré Mandchourie, communication à laquelle le
pondérance du vieil esprit des Samouraï; mais Japon s’est borné à répondre par un accusé de
dans tes milieux généralement bien informés, réception non officiel. Mais M. Yoshizawa a
on dément toute intention de ce genre et on ajouté qu’il est persuadé qu’il est conforme à
pense, au contraire, qu’il importe de constituer l’intérêt du nouvel Etat « que son gouverne
un gouvernement de coalition où les deux ment respecte réellement, comme l’annonce sa
grands partis, le parti conservateur Seiyukaï, déclaration, les traités existants, les droits et les
et le parti libéral Minseito, seraient représen intérêts des étrangers et qu’il adhère loyalement
tés, de manière à assurer le partage des res au principe de la porte ouverte ». Tout porte à
ponsabilités dans la pratique d’une large poli penser que si le ministre des affaires étrangères
du Japon a cru devoir exprimer officiellement
tique nationale. Il est possible que le cabinet
Inukai subisse des remaniements du fait de
la démission du ministre de l’intérieur et de sa conviction à cet égard, c’est que son gouver
deux autres membres de la combinaison ac nement a reçu des assurances formelles à ce
tuelle, mais si un changement doit survenir, sujet. Il est d’ailleurs intéressant de rapprocher
ce ne sera évidemment qu’après la session de I ce passage de l’exposé de M. Yoshizawa des
la Diète, qui sera d’ailleurs de très courte du I déclarations faites par le premier ministre, du
rée. En réalité, les conservateurs sont absolu 1 nouvel Etat mandchou à la pressé britannique
meiLL m
en nu b uü
jrancuiciii, un
affirmer que la Mandchourie indépenment
maîtres
de io,
la ôituciLiuii
situation au
au Parlement,
ou
les élections du mois dernier leur ont assuré
e?^.reso^e a remplir toutes les obhga801 sièges contre 140 sièges au parti Minseito,
U1 ,incombant en vertu des traites exis5 au parti des prolétaires et 11 aux indépenr?ais Quelle n admettrait la politique de
dants. Le cabinet Inukaï, soutenu par cette | a
ouverte» qu aJa condition que celle-ci
majorité conservatrice, s est donne pour tache ।ï ne portât pas atteinte à ses droits souverains.
de stabiliser la situation politique, d’assainir la I Quant aux relations avec les Soviets, le minis
situation financière, d’exécuter un grand pro- ; tre
___ des . affaires
, . - ..étrangères
,, nippon
— , considère
gramme d’organisation de l’industrie et, enfin, . ' f
a
, desmable que les negociade regler les questions qui se posent entre le j fions en cours depuis un an avec Moscou abouJapon et la Chine. Il est possible que l’on en : tissent et que Tokio continue ses efforts pour
visage, surtout en raison des mesures finan I sauvegarder les droits du Japon dans la ques
cières qui s’imposent, la nécessité d’un gou tion des pêcheries qui, on le sait, est âprement
vernement de coalition ayant la confiance de discutée entre les deux gouvernements.
Ce qu’il faut retenir surtout de cet exposé»
la nation entière, mais rien ne permet d’affir
mer jusqu’ici que M. Inukaï soit disposé à en- | c’est que le Japon considère que ses intérêts en
trer dans cette voie, alors que la majorité dont ': Mandchourie ont une importance capitale du
tandis que, les intérêts
il dispose à la Diète lui permet de gouverner 1 point
- ... de vue
, , politique,
en toute indépendance. Ce n’est pas la situa_ : Qu 11 possédé en Chine sont plutôt economiques
tion parlementaire qui suscite des difficultés | Que politiques. De la les deux methodes,^ très
par te
lesquelles lee Japon
Japon entend
entend re
ré
au cabinet
cabinet. Le malaise résulte plutôt de l’état ! différentes, par
le 2
conflit de Mandchourie et le con
conflit
de l’opinion publique qui se montre inquiète de gler
fJ®
JW dè
l’avenir immédiat et c’est la pression que celte- Shanghai.
ac*meJte
ci peut exercer qui semble devoir favoriser la
^ble P01J^ de vue
Quo 'cT^aine® PU1?“
formation éventuelle d’un cabinet de coalition. ^-dnces ,
animent les Etats-Unis
se pretent au reglement du conflit mandchou tel qu’on
le conçoit à Tokio.
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Le reglement de l’affaire de 5lian?haï
Par M.

FRANÇOIS DE TESSAN

Depuis le 3 mars, on ne se bat plus dans la zone
de Shanghaï. Après cette date, quelques accro
chages ont pu se produire encore entre Chinois et
Japonais, mais l’ensemble des opérations militaires
était terminé. Les troupes nipponnes ayant dégagé
la ville sur un rayon de 20 kilomètres et obligé la
19e armée chinoise à se replier — tandis que les
forts de Woosung étaient pris — la face des géné
raux de l’Empire du Soleil Levant était sauvée, le
Cabinet de Tokio se déclarait prêt à conclure un
armistice. A Genève, M. Sato, au nom de son
Gouvernement, annonçait qu’il faciliterait de son
mieux la tâche de la S. D. N. pour le rétablis
sement complet de l’ordre. De leur côté, les Chinois
étaient désireux d’éviter de nouvelles hostilités et
souhaitaient l’évacuation rapide de leur territoire.
Il semblait donc que l’on devait arriver assez rapi
dement à un règlement du conflit. Cependant,
quantité de difficultés imprévues allaient entraver
la marche des négociations...
La Chine commençait par dire qu’elle n’enten
drait rien tant que les Japonais n’auraient pas retiré
leurs troupes. Le Japon soutenait cette thèse que
l’évacuation aurait lieu lorsqu’il serait en possession
des garanties de sécurité qu’il juge indispensables
non seulement pour lui, mais pour toutes les
colonies étrangères. L’organisme de Genève était
fort embarrassé devant ces revendications contra
dictoires, et il multipliait les avis, les conseils, les
résolutions, afin que fussent pris au plus tôt « les
arrangements destinés à rendre définitive la ces
sation des hostilités ».
Les délégués chinois auraient voulu obtenir une
condamnation morale de leurs adversaires pour
rupture du pacte avant les pourparlers de Shanghaï
et ils auraient désiré faire régler la question de
l’armistice par la S. D. N. Les représentants du
Japon, en revanche, liaient la question de l’armis
tice à toute une série de problèmes d’ordre poli
tique, administratif et juridique à étudier et à
traiter sur place. Quant aux membres de la S.D.N.,
ils n’étaient disposés ni à approuver toutes les atti
tudes de la Chine ou du Japon, ni à donner à l’un
ou l’autre de ces pays le prétexte de se retirer. Il
leur fallait sauvegarder le prestige de l’Assemblée,
trouver une solution pratique qui ne heurtât point
1s sentiments des deux peuples asiatiques, préparer
aux yeux du monde l’acheminement vers la paix
réelle. Tâche bien délicate !
C’est pourquoi fut nommée une Commission
chargée de suivre les négociations de Shanghaï, et
c’est dans cette ville que se déroulent les discussions
relatives à l’armistice définitif qui remplacera la
trêve provisoire établie au début du mois.
Les Japonais, au fond, ne demandent pas
mieux que de sortir-du guêpier dans lequel ils se
sont fourrés. Ils ont compris que leur tactique, à
Shanghaï, leur avait aliéné de nombreuses sympa
thies parmi les nations, notamment en GrandeBretagne et aux Etats-Unis. Au boycottage pratiqué
par lés Chinois à F egard du commerce nippon, se
sont ajoutées des menaces de boycottage anglais et
américain. Sans doute, le mouvement n’a pas pris
une grande ampleur, mais il a été un avertissement.
Il ne faut pas oublier que les Etats-Unis achètent
80 % des soieries fabriquées du Japon. Il a suffi
d’un certain nombre de commandes annulées pour
jeter l’émoi dans les milieux commerçants de Tokio

Quant au boycottage chinois, ses effets sont
désastreux pour le pays du Mikado. Les importa
tions nipponnes en Chine ont diminué de 40 % par
rapport aux chiffres de 1930 et de 55 % par rapport
à ceux de 1929. C’est, surtout, dans la Chine cen
trale et méridionale que le négoce japonais a été le
plus fortement touché. Hong-Kong et la Chine du
Nord ne viennent qu’après. Mais, en ces derniers
mois, le ralentissement des affaires a été tel que les
transactions du Japon n’ont été que de 20 % à
30 % de ce qu’elles étaient l’an dernier pour le
premier trimestre !
Si l’on ajoute à ce manque à gagner les frais
de l’expédition qui seraient d’un milliard de francs
—y tant pour Changhaï que pour la Mandchourie —
on conçoit aisément que le Cabinet de Tokio soit
avide d’en finir honorablement. Pour témoigner de
sa bonne volonté il a déjà retiré de Chine une partie
de ses contingents et rappelé le gros de ses esca
dres à la base de Sasebo- Mais il doit tenir compte
d’une opinion nationaliste très surexcitée et il
n’agit, au cours des négociations qui ont pris une
tournure plus favorable depuis le 14 mars, qu’avec
beaucoup de circonspection. Il cherche à obtenir
des gages pour la cessation du boycottage qui le
gêne terriblement.
Quant aux négociateurs chinois, ils sont aussi
ballottés entre des sentiments divers. Ils savent
bien que leur pays est incapable de mener une
guerre à bonne fin, mais ils redoutent les critiques
des clans bellicistes ou des extrémistes de Canton.
Le ministre des Affaires Etrangères Quo Taï Chi,
qu’assistent les deux généraux de la 19e armée,
Tchang Kouang Naï et Taï Tchi, reçoivent conti
nuellement des sommations pour qu’ils pratiquent
une résistance énergique, pour qu’ils réclament au
Japon des indemnités énormes en réparation des
dégâts causés durant les combats autour de
Changhaï, pour que l’affaire soit réglée sans aucune
garantie pour les etrangers.
Ce sont ces manœuvres, ces accès de xénopho
bie, ces prétentions outrancières qui, font tramer les
négociations et paralysent l’esprit de conciliation
qui anime les représentants des puissances à la con
férence sino-japonaise de Changhaï. Malgré tant
de palabres et d’à-coups, les pourparlers avancent
pourtant et l’on a l’impression que l’on s’entendra
sur les positions qui devront être occupées par les
troupes chinoises, aussi bien que sur la manière
dont seront retirées les forces japonaises. Si tes
dernières propositions connues sont acceptées, une
Commission mixte composée de membres des puis
sances amies surveillera l’exécution du programme
ainsi arrêté.
Tl n’est donc pas douteux que les choses s’arran
geront dans la zone de Changhaï. Ce n’est plus sur
ce terrain que les complications internationales ont
des chances de s’aggraver. Mais la question de
Mandchourie — surtout depuis la création d’un
Etat indépendant — reste entière. Les nations qui
ont signé les traités relatifs à l’indépendance de la
Chine que feront-elles? Quelle sera l’attitude de
l’U. R. S. S.? Et des Etats-Unis? Là, nous n’en
sommes qu’au début d’une affaire autrement am
ple et importante que celle de Changhaï...
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LE BOYCOTTAGE
N’EST-IL PAS LA GUERRE ?
Quand les Japonais dénoncent
en termes véhéments le boycot
tage chinois, on n’est évidem
ment pas obligé de les croire sur
parole ; mais, quand les Améri
cains, qu’on ne saurait accuser
de partialité en faveur des Japo
nais, certifient avec des exemples
saisissants ce boycottage, on est.
bien forcé de s’arrêter et de ré
fléchir.
Le témoignage qu’un des pre
miers « spécialistes » des EtatsUnis en matières extrême-orien
tales, M. Rodney Gilbert, vient
d’apporter au Herald Tribune
Magazine, est à cet égard la plus
convaincante plaidoirie qui pou
vait être prononcée pour le Ja
pon et le plus terrible acte d’ac
cusation qui pouvait être dressé
contre la Chine...

Et d’abord, comment naît et
se déroule le boycottage en
Chine ?
« Un beau matin, nous explique
M. Rodney Gilbert, des affiches sont
apposées dans les grands centres.
Elles sont rédigées en un jargon
hystérique et font appel aux 400
millions de frères chinois pour se
couer la domination étrangère et
venger l'honneur national. Deux ou
trois jours plus tard, dans les rues
des mêmes centres, des cortèges de
jeunes gens vêtus de robes de coton,
se déroulent, comme par hasard,
portant des pancartes et distribuant
des tracts : l'étranger qu'il faut
bouter dehors y est précisé et dé
signé...
> Si les autorités locales sont se
crètement d'accord avec les mani
festants, la procession se termine
par la remise d'une pétition où le
gouvernement national est invité à
ne pas tolérer un jour de plus la
présence sur le sol chinois des ty
rans du dehors. En même temps,
une association des Sauve-la-Patrie
est formée par des agents du Kuo
mintang et elle nomme un comité
directeur. Ledit comité ordonne aus
sitôt la saisie et la confiscation des
biens ennemis, la perquisition des
boutiques et des banques, l'interdic
tion de commercer ou d'héberger
les nationaux du pays en interdit. >
Dès lors, le mouvement est
déclenché. La chasse aux mar
chandises et la chasse à l’hom
me s’organisent. Rien ne les ar
rêtera plus.
wvv

Dans l’affaire actuelle, c’est le
23 septembre dernier, à un énor
me meeting populaire qui se tint
à Nankin même, en présence de
fonctionnaires du gouvernement,
que le mot d’ordre fut lancé de!
boycotter partout le Japon. Les’
associations des Sauve-la-Patrie
devaient s’intituler : « Associa
tion anti-japonaise » et le cri du
ralliement devait être : « A mort
le Japon ! >
On compte que, depuis 1908,
c’est le huitième boycottage au
quel le Japon a eu à faire face.

la victime, était un enfantillage.
L’Amérique pourtant ne le prit
pas en plaisantant. Le départe
ment d’Etat envoya à Pékin une
note comminatoire prévenant la
Chine qu’il considérait ce boycot
tage comme « une conspiration
contre le commerce, une viola
tion des traités et un acte d'hos
tilité ». En même temps, la flotte
du Pacifique recevait l’ordre d’ap
pareiller... Cela suffit pour que,
dans les quarante-huit heures, le
taotaï de Changhaï fît cesser l’in
terdit. Par ailleurs, la Cour su
prême des Etats-Unis a défini le
boycottage : « une arme cruelle
ET IMMORALE D’AGRESSION ».

Qu’en pense à son tour la So
ciété des nations ?
Lord Lytton, président de la
commission d’enquête envoyée
par Genève en Extrême-Orient,
a prononcé à cet égard des pa
roles d’une fermeté irréprocha
ble :
— Quand un pays, a-t-il dé
claré au cours d’un banquet,
s’emploie à, susciter des senti
ments haineux et agressifs à
l’égard d’un autre pays, il ne doit
pas s’attendre à ce que la S. D. N.
intervienne et le préserve des
conséquences qui en pourraient
résulter...
Excellent verdict. Parfaite doc
trine. On aimerait la voir rati
fier par une assemblée, où l’on
a entendu récemment beaucoup
de gémissements sur le fait que
le Japon avait porté la guerre en
Chine et très peu de réprobation
sur le fait que la Chine avait eu
recours à « une arme cruelle et
immorale d’agression » contre le
Japon.

Stéphane Lauzanne.
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quel le Japon a eu à faire face.
Mais celui-ci dépassa, selon M.
Rodney Gilbert, tout ce qu’on,
peut imaginer en violence et
en brutalité. Comme une traînée
de poudre, la croisade prêchée
par les chefs du Kuomintang,
qui est l’équivalent chinois de la
Gépéou russe, gagna Changhaï,
Hankéou, Canton, Fou-Tchéou et
les grands centres commerciaux:
toutes les principales boutiques
furent fouillées et les marchan
dises japonaises furent saisies et
emportées ; des milliers de Chi
nois qui étaient employés par des
firmes japonaises reçurent l’or
dre d’avoir à démissionner sur
l’heure ; les banques chinoises se
virent interdire de. négocier pa
piers, traites, chèques de ressor
tissants japonais et même de
faire la moindre tractation avec
une banque japonaise ; aucun
Chinois ne fut autorisé à prendre
passage sur un navire japonais
en partance et ceux qui descen
daient de navires arrivés étaient
rossés par la foule, en présence
de la police. Bref, en moins de
quinze jours, un lacet gigantes- ;
que avait été passé autour de j
l’immense commerce japonais et |
ce commerce avait été propre- ij
ment étranglé et ramené sur les 4
statistiques au chiffre zéro.
On ne s’en tint pas là. Les ré- À
sidants japonais, mis en interdit, (
se virent refuser toute vente de
nourriture et pratiquement affa- g
mer. On les assaillit, les dévalisa, |
les rançonna. On en assomma *
quelques-uns, le soir, entre chien !
et loup, au coin des rues. A J
Changhaï, le consulat japonais
reçut les plaintes de quatrevingt-onze familles dont les gos- ;
ses avaient été cruellement mal- .
traités au sortir de leur école.
Il est vrai que, par mesure de >
compensation, on emprisonna
tous les Chinois qui s’étaient
-montrés tièdes dans la lutte, on
। les traduisit en justice et on les
! condamna — quand on ne les j
I lyncha pas.
:
Voilà le tableau esquissé à
grands traits.
M. Rodney Gilbert rappelle — !
et l’évocation de ce souvenir his- J
torique est intéressante — qu’en i
1905 le gouvernement des Etats-*
Unis, ayant promulgué une loi ’
restreignant l’émigration étran-|
gèr’e. se trouva en présence d’un|
boycottage chinois qui, à côté de j
celui dont le Japon vient d’être *
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IE CONFLIT SINO-JAPONAÏS ET LA SOCIÉTÉ DES NATIONS

japonaises en Mandchourie; mais une fois le
Le conflit sino-japonais traîne en longueur. conseil officiellement saisi, celui-ci ne pouvait
Jusqu’au moment où les négociations engagées que s’arrêter aux décisions qu’il a prises. Le
à Shanghaï en vue de la conclusion d’un ar gouvernement de Tokio a admis l’envoi sur
mistice auront définitivement abouti, il est tou place d’une commission d’enquête, à la condi
jours à craindre qu’à la suite de quelque inci tion que celle commission n’interviendrait en
dent sur le terrain les hostilités ne reprennent. rien ni dans les opérations de police jugées
On ne saurait être surpris, dès lors, que les nécessaires par les forces nippones qui ont la
controverses qui se sont instituées à Tokio et à garde du chemin de fer Sud-Mandchourien, ni
Nankin — et qui sont dominées dans la capitale dans le règlement même du différend. La thèse
nippone par l’influence du Seyiukaï, lequel japonaise est que le conseil n’a été saisi du con
dispose de la majorité au Parlement, et des flit mandchou qu’en vertu de l’article 11 du
milieux militaires, et dans la capitale chinoise pacte, qui vise uniquement la conciliation, et
par la pression du Kuomintang sur un gou que la Société des nations ne peut prétendre
vernement sans autorité — compliquent singu appliquer au conflit mandchou l’article 15 du
lièrement la situation et rendent difficile la con pacte, en vertu duquel la Chine a demandé la
1 convocation d’une assemblée extraordinaire
clusion ferme d’un accord.
Moins que jamais les deux questions qui se pour examiner le conflit de Shanghaï.
11 y a quelques jours déjà, la presse japo
posent actuellement en Extrême-Orient — celle
de Mandchourie et celle de Shanghaï — ne naise a laissé entendre que le cabinet de Tokio
peuvent être liées. En ce qui concerne Shan se propose d’informer la Société des nations de
ghaï, on était en droit d’espérer que l’entente l’intention du Japon de quitter l’institution
se ferait assez rapidement le Japon n’ayant internationale de Genève au cas où celle-ci in
aucun intérêt à pousser plus loin ce qui ne sisterait sur l’application de l’article 15 en ce
devait être qu’une opération de police et ce qui qui concerne le conflit mandchou. On considé
qu’il y avait là simplement un argument de
est devenu, par la force des circonstances, une rait
polémique, mais que le gouvernement du
expédition militaire de grande ampleur, tandis mikado
n’envisage pas sérieusement une telle
que la Chine, de son côté, est incapable de sou éventualité,
dont les conséquences seraient
tenir une véritable guerre après l’effort, fourni graves du point de vue de la politique interna
par la 19e armée devant Shanghaï. Pourtant, tionale. Or, voici que dans des déclarations pu
Içs deux adversaires éprouvent beaucoup de bliques le général Araki, ministre de la guerre,
peine à s’entendre sur les termes d’un' armis affirme que le Japon est résolu à faire en sorte
tice définitif, l’un et l’autre étant préoccupés ç e sa politique en Mandchourie ne soit contra
surtout de sauver la face pour leur opinion riée ni par la Société des nations ni par les
publique. Il en résulte qu’on s’obstine à discuter puissances. Si le rapport de la commission
sur des mots et des formules qui ne sauraient
’enquête envoyée en Mandchourie révélait ce
changer en quoi que ce soit la situation de fait. d
que le général Araki appelle « une mauvaise
Les propositions faites par le Japon au cours compréhension
continue de la situation », le
des pourparlers de Shanghaï tendent, on le sait, Japon non seulement
se retirerait de la Société
à stipuler le maintien des troupes chinoises sur des nations, mais il interdirait
à celle=ci d’in=
leurs positions actuelles, à plus de vingt kilo tervenir en Extrême-Orient
mètres de la ville, tandis que les troupes nippo
nes se retireraient à l’intérieur de la concession
Les déclarations du ministre de la guerre
internationale, certains effectifs devant rester nippon ont évidemment un caractère person
temporairement sur le territoire contigu à la nel n’engageant pas officiellement le gouver
route en dehors de ladite concession. Il serait nement de Tokio. Mais, s’il ne faut pas pren
entendu, de plus, que la commission mixte dre cette menace au tragique, il importe pourcomposée de civils et militaires chinois, japo : tant de réfléchir sérieusement à une éventualité |
nais, français, anglais, américains et italiens, ■ que l’état actuel des esprits au Japon rend vrai
serait chargée non seulement de certifier le re semblable dans des circonstances déterminées.
trait des forces nippones et chinoises, mais de ' Si l’empire du Soleil-Levant, qui est la grande
prendre des décisions concernant l’exécution , puissance dont l’influence est prépondérante
de la retraite des deux armées. Or, du côté chi len Extrême-Orient, venait à se retirer de la
nois, on n’admet pas que la limite de la con Société des nations et si tout le domaine de
cession internationale puisse être étendue de la l’Orient lointain devait échapper désormais au
sorte du fait même de la présence des troupes i contrôle de l’institution internationale de Ge
japonaises en dehors de la zone de la conces nève, dont déjà la Russie soviétique et les Etatssion. L’entente finira sans doute par se faire, Unis sont absents, le caractère universel de
comme il arrive toujours en conclusion de né la Société des nations perdrait beaucoup de son
gociations avec la Chine, sur une formule gue importance. On ne veut pas supposer que le
chacun pourra interpréter en faveur de sa thèse, 1 gouvernement de Tokio, qui a toujours fait
mais qui n’en aura pas moins pour effet d’arrê j preuve au sein du conseil et de rassemblée de
ter définitivement les hostilités.
Genève du meilleur esprit de collaboration,
Ce qui est de nature à faire naître certaines puisse se résoudre à un geste de nature à com
préoccupations en ce moment, c’est le mouve promettre l’autorité morale et à réduire le rôle
ment d’opinion qui se dessine au Japon en fa ! de l’organisme créé pour assurer le dévelop
veur d’une rupture de l’empire du Solpil-Levanl pement de la vie internationale et la consoli
avec la Société des nations. C’est à propos de dation de la paix. De son côté la Société des
l’intervention de l’institution internationale de nations, qui a été entraînée par les circons
Genève dans le conflit sino-japonais en Mand tances à intervenir dans le conflit sino-japonais
chourie que se précisent des intentions qui ne dans des conditions particulièrement délicates
laissent pas d’être inquiétantes. Dès le premier et alors qu’elle ne dispose pas des moyens 4e
jour où le conseil de Genève fut saisi, en sep faire exécuter ses décisions, doit veiller à, ne
tembre de l’an dernier, du conflit mand pas fournir au Japon un prétexte pour se retichou, le Japon marqua sa volonté de n’admet ) rer du conseil de l’assemblée et pour reprendre
tre l’ingérence d’aucun tiers dans le règlement ' son entière indépendance, ce qui aurait pour
des questions qui se posent entre lui et la effet de le libérer, dans la domaine du lointain
Chine. Ce fut une erreur, sans doute,' de porter । Orient, de toutes les obligations du pacte.
devant le conseil un conflit de caractère local
pouvant être réglé rapidement par des négocia
tions directes entre les autorités chinoises et
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Paris, March 50, 1932.

Serial No. W. D. 1027.
SPECIAL BEPOBT,
By Varringtoa Dawson,
Special Assistant»

SUBJECT: The Manchurian Situation as seen
by Doctor Le&endre

Continuing his series of articles on the Par Eastern
situation (see notably Special Reports Nos. 9. D. lOOS/of
February 6, 1932, and W. D. 10iy of February 29, 1952),
Doctor Legendre discussed in FIGARO of March 28, 1932, the
question:

“Is Manchuria Chinese Territory?*

Hie reply is a categorical No. According to him, it

is only the ignorance of Young China which allows claims
to be advanced upon Manchuria as well as Mongolia and

Thibet, which countries have not only never formed an

integral part of China but have indeed frequently con

quered or dominated China» He therefore compares these

claims to the pretensions of the Kuomintang to place
Indochina, Burmah, and even Java under its authority»

Casting a backward glance into history, Doctor Le
gendre recalls that the Manchus at the period when they

dominated China wore regarded as enemies rather than as

compatriots
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ccmpatriots and were always hated, As long as the Man-

ohu Dynasty ruled in Peking, the Chinese were forbidden

to migrate into Manchuria. This has been changed since
the 1911 Hevolution, the Chinese having invaded Manchuria

pacifically in search of peace and food.
Doctor Legendre goes on to remark that the Japanese
ajso came at the same period, having industrial aims and

taking on police duties.
As for the claims of Japan, Doctor Legendre considers
that they might be justified, the Japanese in remote times

having frequently been in Manchuria. He adds:
“In connection with Manchuria, there is some question
today of compelling respect by invoking the Treaty of

Washington* But who respects that Treaty? Not even the
Chinese* Have not political clans cut their country up
in sections? Does such a thing exist as a compact and
unified China in accordance with the postulate of the

signatories of the Treaty of Washington who, .taking little
thought for realities, are today receiving a categorical

denial from facts?
•On the other hand, we must not forget that European
and American troops are occupying certain big centers in

China* This country is consequently subjected to certain

servitudes because of the chaos which reigns there. But
the chaos would only be increased if this servitude were

removed."

In
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in conclusion, Doctor Legendre denies that any pres
sure was needed from Japan to make Manchuria déclara her
independence.

Be himself was in Mukden at the end of 1928

J.X when he learned without surprise that all the provincial

Governors remained faithful to Cheng Su Liang only because

he protected Manchuria against the enterprise of Nanking.

Chang Su Liang having forgotten his duty, the Governors

declared their independence and, according to Doctor Le«*

gendre, they will never consent to be under the domina

tion of Young China.
Very respectfully,

Warrington Dawson,
Special Assistant.

Enclosure;
1. Kxcarpt from. TIGÀ10,
March 28, 1952*

in auintuplicate
851.9111/6a
wd/dbs
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LE CONFLIT S1NO-JAPONAIS

La Mandchourie est-elle
une terre chinoise?
Par le Docteur A. LEGENDRE

Le Kouo Ming Tang, cette poignée de politi
ciens qui, grâce à l’étranger, ont réussi à s’em
parer du pouvoir en Chine, revendiquent la
Mandchourie comme terre chinoise, de même
la Mongolie et le Thibet. Mais si la Jeune-Chine
était moins ignorante, connaissait quelque peu
। l’histoire de son pays, elle saurait que les
grands territoires ci-dessus n’ont jamais fait
partie intégrante de la Chine et Font souvent
conquise, dominée. Mais est-ce que le Kouo
Ming Tang, qui compte à peine deux provinces
sur dix-huit sous son autorité, ne revendique
pas aussi l’Indochine, la Birmanie et même
Java ? Il est vrai qu’il y a vingt ans à peine
le Chinois considérait encore, comme ses tri
butaires, toutes les nations du monde. « Tien
hia » « sous le Ciel », il y avait lui, le « grand
civilisé », le « pur », et tqut le reste de l’huma
nité n’était que « Mantze », « barbares » mé
prisables.
Mais j’en reviens à la Mandchourie. Je passe
sous silence la Mongolie où domine aujourd’hui
le Bolchevik sans que la faction de Nankin ait
jamais songé à protester, pas plus d’ailleurs
que la S. D. N. ou les Etats-Unis, aujourd’hui
si soucieux de défendre la Mandchourie. Mais
le territoire mandchou, qu’est-il exactement ?
Si l’on se reporte à l’histoire ancienne, cette
contrée a été le berceau originel, non du Chi
nois, ce peuple hybride ethniquement, si mal
caractérisé, mais dé tribus nomades turco-mongoles, très guerrières, qui, au cours des siècles,
n’ont cessé de se ruer périodiquement sur la
Chine et de lui imposer leur loi, leurs dynas
ties. La dernière de ces tribus conquérantes fut
celle qui, au dix-septième siècle d^ notre ère,
établit à Pékin le règne des Ts’inn renversés en
1911.
Ce qu’il importe de faire ressortir, c’est que
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le Chinois n’a jamais reconnu à aucune époque envahie pacifiquement par les Chinois du nord
les Mandchous comme étant des frères de race : pour y trouver la paix et le millet quotidien.
au contraire, il les tenait en profond dédain, Le Japonais est venu lui aussi, sous l’aspect
les traitant de « Mantze », ni plus ni moins que de l’industriel surtout et, de plus, heureuse*
l’Européen. Je parle d’expérience : j’ai en effet ' ment, sous celui de gardien de la paix. Un in
vécu des années dans la capitale du Setchouen, trus, a-t-on dit, ce Japonais : nullement, il réoc
à Tchen-Tou où existait un camp d’officiers et cupe une place, des lieux que parcoururent au
de soldats mandchous avec leurs familles. Or, trefois ses ancêtres, soit pour paître leurs trou
ces maîtres de la Chine étaient considérés par peaux, soit pour rompre des lances contre une
le peuple plutôt en ennemis qu’en compatriotes. iJ5ribu voisine. Pour le Chinois, la Mandchourie
Et si vous aviez à vous venger d’un Chinois était la terre maudite d’où lui venaient tous ses
importun, il suffisait de le qualifier de « lou irçalheurs au cours de tant de siècles. Jamais
tsai », ou « esclave de Mandchou », pour qu’il il ne put la soumettre, fut toujours conquis
■ -—
décampât aussitôt, vexé à fond. Lors de la ré par elle.
L’émigrant chinois doit choisir : ou collabovolution de 1911, tous les Mandchous isolés
dans l’intérieur furent massacrés par les Chi . rer avec le Japonais, ou subir la loi de Moscou
nois, hommes, femmes et enfants.
I autrement tyrannique.
Bref, le Mandchou n’a jamais été considéré I . A propos de cette Mandchourie, il est ques
par le Chinois comme faisant partie de sa fa tion aujourd’hui de faire respecter l’intégrité
mille : il a toujours été pour lui l’étranger haï. de la Chine en invoquant le traité de Washing
Le Mandchou, d’ailleurs, le lui rendait bien : ton. Mais qui donc respecte ce traité ? Pas même
ainsi la dynastie impériale des Ts’inn, origi les Chinois. Est-ce que les clans politiques n’ont
naire de Mandchourie, interdisait sa terre natale pas dépecé leur pays ? Est-ce qu’il existe une
à tout sujet chinois. Et c’est seulement depuis Chine compacte, unifiée, suivant le postulat des
la disparition de cette dynastie en 1911, que le signataires du traité de Washington qui, fai
Chinois a émigré en Mandchourie, émigration sant foin des réalités, reçoivent aujourd’hui le
qui a pris un grand développement depuis que démenti des faits ?
D’un autre côté, il ne faut pajs oublier que
l’ànarchie, sous le Kouo Ming Tang, avec ses
massacres et ses ruines, a provoqué l’exode des troupes européennes et américaines occud’énormes masses de paysans. Ces masses hési i pent certains grands centres de la Chine. Ce
taient d’autant moins qu’elles savaient devoir pays, en raison du chao^qui y règne, subit donc
trouver la sécurité sous la protection japonaise. certaines servitudes : y toucher serait accroître
•
Mais c’est par un retour sur le passé qu’on cè chaos.
Pour en finir avec cette question de Mand- i
se rend mieux compte de la vraie situation et
du rôle historique de la Mandchourie, de cet choiirie, je ferai observer que le fait d’avoir été j
immense glacis où tant de races se sont heur conquise par le Mandchou n’autorise pas la
tées au cours des siècles. De ces chocs, il ré Chine à réclamer le territoire de celui-ci. Une
sulta des refoulements, tant vers l’est que vers Allemagne annexée par là France serait-elle en
l’ouest et le sud. Aucun doute qu’un certain droit de déclarer la France terre allemande du
quantum de la population japonaise primitive fàit de cette union ?
Il faut aussi se rappeler l’existence de la
ne soit venu du Continent, de la Mandchourie
et de la Corée. Si l’histoire n’était là pour nous Grande Muraille : elle fut construite par le Chi
l’enseigner, l’anthropologie à elle seule y suffi nois, dans quel but ? Mais pour s’isoler de la
rait. C’est surtout dans le nord du Hondo, sur Mandchourie, pour se protéger contre ses hor
la mer du Japon, qu’on rencontre ce type ethni des. Donc, la Mandchourie, terre ennemie pour
la Chine !
que.
Aujourd’hui ce territoire se déclare indépen
L’Aïnu, d’ailleurs, homme de race blanche,
premier envahisseur du Hondo, est certaine dant : sous la pression japonaise, dit-on. On
ment venu du Continent. D’autres vagues de exagère : me trouvant à Moukden fin 1928,
conquérants ont suivi : ceux du clan Yamato, j’appris, sans étonnement, que tous les gouver
les plus connus, puisque tout Japonais déclare neurs de provinces ne resteraient fidèles à
Tchang Sué Liang qu’autant qu’il préserverait
descendre de ces fameux guerriers.
Bref, la Mandchourie n’est pas une terre chi là Mandchourie de toute emprise de la part de
noise ; elle a été, à une époque ancienne qui l^ankin. Tchang Sué Liang ayant oublié ses
se compte par siècles, le champ de manœuvre devoirs, les gouverneurs se sont déclarés indé
de tribus nomades très guerrières qui ont, un pendants et n’accepteront jamais la tutelle de
jour, ou pénétré en Chine, en Corée et au Ja la Jeune-Chine.
C’est là la tradition, la réalité. Et tous les
pon, ou bien entrepris une longue, très loin
taine chevauchée, comme celle des Turcs qui, augures de la S. D. N. n’y changeront rien. Au
partis de Mongolie, finirent par se stabiliser en lieu de s’hypnotiser sur des textes juridiques,
Europe après avoir enlevé Byzance à la chré- > ils feraient mieux d’acquérir la pleine connais
sance des faits géographiques et historiques.
tienté.
Ces dernières années, la Mandchourie a été
Dr A. Legendre.
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This emergency removal of the capital, although it
is considered, here to he a temporary, emergency measure,

served to relieve to some extent the fears, so far as
the immediate future was concerned, of Wuhan.

It was

felt that the location of the National capital at

Loyang would render it essential to the Government that
the Lunghal and Ping-Han railways connecting Loyang and

Wuhan be kept in operation and that order be maintained

in Wuhan*
(d) Undeclared Sino-Japanese War.

The inevitable

Japanese military action in China proper, anticipated
in this Consulate General’s political report covering

October, 1931, began at Shanghai on the evening of

January 28, 1932.

The first effect in Wuhan of the

news of fighting at Shanghai was nervous uncertainty
amongst officials and citizens.

The Japanese authorities

hurriedly began strengthening the barricades and other

defenses of the Japanese Concession at Hankow.

More

stringent measures were taken by the Chinese authorities
to prevent the occurrence of any incident that might

precipitate hostilities here.

At that time the whole

desire of the Chinese authorities and responsible

citizenry
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cltizenry seemed to be to avoid any demonstration or
other move that might give an excuse to the Japanese

to begin hostilities here.
Shortly thereafter, however, there appeared a
change in the attitude of the Chinese military
officials and of merchants and bankers at Wuhan.

With

news that the Japanese had thrown shells from naval
vessels into Nanking on the night of February 1, there

was a decided stiffening in the attitude of the Chinese
towards the Japanese.

Responsible Chinese began to say

openly that the only course left was to make the best
resistance possible to any offensive move that the
Japanese might undertake here.

The Japanese authorities with the limited force

at their disposal in Hankow were, however, apparently
sincerely desirous of maintaining tranquillity.

While Hankow’s importance was increased and its
status somewhat changed by the emergency removal of the

National capital from Nanking to Loyang, the feeling

here is that the Japanese will not willingly attempt
any military activity in this area before the Shanghai
situation is cleared up and tranquillized and before
the water level rises sufficiently to enable the

Japanese to bring adequate reinforcements and supplies

to Hankow via the Yangtse.

Even then the Japanese

would, before they could attempt military action at
Hankow, be compelled to answer to their own satisfaction

in the affirmative, the question of whether or not they
could

-B wwwm*
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Regarding the conflict between Chine and Japan, and the rôle

played by the League of Nation* in the matter, ho pointed out that

this was the first occasion on which the League since its inception
had been called upon to decide upon peace or war in a conflict between

a Great Power and the numerically strongest and moat extensive state
of Asia.

It was a very serious dispute, and in its consequences

a very reaching one.

AU who were interested in the maintenance

of world peace, and all who realised what it would naan for the

poat-War policy of Europe if thio conflict could be settled and
the League of Nations thus strengthened in its groat mission, were

called upon to interest themselves in the dispute.

Dr. Boned

proceeded to give a dispassionate account of the essence of the

conflict from the Chinese and Japanese points of view, and then
referred to the results of the intervention of the League, which '
had been in touch with both parties since September last.

The

League had secured, first and foremost, at least the cessation of
direct hostilities and battle on the front.

It had further obtained
the
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the consent of both aides to participate in negotiations for an
armistice, and the consent <a Svqvb. to commence the gradual evacuation

of the area round Shanghai.

This evacuation had already begun.

Finally the League had the intention of getting the whole complicated

matter studied by a special commission which would also occupy itself

with the conflict in Manchuria in order to submit in due time

suggestions for a definitive solution of the conflict between the

two States.

It was emphasized during the discussions in the League

that should Japan fail in her obligations the League would proceed
to make use of appropriate sanctions.

Without anticipating the

outcome of the trouble, or contending that everything had gone
according to the wish of Geneva, Dr. Banes said the great significanei

of the actual, even if only partial, success of the League and the
decisive manner in which the League had stepped in to preserve peace,

were not to bo overlooked.

He added that he was not exaggerating

when he declared not only the minor States but also the Great Powers
of Europe were surprised at the great moral force and impulse which

international diplomacy had demonstrated at Geneva and at the
significant rôle which the institutions of Geneva were likely after

all to play in the case of a similar conflict in Europe.

The Far

East conflict was one between big Powers, it was remote from Geneva

In an area where the Interests of the contending parties touched also
those of two of the greatest countries of the world, America and

Soviet Russia, which were not themselves members of the League, and

were often Indeed opposed to its policy.

Regarded from this aspect

the Genova mooting was a significant international event which,
despite the scepticism evinced in Europe of Today, was of vast

importance for the development of the League of Nations, and for
belief in the possibility of maintaining international peace through

Geneva.

Of groat importance was also the collaboration of the

United States in the work of the League, and the appreciation of its
efforts by tho American Secretary of State, Mr. Stimson.
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By far the most important section of th® speech and the one

which has «rested the livllest cornent in the press la that

devoted to the proposed DenubIan Federation and the attitude of
Czechoslovakia on the question.

Ao Czechoslovakia will occupy

a key position in any such plan her conditions must be of great
interest to France and Germany.

No doubt these have been discussed

with Tardieu and Sir John Simon though many express surprise at ths

open wy In which Boned has stated that Czechoslovakia will enter
Into no organization, union or federation which does not have the

approval of Italy and Germany or which does not Include ths other

members of ths Little Entente.
The four principal points laid down by Dr. Benes were:

1. The Government was ready In «conjunction with the other
Central European States namely, Austria, Hungary, Roumanla and
Jugoslavia, to explore means for closer économie and oosnereial

cooperation between them.

It was also prepared to take part In

conferences of the five States and to accept as a basis the Idea
of a preferential system outlined In M. Tardieu* s Memorandum.

3. In these endeavors any political action, constitutional
reorganisation, or discussion of a confederation must not play any

part.

The Czechoslovak Government also excluded any negotiations

for a customs union between the five countries concerned.

He had

comnainlcatod to Sir John Simon, who originally had boon In favor
of a customs union, his political and economic objectless to the

plan.

3. The Czechoslovak Government would not enter any negotiations
without Jugoslavia and Houmania.

Complete accord between these

three countries was an essential premise to Cseehoslovak action. *

4. The Cseehoslovak Government believed that negotiations could
be successful only if the Great Powers gave their consent and

accepted the french Initiative.

In ths event of Rome or Berlin

withholding Its approval from the plan, Czechoslovakia would not
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take part in any negotiation» unleaa there was some hop® for
eucoeae.

It was true that it would be better if immediate action

could be taken, for several of the Central European countries were

in such a bad financial condition that they could not afford to
wait long.

Assistance was very urgently needed.

After referring in detail to the French, German, and Italian

»

memoranda, Dr. Boned said that ho would not countenance any policy

aiming at political antagoniam^between Austria and Germany.

The

procedure likely to be adopted would be that the four Great Powers

concerned would invite the fits small states to a conference,
probably in Switaerland; if an agreement were reached, then negotia
tions between the five and the Groat Powers would ensue, and if these

were successful, the next stop would bo to provide financial

aeelstance to Austria and Hungary.
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....Shanghai............................ ( ..Qwin.ingtain. . ) dated March 8, 1982.

TO

REGARDING:

NAME

Shanghai situation.
Japanssc began their first aerial bombing of
Chapel in the morning of the 29th of January.
Principal desage done mas at the Shanghai
North Station.
Arrival of American Marines at Shanghai on
February 3rd, 1932.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 0 3 8

SEE___ 893.00
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Bi* CF.3.3. UfmaroB, carrying Admiral ftylor and a

contingent of .wae three hundred aartn**, arrived on
.February 3rd,

light United state* destroyer* arrived

th* following day, brirsglng th* total number up to
twelve.

Th* 3i»t Infantry arrived on board th* Ü.S.T

CHAIM OT and disembarked th* following day-

th* second

battalion went into position along Soochow Creek on

February 9th and the remainder took over about half of
th* front lln* held by tho Shanghai Volunteer Corp*

oh February 10th,
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On January £9th, aar|y in the aoralng, the

Japanese began their first aerial bombing of Chapel,

which was repeatcd innumerable times during the follow

ing rjonth.

ITie prl clpal damace done on that day was

at the Shanghai Worth static», which was directly hit

by a bond» and completely gutted by fire, and at the

Cowierclal Press building, the largest printing press
of its kind, in China, which was also destroyed.

About

noon on January 2$th the Japanese resume^ their offensive
using arwored ears, text they were repulsed by the

Chinese.

The next day, January SCth, notwithstanding

the fast that a trues was supposedly in offset, there

was a great deal of sniping,

m attempting to stop the

fighting the Japanese, In the afternoon, set fire t® a
group of buildings adjoining the Odoon Theatre, just
outside the settlement boundary, on Worth ssoehuea Bead.

Ko firemen were allowed to approach the buildings, which
were reduced to ruins.
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430, April 13,
Following from Harbin:

•* 8 1932

"April 12, 10 a. m
One.

Russian Communists are suspected of serious

but unsuccessful attempt to blow up Surgari bridge on
southern line of Chinese Eastern Railway during the

night of April 9th
Two.

Conditions in region along the east of r«

still continue deplorable.

From

Imienpo eastward

h

H
SXi
Chinese and Russian inhabitants are being plundered and
maltreated by Chinese soldiers and brigands and Communists

and Kuomintang agitators
&

Three.

Despite these shocking conditions, Japanese

military are withdrawing their troops from that region to
Harbin, Generals Tamon and Amano already having arrived

It is suspected that Japanese wish to impress
league Commission and others that new Kirin troops are

unable to maintain order and that presence of Japanese
troops is necessary

Four

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 3 9

Washington
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2- #430, from Peiping, Apr. 13,9a.tn

Four.

Soviet railway officials have returned from

Siberia some Chinese Eastern Railway freight cars but
firmly refuse to return 64 allegedly misappropriated
locomotives despite sixteen demands of Chinese railway

directors that they do so.

Situation thus caused there

is serious and may lead to far reaching consequences.

Five.

Do)4ihara:. informed me he has been made

brigadier general and will go to Japan to assume

command of a brigade and that in case of war^between «

Russia and Japan the latter will win;n

For the Minister
PERKINS
WSB

KIP
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FOR SECRETARY STIMSON’S INFORMATION.

Hanson telegraphs from Harbin April ly that

conditions in region along the eastern section of the
Chinese Eastern Railway still continue deplorable, that

despite the disordered conditions Japanese military are
withdrawing their troops from that region to Harbin, and

that it is suspected that Japanese wish to impress
League Commission and others that new Kirin troops are

unable to maintain order and that presence of Japanese
troops is necessary.

Two.

Hanson adds that Doihara, the Special Agent

in Manchuria of the Japanese General Staff, informed

Hanson that he "has been made brigadier general and will
go to Japan to assume command of a brigade and that in

case of war between Russia and Japan the latter will win".

(V^
FB:KSI.1:3JL

MS

Enciphered by_________ -------------------------

Sent by operator______________M.,______________ , 19------- ,__________________________
Index Bu.—No. 50.

Ü. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING 0FTK>: I8M
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicatddROM
to anyone. -

SHANGHAI
Dated April 13, 1932

Rec’d 6:20 a.m. /J s
Secretary of State,

Washington.

1 J ■'

Division of 'x;
f FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

M APR 13 1932 4

April 13, 6 p. m.
Department of State
CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY.
At a meeting today British Minister and I, Italian

Charge d' Affairs and representative of French Minister,
discussed necessity of retaining large forces at Shanghai.

British Minister informed me that he was informing his

Commander-in-Chief that he saw no objection from a politi

cal point of view to reducing British forces here by one
battalion.

British Minister stated that he was making

this statement in reply to an inquiry from the Admiral.

I understood that British forces will probably be reduced
by this number shortly.
I have informed Admiral Taylor of the above.
JOHNSON
HPD - RR

d

0

c
3(E) and 5(D) or (®)
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/. ANDD,

“

Dated April 13, 1932

Secretary of State

Washington

3 1932
t of State

80, April 13, 4 p.m.
Yen told me this morning that he had reçuesued a mee
be
ing of the nineteen which will/hCxd on Saturday in or er 0
present the Chinese point of view on the Shanghai negotia

tions.

He said that China oould not accept the proposal of

Str Miles Lampson even in its modified form as it contained
’lconditions” for the withdrawal of the Japanese forces and

thus was contrary tcyfrhe Assembly resolution.

For example,

yvithdrawal was not to take effect for six months and then
only if order in Shanghai and the surrounding district jus-

tified such withdrawal.

WILSON
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---------------- GRAY

MET
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O

Shanghai viâ N.R.
Dated April 13, 1932

F/D E W

o

From

ReOld
FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS
Secretary of State*.,
...
; 4MfPiHS SENT To U AnpR
W^shingtoni J UN. L aNDM.LU
Department of Stat®
April 13, 9 a.m,

the local office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the
effeot that Quo learns from Nanking that the Chinese Govern-

ment has telegraphed to the Chinese delegate at Geneva to

ask for an elucidation of the question of the time limit *

P ending a reply from Geneva on this point, the Ohibese Gov-

emment desires the next meeting of the conference be
postponed for a few days
WSB-RR.

JOHNSON
CQ
co

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 4 2

The British Minister has just received a message frpm
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Shanghai via N.R..
Dated April 13, 1832

%

'

2j*

F/D E 'N

From

GRAY

Secretary of State,

Washington

My April 12, 5 p.m.

I COPIES SENT TO
|O.N.1. AND

At the suggestion of British Minister for Foreign
Affairs Lampson asked us to meet today and we agreed to
send following message identically to our several govern

ments, that is, United States, Great Britain, France and
Italy:

"Situation of conference is now as follows:
(one) - Negotiations under resolution of March 4 have

reached following impasse.

(two) - Difficulty has arisen under annex one of
draft agreement in that Japanese are demanding that OhineM

define their positions south of Sooohow Greek and east of

Biangpoo River.

Chinese are willing only to define posi

tions north of Soochow Creek i.e. in areas directly involved
in recent hostilities.

(three) -

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 4 3

April 13, 8 p.m.
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2-from Shanghai via N.R.,
April 13, 8 p.m.

MET

(three) - Representatives of participating friendly
powers feel that Japanese are protected in this connection

by Article one vhich provides for cessation of hostilities

around Shanghai including all and every form of hostilities,
and they feel that Japanese should not press this point

which should be capable of adjustment if main difficulty

can be overcome.

(four) - Main difficulty is that Chinese insist on
a clearly defined time limit within which Japanese with

drawal into the International Settlement and the Extra
Settlement Roads of the Hongkew district should be com

pleted in accordance with first sentence of Article No,

three.

Japanese have made it abundantly clear in the course

of the negotiations that they are not prepared to fix any
such time limit maintaining that the reduction of their

troops to such numbers as appears absolutely necessary in

Settlement, et cetera, must depend on restoration of
normal conditions of security.

Foreign representatives

understand however that Japanese would be willing to make
a declaration to the effect that ‘As soon as local condition

in
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3~from Shanghai via N. R.,
April 13, 8 p.m.

MET

in and around Shanghai return to normal - and they hope

that conditions will have so returned within six months
or sooner - the Japanese troops will be further withdrawn

to the International Settlement and the Extra Settlement
Roads in the Hongkew district as before the incident of

January 2 8, 1932.’
(five) — Foreign representatives feel that they have

done all they can to bring the two sides together and that

if any agreement is to be reached China should either

accept the above declaration or else sign the agreement
as it stands relying upon definite undertaking in regard
to withdrawal contained in the first sentence of Article

No. three.
(six) - The foreign representatives submit that the

।

Assembly might help towards a speedy conclusion of the

agreement as already drafted if the Assembly would record
0

a pronouncement that they have noted the results so far
of China negotiations carried on in accepting the resolu
tion of March 4 and that they interpret the first sentence
of

DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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4-from Shanghai via N.R.,
April 13, 8 p.m.

of Article three as clearly meaning»^ that the Japanese
Government thereby undertake to complete at an early date

the vithclrawal of the Japanese troops” .

JOHNSON

W3B-HPD
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4°
FOR SECRETARY STIMSON’S INFORMATION — SHANGHAI

NEGOTIAT IONS

ft)..

the following identic message whi^h is being sent by
the representatives of the United States, Great

Britain, France and Italy to their respective governments:
QUOTE

(Telegraph Room: Quote text of message
contained in Shanghai’s telegram of
April 13, 8 p.m., copy attached.)
UNQUOTE

Two.

The

qUOTE

first sentence of Article three

UNQUOTE referred to in the foregoing message reads as

follows:
QUOTE In accordance with the program regulating
withdrawal as shown in annex two to this agreement the

Japanese

Enciphered by
Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

19.
Ü. 8. GOVERN*EXT PRINTING OFFMI: 1»M
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Referring to the Department’s No. (
/ Ç& H S
April IzJ LC /^—“the Department has ,since received
.
/
I
from Johnson under date of April 13; 8 p.m., copy of
One.
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Japanese troops will withdraw to the International

Settlement and the Extra-Settlement Roads in the Hongkew
district as before the incident of January 28th UNQUOTE.

FE;RSM:EJL

1’

FE

Enciphered by___________________________

/Via.

Sent by operator______________ M.,----------------------- - 19__
Index Bu.—No. 50.

Ü. 8. GOVERNMENT nnmXO OmCB: 19M
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SEE___ 8a3»51-Hanchur-i*Zl---- ---------------- FOR —.....-Tel-411 -11am

REGARDING:

The Mltsu and Mitsubishi interests will loan to the new State of
Manchuria 20 million yen and another additional 20 million yen will be
loaned to the state through the Bank of Chosen.

ek

■C
A
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Rec’d 2:25 a. m

Secretary of State,

Washington.
411, April 6, 11 a. m.

Following.from Rengo News Agency, Tokyo, April 4th:
,

"At first the South Manchuria Railway Company was1 to

accommodate the desired loan of twenty million yen to the

State of Manchuria, but now that the Mitsu and Mitsubishi

interest having come out with the offer of taking up the
loan money will be advanced by them.

The loan bars

interest and uncovered, to be redeemed in five years.
It is further leased the Mitsu and Mitsubishi

concerns will put up ten million yen each, which will
be loaned to the State of Manchuria through the Bank of
Chosen.

As the Kwangtun army was originally approached

for the loan, matter will be referred to General Honjo,
and on his approval, the question will be decided upon

at today’s Cabinet meeting."

For the Minister
PERKINS
HPD
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Tel #435 from China (Perkins) of Apr.14, 1932,
llam^ and Tel.#59 to Geneva for Stimson of Apr.l ,

1932, 5pm, are

filed IN THE CONFIDENTIAL FILE
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Peiping via N. R.

*
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Dated April 14, 1932

Secretary of State,

1

Washington.
435, April 14, 11 a.,m.

’'April 13, noon.
One.

At 10:30 p. m. April 12 a Japanese military

,train carrying a motor car detachment and ammunition and

consisting of locomotive, one passenger and several*
converted freight cars when passing over a bridge ten

miles (#) on its way to Harbin over the Eastern Line
the Chinese railway ran into explosives placed on the

tracks, according to the version of Soviet railway

_

officials, or derailed due to the previous removal of3^3

bolts from rails, according to the Japanese version. *5
«5
C*J
The locomotive and four cars toppled down the embank-»o

ment, the passenger, four freight and eleven flat cars

were destroyed, one officer and ten privates perished
in the flames, about fifty privates were severely injured

and eleven automobiles destroyed.

Railway officials

state that this is the most serious catastrophe on the

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 4 5

Following from American Consul General at Harbin:
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2- #435, from Peiping,Apr,14#Ila,

line in Japanese histôrÿ.

Identity of guilty still

unknown,
Two.

Three sticks of dynamite with dry battery

attached were discovered last night on same Eastern

Line two miles from old Harbin.’1
"April 13, 3 p. m;
One.

In an interview with the press yesterday

General Tamon stated that Japanese troops would not
take part in operations to clear the east line of the
railway of undesirable elements but if the new Kirin

troops prove unequal to the task the Japanese command
would take action, that Japanese efforts to clear the
district near the Siberian-Korean frontier were
hampered by the unwillingness of the railway to place

at the disposal of the Japanese military the necessary
number of echelons for moving troops to the Eastern

frontier, and that in order to eliminate banditry in
Manchuria large numbers of troops and two or three years

time are required,
|

Two.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the

Japanese military will have more difficulty than they

anticipated in clearing North Manchuria of Chinese

*

irregular soldiers and bandits."

*

For the Minister
PERKINS

KLP - WSB
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April 15, 1932
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GENEVA (SWITZERLA

The American Legation at Peiping telegraphed
Jr
v.
*7@
under date of April 14Z 3 p. m., that it was reliably

’

One.

*^9* 7

informed that Koo had privately been warned by Yoshida
the Japanese assessor, that it might not be safe for
Koo to accompany the Commission to Manchuria.

m,

y'21

The Legation/fet Petpiny on April 15/transmitted

J

,

Two.

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 4 5

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY

a telegram from the Consul General at Mukden dated April 14
reporting that Ohashi, ex-Japanese Consul General at Harbin

official attached to the Harbin consulate, are attached to

the Changchun Foreign Office and are busily engaged in
preparing documents to be given the League Commission by the
Manchuria administration; that it is believed that objection

to Koo emanates from this quarter; and that Japanese appear
to be the only active members of the Changchun administratif
Three.

OONFIDENTIAI, FILS,

and Kawasaki, until recently a Japanese Foreign Office

The Legation on April 14/transmitted a telegram

from Hanson dated April 13, to the effect that it was becoming

Enciphered by--------------------------------------Sent by operator--------------------- M.t---------------------- , W------- »
Index Bu.—No. 50.

v. a. government printing orrci: im
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increasingly apparent that the Japanese military would have
more difficulty than they anticipated in clearing North

Manchuria of Chinese irregular soldiers and bandits, and
that General Tamon, in an interview with the press on
April 12, stated that large numbers of troops and two or

three years time were required to eliminate banditry in
Manchuria,

PE:MMH:BEK

FE
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!
CONFIDENTIAL FOR SECRETARY STIMSON’S INFORMATION. -

i'5

SHANGHAI1^ NEGOTIATIONS.
One/ According to reports1received from^Minister

insist that^a definite'time limi^ be( set1 within which the'
Japanese troops^ will withdraw^ into the1International

/
/
/
i
,
।
Settlement and the extra-Settlement road area'as before
the incident' ofZJanuaryf28. This the Japanese'refuse! *

On April'12 the Chinese representative informed Johnson
that he/had ^telegraphed^ Yen‘at1 Geneva for /advice1 and that1
he^hoped^to havJ instructions/within a fortnight.

Johnson

states that for the moment Interest lies in attitude of
League; that negotiations at Shanghai are indefinitely
postponed; that Minister Lampson has booked passage to
return to Peiping leaving Shanghai on April 16; but that

he, Johnson, proposes to remain at Shanghai until satis
fied there is definitely no further need for him to remain.

Two.

In commenting, Johnson states that it seems

fairly clear to him that the Japanese have been using the
Enciphered by--------------- —--------------------Sent by operator_____________ M.,---------------------- »
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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Johnson-since your departure, it appears that'the negotia
tions/ at Shanghai have' reached a deadlock. 1 The Chinese'

*
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Washington,

negotiations for the purpose of obtaining time to ^consolidate t
their (militari position ^at^Shanghal/y^ that they| intend to

hold an \area between thd international Settlement and /Woosûng y

as a IpledgeRto force phe Chinese Ito accep^ terms yin connection
withfboycott ,1 anti}-Japanese activities 'and othep' Questions,'
possiblyl evenquestion^ relating to (Manchuria/; and tha^/theyï

expect such political (questions |o be(brought before k ground

tablp conference.!/ Johnson(further States

Chinese author-

ity^ that^Chinese Military^refuse to(sign fcn^ agreement) that)

does not\set a\time limit'* for the\withdrawal of \the Japanese I
'

u

!

l

\\

troops (and that ^hinese political elements^ are endeavoring
to^capitalize ithe situatioR, which\j>laces (Nanking* in al

delicate 'posit ion.G

It would seem \thatT Johnson ^nd^ Lamp'son\ havâ patiently'

and Resourcefully(pressed foi} an agreement) making \manyl, sug-

gestions\but without\succes^. |
Three.In the ^opinion ofl thenar Easterà Division^ the
situation Ks thi^:( (a) (the Japanese | having ^engaged in|
military operations^ at Shanghai!with/certain objective^

refuse to lagree tol withdraw ^hein troops^ unless \and\ until
they\âre satisf ied\that theirVob jectiveà (have been| to a\
sufficient (extent^attainedt (b)(the Chinesê, confronte^ with

the (presence of | an^invadingx military ^force ^rhich is/there >
\
\
’

Enciphered by_______ I__________

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

V- 8. GOVERNMENT FEINTING OJTICÏ: 1819
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for the purpose of bringing pressure to bear upon them,
decline to enter into an agreement which in effect would
commit them to an assent to the presence of that force,
unless, as a part of the agreement, they can obtain in return

a pledge which would preclude the continuance for an
indefinite period of the presence and pressure of the

invading armed force.

The two positions are scarcely

reconcilable; to achieve an agreement one side or the
other would have to yield; there is little if any room

for compromise; the likelihood is that the situation will

remain in statu quo indefinitely unless (a) one or the
other of the disputants makes new military moves or (b)

outside pressure contributes to its liquidation.
Four.

For Johnson’s guidance, the Department on

April 11 telegraphed as follows;

QUOTE The Department

appreciates the difficulties which confront you in the

\

| I

negotiations; approves the attitude which you have taken;
hopes that it may still be found possible to persuade the

>

Chinese and Japanese to reach an accord; and awaits your

further reports on the matter UNQUOTE.
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Sino-Japanese conflict#

Debate in the House of Commons on summary of given#
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The House of Commons on Parafe 22nd «es the scene
of an extended and important debate on the Far Eastern

situation.

Mr. Lansbury, leader of the Opposition,

contrasted the reliance which China had placed upon
the League for the settlement of the conflict with the

determination of Japan to settle the matter without
regard to its treaty obligations.

He believed that

the League had finally, though belatedly, taken a firm

stand in defense of its principles, a large part of

the credit for which he was glad to attribute to Jlr
John Simon.

Mr. Lansbury then turned to Manchuria

where, he said, Japan had set up u puppet government

which was attempting to seize control of the Chinese
maritime customs and thus prejudicing the rights of

other interested powers.
Sir Austen Chamberlain replied st th a defense
of the League and of British policy towards the League

in the matter of the present dispute.

He suid that

Great Britain maintained an attitude of friendship

towards both the parties to the dispute and that it
was necessary for Great Britain to preserve an

attitude of impartiality for the present.

He believed

that in the circumstances the League had done remarkably

well by showing consideration towards both sides;
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any other course of action, in his opinion, would have
involved the application of sanctions, which would

have brought to an end any postibillty of the ■.eague

remaining as a moral force.
Sir John Simon, replying for the Government, said
that Britain is prepared to assume all its obligations

as a ?nember of the League.

He conceived it to be

essential, however, that a clear distinction should be

made between the powers of the League as a mediatory
organ and Its coercive powers, as he did not believe

that threat of coercion would promote the efforts
which the League was making to mediate between the two
disputants.

With respect to Manchuria, he saidrthat

the rule which the British Government is following in
general is to reserve any decision as to what it might

do until the Far Las tern Comission of the League had
rendered its report.

Bo far as recognition of the

new Manchurian regime is concerned, he said that
Great Britain, being one of the signatories of the

Nine Power Treaty, would not countenance any violation

of China’s administrative or territorial integrity,
xit the same time he did not rule out the possibility

that there might be a subdivision of China.

In the

same way, Great Britain would not tolerate any Inter**

ferenoe with the Chinese maritime customs in Manchuria,
which would prejudice British and other foreign
interests; but so far as he knew, the Manchurian
regime proposed to do no more in this respect than
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had been done by other Independent regimes set

various times In other parts of China.
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Department’s plan for a solution of the Manchurian problem.
Certain officers of the Department have drawn up an outline
Wake- of a plan for the solution of the Manchurian problem, which con
templates the reestablishment of a Chinana administration in Manchuria
and the negotiation of a new and conprehensive treaty. Plan is being
mailed.

regarding:

dew
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TELEGRAM SENT

mari

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone,

April 12, 1932, 5 p.m.

AMERICAN LEGATION
PEIPING (CHINA)

104
Your 425, April 9, 9 p.m.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR BLAKESLEE.
One.

Officers of the Department have been giving

serious thought to finding some helpful suggestions toward

a practical solution of the problem relating to l.'anchuria
to which question you will presumably sotier or later have

to give consideration.

Assuming that any such solution

must, as far as possible, take into consideration: the in
terests and views of the Chinese and Japanese Governments
and the principles agreed upon in the Covenant of the

League of Nations, in the Nine Power Treaty and in the

Kellogg Pact, there has been prepared by certain officers

an outline of a plan which, although perhaps not entirely
comprehensive, includes certain features which might have

suggestion value.

Two.

The project contemplates as an initial step the

conclusion of a prelininavy agreement between China and
J ap an
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2- ^104, to Peiping, April 12, 1932

man

Japan to enter into direct negotiations relating, first,
to the reestablishment of a temporary Chinese administra

tion in Manchuria; second, to the reestablishment of a
permanent Chinese administration in Manchuria, together

with questions of security and protection of foreign rights
and interests; and third, to the negotiation of a new com
prehensive treatyo

Three.

The Department is sending you by pouch in

care of the Legation at Peiping a copy of this outline
plan for such use as you may care to make of it, in whole
or in part, as upon your own initiative and responsibility.

The plan should reach you about June first, but if in the

interim you should find it urgently desirable to have it
before that date the Department will consider cabling a
summary.

CASTLE
FE:JEJ:VDM

ACTING
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TELEGRAM RECEIVER
Shanghai via ff. R.
Dated April 15, 1932

From

14k 3Ç a.m.
,-r

„

.

.

Division of X

_

JCOPIESSËNTTffô
FEASTERH
« t/ j
^.y^ri

Secretary o-f State! .

F/DEW

' • c,

Washington.
H

Chinese have apparently moved a regiment Of 3000
troops into the vicinity of Hungjao, southwest of Inter
national Settlement, and strong patrols of that body of

troops have been seen moving northward in the direction

of south bank of Soochow Creek.

This will bring them

into contact with left flank of Shirakawa patrol zone.
I understand the Japanese consider this a threat to the

left flank of their main position.
JOHNSON
wwc

HPD

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 4 S

April 15, 4 p. m.
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SEE___aftS^QQ-PxRZ^.

REGARDING:

Sino-Japanese dispute holds the interest of Siam but the only disturbances
that have been caused has been the result of the foreign element.
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rhe hlno-Jepanese dispute continue® to hold the center
of interests In the limited foreign news

hlch reaohes Bangkok,

It Is reported that during February a number of threatening

letters rare received by the Japanese Lejjatlon stating that

serious consequences would result if the Japanese do not
leave Lisa iaoced lately.

It 1® believed that these letters

were written by Individual Chinese and do not represent the
feeling of the majority a® most of these are trades-people

with their chief Interest in life centered In their trade}

these trades-people have considerable bxBlnesn with the

Japanese and they would do nothing that would interfere with
their business.

It Is reported that there Las been one at

tack by Ciiinese upon a Japanese storekeeper with the intent
of destroying

of destroying

the store but thia was frustrated by the po

lios who have arrested the rioters.

n the site night,

al«lead by the false rumor of a brilliant Chinese victory,

several thousand Chines® attempted to celebrate In violation

of the police regulations which require that .©ml salon for
such celebrations trust be obtained in advance.

Upon the in

tervention of the police a riot ensued in which the police

were stoned by the rioters, Aho wre dispersed only by the
use of a fire hose.

Die affair, ended Uth the arresi of about

120 rioters and the injury to a number of policemen.

H

but ten of these- have been released and the. e, it is under
stood, will be deported
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The Honorable
Hu^i R. Wilson,

American Minister,

Berne,
Sir:

There is enclosed for your information copies, as
listed, below, of certain telegrams received by the Depart

ment in connection with developments in Manchuria for the
period April 5 to April 13, 1932.

In the event that other governments are communicating

to the Secretary General of the League of Nations informa
tion of similar character, the Department would have no

objection to your communicating to the Secretary General,
for his discreet use, confidential as to source, the in
formation contained in the enclosures to this instruction.

The Secretary General should not disclose the names or

designations of persona mentioned in these messages.
Very truly yours,
W. R.

Jr.")

Acting Secretary of State*
Enclosures:
Telegrams from Peiping;
403, April 6,
409, April 6,
410, April 6,
416, April 7.
419, April 7,
422, April 8,
424, April 9,
-"430, April 13. (Extract)

e.\c*

2*3:3«fc
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
cib

From

GRAY
Shanghai via NR

Dated April 16, 1932.
Reod 3:42 a.m,

Secretary of State ,
1 ’ '

Washington.

. a

I

(

FAR EASTERï AHEA
a

I

i

a r

H;

Department of State

April 16, noon.
My April 15/ 4 p.m.

Military Attache learns that Chinese Government
has ordered local commander to withdraw his strong patrols

to their original positions and to use only small patrols

if necessary.

This seems to satisfy the Japanese.

my April 15, 4 p.m.
JOHNSON.

S61 «

I

Please inform War Department of the above and
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oro

REGARDING:
Unwise for Johnson to proceed to Nanking saying that he was going
there in connection with the Baker kidnapping case»
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Division of Far Eastern affairs
April
AFR 18 1932
“ '18, 1932.
department upstate j

Minister Johnson is referring to para
graphs five and six of his telegram of April
13, 8 p.m., which, edited to show what has
been decided upon in Geneva, are as follows:
1
"Five. Foreign representatives feel that
i they have done all they can to bring the two
sides together and that if any agreement is to
be reached China should....sign the agreement
as it stands relying upon definite undertaking
in regard to withdrawal contained in the first
sentence of Article III (which reads: ’In ac
cordance with the program regulating withdrawal
as shown in Annex Two to this agreement the
Japanese troops will withdraw to the Internetiar
al Settlement Roads in the Hongkew district as
before the incident of January 28th.*)".

Note: The difficulty in regard to the
time limit question arises out of a provision
found in the second sentence of Article III
which permits Japanese troops to remain tem
porarily but indefinitely in certain localities
outside of the Settlement and its roads.
"Six.................... the Assembly would record
a pronouncement that they have noted the results
so far of the negotiations carried on in accept
ing the resolution of March 4 and that they in
terpret the first sentence of Article III as
| clearly meaning that the Japanese Government
| thereby undertake to complete at an early date
u the withdrawal of the Japanese troops.**
JE J : EMU
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From
A portion of this
telegram must be closely
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone.

Dated April 18, 1932

Rec’d

fepiE^ENT TO

Secretary of State,
Washington.

O.N.I.ANDM.I.D.

PRIORITY.
Aprill8'Mon-in.ini-a,
Ity April 13, 8 p. n/., and April 18, 11 a. nj/

Lampson and I have just been informed that

One.

Quo is returning from Nanking tomorrow expecting to

resume negotiations with the Japanese. (END GRAY)
With reference to my telegram of April 13.
---- •
8 p. m/, Lampson has information from his Secretary
Two.

of State

for Foreign Affairs to the effect that

committee of nineteen at Geneva will adopt second
I

so

t
3

œ

C

i alternative mentioned in paragraph five thereof andfô
will probably pass

a resolution following lines

; suggested in paragraph six thereof.
Three.

I propose to return to Shanghai on April

20th as Lampson and I consider that the time is probably

ripe for bringing local negotiations to a conclusion.

JOHNSON
CIS

WSB
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dated March 29, 1932, on the above subject.

Respectfully yours,

Received - --

Enclosure:

Copy of despatch No. 563
to the Legation at Peiping.

800
HTW

7 9 5 .9 4 /5 0 5 3

my despatch No. 563 to the Legation at Peiping, China,
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No. 563

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL
Mukden, China, March 29, 1932.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Rome Sidelights on the Japanese
Occupation.

SUBJECT:

The Honorable
Nelson Trusler Johnson,
American Minister,

Peiping, China.
Sir:
I have the honor to report a few incidents which

throw some sidelight on Japanese methods in Manchuria
as well as show the lengths to which the Japanese
will go in the furtherance of their schemes.

In the local branch of one of China's leading
banks, some of the prominent officials of the former

government had personal funds on deposit on September
18, 1931, since when these funds have been Impounded

by the Japanese in control.

There is also on deposit

in this bank $2,500,000 belonging to the Peiping-

Liaoning Railway.

Recently the Japanese military

demanded that these deposits be handed over, the

spokesman being a lieutenant.

The demand was refused

and subsequently a higher officer appeared at the
bank to offer an apology for the mistake that hed
been made.

It is thought that the plan had been con

cocted in hope of securing the money by overawing

'—the
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- 2 the wwirer and that when it miscarried the spolo^-y

w«i« off-'red.

It is understood that the «Fcpmiese heve

riven the bank yemlsnlon to pay these personal funds
to the individuels themselves upon their personal

application or upon the epplioetion of their Qualified

They cannot, however, he transferred

representatives.

to other branches of the b&nk.

This ftp’esrs to be

a elever move to indue© »om of these officials to

return to Wukden, the Jepenaeo desiring, no doubt,
to Indues them to cecept positions in the new Govern

ment.

In this connection it nay be stated that
flft. ), who ww closely associ

Hsing ^hlh-lieu I dFp

ated «5 th Marshal Ohsng usuea-lloa?, is mentioned
m

the future Chief of 'tolio® st Ch^nrchun and that

K&® Chl-yi (

I, former Llroctor cC ths

fa

I’ekinF-Ll soning ïïailw y, and several others are reftdy

to return.
Another interesting report has been heard that

the private funds of Chang Ksueh-lirn^ in th® Sank

of Chosen and Yokohama

pc ole Sank amounting to about

Yen 15,000,000 have for the most pert disappeared.

These deposits were subject to witadrewal by checks

bearing the personal chop of Chang Heueh-llom which
had been la th® possession of Lu T u-l’inc ( •&

)»

the former director of the Bank of the Three Kastem
kroviaoea.

Wu Eh-p’ei (

1-q ), the present

director of the bank, la in possession of this chop
and according to my information has drawn large cheeks
on these deposits.

Colonel Bolhare,who was recently

promoted, received Yen 5,000,000 for the Tientsin
affair
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affair, during which Henry 1’u Y1 was spirited away

on a Japanese destroyer to Newchwang.

Mr. Wu, it

may be added, is a close personal friend of Mr. Sudo,
the Japanese adviser and actual director of the Three
.Eastern Provinces Bank.

A large cancelled check

drawn on these deposits has been seen by the inform
ant.

The above two reports have emanated from a

reliable source and are believed to be reliable.

Some weeks ago a member of the Chinese staff of

the local Post Office was arrested and detained by
Japanese gendarmes for six hours for having written

a letter in which responsibility for recent develop

ments in Manchuria was attributed to the Japanese.
While under detention he was forced to sign a state

ment to the effect that he would never criticize the
Japanese again.

Recently he was re-arrested because

a report of his former arrest appeared in a Chinese
newspaper in Tientsin for which he was not responsible.

This second detention lasted twenty-four hours .during

which he was closely examined and subjected to torture.
He was badly beaten on the body, slapped on the face

many times and threatened with being shot.

Be was

forced to give the names of all persons in the local
Chinese Post Office who are anti-Japanese and to sign

a document promising that he would not divulge what had

occurred during his detention.

This man who is quiet

and unassuming has had a serious nervous shock as a
result of this brutal treatment.

About ten days ago, several experts of the
International
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International Money Order and Union Departments, Tokyo,

arrived in Mukden for the purpose of investigating
postal conditions with a view, it is believed in

responsible quarters, of making recommendations con

cerning the taking over by the Japanese Postal Adminis

tration of the Chinese post offices in Manchuria.
A higher Japanese postal official, a Mr. Shimizu,
arrived yesterday, in connection with the same question.
It has been heard that Japanese Headquarters is urging

the immediate taking over of the Chinese post offices

while th® investigators have advised delay and that
Mr. Shimizu has been sent here to submit his views on
this question.

According to available information,

the local Government so far has taken no part in this
movement far taking over the Chinese post offices.
Yours respectfully,

M. 3. Myers,
American Consul General.

Original and one copy to Legation.
Five copies to Department.

8Q0..
kSM:MHF
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AMERICAN CONSUL

GENEVA (Switzerland

APR 1512

CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE SECRETARY.

)

Department’s 1434 April 13, 4 p.m. and 146/ April 13

5 p.m. to Paris for you
On April 14, the Japanese Ambassador handed to the
Under

---J - ... : -mamnut

ujiiiMmi1~~nt^ an

undated and unsigned paper bearing a single paragraph,

the text of which is identical with that quoted in the
fourth paragraph of Minister Johnsen’s telegram of

/ton

April 134 8 p.m. communicated to you in paragraph one
/
/£" 5^3
of the Department*s 146/ April 13, 5 p.m. to Paris.
The Japanese Ambassador, in handing this paper to
the Under Secretary, gave the impression but did not

state that his Government hoped that pressure would be

brought to bear on the Chinese to accept this formula
in lieu of an agreed upon date for withdrawal of Japanese

troops.

*Xs.

—o

Reference to previous telegrams discloses that

Ministers Johnson and Lampson on April 9 suggested that

paragraph as an alternative proposal on the question of
Enciphered by _______ ________ _________
Sent by operator______________ M.,______________ , 19____ ,
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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- 3 the withdrawal of Japanese troops and that it was

submitted by the Chinese and Japanese negotiators to
their respective Governments.

It was to have been dis-

cussed at a subsequent meeting of the negotiators on
April 11 but this meeting was not held as the Chinese

referred the matter to Yen at Geneva and further

meetings were adjourned sine die

It is the' surmise of the Department that the
Japanese may endeavor at Geneva to enlist support of
their position on the basis of this formula; and that

you may be solicited in that connection.

•

It is believed

that the following points should be considered:

(a) this

formula is very indefinite and would give the Chinese no
assurance; (b) it provides only that at a time to be
decided upon by them the Japanese troops will be drawn

back within a certain line; (c) it carries no promise

whatever regarding withdrawal of Japanese troops from
Chinese soil; (d) the Chinese negotiators apparently do
not dare sign an agreement which makes no repeat no

provision for withdrawal of Japanese troops within a

fixed time limit.

To the Department it seems doubtful

whether in these premises it would be advisable for the
Enciphered by
Sent by operator..
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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REGARDING:

The policy of the Japanese to unify control of all railroads in Manchuria
under the South Manchuria Railway Company.

ek
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SEE............. .893*22/2853.............
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AMÜHIC/Æ consulats
cïsmtei.
Wüiden, Chine, March £4, 1932

UBJECT:

railway Situetltf® in FanohurlK.

ïîie Honorable
The secretary of Stat©,

à’ashinf ton.

31r*.
;-i»ferriw? tu ssy deepetehe» Kos. 4c5 and 4M ©f

JsjRMry f unê. S3, 19®®, ranpeotiTOly, .in regard te
the railway eitwction in fenehnria, I have the few
to submit further inf omette© <m thia sab loot.
It tee bwn learned from « rallrble wore» that

cm or sbwt £areh 4, 1932 the Wth fcenehuria ?all-

way s^aapeny Mimed n ooatraot with K*®n To ( ||4^
sireetor of the .>œ^iwdcai~Ta<m®n Miry (e^ncur-

rantly .freetor of the Fe»‘<ti«a*>hfenhniku*rn 3®.l Iwry i,
for the operatlm of that line for a period of fifty

year*.

The detail» of the agreement are unknvra

«Ithcmcdh it 1» pnesibl© that the errwmaet we-» the
outwore of negotiation» ralefive to the indebted»©»»

of the 'wupinrkfii-TBOtwin Mlw y to the

onth ««nchurja

HMlwy Cwnpeay answtmting to nearly Ten SC,000,^00.

This tyrarsent ie bell weed to be the flrat of a series
prowl dine, for

opera tim of the Chinese line» 1»

«bmehwrla by the senth Uenehuria Saiiwey -CoH^afty.
«eeordln^ to ay Informent the negotiation» whleh are

now taking plsee relate to the Xia*» «Meh were built
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th» Chines» with Chin»»» funds only, such &a the

«jnd -hilen~H*llun

f irin~«e.îlun

:<ailw?iya, s® well e« to th® Japanese flnmood lines,
of th» »<»«eaii®d Chin»»» lia®», the ^on<-:ti»a-..h6n-

«’«yrs to he the only &ne not

hetkuan

desired et pr aent by th®

outh ^encthari® 'hallway

Ccrr-any far its ooapreosnsive systoa of railways

for «onohurio.

its interest®, hwwr, are Wil

t&fcwn ot«m of by the thirty Japan»os in th® Ceaerel

affina» of that line - th© stoti .•« waters ere ni»o

Japanese • not to aient !■•/» th» presonoe of ®x*-w>ber®
of the '-math ^«tnehuri» «ni limy Canpcny*® staff in
th» lOBrwttil set tons • «ræ.-issioft.

■«»& «grooments

»»»» to be in couplet» ««cord with the Jopme»»
polity

«établi whin.* » unified control owr the

rsll*f;7« of hanchuris under th® dimeUon of th®

wrath fenehtirl® ?.ailw«y Company,

tills ->fflo« is

©ndeoorin^ to obtain fwrthor Inf omet ion on t4ii«
subjoet end will report any details thot it wy
obtain.

#-«»ordine to reliable infomotiw eonstraetlon

work on the projected Choj^ehun-Talat Sellwy will

b» atartod by th® -oath ^anchuris w«ilwey 'omp-^ny
as soon «s the weath»r p« nits.

through ihançan (

<£■

ïh» line will peas

) end Fu.yü ( -tÀ

tap s rleh arricultural arsa.

will

Thwro are no difficult

conatmction problems to bo «amounted and as th»

lino is only ebout one hundred nilas lonff, it»
oompleticn within tho year 1» »®id to bo contempla tod

L«r^e stocka of stool mil» are stored ®lon.

th»

Tirin
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It «ill be a» exteneion.

•.® we.® mt? a tinned la say de®p«?tch of /«awry
7, 193®, ab'-w «mto Honed, reporte inôionte that

w-.-rk on ‘«ae ex tea® Ion of the lirin-Tunhu® Hallway
(

line ) to the Kore&a bo Mor will alee

b® atarted next raonth,

iMa of floe

oade^vorla

to follow develop*

æents in thio ^onoeo^ioM »ûd will keep tho Sopartmmt our."'®n tly infomoA.
■Wapon tf-.zll y >' our®,

.

, i. yer®

.msTiewa ^oaoal general*

• ri'lnol
foùr.ocpi®» to
Two oopie® to Legation, Peirin^.
Owr>y t@ à&Wsæy, Tokyo,
-wopy to Ooaeulate General, Harbin
Copy to SoneuUte, lieirea.

9ft
»

A true copy of
the

orif-
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Censorship of nails being carried on by armed
Japanese gendarmes and not by agents of the
so-called independent govemnent.

ere
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THE UNDER SECRETARY

APR 18 1932DEP'r™entofState
OEFARTM^T WCT r FAR e«tern Affairs
April 15, 1932
...

nV

tie

$
Herewith a copy of Minister Johnson’s
^telegram of April 9, 10 p.m., which shows
that Ministers JoEnson and Lampson suggested
the alternative proposal which the Japanese
Ambassador handed to you yesterday. This
alternative proposal was referred by the
Chinese and Japanese representatives to
their Governments at Nanking and Tokyo and
was to have been discussed at a subsequent
meeting on April 11, 1932. However, as
you will see from Minister Johnson’s
telegram of April 12, 9 a.m., this meeting
did not take place as the Chinese represen
tative stated he had no instructions from
Nanking. As the Chinese Government re
ferred the question to the League, no
further meetings have been held.
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Handed to the Under Secretary by the
Japanese Ambassador—
IH-- 3

The Japanese Government take this
opportunity to declare that, as soon as

local conditions in and around Shanghai
return to normal — and they hope that

conditions will have so returned within

six months or sooner

the Japanese

troops will be further withdrawn to the
International Settlement and the Extra

Settlement roads in the Hongkew district
as before the incident of January 28th
1932
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Sino-Japanese dispute.
Plans to stage fresh provocation calculated to cause a grave
conflict between Soviets and llanohurlan authorities were
attributed to certain Japanese military circles in Harbin,
according to reports from Harborovik published >y Tas a News
Agency which is the official Soviet Agency.

tfv
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Secretary of State,
Washington.

441, April 16, 1 p. m.

Following from Reuter, Moscow, April 15th:

'Plans to stage fresh provocation calculated to

cause a grave conflict between the Soviet and the
Manchurian authorities were attributed to certain

Japanese military circles in Harbin according to
reports from Harborovik published by the Tass News
Agency which is the official Soviet agency.

These military circles are reported to have

insisted that the Chinese authorities in Harbin
should search the Soviet Consulate General at Harbin
on the pretext that the Consulate is alleged to have
arranged terrorist outrages and sabotage on the
Chinese Eastern Railway whereas according to the Tass

Agency these outrages have been provoked by the work

of white guards and Chinese and Japanese, according to

the Harborovik message the Chinese Chief of Police,
General Wan Jui Hua, refused to comply with the
request
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2*- #441, from Peiping,Apr.16,lp»m.

request of the Japanese military circles to search the
Consulate unless he was decidedly ordered to do so by
the Manchukuo Government at Changchun.

Moreover it

is alleged that the Japanese made it an indispensable
condition that the search, was to be carried out entirely

by the Chief Police and under no circumstances was General
Wan Jui Hua to reveal that it was inspired by the Japanese.”
For the Minister

PERKIHS

JS
CIB
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FRorftRAY

at Stet,

Peiping

Dated April 19, 1932

Rec’d 1:20 a, m.
Secretary of State
A*

—

{ C0H8S StUN i

Washington

CO

m

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 5 8

444, April 19, 10 a. m.

The following telegram has been received from

American Consul General at Harbin:

"April 18, 11 a, m,

General Tamon and his troops

are soon to be replaced at Harbin.by General Hirose and

his Division.”
For the Minister,
PERKINS

JS

è

w
re
co
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must be closely paraphrased
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to anyone.

Gene'

Of

Dated April

Rec* 1^4.48 „as^rn. 19th

Secretary of State
Washington

81, April 18, 11 p. m.

A meeting of the committee of nineteen was held on
Saturday at which it was decided tentatively that the

committee would give an interpretation to Article 3 of the
draft armistice terms to the effect that this was under
stood to mean an obligation on Japan for evacuation at the

earliest possible moment.

The joint or mixed committee

set up under Article 4 of the draft had been requested to
furnish reports periodically on the state of affairs

including evacuation.

Hymans was charged to ascertain

the views of the l^ubilit4oo-and the Chinese on such aao

decision.
A further meeting was called for this afternoon
in the meantime a rump committee of the smaller states

met and prepared an alternate draft.
Regarding the meeting this afternoon Sweetser

reports

cP
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reports as follows:
"Hymas reported that Yen expressed disagreement
on the ground that no adequate guarantee of withdrawal

would be afforded.

Not having confidence in the Mixed

Commission’s authority to give this guarantee he wanted

a neutral authority either the four powers or an. agency

of the League.

He also insisted on a public meeting

which Hymans told him was assured,
Hymans stated that Japanese seemed ready to accept
this solution on condition; that the Japanese did not

.

wish to come to a meeting of the nineteen if there were

to be a bitter debate with the Chinese.

Benes, Madariaga

and Motta expressed concern over such an attitude on the
part of the Japanese.

Drummond then stated that according

to his interpretation the Japanese were ready to appear

before the committee of nineteen to answer questions or
to decide if the armistice arrangement were in conformity

with the Assembly resolution but did not wish to be hailed

before the committee by the Chinese for a controversial

debat e.
With regard to public meetings Motta felt that the

time had come to speak straight out to the Japanese as the
two
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two private meetings had created an unfortunate impression.

Benes and Hymans likewise felt a public meeting with the

two parties present was essential.

After Hymans had explained the text which he had
circulated on Sunday Benes introduced an alternative text
drafted in a private meeting held just previously by some

of the members of the committee the purport of which was

to give more definite guarantee of evacuation, the principle
change being that the Mixed Commission should be invested

with power to fix, either by majority, or of the exclusion
of the two parties and at the request of either a time for
the second and last step of evacuation.

Simon observed that this changed the function of

the Mixed Commission and would give it the responsibility
of acting as a tribunal.

He questioned whether the com

mittee would assume this responsibility particularly as

one member was an American.

He was not sure that the

United States would accept the responsibility of partic
ipating in saying at what date withdrawal should take

place.
A long debate ensued on this subject Ramel and

Oolban feeling the original resolution was not strong
enough.
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enough.

Lester suggested, that the Mixed. Commission should,

not itself fix a date but state when conditions justified
withdrawal leaving the final decision to be made in Geneva.

Motta felt that the Mixed Commission must have the definite
power of reporting whether evacuation were justified.
Boncour pointed out -that since the Assembly would not fix
a date and would not leave it to the parties concerned to

fix a date there must be some outside authority which
should at least be able to say when evacuation was possi
ble.

Simon again raised the question of American Govern

ment* s possible attitude and inquired whether

Com

mission should fix a day in advance by which evacuation
should be completed or whether it would simply say that
at a definite moment conditions had been established

which justified evacuation.

The Committee seemed unan

imously of the view that the second alternative was the

proper one.
Although the Committee came to a clear decision

as to what it wanted done it was found difficult to
express this in exact phraseology.

Briefly the Commis

sion was to be given Qüthority to state by unanimity if

possible that conditions had been established justifying
evaouat ion
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evacuation but providing also that in case either party
created difficulties the committee could report to the

Assembly which would have its full authority unimpaired.

A small drafting committee was then created to
find the legal phraseology for this idea and will report
tomorrow.'

WILSON

JS-OIB
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Dated April 18, 1932
Rec * d 11î 40 p.m,
'^sion of

Secretary of State

Wash ington
L

Apartment of

82, April 18, midnight
I repeat for your information telegram dated April 18,

11 p.m. sent to Johnson, Shanghai by the Secretary.
See my No. 81, April 18, 11 p.m.
April 18, 11 p.m.

For the Minister from the Secretary.

111 am informed that the committee of 19 at a meeting
Saturday considered Adapting in a resolution which will

contain an interpretation of article three of draft of
OÛ

*

armistice agreement under which the committee of 19 deolSfes '
that it understands this to mean that Japan must evacuate^

at the earliest possible moment.

It also considered request

ing the joint commission provided for in article four of

the draft agreement to report from time to time the progress

of withdrawal.
Committee of 19 this afternoon considered draft pro
posal to give effect to ideas outlined at former meeting.
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2-#82 from Geneva, April 18, mid
night.

It has not yet reached final decision but it is seeking
solution on lines that joint oommission provided for in
draft agreement should be empowered at the request of one

of the parties to say whether the second and final stage

of the withdrawal of the Japanese troops could reasonably
be affected.

In. order that joint commission should not be

prevented from making this pronouncement by the opposition
of one of the parties it was proposed that if difficulty
arose of this account the joint commission should make a
report to the Assembly committee.

This report could not

be in the nature of a decision but any decision taken by

the Assembly or its committee would doubtless be influenced
by the report.
The committee of 19 is considering this procedure

because it seems to be of the opinion that the declaration
suggested by the Japanese and set out in paragraph four of

your cable to the Department April 131 8 p.m., did not give

any assurance whatever of sufficiently prompt evacuation
by the Japanese.
In
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3-#82 from Geneva, April 18, mid
night .

MEæ

In this opinion, judging from cables which I have

received from the Department, the Department seems to con

cur.

In this situation I should like to know whether you

see objection to the course proposed by the committee of 19.
Your colleagues are being requested by i»heir respective

Governments for their opinion and a joint reply is being
suggested to them.

I wish you to advise me directly of your own individual
opinion but you are authorized to join in an identic reply

provided this does not involve a compromise of your own

opinion" .
WILSON
WSB-KLP
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Washington,

April 19, 1932.

WILSON,

GENEVA (Switzerland).
Your 82, April 18, midnight.
Johnson, under Department's instruction, went to

Nanking yesterday on urgoflt business, Baker case.
will return to Shanghai tomorrow.

FE:SKH/ZMF
Enciphered by_________________________

Sent by operator--------------------- M.,--------Index Bu.—No. 50.

£23 M

W«1

He
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Secretary of State,
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Di
R EASTER* *Ff*l,S

Washington

APR 19 1932

214, April 19

The resumption of normal busines
si owly in

-J
(0
C

10 a.m. .
s proceeding very

(0

and other territory formerly Chinese con-

cn

trolled but now either actually or constructively under
Japanese military occupation.

CD

Aside from actual destruo-

tion American business in such territory with the business

of other nationals has suffered in various ways as illus

trated by the following instances, each instance being

«

typical of other similar oases.

o
s

(1) - Robert Dollar Company has several hundred though
sand taels worth of lumber on consignment at Chinese lumber
yards in Chapei. The Japanese military are putting all

manner of difficulties in the way of the sale of this lum

ber by the yards and its removal for-places of ordinary
commercial consumption.

Both oral and written representa

tions by this office to the Japanese Consulate General
on

I
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on behalf of the Dollar Company* s interest in lumber have

so far failed.

Other American concerns are experiencing

similar difficulties in moving stocks of goods and machinery
from Ohapei.

A Chinese unofficial organization was set up

there about April 1st with the consent of Japanese military.

This organization levied a contribution on all goods moved.
It was nominally closed by Japanese on April 11th but it is
expected that similar organizations will take its place.
(2) - Andersen Meyer have received orders from Wingon*

Textile Company a Chinese firm for repairs to plant and

machinery in their cotton mill at Woosung which was damaged

by shell fire to extent of about three million taels.
.Andersen Meyer have also been appointed managers of the
mill but I am not inclined to give official support to their
requests made purely in this capacity.

However, their

orders for machinery are undoubtedly bona fide and I am

told will mean the placing of orders for considerable
amounts of American machinery.

Japanese troops formerly

billeted at Japanese cotton mill nearby moved to Wingon
Cotton Mill March 8th and remain in occupation.

Andersen

Meyer
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MET

Mayer state it will be impossible to ooimence repairs until
they evacuate and Andersen Meyer as managers ask me to

demand this evacuation.

I have written informally to Japan

ese Consul General laying the oase before him and expressing

hope that the American firm may be permitted to repair the
plant and machinery without hindrance.

This is as far as I

believe I can go at present.

(3) - No Chinese police are permitted by Japanese to

function in Chapel or surrounding Chinese territory and

Japanese military authorities appear to be making no
systematic effort to police that area or in fact any area
behind their front lines.

The result is that Chinese bad

characters have almost unchecked freedom of action in Chapel,
There are several American owned factories located in Chi

nese territory near the Settlement boundary and in at least
one case their employees have been intimidated and held up.
This factory owner has appealed to me to try to obtain
International Settlement police protection extended to his

plant and surrounding roads.

I have advised him to hire

his own watchmen but this will not solve the problem of
the
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the hold up of employees outside his plant.

He did not wish

to ask for Japanese military protection except as a last

resort fearing a strike by his Chinese employees if he

should do so.

In my opinion since Japanese are in actual

control of this area this Oonsulate General must look to
them for police protection for American property while at
the same time making representations to the Chinese munici
pal authorities although the latter have at present no
actual lands.

Two.

With reference to the Department’s telegram 61,

February 29, 5 p.m», I request thatïn making representations

to Japanese authorities both regarding American losses and
the protection of American property a clause regarding

claims similar to that suggested in my telegram 100, Febru
ary 23, 3 p*m*> be inserted*
Three.

I desire that this Consulate General should

extend all legitimate assistance to American business and
in connection therewith request instructions regarding what

degree of recognition should properly be given to Japan’s

de facto authority in certain sections here.

Despatch is

going
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MET

going forward giving more details regarding cases.
Repeated to the Legation, copy to Minister.

OUNNINGHAM

WSB-RR
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SHANGHAI (China)

, |
; 0&

. k^FOR THE MINISTER.
n f*
I V-*
1
1
Shanghai’s telegram to Department No. 214, April 19,

z

V. 10

I

- ------------- -

Department approves the attitude of and the action

5
>o' '

A

taken by the Consul General in regard to difficulties

v

experienced by the Robert Dollar Company and by Andersen
Meyer.

Department desires that, in addition to action

already taken, you take up these cases with the Japanese

Minister in a further effort to bring about a prompt
and a satisfactory settlement.

With regard to police protection of American property
located in Chapei and surrounding Chinese territory, Depart

ment desires that all appropriate and practicable assistance
and protection be given legitimate American interests
located there but is reluctant to have any action taken

by representatives of the American Government which may
tend to consolidate or strengthen Japanese control in the

areas under reference.

Department therefore suggests that

after consultation with Cunningham you inform the DepartEnciphered by_________________________
Sent by operator______________M., ---------------------- - /9----- , ---------------------------------Index Bu.—No. 50.

U. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING omci: 19M
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Washington,

ment of your recommendations on this subject.
With regard to Paragraph Two of Shanghai’s telegram
under reference, Department believes that in making

representations to Japanese authorities regarding American

losses and protection of American property, the rights of
such American interests are in no way prejudiced by

failure to include a clause similar to that suggested in
Shanghai's 100, February 23; 3 p.m.

If, however, you and

the Consul General feel that la oortain eases the addition*

of such a clause would assist in bringing about a settlement,
you are granted discretion in the use thereof.

With regard to Paragraph Three of Shanghai's telegram

under reference, Department is of the opinion that the technical

question of QUOTE recognition UNQUOTE of QUOTE Japan's
de facto authority UNQUOTE is not involved.

Department desires

that whenever legitimate American interests suffer injury the

fact of such injury and a request for prompt and effective

remedial action be made known to the responsible authorities.
The procedure mentioned in the first paragraph of this
instruction may be followed whenever appropriate.

Please inform the Consul General and repeat to Legation.
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TELEGRAM

JK £<Fie-cu <.f

Üp/?©J
From
This telegram must he
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
t0

anyone'

'^ïwôFjfef,.

GENEVA
Datée April 19, 1^^

KÆÜKIVgiD TO' Hec'd 3:33 p.m.
i)
Secretary of Swate,
1*^ W32
^029S1
DIVISION OF
Washingt on • '
"

83, April IS, 7 p- mFollowing telegram has been sent to Shanghai:

April 19, 7 p. m.
FOR SNGERT FROLi THE SECRETARY.

Your April 19, 3 p. m.

Please inform me at once

whether i/Ir. Johnson agreed on behalf of the American
Government to the proposed identic reply contained in
your cable.

I desired his personal opinion on the

situation presented and if he has not been consulted

kindly inform me at once.

Kindly also inform him that

I desire his opinion as promptly as possible.

TO SON

3Q
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Washington,

April 22, 1932.

/

WILSON,

GENEVA (Switzerland).
PERSONAL FOR KLOTS FROM HORNBECK
Is there some reason why the Department should not

have the text of Shanghai's April 19, 3 p.m. to the

Secretary at Geneva for which we made request in the
/S'0 6^
Department’s 59^ April 20, 4 p.m.?

Acting.

■

1/

Apr. 2 2,. 1952.^

FE:JKu^MF

FE

Enciphered by______ r___________________
Sent by operator______________ M.,_______________ _
Index Bu.—No. 50.

------- »---------------------------------------ü. b. GoveamixNT printing officb: isjo
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April 20, 1932.
WILSON,

APR 2 0 32

BERGUES

GENEVA (Switzerland)

19, 7 p.m

Please send Department text of Shanghai’s April 19,

3 p.m., to the Secretary, Geneva.
»
1
I
Department is now requesting Shanghai henceforth

r.

tà repeat to Department telegramssent to Geneva.

(UK

FE:SKH/ZMF

EE

Enciphered by___________________________

Sent by operator______________ M.,----------------------- Index Bu.—No. 50.
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Al DIVISION OF COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS

Despatch No. 2455 of April 6, 1932 Subject: "Japan and the League of
Nations".
Encloses translation of article
appearing in ECHO DE PARIS, entitled
"Will Japan Retire from the League of
Nations?"
In an article from LE TEMPS, giving
an interview with M. Nagaoka, it is
stated that M. Nagaoka is reported to
have been in Paris in 1907 at conclusion
of Franco-Japanese arrangement, by which
the two countries recognize and guarantee
to one another their possessions in the
Far East.
File No. 793.94/5063.
H. Snyder.
Room 409.

Department of State

)
Utt

Division

of far

Eastern Affairs

1932
State
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No.

Paris, April 6,1952.

2455

Subject?

Japan and the League of Nations.

Division of

fitt usrttt/ffims
AP

I °G*fMgiTOFSBnt
I'^ÀPR 221932

The Honorable
The Secretary of State
Washington.

Sir?
CT

I have the honor to transmit herewith a translation^
co
NO
of an article by Pertinax, entitled "Will Japan Retire

from the League of Nations?", which appeared in the

ECHO DE PARIS of April 1st last

It will be noted that the article contains a dis-

tinct implication that Japan is seriously considering

her withdrawal from the League if the latter attempts to
apply Article 15 of the Covenant to Manchuria

In a talk which Mr. Pell of the Embassy staff recently
had with Pertinax, the latter assured Mr. Pell that the

article
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article in question was based on an interview with the

newly appointed Japanese Ambassador to France, M. Nagaoka,
and coincided as closely as possible with the actual
wording used by the Ambassador regarding the policy of

Japan.

For this reason, I feel sure that it will be of

particular interest to the Department.
In this same connection, I am enclosing a translation

of an article from LE TEMPS of March 20th, giving an inter

view which their correspondent had with M. Nagaoka shortly
after his arrival.

It will be noted that in this article

M. Nagaoka is reported to have been in Paris in 1907 at the
time of the conclusion of the Franco-Japanese "arrangement"
by which the two countries "recognize and guarantee to one

another their possessions in the Far East".
The Department may recall (see Mr. Warrington Dawson’s

special report, Serial No.W.D.1023 of March 18,1932,) that
the TEMPS of March 16th published a long article by its Far

Eastern Editor, M. André Duboscq, on the treaty between Japan

and Indochina, in which M. Duboscq made a passing reference
to this arrangement, the text of which the Embassy under

stands was made available to the Department at the time of
the Washington Conference 1921-22.

In the event, however,

that the Department is not in possession of a copy of the

text, I shall be glad to see what can be done about procuring
a copy from the Foreign Office.
Respectfully yours,

J

Walter E. Edge.

List of Enclosures:
1. Trans, of article
ECHO DE PARIS, April 1,1932.
2. Translation of Article
LE TEMPS, March 20,1932.

IN TRIPLICATE.
COPY TO E.I.C.
NA/FP

*

//
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Translation .

MIL JAPAN HKTIRL

TH/ LEAGUE OF NATIONS?

* ♦ ♦ * *
The Disarmament Conference will reconvene at
Shortly after, the Council

Geneva on April 11.

and the Extraordinary Assembly of the League of
Nations will also resume their activities, the

delegates to both being already on the spot as
members of the Conference.

The Sino-Japanese

conflict is the only question inscribed on the

order of the day of the Extraordinary Assembly,
and it is th.® important question pending before

the Council.

Once more, we shall see the Japa

nese in conflict with the Chinese representatives,

and the patience of th© Toisyo Government appears
to be exhausted.

Since the Council dealt with

the controversy September last, the Japanese Mi
nisters have tried their best to be conciliatory.
In the near future,if the Assembly does not confine

itself to a prudent and limited action it is very
probable that they will use their option as mem

bers of the League (article 1 of the Covenant)
of resigning on two years notice.

ce: a figure of speed.

Two years noti

The withdrawal would be

immediate and, without further delay, by the ac
tive résistance of one of the parties, the Geneva

institution would be ttnymn* denied jurisdiction
in the question which has occupied it for the
last six months.

Let .....

2455
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Let us try to define th® present Japan policy

after many modifications.

It la a well-known faot

that the Slno-Japanese conflict is taking place at
two principal theatres: Anchor la and Shanghai.

The SAanohurian problem was dealt with by the Coun

cil last Fall and on the 10th of December a tem
porary solution was found.

According to the terms

of the resolution of that date, the Japanese troops
were to retire to the railway zone (where according

to treaties they have a right to keep a garrison)
as soon as public order was restored, as soon as
no
individuals and property were/longer endangered.
In the meantime, the Japanese army was left free

to carry out any police operation which it con
sidered necessary.

Besides, a committee of in

quiry, pre»lled over by Lord feytton, was commis

sioned to study the situation from the standpoints

of law and substance Insofar as relations between
Japan and China were concerned.

This settlement

was reached by virtue of the procedure of con
ciliation indicated in Article 11 of the Covenant,

that is to say with the consent of both Japan and
China,

Japan has reserved for itself the right to

treat directly with the adversary.
vital interest to her.

Thia is of

She will not allow this

decision to be jeopardised.

Japan has always op

posed the application of article 15 of the Cove
nant Which authorizes the Council (or the Assembly)

to come to a settlement without consulting the
Interested parties, to recommend and to apply eco

nomic and military sanctions to the State which
opens hostilities without having observed the

delay
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delay stated In Article 12.
In Shanghai It la different.

Here the Tokyo

Government believes that the Japanese cause is
merged with that of the other powers.

It has en

gaged in a far-reaching enterprise.but without

previous consideration on the initiative of its
sailors and its soldiers who did not, at the be

ginning, foresee all ths obstacles.

Japan believes

that, having repulsed the 19th Chinese army it has
defended civilization and that it is the duty of

the powers holding possessions in the ?ar-Sast

to prevent th® tumultuous invasion of Shanghai

by the nationalist hords.
Doubtless Japan will not abandon willingly

the territory conquered by its soldiers.

But it

is not certain that it will consent to assume for

a long period the protection of this territory.
It has tried and will try to persuade the powers

the powers that they ought to guarantee the in
tegrity of the neutral none and fight the boycott

for the good of their own establishments.

If the

powers refuse to assume this responsibility, Japan
will perhaps put a stop to the conflict.

But will the Assembly maintain the distinction
between the two problems; ranohuria and Shanghai?

Will it not try to invoke Article IS to settle the

Manchurian question, to arriva at a compromise to
which the two parties would be invited to conform?

The session held on the 17th of March by the "com
mittee of 19* revealed a strong drift in this

direction
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direction.

Besides, what will trie conclusions

of the Lytton Coinndeeion be, what attitude will
itstake toward* the new Mukden Government which,

to qtuote &• de Ladariaga, is but a puppet show?

This is the dangerous point.

if the Assembly

or the Comission try to reopen the arrangement
of December 10, a rupture will be imminent.
If it becomes definite, the League of Nations
will have lost the last vestige of its universa

The United States, Russia, Japan - three

lity.

major states will be absent.

confine Itself to Europe.

Geneva will have to

Apart from the Cove

nant, the Kellogg Pact will have suffered in the
adventure, since it is a simple mtter to predict

that, in spite of the American note of January 7
addressed to Tokyo, Japan will succeed in having
her Aandhurlan possessions recognized by certain

nations provided it does not jeopardize the policy
of the open door - see the studies published in

FOREIGN AFFAIRS by &r. Lowell and, in the MANCHESTER

GUARDIAN, by Sir John Fisher Williams.

It is possible that ths League of Nations is

resigned to yield, to opt for the lesser evil.

But

many will claim that in reality the lesser evil re
sides in a rupture.

Dire perplexity for the true

believers!

(PERTINAX).

og/cg.
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. 2455 of
April 6, 1932, from Embassy at Paris.
TRANSLATION

Extract from LE TEMPS of March 20, 1932.

A CONVERSATION WITH Mr. H. NAGAOKA, JAPANESE AMBASSADOR.
We were received this morning by M. H. Nagaoka,
the new Ambassador from Japan who arrived yesterday

in Paris, where he succeeds M. Yoshizawa, now Minister

for Foreign Affairs.

M. Nagaoka expresses t o us his pleasure over his
return to Paris, where he came for the first time in

1907 when on his way to the Second Hague Conference.

From that year dates the Franco-Japanese agreement, by

which the two countries recognize and guarantee to one
another their possessions in the Far East.

Japan was

then hoping to sign a tariff agreement with Indo-China;

unfortunately the negotiations entered into were not

concluded.
M0n the eve of my recent departure from Tokio,”
continued the Ambassador, ”1 learned with pleasure that
pourparlers had again been opened with respect to this

subject, and it my most ardent desire to sign at the

earliest moment an agreement.

France and Japan are excellent.

The relations between

While the impartial tone

of the French press during the course of present events

was not surprising to us, it none the less touched us; I
rejoice for my part to find on my arrival in France such

a favorable atmosphere.
selor of Iknbassy here.

From 1917 to 1921, I was Coun

I collaborated with the French
during

* •
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during the terrible days of the war, at the triumph
of justice and right;

my ambition is to renew my

collaboration with them.”

As concerns the negotiations for the settlement
of the Sino-Japanese conflict, M. Nagaoka informed us
of the hope of Japan, not only to arrive at an accord,

but to maintain with China the relations of good neigh
bors and to realize with her anlasting and fruitful

entente.
’’What do you think,” we asked of the Ambassador,
"of the rumors circulating regarding the information
in the more or less near future of a government of

national union in Tokio?”
’’Already,” he replied to us, ’’before the formation
of the present cabinet, such rumors were circulating.

It is possible, under the pressure of external events,
that they will again be heard, and that public opinion

will lean towards a government of coalition.

But you

know that I do not come direct from Tokio and that I Hkd
a short stay in Berlin, where I was Ambassador until

I heard nothing to that effect upon my departure

1930.

from Tofcio.”

We left the Ambassador, who once again expressed to
us his great satisfaction at representing his country in
France.

WGS/dc
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Secretary of State,

F /L S

✓0

APR? 0 1332

ïIJapr

Washington.
84, April 19, 9 p. m.

7 9 d . 9 4 /5 0 6 4

I quote herewith paragraphs 11 and 14 of^the draft
I ^C>
resolution referred to in my number 85,/April 19, 10 p.

The full resolution when adopted will "be telegraphed.
"(11) Is of opinion that the powers as defined

in annex four of the draft agreement, of the commission
which is to watch the carrying out of articles one two
and three of that agreement, include the competence to

declare at the request of one of the parties that the
moment has come when the complete withdrawal of the

Japanese troops can reasonably be effected,
(14) Requests the governments of*tbo powers having

special interests in the Shanghai settlements to transmi^
to the League of Nations the information which will be
in the possession of the mixed commission in virtue of

its functions and will be furnished to those governments

en
03
NO

by their respective representatives on the commission." /
WILSON

FW
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Wawngton,

Z&pril 20, 1932
AMERICAN CONSUL
SHANGHAI (China)

For the Minister

Under date April 19/ Geneva telegraphs that at the
private meeting of the Committee of Nineteen on that

afternoon, the draft resolution was unanimously adopted

t '9 0 9 / t ’ C

Reference Geneva’s telegram of April is; li p. m.

and the text was handed to the Chinese and Japanese

representatives to submit to their Governments for agree- •
ment.

As soon as replies are received it is planned to

hold a public session of the Committee
The pertinent portions of the draft resolution as

adopted at the private meeting of the Committee are contained
in paragraphs eleven and fourteen which read as follows:

QUOTE (11) Is of opinion that the powers as defined
in annex four of the draft agreement, of the commission

which is to watch the carrying out of articles one two and
tnree of that agreement, include the competence to declare

at tne request of one of the parties that the moment has
come when the complete withdrawal of the Japanese troops

can reasonably be effected.
Enciphered by___________ _____ ________

Sent by operator______________ M.,---------------------- - 19------ ,
Index Bu.—No. 50.
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Washington,

- 2 (14) Requests the governments of the powers having

special interests in the Shanghai settlements to transmit
to the League of hations the information which will be

in the possession of the mixed commission in virtue of
its functions and will be furnished to those governments
by their respective representatives on the commission UNQUOTE.
Geneva states that the full text of the resolution when
adopted will be telegraphed the Department.

FE: WH:3EK
Enciphered by_________________________

Sent by operator______________---------------Index Bu.—No. 50.

OOVBKXMKNT PBUTHNQ CrJTCÏ: 19»
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Washxngton.^
.

1932

msion of

85, April 19, 10 p. m,

Concerning the private meeting of the Committee
of Nineteen this afternoon, Sweetser states that the

draft resolution was unanimously adopted (pertinent
portions cabled in my number 84/ £priï 19, 9 p. m.)

The text has been handed to the Chinese and Japanese

representatives to submit to the respective governments
A public session will be held as soop

as replies are received,

Benes fpr the smaller powers

»

for agreement,

9$

stated that pew text met their desires

Drummond summoned me after meeting and informed
me in strict confidence that ILagaoka had informed both

him and Hymans separately today that his Government, he
thought, would be prepared to accept an interpretation

of the duties of the Mixed Commission as empowering them
to declare at the request of one of the parties when the
moment had come that complete withdrawal the Japanese

troops
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- 2 -Ho. 85 from Geneva
troops could reasonably be effected.

If Nagaoka is speak

ing with the authority of his Government this is a very
hopeful sign.

WILSON

FW-OX
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April 20, 1932. I

WILSON,

y

GENEVA (Switzerland).

Your 84/ April 19, 9 p.m., and 85/ April 19, 10 p.m.

Department is repeating to Minister Johnson at Shanghai
the substantive portions of your telegrams under reference.

Department will assume that telegrams to Department
which do not carry indication of being repeated to
Minister Johnson have not repeat not been so repeated.

FE

Enciphered by______________________ —

Sent by operator_____________ M.,---------------------Index Bu—No. 50.

r. a.

wthxïwt ntucnNG orrtoi:

im
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BERGDES,

•»
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NOTE

FROM ... China
TO

FOR

(...Perkins.
NAME

Tel 442

.) DATED

11am

April 18 91932
1—1127

OPO

9 3 .9 4 /5 0 6 6

see_ JL9.5.

REGARDING:

Mortgaging of Chinese property. The effect of the Mukden Settlement
Bureau’s notification that all pledges of immovable property made after
the 18th of September,1931 would be invalid. The attempt of the Tientsin Trust
Company Incorporated to contravene this regulation concerning the- and register
with the American Consulate such instruments.
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LEGATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

no.

234

Subject:

Riga» APR 8

W

Comment in the Russian Press on Sec
retary of State Stimson’s Letter to
Senator Borah

DIVISION op

Z .P 0 - " '/- > 6 '~ 6 Z

EASTERS EUHyPtA?} *fi

Sir:

CO
GO
N3

I have the honor to report that the Moscow

IZVESTIYA, of February 27, No. 57, carried

a sum

mary of the letter written on February 24 by Sec
retary of State Stimson to Senator Borah, under

the headline: "U.S.A. Demands that the ’Open
Door’ Principle Be Respected in China — Threat

to
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to Increase Naval Forces in the Pacific — Full
Contents of Stimson’s Program Letter.**

The

summary contained many fully translated excerpts

and the correspondent*s or Moscow editor’s state
ment, underlined, that "throughout the entire

letter Stimson reveals his present anxiety con
cerning the position of other powers, particularly

England.**

This the Russian commentator confirms

by citing the references to Lord Salisbury in sup

port of the ’’open door,**

Balfour’s announcement

at the Washington Conference against "spheres of
influence," as well as the Secretary’s mention of
the fact that the other powers did not support

the American position set forth in the Note of
the United States dated January 7, 1932.
The same issue carried comments on the letter

from the NEW YORK TIMES quoting that paper as
stating that the declaration was specially directed

against the English Conservatives and also mention
ing Simon and MacDonald; the NEW YORK HERALD-TRIBUNE

that the State Department is worried because the
other powers did not support the note of January 7;

the Scripps-Howard papers, that "the State Depart
ment had information that certain English and

French circles would welcome an American-Japanese
war, and that the United States, if the other

powers will support it, is preparing to defend
peace by more effective means than words;" the

Baltimore
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Baltimore SUN, that the purpose of the letter was
to inform British public opinion of the close re

lation between the Nine-Power Treaty and American
naval limitation.”

’’The State Department,” the

TASS telegram concluded, ”does not hide its disap
pointment that England and France did not support

the United States.”

The PRAVDA of the same day used the headlines:
”Strained Relations between Japan and America,”

"The Beginning of a Change in American Policy,"
and also printed a Geneva TASS telegram captioned:
"Uproar in the League of Nations,” referring to the

coming to life of American Far Eastern policy, the

possibility of bringing one or more non-members
(United States and/or Russia) into the pending

extraordinary session or one of its committees.
On the 28th the IZVESTIYA, in a Washington

despatch, under the headlines: "Anti-Japanese
Campaign in the United States - Growing War Spirit,”

stated that "although the Department of state does
not show approval of the legal preparations for a

boycott or ban on munitions exports, it is clear
that it regards the agitation for a boycott favorably
in the belief that the agitation reveals the pub

lic reaction and builds up support for the Depart

ment in case energetic measures should have to be
taken."

The same issue quoted London papers

to the effect that the letter was meant to be

read
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read in England.

The same day’s PRAVDA printed

TASS excerpts from Japanese papers as "Sharp

Criticism of Stimson’s Letter in Japan."

TASS,

in the same paper on the following day, stated

that the letter had been approved by Borah before

it was published and used the headline: "Borah’s
Influence Stronger."

The Washington correspondent of the TASS

agency wired to the IZVESTIYA on March 1 that
"the press is printing inspired news which

points out that the United States is opposed to
a boycott of Japan at the present moment and deems

it more advisable to prevent the partition of
China than to stop Japan at once."

The sama

day’s PRAVDA, in a Shanghai TASS despatch, quoted

Chinese opinion to the effect that the United
States had taken up the Japanese challenge.

The

PRAVDA of March 4th printed a long TASS telegram
dated New York, March 2nd, summarizing a NEW YORK

TIMES Washington correspondent’s despatch which,
it was claimed, was clearly "inspired" and proved

that "Stimson’s letter was directed more at France
and England than at Japan."
The KRASNAYA ZVEZDA, the Red Army daily, used

the references to the

Scripps-Howard papers, al

ready mentioned, probably because of the supposed

statement therein that there had not been such a
serious international crisis since the World War.
In
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In a review of the political events of the pre

ceding 10 days, headed «The U.S.S.R. Surrounded
by Capitalism," the same paper emphasized that
the Stimson letter and the declarations of many
American politicians

that the American Navy

must be increased, are to be taken as a warning
to Japan not to ignore American capitalistic in
terests in plundering China.

Despite the lively comment of the first days

there was nothing in the Russian press in direct

reference to the "letter" since the last date
mentioned above, until the appearance of a long
article in the ZA INDUSTRIALIZATSIYU, No. 64,

of March 17, 1932, entitled "The Japanese-American
1/

Conflict,"

translation of which is enclosed.

The

substance of this article is: the United States has

a tremendous stake in the future markets of the
Orient.

î>

Japan has always stood directly in America’s

path to those markets and intends to stay there.
Secretary Stimson’s letter is a direct threat to

Japan which, for the moment, however, is not being
carried further than general support of Nanking
and unofficial agitation for an anti-Japanese

boycott because there are at the moment three
powerful brakes on American Imperialism: first,

Japan can be useful to the United States against
Russia, "the country building socialism"; second,
it
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it is profitable for America to sell munitions to
Japan; and third, America would have difficulty in

waging war against Japan without an ally*

England

is distinctly meant by this latter and is pictured

as unwilling and Erance is mentioned as probably
having a secret agreement with Japan.

The article ends with a comparison of the

present situation with that "on the eve

of the

war of 1914" and a repetition of the idea that
"a compromise between the Japanese and American

imperialists on the ground of an intervention

against the Soviets is perfectly possible."

The

author, however, does not attempt to reconcile
this statement with his reference earlier in the
article to the antagonism that existed between the

American and Japanese military when the United States
and Japan were engaged in "an intervention against

the Soviets" in Siberia in 1919 and 1920.

The

Russian writer seems to have overshot his mark.

He

states that "the United States has always opposed

Japan’s claims to Manchuria very energetically"
and indicates that America was not pleased at the

Japanese presence and policy in Siberia and yet
tries to make it out that now Washington might
agree with Tokyo to let Japan "intervene" toward

Irkutsk.

One of the privileges of Soviet pub

licists is to have things both ways.

x
On
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VESTIYA,—in a long article by p. Lapinski,—
drew up a balance of the results attained to
that date by the League of Nations, and by the

title of the article ’’Who Holds the Reins’* and in
the last paragraph, attempted to make out either

that the League (England and France) were being

driven by Secretary Stimson, or he was being driven
by them.

The idea of the Soviet publicist being

of course, that the United States would like to go
farther than it has in restraining Japan but is

being held back by the two powers mentioned or that

England and France (the League) have been dragged
by the United States.xxxxx farther than they want
to go.

The Russian line of reasoning is that

**there have been differences of opinion between
England and America since the very beginning of the
Shanghai conflict.

The clearest exemplification

of these differences was that England, despite
Washington* s

— which was forwarded to the Department on April
7, 1932.
“ Lapinski, Paul, born 1879, Polish Communist
leader, took part in the Zimmerwald and Kienthal Conferences in Switzerland, in 1915-1916,
with Lenin.
Writes in Russian, Polish, and
other Communist publications, on international
political and economic problems.
Author of
pamphlet "The Kellogg Pact and the Pact Against
Kellog ^published in Moscow in 1928).
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Washington’s insistence, did not support the

American Note of January 7*

...It would seem

at first glance that recently there has been a
radical change, which would be an important matter.
The decision passed oh March 12 by the League of

Nations, a decision,

primarily influenced by

England, indicates a certain approach to the American

point of view.”

But the Soviet author questions

this.
The author points out that "in the January

7 Note the United States formally brought to the
notice of Japan and China that it would not re

cognize any ’situation, treaty, or agreement’—

which these governments might accept (that is,
Japan and China) in violation of /previous/

treaties......... «

After a lengthy analysis of the Stimson
letter, with references to the Yoshizawa article
in the NEY/ YORK TIMES of February 22 and references

to statements by the Japanese Ambassador to China,
Sigemitsu, the author states that "America strove

above all to have included in the decision /of
1^
the League/ its own decisive formula,— which

is

a
— underlined in the original.
— underlined in the original.
meant "basic."

By "decisive" is
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is the

basis both of the January 7 Note and

the Stimson Letter.

This decisive formula is

a protest against any * situation, treaty, or
agreement*—

which would violate existing treaties

or obligations growing out of the Covenant of the

League.

The Kellogg Pact is mentioned in the de

cision as it was in the Stimson letter.

The

words of the American formula are picked up very

carefully.**
The paragraphs intervening before the con
clusion refer to declarations of English states

men, editorials, and correspondents* articles

largely concerning the alleged American desire
to treat Shanghai and Manchuria as identical

questions, and to the English and French reluctance
to do so•

In .his concluding paragraphs the Soviet writer
points out that the League decision, while "re
peating the exact words of the formula in the

American Note of January 7,

it to a certain extent.

nevertheless altered
The American Note de

clares that the United States *will not recognize*&

such ’situations, treaties, or agreements.»

The

decision of the League of Nations is satisfied
with less: it only points out that a duty »lies»

on the members of the League of Nations (a sort
of

— underlined in the original.
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of ♦moral obligation* as the correspondent of
to
the TIMES interprets it) not/recognize that

sort of *situations, treaties, or agreements*...”
Thus, claims the Soviet publicist, the
British and French console themselves because

the American position is above all an ” abstract
one,” one based on “principles,” a”’moral*” one,
and he remarks that since Wilson and his famous

Fourteen Points the ”Western European imperial
istic powers have learned to perfection the art
of getting around Trans-Atlantic ’moral principle
in one way or another and how to introduce their

own ’corrections* into them.”
”For all these reasons the question as to

who holds the reins - Stimson (the United States)
driving the League (England and France) or the

United States being driven by England and France ■
is a question that is far from settled.

Only

the future can answer it and perhaps even the

very near future."
Respectfully yours,

Felix Cole,
Chargé d’Affaires a.i
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Enclosure
1/

The Japanese-American Conflict.
(Moscow ZA INDUSTRIALIZATSIYU,
No. 64, March 17, 1952, Page 2.)

(In quintuplicate.)

Copy sent to E.I.C., Paris.

Copy sent to E.I.C., Paris for Tokyo.
Copy sent to E.I.C., Paris for Peiping.

710 (U.S. - Japan.)
FC/fk
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to despatch No.

234 of

R

from the Legation at Riga, Latvia.

SOURCE: Moscow ZA INDUSTRIALIZATSI1U,
No. 64,
March 17, 1932,
Page 2.

THE JAPANESE-AMERICAN CONFLICT.
By M. Tanin.

(Translation.)

Every day brings us new and contradictory facts,
and ambiguous information, concerning the attitude

taken by the United States in regard to Far Eastern
events.

Stimson*s letter to Senator Borah, and the

concentration of the American Navy in the

Pacific,

seem to indicate that a decided anti-japanese ten
dency has taken the upper hand, but even after this

the political line of conduct of the United states
continues to pursue a zig-zag course.

Which are the hidden causes of that lack of

determination, strange at first glance, that dis
tinguishes the policy of powerful American imperial
ism in regard to its rival who is in the act of

seizing positions coveted from of old by American

capitalism?

The explanation must be sought in the

circumstance that, apart from the fundamental fact
of American-Japanese antagonism, there are also other

factors at work, which dampen the activity of the
United
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United States, and prevent the existing conflict
of interests from developing even now into a

violent clash.
This, however, does not change the nature of
the antagonism which, as showily Stimson’s letter

and the comments of the Japanese press, is con
tinuously growing on the whole more acute as

Japanese predatory activities in China extend.

The interest of the United States in China

from an economic point of view is very great.
True, just now, American investments in China

do not constitute a particularly large sum (ap

proximately 175 million dollars); trade with China
also constitutes an insignificant proportion in

the total commercial turnover of the United States.

But China cannot be conceived as something separate

from the Far East, and the whole of Asia, which
• latter is of a tremendous potential significance
to American imperialism.

The trade of the United

States with Asiatic countries, which in 1910-1914
amounted to 15 per cent of the total trade of

the United states, had Increased to 28 per cent

in 1930.

American imperialism, finding itself

in the throes of an unprecedented economic crisis,
views the Asiatic continent, inhabited by one-

half of all mankind, as a huge market, as a field
for investment of capital and for the exploita

tion of vast masses of cheap labor.
The
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The beginning of the expansion of the United

States in the Pacific Basin dates as far back as

that period when young American capitalism had

greater possibilities in the home market.

It

will suffice to recapitulate the principal stages

of American expansion in the direction of the
Pacific: the struggle, which lasted decades, for
the right to build the Panama Canal; the seizure

of the Hawaiian Islands and the Philippines (1898);

the proclamation of the "open door” policy in China
(1899); participation in the suppression of the
Boxer Rebellion (1901); the well-knpwn declaration,

partaking of the character of a program, of Pre
sident Roosevelt at San Francisco to the effect

that "the United States ia a great Asiatic Power,”

and that "its geographic situation on the Pacific
Coast assures for the future America*s peaceful

(?) rule over its waves,” (1903); participation
in the intervention in Siberia (1918); the in

itiative of American bankers in the formation of
the second financial consortium for the exploi

tation of China (1920); the anti—Japanese pressure

upon the Washington conference (1922); the active
struggle against the Chinese revolution/âovement

(1925-1927); the political tutelage exercised
over

- question mark of the author,

m. Tanin.
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over the Nanking Government - such are the principal
links in the chain of aggression of American imperial

ism in the Far East.
On this road, the United states has always
encountered Japan, the rapid expansion of which

found its expression in predatory onslaughts upon
China and Korea, in her war against Tsarist Russia,

and her extremely persistent economic penetration of

the seized territories and spheres of influence.

Manchuria, now seized by Japan, has always been

a hotbed of conflicts between the two rivals.

The

United States has always opposed Japan’s claims to

Manchuria very energetically. • And even at a time
when both antagonists joined the united front of the

imperialists against the "Bolshevik danger,” the mu
tual relations between the military headquarters of
the expeditionary forces both of the United states
and Japan in Siberia, had become so strained in con

nection with Japan’s predatory appetites in Manchuria
and in the Far East* that more than once matters were

on the verge of an armed clash (see the most interest
ing memoirs of General William Graves, at that time

commander of the American forces. - "America’s Siberian
Adventure”).

In a word, the struggle of the two imperialistic
Powers for the possibility of exploiting Manchuria,

China, and, generally speaking, the countries of the
Pacific Basin, has a history of several score of years

to look back upon, and just now, in connection with
the
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the world economic crisis and the attack made by
Japanese imperialism, it acquires increased acute

ness and tension.
The System of Brakes.

Why, then, is America passive?

The principal

restraint in this matter is the desire of American
imperialism to turn Japan’s aggressiveness to ac

count against the country, hateful to American im
perialism, that is building up socialism.

Inas

much as that aggressiveness is directed against the

U.S.S.R., it meets with the inward sympathies of
American imperialism.
on that sympathy.

The Tokyo diplomats speculate

Very characteristic in this

respect are the writings of the American, Bronson-

Reigh, a well-known mercenary in the pay of the
Japanese, who publishes the FAR EASTERN REVIEW in
Tokyo, with money from certain secret funds.

Recalling the intervention in Siberia, BronsonReigh writes:
"If the original plan of the Supreme

Council of the Allies (regarding the com
pensation of Japan at the expense of Siberia)
had been carried into effect, Japan would now

be in Irkutsk or in Chita, constituting a bul
wark against the Sovietization of Mongolia and

a large part of China, and the pressure upon

India would have been relaxed."
This
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This playing on the ’’Bolshevik danger” and the

menace of the revolutionary movement in India has
an effect.

And sundry influential groups of

American financial capital, and more especially

banking groups, having an equal fear of the Chinese

revolution, believe that Japan’s services as police
man, to watch China, might be very useful to American

imperialism.

Reflecting the views and tendencies

of these circles, a certain American financial news
paper writes that ’’Japan’s activities in Manchuria

open up a territory that has hitherto been inaccess
ible - to normal business intercourse.”

in con

formity therewith, a New York financial group en

gaged in negotiations concerning the granting of a
loan to Japan; these negotiations, however, yielded
no results (just as the efforts of Lamont for a

large loan to the South Manchurian Railway in 1927
had no positive result) just at the moment when

the Japanese Prime Minister, Tanaka, proclaimed
his "positive,” or more plainly speaking, aggressive-

predatory policy in Manchuria.
Closely connected with this tendency is the

formula, "Japanese brains - American money,” coined

by the head of the American steel trust, Gary.
This means that American capitalism is in a position
to take very profitable advantage of Japanese in

itiative, Japanese connections, etc.

Of interest

in this respect is an article which appeared in

one of the latest issues of the organ of the

steel
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steel industry of the United States, the IRON AGE

(February 18).

The article enlarges in quiet

language on the broad prospects for the develop

ment of heavy industry in Manchuria under the

Japanese protectorate, and points out that "its
further industrialization, for satisfying the
needs of Manchuria with her population of 29 mi 1 lion, and of Japan with a considerably larger pop

ulation, will ultimately be to the benefit of all

countries concerned."

These words reflect the

hope that creating a new industry in Manchuria
will result in big orders for the American steel

industry and machine-building industry whose out

put now, as a result of the crisis, has dropped
to an unpreceden^y low level.
in the conditions
under the severity of the crisis, todajfc interests
override to a certain extent the interests and
worries of tomorrow, on which morrow Japanese

heavy industry, from its Manchurian base, is

likely to enter into competition with the United
States.

The strong effect of the orders placed by

the Japanese Ministry of War is being felt.

There was very good reason for the cold reception
given by industrial cirièes to the proclamation
advocating an anti-Japanese boycott, issued by

a number of political personages and bourgeois
economists.

A prominent Republican senator,

member of the Senate Committee on Foreign Affairs,

Mr. Moses
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Mr. Moses, expressed himself as follows on this

point:
"There are too many businessmen who adhere

to the somewhat selfish point of view: let them

fight, and we*11 sell them merchandise.

Morally

this is very base, but nevertheless, such is the

opinion of many of our business people."
The American "business people" make no small

profits on the orders placed by Japan as well as
by China.

Tokyo has given large orders for

munitions of war, cotton, oil, copper.

Nanking

also buys war stores, aeroplanes, etc.

The

shops of the Remington Arms Company have recently

resumed work to their full capacity.

In its re

ports the Department of Commerce emphasizes the
comparative growth of export trade to Japan and
China (which is also due to the anti-Japanese
boycott in China).

(In 1931, American exports

to Japan amounted to 155 million dollars, and ex

ports to China, 98 million dollars).

The NEW YORK

TIMES writes that the appearance of Mars (the god
of war) at the stock-exchange is in favor of the

"bulls," that is, the jobbers speculating on a
rise of stocks.

It should be noted, however, that the mag
nates of guns and machine gunjs., of armor plates,

aeroplanes, and poisonous gases, are still more
interested in the uninterrupted increase of

American armaments, in the event of a war with
Japan,
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success.

The American imperialists, however, are fully
aware of the tremendous difficulties of a war with

Japan, if the United States has no allies.

The

well-known English naval expert, Rector s. Bywater,

the author of the much talked-of book predicting
’’The Great Pacific War,” although believing that

the United States will ultimately be victorious,

prophesies that Japan will seize the Philippines
and the Island of Guam, that the Japanese Navy

will attack California, that America will block
the Panama Canal by sinking some of its own ships

there, - and the United States will have other
temporary reverses.

Other authors (Admiral Bubnov

and General Golovin, in the book, "The Strategy of
the American-Japanese War,” published abroad, and

re^published in our country) hold that without
allies the United states cannot defeat Japan.

But without war, Japan will not let Manchuria
go.

This has been firmly resolved in Tokyo.

is well known also in Washington.

needs allies.

This

The United States

But France supports Japan openly,

probably having a secret agreement with her, while
England, to judge by Stimson’s recent energetic

declaration deprecating anti-Japanese economic

reprisals, is not minded to give to the United

States even as much as diplomatic support.

More

over, the latest telegrams mention the efforts made
to renew the Anglo-Japanese alliance.

This fact

too
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which restrain the United States from taking decided
steps against Japan.

Will These Brakes Hold?
This complex mechanism of brakes retards to
a certain extent the progress of Japanese-American

antagonism.

But if we follow up the trend of

events during the half-year since Japan*s war

against China started we see that for all the
zig-zags of the Washington line of policy, it is
visibly becoming more aggressive.

That Stimson’s

letter to Senator Borah was made public is very

significant in this respect.
Stimson further points out that in connection
with the Manchurian and Shanghai events "a situa

tion has come about which cannot be made to appear
in keeping** with the nine-power agreement for
equal trading opportunities for all Powers in
China, and with the Kellogg Pact; Stimson re

peats and emphasizes the thesis of the note of
January 7 to the effect that the United States
"does not recognize any situation based upon any

treaty or agreement between the Government of
Japan and Chin^, concluded contrary to the ob

ligations stipulated in the above-mentioned
documents (the Nine-Power Agreement, and the

Kellogg Pact), and violating the rights of

our Government or its citizens in China.**

And
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-11And by way of drawing "practical conclusions,"
Stimson declares: "The possibility of changing the

provisions of the Nine-Power Agreement cannot be
discussed without at the same time taking into
consideration the premises on which it is based."

The meaning of this twisted diplomatic formula
and of the allusion to the "premises" mentioned in
another part of the letter, is that if Japan violates

the Nine-Power treaty, the United States regains its

freedom to increase its naval armaments to fortify
the Philippines and the Island of Guam, which are

a menace to Japan.
This is a bit stronger than the correspondence

addressed to the Geneva stock brokers* exchange!

But nevertheless the threats of the United
States had no effect.

The representative of the

Japanese War Department declared that Stimson*s
reference to the Philippines and the Island of

Guam was an "attempt at intimidation, but that

Japan is prepared, and not afraid."
By the way, this is the point of view not

only of /Japanese/ military circles.

One of

the most prominent Japanese diplomats, Marquis
Ishii, states point-blank in his recently pub

lished "Diplomatic Notes," practically declining

persistently the demand of the United states for
the "open door" in China:

"Even the annulment

of the Lansing-Ishii agreement leaves Japan’s
special
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special interests in China as they were...

Neither

Europe nor America can try to deprive us of this,
or to alter the existing situation.”
The more tha Japanese military operations and
the accompanying measures of economic coercion in

Manchuria develop, the more acute will this ir
reconcilable conflict of Interests grow.

The

Japanese seizure of Chinese enterprises, customs

houses, banks, vast stretches of lahd, etc., - all
tnis is apt to disillusion those American business
circles which had hoped for profitable collabora

tion with the Japanese.

Manchuria is a huge drill

ground for further aggression against the remainder

of China.

The conditions of ’’peace,” offered by

the Japanese headquarters before Shanghai, the

bombardment of other ports, the preparations for
a second edition of the Shanghai events in Tientsin,

the activity of the Japanese gunboats in the inland

streches of the Yangtze River - all this shows
that, while the Japanese imperialists are eating,

their appetite continuously grows more ravenous

(for it would be erroneous to think that the pur
pose of these operations is only to get hold of
some trump cardsfor the coming negotiations with

China and the Powers; no, the purpose is to seize
new footholds in China proper)•
American imperialism, which proclaimed that

”the United States is ». Great Asiatic Power,” through
Roosevelt’s mouth, or, as Stimson renders this idea,
"one of the leading Powers in the Pacific,” cannot

remain
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remain a disinterested observer while its present

and future markets are seized.

American imperialis
ism will not remain passive even if it/left without

allies.

But what concrete measures can the United States

adopt?

The minimum program is, on the one hand,

aid to the Nanking Government by supplying muni
tions of war, and perhaps also money; and on the

other hand, anti-Japanese boycott.

At the pre

sent moment, the idea of a boycott does not meet

the approval of the leading business and political
circles.

But it may be presumed that later on,

aâ Chinese events develop, the sentiment in the
United States in favor of a boycott will increase.

Even now the organs of financial capital, while
so far expressing themselves against boycott,
are raising an alarm because of Japanese pre

datory tendencies.

The WALL STREET JOURNAL (of

February 10), in an article under the heading,
"The Closing of the Open Door," points out with
apprehension that:

"Japan intends to seize the

whole foreign trade of China, as it is already
rapidly doing in Manchuria."

It is only a short step from this indignation
at the "practical and cynical boldness" on the

part of Japan to the adoption of reprisals.
True, boycott is a double-edged sword.

But

while exports to the1 United States are a matter
of vital importance to Japan (constituting 40

per
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per cent of her whole exports), exports to Japan

from the United. States are insignificant (3 or
4 per cent).

The United States can also bring

financial pressure to bear upon Japan, and this is
being done already to an insignificant extent.

The huge financial advantages of the United
States may also be turned to account in the matter

of naval armaments.

The Chairman of the Naval

Affairs Committee of the American Senate, Hale,
in reading the figures which characterize Japanese

naval armaments, stated that "Great Britain does
not appear so much as a great naval power as does

Japan."

Moving a vast counter-program providing

for 112 fighting units, Hale added modestly that
this would have a "stabilizing effec't upon the

affairs of the world."

(I)

^Exclamation mark in

the text./
The character of this "stabilization" is

elucidated by an article in the organ of the
Japanese imperialists, the NIKHON, which in con

nection with American armaments, and more part
icularly the grandiose maneuvers in the Pacific,

writes as follows: "The United states first ex
pressed itself verbally against Japan.

Now the

United States confirms its words by maneuvers.
Whether we like it or not we are on the eve of

a war in the basin of the Pacific."
And from the other side of the Pacific comes

the echo: "If Japan subjugates China, the inevitable
result
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result will be war between Japan and the United
States,"

(the Washington correspondent of the

ASSOCIATED PRESS, February 20).
These are not mere words.

These are signs.

We also perceived such signs on the eve of the war
of 1914...

True, since that time the world situation has

radically changed inasmuch as all imperialistic
Powers taken together are confronted with a com

mon mortally hated foe - the Union of Soviet Social
ist Republics.

And, as already pointed out, this

historical fact, one of cardinal importance,

is

largely instrumental in restraining the forces
making for a Japanese-American war.

a

compromise

between the Japanese and the American imperialists

on the ground of an intervention against the soviets
is perfectly possible.

But it would be a rotten

and unstable compromise.

Though it may sound

paradoxical, joint participation of Japanese as

well as American imperialism in an anti-Soviet in
tervention would not strengthen the imperialistic

front in the end, but weaken it.

We have seen

this already by the example of the Siberian in

tervention in 1918.

The seizure of Manchuria

by Japan increases still more the difficulties in
the way of

the solidary activity of the two

rival imperialistic Powers:

"The campaign of Western European counter

revolution, meant to buttress the Russian counter*

revolution,
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between the camps of the counter-revolutionaries

of the West and the East, between the camps of
the Eastern and the Western exploiters, between
the camps of Japan and America.”

js/fk

(Lenin.)
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Soviet press comment on the "Stimson Letter"

to Senator Borah was lively during a short period.
It revolved mainly around an interpretation of
the letter as an effort to form a united front

of England, France, and the United States against
Japan.

Historically and economically (i.e., im

perialistically) Japan and the United States are

rivals - neither will surrender - there is danger
of war - but desire to sell arms to Japan, hope

that Japan will attack the land of socialism, and
lack of allies, are holding America back.

FC/fk
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FROM
GPA Y

Nanking via N. R.
Dated April 20, 1932

0)

Divie/on o!

FAIRS

Secretary of State
Washington

32

P

0>'

April 20, noon
The following telegram has been sent to American Consul

at Geneva:

o 0)
co

"April 20, 11 a. m

FOR THE SECRETARY

Your April 18, 11 p. m.

I concur in colleagues' views

as set forth in Shanghai’s April 19, 3 p

m., to Geneva.”

JOHNSOR

ftp

KIP

cc

HID

Chinese situation

3
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"

? ?0 '.98'4 FROM

Shanghai via N. R»

HviO.OJLX U''
'-n h ( »v x

A

GRAY

Dated April 20, 1932

’

Washington.

r

Diviaj.

WE«I0rf

F /L S

r

______ __

ot S(tt»

3,uo returned from Nanking last night and. informs me

that he is still expecting news from Geneva and does not
expect there will le any meetings here for days.

Sub

committee is meeting this afternoon.

For the Minister

SNGERT
HID

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 6 9

April 20, 3 p. m.
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From

GRAY

Nanking via N. R.

<<

DiviisiUJJi US* . /;

Dated Aptil 20, 1932
Rec’d
Division of

FAR EASTON &AI

Secretary of State,

pR^ai

Washington.

Department o( Si

82, April 20, 5 p.m.
American Minister will leave Nanking tomorrow by
airplane, arriving Shanghai April 21, 10 a. m.
Vo J

RECK
)z RP
nr.

WSB
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LEGATION OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No.

Riga, ap|R B

Subject:

Busala^

1932

on "the Stimson

EASUib*»
™ fWEM WA|8S
i
. IH El
I /EPARTMEN

APR 2»1932

e^t
%. <
jï'OR DISTRIBüxlüw - CHLüK

Yes

To th., F.i «id
lu. 0,

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington,

D. C

Sir:

I have the honor to report that in the early
days of the Chinese-Japanese conflict the Soviet

press mentioned an advance of French colonial
troops from northeastern Indo-China into the

southwestern provinces of China.

These allega

tions were publicly denied and Moscow for some
time dropped the subject presumably <n the press
of more exciting and vivid events in the Far East.

Recently, however, the Russian press has emphasized
alleged

g
Sc
co
sg
oo
NJc
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alleged Franco-Japanese relations and has now re
turned to the attack in a reasoned article in the

SNABZHENIE, KOOPERATSIA, TORGOVLYA which has a
certain amount of documentation, according to

Russian standards.

The article, from the March

21, 1932, issue, No. 66, a translation of which

is enclosed, seems out of place, both in style and

content, in the journal - a periodical not expected
to be read abroad and which appeals to a very

special class of readers.
The article begins by pointing out that, on
the surface, Japanese action in China would not

seem to favor

French interests.

Nevertheless,

French press comment has approved the course of
Japanese policy in Manchuria and China in the last

seven months.

The article baldly asserts that

this is due to Japanese bribery of the Paris press.

French loans to Japan are discussed.

The

French banking interests which are alleged to have

backed these loans are analyzed and the author
asserts that the money trails lead back to a French

bank representing the Sohneider-Creuzot munitions
works.

The writer says:

What is really the Franco-Japanese Bank?
The Chairman of its board of directors is
Charles Dumont who was the French Minister
of the Navy when Japanese activities in
China began ...

It is asserted that French military journals
discussed Japanese actions in the Far Fast before

the
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THE NEW YORK

NATION is quoted and. the article ends by recalling
alleged French fears of Communism in Indo-Chlna

and pointing out that Japan and France are united
by their common antagonism to Soviet Russia.
Respectfully yours,

Felix Cole,
Chargé d»Affaires a. i.
Enclosure:
1.

France and Japan in the Far East.
(Moscow SNABZHENIE, KOOPERATSIA, TORGOVLYA
/Supply, Cooperatives, Trade/, No. 66,
March 21, 1932.)

(In quintuplicate.)
Copy sent to E.I.C., Paris.
Copy sent to E.I.C., Paris for Tokyo.
Copy sent to E.I.C., Paris for Peiping.
710 R( Japan - China.)
FC/hs
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to despatch No. 237

of

A'0*’*

from the Legation at Riga, Latvia*

SOURCE: Moscow SNABZHENIE,
KOOPERATSIA,
TORGOVLYA
(Supply, Cooperatives
Trade),
No. 66,
March 21, 1932.
Page 2*
FRANCE AND JAPAN IN THE FAR EAST.

By S. Brand.
(Translation*)

The attitude of French imperialism in regard

to the Japanese adventure in China has been per**
fectly clear from the very first days of the '

seizure of Manchuria*

The press organs of the

/French/ Government and heavy industry have un
hesitatingly sided .with Japan from the very begin
ning of„the events in the Far East*

The band

master in this harmonious concert is undoubtedly

the TEMPS, a newspaper whose shares, together with
the whole editorial staff, were taken over two

years ago by the Comité des Forges, and which still
is the recognized semi-official mouthpiece of
the French Ministry for Foreign Affairs*

It is true that, in the first days after the
occupation of Mukden and Tsitsihar by Japanese

troops, some newspapers raised mild objections
against the Japanese military, and even hoped that
the League of Nations would put a stop to tho

occupation*

But this brave talk soon ceased

almost
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Now, after

the revelations of the Geneva TRAVAIL, we know that

this was not so much due to the inagio wand as to the

ten million francs distributed among the Paris
editors by the Franco-Japanese Bank.

But even this does not explain exhaustively why
French imperialism decided to assume the part of

Japan's ally in the Far Fast.

Indeed, the Japanese

seizure of Manchuria, the attack on Shanghai and upon
other economic centers of Inner China, is a menace

to French capital just as it is to the interests of

the bourgeoisie of the other countries.
There is no exact calculation of French capital
invested in China.

According to data adduced by

the New York professor Roemer, 181 French enterprises

were registered in China in 1929 (574 American and

682 English.)

In addition, French capital, together

with English and American capital, has been invested

in the large Chinese banks ("Central Bank of China,"

the "Bank of China," etc»)

It would seem that under

such a state of affairs the French bourgeoisie ought
not to be interested at all in supporting Japanese

armed intervention which paralyzes the entire economic
life of China.
Therefore the feeling of alarm with which the

weekly EUROPE NOUVELLE, one of the few bourgeois
organs which in this matter have retained a certain

Independence of opinion, addresses the French

Government,
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any other country is France Justified, in closing

her eyes to the danger threatening her.

First of

all because French interests, French capital in

vested in China, exceed the interests and the
capital of any other country, except Japan.

Next,

because Japanese exports to China compete emphatically
with French exports and those of her colonies while

at the same time French and Japanese commercial
relations are insignificant and even tend to decrease.
It is easy to imagine what will become of French

interests if China is turned into a Japanese vassal.
And, lastly, all these interests are subordinate to

the economic and the political protection of Indo
china.**

These apprehensions, however, are openly shared
only by very few bourgeois organs (the liberal

OEUVRE, the conservative JOURNAL DES DEBATS.)

The

remainder of the French press is either silent, or
stands up, frothing at the mouth, for Japan's **lawful

right to self-defense."

The German press and the American press endeavor

to solve the riddle of this conflict between the
direct interests of French capital and the official

policy of the French Government by presuming that

there is a secret Franco-Japanese agreement.
"The attitude of France," writes the Paris
correspondent of the American weekly, NATION, "cannot

be comprehended without the hypothesis of a Franco-

Japanese
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This "hypothesis" is borne out by a considerable
number of faots and authoritative statements which

show that a Franco-Japanese agreement - whether

laid down in some document, or not - does exist,
and not sinoe yesterday.

The statement has been made more than once in
the international press that as far back as the

summer of 1931 Japan obtained a loan from France
of 500 million francs.

This loan was not placed

as usual through banks, but the money was taken from

the "Loans and Consignments Fund," which is a special

institute attached to the Ministry for Finance for
the management of the funds intended for social
insurance.

The money was paid-through the medium

of the Franco-Japanese Bank.

Moreover, Japan re

ceived 250 million francs through private banks the "Banque de Pays du Nord," the "Banque de I’XJnlon

Parisienne," and the "Union Européenne Industrielle
at Financière."

We have written out in full the designations of
these banks, because their participation in the

Japanese loans gives the whole transaction a very

particular character.
What is really the Franco-Japanese Bank?

The

chairman of its board of directors is Charles Dumont
who was the French Minister of the Navy, when
Japanese activities in China began - also official

delegate
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But

probably the best characterization of the Japanese

loan transaction is that the Franco-Japanese Bank is

practically controlled by the not unknown SchneiderCreuzot, the head of the largest world trust of war

Industries, and the chairman of the French Mine

Owners* Committee,
Among the other leading persons of the Francoa
Japanese Bank Schneider*s son-in-law* ” should be men

tioned next»

Count Saint Sauveur, and our old

friend, Maurice PalAologue, the former French Am

bassador in St, Petersburg, one of the inspirera

of the intervention against the U.S.S.R., and the
"high protector" of the Paris White refugees.

The

last-named of the banks mentioned, the "Union
Européenne," was founded by Schneider especially to
finance the numerous war industry trusts connected

with his concern in one way or another (such as the
Skoda trust in Czechoslovakia, the war industry
concerns in Poland, Rumania, Hungary, and Yugoslavia.)

Why did Japan get the money from France?

The

fact, generally known now, that from the beginning

of August, 1931, six weeks before the sudden attack
of the Japanese militarists upon Mukden, the creuzot

works were working at full capacity on urgent orders
for war stores for Japan, will answer this question.

The

a

the word may also mean brother-in-law.
tor’s note.

Transla-
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The German press also mentions another charac
teristic event.

On September 1, 1931, that is, two

and one-half weeks before the seizure

of Mukden,

the official journal of the French Ministry for War,
the REVUE MILITAIRE FRANÇAISE, printed a long

article dealing with the occupation of Manchuria by
Japanese troops from a military-technical point of
view.
These facts are sufficient fully to convince

anyone of the existence of a Franco-Japanese under

standing in regard to the Far East.

In the given

case it is immaterial whether a treaty to that effect
has been signed, of which the French Government

categorically denies the existence, or whether the
governments of the two Imperialistic Powers have done

without a formal document.

One thing Is evident:

Japan made sure of the Political and material support
of the French Government long before her Manchurian

adventure.
In the chain of these facts there is only one

circumstance that so far has not been clarified,
namely: what was the price the French bourgeoisie

received acquiesce in exchange for the losses sustained
through the bombardment of Shanghai and the long

paralysis of Chinese foreign trade?
On this point the German and the American press

agree exactly.

"It is said, writes the usually well-informed
Berlin liberal weekly, WELTBUEHNE, "that France has
granted
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granted Japan a free hand in Manchuria in exchange

for the emphatic support of the Japanese delegate
at the Hague International Tribunal as far back as

the question of the Austro-German customs union •••

There are also statements to the effect that Japan
has promised France her support at the disarmament

conference.”

The above-mentioned New York NATION writes:
”In Faris it is stated that Japan has promised to

support the French at the disarmament conference.
But this explanation, continues the said periodical,
seems to us to be insufficient.

It is much more

probable that France is prepared to recognize

Japanese supremacy in China, in order to prevent
Soviet influence on China.

And if Japan*s activities

lead to war between Japan and the U.S.S.R., and,

consequently, to a suspension of the Five-Year Plan,

this circumstance will probably not cause much
regret in Paris.”

This "surmise” of the American bourgeois ~
publicist is the only plausible explanation of the

solidarity between Japanese and French imperialism
in the Far Bast.

The Paris Industrialists and

bankers long ago began to be alarmed at the begin
ning of the revolutionary ferment in Indo-China.
The French Government sends punitive expeditions to
Annam, Cambodja, Chochin-China, and Tonkin; it has
covered all Indo-China with a network of jails and

gallows; but notwithstanding the large sacrifices

in
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growth of the movement against Imperialistio oppres

sion.

The French colonizers know very well that the

movement In Indo-Chlna is closely connected with the

revolutionary movement in the south of China (the
French colony Tonkin borders directly on Hunan) and
their hatred of the Chinese revolution and of the

U.S.S.R. has naturally lead them to a rapprochaient

with the Japanese military.

It was not for nothing

that as far back as the beginning of the Manchurian

campaign the Chief of the French General Staff, the
notorious General Weygand, uttered the sentence which

has since been picked up by the entire press: «This

step will strengthen civilization in the East against
Bolshevism."

What is practically an alliance between the

French and the Japanese imperialists is the natural
outcome of their common political aims.

Japan,

armed with Schneider guns, and supplied with French

taxpayers* gold,is to act in the Far East as the
same gendarme in regard to the U.S.S.R. as t^e

center of the world revolution, French capitalism,

arrogates to itself in Europe.

S. BRAND.

js/hs
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Paris, April 8, 1932.

The American Ambassador forwards herewith.

Mr. Warrington Dawson»s Special Report No. W.D.
1030, dated April 8, 1932.

nd/dbs
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Paris, April 8, 1932.

Serial No. W. D. 1030.

SPECIAL REPORT,
By Warrington Dawson,
Special Assistant.

SUBJECT: The Manchurian Question as seen by
the Catholic Organ LA CROIX

LA CROIX published on April 2, 1932, an editorial
entitled "The Importance of Manchuria in the Far East,"

signed by J. Caret, declaring that because of the Man

churian question in particular, the situation in the Far
East remains very serious even though the fighting has

stopped. The problems which precipitated a clash be
tween Japan and China remain and an attempt at a forcible
solution is therefore still possible.

Manchuria is considered as being the key to the

situation.
Subsequent to the Russo-Japanese war and the Treaty

of Portsmouth, Japan expected to find in Manchuria wide
spaces needed for the overflow of its population. The

cold climate did not prove favorable to the Japanese

race, however, and that was why the Chinese supplied the
necessary Labor. There are now some twenty-seven million

Chinese
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Chinese out of the thirty million inhabitants of Man
churia, whereas the Japanese there do not number more

than two hundred, thousand who are however the ruling

class»
In the future, the key to power on the Asiatic

Continent will belong to whoever controls Manchuria.

Japan wishes to fill this part and at one time she
was able to agree with the other interested Powers
for separating the country into two zones of influence

Russia to the North and Japan to the South»

But the

European nations and the United States wished to have
their share in the wealth of Manchuria where they had

demanded the open-door policy.

The conclusion reached by LA CHOIX is that, Japan
now finding itself in conflict with the other Powers

having extensive interests in the Pacific, Manchuria
is now the scene of a struggle whose gravity cannot be

denied.
If particular attention is called to the above

article, it is because the Ear Eastern matter dealt
with either editorially or in the news columns of LA

CROIX emanates to a large extent from the Trench mis

sionaries in the Ear East and is therefore bftan both
direct and also exclusive in nature.

2SEZ______
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Very respectfully,

Warrington Dawson,
Special Assistant.

Enclosure:

1» Excerpt from LA CROIX.
April 2, 1932»

In quintuplicate
851.9111/6a
to/dbs
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Encl.

1050, April 8, 1932

Excerpt from LA CROIX, April 2, 1932.

*

From The American Embassy, Paris

L’importance de la Mandchourie
en Extrême-Orient
L’attention du monde se porte ritime. Ce furent donc les Chinois
de nouveau sur la Mandchourie. qui fournirent la main-d’œuvre
L’accord conclu le 29 mars entre indispensable à l’exploitation du
délégués japonais et délégués chi territoire ; ils sont maintenant
nois au sujet de la cessation com 27 millions environ sur la tren
plète des hostilités à Ghanghaï taine de millions qui peuplent la
! permet d’espérer un prompt accord Mandchourie, tandis que le nombre
concernant le reste des questions des Japonais ne dépasse pas
à régler. Mais les Japonais s’op 200 000. Ces derniers constituent
posent catégoriquement à ce que donc les cadres de la colonisation,
l'affaire de Mandchourie soit évo la classe dirigeante. Ils se sont,
quée à la suite d# l’affaire de du reste, admirablement acquittés
GhanghaY. Ils estiment que cette de leur rôle : l’exploitation est
affaire a été résolue par la procla menée selon les méthodes les plus
mation de l’indépendance du modernes, l’industrie
agricole
1 nouvel Etat mandchou ; ils dé prospère, les services ferroviaires
nient à la Société des Nations ne le cèdent en rien à ceux d’Eu
comme aux puissances le droit de rope ou d’Amérique. Les villes du
la rouvrir, et le ministre de la Liao-Toung sont des modèles
Guerre japonais a été jusqu’à dé d’urbanisme ; l’hygiène et l’ins
clarer que son pays se retirerait truction publique, notamment, y
de l’aréopage de Genève si, la pu- font l'admiration des visiteurs
blicaition du rapport quedoit
européens.
mettre la Commission 4’enquête I Depuis la conclusion du traité
de la S. D. N* en Extrême-Orient der Portsmouth, Russes et Nippons
provoquait une nouvelle interven se sont fort bien entendus pour
tion de. ç$10-ti ^dans la qtfeétW se partager le pays en deux zones
d’influence : l’une au Nord, l’autre
mandchoue.
La Chine, de son côté, se refuse au Sud. Mais les nations euro
énergiquement à accepter le fait péennes et les Etats-Unis tiennent
accompli. Elle persiste à consi à appliquer à la Mandchourie le
dérer la Mandchourie comme une principe de la « porte ouverte ».
partie intégrante du territoire de; Elles veulent leur part des ri
la République, bien que ce terri chesses mandchoues, et surtout
toire, situé, comme la Mongolie elles redoutent l’augmentation de
et le Thibet, en dehors de la puissance qu’acquerraient le ou
Grande Muraille, ait-joui au cours les détenteurs de ce pays, dont on
des siècles d’une certaine indépen a pu comparer la position, aux
dance politique et administrative. portes de l’Extrême-Orient, à celle
\ Il serait vain de se le dissi de Suez ou de Panama.
Le centre du trafic mondial
muler : la situation reste grave en
^Extrême-Orient. On ne se bat plus, s’est, au cours des siècles, déplacé
mais les problèmes qui amenèrent constamment de l’Est à l’Ouest ;
Temploi de la force n’ont pas dis du bassin de la Méditerranée, il
paru ; toute tentative de solution est passé dans l’Atlantique. On
f)ar la violence reste donc pos peut prédire que, dans la deuxième
moitié du xx* siècle, l’importance
sible.
L’enjeu est de taille. Un vaste économique du Pacifique sera
prépondérante. La clé de la puis
sance sera entre le$ mains de la
nation qui possédera la Mand-|
chourie. Le Japon voudrait bien
être cette nation. Mais il trouvera
devant lui l’opposition des autres^
nations qui ont de grands intérêts
dans le Racifique.
La gravité de la partie serrée
qui se joue actuellement en Mand
chourie n’échappera à personne.
k
J. Caret.

,
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’ L'ancien empereur de Chine Pou-YI
* devenu président de la République ■fcH
mandchoue.
territoire peuplé d’une trentaine
. de millions d’habitants, dont le sol
et le sous-sol offrent de grandes
? richesses qu’on commence seuleJ ment à exploiter: telle est lagjf
? Mandchourie. Ajoutons que la P0-feu
| sition stratégique du pays, tra- 5
« versé par le dernier tronçon dü
*! Transsibérien, est de toute pre^mière importance, puisqu’il, com-^
i mande le point d’aboutissement
Ide la grande ligne ferrée qui relie
l’Europe! à l’Extrême-Orient.
.
L'ouverture de la Mandchourie
g à la colonisation remonte à la fin
% du xixe siècle. Ce furent les Russes I ■
£ qui établirent la première ligne
l- ferrée, celle dont nous venons de g
f parler. La colonisation suivit le B
1 rail, comme dans le Far-West K
l américain. Céréales, haricots soya, Ë
{bois des forêts/septentrionales ig
/ s’acheminèrent vers Vladivostock, B
i puis vers Port-Arthur également, g
/ lorsque fut construit, au Sud, B
j l’embranchement de Kharbine à|
, la péninsule du Liao-Toung...
»
Le Japon lie pouvait tolérer que g
ue colosse russe s’établît ainsi àM
ses portes, sur; le Pacifique. A la g
suite de la guerre victorieuse qu’il ®
t mena contre la Russie, les droits ||
'•! afcquis en Mandchourie pâr çe k
dernier pays lui furent transférés ®
?en vertu du traité de Portsmouth.
J L’Empire du Soleil Levant prenait pi
i donc la possession des chemins
J de fer du sud du pays et devenait |1
J détenteur du bail à ferme de layk
« péninsule du Liao-Toung, ainsi 1
que du droit d’exploiter les ri-B
chesses agricoles dans toute la B
l Mandchourie.
g
Tokio pensait trouver dans les®
* plaines mandchoues les espaces i
; nécessaires pour y répandre le E
f trôp-plein de sa population, qui fi
est à l’étroit dans ses îles. Mais S
F le climat du pays, très chaud en ||
été; glacial. en hiver, n’est pas g
favorable aux Nippons, habitués ||
ià la douceur de leur climat ma-

fermV
's yj ’ Cf. ■

- jmi
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1—

HIT

REGARDING:

Derogatory article concerning the Imperial ;House of Japan* Newspaper
incident has been amicably settled*

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 7 3

SEE
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April 14, 1932sopar(mer.f

Memorandum of conversation vd th the Japanese Ambassador,
April 14.

The Japanese Ambassador handed me a memorandum stating
what his Government was willing to agree to as to with
drawal of troops in the negotiations at Shanghai.

This

was a compromise solution made by Sir Miles Lampson and
avoiding any direct issue on a time schedule, stating

that Japanese troops will be withdrawn as soon as order
has been restored - it is hoped within a period of six

The Ambassador said that the Japanese repre

months.

sentative in Geneva had been instructed to state that

this was agreeable to his Government.

He said that it

was obviously a compromise, that he felt Japan had gone

as far as it could and that he hoped the powers might
bring pressure to bear on China and on the League to bring

about its acceptance by the Chinese.

He said that, of

course, he could not ask the American Government to do

this.

I refused to comment in any way, merely telling him

that I thought it would be extremely unfortunate if the
negotiations should be allowed to break down.

U ÏÏRC/AB

W. R. Castle,Jr.
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FOR STAFF ÜSE OHLY.

Edwin L. Seville, Esquire,

American Chargé d*Affaires ad interim,

Tokyo.
Sir:

There is enclosed, for your confidential in

formation, a copy of a memorandum of a «onversatlon
I had on April 14th with the Japanese Ambassador con—

-• cerning the withdrawal of troops in the negotiations

at Shanghai.
Very truly yours,

W. B. Castle, Jr?
Acting Secretary of State.

1 enclosure:

Copy of memorandum of
April 14.
V VC/AB

f .-3
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No
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CONFIDENTIAL.

FOR STAFF USE ONLY.

The Honorable
Nelson T. Johnson,
American Minister,
Peiping.
Sir:

There is enclosed, for your confidential in

formation, a copy of a memorandum of a conversation
I had on April 14th with the Japanese Ambassador con
cerning the withdrawal of troops in the negotiations

at Shanghai.

Very truly yours,

<•< Castle, jr,.
Acting Secretary of State.

1 enclosure:
Copy of memorandum
of April 14.
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April 14, 1932

Memorandum of conversation with the Japanese
Ambassador, April 14, 195ST

The Japanese Ambassador referred to a report in
the newspapers that the Fleet was to remain in the
Pacific at the request of the Department of State and
asked me whether it would be possible for me to say

whether or not this report was true.

I said that

we had no idea where the report came from and that I
could assure him that there had been no official com

munication on the subject between the two Departments.

W. R. Castle, Jr

U WRC/AB

n :..

.

.

.. .
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1-“27

Strike of the employees of tie Chinese Eastern
Railway will prevent the transportation of
General Tamon’s Division, ahioh was due to
leave for the South.

3 .9 4 /5 0 7 6

FROM___ ...........................
TO

Tel. # 454, 2 pm................

79

see
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Dated April 20, 1932

Recd3:55 a.n.
Secretary of State

Washington.
454, April 20, 2 p.m.

Following from Reuter, Harbin, April 19th:
"indignant over the arrest of Chinese Eastern

Railway employees in connection with the dynamiting of the
Japanese troop train on April 12th, all the employees
of the C E R are going out on a general strike tomorrow,

suspending all the services on the whole line.

They will

thus inaidentally prevent the transportation of general
Taraon*s Division, which was due to leave for the South

tomorrow.^'
From pairen, April 19th:
"Count Uchida has decided to retain the presidency

of the South Manchurian Railway temporarily because of
the visit of the League Commission of Inquiry to Manchuria."

From Changchun, April 19th:
"Complete anarchy reigns around the Imienpo

Pogranichnaya sector of the C E R and the damage wrought
by
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-2- # 454, from Peiping, April 20, 1932.
by irregulars and guerillas is estimated by the Japanese

at two hundred million dollars.
Japanese residents at Suifenho are crossing the

border into Russian territory for safety with Soviet

permission.
Japanese residents at Taheiho in a similar manner

are crossing the Amur to Blagoveschensk.”
For the Minister

PERKINS
JS OIB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
RET
This telegram must
From
be closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated to
anj one.

SHANGHAI

Dated April 21, 1932

Rec’d 5:10 a.m.
Secretary of State,
w

u.

.

Washington.

URGENT

,
<feCT’IVKn

..

w

'

\ -,

• i

April 21, 2 p. m.
CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE ACTING SECRETARY.

One.

British Minister tells me he (#) confidentially

from Geneva that the Committee was induced to adopt

paragraph eleven of the resolution by the fact that the
Japanese delegate had informed President Hymans in confi
dence that the Japanese Government would be willing to

interpret annex four as giving the Joint Commission power
to declare by majority vote when it considered time for

withdrawal of Japanese forces had arrived.

Two.

Neither Sir Miles

nor I have been able to

gather from recent conversations with the Japanese Minister

that his Government had expressed itself in that sense

although admitted that he was not as yet fully informed o

all that had massed between Tokyo and Geneva%
Three.

Sir Miles requests me to ascertain whether,

the event that the Japanese Government should accept this
interpretation of annex four, the American Government felt

that
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REI

2- from Shanghai, Apr.21,2p.it*
that the Joint Commission should be asked to assume the

responsibility of stating when the time for Japanese with
drawal had come.

Four.

Minister Johnson returns tomorrow.

Repeated to Geneva.
For the Minister

3NGERT
CIB
WSB

(#) Apparent omission.
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REI

'J
2- from Shanghai, Apr.21,2p.m.

that the Joint Commission should be asked to assume the
responsibility of stating when the time for Japanese with
drawal had come.

Four.

Minister Johnson returns tomorrow.

Repeated to Geneva.
For the Minister

3NGERT

CIB

WSB
(#) Apparent omission.
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T^GI^tôfSENT

1—138

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDjCATE WHETHER

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
or

TO BE TRANSMITTED

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE
PLAIN

' s.

Charge to
$

Washington,

April 22, 1932

AMERIC

inak^,

793

SHANGHAI

1confidential for The minister

CD

m., paragraph three

Your April 2'.

With regard to the inquiry raised, the view of the
to the Department from

Secretary of State,

CH
O

Geneva, is as follows:
QUOTE I feel very strongly that if the resolution is

adopted by the Committee of Nineteen there should be no
reluctance expressed on the part of our Minister and the

other Ministers to accept the responsibility which it

involves.

First it seems to be the only effective way of

solving the deadlock in the evacuation.

I have never been

satisfied with the previous recommendations of the Ministers

at Shanghai which seem to me weak.

This paragraph of the

resolution does not permit the Mixed Commission to set a

date for completing the evacuation in advance but merely

to state when in their opinion a time has actually arrived

in which the Japanese troops can be safely withdrawn.

This

is a mere finding of fact peculiarly of a nature appropriate
for the jurisdiction of such a commission and I think they
Enciphered by
Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

19.
U. 0. OOVE£*QIKNT PBOTHNG OTTICK: 1W

1

*38
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Telegram Sent

1_ 138

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INQICATE WHETHER

1—138

TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE
NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

Bepartnwni nf

OR

Charge to

PLAIN

Washingtont

$

would be unduly timid to refuse to accept such a responsi

bility UNQUOTE.
In this connection, Geneva has supplied Department with

the text of Article ten of the draft resolution, which

reads:
QUOTE Notes with satisfaction that the said Commission

will in accordance with its decisions watch in such manner

as it deems best the carrying out of Articles one, two

and three, of which the last named provides for the complete
withdrawal of Japanese forces as before the incident of
January 28 UNQUOTE.

Acting.

V

k$T. 22

SKH
FE:JEJ/ZMF

EE

Enciphered by----------------------------------------Sent by operator---------------------- M.,----------------------- ,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

/9___ _______________
ü. ». oovxsenjENT rannrjG omcz:

1—138
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E.EC.b

NO. 257 Political.

AMERIC^^'Cb^U LATE,
Geneva,Switzç?:land,jj^ril 5, 1932
X '

‘OM.

OHMIMENTOFSDEIE
APR 231932

t”19152

OW®»» W
g

,< Nt OF ST Aft'
OF
•p-A FIONS AND RECORDS
.

NATIONS

section

. . Z■
Y^pv

grTaiN?[)

vrvwvw f

SubJLLI ; TfaOûiit-tlng Sino-Japanese Documents for
0
Period March 12
March 31 inclusive.

The Honorable
SeçreÏary

1 have,

x<
rel

Po

of

e hono-r to refer to the Consulate’s despatch

of March 15,1932, transmitting documents
to the appeal of the Chinese Government under the

Covenant of the League of Nations.

In continuation of the procedure which has been follow
ed in this matter I am forwarding under separate cover as an

accompaniment to this despatch further documents which were
issued during the period March 12 to March 31 inclusive. /
Under the same cover as these documents there is also being

sent a set of the printed minutes for the Extraordinary

Session of the Assembly held in Geneva from March 3 to March

despatch referred to above transmitting the provisional

minutes for this Session was prepared.
Respectfully yours,

Prentiss B.Gilbert.
American Consul.

Original and Five copies to Department of State.
One copy to American Legation,Berne,Switzerland.

Z£6i 93

11 inclusive. The latter had not yet been published when t
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LIST OF DOCUMENTS
forwarded under separate cover as an accompaniment to

Geneva Consulate’s Despatch No.257 Political, of April 5,1932.

Miscellaneous Doetfeients:

C.M. 201
A.(Extr^)

1932 VII
49 to 92.

Printed Minutes for Plenary Sessions of the Assembly:

First
Second
Third
Fourth

Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting

March 3,
March 3,
March 4,
March 11,

1932
1932
1932
1932

11
4.30
7.45
6

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Printed Minutes for Meetings of the General Commission
of the Assembly:
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh

Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting
Meeting

March 4, 1932
March 5, 1932
March 5, 1932
March 7, 1932
March 8, 1932
March 11, 1932
March 11, 1932

4
10.30
3.30
3.30
3.30
10.30
5

p.m.
a.m.
p.m,
p.m,
p.m,
a.m.
p.m.
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Accompaniment to Geneva Consulate

Despatch No.257 Political, of

April 5, 1932, entitled: "Transmitting
Sino-Japanese Documents for Period

March 12 to March 31 inclusive."
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LE.Jl'JE OF TTATIONS

Communicated to the
Council and Members
of the League.

C.332.M.201.1932.VII

3-eneva, March 29th,

aF'EAL

1932

FROM THE CHINESE GCVERNMENT

Note by the Secretary-Ceneral.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the Council
the following communicatifn, dated March 26th, which he has received
from the Commission of Enquiry appointed by the Council in its
resolution of December 10th, 1931.

Shanghai,

26.3. 1932.

Com''lesion of Enquiry arrived in Japan February 29th and
left Mirch 11th remaining most of time Tokyo.
In spite of
short stay Commission of Enquiry was able through interview
with Foreign Minister, War Minister, Minister for Navy, and.
with leading personalities in business circles and circles
specially interested relations between Japan and League of
Nations to ascertain views prevailing as to main points its
enquiry.
Luring its visit to Csaka Commission of Enquiry
was also able to discuss with leaders of business activities.

Commission of Enquiry arrived at Shanghai March 14th and
is leaving for Nanking March 26th.
During stay Shanghai,
Commission of Enquiry was able to hear views of many repre
sentatives of political, educational, religious, business
/
circles, both Chinese and foreign, on main aspects question
relations China and Japan.
Commission of Enquiry also
started official contact with representatives of National
Government of Republic of China and held interview with ViceChairman Executive Yuan and with Vice-Foreign Minister.
Commission cf Enquiry intends to stay four days Nanking,
arrive Peking end of first week in April and arrive Manchuria
beginning of third week in April.
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Note by the Secretary-General. /

At the request of the Chinese delegation, the St or :--tary-Genural has the honour to circulate to the Assembly
vhu following communication dated March 29 th.

Het./a.15.

March 29th, 1952.

To the Secretary-General.
I have the honour to transmit to you the following tele
gram,^ dated Shanghai, March 28th, vzhi->h I have just received from
the honourable T. V. Soong, Vice-President of the Executive Yuan
KCouncil) and concurrently Minister of Finance, and shall be most
obliged if you will have it circulated among the Members of the
Assembly:
"Mr. F. '!!. Maze, the Inspector-Gjneral of Customs,
reported to me the following:

"(1) The Commissioner of Customs at Antung telegraphs:
’I am informed that the Superintendent of Customs invrrducod
his Japanese adviser to the Manager of the rank .of China to-day
(March 26th?), when the adviser handed to the Manager the written
circular instructions from Manchuku'-' (puppet government) that
all revenues in the hands of the Bank of China on the 26th of
March and all collection from that date should be paid to Tung
San Sheng Kuang Yin Hao (Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces).
The Manager replied that he could do nothing without instruc
tions from the Maritime Customs.
So far I have not been
approached on the matter, but the Bank of China requests instruc
tions, which I now solicit from you.
Question is also raised /
of the present agreement with the Bank of Chosen.'
'
"(2) The Commissioner of Customs at Newchwang telegraphs:
•The Japanese adviser to the Superintendent of Customs and the
Manager of the Bank of the Three Eastern Fro'.'inces called this
morning (March 26th?) on the Manager of the Bank of Chino with
a despatch, dated the 24th of March from the Finance Ministry
of Manrthukuo (puppet government) to him, instructing him to
hand over immediately all the customs revenue held by the Bank
of China on the 26th of March and all future collection to the
Banlÿ of the Three Eastern Provinces.
Ihcy thereupon demanded
the immediate handing over of the funds to them.
The Manager
of the Bank of China refused saying, that he should consult me
(the Commissioner of Customs at Newchwang) and ’would inform
them on their return this afternoon that the Commissioner of
Customs has wired the Inspector-General for instructions.’

"Dr. F. A. Cleveland, Associate Chief Inspector of Salt
Revenue, has received the following telegram from the district
inspectors at Liaoning (Mukden):
’We learn from reliablesources that the Salt Commissioner has received order from tne
Finance MinisterJcf the puppet government to take over by force
our office and sub-offices including revenue balance, files and
everything on the 28th of March.”’
(Signed)

W. W. YEN.
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APPEAL FROM THF CHINESE G0Y1ÔM LEFT.
.+ Lon.

Communi -,ati on I'rcm the Chinese Def

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Chinese delegation, the Secre
tary-General has the honour to circulate to the Assembly
the following communication dated. March 29th.

Hef./A.13.

Ma r c h 2 9th, 19 3 2.

To the Secretary-General.
.1 have the honour to transmit to you the following tele
gram, dated Shanghai, March 25th, whi-»h I have just received from
the Honourable T. V. Soong, Vice-Tresident of the Executive Yuan
(Council) and concurrently Minister of Finance, and shall be most
obliged if you will have it circulât xt among the Members of the
As sembly:
"Mr. F. W. Maze, the Inspector-G^nerul of Customs,
reported to me the following:

"(1) The Commissioner of Customs at An tun g telegraphs:
'I am informed that the Superintendent of Customs introduced
his Japanese adviser to the Manager of the J-ank .of China to-day
(ICar^h 26th?), when the adviser handed to the Manager the written
circular instructions from Manchuku-' (puppet government) that
all revenues in the hands of the hank of China on the 26th of
March and all collection from that date should be paid t-o Tung
San Sheng Kuang Yin Hao (Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces).
The Manager replied that he could do nothing without instruc
tions from the Maritime Customs.
So far I have not been
approached on the matter, but the Bank of China requests instrue
tions, whid’n I now solicit from you.
Question is also raised-''
of the present agreement with the Bank of Chosen.’
"(2) The Commissioner of Customs at Newchwang telegraphs:
'The Japanese adviser to the Superintendent of Customs and the
Manager of the Bank of the Throe Eastern Provinces called this
morning (March 26th?) on the Manager of the Bank of Chino with
a despatch, dated the 24th of March from the Finance Ministry
of Man^hukuo (puppet government) to him, instructing him to
hand over immediately all the customs revenue held by the Bank
of China on the 26th of March and all future collection to the
Banjc of the Three Eastern Provinces.
They thereupon demanded
the immediate handing over of the funds to them.
The Manager
of the Bank of China refused saying that he should consult me
(the Commissioner of Customs at Newchwang) and would inform
them on their return this afternoon that the Commissioner of
Customs has wired the Inspector-General for instructions.'

"Dr. F. A. Cleveland, Associate Chief Inspector of Sr.lt
Revenue, has received the following telegram from the district
inspectors at Liaoning (Mukden):
'We learn from reliablesources that the Salt Commissioner has received order from the
Finance Minister cf the puppet government to take over by ft;.-;
our office and sub-offices including revenue balance, files an5
everything on the 28th of March.'"
(Signed)

W. 71. YuN.
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Conimunic-.ition from the Chinese Delegation.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honrur to circulate to the
Assembly the following communication, elated March 29th, which
he has received from the Chinese Delegation.
To the Secretary-General.

March 29, 1932.

I have the honour to communicate to you the following
summary If telegrams received from Mr. Quo Tai-chi, ViceMinister of Foreign Affairs, with regard to the armistice
negotiations- held in Shanghai during the l-.st few days, and
to request that you will be good enough to bring the attention
of the President and members of the Assembly to the same; ,

The discussions on Mrc| 25 revealed unmistakably
Japan's intention to ignore the provisions of the origin
al Dxaft A reement and also the Assembly's Resolution
regarding the withdrawal of J;man#se troops. The morning
session was wasted over bickerings as to the accommodation
of sick Japanese soldiers and horses in areas to be
evacuated.
During the ,afternern's meeting, the military
sut-committee, consisting of military representatives
of both sides, assisted by the military attachés of the
participating friendly poteens, brought in a report re
vealing that' Jaoan was willing only t* withdraw te what
they called the second, line, running straight frtm the
Szetseling Forts Ao Yanghangchen, Tatsand' and Chenju.
It was obvious that Japan's idea of withdrawal meant
the maintenance' of the! army of eccupation in the socalled adjacent areas between the Settlement limita and
the above-mentioned line,
The Japanese representatives
also declared that the time-limit required for the with
drawal to the above indicated lino would be six weeks.
Asked as to when the withdrawal into the International
Settlement would begin, the Japanese stated that it was
uncertain, depending upon conditions.
It seemed im
possible to continue discussions so long as J-nun
ignored the principle provided in the Assembly's
Resolution and the original Draft Agreement, providing
for withdrawal into the International Settlement and the
extra-Settlement roads in the Hongkew district within a
fixed period.
However, both sides were urged strongly
by the Pritish and American Ministers to Ouina to con
tinue the discussions.
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The discussions on March 26 centred mainly upon
Article 3 of the Draft Agreement, regarding the const!*
tution and functions of the Joint Commission to certify
to the withdrawal.
The Article itself and the Annex
thereto were accepted by both sides with the additional
provision, which was suggested >y Sir Miles Lampson as
a compromise to the Japanese demand for aerial reconnoitring
The additional provision reads "The Commission may, in
accordance with its decision, invoke the assistance of
representatives of the participating friendly powers in
arranging reconnaissance by aeroplane over such points as
may be consdered necessary in order to watch the performance
of the provisions for the cessation of hostilities."
The
Japanese agreed to consider the above provision.
The military sub-committee this morning reported
that the Japanese were prepared to abandon the SzetselingChenju line, but proposed holding the Yoosung, Yinghsianghsien, Kiangwan and Chapei districts.
It was reported
this evening the Japanese military were prepared to abandon
Paoshan, Woosung, Kiangwan and Chapei, but wanted Yinghsianghsien for accomodating their troops.
The participat
ing foreign military attaches pointed out the difficulty
confronting Japan's immediately withdrawing fifty thousand
troops and five thousand horses.
In the meeting on March 28 the discussions practically
reached a deadlock, as a result of Japan’s refusal to
declare complete withdrawal within a fixed period, on which
the Chinese insisted and which the Japanese were equally
determined to refusé.
Another difficult problem lies in the definition and
meaning of the phrase "adjacent territory" which the
Japanese military declared must include the Woosung district
except the forts, and also Kiangwan, Chapei, and the north
eastern district adjoining Yangtsepoo.
From all indica
tions, it was clear that the Japanese were adamant in refus
ing to ’withdraw completely and insisting on occupying part
of the territory under their control.
In view of such
an attitude un the part of the Japanese, it was futile to
continue the discussions.

In coim.iunieating to you the above summary of telegrams
for the information of the .assembly, I have the honour to point
out that the Japanese seem bent on ignoring the original Draft
Agreement as well as the Assembly Resolution concerning the
Armistice which cannot but bring in its train uncertainties in
and around the Shanghai area for which the Japanese must be
held responsible.
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AMERICAN CONSULATE

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

MAR 3 1 Î502
POLITICAL SECTION

I

c

Ccmmunioated to the Arrenbly,
the Council •■.nd the Lleitbers
cf the League

90.1932.711.
Gene va', Ilurch 29 th, 1932.

Al PEAL rHCli TH3 C HIU3EE GO VER MEET
Bituati^n in the Shanghai District

Nets hy the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour t^ circulate to
the Asrembty- the eighteenth report rf the representatives
cf the f->ur* fn-.vers Lavin?: special interests in the Shanghai
Settlement.
The seventeenth retort vas cireuxated m
■K curie nt A. ( Ex.tr. ' . 86.193?. 711.

rELibCr.~t.hM THOM LIS r~h I. TAAT'. [. U LIAJGlSl'x 1 r r-EiôxE'. lx. viiZN.1
Pestat ched

he-aired

Shanghai,

Geneva,

13L.45, March 29th

9h.3C, Mar'aL 29 th

Situation iierort Nc.18. l??.r ^h-lLEllr.•

Juner-us reports from neutral observers axong Chinees,

front confirm impression incidents are oc'a-r^ng .<e.i.c.en
tvo sides more especially region Taitsnng.

recent

incident puts beyond reasonable drubt that string Japanes^
patrol, made attack on small Chinese escort ac.?o.ai any - ng

neutral rbsemr in vicinity Wunglichia? near lanounf.
Japanese aerial reconnais sanies nor intensified over
Chinese lines.
Japanese staff have today issued orders with view

‘"prevent recurrence incidents rerouted paragraph nne.
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.nionted

to th''

:t ly , to the

A.(Eztr.)o9.193S.VII.

il and to the
i ", of_ _thLeo.eoit_.

Geneva,

'-arch 2£th,

193.*'..

Al'PEAl PROP 711: PIT: ŒSE GOVy'Kl PIT.
Communi cati on from the J" ...anese Dclegati or .

Not‘

ty thy sccretarv_-'■ «n'■ '£o.1 •

At th1' reqaent, of the Je
ù'-se delegation the
has the honour to circulate to the A^seml ly
the following ccw;un 1 cation dated î’arch 15th.

Cvc im t ry- tori'..re j

L-. 11r r_
'1 / L . 11.

le nova,

:.<...rch C5th,

153

tii'.
Document A. (Eatr . ) . Com .!;)<_c . 1 reproduced a letter
c.atc-d I-;-.rAh l..th from th" Chinese représentât! ve. communi cat in
the contents of a. telegram from Î . üoung, Vice-President of
the Council of Finistère, protesting against
a prolonged
stay by the Commission of l.-yAry at 1 c-i.,hui.
1 i-ave the
honour‘to point out to you that, accordi ng to information I
have receive! from the .Japanese Cououl-C-c. -rol at 1 ■ ngiiaiz
the Cn inn go newspapers of ■ . reh h 4 th having me ition..d this
protest hy the
u. d<_ p-gutinn, 1. Kuu Taiohi publicly
unnounoe-d on ! arcs ,15th that the Chinese tov rn
nt
not
given th< diir.se delegation at Gc.. «a any instructions in
that sense.
Ti c communique adds that the. ho. .eisoicn of
Inquiry is- at present being feted at Su -a
by the authori
ties and the various corporations;
that the situation in the
thr u-- car'te'.rn provinus is ou erly causing anxiety to the

WJ»®
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»

'umcunicvtod to the
Assembly, to the
Council e.rd to th*Î• e mb « rs of tb£_LefiJJJ-X. •

A. (1 Atr . )ôS.1.93k,Vi L

Geneva, I'hrch k th,

193'

I
I
APP EAL PF CP TIE _ JHL-ThE GCVhE .: EPIN

Cjtxnmuni ca t4on fr'crtl the JI.nes^ De 1 *nation_.

No g a uy th* Soerctary-Ge 1 >e r al.

At the request of the Jc. panose delegation the
Secretary-General has the honour tc circulate to thr Ar-e.Gbly
the following co mmunication dated Parch ?5th.

Trr.r.slaticr.

Geneva,

l-x’ch. 15 th,

LOSE.

73/1935.

With mforenoe to the statement made by the G trnse
delegate at the meeting of the 3--ecial Committee on ;
oh 11th,
1937, to the effect that there had been no question of observing
secrecy in r-;.•>• a rd to th-- n-.-gctiotions for the cessation of
hostilities at p. •••; . ai x A. ' ;... gi- . ] Qom.hoec .P. 7.1, -..age 4 of
French), I
tin honour to inform you that ... 'Pio Trichi,
the 'J '.inc.se dele -.te, etrussed to the Japanese Minister in
C'ina his regrets that the aqrr c’-nt reached, regarding the
non-publicat ion of the procuedin-s had not been observed^as
P. K -o had unfortunately delayed in informing the Coin-, se
delegation at Geneva.

(3i.,ned)

N. 3AT0.
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G -municated to the
Assembly, to the
Council an! to the
Members of the- Lea^-

a.;rxt

1232.VII

Ge.-cva, L:r"h : 9th,

1932.

AP?FAL
FROM TnE
CHINKGE
GOV: RM '.tNT.
■1 ■■ L.
• • -- ——*—' -*-»■■*
......................... .. ,,
,, ,.

omrauni cat i c

_f rc m_ tho J.^an«s« Tk.;lc,.\ati on.

Notc_ uX

Sceretary-Geru ral.

At the request of the J*panese delegation the
Scoretury-Go .ral has the honour to circulate to the Atsembly
the following communication dated k.-.roh 25th.

Tr.onslat i on

Geneva,

M.rch 25th,

1932.

With referons^ to my commun! c st ion of Arch ‘'3rd,
1'^.70/1932, I '.'ave the honour to inform you that the official
regot lotions f -)r the cessation nf hostilities began on lurch
meetings were hold in the course of that day.
The negotiations are being continued to-day.
panes:- d «le ,.at«c are;
General Uoda , it.
.Ghigemitsu, J-? x.n«se minister in China, L. T e^iro, Chief of
the Ge.-^ral Sc&ff of the fumy, and M. G.nimadu, Gticf of the
General .'iiislf of the Navy.
T c Chinese delegates are;
Gênerai. Taioni, General Wong and R. Ho Taichi.
T u British
and
lilted States linistero and the Italian Chargé d ’ Af f •..lire s
are present at the negotiations;
the French Minister,being
indisposed, is represented by a secretary.

:
j
j
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C~. «mil cut ad to the
Assembly, th.> Council
and tin'.' i'c .bars of
th-- Le», ue._________ __

A. ■ IE Li .).36
Gc.-cva, Murch 2 th,

132.VII
133?.

3.113133 GÜI1.I.KV3. T'.

Situation in the 2'- tp ^hai_Listrict.

lio_ e kJ' the Secretary-'VciaI.

T'. c Georgian..'-General has the honour to circulate
to the Assembly the. sixteenth and seventeenth re corts of the
representatives of the four Donors having special interests
in t;i!-3 3 ' nphai settlement.
T.ic previous report was
nom.1uni cat^d in Document A.(Ehir.).84.1932 . VII.

Telecrams from Ills Majesty’s Minister in China.

E.c ..air.
fe

Sir 1 . Lean son.

Tcl . ;io,u7

Despatched 3'. ..,_>hai, 19h.l2, March 25th.
Received
Geneva
2h.C0, ii-rch 26th
Slt'c.tion Report Ho. 16 .

।

?

Î.3 rch 25th.

ho change.

Th. clair
Tcl. No.6S

Sir .-.. Lcqipson

Despatched 3. an _.;.ai , 161.23,
rch 26th.
Received
Geneva
C.h.OO 11 .ch 26th
3 1 lj at ion Report IJo.TV .

..rx’Ch 26th.

Mo

.important developments to report.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members o£
the League»

A.(Extr.)85.1932.VII.

Geneva, March 26th. 1952•

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVI'.RimNT.
Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General

At the request of the Chinese delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the following
communication dated March,25th.

March 25, 1932.

Ref.A.12.

To the Secretary-General,

I have the honour to communicate to you the following
telegram concerning the proceedings of the Armistice Conference
held yesterday (Thursday) at Shanghai. The telegram sent by
our representative a± the Conference, Mr. Quo Tai-chi, ViceMinister of Foreign Affairs.
"Two meetings were held to-day (Thursday, 24th.),
but the result was disappointing due principally to
the fact that the Japanese representatives were
continually insisting of the discussion of irrelevant
questions. I declared at the morning session that I
would dissociate myself from the discussion, if the
Japanese should continue to bring up questions outside
the scope of the agreed draft agenda. General Uyeda
is the Chief Delegate of Japan, with Minister Shigemitsu
as assistant. Discussion will be resumed on Friday
(March 25th)."
I shall be obliged to you to circulate the above infor
mation to the Members of the Assembly.
(sgd.) W.W.YEN
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS

afe-cj to the Assembly,
11 and the Members of
the League.

A.(Extr.)84.1932.VII.

Geneva, March 24th. 19J2.

APPEAL FROM _THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT
Situaticn_in the Shanghai District
Note by the Secretary-General

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Assembly the fifteenth report of the representatives
of the four Powers having special interests in the Shanghai
Settlement. The fourteenth report was communicated in
document A.(Extr.)75.19J2.VII.

TELEGRAM FROM HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S MINISTER IN CHINA

Despatched Shanghai, 20 h. 45> March 24th.

Received Geneva, 14 h. co,
Situation report 15. March 24th.

No change

March 24th.
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LEAGUE

OF

Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members of
the League.

ft
y

NATIONS.

A.

(Extr.) 83.1932. VII.

Geneva, March 24th, 1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Communication from the Chinese Pelegatinn.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Assembly the following communication dated March 24th
which he has received from the Chinese Pelegation;
Rf. /A.(10).
March 23rd, 1932.
To the Secretary-General.
I have the honour to enclose copy of a memorandum en
titled "OBSERVATIONS ON THE EXPLANATORY NOTE COMMUNICATED
BY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT ON MARCH 2nd, 1932," prepared by
this Delegation, with the request that you will be kind
enough to circulate it among the Members of the Assembly.
(Signed)

W. W. YEN.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE EXPLANATORY NOTE COMMUNICATED
BY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT ON
_____________ MARCH 2, 1932,______________________
This document, as the letter which transmitted it indi
cates, evidently does not constitute the statement required to be
filed in compliance with the second paragraph of Article XV of
the Covenant. It is designated as "simply an explanation of whSt
has occurred at Shanghai." It does, however, present certain con
siderations of a general nature which perhaps should not be passed
over in silence pending receipt of the final statement of the
Japanese case on the whole controversy. We therefore venture to
comment briefly at this time upon some of the matters referred to.

1.
It is stated that the Chinese people and their Government
have long pursued a persistent anti-foreign policy.
This charge
is sought to be enforced rather by mischievous insinuation and more
or less deliberate distortion of fact, than by direct proof.
In
this way attempt has been made to portray a purely legitimate
nationalistic spirit as something viciously anti-foreign.

When, not quite a century ago, China was thrown open to the
world, she confronted a civilization which had wide divergenciessocial, cultural, political and economic - from her own. China's
ancient and illustrious culture is too well known tc call for
detailed analysis;
the point is that its distinguishing character
istics quite naturally have necessitated a precess of accommodation
of Chinese ideas ans habits to those of western civilization.
1) See document A. (Extr . ) 6 ..1932 .VII <■
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The people of China have had to adapt themselves to an entirely
new system of relations with the outside world, with which they
were totally unfamiliar.
For exemple, they knew little or
nothing about foreign trade and the manner in which it must be
carried on.
Everybody recognizes that the original treaty
structure which grew out of this extraordinary situation
possessed exceptional features which plainly were not destined
to last forever.
Limitations upon sovereign rights were
imposed by treaty.
Foreign settlements and concessions were
established in China.
Jurisdiction over foreigners who
violated the law was turned over to Consular representatives
of their own nationality.
Duties were laid on all imports at a
flat rate of five per cent, whatever the nature of the goods,
whether diamonds or watches or necessaries of life.
Such
arrangements as these were made nearly one hundred yeafs age.

As the country became adjusted to new conditions , and
reforms of a social, material and judicial character took
place, many of the abnormal and exceptional features of SincForcign relationship have been eliminated with the sympathetic
approval of the Governments concerned.
Great Britain, the
United States and other Powers Lave co-operated and exhibited
& conciliatory and friendly attitude in this respect,
Various
concessions and settlements have been restored by Great Britain
and Belgium.
The former has turned back the leased territory
of Weihaiwai, and pourparlers have been engaged with regard to
similar matters.
Gradually, China has taken her place as a
responsible member of international society.
To designate
this natural and logical development as implying anything antiforeign is a flagrant misrepresentation of the facts.
The
trend is all toward a more friendly and intimate relationship
between China and the rest of the world.

2.
The intimation that the teachings and philosophy cf
Dr. Sun Yat Sen (namely, San Min Chu Yi) were in any respect
anti-foreign is a gross libel.
It is true that Dr. Sun Yat Sen
advocated the abolition of the so-called "unequal treaties".
That proposal has been recognised as a perfectly proper one and
it carries no sinister implication whatever.
The fundamental
tenets of Dr. Sun’s teachings were the promotion of universal
peace and harmony and the creation of the international mind.
The cardinal principle of equality cf races and altruism among
nations may be said to be one which, in fact, originated in
Japan.
Probably there is no better way to exploin the true
Japanese attitude toward Dr. Sun Yat Son than by quoting the
words of Mr. Inukai, the Prime Minister of Japan:
"Ten years ago under the reign of Mutso Hito
I was already tied by friendship with Sun Yat Son.
The number of his partisans was then very small.
The
partisans of the Tsing Dynasty were the rough
adversaries of Sun Yat Sen.
In spite of all these
obstacles he never recoded a step end it was he who
finally overturned the Tsing Dynast..
One can say
that this Master lived and died for the Chinese
Revolution.
Without this Master China would not have
made the progress which she has attained to-day.
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Ihc idea and action of this Mester w ke of him
one of the groat.-ist figures of ancient and modern
Jii story oi- the world.
His dee th is not only n
loss to the Kuomintang hut also 1‘or China and the
entire'world.”

3.
In spite of the fact that China even to-day has
to tolerate much teat would be considered humiliating in any
other country, such us Consul-r jurisdiction, concessions,
etc;
it is indisputable that foreign visitors and
residents- have always found the Chinese a friendly and
amiable race of mon, who respond readily when they are
tree.tod with the respect and consideration due to a follow
man.
There is no ground whatever for the assertion that
there is any inherent animosity.
Hundreds of thousands
of foreigners living end -working in China can testify to
this.

The development of a national self-consciousness in
China, t.s elsewhere in the world in those times, is
inevitable and luucable.
Its natural result is a
lcgi-.ii.iate aspiration to assume a position of equflity
in the family of nations.
This is being done step by step.
Notable progress in this direction was made when China’s
tariff autonomy was restored in 1928.
This objective,
with thu others which have been mentioned, was attained
by mutual agreement amicably nie-.de with the Powers concerned.
China's claim for equal treatment was publicly approved by
the Assembly of the League of Nations in 19J0 us in full
accord with the spirit of the Covenant.
4.
The insinuation that repudiation of her foreign
debts is a settled policy of China is equally unjustified.
Nearly every Government in the world has been obliged,in
the midst of this unprecedented depression, to-resort to
moratoria end other expedients , and temporary defaults
have not been uncommon.
China is no exception.
Never
theless, in the face of calamity which has been
accentuated in her case, she did at the end of 1931 meet
fully all hex* foreign loan obligations secured by
maritime customs receipts.
As to other loans not so
well secured, efforts have be«n and are being made, not
without some success, to meet the interest and capital
charges.
Time may be required to effect a full settle
ment, but there never has been any question of repudiation.
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In this connect ion it should be noted by way of
illustration that the Chinese Gover nr. ent has regularly
provided tnrcughout the period of the 1695 Five per Cent.
Goli Loan, until and including the final date of maturity
thereof on July 1, 1931, funds sufficient to pay all tonds
and coupons properly due which have been presented.
The
only question reniainin;.■ open is as to provision for bonds
which were not presented when due, and as to these there
aie bona-fide legal controversies with the banks chargeable
with the service of the Loan, arising partly over questions
cf accounting and quest ions of responsibility for
fluctuations in exchange.
Turing the past three years
China has paid out for'the benefit of bondholders under
this Loan more than $12,000,000.
It may also be noted that the interest on the
Four Per Cent. Gold Lean of 1912 is being- met.
The last
deposit on this account was.made on March 17, 1932 in
the amount, of £-114,590. 8. 5, to meet the coupon felling
duo April 1, 1932.

*

5.
History shows that the rise of a national selfconsciousness is always accompanied by a certain amount of
internal agitation.
Not so very long ago Japan passed
through the same trying phase cf its development which China
is now experiencing.
Every authentic account of Japanese
contemporary history tells of disturbances during the
Lestorsiion period, which assumed a more definitely antiforeign aspect than those found in China to-day.
The
Japanese themselves have always characterized these out
bursts as merely incidental to the growth of the national
spirit.
In China such manifestations have oftener thin net
teen directed against the Government;
and no fair analysis
of the psychology of the Chinese peo.ple can justify the con
clusion that there is any real bias against foreigners on
the part either of the people or of their Government.
There
is, of course, much more to be said on this subject if
occasion requires;
but it must be clear that an indictment
of this nature, if it is to be considered at all, must be
founded on something more than vague assertion.

6.
Complaint is made that the text-books used in
Chinese schools inculcate an anti-foreign sentiment.
Here
again the charge is not accompanied by the slightest proof
and is most emphatically denied.
Until recent years
education in China was ma inly restricted to the study of the
ancient classics and literature.
The new system was
largely borrowed
from Japan and the Western world ;
and
modern history has, of course, taken its place in the school
curriculum.
It is hardly China's fault that a faithful
account of her foreign relations during the past hundred
years does not always make pleasant reading for Japan's
subjects.
That Chinese educational policy is quite the
reverse of that contended for by Japan is incontestable.
Probably no nation in the past sixty years has sent so
large a proportion of its students ubro.ad in quest .of
knowledge.
They have gone, a rd are still going, in
increasing numbers to America, to Europe and especially to
Japan.

7. The allegation that "movements for the boycotting
of Japanese goods have bevn increasing during the past
fifteen years" will not stand the test of examination.
For
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the period, mentioned the figures show that Japan was
rapidly cnptuiing the- Chinese market.
Her exports to
China increased by leaps and bounds at the expense of
those of other countries, particularly of Erg land..
Almost everyone of these fifteen years was a record year
for Japanese exports to China,.
Of all the foreign
nations carrying on business with China, Japan enjoyed far
the greatest volume of trade.
Her commercial supremacy in
this'field seemed undisputed until she deliberately for
feited this dominant position by waging an undeclared war
upon her best customer.
From the beginning to end of the
Explanatory Note then: is no mention w hut ever of Manchuria
and of the attack which vias launched on the 16th of
September last.
The note merely states that "toward the
end of September the ant i- Japanese campaign extended over
practically the whole of China and was highly effective."
Can there be anything sin prising ebout the diminution of
Japanese exports to éhina in these circumstances?
Armed
invasion, with all the atrocities of war, is ptr_ _se
destructive of commercial relations.
That the xexrÊxï'x
aggressor s’could complain of loss of trade through the
unwillingness of a harassed population to buy his goods
at the point of the gun, is one of the mysteries of tills
case which we cannot attempt to solve.
The only word er is
that in the acvual conditions the Chinese people ond
their Government have been able to exercise so much selfrestraint and to keep the situation so well undei control.
The usual comment of European observers has ken that in
similar circumstances other countries would have found it
impossible to protect the lives of Japanese nationals
unless they were all placed in internment camps for- safety.

6.
The Explanatory Note is charactorist ic-lly
careless and misleading in its treatment of the events at
Shanghai.
The incidents which furnished the immediate
pretext for- the Shanghai expedition u-.re clearly of a
petty nature.
The- death of a Japanese monk in a street
brawl for which the Chinese authorities wore in no way to
blame, the publication of an alleged offensive article in
an uncontrolled newspaper which has since been suppressed these are things not unlikely to happen anywhere in con
ditions of strained relations such as those brought about
by Japan's acts in Manchuria.
Japanese hooligans in
Shanghai wci-e themselves principally responsible.
Take
the incident of January 20th;

"About fifty members of Japanese Youth Protection
Society with knives and clubs proceeded to Sanyo
Towel Factory, sot the building on fire and on the
way home clashed with Settlement Municipal police.
Three Chinese police were seriously wounded, one of
them dying from wounds, three Japanese wore shot by
the police, one dying from wounds."

These are the words of the Shanghai Committee.
Evidently
Japanese lawless elements took matters into their own hands
and in broad duylighr perpetuated a peculiarly serious
ci-ime in the heart of that great commercial metropolis.
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It seems to hove beer^ an organized affair conducted ty
members of the so-called Japanese Youth Protection Society.

,.9.
The invasion of Shanghai cannot be said to be in
the remotest manner connected with the necessity for guarding
the International Settlement.
Until the Japanese naval
forces appeared on the scene the Settlement was not in the
slightest danger.
It hrs always been one of the safest
places in the world to live.
Never befbere in its history
has it been exposed to such perils.
Even when the Japanese
forces were using the Settlement r.s a base, the Chinese
military authorities, at considerable military disadvantage,
took scrupulous care not to take any measures calculated
to endanger life or property in that area.
These facts
are beyond any dispute.
The most reliable and impartial accounts of whnt
took place at Shanghai are,, of course, found in the reports
of the Committee set up by the Secretary-Ge ne ml of the League.
This Committee’s first report summarizing the events of
January 28th is conclusive on the attitude of the Japanese
military and naval authorities with respect to the Inter
national Settlement;

"On January 28th early afternoon, Mayor of Great
Shanghai transmitted to Japanese Consul reply accepting
entirely Japanese demands.

"At 4 p.m. of the same day, 'Japanese Consul
informed Consular body of receipt this reply which said
entirely satisfactory.
In spite of this change in the
diplomatic situation there was o popular belief that
Japanese naval authorities were determined to take direct
action AT ANY EVENT.
Japanese, however, made no attempt
to occupy extra-Settlement section when the state of
Emergency came into fence in the Settlement in the daytime
at 4 p.m.
"At 11 p.m. (that is seven hours after the
emergency came into force , and the British ard Ama’ leans
have occupied their sections seven hours ago) Japanese
Admiral issued two proclamations copies cf which were
served on the Mayor who declared he has received tteniat
11.15.

"At midnight, at a given signal , all the dropping
parties of Japanese marines and armed civilians (who are
mobilized before midnight) at entrances to alley-ways
ADVANCED Westwards and Northwards in t he direction cf theRailway, - - - the Railway is under the absolute juris
diction of China and outside both of the Settlement and
of the Extra Roads Areas
of the Settlement.
It should
be observed that the final party of 100 marines, accompanied
by ARMED CARS, attempted to pass through gares dividinSettlement from Chinese territory at the end of Honan ”
Road, but were prevented ty Shanghai volunteer ærps in
vhose section grte situated
Japanese marines and armed
■civilians met with resistance on the part of Chinese
regular troops in the district under absolute Chinese
jurisdiction."
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LEAGUE D~ NATIT S_

natcd to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members
of the League.

A.(Extr.I952.VII.

Geneva,

Larch 24th,

1932.

AT FEAL FEOM THE CHINESE.^GOJe'-P-NLÆNT^
Communication from the

Note by the

Chi nese Dele go. t i 0 n.

Secretary-Gen er al.

At the request of the Chinese Delegation, the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the As
sembly the following communication dated March 24th.

Ref,/.,11.
March 24,

1OJ2.

To the Secretary-General.

I have the honour to inform you that the Armistice
meeting which was to have been held in Shanghai yesterday
between the Chinese and Japanese représentatives did not
take place for the following reason:
.iS originally understood the Chief Commanders of the
two forces, namely, Generals Chiang Kv.ang-nai and Shirakawa, were to participate in the negotiations yesterday,
but at the last moment the Japanese appointed Lieutenantgeneral Uyeda instead, so that
General Chiang was ob
liged to stay away also from the meeting.
It is now agreed
that the formal Armistice meeting will take place to-day
(Thursday), and the Chinese Government has appointed Gen
eral Tai Chi us its military delegate.

(Signed)

W. W. YEN.
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LSAGU3 OF KATIOBS.

Communicated to the
Assembly, the Council
and the Members of the
League.

A.(Extr.)£1.1932.VII.
Geneva, March 24th,

1932.

APPEAL ER Oil THE CHINESE GOVERNMENTC0W-9JNIC ATI01T FROM THE JAPANESE DELEGATION.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese delegation,
the Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the following communication, dated March 23rd.

March 23rd,

1932.

To the Secretary-General.

With reference to the communication from the
Chinese delegation A.(Extr.)74.,1932.VII, to the effect
that Japanese aeroplanes had attacked with machine guns the Hangchow railway station on the 20th instant,
I am in a position categorically to deny this
allegation.
Aeroplane reconnaissances took place on
March 21st in the district of Soochow and Hangchow
in order to survey the new earthworks thrown up by
Chinese troops in the Soochow district and on the
northern bank of the Whanpoo.
The Japanese aero
planes received strict orders not to open fire.

(Signed)

N. SATO.
Japanese Representative on the
Council of the League of Nations.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese Relegation, the
Secretary-General has the honour to ci rdulate to the Assembly
the following communication dated March 23rd.

Geneva, M’.rcc 23rd,

1932.

(Translation)
To the Secretary-General
In my letter of March 22nd, No.68/1932, I hod Che
honour to inform you that an official meeting of the Ja ' nese,
Chinese and foreign military, naval and civilian representa
tives had been arranged for 10 o'clock tnis morning.
I h.-ve
just received a telegram informing me that at 9 O'clock this
morning M. Kuo requested the Jap nese Minister in China to
postpone the meeting provisionally, as General Chang,
Com-ander-in-Chief of the 19th Army, had not agreed to attend.

(Signed)

N. SATO

Representative of Japan Ou the Council
of the League of Nations.
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A. (Extr.) 79.1932.VII.

xxPPFAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Communication from, the Japanese Delegation.,
Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the
following communication dated Larch 2Jrd.

SH-uNGHAI INCIDENTS.
Summary of official telegrams received by the
Japanese Delegation on March 23rd.
69/1932.

On March 20th at about 10 a.m. the
S
Medical Corps of the 11th Division, which was
1.

proceeding to Shanghai, where it was to embark,

was attacked north of Tazang Chen by Chinese

plain-clothes soldiers, who threw grenades.

Three soldiers were wounded , one very seriously.

2.

On March 21st, about midday, three

Japanese artillerymen were attacked by Chinese

plain-clothes soldiers at Kiangwan, outside the

University.

The members of the Lytton Commission

were in the vicinity when this incident occurred.
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A.(Extr.)78.1932.VII.

GENEVA, March 23rd,

1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the Assembly
the following communication, dated March 23rd, which he has received
from the Chinese Delegation.

Ref./A.9

March 23rd, 1932.

To the Secretary-General.
I have the honour to communicate to you the following telegram,
dated Shanghai the 23rd of March, from the President of the Chamber
of Commerce, with the request that you circulate the same among the
Members of the Assembly:

"During the past few months Japan has on repeated occasions
denied any intention of aggressive action in China, but has almost
immediately after taken steps, which contradict directly such declara
tions.
The Chinese Government has now incontestable evidence fore
shadowing Japan's intention to deprive China of control of Chinese
Maritime Customs in Ma"churia, although in order to disarm foreign
criticism, Japan may continue remittance of foreign loan quotas from
the Customs revenue.
Such measures, if permitted, would be direct
infringement of China's sovereign rights, would seriously undermine
the position of Chinese national finance, and would destroy the inte
grity of Chinese Maritime Customs.
The Chinese Customs Service,
which is the result of international co-operation extending over many
years, has long been the backbone of Chinese national finance and has
remained intact even through most difficult periods of China's history.
In addition, Japanese control of the Customs tariff of Manchuria would,
certainly result in discrimination against all foreign trade other
than Japanese, and would thus constitute a serious threat to the policy
of the Open Door in Manchuria.
The Chamber of Commerce of Shanghai
appeals, therefore, to the League of Nations to take immediate and
appropriate steps to prevent Japan from presenting again to the world a
fait accompli, which might prove the first step to the disintegration
of China.

(Signed)

Wang Shao-lay,

(Signed)

W.W. YEN.

Chairman."
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A, (Extr. )77.1952.VII.
Geneva, March P-Jrd,

Al'FEAL FRO] I J-çt®

TSE GOVEhl'E/ENT.

Communication from the Japanese

Not&

195 ?-•

Lelo-gati^n.

by the Seer et ar y-Gone r a 1.

At the request of the Japanese relegation, the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
.-.ssembly the following communication, which was trans
mitted to him on March 2prd.
Observations of the Japanese Delegation
on the Third Report
(supplementary observations)
and the Fourth Report of the Shanghai Committee.

( Translation) .

Third Report.

(A.(Extr.)5.I972.VII).

It is regrettable that, when giving the Chinese
reply to the Japanese demands, tte report only mentioned
the contents of these demands . (subject to the previous
observations with regard to this matter),
and did not
state the reasons therefor which were given in the text
handed to the Chinese authorities.
The p reser..c>-' of the
19th Army in the neighbourhood of the Settlorrnt con
stituted an increasingly .'rave danger for the Japanese
nationals and for the International Settlement itself.
It .-.-as absolutely necessary that the army be moved further
away.
The object of the Japanese Command in asking for
the -.vithdrawal of the Chinese forces to a distance of
twenty kilometres was to remove this menace, while avoid-''
ing further bloodshed.

Fourth Report.

(A.(Extr.)15.1932.VII).

1.
The report states that at about 1.0 p.m. on
March 1st the Chinese military authorities issued orders
for a general withdrawal.
The Report appears to be
based on the Chinese version, according to which the
19th Army had withdrawn without any righting, in the
absence of support from the Nanking forces.
It should
be observed, however, that on the morning of the follow
ing day, March 2nd, the 19th Arnj' was still vigorously
defending the positions before Tazang and that our troops
only reached that place at 12.JO p.m., March 2nd, after
serious losses.
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2,
The announcement issued <~ri •.to]. 3-'d ^7 ^'■ri
Japanese Military Commander
.’tated that the i'l-rit '.
the safety of tro Javanese nationals end to the Trit’
national Settlement had ar parent.by born removed owin'■
to the withdrawal of the Chinese forccn oüt~ of the area
des i crated on February le th, and aec or ci Ty ord red
the cessation of hostilities.
3.
The Japanese delegation has a Ire adj’- corrected
statements with regard to the relations of the Japanese
naval authorities and the authorities of the 1'unicipal
Council of the International Settlement in i*s observa
tions or. the Committee 's second report.
The statement
in the last paragraph of the fourth report that "inter
férer ce by the Javanese with the police and other muni
cipal functionaries reported in our second to lor,ram
continued ....... and ferried the subject of rcy rated
protests to the Japanese authorities"
does not re
present the matter in the correct light.
The protests
related only to unimportant cases, such as acts cf
Japanese sentries in the dis ci ar. e of their duties as
municipal police officers.
The v-.ry s-ocial state of
affairs which existed during the ?ir::t few days of the
Shanghai incidents has "..firv' a cci-irleto chance e” 1
increasingly harmonious co-nr ration has been established
between the naval and the municÿ al
authorities.
For
example, a first a.- re orient was sow w ached for the
purpose of puttin.; a stop to the activities of soldiers
in civilian clothes within tl.e jntor,’ at ioral Settlement;
this was followed by a second a reciu-i.nt in accordance with
which the municipal police and the roarin'.s were to work
together in searching for soldiers in civilian clothes,
except in urgent cases;
persons guilty of offences
against the military laws were to be handed over to tho
gendarmerie .
This agreement entered into force on
February 2oth.
(The handing cv r of C'enc-ral ’."one Kang
to the Japanese gendarmerie by the superintendent of the
municipal police at llongkew is an example of this
co
operation) ( 1) .
The Japanese sentries have been gradually 'withdrawn
from March 2nd.
On the 3rfl- their number had been de
creased by half, and on the 6th. by two thirds.
Their
number-’..'as at that mor.ent reduced to about a hundred,
and when the fourth report was trre s ni :;t‘. d, it was hoped
that normal conditions would s'en be re-established, There
wore then no longer ar.y Jarar.eso sentries in the Hor.dkcw
district concession and on the reads of the Extension.

W

A person whose manner aroused suspicion was observed
about II.30 r.m. on February 27th near the side chçr of
the Japanese Consulate General.
The marine's^acWrdingly
asked the Japanese municipal police to question him.
The
nan fled, pursued by the police and took refure in Astor y
The Russian hotel superintendents turned hi., out and
handed him over to the police.
After questioning him, the
head of the Hcngkew station handed him over to the Japan
ese gendarmerie.
As his identity was known he was treated
witn consideration and was liberated on March 1st,
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Communicate! to the Assembly,
A (Extr. )76. 1932. VII.
the Council and the Members of
the League.
Geneva, March 23rd, 193

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.
At the—request of the Japanese delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the following
communi cat ion ,dated March 22nd.

68/1932.

March 22nd, 1932.

To the Secretary-General.
Referring to my communication of March 19th
(No. 65/1932)
*
I have the honour to inform you that as a
result of the negotiations which took place on March 21st
a meeting has been arranged for the morning of the 23rd
at which military, naval, and civilian representatives of
Japan and China, and of the four Powers, will be present.

(Signed)

N. SATO.

Representative of Japan on the
Council of the League of Nations.

*

See Document A (Extr.) 69.1932.VII.
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cormrunicated to th»
Assertly, the Council and th»
Members of the League.

A.(Extr.) 75.1932.1'11.

Geneva, March 23rd.1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Situation in th» Shanghai District ♦

Note by th» Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to th»
Assembly the fourteenth report of the representatives of th» fou:
Powers having special interests in the Shanghai Settlement.
The thirteenth report was comri.unicated in document m.(Extr.)
71.1932.VII.

TELEGErJ.I FROM HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S MINISTER IN CHINA.

Despatched Shanghai,
Received.
Geneva,

15.02, March 23rd.
9.30
"
”

Situation Report 14 .
No change.

SOCIETE DES NATIONS.
Communiqué
l’assemble», au Conseil
et aux Membres de la
Société.

.(Extr.) 7 5.1932.VII.
Genève, 1» 23 mar’s 1932

APPEL DU GOUVERNEMENT CHINOIS.

Situation dans la région de Changhai.

Note du Secrétaire général.
Le Secrétaire général a l’honneur de transmettre à
1 VisseirLiée le quatorzième rapport des représentants des quatre
Puissances ayant d»s intérêts spéciaux dans la Concession d»
Shanghai, R» treizième rapport a été communiqué dans le document
À. (Extr. )71.'J.932.VII

ZgLDOM-im DU MINISTRE TE SA MAJESTE FRITANNIQUE EN CHINE.
Komis

Shanghai

Déçu

Genève

15h.O2, le 23 mars 1932.
9h.3O, le 23 mars.

Rapport numéro 14 sur la. situation.
Aucun changement
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Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members
of the League.

A. {Extr . )7z|.. 1JJ2 .VII.

Geneva, March 2}rd, 1952.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

Communication from the Chinese DelegatMr..
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Assembly the following communication, dated March
22nd, which he has received from the Chinese Delegation.

March 22, 1952.
To the Secretary-General.

I have the honour to communicate tn you the
following telegram of the 21st of March, which I
have just received from my Government', and shall be
onliged if you will have it circulated among the
Members of the Assembly:
"The Magistrate of the Srochrw District
reported that Japanese aeroplanes were still
reconnoitring the city of Soochrw daily.
"According tn a report of the Chekiang
Provincial Government, Japanese aeroplanes
attacked with machine-guns the Hangchow Railway
Station on the 2Cth instant."

(Signed) W. W. YEN.
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Ccrrjr.uHQUTlGALlSt-CTlQN^ q ,semely,
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the League.

A.(Extr.)73, 1932. VII.
Geneva, Mar~h 23rd, 1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CH1NEGE GOVERNMENT.
C ommunleaf ion, from the Chinese Delegation.

Note; by the Scoretary-General.

Tho Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the following communication, dated Mar-h 22ni, which he has
received from the Chinese Delegation.

Ref./A.7

March 22nd,1932.

To the Secretary-General.

At the request of the provincials of the Throe Eastern Provire es
new resident at Nanking, I have the honour to transmit to you th»
following telegram, dated March 21st, and shall he grateful if you
will bring the same to the attention cf the Members of the Assembly*,
"It is no less than half a year that the Three Eastern Provinces of
China have b»-en groaning under the iron heels of the Japanese
militarists.
In utter disregard of the r esolutions of th» Council
and cf the Assembly, which enjoined the. parties concerned not to
aggravate the situation, the Japanese, however, have proceeded
without the least hesitation to complete their aggressive plan for
th» annexation of the Three Eastern Provinces, as they did to
Korea, by instigating and compelling the outlaws, captives and
rebel elements to,set ur? the so-called Manchukuo Government (the
puppet government ;.
The allegation that the government is
established at the will of the people of Manchuria is but a
fabrication to fool the world.

"The eoramission of Inquiry of the League of Nations will be due
soon on tie spot.
Wo trust they -vill report to you the truth
and unbare the intrigues of the Japanese, and wo earnestly re
quest that the League of Nations will, in pursuance of its sole
purpose for the maintenance of world peace, do juotic» to China
by denouncing the puppet government, to whi^h the Chinese people
are bitterly opposed, and restoring to ’’hina her sovereign" fights
recognized by the ’world."
'
~
’
Signed;

W.W. TEN.
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APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNTIENT

Communication from the Chinese De 1 e ga t i o n.
Note by the Secretary-Genera1.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the following communication, dated March 22nd, which
he has received from the Chinese Delegation.

Ref.A.6.
March 22nd, 1952.

To the Secretary-General.

I have the honour to communicate herewith the
telegram, dated March 21, from Messrs. T.V. Soong air
chi, Minister of Finance and vice-1 Minister of Foreign
respectively, and to request you to be good enough to
the same -«among the Members of the Assembly:

follovino
Quo TaiAffairs
circulate

"Despite the injunction of the Assembly’s Resolution
for the cessation of further aggravation of the situation,
Mr. F.W.Maze, Inspector-General of the Customs, reports
that through the puppet government in Manchuria, the Japanese
have been proceeding to seize the customs revenue in
Manchuria, appointing Japanese advisers, and asking that
the customs revenue bo turned over to the puppet government.
They also insist that all appointments to the customs staff
in Manchuria and all tariff changes are to be submitted to
the puppet government for decisions.
It is threatened
that any refusal to comply will be mot by outright seizure
of the customs service.
Thus, the only remaining link of
the Three Eastern Provinces with the rest of China is being
broken, with the following consequences: (1) while there is
pretence at offering- the payment of the Boxer Indemnity and
foreign loan quotas, there will be no payment allowed for
meeting domestic loans charged on the customs; (2) the
control of. the customs service rill hc-ve the effect of closing
the open door in Manchuria not only to forei-n trade but
also domestic trade with the rest of China; (5) ’’’n have
definite knowledge that the Japanese or? arranging a customs
union of the Three Eastern Provinces with Janan, thus
completely severing Manchuria from China .end attaching it to
j apart •

In requesting you to draw the attention of the Assembly
and of the Committee of Nineteen to the telegram and haying in view
the repeated Japanese obligation to recognise the political and
territorial integrity of China, I am instructed by my Government
to protest in the most solemn mannei- against the threatened pro
ceedings and to declare that my Government will refuse to recognise
the legality of such proceedings should they be carried out.
“(Signed)

W. W. YEN.

.

..
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1932.

APPEAL_FRO M THE _CHI1CSE _ GGVERHAaNT

Situation in the Shanghai District
Note by. .the ,Se ere tar y-General

T,te Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the thirteenth report cf the representatives of
the four Powers having special interests in the Shanghai
Settlement.
The twelfth repor was communicated in document
A.(Extr.)70.1932.VII.

Telegram from His Britannic Majesty's Minister in China.

Lespatcned Shanghai,
Received

Geneva

13h.2~ March 22nd.

9h.GC

"

”

Situation report 13.

Embarkation eleventh division continues aa.schedule.
Withdrawal certain naval units also in progress.
Nc other important developments.
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Geneva, Marcn 21st,

APPEAL FRnu THE CHINESE GCVEP.iJMEN'P .

Situation in the Shanghai pi s t r i c t.

Ilote ry the Secretary-General .

+,
t
-jecrotarv-Goneral has tne honour to circulate tn
tne Assembly the twelfth report of the rendent Jùpo n/u
four oow
havlng spe,ial inter6sts in the
FLltr ? e79]s3?nvTTre*’Ort W“S ‘!0”mur‘icat1» Document
A • k — A bl . J . C ( .
. V II .

Telegram from His Britannic Majesty'b Minister in China.

Despatched

Shanghai,

Received

Geneva,

12h44, March 21st

9h00

”

"

Situation Report 12, March 21st.

Embarkation lltn Division for Japan begins today.
Movement expected be completed Marcn 22nd.

On complete departure of Division there will

still be approximately 37000 Japanese troops remaining.

1932.
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Communicateu to the Awseir.tly,
trie Council and the Members
of tho League.

a.

(E^tr.)

Geneva,

*9.1932.VII.

Mai^h 21st,

1932.

APTE.aL FROM THE CnlLESE GQVERIa/IENT.

Communication from the Japanese he legation.

Rote ly the 5 ecretarv-General.

The Secretary-General has tne honour to circulate to tne
Assembly the following communication, dated I/Urch 19th, which
he has received from tne Japanese Rtlegation.

Geneva,

Karen 19th,

1932.

To the Secretary-Goneral
League of Nations.
of the

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that in the course
of the negotiations for the cessation of Hostilities which
took place to-day at Shanghai, the Japanese and Chinese
representatives reached a general agreement, wx.ich has just
been submitted to their respective Governments.

A further meeting will be held on March 21st, at
10 a.m., at wnich the final decisions, on matters of detail,
will te taken.
It has teen dec idea not to publish any
records of the negotiations until ti.ey nave been apprevea
Fy the
Governments.
I teg you to bring the above to the notice of tne
Me. iters of tho Council and of tne League, and nave the nonour

to be,

et-'.

(Signed ;

3. SATn.
Japanese representative on
tiie Council.
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Translation
Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members
cf the League.

ÀTTEAL

A. (Extr. ) 08.1932 .Vil

Geneva, March 21st,

1932.

ThE _CRINhSE GC VEHEMENT

Communication from the Japanese Delegation,

’

Note _bv_ the Se^retary-Ge nera 1.

‘

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the following c .-.mmunication dated. March 20 th, which
he has received, from the Japanese delenation.

P-iar.'h 2uth, 1032

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that orders have been
s-iven today to

Flotilla,

the Third Naval Division,

the First Destroyer

the First Aircraft Carrier Flotilla, and the Cruiser

"Oi” belonging to the Third Squadron new at Shanghai,
Chinese ’waters and return to J.apan.

at Shan.hai will be only ver;

to le^-ve

The naval forces remainiI16

slightly in excess cf those

which were there before the present incidents.

Requesting you to communicate the

foregoing to the

Members cf the Council and of the League,
I have the honour, etc.,

(Sgd)

S.

3ATC
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CommunieatRd to the
Assembly, the Council
and the Members of the
League.

A.(Extr.)c7.

1j32.vii.

Geneva, Larch 19 th, 193

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE G OVER Hi IL IT!.

Situation in the Shanghai District.

Note ty the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour- to circulate to
the Assembly the eleventh report of the representatives of
the four Powers having special interests in the Shanghai
Settlement.
The tenth report was communicated in Document
A.(Extr.) 65.1933.VII.

Telegram from His Britannic, Majesty's minister
in China.

Ha r ch 19th, 19 3 D •
Despatched Shanghai, 13h(?5.
Received Geneva, 9h00 a.m.
Situation retort No. 11.
March 19th.
Embarkation one Japanese mixed Brigade for JaPun
continues.
Commun d«r 19th route army pro tests to neutral
observers against continued flights Japanese aircraft
beyond Shirakawa patrol zone.
Reperds from Chinese
sources civilians injuied owing fire fmm aeroplanes no «
been verified.
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SOCIETE DES NATIONS.

Communiqué à l’assemblée,
au Conseil et aux Membres
de la Société.

A (Extr.) 66.1952.VII.
Genève, le 19 mars 1QJ2.

APPEL DU GOUVERNEMENT CHINOIS.
Communication de la Délégation japonaise.

Note du Secrétaire général.

Le Secrétaire général a l’honneur de transmettre à
l'Assemblée la Communication suivante, en datte du 18 mars,
qu’il a reçue de la Délégation japonaise :

Monsieur le Secrétaire général ;
Me référant à la communication que j’ai eu l’honneur
de faire au Comité des Dix-neuf concernant les pourparlers
en vue de la cessation des hostilités à Shanghaï, je m’empresse
de porter à votre connaissance que le ministre du Japon à
Shanghaï vient de me faire savoir qu’une réunion officielle
aura lieu le 19 à 10 heures du matin.
En v ous priant de bien vouloir informer de ce qui pré
cède les membres du Conseil et de la Société, je vous prie
d’agréer....
etc.....

( s.) S. SATO,
Représentant du Japon au Conseil
de le Société des Nations.
LEAGUE CF NATIONS.
A(Extr.) 66.193

.VII.

Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members of
Geneva, Mai ch 19th,
the League.
APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

1932.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Assembly the following communication dated March 16th, which
he has received from the Japanese Delegation.

Sir,
Wit h reference to the communication I had the honour
to make to the Committee of Nineteen regard ing tne negotiations
foi the cessation of hostilities at Shanghai, I hav
he nonour
to inform you that the Japanese Minister at Shanghai has
t
notified' me that an official æ eting will take place on the
19th at 10 a.m.
Requesting yorb to communicate the foregoin
to tip
He mb cis of the Council of the League,
I hau; the honour , etc.
(Sgd.) S. SATO
Japanese Representative on the Council
of the League of Nations.
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SOCIETE DES NATIONS.
.k.

Oommuniqua à l’assemblée,
au Conseil et aux Membres
de la-.Société

Genève,

(Extr.) 65.L52.VII

le 16 mars

1?52.

ixkuL EU GOUVERNEMENT CHINOIS
Situa tien dans la Région de ^hanghai .
Note du Secrétaire général.
Le Secrétaire général a l'honneur de transmettre à l'assemblée
le dixième rapport des représentants des quatre Puissances ayant
des intérêts spéciaux dans la Concession de Changhai. . Le neuvième
rapport a été communiqué dans le document
(Extr.) 65.i932.VII.

T iLnGRxxMML DU MlRIolR-n Dm

.uIl r<N Cii±NA.

ou

Remis à 15 h.50 ls 18 mars
Re^u à 9 heures le 1'3 mars.

Rapport ÇQm..un No. 10 sur la situation,

18 mars.

Aucune activité au cours des dernières vingt-quatre
heures sinon que les Japonais poursuivent leurs recon
naissances aériennes au-dessus des positions chinoises.
Les
Japonais se proposent également d'utiliser un ballon d'observa
tion et ont publié une déclaration disant que l'emploi de cel
engin n'implique aucune action offensive.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

Oom.iunicated to the assembly,
the 'Vuiril and the Members
of the League.

u..

-Extr.) 65.19>2. VU

Geneva, March 18th,

1952.

AH .AL FROM TH.. CHINESE G0V2RNMAIT .
Situation in the Shanghai District.
I>te by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary General has the honour to circulate to the
xxssemtly the tenth report of the representatives of th
four Powers
having special interests in the Shanghai Settlement.
The ninth
report was com..iur.icated in Document a. \ Extr. ) 65.1332. VII.
TELEGRAM FROM HIS NAHSlY’s MINISTER IN CHINA.

D. I.5D p.ra. Mar^h 18th.
R,. 5.00 a.m. March 18th.
jc int Situation Report Ro,

LG, March 18th.

No activity during past twenty-four heurs except con
tinued Japanos.j air reconnaissances ever Chinese positions.
Japanese also propose employ observation balloon and have
issued statement that its use does not imply offensive
action.
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Communicated to the! Assembly,
tneE’QWÏJfîALi ^EGTiQ'N the] Memb ers of
- - - - -MMàTl-----------.the League.

A.(Extr.)64.1932.VII.

Geneva,

March 18th, 1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE _G0VERNIIE NT.

Note by the Secretary-General.

7

The Secretary-General has the honour to communicate herewith
for the information of the Assembly, the following correspondence
dated March 18th, 1332:
I
II
Ill

Letter addressed to the Representatives of China and Japan.
Letter addressed to the Acting President of the Council.
Reply addressed on behalf of the Acting President of the Council
to the President of the Assembly.

E.
Letter addressed to the Représentât ives_of China and Japan.
March 18 th, 1932.
At a meeting held on March 17th, the Special Committee which was
ss't up by the Assembly at its meeting of March 11th decided, in execu
tion of the functions entrusted to it by the Assembly, to invite the
Governments of China and Japan to inform it of the measures which they
have taken, or expect to take in the near future, in order to carry
into effect the resolutions adopted by the Council on September 30th
and December 10th, 1931.
I am accordingly instructed by the Committee to request you to
take steps to ensure that the information in question is communicated
at the earliest possible moment to me for transmission to the Committee.
(Signed)

Eric DRUMMOND.
Secretary General.
II.

Letter addressed to the Acting President of the Council.
March’ 18th,1932.
I- execution of the mandate given to him at its meeting of March
17th, the President of the Special Committee of the Assembly has in
structed me to inform you that, referring to the penultimate paragraph
of the Assembly’s resolution of March lath, the Committee would attach
great importance to receiving at the earliest moment -which the Council
may find possible any reports whihe may reach the Council from the
Commission apppinted by its resolution of Iccembor 10th, 1931.
In
particular, the Committee desires to receive information as soon as may
be possible in regard to the general situation in Manchuria.
The Com
mittee would be most grateful to you if, in your capacity as President
of the Council, you would consider what steps may be taken in order to
give effect so far as is possible to the wishes which it has expressed.
♦

Eric DRUMMOND.
Secretary-General.

"

(Signed)

1

■

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

*

i

7 1CC2

}

!
|
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Ferly addressed on hcralf of the Aot_ing___Presi_çe_n_t_ . jo_f_thf_
pros là ont of _the Aos •'nobly •

March. 18th, 19152.

I have the honour, on bo naif of the President of.the
Council of the League of Nations, to acknowledge receipt o
letter dated March 18th which you addressed to him through m/
intermediary on tehalf of the fecial Comittoe of the Assembly.
The President of the Council is commun., ca u mg thi--' lOutei \>iu.^out
delay to the Members of the Council and also to the vommirbion^of
Enquiry which. was appointed ty t*1® Council ry its resolution oi
December 10th, 19b1.

Eric DlhhlhONT.
Secretarv-Oencral.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Comuhicated to the Assembly
the Council and the Members
of the League.

A. (Extr. ) (.3.1932. VII
Gene v<-

roh 17th,

193

APPEAL FROM TR^CHT^SSE COY^T-.-NT.
Sit u ation in the S hangh ç i I) 1 s trict.

No t e by t he Sec re t ary - Gen e ra 1.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Assembly the ninth report of the representatives of the
four Powers having special interests in the Shanghai Settle
ment.
The eighth report was coir'unicated in document
A.(Extr. ) 38.1932.’.'II.

TELEGRAM FROM HIS MAJESTY’S MINISTER IN CHINA

D. 1.18 p.m.

17th March, 1032.

R. G.OO a

17th March, I932

J0int Sit uati_o_n_ Report No.9.
Quiet along both fronts

Contrer;,- to press reports

there have been no inport art changes troop dispositions either

side.

Beginning tomorrow Japanese commence re-embarkation

one nixed brigade.

Î
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LEAGUE CF NATIONS.

r-cmmunicated to the Assembly,
Jfthe Council and the Members of
'
the League.

A.(Extr.।62.1933. VII.
Geneva, March 17th, 1932.

APP.EAL ÏROM THF CHINESE_ _G0V y RNIuJKT .
0 o.mmun ica tien from ..thl _Chine_sc Delegat icr..

Not e _b y _thp_ Gee re t ary-Ger, gr a 1.

At the request of the Chinese delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the
fallowing communi^atecl dated March 17th.

miCRANDUM.

In view of the coming recess of the Disarmament Conference

■ and the departure from Geneva of members cf the special Committee
set up under the Assembly Resolution of March 11th, necessitating

perhaps the adjournment of the Committee itself until April, I
respectfully venture to suggest the following points for consi

deration.
According to the Assembly Resolution of March 11th the
Committee has certain functions with regard to the execution of
(aj

the Assembly Resolution. rf March 4th and (b)

the Council

Resolutions ^f September 30th and December loth.

1.

As regards (a)

its task is ”tc report as soon as possible

on the cessation cf hostilities and the conclusion cf arrangements

which shall render definitive the said cessation and shall regulate
the withdrawal cf the Japanese forces in conformity with the

Assembly resolution of March 4th, 1932.”

At the time cf the passing

of the March 4th resolution it was made quite clear by the Assembly
that the resolution ruled cut the attaching of any conditions to
the withdrawal of Japanese troops as being incompatible with the

(jn-antr "m-.d

bfrrwrfrhlrawal1 wus %"*!?■" rempié té;

Lb ras tn tirege

DECLASSIFIED:
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Covenant and that the withdrawal must fee complete,

pt was cn these

twc understandings that the Chinese Government accepted, the resn-,
lution, and these two understandings were subsequently endorsed bv

the U.S» Government.

Yet it is clear from

a reb'ent--

■;

telegram

that the Japanese Government are attempting tc do precisely what

the Assembly and U.S.A, have condemned, namely to impose political
renditions as the price of Japanese withdrawal.

Indeed,

they are

trying under cover of the Assembly’s resolution to force the
Chinese Government to accept a Japanese ultimatum.

It would in the circumstances appear imperative for the

Committee tc inform the

representatives of the powers at Shanghai

and the Chinese and Japanese Governments what is meant by the
Assembly Resolution of March 4th.

3.

As regards (b). the Committee is to follow the execution

of the Council resolutions of September 3C th and December 10th.

The former resolution imposes the obligation on the Japanese
Government to "continue as rapidly as possible the withdrawal of
its troops, which had already begun, into the railway zone in
proportion as the safety of the lives and property of Japanese

nationals is effectively assured",

tc "assume responsibility for

and on the Chinese Government

the safety of the lives and property

of Japanese nationals outside that zone as the withdrawal of

Japanese troops continues and the Chinese local authorities and
police forces are re-established."

She December ICth resolution re-affirmed the September 3Cth

resolution and called upon "the Chinese and Japanese Governments

tc take all steps necessary tn assure its execution,

so that the

withdrawal of the Japanese troops within the railway zone may be

effected as speedily as possible under the conditions set forth ir.
the said resolution."

The resolution went on to state explicitly

that the appointment of the Commission of Enquiry was without
prejudice to carrying out these measures.

These two resolutions

DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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ar.d. the ftiscussior. in thv Council on Oofccter 23rd (S«o the extracts
quoted nr. pp. 12 - 16 cf A(Extr.)l/ together with the Assembly’s

cendomnation cf the idea of a suttluraent under military pressure,

makes it clear that the withdrawal of Japanese troops is the

essential preliminary to a settlement based on the Covenant.

It would appear to follow that the first task ci

the Committee

is to implement this part of thé Assembly’s resolution by requesting

the parties to supply information on what stops they have already
taken or proposed to execute their obligations under the September

SCth and Dec ember ICth resolutions, and what they are prepared to
do to carry out those r'bligations in full,

The parties might be

asked to supply this information in time for the first meeting

of the Committee after th^ Easter recess.
3.

Since the danger of military pressure has boon removed

by securing Japanese evacuation the Committee is instructed "to

endeavour to prepare the

settlement of the dispute ..........

accordance with Article 15, paragraph 3,

in

of the Covenant, and to

submit a statement ............ ”
This no doubt will be a lengthy and. complex task,

to be carried

out only in the light cf the data received from the Commission of
Enquiry on the spot.

But it would appear appropriate and consonant

with Ljugue proceuents if the Committee were to give instructions
to the Secretariat forthwith to piepure for its consideration
draft programme or agenda,

indicating for ir.sf^nc,3 thc types of

question with which it might expect tn deal,

cf information,
machinery,

the ways in which and the issues on which League

such as the Court and the technical organizations,

oculd most appropriately be used,
4.

the. available sources

etc.

According to the ^th paragraph referring to the Com

mittee’s functions,

it has to submit a firQt progress report to

the Assembly as soon as possible and at the latest on May 1st, 1932.
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The Committee’s report will,

it is beli-r/ed, take into account

reports from the Commission ci Enquiry,

committees or ugants

as well as ircm other

on. cehulf of the

It may

therefore be suggested that the Commission cf Enquiry he instructed
to make a first report on conditions ir. Manchuria in time for the
next meeting.

In view of the statement made by thç President of

the Council on D-Cv.fbur ICth when officially interpreting the
resolution cf that date,

that "If th-, urd.jrtakir.gs given by the

two Parties according to thj resolution cf September 3C th have

not been carried cut ry the time of the arrival of the Commission

(cf Enquiry),

the Commission should as speedily as possible report

to the Council on the situation, " this first report would presu

mably deal with the extent to which Japan has carried out her

obligations under the September 3Gth and December 10th Resolutions
and what she is prepared to do to complete thair execution.
.5.

My Government feels great anxiety at the present tense

situation in Shanghai and Manchuria, and feels that the best check
or. Japanese aggressive activities is the

constant League supervision.

sense of vigilant and

I huv; no doubt the President fully

appreciates this aspect of th-.; mutter ana intends to take appro

priate m-.asur-js to keep in touch with events ard to have the

‘

Committee and if necessary the Assembly itself summoned at short
notice should unexp -.ct id do/Ji opinants occur.

But it would relieve

my Government’s anxiety to huva information as to such measures,
I therefore respectfully suggest t^at the arrangements contemplated

under this head should be publicly announced as soon us possible.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members
of the League.

A.(Extr.)61.1932.VII.
Geneva, March 17th,

1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.
Note by the Secretary-General.
At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the
following communication dated March 16th.

The Japanese Delegation has already drawn attention on
several occasions to the inaccuracy of certain official Chinese
communications.
In accordance v/ith information obtained from
the local authorities, it desires to submit the following correction
1. Bombardments from the air mentioned in documents A.(Extr.)
14 and 19, paragraph 1.
There has been no bombardment from the air since the
cessation of hostilities was proclaimed on March 3rd.

On March 4^^ aeroplanes reconnoitering in the Kuangsan
and Soochow area having been fired at, replied with
machine gun fire.
On March 5th aeroplanes set out to reconnoitre in the
Kwangtu area, but did not fire.
2. Establishment of a Japanese police administration at
Chapei (document a.(Extr.) 19. paragraph 2). .

There is no truth whatever in the statement that the
Japanese forces intend to set up a police organisation
at Chapei,
3. Burning of the Hsingtan village
(document A.(Extr.) 46).

by Japanese troops

Untrue.

4. Construction of an aerodrome
A. (Extr.) 45 and 46) •

at Liuho

(documents

Untrue.
5. Civilian population compelled to hoist Japanese flags
and farm-houses burned wherever resistance was offered.
(idem).

Untrue.
The Japanese troops have sometimes given the inhabitants
papers bearing the Rising Sun to certify that no soldiers in
civilian clothes were concealed in their houses.
The.occupants
of these houses have often placed the certificates on their
doors.
These are probably the facts which have been mis
represented in the Chinese official reports.

6. The Japanese troops have strict orders not to cross the
surveillance lino indicated in the commander-in-chief's communiqua
of March 8th.
This line is os follows:
starting from the north,
Lobenkao, Fojaochen,fYowongtse, Iwaikangchen, Antingchen,
Peikangchen, then towards the east;
from this village up to the
international Settlement along the Soochow river.

SHANGHAI INCIDENTS.
Official telegram received by the Japanese Delegation.
Tokio, March 16th.
The order was given on March 14th to the
11th division, the 24th mixed brigade and certain special
detachments at present in Shanghai, to return tc Japan.
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LnAGUE OF NATIONS.

Communicated, to the Assembly,
the । CouHH-lÏÏC^lnàECJ]l^l Members
of tTfe^Teague.

A.(Extr.)6G.1932.VII.
Geneva, March 17th,

1932.

2LPPE.IL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT,

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the
following communication dated. March 16 th.

March 16th,

1932.

Sir,
Referring to the communication of the Chinese delegation
(document A.(Extr.)39-VII) concerning a telegram from M. T.V.
Soong, Finance Minister, with regard to the Customs at Antung,
I have the honour to inform you that our Consul in that town
informed Mr R.M. Talbot, Customs Commissioner, of the contents
of the Chinese communication, and that the latter has replied
to the following effect:
1. That he has been officially informed by the Superin
tendent of the arrival of a Japanese Adviser;
2.
incorrect ;

Ti.'.at paragraph 1 of the Chinese communication is

3. Txxat the last part of paragraph 2 concerning the
declarations of the Consul is also incorrect;

4. That he (Mr Talbot) in his telegram to InspectorGeneral Mazo, had expressed a personal opinion and had reported
current rumours, but that he had certainly not attributed to
the Japanese Consul the statements which M. Soong's telegram
alleged him to have made.
He (Mr Talbot) had sent a telegram
to M. Maze contradicting this information and asking him to
rectify it.
(Signed)

S. SA10.
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A. (Extr. )59.1932.VII.

Geneva, March 17th, 1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

C-mmur.i cation jfrom th°_.Chinese Relegation.
N'i_to |->y fRo Secretary-General .

At the request of the Chinese relegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate tn the Assembly the
f-llnwing telegram dated March 10th.

TELEGRAM FROM MESSRST.V.SOONG, WELLINGTON KOO AND QUO TAI-CHI.

Or Monday (the 14th inst.), Mr. Quo, Vice-Minister of

Foreign Affairs,

attended a tea-party given by Sir Miles Lampson,

H.B.M.’s Minister, Mr.

the French Minister,

the American Minister, Mr. Wilder,

and Mr. Ciano,

and met Mr. Shigemitsu,
draft Agenda

Johnson,

the Italian Consul-General,

the Japanese Minister.

The following

for the Armistice meeting was drawn up,

subject to

the approval of the Chinese and Japanese Governm°nts:

”1.

Chines0 troops are to remain in their present positions,

pending a later settlement.
”2.

Japanese troops are to withdraw to the International

Settlement and the extra-Settlement roads in the Hongkew district
as before-the incident, viz,

January 23th.

It is understood,

however, that in view of the numbers of Japanese troops to be

aeorrcx dated,

some will have to be temporarily stationed in lo

calities adjacent to the above-mentioned areas.
”3.

A joint Commission with neutral members is to certify

to the mutual withdrawal.
"Note;

It is understood that no other questions ?f prin

ciple will te raised.
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’Separate Ket<=> (subject t”> the approval of the Chinese
Gc vernment ) :

The following unie est an ling is agreed ,r?<'n:

1 re

viled a definite agreement is reached, on the basis cf the above
points,

the Chinese sid° will voluntarily give an independent

undertaking that Mayor Wu’s letter cf January 2Pth stands.”

Yesterday Minister Shigemitsu visited Sir Miles Lampson,
making the following change to paragraph 3 cf the original

draft :
”A joint Commission with neutral Members is

to certify to

the carrying rut of the Agscoment under paragraphs 1 and 2,

and watch and observe the general conditions in the evacuated
area until a leter settlement”.

A formal meeting was arranged for this afternoon (16th

instant)

to adopt the draft agenda, tut is prstpon°d upon the

request of Minister Shigemitsu ui the ground that no instruction

r.as teen received from Tokyo.

The above information has teen

communicated to the Lytton Commission of Enquiry.

The Chinese Government considers the preposed amendments
by the Japanese Minister as unacceptable.

In the opinion of

the Chinese Government the Separate Note as mentioned above

should not be raised at the Armistice négociations, because
it is tantamount to a political condition for the evacuation
of the Japanese forces.
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Crmunicated. to the
Assembly, the Council
and the Members of
the League.

A.(Extr.) 58 1952.VU
Geneva, March 16th, IQ^2’

APPEAL FROM TH171 CHIP!',ST GCVIMVR^MT
Situation in the Shanghai District.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Assembly the eighth report of the representatives
of the four Powers having special interests in the Shan?, hai
Settlement.
The seventh report was communicated in
doc u; .ent A. ( Axtr. ) . 56.19J2 . VII.

TTJLEGRaî'I FRO” HIS ’MJASTY'S MINISTER IN CHINA.
D.

1.51 p.n.

16th March, 19J2.

R.

9.OO a.n.

16th ”arch, I952.

JOINT SITUATION IMPORT 1To. 8^

Ho chwe.
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LEAGUE CF TATIONS
Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council 'œd the Members
r"'? the League.

A.

(Extr.)

57.1932. VII.

Geneva, March 16th,

1932.

APPEAL FHCM TIB CHINNS L GOVERNMENT.
Communication from the_ . Jup ane s e_ IMlegat io n•

Note by the

Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese Délégation, the Sec.-etaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the following
communications date! March 10th and. 14th.

Summary of official telegrams re ceived by

March 10th,

th e Japane se Delegatien.

1932.

1.
Since the departure of the Chinese troops from Chapci
the Japanese marines have co-operated with the Municipal Council
of the International Settlement in repairing the roads
tn
the
Extension of the S-ttlemant.
These roads have been cleared and
are beginning to resume their normal aspect.
The police of the
Municipal Council is maintaining order in certain of the Chinese
quarters by arrangement with the Japanese forces.
2.
The Municipal Council has already issued more than
11,000 passes to Chinese desirous of removin^ their goods from
this zone.
The Japanese troops are helping to repair the light
and gas.
This work is progr assinc slowly, and consequently ^nly
a few Chinese have so far teen able to return tn their homes.

3.
Access to the quarters of Chapei west of the Railway
Line is only allowed to holders of yernw, until th* or.eBo,
grenades, mines, eV-., abandoned by th; Chinese troop.-, h.-ve
been removed
and
order has b-on re-established.
Rumours hav
ing been circulated to the effect that the Japanese were going to
set fire to this part of Chapei as a reprisal, a large number of
Chinese fled with their possessions.
Manv cases of lootin^ have
been reported.
4.
The work of removing dangerous objects from the Wo a su ng
zone is practically completed, and with the restoration of order
a large number of Chinese and foreigners arc returning to this
district.

SHANGHAI INCIDENTS.

March 14th, 1932.
1.
T..e Municipal Council of the International Mttl':rm.nt,
in agreement with the Japanese, mil it nr., authorities and the Chinese
authorities, decided to bake sanitary measures in the quarters nf
Chapei near the Set, tlomont.
After referring the. matter to the
meeting of the; Consular Corps on March ICth, the first measures
were taken on the 14th and are being actively pursued.
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2.
Many refugees have been evacuated, from Cnapei
with the kelp of the Japanese marines. who ?ave distributed
provisions to the inhabitants of this district.
Since
Liar ch 4 th the naval authorities have organised med ical rounds of
inspection twice daily, and assistance is given to all sick
and wounded who apply to the posts of marines.
The
sanitary units of the Red. Cross and Catholic missions made
an insr-jction at Chapel or. March 7th, but they considered
it unnecessary to continu,; th.'-.s^ rounds in vivw ^f the
activity already displayed by the Japanese sanitary
units.

Karen 14th, 1922.
Since the proclamation of the cessation oi
hostilities on March 3rd the following hostile acts have
been comr. It ted against our troops by the Chinese troops:
1.
On March 8th,
on a Japanese patrol.

near Liuho, the Chinese fired

2.
On March 8th and 9th, at hating,
were attached by soldiers in civij Lan clothes.

our sentinels

3.
On the 9th, at Kauziang, shots were fired
r.t
the general commanding the brigade; in the course
of the evening our troops were twice attacked by Chinese
soldiers in civilian clothes n~.‘.r Ker.zir-iur station.
4.
On the 10th a group of officers was attacked by
a detaciiment of Chinese soldiers armed with machine-guns,
who had crossed the Soochow river at about 6 km. from
lianziang.
One Japanese officer wis rounded. In the afternoon
of the same day shots were fired at the colonel commanding
one of the first-line regiments near Manziang station.
During the night sentinels were attacked by soldiers in civilian
olot’.os west of iianziang stwtio;..
Or.*,- soldier was wounded.

b.
On the 11th several shots were fired at a
motor-boat between t’anziang and luting; a patrol was
also attacked on the same day south of luting.
During
the night some thirty Chinese horsemen launched an attack
in this neighbourhood, (see previous communication).
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Cdlmmunicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members
cf the League.
LEAGUE

A. (Extr) .56.123 2.vil.
OF

NATIONS.

GENEVA, March 15th, 1932.

_A1TEAL FK OF T>tE ÇHJNESF CQVHJ-fllENT.
SITUAT I Oil IN J' HE SHANÇTAI LI ST?J CT.

Note ty the Sccr£t-•ry~oe ne ral.

The Secretary-General ho s the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the seventh rerort ci the representatives of the
four Lowers havinr special interests in the Shanghai Settle
ment.
The si? th repoit ’.'/as communicated in document
A. (Ertr ) 53.1932 . VII /

TELEGRAM FLOE HIS MAJESTY’S MINIS TEL IN CHINA.
D.

1.22 p.m.

15th March, 1932.

h.

9.00 a.m.

15th March 1932.

Joint Situation Report No.F

■Reports regarding clashes between opposing forces
becoming less frequent?
Information from liaison officers
on Chinese side suggests Chinese intend remain on defensive.
2.
Orders for return to Japan 11th Division and
24th mixed brim de have teen received Japanese army headquarters
Shanghai.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS .
Communicated to tho Assembly,
the Council and the Members
of the League.

A.(Extr,)55.1932/711.

Geneva, Mareh 15141, 1932

APPEAL FROM TIE CHINESE GOVUiNMSNT.
Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Nute by the Secretary-General.
Thi- Secretary-General lias the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the following communication, dated Mai-ch 14th, which he
has received from the Chinese Delegation,

Ref 4.2.

March

14th, 1932.

To the Secretary-General,

I have the honour to cowunicate the following summary

of telegrams received during the last few days from Nanking by
the Chinese Delegation and to request that you will be good
enough to communicate the saias to the Assembly:
1. According to telegraphic reports from Marshal Chang
Hsueh-liang, since the inauguration of the puppet govern
ment in Manchuria, the trains running between Mukden and
Shanhaikwan have been flying the flag of the illegal govern
ment.The Japanese authorities have been forcing the village
elders of Chinohow, Ihsien, Hain-ohen and Suichung (districts
in the western part of Liaoning Province) to sign documents
to the effect that the stationing of Japanese troops in the
said localities was requested on their initiative for the
protection of the people. as to the puppet government the
Japanese also allege that it -was formed by the will of the
people.

2. According to telegraphic reports from our Legation
in Tokyo, it was learned that the Japanese Cabinet decided
not to accord for the present official recognition t© the
puppet government, but was prepared to negotiate directly
with the said government on questions which relate to Japan* ;
national policy or to the finances of Manchuria,
As to increasing the strength of permanent Japanese
military effectives in Manchuria, investments and otherwise
economically developing Manchurit, it was decided to ler.vc
them t® be considered by the proper authorities concerned.
When important matters relating thereto should come up, they
would be* considered by the Cabinet.

3. According to reports of the Shanghai Commissioner
Customs, nine Japanese- war vessels entered the harbour on the
13th March, loaded with aeroplanes and war materials.

(Signed)

W.W. YEN
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LZAÇT.F OF NATIONS
Communicated tn the Assembly,
the Council and the Members of
the League.

A.('rxtr.) 54. 19,52.17n

oc;-cva, March 14th,

1932.

APPEAL FL CM TFF CHINESE OCTINKCEAT.

I

at icn from the _J apa n c se Le le,™ s t i on

Ï
If

Hote by the Secretary-^ene ral.

-------------—------------- “—— —~

?

-------

At the request of the Japanese delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate tn the Assembly the
iollov/ino communication dated March 14th.

l

INCI J_E BTS. AT 34ANCRAT

Summary of an official ielerrtm

March lit-h by the

ceived on

«apanese relegation.

On March 11th, about 9.30 p.m., a detachne nt nf about
30 Chinese cavalry appeared at Lcutany, o kilometres inside
the control zone.
Under cover of the darkness they attacked.
cur posts, which succeeded in rcpulslnm them at about 10.25 p.m.

i

*
î
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LEAGUE PEJjATIONS.

C ommuni c a tvd to thj nssombly,
the Council and th e Members
of th 3 Lea-rue.

A.(Extr.) 53 • IS’?2. VII.

Geneva, i'arch 14th,

1952.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

Situation in th-3 Shanghai District.

Noto by the Scoretary-Gmoral.

the honour to circulate to the
^ss-^nblv the sixth report
of th
ths representatives 01 the four
uort of
Pon 7rs having special interests in the Shanghai Settlement.
Thu fifth report was communicated in document
( .ibX ui . ) pl • 195^-• ^11 •

TELEGRuH FROM HIS MAJESTY'S MINIuTER IN CNINA•
D.
R.

12.58 p.m.
G.00 a.m.

14th March,

14th March,

1952.

1952.

Situation Report No. 6.
Noon March 14th.
Nothing important occurred during P^st
forty-eignt hours.
Headquarters recently arrived Japanese 14th

division is now in linj.
2. Japanese headquarters state. Tokyo War Office is actively
considering withdrawal portion troops now in Shanghai
but no order yet been received.
5. Reports from foreigh liaison oïficer on Chinese front
indicate situation gradually becoming stabilised.
Very little
activity at front beyond minor clashes with Japanese cavalry

patrols.
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AWiEFHCAN CONSULATE
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

A.(Extr.)52.1932.VII.

Assembly,
Members
of the League.

Gene va, Marsh 14th, 19 3g,

APPEAL FROM 'THE CHINESE G0VEHE3JKMT.

Communication from the Chinese Dele,gation.
Note

the Sec ret ary-Genera 1.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to
the Assembly the fcllowing communication, dated March 12th, address
ed by the Chinese Representative to the President of the Assembly"^

Rf./A(l).

March 12, 1932.

To the President of the Assembly.
In accordance with instructions from my Government, 1
have the honour to inform you that the Chinese Government accepts
the Resolution adopted by the Assembly of the League of Nations on
the 11th instant.
As I anticipated in my explanation to the
Assembly for my abstention, the acceptance of the Resolution has
been delayed because of the time required for telegraphic
communication between Geneva and Nanking, and for no ether reason.

My Government is gratified that practically all the
principles of importance, for ’which it has contended since the
very inception of the Sino-Japanese dispute, have been incorporated
in the Resolution of March 11th.
My Government desires to refer
in particular to three of these principles:

1.
That the settlement of the dispute should not be sought
under the str-ess of military coercion, -which it takes to mean
that the evacuation of Japanese troops must precede négociation.
2.
That it is the obligation of members of the League to
submit any dispute which may arise among them to procedures for
peaceful settlement, which absolves the Republic of China from
all responsibility for the present terrible state of affairs in
Manchuria, Shanghai and other parts of China, and
3.
That it is incumbent upon the members of the League of
Nations not to recognise any situation, etc., brought about
contrary to the Covenant of the League or the Pact of Paris.
The word ’’situation" must, of couise, cover the present state of
things created in Manchuria through Japanese manipulation,
instigation and military, support, - in particular to the puppet
government in Manchuria.
I shall be deeply obliged
the knowledge of the Assembly.

(Signed)

to you to bring

W.W. Y1£N.

the above to
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members of
the League.

A.(Extr.)51.1932.VII.

Geneva, March 14th, 1932

APPEAL FROM THE CHINJSE. GOVERNMENT,
Situât ioii__in..District.

Note by the §e.org tary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the fourth? and fifth reports of the representatives of
the four Powers having special interests in the Shanghai Settle
ment.
The previous report was communicated in document
A.(Extr.)44.1932.VII.

TELEGRAM FROM HIS .MINISTER. IN CHINA.
D.

R.

11th March, 1932.

12.38 p.m.
9.00 a.m.

11th March, 1932.

Joint Situation Report No. 4.
No change.

TELEGRAM FROM HIS ïIAJESTY’S MINISTER IN CHINA.

D. 2.00 p.m.

12th March, 1932.

R. 9.00 a.m.

12th March, 1932.

Joint Situa tion_ hcoor t Np_._ _5.___
Generally all quiet.

2.

Japanese headquarters stuff report attack 9.30 p.m.

yesterday by 30 mounted Chinese on an outpost company at Lut an--*
After an hour’s fighting Chinese were repulsed with loss.

n0

Japanese casulatics.

3.

zi.ll fighting portion 14th Division and attached

units have now been disembarked.
4.

Japanese continue daily air reconnaissances towards

Soochcw and Hangchow.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

A.(Extr) .FC .1?F' .VII.
1 < ;1
ux^uu
--

Communicated to the Assembly
to the Council and the Members
of the League.

AlrILL FROL THE CHINESE GOyHRiIlENT

rotc by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to the Assembly the f'-llov/ing communication dated
March 12th, whicn he has received, from the United
States Minister at Berne, in reply to his letter
Of Mai oh 11th.

Ma r c h 121 h ,

1932.

To the Secretary-General.
I acknowledge the receipt of ytur letter rf Marcha

11th, enclosing for the information of the American Government the
text <f a l.euoiuticn(^)relatlve to the 3in>‘~Japanese dispute which
was adopted yesteiday afternoon ry the Assembly of the League of
Nations.

I am instructed by my Government to express to you
its gratification at the action taken by the Assembly of the League
of Nations.
My Government is especially gratified that the nations
of the v/oiid arc united rn a policy not to recognise the validity
cf results attained in violation of the treaties in question.
This
is a distinct contribution to international lav/ and offers a con
structive basis f or p^acc .
You suggest that I note particularly Part II of the
Resolution.
In this the Assembly recalls several Resolutions, nnâ
cites especially its cwn Resolution r-i‘ March 4th, 1932, adopted, in
agreement with the parties with a view to the definitive cessation
of hostilities and the withdrawal ri the Japanese forces,
ly Govern
ment as one of the powers which hr.ve special interests in the
Shanghai Settlement has already authorised its representatives at
Shanghai to assist in cooperation with the represent'tives of utiier
powcis similarly situated toward the consummation of those objective.’.

(Signed)

HUGH R.

WILSON.

Maroh 11th,1932.

To the Minister of the United States at Herne.

I beg to enclose herewith, for the information of your Government,
the text of a resolution relative to the Sine-Japanese dispute.which
was adopted this afternoon ty the Assembly of rhe League of Nations.
In view of the collaboration which has on several occasions in
the oourse of recent events been effected between the Government of
the United States and the Gove rmr.cn ts of other Powers having special
interests in the Shanghai Settleramts., perhaps you will allow me t''
draw.your particular "attention to Fart II of the Assembly resolution,
in which the Assembly addresses a request to the lowers Members of
the League of Nations which have such special interests.

(signed) ERIC LRUMMONP.
(1) The text of the letter in question is appended.
(2) See document A.(Extr.) 48.1932.VII.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
A.(Extr.) 49.1932.VII

Communi c a t e d to the
Assembly, the Council
and the Members of
the League.

Geneva, March 12th, 1933*

AFRCAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

Communication from the United States Delegation to the

General Disarmament Conference.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate for ithe
information of the Assembly the following communication he has just
received from the United States Delegation to the General Disarma
ment Conference.

March 12, 1932.

To the Secretary-General.

I take pleasure in handing you a copy of a statement which
the Secretary of State made on the evenirg of the 11th instant
regarding the Resolution of the Assembly of the same day.

"The nations of the League at Geneva have united
in a common attitude and purpose towards the perilous
disturbances in the Far East.
The action of the
Assembly expresses the putpose for peace which is found
both in the Pact of Paris and the Covenant of t he Leagie
of Nations.
In this exp ession all the nations cf the
world can speak with the same voice.
This action will
go far toward developing into terms of international
law the principles of order and justice which underlie
those treaties and the Government of the United States
has been glad to «ooperate earnestly in this effort."

(Signed)

Hugh R. WILSON
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A.(Extr.) 49.1932.VII

Communicated to the
Assembly, the Council
and the Members of
the League.

Geneva, March 12th, 1932

APIS AL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

Communication from the United States Delegation to the
General Disarmament Conference

Note by the Secretary-General

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate for tithe
information of the Assembly the following communication he has just
received from the United States Delegation to the General Disarma
ment Conference.

March 12, 1932

To the Secretary-General

I take pleasure in handing you a copy of a statement which
the Secretary of State made on the evenirg of the 11th instant
regarding the Resolution of the Assembly of the same day.

"The nations of the League at Geneva have united
in a common attitude and purpose towards the perilous
disturbances in the Far East.
The action of the
Assembly expresses the purpose for peace which is found
both in the Pact of Paris and the Covenant of t he Leagie
of Nations.
In this exp ession all the nations cf the
world can speak with the same voice.
This action will
go far toward developing into terms of international
law the principles of order and justice which underlie
those treaties and the Government of the United States
hac been glad to cooperate earnestly in this effort."

(.Signed)

Hugh R. WILSON.
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VERBATIM RECORD
OF THE

Special Session of the Assembly
OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT

AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

FOURTH PLENARY MEETING
FRIDAY, MARCH 11th, 1932, AT 6 P.M.
CONTENTS :
15. Adoption of the Draft Resolution submitted
by the

General Commission.

President : M. HYMANS
15. — ADOPTION OF THE DRAFT RESOLUTION
SURMITTED
MISSION.

DY

THE

GENERAL

COM

The President :

Translation : I will read the following draft
resolution,1 adopted by the General Commission
of the Assembly and put it to the vote. The vote
will be taken by roll-call.
“ I.

“The Assembly,
“ Considering that the provisions of the
Covenant are entirely applicable to the presentdispute, more particularly as regards :
“ (1) The principle of a scrupulous respect
for treaties ;

“(2) The undertaking entered into by
Members of the League of Nations to respect
and preserve as against external aggression
the territorial integrity and existing political
independence of all the Members of the
League ;
“(3) Their obligation to submit any
dispute which may arise between them to
procedures for peaceful settlement ;
“Adopting the principles laid down by the
acting President of the Council, M. Briand, in
his declaration of December 10th, 1931 :

1 Document A. (Extr.)/C. G.l. (1).

“Recalling the fact that twelve Members of
the Council again invoked those principles in
their appeal to the Japanese Government on
February 16th, 1932, when they declared ‘ that
no infringement of the territorial integrity and
no change in the political independence of any
Member of the League brought about in disregard
of Article 10 of the Covenant ought to be recog
nised as valid and effectual by Members of the
League of Nations ’ ;
“ Considering that the principles governing
international relations and the peaceful settle
ment of disputes between Members of the
League above referred to are in full harmony
with the* Pact of Paris, which is one of the corner
stones of the peace organisation of the world
and under Article 2 of which ‘the High Con
tracting Parties agree that the settlement or
solution of all disputes or conflicts, of whatever
nature and whatever origin they may be, which
may arise among them shall never be sought
except by pacific means ’ :
“ Pending the steps which it may ultimately
take for the settlement of the dispute which has
been referred to it ;
*
“ Proclaims the binding nature of the principles
and provisions referred to above and declares
that it is incumbent upon the Members of the
League of Nations not to recognise any situation,
treaty or agreement which may be brought
about by means contrary to the Covenant of
the League of Nations or to the Pact of Paris.

“ II.
“ The Assembly,
“ Affirming that it is contrary to the spirit
of the Covenant that the settlement of the
Sino-Japanese dispute should be sought under
the stress of military pressure on the part of
either Party :
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“ Recalls the resolutions adopted by the
Council on September 30th and on December
10th, 1931, in agreement with the Parties ;

“ (7) To submit a first progress report
to the Assembly as soon as possible and
at latest on May 1st, 1932.

“ Recalls also its own resolution of March 4th,
1932, adopted in agreement with the Parties,
with a view to the definitive cessation of hosti
lities and the withdrawal of the Japanese forces ;
notes that the Powers Members of the League
of Nations having special interests in the Shang
hai Settlements are prepared to give every
assistance to this end, and requests those Powers,
if necessary, to co-operate in maintaining order
in the evacuated zone.

“ The Assembly requests the Council to com
municate to the Committee, together with any
observations it may have to make, any docu
mentation that it may think fit to transmit
to the Assembly.
“ The Assembly shall remain in session and
its President may convene it as soon as he may
deem this necessary. ”

“ III.
“ The Assembly,
“ In view of the request formulated on January
29th by the Chinese Government invoking the
application to the dispute of the procedure
provided for in Article 15 of the Covenant of the
League of Nations ;
“ In view of the request formulated on
February 12th by the Chinese Government that
the dispute should be referred to the Assembly in
conformity with Article 15, paragraph 9, of the
Covenant and in view of the Council’s decision
of February 19th ;

“ Considering that the whole of the dispute
which forms the subject of the Chinese Govern
ment’s request is referred to it and that it is
under an obligation to apply the procedure
of conciliation provided for in paragraph 3 of
Article 15 of the Covenant and, if necessary, the
procedure in regard to recommendations provided
for in paragraph 4 of the same article ;
“ Decides to set up a Committee of nineteen
members — namely, the President of the Assembly,
who will act as Chairman of the Committee, the
Members of the Council other than the Parties to
the dispute and six other Members to be elected
by secret ballot.

“ This Committee, exercising its functions
on behalf of and under the supervision of the
Assembly, shall be instructed ;
“ (1) To report as soon as possible on
the cessation of hostilities and the conclusion
of arrangements which shall render definitive
the said cessation and shall regulate the
withdrawal of the Japanese forces in conform
ity with the Assembly resolution of March 4th,
1932 :

“ (2) To follow the execution of the
resolutions adopted by the Council on Sep
tember 30th and December 10th, 1931 ;
“ (3) To endeavour to prepare the set
tlement of the dispute in agreement with
the Parties, in accordance with Article 15,
paragraph 3, of the Covenant, and to submit
a statement to the Assembly :
“ (4) To propose, if necessary, that the
Assembly submit to the Permanent Court of
International Justice a request for an advisory
opinion ;
“ (5) To prepare, if need be, the draft of
the report provided for in Article 15, para
graph 4, of the Covenant ;

“ (6) To propose any urgent measure
which may appear necessary ;

The following States voted in favour of the motion :
Albania
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
British Empire

Greece
Guatemala
Hungary
India
Irish Free State
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxemburg
United States
of Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Panama

Persia
Peru
Poland
Portugal
Roumania
Salvador
Siam
Union of
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Uruguay
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

The following States abstained : China and Japan.
The President :

Translation : As regards the abstention of
China and Japan, we must apply paragraph 5
of Rule 19 of the Rules of Procedure of the
Assembly, which reads as follows :
“ For the purposes of this rule, representatives
who abstain from voting shall be considered as
not present. ”
I therefore declare the resolution to be unani
mously adopted.

The draft resolution was adopted.
M. Yen (China). — Mr President, ladies and gentle
men — It is with no little regret that for lack
of definite instructions from my Government up
to the present moment, I was not in a position
to vote on this resolution which was before us.
But I want to assure you that my abstention from
voting is not to be taken as a sign of opposition
to the resolution. In view of the distance which
separates us here in Geneva from my country,
and in view of the time which is required to get
in touch with my Government by telegraph,
I might have asked this morning for a postpone
ment of this afternoon’s session to a later date.
However, as you, Mr President, said that it was
desirable, both in view of public opinion and the
dignity of the Assembly that we should terminate
the first part of our work after ten days of frank
discussions by the adoption to-day of the resolu
tion. I was quite willing to forgo this request.!
In conclusion, I have the honour to say tha
as soon as I receive a reply from my Government,
I shall not delay to inform the Assembly of its
contents.
I thank you, sir, and, through you, all the
members of the Assembly, for the extremely just
and sympathetic attitude which you have adopted
in dealing with the tragic events which have
overtaken my country.

The President :

Translation : We will now take the first measure

in execution of the resolution which has just
been unanimously adopted.
The Assembly has decided to set up a Committee
of nineteen Members — namely, the President of
the Assembly, who will act as Chairman of the
Committee, the Members of the Council other than
the Parties to the dispute and six other Members
to be elected by secret ballot.
The ballot will now be taken, but I must first
give you a few explanations regarding procedure.
We should, I think, apply in this case the pro
visions of the Rule 22 (a) of our Rules of Procedure,
concerning the election of non-permanent Mem
bers of the Council. The other provisions of the
Rules of Procedure which concern voting refer
to the election of individuals, whereas what we
have to do to-day is to elect six States. I think
then that we should apply the provisions to which
I have just referred. They are as follows :

“ Where several seats are to be filled, the
election shall be made by voting a list of names.
Any ballot-paper containing more names than
there are seats to be filled shall be null and void.
“ No Member shall be elected at the first
or at the second ballot unless it has obtained
at least the absolute majority of the votes.
If, after two ballots, there still remain seats to
be filled, a third ballot shall be held upon a list
consisting of the candidates which obtained
most votes at the second ballot, up to a number
double that of the seats still to be filled, and
those Members shall be elected which obtain
the greatest number of votes.
“ If two or more Members obtain the same
number of votes and there is not a seat available
for each, a special ballot shall be held between
them ; if they again obtain an equal number of
votes, the President shall decide between them
by drawing lots.”

Those are the provisions of the Rules of Procedure
applicable to the election of non-permanent Mem
bers of the Council, and it is those provisions,
I think, that we should apply for the election of
States.
As regards the method of calculating the absolute
majority, I would remind you of the Assembly
resolution of September 15th, 1926, concerning
rules dealing with the election of non-permanent
Members of the Council : the number of votes cast
is determined by the total number of voting
papers, blank or spoilt papers not being counted.
That is the general rule for the Assembly and is
obviously the rule we should follow in the present
case. I trust the Assembly will agree with me and
share my view that this is the rule to follow.

I wish to stress the point that to be valid a
voting paper must bear the names of States and
not of representatives of States, and that no paper
containing more than six names will be valid.
A secret ballot will now be taken by roll-call.
I would ask M. Matos, delegate of Guatemala, and
Mr. Lester, delegate of the Irish Free State, to be
good enough to come to the platform and act as
tellers.
(The votes were taken in turn by secret ballot.)
The President :

Translation : The result of the ballot is as follows :
Number of States voting................ 46
Voting papers valid............................ 46
Absolute majority............................... 24
The analysis of the voting is as follows :

Votes
Switzerland........................................... 38
Czechoslovakia................................... 35
Colombia............................................... 31
Portugal............................................... 26
Hungary................................................24
Sweden............................................... 24
The special Committee set up under the Assembly
resolution of to-day’s date consists then of the
President of the Assembly, the twelve Members
of the Council other than the Parties to the dispute,
and the following six States elected by the
Assembly : Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Colombia,
Portugal, Hungary, Sweden.
The Assembly has just completed the first stage
of its duties, and has set up a Committee which
will endeavour to carry out its task in the full
consciousness of its responsibilities. It is a difficult
task and, primarily, one of conciliation and
appeasement. I earnestly appeal to the two States
Parties to the dispute to help us. They are two
great States, two great peoples sprung from a very
ancient civilisation. An agreement between them
would consolidate the East. We have but one
thought : to establish peace and respect for law.
That thought, which forms the basis of the League
of Nations, the Assembly has just unanimously
reaffirmed in its resolution. I adjure the two
Governments concerned to make a real effort,
in fulfilment of the hopes of the Assembly and of the
world.
The Assembly will now adjourn until convened
again, and early next week I shall convene a meeting
of the Committee which has just been set up.

(The Assembly rose at 7 p.m.)
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AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

THIRD PLENARY MEETING
FRIDAY, MARCH 4th, 1932, AT 7.45 P.M.

CONTENTS :
14.

Draft Resolution submitted by
Commission.

the

General

informed by the Powers mentioned above of the
development of these negotiations.”
M. Yen, delegate of China, will address the
Assembly.

President : M. HYMANS.

M. Yen (China). — During the discussion in the
General Commission I did not speak further because
14. — DRAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED BY I did not desire to stand in the way of other Mem
bers of the Assembly who desired to speak. At
THE GENERAL COMMISSION.
this point, however, I think it is imperative that
The President :
I should make the following statement :
Translation : The President of the General
As I read the resolution, and as I understand
Commission has just communicated to me a the President to interpret it, the negotiations
draft resolution which the General Commission mentioned in paragraph 3 refer to armistice
now submits to the Assembly for approval. The negotiations rather than to the so-called Shanghai
draft resolution reads as follows :
Conference, which is to follow the armistice negotia
tions. We accept the resolution on that under
“ The Assembly,
standing ; and also with the understanding, which
“ Recalling the suggestions made by the has been so splendidly emphasised by M. Motta
Council on February 29th and without prejudice and M. Benes, that no condition should be imposed
to the other measures therein envisaged :
upon the withdrawal of troops occupying the terri
“ (1) Calls upon the Governments of China tory of an invaded country. We consider that
and Japan to take immediately the necessary Members of the League cannot be expected or
measures to ensure that the orders which, as it asked to pay a price for the enforcement of the
has been informed, have been issued by the right of being protected against foreign aggres
military commanders on both sides for the cessa sion, which is a right guaranteed to every Member
of the League by the Covenant.
tion of hostilities, shall be made effective ;
The President :
“ (2) Requests the other Powers which have
special interests in the Shanghai Settlements
Translation : As no delegate wishes to speak,
to inform the Assembly of the manner in which we will now vote, and the voting, as requested,
the invitation set out in the previous paragraph will be by roll-call.
is executed ;
(A vote was taken by roll-call.)
“ (3) Recommends that negotiations be entered
The draft resolution was unanimously adopted.
into by the Chinese and Japanese representatives,
with the assistance of the military, naval and
The President :
civilian authorities of the Powers mentioned
Translation : I welcome this unanimous vote
above, for the conclusion of arrangements which with the utmost satisfaction. It augurs well for
shall render definite the cessation of hostilities our future proceedings.
and regulate the withdrawal of the Japanese
The Assembly rose at 8 p7m.
forces. The Assembly will be glad to be kept

‘
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RECORD
the Assembly
OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT
AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

SECOND PLENARY MEETING
THURSDAY, MARCH 3RD, 1932, AT 4.30 P.M.

CONTENTS :
10.

Programme of Work : Communication by the
President on behalf of the Bureau.

11.

Constitution of a General Commission: Pro
posal by the Bureau.

12.

Statement by the Chinese Delegation.

13.

Statement by

the

whole question on the Assembly’s agenda will
be referred to that Commission, which will report
to the Assembly. This proposal I have the honour
to submit to you on behalf of the Bureau before
opening the discussion. If there is no objection,
I shall consider it adopted.

The proposal was adopted.

Japanese Delegation.

12. —

President : M. HYMANS
10. — PROGRAMME OF WORK :

COMMUNI
CATION BY THE PRESIDENT ON BEHALF
OF THE BUREAU.

STATEMENT
DELEGATION.

BY

THE

CHINESE

The President :

Translation : M. W. W. Yen, first delegate of
China, will adress the Assembly.

M. Yen (China). — I regret that I must begin by
announcing that the negotiations at Shanghai for
to examine certain preliminary questions of pro an armistice have broken down, as my Government
cedure. It decided that this afternoon the Assembly reported to the League of Nations this morning.
Those negotiations, as you will perhaps recaU,
should first hear the statement of the Chinese
delegation, at whose request the present extraor commenced on February 28th on the British
dinary session was convened, and then the statement flagship Kent, and resulted in certain proposals
based on the principle of simultaneous and mutual
of the Japanese delegation.
After we have heard the representatives of the evacuation. They were accepted by my Govern
two States parties to the dispute, I shall call upon ment the next day.
The Japanese Government gave no reply, but,
other delegates who may wish to speak, in the
order in which they give in their names. But the on the contrary, landed heavy reinforcements in
representatives of the States parties to the dispute the International Settlement and elsewhere and
and the President and members of the Council may launched a big offensive on March 1st. This offensive
speak out of turn for the purpose of giving any led to our troops retreating in good order to our
second line of defence, partly to prevent them being
explanations they think necessary.
encircled and pressed back on the International
Settlement by the reinforced Japanese troops and
11. — CONSTITUTION OF A GENERAL COM partly because we believed that the basis for an
MISSION : PROPOSAL BY THE BUREAU.
armistice agreed on between the parties, with the
help of Admiral Kelly, and reported to the Council
The President :
by the British representative, would be accepted
Translation : The Bureau proposes that the by the Japanese Government as it had been by us.
Assembly should set up a General Commission on Instead, the Japanese Government, on the evening
which all the States would be represented. The of March 2nd, communicated to Admiral Kelly

The President :

Translation : The Bureau of the Assembly met
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terms that were a flat rejection of the principle
on which the agreed proposals were based. I will
read these terms to you :1

of area evacuated by Chinese.âgain in vites clashes
between the two forces because of their proximity.
— T. V. Soong. ”

“ 1. Should China give assurance for withdrawal
of her troops to a certain distance from Shanghai
(distance to be determined by Japanese and
Chinese authorities), Japan will agree to cessation
of hostilities for a certain period (to be agreed
upon between Japanese and Chinese authorities),
and, pending subsequent arrangements, Japanese
and Chinese forces shall hold their respective
positions. Details relating to cessation of hos
tilities shall be arranged by the Japanese and
Chinese military authorities.

The Japanese delegation have circulated a state
ment to the effect that the Japanese forces have
received orders to advance no further, and it is
being explained that, as they have now achieved
their objective, they will this time really cease
advancing, at least for the present, and unless they
consider an advance necessary in self-defence.
Unhappily, the latest news received by me reports
further fighting and further Japanese advances, even
beyond the limit at which we were assured the
Japanese forces would stop.

“ 2. During the period of cessation of hostilities,
a round table conference between Japan and
China shall be held at Shanghai in which repre
sentatives of the principal Powers interested
shall discuss with a view to reaching an agreement
upon methods for withdrawal of both the Chinese
and Japanese forces on such terms as are set
out in the following paragraph, together with
measures for the restoration and maintenance of
peace and order in and around Shanghai and for
the safeguarding of the International Settlement
and the French Concession in Shanghai and
foreign lives, property and interests therein.
The next paragraph is the important one :
“ 3. The withdrawal of troops shall be com
menced by Chinese troops (including plain-clothes
gunmen) to a specified distance, and, upon
ascertaining the withdrawal of the Chinese forces,
the Japanese forces will withdraw to the Shanghai
and Woosung areas (both of which are Chinese
territory).
“ 4. Should either of the parties infringe any
of the terms of the cessation of hostilities, the
other party shall have freedom of action. Both
parties have the same freedom of action upon the
expiration of the period agreed upon under
paragraph 1. ”

In other words, if any alien provocateur should
fire a shot, the armistice would immediately come
to an end.
As you see, these are the terms of a conqueror
to a vanquished country. My Government could do
nothing but reject them, for my country will never
agree to terms that are tantamount to surrender.
Nor can any Member of the League, and least of all
the League’s supreme authority, the Assembly,
condone proposals that do not provide for the
withdrawal of the forces of an invader.
Permit me here to read to you another telegram
which has just come to hand from the Vice-President
of our Council of Ministers, dated Shanghai,
March 3rd, 9 p.m. :
“ Contrary to understanding reached on board

Kent. Japanese forces instead of withdrawing

from their original lines to Settlement and extra
Settlement roads have invaded Chapei and
pushed forward to Chenju and beyond. This is
another proof Japanese deliberate aggression
although Japanese have announced intention
to cease hostilities. We demand they should
evacuate areas they have occupied by taking
undue advantage Chinese withdrawal and with
draw to Settlement and extra-Settlement roads.
Until this done we cannot enter negotiations or
join any Conference in face military coercion.
Advance of Japanese forces and their occupation

1 See document A. (Extr.) 8.1932.VII.

Here are the telegrams :

“ A portion of the garrison at the Woosung
Forts has been ordered to hold out to the last
minute, although the main body has been ordered
to withdraw to the second line of defence.
Woosung is now completely surrounded and the
Japanese are fiercely bombarding it on all sides.
Fate of the remaining garrison is sealed as all
the guns have been put out of action. Severe
fighting is in progress near Nanhsiang (a city on the
Shanghai-Nanking Bailway, about one mile west
of Shanghai). Our rearguards are staging frequent
counter-attacks to cover the retirement. Japanese
troops are planning to press beyond the 20kilometre line. Several Bed Cross units, pro
ceeding from the Settlement to bring in the
wounded soldiers, were fired upon by Japanese
troops and were forced to turn back. ”
Here is another telegram from Shanghai dated
March 3rd :

“ The Mixed Brigade placed under the orders of
General Shimoto has occupied Nanhsiang at
8 o’clock this morning [that is, to-day]. The
11th Division advances towards the city of
Kading. Chinese forces have evacuated Chenju. ”

So I say that the armistice negotiations have
therefore broken down, thereby nullifying the
Council’s proposal of February 29th based on the
acceptance and carrying out of an armistice.
Hostilities continue.
I therefore have the honour to request the
Assembly, as its most urgent task under Article 15
of the Covenant, to endeavour to establish an
armistice between the parties on the basis of the
principle resulting from the discussion on the British
flagship Kent reported by the British representative
to the Council and in conformity with the pro
visions of the Covenant.
I come before you in the name of a great people
at one of the most tragic and critical moments
in its long history. China is here staking her
national existence on the justice and the wisdom
of some fifty-five nations represented in this
unique Assembly.
z
Not unmindful of my own high duty and grave
responsibility, I shall try to tell you in simple
and direct language what China’s position is and
why she has appealed to the League of Nations.
At the very inception of the conflict which is taking
place on her territory, China put her case in the
hands of the League of Nations and agreed to
accept whatever measures the Council might take
for a peaceful settlement with Japan. This fact
is expressly emphasised by the Members of the
Council other than the parties to the dispute
in their appeal addressed to the Japanese Govern
ment on February 17th, 1932.
I should not be true to my own feelings and
those of my countrymen if I failed at the very
outset to pay a sincere tribute to the earnest

['

and conscientious attention which the Members
of the Council have given to this problem during
the past five and a-half months. They have been
untiring in their devotion to the task, and my
predecessor, M. Sze, and I have at all times received
the utmost consideration at their hands.
The proceedings were, in the first instance, based
upon Article 11 of the Covenant. As time passed,
and the situation developed through successive
phases of steadily increasing gravity, China was
constrained to invoke in addition Articles 10 and 15.
This step, taken on January 29th, not only
strengthened the hands of the Council but also
led naturally and more or less inevitably to the
reference to this Assembly. You will have observed
that Article 15 prescribes a limit of fourteen days
for such action by a party to the dispute. Since
it became more and more apparent that the issues
involved are so momentous and so vitally concern
every party to the Covenant, and not merely those
Governments represented on the Council, the
necessity for bringing the maximum authority
of the League of Nations to bear could not be
ignored.
China, therefore, on February 12th,
requested that the Assembly be convened, indicating
at the same time her willingness to withdraw
her request, if the Council itself intended to act
in that sense. For China to permit this right
secured to her by the Covenant to lapse did not
seem consistent either with the urgency of her
own situation or with due regard for the obviously
vital interest which other nations have in the
maintenance of the principles underlying the whole
controversy.
In presenting China’s case, I shall endeavour to
repress my own emotional reactions to what is
actually going on in my country. This is no time
for bitterness and recrimination. My purpose is
to lay before you, as objectively as I can, the
fundamental considerations and facts, as to which
there can be no real dispute. Many pertinent
details which I cannot stress in this oral statement
will be found in the written statement filed by
me and in the records at your disposal.
Nor can I hope here to deal adequately with
the historical background which is so necessary
to a proper understanding of the scope and
significance of the present Japanese aggression.
That, too, is described — I fear all too hastily
and incompletely — in the written statement.
Let us proceed at once to the essentials.
Both China and Japan have been Members of
the League since it was founded, the only difference
being that Japan has a permanent seat on the
Council, while China has not. China was, however,
elected to the Council as late as September 1931.
Until the recent events, these two nations had
been at peace with each other. That does not
mean that there had not been differences, but the
point is that when Japan, without any declaration
of war or other warning, launched her attack on
the night of September 18th, 1931, there was a
state of profound peace between them.
Since then Japanese forces have been operating
continuously on Chinese territory.
Provinces
comprising 200,000 square miles in area have been
violently subjected to military occupation, Nanking,
the capital of China, has been bombarded and
the city of Shanghai, the most important seaport
and commercial centre of China and of the Far
East has been made the scene of armed conflict
on a scale not experienced since the world war.
On the night of September 18th, 1931, then,
Japan announced that a section of the South
Manchurian Bailway, altogether two metres in
length, had been destroyed by Chinese soldiers.
Of course, it was only a disingenuous pretext. One
does not on such trivial grounds suddenly move

armies with all the indications of premeditation
and long preparation. Begular Japanese soldiers
immediately opened rifle and artillery fire upon
the Chinese soldiers at or near the city of Mukden,
bombarded the arsenal and barracks, set fire to
the ammunition depot, disarmed the Chinese
troops in Changchun, Kwanchengtse and other
places, and later took military possession of the
cities of Mukden and Antung, and other places,
and of the public buildings therein. All this took
place smoothly and swiftly in an incredibly short
space of time, manifestly pursuant to a carefully
planned scheme of invasion of Chinese territory.
Within forty-eight hours, Japanese troops had
taken possession and were in effective control of
an area as large as the British Isles.
To these acts of violence, the Chinese soldiers,
acting under instructions from the Chinese
Government, made no resistance and refrained
from conduct which might in any way aggravate
the situation. On the contrary, not oblivious
of its obligations under the Covenant of the
League of Nations, the Chinese Government,
on September 21st last, brought the matter to
the attention of the Council and requested that,
in pursuance of authority given to it by Article 11
of the Covenant, the Council take immediate
steps to prevent the further development of a
situation endangering the peace of nations ;
to re-establish the status quo ante ; and to determine
the amount and character of such reparations
as might be found due to the Bepublic of China.
The Chinese Government also stated that it was fully
prepared to act in conformity with whatever
recommendations it might receive from the Council
and to abide by whatever decisions the League
of Nations might take on the premises.
After many days’ earnest deliberation, the
Council, on September 30th, unanimously adopted
its first resolution.
This resolution on its face noted the specific
assurances of Japan that she had no territorial
designs in Manchuria ; that the withdrawal of
her troops within the railway zone, which had
already begun, would continue as rapidly as
possible, consistent with the safety of Japanese
nationals ; and that Japan would take all necessary
steps to prevent any extension of the scope of the
incident or aggravate the situation. This was
all based upon written and oral statements by the
Japanese representative. On September 24th, he
addressed to the Council the following commu
nication :

“ The Japanese Government desires to state
that it has withdrawn the greater part of its
forces to the railway zone and that they are
concentrated there.
Outside that zone, only
a few troops are, as a precautionary measure,
quartered in the town of Mukden and at Kirin,
and a small number of soldiers have been placed
at certain points, these measures not constituting
any military occupation.
“ The Japanese forces are being withdrawn
to the fullest extent which is at present allowed
by the maintenance of the safety of Japanese
nationals and the protection of the railway.
The Japanese Government, which intends to
withdraw its troops to the railway zone in pro
portion as the situation improves, feel confident
that the Council willf in this matter, trust the*
sincerity of its attitude. ”

On September 29th, the President of the Council
reported to the Assembly (then in session) as
follows :
“ I only wish to allude to several essential
points : firstly, the affirmation of the Japanese
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Government and by its representative that it
never had or will have any intention of occupying
Manchuria militarily ; secondly, the fact that
the Japanese Government has on several occa
sions insisted before the Council on its intention
to withdraw as soon as possible the Japanese
forces to within the railway zone gradually
as the safety of its nationals and their property
is effectively guaranteed ; thirdly, the fact that
this intention has, according to the declaration
made yesterday to the Council by the Japanese
representative, been, during the last two days,
translated into definite action, and that outside
the railway zone Japanese troops are only
stationed in a few localities. ”

The assurances given by the Japanese Govern
ment were far from corresponding to the actions
of the Japanese militarists before or following
the adoption of the resolution of September 30th.
On September 24th, Japanese military planes
went to Chinchow and dropped four bombs ; to
Koupangtze, on the Peiping-Mukden line, and
dropped two bombs ; to Tungliao and dropped
two bombs, destroying the electric-light plant.
On the same day, Taonanfu, a city north-west of
Changchun, was occupied by Japanese troops.
On September 27th, six trainloads of Japanese
soldiers arrived at Kirin. This is proof that the
Japanese were not withdrawing at all.
After the adoption of the resolution, the record
is as follows :
On October 8th, twelve Japanese planes circled
over Chinchow and dropped thirty-six bombs.
They also dropped leaflets calling upon the popu
lation to submit to Japanese rule on the threat of
ruthless destruction of the city. Chinchow is about
130 miles south-west of Mukden. On October 14th,
five trainloads of Japanese troops proceeded from
Hsinmin towards Chinchow. On October 15th, more
bombs were dropped at Chinchow. On October
17th, Japanese armoured trains arrived at Tungliao.
It is impracticable to list all these items for the
period in question. Incidents of like nature were of
almost hourly occurrence throughout Manchuria.
The Japanese planes were especially active in
reconnoitring and dropping bombs, with the evident
purpose of terrorising the population and preparing
the way for the extension of the occupation.
Instead of withdrawing their troops to the railway
areas as speedily as possible, the Council was
informed by the Chinese delegate on October 20th
that the Japanese army was feverishly consolidating
its hold on all the principal towns of Manchuria,
outside the railway zone, northward including
Kirin, and Taonan, from Korea on the east to
Mongolia on the west. They were trying to induce
the Mongolian princes to sign away their rights and
to set up an independant Government under
Japanese protection. At all centres, the Japanese
army was rooting out the Chinese civil authorities,
who were offering no resistance, and was forcing
unwilling Chinese individuals to organise puppet
governments in all the main areas. The Japanese
soldiers openly refused to recognise the Chinese
national and local authorities in Manchuria. They
seized the reserves and deposits of the larger Chinese
bankers, the records of corporations and large
quantities of both military and industrial supplies.
They hastily extended their telegraph and power
plants, cutting out the Chinese service. They seized
the Chinese short-wave and other radio plant and
the Chinese telegraph and telephone systems ; they
opened mail in the Chinese post offices, including
private letters of Europeans. On October 13th,
they seized the Peiping-Mukden Railway outside
the Great Wall. On October 14th, they seized the

Chinese mining administration, throwing 15,000
men out of employment.
In view of these developments, which were
diametrically opposed to what the resolution of
September 30th enjoined, the Council met again
on October 13th, one day earlier than was scheduled
on account of the gravity of the situation. The
outcome of its deliberations was its draft resolution
of October 24th. This draft resolution reminded
both the Chinese and Japanese Governments of the
undertakings given to the Council by them, as
contained in the resolution of September 30th,
repeated the Japanese statement that Japan had
no territorial designs in Manchuria, and called
upon the Japanese Government to begin
immediately and proceed progressively to the
withdrawal of its troops into the railway zone. The
total withdrawal was to be effected before the date
fixed for the next meeting of the Council —
namely, November 16th. It called upon the Chinese
Government for the execution of its general pledge
to assume the responsibility for the safety of the
lives and property of all Japanese subjects resident
in Manchuria, and to make such arrangements for
taking over the territory evacuated as would ensure
the safety of the lives and property of the Japanese
subjects there. The resolution also recommended
that the Chinese and Japanese Governments should
immediately appoint representatives to arrange the
details of the execution of all measures relating to
the evacuation and the taking over of the evacuated
territory, so that they might proceed smoothly and
without delay ; and that, as soon as the evacuation
was completed, the two Governments should begin
direct negotiations on questions outstanding
between them, for which purpose the Council
suggested that the two parties should set up a
conciliatory committee or some such permanent
machinery.
This draft resolution was “adopted unanimously,
minus one vote”, with the representatives of the
British Empire,
China,
France,
Germany,
Guatemala, the Irish Free State, Italy Norway,
Panama, Peru, Poland, Spain and Yugoslavia
assenting, and Japan alone dissenting. The draft
resolution of October 24th may have only a moral
force because of the lack of unanimity; but, from
the juridical standpoint, as expressed by M. Briand
in his reply of October 29th to the Japanese note,
“ we still have before us ... a valid
resolution — namely, that which was unanimously
adopted on September 30th, and which retains its
full executory force ”.
Meanwhile, the Japanese army was steadily
extending and consolidating its illegal occupation.
The disruption of the Chinese administrative
officers was followed by the setting up of puppet
governments under Japanese control ; Japanese
advisers and controllers were installed in banks,
commercial enterprises, municipal administrations
and private and public institutions of every kind ;
the salt revenues were seized by Japanese soldiers
and made over to these puppet governments, thus
affecting the international loans secured thereon :
Chinese-owned coal-mines were occupied and the
land registers and title-deeds found in the archives
of the provincial capitals were falsified or destroyed
on a large scale so as to make over the land to
Japanese subjects. The opening of the November
Council meeting practically coincided with the
taking of Tsitsihar, the capital of Heilungkiang,
the Tiorthernmost of the north-eastern provinces
north of the Chinese Eastern Railway and hundreds
of miles from the nearest point on the South
Manchuria line. This was done despite the pledges
which the Japanese Government gave to the
Governments of the United States, Great Britain
and France, that Tsitsihar would not be attacked.
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In view of the gravity of the situation, the
Council met again on November 16th, as scheduled
in the resolution of October 24th. The resolution of
December 10th, to which both China and Japan
gave their concurrence, reaffirmed the resolution
of September 30th, 1931, and called upon the
Chinese and Japanese Governments to take all
steps necessary to assure its execution so that
the withdrawal of the Japanese troops within the
railway zone might be effected as speedily as
possible under the conditions set forth in the said
resolution. By virtue of the resolution of December
10th, a Commission of five members, to be assisted
by one Chinese and one Japanese assessor, was
appointed to study on the spot and to report to the
Council on any circumstances which, affecting
international relations, threatened to disturb peace
between China and Japan, or the good under
standing between them upon which peace depended.
This programme in its letter as well as in its spirit
provided, as M. Briand, the President, said, for
action on two separate lines ; first, to put an end
to the immediate threat to peace ; second, to
facilitate the final solution of the dispute.
As to the extent to which Japan abided by the
resolution just adopted, the subsequent events
speak for themselves. Japanese troops were not
only not progressively withdrawn ; they pro
gressively advanced. Despite the assurances given
to the Governments of the United States, Great
Britain and France that Japan would not go to
Chinchow, the provisional seat of the Mukden
Government, that city was nevertheless taken
on January 2nd, and thus, in the words of Mr.
Stimson, the American Secretary of State, “the
last remaining administrative authority of the
Government of the Chinese Republic in South
Manchuria, as it existed prior to September 18th,
1931, has been destroyed. ” The American Govern
ment was thereupon constrained to declare that
“ it cannot admit the legality of any situation
de facto nor does it intend to recognise any treaty
or agreement entered into between those govern
ments or agents thereof which may impair treaty
rights of the United States or its citizens in China,
including those which relate to the sovereignty, the
independence, or the territorial and administrative
integrity of the Republic of China, or the inter
national policy relative to China commonly known
as the “ Open-Door Policy ” ; and that it does not
intend to recognise any situation, treaty or agree
ment which may be brought about by means
contrary to the covenants and obligations of the
«Pact of Paris of August 27th, 1928, to which treaty
both China and Japan as well as the United States
are parties. ”
To this note, the Chinese Government immediately
replied that “ basing its position on its sovereignty
and independence and on the principles of territorial
and administrative integrity, it has absolutely no
intention of concluding any treaties or agreements
of the categories described ” in the American note.
The Council in its turn supported the Chinese
and American point of view in the declaration read
by the President on January 29th, 1932, in the
name of all the Governments Members of the
Council except the parties, that “ a settlement
of the difficulties between the two Governments,
Members of the League, must not be sought in
arrangements inconsistent with international obliga
tions, more especially those arising out of Article 10
of the Covenant, by which they have undertaken
to respect the territorial integrity and political
independence of all Members of the League. ”
The statement concluded by saying that “ it would
be impossible for the League to endorse a settle
ment secured by methods at variance with the
obligations above referred to

The Chinese Government understands this
declaration to mean that the Members of the Council
consider it would be a violation of Article 20,
paragraph 1, of the Covenant, to recognise any
arrangement which violates Article 10 of the
Covenant or Article 1 of the Nine Power Treaty.
Article 20, paragraph 1, reads as follows :

“ 1. The Members of the League severally
agree that this Covenant is accepted as abrogating
all obligations or understandings inter se which
are inconsistent with the terms thereof, and
solemnly undertake that they will not hereafter
enter into any engagements inconsistent with
the terms thereof.”
The crowning act in the Japanese invasion of
Chinese territory was the attack and bombardment
by the Japanese Army and Navy of the Chinese
city of Shanghai and of Nanking, the capital of
China, on the eve of the Disarmament Conference,
amid circumstances of barbarity and horror too
well remembered to need repetition. At Shanghai,
as at Mukden, the immediate pretext was a com
paratively small incident. A Japanese monk was
killed in a street brawl. Regrettable, of course,
but hardly a justification for sending 40 warships
and 60,000 men to subdue a, city of 2,000,000
inhabitants — the commercial metropolis of the
Orient. This final act of aggression reinforced the
idea of the Chinese Government that it was neces
sary, in addition to Article 11, to invoke Articles 10
and 15 of the Covenant.
By the powers vested in it under Article 15,
the Council immediately authorised its SecretaryGeneral to make all necessary arrangements for a
full investigation and consideration of the problem.
A Committee of Enquiry was forthwith appointed,
composed of the representatives at Shanghai of
some of its Members, to report on the circumstances
and nature of the Japanese attack. The Committee
has since made several reports, which are before
you.
That the situation was extremely grave
may be gauged from the words of Mr. Thomas,
the British representative, at the Council Meeting
on February 2nd, when he said :

“ His Majesty’s Government in the United
Kingdom feel it to be impossible that the present
situation in the Far East should be allowed
to continue. Every day brings news of some
fresh incident of the utmost gravity. Fighting
over a wide area is practically continuous.
Shanghai is the scene of a series of conflicts in
which rifles and machine-guns, artillery and
aeroplanes are taking part. War in everything
but name is in progress.”
He went on to state that the British and
American Governments, with which the French,
Italian and German Governments associated them
selves, were presenting to China and Japan a formal
request, to wit :

“ (1) That all acts of violence and prepara
tions for hostilities shall be brought to an end ;
“ (2) That, in the Shanghai area, both sides
shall withdraw their troops and that, as a further
protection to the International Settlement, a
,,neutral zone shall be arranged, and,

“ (3) That negotiations shall then be imme
diately begun to settle outstanding differences
in the spirit of the Pact of Paris and the Council
resolution of December 9th last. ”
China forthwith accepted these proposals in toto.
Japan rejected them in all their essential features.
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According to the second report of the Shanghai
Committee :
‘‘ Since February 3rd, a state of' open war
exists, any pretence truce being abandoned.
Firing continues intermittently, both in the
Chapei and Woosung area, with the use of artillery
and, on the side of the Japanese, by aerial
bombardment. Offensive is entirely in the hands
of Japanese whose declared object is to capture
the Woosung forts and drive all Chinese troops
considerable distance from Shanghai. ”

Thereupon, the Members of the Council other
than the parties to the dispute were moved on
February 17th, 1932 :

“ ... to make a pressing appeal to the
Government of Japan to recognise the very
special responsibilities for forbearance and res
traint which devolves upon it in the present
conflict, in virtue of the position of Japan as
a Member of the League of Nations and a
Permanent Member of its Council. . . . Japan
has an incalculable responsibility before the
public opinion of the world to be just and
restrained in her relations with China.
She
has already acknowledged this responsibility
in most solemn terms by becoming one of the
signatories to the Nine Power Treaty of 1922
whereby the contracting Powers expressly agreed
to respect the sovereignty, the independence
and the territorial and administrative integrity
of China. The twelve Members of the Council
appeal to Japan’s high sense of honour to
recognise the obligations of her special position
and of the confidence which the nations have
placed in her as a partner in the organisation
and maintenance of peace. ”
Japan answered this earnest appeal on the part
of the twelve Members of the Council with an
ultimatum to the Chinese authorities, which was
delivered on the very next day at 9 p.m.
(February 18th), demanding the complete
evacuation of Chinese troops by 7 a.m., February
20th, from their first lines, and the complete
evacuation by 5 p.m. the same day to a depth
of twenty kilometres beyond the boundaries
of the International Settlement ; the permanent
dismantling of the Woosung forts and all the
other fortifications and military works in the
evacuated areas ; failing which the Japanese
commander would take the necessary action.
On the eve of the battle, February 19th, the
Council met to consider the Japanese ultimatum
and made a last-minute appeal to the Japanese
Government in the following stirring words of
M. Paul-Boncour, the President :

“ You (the Japanese representative) have
told us that as soon as the Japanese have, by
the operations now impending, ensured the
security of their nationals, there will be no
question of their remaining on the ground won
by their troops. That being so, I ask, and with
a sincerity and emotion which you will certainly
find in my words, whether there is not an
appalling inconsistency between your freedom
from territorial interests and the fact that a
battle is about to be joined and that the field
will be strewn with dead, whereas, whatever
the outcome, it follows from your quite
unambiguous statement, that the Japanese
will evacuate the field as soon as they have
achieved their object.
“ You pointed out, briefly, but perfectly
clearly, the method by which hostilities could

be prevented. You said that as soon as the
fighting was over, neutral forces could easily
guarantee order in the neutral zones between
the two parties, thus assuring the safety of both.
“ In these circumstances I wonder whether,
in order to avert the impending struggle, it
would not be possible to agree at once upon
a solution which would be put into effect
later . . .
“ If you could prevent the ultimatum expiring
within a few hours, what an example you would
have given, what a service you would have
rendered to the League ! In the simplest possible
words, I beg you to do so with a conviction
which you certainly cannot fail to realise. ”

This appeal also fell on deaf ears. In the words
of the third report of the Shanghai Committee :
“During the night, February 19th-20th, Japanese
reinforcements were moved from their base
in the International Settlement to the Japanese
lines, and after preliminary aerial reconnaissance
which satisfied Japanese that Chinese had not
evacuated their lines in conformity with demand,
Japanese opened attack February 20 th at
7.30 a.m. in the Kiangwan and Woosung areas.
Hostilities continued whole day. ”
This was the situation in Shanghai up to
February 20th. The war continued with increasing
severity, and the havoc which the Japanese Army
and Navy has wrought to the Chinese towns and
villages in its path surpasses description. In these
conditions, China in defence of her people and her
territory has been compelled to adopt measures
of resistance. The fight which our soldiers have
put up, and the courage and bravery with which
they have set out to meet invaders with vastly
superior armaments must command our admiration.
Failing to break through the Chinese lines, the
Japanese called for reinforcements which, when they
arrived, put the total of Japanese forces to somewhere
around one hundred thousand strong in Shanghai
alone. In this connection, I cannot help mentioning
the fact that, notwithstanding the vigorous
protests of the neutral Powers, since January 28th
the Japanese have continuously made use of the
International Settlement as a base for the landing
of troops and operations against the Chinese
forces, thereby placing our troops in an extremely
disadvantageous position, for we cannot very
well attack the invaders, without at the same
time endangering to a certain extent the safety
of the Settlement. I cannot but solemnly declare
therefore that, should the safety of the Settlement
be affected, the Chinese Government cannot be
held responsible.
In Manchuria also, the developments of the past
few days cannot fail to instil the gravest
apprehension. The Japanese have now penetrated
as far northward as Harbin, where the interests of
another great Power are involved, t-hus complicating
an already delicate situation. The independence
movement, or what M. Sato, the representative of
Japan on the Council, described as the “Manchuria
for the Manchus” movement, has made itself felt
in the proclamation of a Republic which, as the
Japanese representative said, has the support of the
Japanese Government. This again is contrary to
the oft-repeated territorial disinterestedness of the
Japanese Government : and to the assurances given
by it to our Minister in Tokio last October that the
Japanese Government had strictly forbidden
Japanese nationals to lead, encourage or participate
in any plan for an independent Government
movement on the part of the Chinese. The Chinese
Government was obliged to declare on February 22nd
that :

“ Any usurpation or interference with the
administration
therein
constitutes
direct
impairment of China’s territorial and adminis
trative integrity . . . that it will not
recognise the secession or independence of the
Three Eastern Provinces or any part thereof
or any administration which may be organised
therein without its authority and consent.”
The foregoing recital of events is founded upon
the official records in the proceedings before the
Council. Whatever may be said of some of the
minor details, the fundament; 1 features of the
situation are incontrovertible. Let me recapitulate .

1. The defiance of the Council by Japan is
plain. That the resolutions of September 30th and
December 10th joined in by the Japanese Govern
ment have been absolutely nullified by Japan’s
military forces appears with axiomatic certainty,
2. Nor is there any room for doubt that the
Covenant has been violated. If the forcible seizure
of 200,000 square miles of territory and the despatch
of an army of 100,000 men to Shanghai do not
constitute external aggression, where are the
limits to action which can be called non-aggressive
under the Covenant ? Why did the twelve Members
of the Council in their appeal to Japan bring to her
particular attention Article 10, if they did not
consider that it applied ?
Let me read to you Article 10.

“ The Members of the League undertake to
respect and preserve as against external
aggression the territorial integrity and existing
political independence of all Members of the
League. In case of any such aggression or in
case of any threat or danger of such aggression,
the Council shall advise upon the means by which
this obligation shall be fulfilled. ”

“ They (the twelve Members) cannot but
regret, however, that she (Japan) has not found
it possible to make full use of the methods of
peaceful settlement provided in the Covenant
and recall once again the solemn undertaking
of the Pact of Paris that the solution of
international disputes shall never be sought by
other than peaceful means. They cannot but
recognise that, from the beginning of the conflict
which is taking place in her territory, China has
put her case in the hands of the League and agreed
to accept its proposals for a peaceful settlement. ”

3. That Japan by refusing to arbitrate, and by
resorting to war, has violated the Pact of Paris
goes without saying. The Pact says r

“ Article I. — The High Contracting Parties
solemnly declare in the names of their respective
peoples that they condemn recourse to war for
the solution of international controversies, and
renounce it as an instrument of national policy
in their relations with one another.

“ Article II. — The High Contracting Parties
agree that the settlement or solution of all
disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or
whatever origin they may be, which may arise
among them, shall never be sought except by
pacific means. ”
4. The violation of the Nine Power Treaty
cannot be a matter of indifference to the League,
which in the Preamble to its Covenant has bound
its Members to “ a scrupulous respect for all treaty
obligations ” in their dealings with one another.
I venture to remind you of the provisions of that
treaty, which Japan signed. Article 1 of the Nine
Power Treaty provides that the contracting parties
other than China agreed :

“ (1) To respect the sovereignty,
independence
and
the
territorial
administrative integrity of China ;

the
and

Does the undertaking to submit all disputes to
arbitration or judicial settlement, as provided in
the Covenant, have any meaning $ Paragraph 1
of Article 12 reads :

“ (2) To provide the fullest and most
unembarrassed opportunity to China to
develop and maintain for herself an effective
and stable government ;

“ The Members of the League agree that, if
there should arise between them any dispute
likely to lead to a rupture, they will submit the
matter either to arbitration or judicial settlement
or to enquiry by the Council and they agree in no
case to resort to war until three months after
the award by the arbitrators or the judicial
decision, or the report by the Council. ”

“ (3) To use their influence for the purpose
of effectually establishing and maintaining the
principle of equal opportunity for the commerce
and industry of all nations throughout the
territory of China :

In the very early days of the controversy before
the Council, China placed upon the records of the
League a written offer to settle all her disputes
with Japan by arbitration or judicial settlement in
accordance with the terms of the Covenant. When
the question was again raised orally by me at the
Council meeting of January 29th, my Japanese
colleague replied as follows :

“ He (the Chinese delegate) has stated that
Japan has never submitted the present dispute
between her and China to arbitration or pacific
settlement according to the obligation defined
in Article 12. That is quite correct. But it is
common knowledge that Japan is not prepared
to accept arbitration with everyone. ”
Here is a direct defiance of the Covenant by a
formal refusal to arbitrate.
In the appeal of the twelve Members of the
Council it was said :

“ (4) To refrain from taking advantage of
conditions in China in order to seek special
rights or privileges which would abridge the
rights of subjects or citizens of friendly States
and from countenancing action inimical to the
security of such States. ”
The Ameriéan Secretary of State, in his letter to
Senator Borah, Chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee of the United States Senate, dated
February 25th, said :

“ ...It must be remembered also that this treaty
was one of several treaties and agreements
entered into at the Washington Conference by the
various Powers concerned, all of which were
interrelated and interdependent.
No one of
these treaties can be disregarded without dis
turbing the general understanding and equili
brium which were intended to be accomplished
and effected by the group of agreements arrived
at in their entirety.
“ The Washington Conference was essentially
a Disarmament Conference aimed to promote the
possibility of peace in the world, not only through
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the cessation of competition in naval armaments,
but also by the solution of various other disturb
ing problems which threatened the peace
of the world, particularly in the Far East. These
problems were all interrelated. The willing
ness of the American Government to surrender
its then commanding lead in battleship con
struction and to leave its position at Guam and
in the Philippines without further fortification
was predicated upon, among other things, the
self-denying covenants contained in the Nine
Power Treaty, which assured the nations of the
world not only of equal opportunity for their
Eastern trade but also against the military
aggrandisement of any other Power at the
expense of China.
One cannot discuss the
possibility of modifying or abrogating those
provisions of the Nine Power Treaty without
considering at the same time the other promises
upon which they were really dependent. ”
This, in brief, is my country’s case before the
Assembly. At this very moment of our delibera
tions, a Chinese territory as large as France and
Germany combined is under the iron heel of the
invader. Nanking, the capital of my country,
has been bombarded for no reason whatsoever.
Shanghai, the metropolis of the Far East, has been
under the incessant shower of the enemy’s bombs
and shells. Places where stood busy thoroughfares
and magnificent buildings have been demolished
by the Japanese artillery and aerial raids, and
reduced to a heap of ruins. Villages and towns have
been subjected to the most violent bombings
from the air, as witness the latest Japanese expe
ditions to Soochow and Hangchow upon which
tons of explosives were dropped, taking a toll of
over seven thousand civilian lives, which cannot
but shock the conscience of the civilised world. In
truth, the Japanese have been making an unde
clared war against China, exploiting all the advan
tages of war without assuming any of its obligations.
t am coming to the end of my discourse. Where
do we stand Î We should be closing our eyes to
the realities if we did not frankly admit that until
now collective mediation has failed. The Council
has pleaded in vain for the cessation of hostilities
and the withdrawal of the invading forces. It
has accepted promises and seen them broken, one
after another. It has appealed to Japan’s sense
of national honour. It has joined the United
States in declaring that any situation de faeto
brought about by means contrary to the Covenant,
the Pact of Paris and the Nine Power Treaty cannot
gain legal recognition. None of these measures has
had the slightest effect. Japan’s attitude is pre
cisely as intransigent as it was in the beginning.
Her official declaration, delivered only a few days
ago in reply to the appeal of the twelve Members
of the Council, embodies a flat refusal to brook
any interference on their part. She there announced
that she was under no legal promise to do what
the Council asked ; and that morally she believed
she was “ naturally and necessarily in a far better
position to appreciate the facts than any distant
Power can possibly be. ”
Let us look at the other side of the shield.
China places herself unreservedly in the hands
of the League ; Japan refuses. China offers to
adopt any method of peaceful adjustment, includ
ing arbitration and judicial settlement, which the
League may suggest ; Japan refuses. China offers
to take full responsibility for the protection of
Japanese subjects and interests in Manchuria,
with international assistance, after the withdrawal
of Japanese troops ; Japan refuses to withdraw
the troops. Four Members of the League acting in
co-operation with the United States Government

proposed a series of measures looking to cessation
of hostilities, and the settlement by negotiation of
outstanding differences in the spirit of the Pact
of Paris and of the Council’s resolution of Decem
ber 10th last ; China accepted the proposals in Mo ;
Japan rejected them in all their essential features.
The neutral Committee of Enquiry set up by your
Secretary-General at Shanghai has reported “ that
a state of war exists and that the offensive is
entirely in the hands of the Japanese. ”
Again, where do we stand :
1. We urge this Extraordinary Assembly which
is now seized of the whole dispute between the
Republic of China and the Empire of Japan to
explore and exhaust the possibilities of effecting
a settlement in conformity with the provisions of
our Covenant.
2. China asks you to do everything in your
power, first to bring about the cessation of all
hostile action on her territory and the withdrawal
of the invading forces ; and' second, the peaceful
settlement of the entire Sino-Japanese controversy
within the scope of the Council’s resolutions and the
spirit of the Covenant. Naturally, no measure,
taken in relation either to Shanghai or to Manchuria,
which encroaches upon China’s sovereignty rights
or is contrary to the general principles of interna
tional law or her existing treaty obligations to
third parties, can be regarded as a settlement.
3. We ask you to recognise that the Covenant
has been broken.
4. We ask you solemnly to declare that for
the present terrible state of affairs, which prevails
in Manchuria, Shanghai and other parts of China,
my country bears no shadow of responsibility.
When the Assembly has made this declaration, it
will have begun to mobilise those moral forces by
which, we still believe, this conflict may be solved
and ended.
As a victim of unjustified and unprovoked
invasion, and even in this very hour of battle,
I say to you that we cherish no natural animosity
against the Japanese people ; we should indeed
work for our common welfare and for the happiness
of all mankind. It is for this reason that we ask for
peace with justice which our Covenant prescribes.

13.

— STATEMENT
DELEGATION.

BY THE JAPANESE

The President :

Translation : M. Tsunéo Matsudaira, first delegate
of Japan, will address the Assembly.
M. Matsudaira (Japan). — Before starting my
speech, may I be allowed to announce to the Assem
bly the contents of the telegrams I have received
this morning from Shanghai. General Shirakawa,
Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Army in
the Shanghai area, published a declaration to-day
at 2 p.m. (Shanghai time), to the effect that the
Japanese troops had been ordered to halt for the
present at the position they were actually occupying
and to cease all fighting, provided the Chinese
took no further hostile action.
Admiral Nomura, Commander-in-Chief of the
Japanese Fleet in the Shanghai area, also made
a similar declaration of the cessation of hostilities.
1. As a Member of the League of Nations
and its Council, Japan participates in this Extra
ordinary Session of the Assembly with sincere
regret, since it has been convened on account
of her trouble with a fellow Member of this
organisation. This meeting is uncalled for in our
opinion, because the question that has brought
us together here has arisen from the fact that

Japan was compelled by the exigencies of the
situation in Shanghai to take measures of selfdefence against an impending and appalling
danger to her nationals and to the International
Settlement, a portion of which it is Japan’s duty
to defend. The moment, therefore, a sure means
could be devised for the removal of the danger, the
affair will of itself come to an end. I am, however,
as a representative of Japan, glad, in a sense, to
have this opportunity of laying before you, and
through you before the world, the facts of the
case and the position of Japan regarding it, so
that the affair may be correctly understood by all.

2. While reserving our right to make on other
occasions our remarks on some of the accusations
against Japan mentioned in the Chinese delegate’s
speech, I may now be permitted to make a state
ment regarding the Shanghai incident, as to its
origin, its development, its present situation
and the attitude of my Government regarding
the matter.
3. Since the revolution in China in 1911, the
movement of nationalism in that country, often
styled the “ restoration of national rights ” move
ment, has become signally intensified. It aimed at
the termination of treaties considered prejudicial
to the interests and the prestige of China, such as
treaties of extraterritoriality and of Customs
tariffs, and at the restoration of the leases and
concessions held by foreign Powers. The movement
is in its conception quite just and natural, and
has found many supporters amongst the Japanese,
and no doubt also amongst the nationals of other
Powers. To attain this purpose, it was necessary
for China to concentrate her energy on the
improvement of her political and social conditions,
on the perfection of her juridical and judicial
systems, and on the adequate assurance of safety
and justice to foreign residents within her territory.
In point of fact, however, that was not the case.
She adopted, or could not but adopt, the subversive
policy of unilateral repudiation of her external
obligations, without accomplishing such necessary
preparations.
In 1921, at the Washington Conference, the
late Lord Balfour said that China was not “ a fully
organised and stable State ”. Unfortunately, she
has not yet succeeded in organising and stabilising
her country. For many years, the Powers interested
have had the right on a contractual basis to station
garrisons to guard railways and other interests
in Peiping, Tientsin, and Shanghaikwan. Especially
in Tientsin through an agreement reached soon
after the Boxer trouble in 1900, Chinese soldiers are
not allowed to come any nearer than 20 Chinese li
(about 6*/3 miles) to where foreign garrisons are
stationed. In Shanghai, land forces or marines of
Great Britain, the United States, France and
Italy, are stationed now to the strength of some
thing like 18,000 all told. They are there not on
any treaty basis, but on account of the necessity
arising from the actual situation prevailing in the
area. It is again from the point of view of actual
necessity that warships of various countries are
on the Yangtse River. It is a condition seldom
found in any other country, and, in fact, those
military and naval forces had on various occasions
been obliged to fight the Chinese in their attempt
to safeguard the interests of their respective
nationals.
In recent years, there have appeared in China
many military dictators who constantly vied with
one another for political supremacy with the object
of ministering to their own greed for power and
wealth. The ideal of nationalism has not been
pursued in its true and genuine aspect. Govern
ments have been built and destroyed by contending

warlords in a rapid succession, and China has come
to find herself in a chronic state of civil war.
In course of time, nationalism has come to take
the shape of “ anti-foreignism ”. By taking a
wanton attitude of opposition towards foreigners,
it was expected to cause popular feelings to run
high to the benefit of those who aspired to political
ascendancy. The victims of the cult have been
numerous, including men and women of all
nationalities. Of recent years, their anti-foreign
activities have been directed more towards the
Japanese. Treaty rights have been violated, anti
Japanese boycotts have been organised, violence
has been perpetrated, and insidious propaganda
has been carried on. That passages inculcating
hatred of Japan and the Japanese should be freely
inserted in text-books for the rising generation has
shocked all right-thinking men because of its farreaching effects.
We of Japan, for our part, are in sincere sympathy
with the legitimate aspirations of the Chinese
people to achieve national reconstruction and
pacification, and fully appreciate the difficulties
attendant upon that tremendous task. It is the
natural mental attitude of a friendly neighbour.
The Japanese Government and people, more than
anyone else, have wished for and awaited, exercising
forbearance and patience, the advent of a stable
government in China, and the general establishment
of good order in that country. It is greatly to be
regretted that our attitude of moderation has been
requited by the unbridled play of arrogance and
contempt on the part of the Chinese people.
The activities of the anti-Japanese movement
in the Yangtse River region, in which Shanghai
is situated, have been quite pronounced for many
years past. Boycott is only one of the various
manifestations of the Chinese “ anti-foreignism ”.
The boycott in China is quite unique in its character.
It has often been contended that it is impossible to
stop people from not purchasing things which they
do not like. That is not the case with Chinese
boycotting.
Private boycott organisations are
formed with the connivance, or even with the
assistance, of the Kuomintang Party, which is
closely identified with the Chinese Government
itself, and those organisations will, to attain their
object, illegally and inhumanly coerce and punish
their nationals who would not follow their orders.
That is exactly what has happened in Shanghai,
as well as in other places, on an alarmingly large
scale in the course of the past few months. The
means of duress used have been the imposition of
fines, forfeiture of goods., incarceration in cages on
the public thoroughfare, perambulation through
the town dressed in humiliating clothes, and what
not.
Under threat and intimidation, Chinese
employees of Japanese firms have been obliged to
resign, and the handling of Japanese cargoes has
been forbidden to Chinese coolies. Chinese financial
organisations have ceased business with Japanese
merchants ; lighters loaded with Japanese cargoes
have been seized and plundered — all with a view
to crippling Japanese business, and to mortifying
the Japanese residents. They do not scruple in the
least about disregarding the dictates of humanity :
schoolchildren have been stoned, women have been
molested, and, on occasion, peaceful Japanese
residents have been denied their daily necessaries
such as charcoal, rice, milk and other foodstuffs, on
account of the refusal by Chinese merchants to sell
such goods.
In an atmosphere of extreme tension among the
Japanese residents in Shanghai, because of such
affronts, attacks and atrocities on the part of the
Chinese, on January 9th last, a Chinese newspaper
published an article which was a flagrant insult to
the honour of our Sovereign.
It exceedingly
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infuriated the Japanese people, whose loyalty to the
imperial throne is well known. Shortly afterwards,
on the 18th of the same month. a party of Japanese
Buddhist priests and their companions, five persons
in all, were attacked by a band of Chinese in a
suburb of Shanghai. One of them was killed and
two were severely wounded. The shock of these
events naturally inflamed the long pent-up indig
nation of the Japanese residents and filled their
minds with an intense sense of fear and excitement.
The tension of the atmosphere became appalling.
Noting the situation, the Japanese ConsulGeneral sent to the Chinese Mayor of Greater
Shanghai, on January 21st, certain demands with
a view to a local solution of the Buddhist priest
question. A week later, on January 28th, the
Mayor returned a reply acceding to the demands
of the Consul-General.
In the meantime, Chinese soldiers belonging
to the 19th Army who were being concentrated in
the vicinity of Shanghai had been making hostile
preparations against the Japanese entirely regard,
less of the Mayor’s acceptance of our terms. Further,
Chinese plain-clothes soldiery and various lawless
elements came secretly into the International
Settlement. It has become in recent years the
common tactics in China to use such disguised
soldiers in civil warfare by way of ruse, very often
to inflict a surprise attack upon the enemy. In
the present incident at Shanghai, plain-clothes
soldiers, entirely indistinguishable in appearance
from ordinary citizens but carrying weapons con
cealed on their persons, wantonly attacked Japanese
civilians and forces. On several occasions, they
threw bombs at Japanese buildings. Such acts of
terrorism on their part added tremendously to the
gravity of the situation. Alarming rumours came
into circulation, and not only the Japanese but all
the foreign population in Shanghai were plunged
into a state of panic.
Even after the acceptance by the Chinese Mayor
of the demand of the Japanese Consul-General with
regard to the attack upon the Buddhist priests, this
situation did not improve but appeared to be going
from bad to worse. On February 28th, therefore,
an hour after the Mayor’s reply, the authorities
of the International Settlement proclaimed a
state of emergency, and the armed forces of the
various Powers in Shanghai were ordered out to
duty in accordance with a plan that had been
previously agreed upon by the International
Defence Committee. The section assigned for the
Japanese forces to guard was a part of the district
of Hongkew, projecting into the Chinese area
like a promontory, where the jurisdiction was
partly Chinese and partly international in a very
complicated manner. In that district there run
one or two roads, the property of the International
Settlement and regarded as its extension, and, even
in ordinary times, Settlement police and Chinese
police were in constant danger of coming to logger
heads. Along these extension roads and in their
vicinity, there reside about 10,000 Japanese nationals,
one-third of the total Japanese population in the
Shanghai area, which numbers about 30,000.
The western boundary of the Japanese defence
Une Ues outside these roads along the railway line,
which is in the Chinese district. Such being the
circumstances, our marines detailed from our
warships had to cross the Chinese district in order
to proceed to their posts to the west of the road.
A previous notice of the movements of our marines
was, therefore, given by the Japanese Commander
to the Chinese authorities with a view to avoiding
a possible clash between Chinese and Japanese
soldiers. In disregard, however, of this notice,
Chinese soldiers fired at our marines when they
were actually going to take up their assigned I

posts. The fire had to be returned and the clash
occurred.
From these facts, it will be quite clear that
it was entirely contrary to every intention of
ours that a colUsion should have come to pass,
and it is to be specially noted that it occurred
from a cause entirely independent of the incident
of the Buddhist priests, which had been closed
by the Mayor’s acceptance of our demands.
4. Upon receipt of the news of this colhsion,
the British and American Consuls-General offered
their good offices, and the Japanese authorities
being anxious to effect a cessation of hostilities,
an agreement for a truce was reached between
the Japanese and Chinese forces on January 29th.
But, before daybreak on the 30th, the Chinese
soldiers started firing with field-guns in violation
of the truce agreement. In order to avoid aggravat
ing the situation, the Japanese forces temporarily
retired to the rear and requested the British and
American Consuls-General to admonish the Chinese
authorities. But the Chinese firing did not cease,
some of the shells falling within the Settlement itself.
On January 31st, it was agreed between the
opposing forces that they should cease from all
hostile actions during the progress of negotiations
for the establishment of a neutral zone ; but again
the Chinese, breaking their pledge, resumed the
offensive, in a manner far more vehement than on
the previous day. Moreover, the concentration of
Chinese troops in the vicinity of Shanghai continued.
An armoured train had been taken into the North
Station of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway, and it
was apparent that the Chinese were making prepara
tions for an aggressive assault upon the Japanese.
The main strength of the Chinese forces was the
19th Army. It had come from Canton and its
nucleus, the 61st Division, was responsible for the
“ Nanking incident ” of 1927, when the Japanese,
British and American Consulates were attacked
and plundered without the slightest provocation,
and foreigners, including women and children,
were killed or maltreated. The danger to which
the Japanese residents and forces was thus exposed
was so great and imminent that we decided to
return fire on February 2nd last. In such circum
stances, the Japanese residents became excited and
terrified and the alarming atmosphere in the
International Settlement became increasingly
intensified.
Our marines sent to the sector assigned for
Japanese protection were not regular marines,
but were only detailed sailors from our men-of-war,
not properly trained for land warfare, and their
number at that time was less than 3,000, though
later increased to about 4,000 ; while the Chinese
forces of the 19th Army were estimated to be
30,000 soldiers, outnumbering our forces by ten
to one, and were equipped with field-guns, trench
mortars and armoured trains. Our marines were
placed, therefore, in a very difficult position. To
cope with the situation, they had no adequate
means but to resort to bombing from the air.
They did so, however, under strict instructions to
limit their action to firing upon military objectives,
such as bodies of soldiers, artillery and armoured
trains. It is a matter for regret that, through
inefficiency of mechanism and mistakes in recognis
ing the objects of attack, unnecessary losses to
civilian lives and property resulted on a few
occasions. But had not the Chinese forces brought
heavy and powerful weapons of war into the urban
district, such calamities would never have happened.
Early in February, there occurred an episode
in Nanking. On the 1st of that month, three
shots were fired from the Chinese fort of Shihtzutai
near that city, and Chinese soldiers sniped at a
Japanese hulk to which was moored a Japanese
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steamer where the Japanese Consul and the entire any tentative plan considered in it could not become
Japanese colony had taken refuge.
effective without the approval of the Governments.
Two- Japanese cruisers anchored nearby fired The accusation made by the Chinese delegate in this
ten shots in about 15 minutes to stop the Chinese connection is therefore by no means warranted.
attack, taking special care that their shells should
In the meantime, the fighting continued and on
not fall in the city. The matter was immediately March 2nd — namely, yesterday — it was reported
made the subject of negotiation between the Japa- that the Chinese forces, who had been fighting
nese Consul and the Nanking Government and was fiercely, began their retreat. The Japanese forces
soon settled by the 6th in a most amicable manner, have been ordered to-day to cease hostilities
the Chinese consenting to pay due reparations. provided that the Chinese will not take any hostile
As the days went by, in Shanghai, our marines, action against them. As I announced before I
attempting to hold their position against formidable
started my speech, I have received a report that
odds in the performance of their duty of protecting
a fresh meeting of the military authorities of Japan
the Japanese residents along the extension roads, and China for the cessation of hostilities was set
became exhausted and, there being naturally a for to-day at 1 p.m. (Shanghai time), but that it
limit to the number of naval units that could be was postponed until to-morrow morning at the
landed, it was considered necessary that we should request of the Chinese authorities. We sincerely
send land forces from Japan by way of reinforce- hope that a definite result will be obtained at the
ment. On February 7th, the Japanese Government coming meeting.
gave out a statement to the effect that it had
5. I wish at this Assembly to declare most
been decided that an expeditionary force would
clearly the attitude of the Japanese Government
be sent to Shanghai with the object of discharging
its duty of “ safeguarding a large number of in the Shanghai affair. It is this :
Japanese nationals and Japanese property worth
(1) If the danger to the Japanese residents
many hundreds of millions of yen involved in the
and the International Settlement, a portion of
affair ”, and that such forces would be “ limited
which is entrusted to, the Japanese forces for
to a strength absolutely required for the above
protection, could be removed, the Japanese
purposes ”. It was further declared in the statement
forces are prepared to cease hostilities immedi
that the Japanese Government cherished “ no
ately. According as the situation in the Shanghai
political ambitions in the region of Shanghai nor
area becomes pacified, the Japanese expedi
any thought of encroaching there upon rights
tionary land forces will be withdrawn from
and interests of any other Powers ”.
Chinese territory.
When the first contingent of our expeditionary
(2) The Japanese Government is prepared to
forces arrived at the scene of conflict in the middle
hold a round table conference with the repre
of February, an attempt to bring about a cessation
sentatives of the Powers intimately interested
of hostilities was made by the Japanese Governin Shanghai to deliberate upon the means of
ment.
It was proposed to the Chinese forces
safeguarding in the future the rights and inte
that the Japanese would stop fighting if the Chinese
rests of the Powers concerned.
forces would retire to a distance beyond the range
of the Chinese guns, so that the imminent danger
(3) The Japanese Government has no intention
to the Japanese residents could be removed,
whatever to promote any political or territorial
Through the good offices of the British Minister
ambition in the Shanghai region, availing itself of
in China, an interchange of views for the purpose
the present situation. We have no desire to
of such an arrangement took place between the
establish a Japanese Settlement in Shanghai or,
Japanese and Chinese authorities. It fell through,
in any other way, to advance the exclusive
however, and the Chinese offensive became daily
interests of the Japanese.
more active.
On account of the geographical and topographical
Such being our guiding principles in the present
conditions around Shanghai, the Japanese forces incident, the proposal offered by the President of
experienced hardships in their operations. Fighting the Council of the League of Nations on February
continued and they were gaining ground slowly. 29th with a view to the cessation of hostilities
In the meantime, the Chinese circulated propaganda subject to local arrangement was readily accepted
to the effect that they were victorious, gave out by the Japanese Government.
false reports intended to injure the honour and
When large forces are actually facing each other
prestige of the Japanese forces, and thus were in hostilities at close quarters, it is impossible to
trying to inflame their people in their warlike stop fighting unless the military authorities on
sentiments.
both sides on the spot come to an agreement. It
In the latter part of February, Admiral Kelly, was for this reason, I understand, that the actual
the commanding officer of title British naval cessation of hostilities was left to local arrangement
contingent, offered his good offices to the Japanese in the Council’s plan above referred to. An earnest
attempt to do so was made by the military autho
and Chinese forces with a view to the cessation of
hostilities. The Japanese forces, in consonance with rities in the Shanghai area, as stated before, but,
the policy of the Japanese Government to cause before it was ' successful, the Chinese troops were
hostilities to cease at the earliest moment with an forced to retreat.
assurance regarding the removal of the danger to
6. As regards the Manchurian affair, it is, in
Japanese nationals, readily acceded to his proposal. the opinion of the Japanese Government, not
On the 28th, an informal meeting of the Japanese a matter to be discussed at this Assembly. But
and Chinese authorities for the purpose of stopping since our Chinese colleague has referred at length
fighting took place on the Admiral’s flagship in his to the situation in Manchuria in his remarks, I
presence. As the result of the discussions, a shall quote from the speech made by M. Yoshizawa,
tentative programme was referred to the Japanese the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, in the
and Chinese Governments for their -approval. Diet on January 21st last, the part relating to this
The first programme did not meet with their question. He said :
approval, but negotiations were continued.
I wish to make it clear that this .meeting was a
“ China, being our neighbour, always stands,
pourparler of a most informal nature, entirely non
both economically and politically, in intimate
committal on the part of both Governments. It
relationship with this country. In regard to
was clearly understood from the beginning that
Manchuria, in particular, for historical and
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geographical reasons political considerations must
become of preponderant interest. It is, of course,
beyond argument that the welfare of Manchuria
is of the greatest consequence to Japan. There
are more than a million Japanese subjects
residing in Manchuria, and we possess in that
region, in connection with the leased territory,
railways, mines, etc., numerous rights and
interests of vital importance, secured either by
treaty or by contract.
“ In recent years, the Chinese authorities,
ignoring the historical fact that the present
development of Manchuria is entirely due to
Japanese efforts, and taking advantage of our
complaisance, have pursued a policy of oppression
towards our countrymen and have again and again
set at naught their treaty rights and interests.
The protests and warnings of our Government,
despatched from time to time,, were of little
avail.
Thus the situation became politically
more and more disquieting, and the menace
to our position increasingly grave. The patience
of our people was tried to breaking-point, when
there suddenly exploded the railway bombing
incident of September 18th, 1931, precipitating
a collision between Japanese and Chinese soldiers,
the later developments of which occurrence
are well known to all.
“ Manchuria holds the key to peace in the Far
East. That was true before the Busso-Japanese
War • it is even more true at the present time.
In the past, the Japanese Government have
always done everything in their power to prevent
the civil commotions of China from spreading
into Manchuria because we possess there
important rights and interests rendering the
maintenance of peace and order in Manchuria
a matter of absolute necessity to Japan. Thanks
to these untiring efforts. Manchuria has been
kept free from the constant turmoil of China
proper, and has been turned into a land of peace
and prosperity. But for the Chinese disregard
of treaty and contractual obligations, I believe
that the incident of September 18th would
never have resulted in the present complications.
At any rate, as we have been chiefly responsible
in the past for the maintenance of peace in
Manchuria, so will our responsibilities in this
respect be enhanced rather than lessened in
the future.
“ I desire to add a word in this connection
to make it clear that Japan harbours no

territorial designs in Manchuria and that she
will uphold the principles of the open door and
equal opportunity as well as all existing treaties
relating to that territory. What Japan desires
is only to secure peace and order for Manchuria,
and to make that region safe both for Chinese
and foreigners and open to all for economic
development. ”
The Manchurian affair has already been taken
up by the League of Nations, and, through the
decision of its Council on December 10th last, a
Commission of Enquiry is now on its way to the
spot. We are awaiting the outcome of their labours,
which will afford valuable material for the final
solution of the question between Japan and China.
It would be unwise to reopen discussions at this
Assembly on a matter which is being fully looked
after and in which no danger of rupture is in sight.
Such a course would only cause confusion and would
be harmful to its settlement, which we all earnestly
desire.
7. The Sino-Japanese controversy is the result
of cumulative unfortunate circumstances in the
past, and it is our sincere hope and, I am sure, that
of the League of Nations and the many friendly
Powers that have shown concern about the matter,
that the present difficulties will be amicably
composed at an early date and the dark clouds
that are now hanging over Eastern Asia will be
dispelled for all time to come.
The President :

Translation : I believe that the Chinese delegation
does not wish to reply during this general dis
cussion in plenary session, but that it reserves
the right to submit further observations in the
Commission which we have just decided to set up.
In that case, if no other delegate desires to speak
during the present discussion, we might decide to
refer the whole problem to the Commission and, if
you approve, the Commission could be convened
for to-morrow afternoon. We have heard important
statements to-day and should, I think, reflect upon
them, so that it would be better if the Commission
were to meet in the afternoon rather than in the
morning.
If there is no objection, we will refer the examina
tion of the problem to the Commission and convene
a meeting of that body for to-morrow at 3.30 p.rn.
A greed.
The Assembly rose at 8.15 p.m.
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1932, AT 11 A.M.

AUSTRIA (cont.)
Permanent Representative accredited to
His Excellency Count Lagarde, Due d Entotto
the League of Nations).
(Minister Plenipotentiary, Diplomatic Abys
sinian Representative accredited to the Secretary :
League of Nations, High Counsellor).
M Franz Matsch (Doctor of Law, Secretary
of Legation).
Special Delegation.
His Excellency the Badj ironde Zelleka
BELGIUM
Aguedeou (Envoy Extraordinary and Minis
His
Excellency
M. Paul Hymans (Minister
ter Plenipotentiary in Great Britain and
for Foreign Affairs).
France).
Viscount P. Poullet (Minister of State, Member
of the Chamber of Representatives).
ALBANIA
Count Carton de Wiart (Minister of State,
Member of the Chamber of Representatives).
M. Lee Kurti (Resident Minister, Permanent
Delegate accredited to the League of Nations).
M. Paul E. Janson1 (Minister of State,
Member of the Chamber of Representatives).
AUSTRALIA
Substitutes :
M. J. Melot (Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Major-General the Honourable Sir Granville
Plenipotentiary, Director of the Belgian
de Laune Ryrie, K.C.M.G., C.B., V.D.
League of Nations Office).
(High Commissioner in London).
M. Bourquin (Substitute Belgian Delegate
Secretary :
at the Conference for the Reduction and
Major O. C. W. Fuhrman, O.B.E.
Limitation of Armaments).
Secretary :
M. Nicaise.
\
AUSTRIA
1 During M. Hymans’ stay at Geneva, M. Janson
His Excellency M. Emerich Pflügl (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, will act as substitute delegate.
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BOLIVIA

His Excellency M. Adolfe Costa du Reis
(Minister Plenipotentiary, former Minister
for Finance).
His Excellency M. Alberto Ostria-Gutierrez
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary in Peru and Ecuador).
BRITISH EMPIRE

The Right Honourable Sir J ohn Simon,
G.C.S.I., K.C.V.O., O.B.E., K.C., M.P.
(Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs).
The Most Honourable the Marquess of London
derry, K.G., M.V.O. (Secretary of State for
Air).

Secretary-General :
The Honourable Alexander Cadogan, C.M.G.

Foreign Office :
Sir Arthur Willert, K.B.E.
Mr. R. L. Craigie, C.B., C.M.G.
Sir John Thomas Pratt, K.B.E., C.M.G.
Mr. A. W. A. Leeper, C.B.E.
Mr. E. H. Carr, C.B.E.
Mr. H. Ashley Clarke.
Dominions Office :
Mr. C. R. Price.

Private Secretaries :
Sir Walford Selby, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.V.O.
(Private Secretary to Sir John Simon).
Mr. L. G. S. Reynolds (Private Secretary to
the Marquess of Londonderry).
BULGARIA

His Excellency M. Constantin Batoloff (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
in Paris).
M. Dimitri Mikoff (Chargé d Affaires in Swit
zerland, Permanent Representative accre
dited to the League of Nations).
CANADA

The Right Honourable Sir George H. Perley,
K.C.M.G., M.P. (Member of the Canadian
Government without Portfolio).
The Honourable Maurice Dupré, K.C., LL.L.,
M.P. (Member of the Canadian Government,
Solicitor-General).
Substitute :
Mr. W A. Riddell, M.A., Ph.D. (Dominion of
Canada Advisory Officer accredited to the
League of Nations).

Technical Advisers :
Major-General A. G. L. McNaughton, C.M.G.,
D.S.O., LL.D. Thief of the Canadian
General Staff).
Mr. L. B. Pearson (First Secretary, Department
of External Affairs).
Secretary-General :
Mr. P. E. Renaud, Ph.D., LL.D.
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CHILE

His Excellency M. Jorge Valdés-Mendeville
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary in Belgium and Switzerland).
Substitute :
M. Jorge Saavedra-Aguero (Counsellor of
Embassy, Chargé d’Affaires par interim at
Berne).
Substitute and Secretary :
M. Enrique Gajardo (Secretary of Embassy,
Secretary of the Permanent Delegation
accredited to the League of Nations).

CUBA

ESTONIA

His Excellency M. Aristides de Agüero y
Bethancourt (Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary at Berlin and
Vienna).
His Excellency M. Guillermo de Blanck
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary, Permanent Delegate accredited
to the League of Nations).
His Excellency M. Carlos de Armenter os
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary at Berne).
Secretary :
M. J. de la Luz Leon (Consul at Geneva).

His Excellency M. Jean Tônisson (Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Member of the Chamber of
Deputies).
General Johan L. Laidoner (former Commander-in-Chief of the Estonian Army
during the War of Independence).
M. August Schmidt (Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary at Rome and
Berne, Permanent Delegate accredited to
the League of Nations).
Secretary :
M. Johannes Kodar (Secretary of the Perma
nent Delegation accredited to the League
of Nations).

CHINA

His Excellency M. W. W. Yen (Envoy Extraor
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at
Washington, former Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs).
His Excellency M. T. Y. Lo (Envoy Extraor
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at
Copenhagen).
M. Lingoh Wang (Chargé d’Affaires at Madrid).
Principal Advisers :
His Excellency M. Lion Von Tao (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
at Berlin).
His Excellency M. Wang Chia Chen (Former
Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs).
Secretary-General :
Doctor Hoo Chi Tsai (Director of the Perma
nent Office of the Chinese Delegation accre
dited to the League of Nations).
Assistant Secretaries-General :
M. William Hsieh (Chargé d’Affaires in Paris).
M. Lone Liang (Counsellor at the Legation in
Berlin).
Secretaries :
Dr. Hsia Ching Lin (First Secretary at the
Legation in London).
M. Chen Ting (First Secretary of Legation).
M. Che Ngan Lou (Second Secretary of
Legation).
M. R. Fang (Third Secretary of Legation).
Dr. K. S. Weigh (Third Secretary at the
Legation in Washington).
M. Tsou Ming Chiu (Third Secretary at the
Legation in London).
M. Twsen Ling Tsui (Third Secretary at the
Legation in Berne).
M. R. Ouang (Attaché 'at the Legation in
Berne).
M. H. C. Sung (Attaché of Legation).
M. Woo Kwang Han (Assistant Secretary of
Legation).
COLOMBIA

His Excellency Dr. Antonio José Restrepo
(Permanent Delegate accredited to the
League of Nations).
Dr. Eduardo Santos (Former Minister for
Foreign Affairs).

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

His Excellency M. Eduard Benes (Minister
for Foreign Affairs).
Substitute :
M. Zdenëk Fierlinger (Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary at Berne,
Permanent Delegate accredited to the League
of Nations).
Private Secretary to M. Beneâ :
Dr. Vladimir Kucera (° Chef du Cabinet ” to
the Minister for Foreign Affairs).
Secretary-General :
M. Arnoât Heidrich (Head of the Czechoslovak
League of Nations Office at the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs).
Secretary :
M. Karel Trpâk (Secretary of the Legation
at Berne).

FINLAND

His Excellency Baron A. S. Yrjô-Koskinen
(Minister for Foreign Affairs).
His Excellency Dr. Rafael Erich (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
at Stockholm, former Prime Minister).
His Excellency Dr. Rudolf Holsti (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Permanent Delegate accredited to the League
of Nations, former Minister for Foreign
Affairs).
Substitutes :
M. Reinhold Swentorzetski (Member of the
Chamber of Deputies).
Dr. Ensio Hiitonen (Head of the League of
Nations Office at the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs).
Secretary-General :
M. Evald Gyllenbôgel (Counsellor of Legation
at the Permanent Delegation accredited to
DENMARK
the League of Nations).
Dr. Peter Munch (Minister for Foreign Affairs). Secretary :
Dr. L. Moltesen (Former Minister for Foreign
M. Paul Hjelt (Secretary of Legation at the
Permanent Delegation accredited to the
Affairs, Member of the Chamber of Deputies).
League of Nations).
M. Peter Christian Schou (Envoy Extraordi
nary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Ankara).
Substitutes :
FRANCE
M. Alsing Emmanuel Andersen (Member of the
His
Excellency
M. Paul-Boncour (Senator,
Chamber of Deputies, Secretary-General of
former Minister).
the Social-Democratic Party).
M. Jens Andreas Hansen (Member of the Substitutes :
Chamber of Deputies, “ Rédacteur ”).
M. René Massigli (Minister Plenipotentiary,
Head of the French League of Nations
M. Victor Pürschel (Member of the Chamber
Office).
of Deputies, Advocate-General of the Military
Forces).
M. Basdevant (Legal Adviser at the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs).
M. Jesper Simonsen (Member of the Chamber
of Deputies, Judge at the Court of Appeal).
M. William Borberg (Permanent Delegate
GERMANY
accredited to the League of Nations).
Dr. Brüning (Chancellor of the Reich).
Secretary :
Baron von Weizsâcker (Minister Plenipo
M. Frants Hvass (Secretary at the Ministry
tentiary).
for Foreign Affairs).
Experts :
Baron von Schoen (Assistant Director at the
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Ministry for Foreign Affairs).
M. von Kamphôsrener (Head of the League of
Nations Department at the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs).
M. Blankenhorn (Attaché).
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GREECE

JAPAN (cont.)

Substitutes :
His Excellency Viscount Kintomo Mushakoji
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo
tentiary at Stockholm, Copenhagen, Helsinki
and Oslo).
His Excellency M. Shichitaro Yada (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
at Berne).
His Excellency M. Setsuzo Sawada (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.
Director of the Japanese League of Nations
Office).
M. Hirosi Saito (Counsellor of Embassy).
Secretary-General :
His Excellency M. Setsuzo Sawada (Envoy
GUATEMALA
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Director of the Japanese League of Nations
His Excellency M. José Matos (former Minister
Office).
for Foreign Affairs. Permanent Delegate
accredited to the League of Nations).
Secretaries :
M. Masayuki Yokoyama (Consul-General).
HAITI
M. Tamao Sakamoto (Secretary of Embassy).
His Excellency M. Constantin Mayard (Envoy
M Shun-ichi Matsumoto (Secretary of
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
Embassy).
at Paris).
M. Masatoshi Akiyama (Secretary of Embassy).
M. Taro Terasaki (Consul).
HUNGARY
M. Shin-ichi Shibusawa (Secretary of Embassy).
His Excellency Count Albert Apponyi (former
Viscount Seiichi Motono (Consul).
Minister).
M. Yuzo Issono (Attaché;.
His Excellency General Gabriel Tanczos (for
mer Minister).

His Excellency M. Nicolas Politis (Former
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Envoy Extra
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in
Paris).
31. R. Raphaël (Permanent Delegate accredited
to the League of Nations).
Secretaries :
31. A. Contournas (Secretary of the Permanent
Delegation accredited to the League of
Nations).
M. P. Pipinelis (Secretary of the Permanent
Delegation accredited to the League of
Nations).

LATVIA

INDIA

His Highness the Aga Khan, G.C.S.L,
G.C.I.E., G.C.V.O.
Sir Henry Wheeler, K.C.S.L, K.C.I.E. (Member
of the Council of India).
IRISH FREE STATE

Mr. Sean Lester (Permanent Delegate accre
dited to the League of Nations).
IMr. J. J. Hearne (Legal Adviser at the Depart
ment for Foreign Affairs).
ITALY

His Excellency M. Dino Grandi (Minister for
Foreign Affairs).
His Excellency M. Vittorio Scialoja (Minister
of State, Senator).
Substitutes :
His Excellency M. Massimo Pilotti (First
President of the Court of Appeal).
M. Augusto Rosso (Minister Plenipotentiary,
Assistant Delegate to the Council of the
League of Nations).
Secretary-General :
M. Francesco Jacomoni (First Secretary of
Legation).
JAPAN

His Excellency M. Tsunéo Matsudaira (Am
bassador in London).
His Excellency M. Naotaké Sato (Ambassador
in Brussels).
His Excellency M. Shigeru Yoshida (Ambas
sador in Rome).

His Excellency M. Jules Feldmans (Minister
Plenipotentiary, Permanent Delegate accre
dited to the League of Nations).
General Alexandre Kaleys (Chief of the
General Staff).
LIBERIA

His Excellency Dr. Antoine Sottile (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Permanent Delegate accredited to the League
of Nations).

NETHERLANDS

POLAND (cont.)

His Excellency Jonkheer F. Beelaerts van
Blokland (Minister for Foreign Affairs).
M. J. P. A. Francois (Head of the League of
Nations Section at the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs, Extraordinary Professor at the
School for Higher Commercial Studies at
Rotterdam).
Secretary :
Jonkheer O. Reuchlin (Attaché of Legation).

Substitutes :
His Excellency M. Marj an Szumlakowski(Envoy
Extraordinary andMinister Plenipotentiary,
“ Chef du Cabinet ” to the Minister for Foreign
Affairs).
M. Edouard Raczynski (Head of the League of
Nations Section at the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs).
M. Thadée Gwiazdowski (Counsellor of Lega
tion at the Permanent Delegation accredited
to the League of Nations).
31. Titus Komarnicki (Doctor of Law,
Counsellor of Legation, Secretary-General
of the Delegation to the Conference for the
Reduction and Limitation of Armaments).
Expert :
M. Ladislas Kulski (Doctor of Law, “ Rappor
teur ” at the 3Iinistry for Foreign Affairs).

NEW ZEALAND

Sir Thomas Mason Wilford, K.C.M.G., K.C.
(High Commissioner in London).
NICARAGUA

PORTUGAL
NORWAY

His Excellency M. Birger Braadland (Minister
for Foreign Affairs).
M. Erik Colban (Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary).
M. Rolf Andvord (Head of the League of
Nations Section at the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs).
Secretary :
M. Henning Sollied (Secretary at the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs).
PANAMA

His Excellency Dr. Narciso Garay (former
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister Pleni
potentiary in France and Great Britain).
PARAGUAY

LITHUANIA

His Excellency Dr. Dovas Zaunius (Minister
for Foreign Affairs).
His Excellency M. Vaclovas Sidzikauskas
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary in London).
LUXEMBURG

His Excellency M. Joseph Bech (Minister
of State, Prime Minister, Minister for Foreign
Affairs).
Substitutes :
M. Charles Vermaire (Consul at Geneva).
M. Albert Wehrer (Doctor of Law, Govern
mental Adviser).

ROUMANIA

PERSIA

His
Excellency
Anouchirevan
Khan
Sépahbodi (Envoy Extraordinary and Minis
ter Plenipotentiary at Berne, Permanent
Delegate accredited to the League of Nations).
PERU

His Excellency M. Ventura Garcia Calderdn
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary, Head of the Permanent Office
accredited to the League of Nations).

MEXICO

His Excellency Dr. Romeo Ortega (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
in Sweden).
Secretary •
Dr. Salvador Martinez de Alva (Director of the
Mexican Office at Geneva).

His Excellency Commandant Fernando
Augusto Branco (Minister for Foreign
Affairs).
His Excellency Dr. Augusto de Vasconcellos
(Former Prime Minister, former Minister for
Foreign Affairs, Minister Plenipotentiary,
Director-General of the Portuguese League
of Nations Office).
His Excellency Dr. Vasco de Quevedo (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
at Berne and accredited to the League of
Nations).
Substitute :
Dr. José Lobo d’Avila Lima (Universities of
Coimbra and Lisbon, Legal Adviser at
the Ministry for Foreign Affairs).
Secretaries :
M. Arthur Tavares de Melo (“ Chef du Cabinet ”
to M. Branco).
Dr. Joao de Mendonça (Third Secretary of Lega
tion, Private Secretary to M. Branco).
Dr. Luiz Norton de Matos (Third Secretary
of Legation).

POLAND

His Excellency M. Auguste Zaleski (Minister
for Foreign Affairs).
His Excellency M. Jean de Modzelewski (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
at Berne).

His Excellency 31. Nicolas Titulesco (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
in London,' Permanent Delegate accredited
to the League of Nations, former Minister
for Foreign Affairs).
His Excellency M. Constantin Antoniade
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary accredited to the League of
Nations J.
M. I. Petrovici (University Professor, Member
of the Chamber of Deputies, former Minister).
Special Delegate :
The General Samsonovici (Chief of the Central
Staff of the Army).
SALVADOR

His Excellency Dr. Joaquin Paredes (Chargé
d’Affaires in Paris).
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UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA (cont.)

SIAM
His Serene Highness Prince Pridi Debyabongs
Devakula (Major-General, Envoy Extraordi
nary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Berlin).
Secretary :
Luang Bhadravadi (Attache at the Legation
in London).

SPAIN

His Excellency M. Luis de Zulueta Escolano
(Minister for Foreign Affairs).
M. Salvador de Madariaga (Ambassador).
M. Luis Araguistain y Quevedo (Member of
the Cortes).
Secretary-General :
M. Julio Lopez
potentiary).

Olivan

(Minister

Pleni

SWEDEN

.

His Excellency Baron S. G. F. T. Ramel
(Minister for Foreign Affairs).
M. J. E. Lofgren (Member of the First Chamber
of the Riksdag, former Minister for Foreign
Affairs).
M. K. Hj. L. de Hammarskjold (Member of
the First Chamber of the Riksdag, former
Prime Minister).

Substitutes :
M. R. J. Sandler1 (Director-General of the
Central Statistical Office, Member of the
First Chamber of the Riksdag, former
Prime Minister).
M. K. I. Westman (Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary at Berne).
M. E. C. Boheman (Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary at Ankara and
at Sofia).
SWITZERLAND

/

His Excellency M. Giuseppe Motta (President
of the Confederation).
M. Max Huber (former President of the Perma
nent Court of International Justice, Presi
dent of the International Committee of
the Red Cross).
M. William Rappard (Director of the Institute
for Higher International Studies).

Substitute and Expert :
M. Camille Gorgé (Head of Section at the Poli
tical Department — first class).
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

Mr. C. T. te Water (High Commissioner in
London).
»
Substitutes :
Major-General A. J. Brink, D.T.D., D.S.O.
(Secretary for Defence, Chief of the General
Staff).
Major F. F. Pienaar, D.T.D., O.B.E. (Perma
nent Delegate accredited to the League
of Nations).

1 In the absence of Baron Ramel, M. Sandler will
act as full delegate.

Secretaries :
Mr. W. C. Naudé.
Miss M. F. Burnside.

FIRST PLENARY MEETING
THURSDAY, MARCH 3RD, 1932, AT II A.M.

URUGUAY

His Excellency M. Pedro Cosio (Envoy Extra
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in
Germany).
His Excellency Dr. Enrique Buero (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
in Belgium and the Netherlands).
His Excellency Dr. Alfredo de Castro
(Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
potentiary in Switzerland).

Substitutes :
Dr. Paulina Luisi (Delegate of the Government
of Uruguay on the Advisory Commission for
the Protection and Welfare of Children and
Young People).
M. Oscar Deffeminis (Consul-General at
Geneva).

CONTENTS :

I. Opening of the Special Session of the Assembly.
2. Election of the Committee to report on the
Credentials of Delegates.

by M. Paul-Boncour, President in Office
of the Council of the League of Nations.

3. Speech

4. Credentials

of the Delegates : Report
Committee on Credentials.

5. Election
of the

of the President
Assembly.

6. Presidential Address.
7. Statement by the President
of the

8. Fixing

Rules

of the

Assembly.

VENEZUELA

His Excellency Dr. Diégenes Escalante (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
in Great Britain).
Dr. L. G. Chacin Itriago (Chargé d’Affaires at
Berne).
Dr. *Luis F. Calvani (Consul-General in Swit
zerland).

YUGOSLAVIA
His Excellency Dr. Voislav Marinkovitch
(Minister for Foreign Affairs).
His Excellency Dr. Zelimir Mazuranic (Senator,
former Minister).
His Excellency Dr. Iliya Choumenkovitch
(Member of the Chamber of Deputies, former
Minister).

Substitute :
His Excellency M. Constantin Fot-itch (Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
Secretary-General of the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs).
Secretary-General and Expert :
Dr. Ivan Perne (Counsellor, Head of Section
at the Ministry foy Foreign Affairs).

Expert :
Dr. Ivo Andritch (Chargé d’Affaires at the
Permanent Delegation accredited to the
League of Nations).
Secretary :
M. Slavko Raïkovitch (Attaché at the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs).
Private Secretary to M. Marinkovitch :
M. Kosta Pavlovitch (Attaché at the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs).

of the

9. Election

of

Special Session

on the

Application

Number of Vice-Presidents of the

of the

Assembly.

Procedure.

of the

Eight Vice-Presidents

of the

As no objection
the list has been raised.
I think I may conclude that the Assembly has
decided that the Committee on Credentials shall
consist of the delegates whose names I have just
read.

The list proposed by the Chairman was adopted.
The Chairman :

Translation : In proposing to the Assembly
to constitute the Committee on Credentials imme
diately, it was my intention to hasten the procedure
and to allow the Committee to carry out the
important work it has to do in the best possible
conditions.
The members of the Committee on Credentials
which has just been elected by the Assembly will
hold themselves in readiness to meet, as soon as
they are notified, in the room placed at their disposal
so as to be able to submit their report at the earliest
possible moment.
3 —SPEECH BY M. PAUL-BONCOUR, PRESI

1. —OPENING OF THE SPECIAL SESSION OF
THE ASSEMBLY.

DENT IN OFFICE OF THE COUNCIL OF
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
. The Chairman :

Translation : This is only the second time since its
foundation that the Assembly has met in extraor
dinary session.
The circumstances which led to these two
The Chairman :
meetings were widely different. The first special
Translation : Ladies and gentlemen, — In my Assembly, convened for the purpose of welcoming
capacity as President in Office of the Council of the a great European nation which had previously
League of Nations, I have the honour to declare remained outside the League, was full of hope ; but
open the Special Assembly of the League of Nations. temporary obstacles arose — a fact that only
proves how, in this great and difficult task to which
we have set our hand, the path of hope itself may
2.—ELECTION OF THE COMMITTEE TO sometimes be beset with difficulties. Those tempo
REPORT ON THE CREDENTIALS OF rary difficulties were surmounted, and for years now
the nation we had been preparing to welcome has
DELEGATES.
been according the Assembly and the Council its
invaluable collaboration, which I better than
The Chairman :
anyone can appreciate, convinced as I am that only
Translation : The first item on the agenda is the on an international plane and under thhe ægis of
constitution of the Committee on Credentials.
the Covenant can we hope to eliminate for ever
According to the Rules of Procedure of the conflicts which have drenched our history in blood.
Assembly, this Committee should be elected by
To-day’s Assembly was convened in painful —
secret ballot. There have, however, been frequent nay, tragic — circumstances. For months a certain
departures from this rule at previous sessions. quarter of the globe had been rent by a great conflict
Accordingly, with the permission of the Assembly, between two nations which are Members of the
and subject to any objections it may put forward, League and of the Council ; and, long as is the list
and in accordance with established precedent, I of conflicts which the League has already had to
feel I shall only be forestalling the wishes of the settle — in retrospect they will perhaps appear of
delegations and expediting our work in submitting minor importance, but they might have assumed
a list consisting of eight names, as follows :
more alarming proportions but for the League’s
existence — it may fairly be said that this conflict,
His Excellency M. de Agüero y Bethancourt by reason of its dimensions, was the first big dispute
(Cuba) ;
the League has had to cope with. Fate willed that
it should also be the most complex, and that for
His Excellency M. Schou (Ilenmark) ;
several reasons — the distance at which the events
His Excellency M. Feldmans (Latvia) ;
occurred ; the internal upheavals which inevitably
His Excellency Dr. Ortega (Mexico) ;
follow big social changes such as those with which
one of the nations concerned had to contend ; the
The Honourable Maurice Dupré (Canada) ;
peculiar situation of that country, resulting from a
M. J. P. A. François (Netherlands) ;
body of treaties, contracts and customs. This
His Highness Prince Pridi Debyabongs regime, based on convention and custom, empower
Devakula (Siam).
ing certain nations to maintain armed forces on
M. Paul-Boncour, delegate of France and
President in Office of the Council, took the chair.
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its soil, tended to a certain extent to invalidate for
this particular problem the initial military data
which we are in the habit of examining. To all
these difficulties were added those caused by
distance and by geographical factors : for, as you
are aware, no really effectual step can be taken
in that part of the world without the great American
Republic which is not represented here among us.
And, having touched upon that difficulty, may I
venture, with all due discretion, to express the
hope that the Government *of the United States
will continue to lend us its friendly assistance ?
The situation I have just described was not
calculated to make it easy for us to settle the
conflict. Would the difficulties — overrated dif
ficulties — we encountered reveal our institution
as powerless? People talk glibly enough of the
League’s failure. When a storm bursts it is so
easy to cry out ; whether the cries are cries of
distress or of hope it is not always easy to say.
I do not intend to disguise any of our own
difficulties, or any of our temporary setbacks. I
should despise myself if, at this juncture, I indulged
in the polite formulas to which our sense of mutual
courtesy inclines us, but which are ill-suited to
the tragic circumstances that have brought us
together. I now propose to give you an entirely
objective account of what has happened.
On one of those evenings we passed together,
when the Council’s discussions dragged on until
a late hour, I said that both the greatness and the
tragedy of the League was that it had aimed at
the universal. But even though this was the aim,
its foundations had not been built upon a mere
Utopian dream : the League is no mere fantastic
conception lost in the clouds, like a night mist
rising from the lake. On the contrary, it was formed
in an atmosphere of reality. Its founders possessed
a sense of reality ; and we, whose duty it is to
carry on their work, must possess that sense of
reality too. Trade facilities, improved communica
tions, our common need, despite any temporary
barriers that may be raised — for economic
resources other than our own, war upheavals and
the rapprochements which have been the outcome of
them — all have created in the world such a state
of interdependence that a gun fired on the shores
of the Pacific may convulse Europe, just as that
revolver shot fired at Sarajevo set the nations
of the world at one another’s throats. If, however,
aiming at the universal, the League is to keep
the terms of the Covenant clear-cut and effective,
they must be made more elastic, must be varied
and adapted to meet the diverse needs of geo
graphical, economic and political circumstances.
The Council realised that need, and throughout
the first stage of its task — when the procedure
was on the basis of Article 11 — it had as its
guide, in that necessary process of adaptation,
a man who can assuredly be said to be the personi
fication of adaptability in action allied with sure
breadth of vision — M. Aristide Briand.
The criticisms which, you will agree, have been
so freely launched against us in the last few months
all alike ignore the fact that in October, November
and December, and up to the end of January, our
procedure was based exclusively on Article 11.
That article is concerned solely with prevention
and conciliation, and is so framed that the Council
may take a valid decision only with the agreement
of the parties themselves. That means proceeding
step by step, advancing only by gradual stages.
How, then, could delay be avoided ?
But, despite this delay, despite this succession
of hopes and setbacks which might well have made
us doubt ourselves, we may feel sure in our inmost
hearts that, had there been no League, or had the
League washed its hands of the conflict because it

was taking place far away on the shores of the
Pacific, that conflict would undoubtedly have
developed far more rapidly anfl. have assumed far
greater proportions.
And now let me tell you of a personal experience
of mine. On one of those evenings when our eyes
were fixed on the clock and its moving hands, that
awakened in the minds of some of us a memory
of zero hour — and those who fought in the last war
on either side of the trenches know all the anguish
of that hour — I told myself that, had the League
Council been in existence before, had the States on
the eve of a conflict had an opportunity of stating
their views in public as they have just done now,
some of the catastrophes which have overthrown
our world might perhaps have been averted.
To return to the examination of the facts, I
must point out that, in this difficult question —
in which I do not shut my eyes to any of our mis
calculations — tangible results have been achieved.
Faced as it is with the first large-scale conflict
it has been called upon to solve, your Council has
not allowed any of the procedure laid down in the
Covenant to be contested.
The other day, the representative of the young
Spanish Republic, which in its new youthful vigour
is continuing to accord us the invaluable support
which Spain has granted us since the League was
founded, said that the important thing was to
maintain and develop the League’s procedure and
never to tire of weaving and drawing closer the net
which it is our purpose to throw over the world in
order to prevent war, even if war temporarily
tears the net in the process.
Both in the first and in the second phase of the
procedure results have already been obtained. Is it
nothing that the first phase has finally terminated
in the acceptance by both parties of a Commission
of which M. Briand, the President of the Council,
could say in his Declaration on December 9th, the
terms of which were negotiated with the parties :

“ Subject to its purely advisory character, the
terms of reference of the Commission are wide.
In principle, no question which it feels called
upon to study will be excluded, provided that the
question relates to any circumstances which
affect international relations. The Commission
will have full discretion to determine the ques
tions upon which it will report to the Council,
and will have power to make interim reports
when desirable. If the undertakings given by the
two parties, according to the resolution of
September 30th, have not been carried out by the
time of the arrival of the Commission, the Com
mission should as speedily as possible report to
the Council on the situation.”

I know there may be blame for slowness : the
slowness with which the Commission was constituted
and its slowness in setting out on its journey. I
know all that ; but I should like to explain the
reasons.
Article 11 requires, whether for the
taking of decisions or for the application and
execution of decisions, the agreement of all the
Members of the Council, including the parties to the
dispute. But that is not all. From the outset, the
Council has — inevitably — realised that, at every
moment of its procedure, it should, if any tangible
result was to be achieved, act in concert with the
gréât American Republic which is not represented
at its table. Consequently — and this also makes
for slowness of action — the Council had to obtain
the agreement of America : and I may add that
America has never grudged that to us, but she was
not represented at our proceedings. This necessity
inevitably resulted in an aggravation of those delays

of which I have myself complained at the Council
table.
Nevertheless, the League has succeeded, on the
basis of Article 11, in setting up a body the practical
value of which will soon be apparent. That is
something done, and it shoidd be placed to the
Council’s credit.
Then came a day when the guns were heard at
Shanghai, and an application was submitted by the
Chinese Government ; and the Council was faced
with a graver task, imposing fresh duties on it —
that of applying Article 15. We entered upon a
phase which could no longer be called the preven
tion of the dispute, but its settlement, and for this
purpose the Council had to procure all the necessary
information with all possible speed.
The terms of Article 15 are quite categorical.
The first paragraph provides that the SecretaryGeneral shall, even in the absence of the Council,
as soon as an application has been submitted to
him in virtue of Article 15, proceed to make arrange
ments for a full investigation and consideration
of the dispute. That is to say, even before the
Council is called upon to decide whether the appli
cation is receivable or not, an investigation and
consideration must take place. This question, the
first with which the Council was faced, could not
give rise to dispute.
As you will fully realise, this is our common
guarantee. u Hodie mihi, eras tibi. ” If it depended
on sympathies, on community of interests or on
friendships whether the Council could exercise
discretion as to whether one of the essential articles
of the Covenant should be set in motion, the common
guarantee of the League of Nations would have
ceased to exist.
A second and more difficult point was raised —
namely, whether, as the dispute had originally
been dealt with on the basis of Article 11, it was
possible to proceed with its consideration on the
basis of Article 15.
There, again, though we had a more detailed
discussion on the point, the Council considered that,
in view of the letter and spirit of the Covenant, no
inconsistency of any kind could be established
between Articles 11 and 15, since in fact and in
most cases they represent different phases and
different means of carrying out the same procedure.
Moreover, we had an actual precedent, which was
cited, and the opinion of a committee of jurists
presided over by so high an authority as M. Adatci,
now President of the Permanent Court of Inter
national Justice at The Hague.
We therefore
considered that this second question should also
be answered in the affirmative. We stated that the
appeal to Article 15 and the procedure which was
about to be carried out did not absolve the Council
from the duty of continuing its efforts on the basis
of Article 11. For that purpose we had not only
the indications given in the Covenant hut also the
1927 report on the most effective means of pre
venting war, which the Assembly had described as
a valuable guide for the use of the Council.
In causing the investigation and consideration
provided for in Article 15, paragraph 1, to be
carried out, the Council — and we were careful to
emphasise this point — in no way binds itself to
continue the procedure on the basis of that article.
On the contrary, it remains free to abandon it if
it becomes convinced that that procedure was
wrongly resorted to. The responsibility then falls
on the party who submitted the matter to the
Council on the basis of that article without adequate
reasons.
In short, we replied in the affirmative on the
three points I have just mentioned, and it seems
to us that both legally and politically the Council’s
decision is such as to merit your approval.

When the procedure was opened, the Council
adhered strictly to the terms of the Covenant.
Article 15 laid upon it the special duty of acting
with dispatch. Neither the Council nor the Secre
tary-General failed to observe that duty, and
twenty-four hours after the procedure was opened
under Article 15 a Commission directly representing
the League was functioning at Shanghai — a com
mission composed of the representatives of the
Powers, which had all responded to the appeal
addressed to them.
The delà,y in the dispatch of its first — provi
sional — report was due solely to the fact that the
United States representative had to ask his Govern
ment for authority before affixing, his signature to
the report. This report was followed by two ethers
which form part of your documentation and which
it will be for you to consider.
At the same time, according to the second
paragraph of Article 15, the parties to the dispute
were invited to communicate their explanations
and statements of their cases. It will be for the
Assembly, convened at the Chinese Government’s
request, to hear those statements.
Again, throughout the procedure before the
Council, we never lost sight of one other extremely
important article of the Covenant, which embodies
the principle of the independence of States and
respect for that principle by Members of the League :
I refer to Article 10.
Among its various procedures with a view to
eradicating the causes of war, the Covenant seems
to have been designed to bring out this principle
in particular, the underlying idea being that the
League’s first duty is to safeguard that supreme
asset described as the territorial integrity of
Members of the League and the political indepen
dence of those Members. The Council repeatedly
recalled the fact that no final settlement of
the dispute which failed to respect that principle
could be approved by it, and it was glad to receive,
on October L3th, Octobet 24th and January 25th
(the very eve of the day when Article 15 was to
be invoked), and more recently still, specific
declarations, the sincerity of which we have no
reason to doubt, to the effect that, despite the
regrettable events which h^ve occurred, no attack
would be made on the territorial integrity or inde
pendence of the country in question.
By insisting on our procedure being respected —
an essential duty of the Council — by invoking and
applying texts which both in the Covenant and in
the treaties are simply the juridical expression of
our plighted word, by stipulating that the future
shall not be pledged on terms at variance with
Article 10 of the Covenant, and by allowing no
exception to be entered against any of the procedure
laid down in that instrument, we have meticulously
performed our duty, and have avoided allowing a
precedent to be created which would have seriously
hampered the League’s future action. But it is
manifest that/ our procedures — which are slow,
and indeed, cannot be otherwise, depending as
they must on accurate information collected by
the League itself — can exhibit their full efficacy
only if, while they are in process, hostilities break
out and if, while we are deliberating, force inter
venes and imposes its unlawful rule.
On this point it is easy for those who are closely
watching to see whether the tempest will destroy
our poor, fragile plant once and for all; it is easy
for them to point to the disparity between our
appeals, our recommendations and the clash of
arms which has too often been the only response.
To gauge the possibilities of criticism that lay open
to such people, we need only consult our own feel
ings, our own distress ; yet we did not falter, nor
shall we falter now. The League must emerge,
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strengthened and confident of its destiny, from
this recent trial, and I may say without exaggera
tion, without indulging in an optimism which facts
might belie, that events justify us in believing that
our tenacity is about to be rewarded.
No, we did not falter, and only a day or two ago
we knew that it might perhaps be possible to bring
about the adoption of a proposal which had hitherto
been refused.
Last Saturday, the representative of the British
Empire, Sir John Simon — and let me pay tribute
publicly to him and to his Government and to
Admiral Kelly for their unflagging efforts — Sir
John Simon, when informing me of the negotiations
then proceeding between the Chinese and Japanese
commands, on board the British flagship off
Shanghai, told me — and my Government confirmed
it — that the United States was prepared to asso
ciate itself, not only with the measures taken by
the great Powers possessing special interests in
Shanghai, but also with a decision of the Council
itself ; so that the negotiations will now possess
the moral force of the great international commu
nity represented by this Assembly.
The Council accordingly met on February 29th.
Sir John Simon publicly confirmed the fact that
armistice negotiations were proceeding, and also
reaffirmed his Government s intentions and the
assurance which the United States Government
had given him. I then proposed a plan which was
unanimously adopted by the members of the
Council representing the Powers not directly
interested in the conflict, and obtained a promise
from the parties to the dispute that they would
warmly recommend their respective Governments
to adopt it.
I will simply indicate the main lines of that
plan. You are acquainted with it ; it forms a
sound basis for our hopes to-day. It is that a
Conference should meet at once at Shanghai
consisting of representatives of the parties and
representatives of the great Powers having special
interests at Shanghai. The bases for the Confer
ence would be as follows : on the part of Japan,
respect for territorial integrity and the status quo,
without any claim to special privileges ; on the part
of China, respect for the International Settlements
and for the French Concession — all obviously
subject to the cessation of hostilities, though the
Council, in view of the factor of distance and the
military situation, could not undertake to make
suggestions in regard to details and has left such
details to be settled on the spot.
The next day the representative of Japan
communicated to the President in Office of the
Council his Government’s acceptance. Last night
the representative of China informed me that his
Government was prepared to accept the plan
we had proposed, subject to the cessation of
hostilities and an armistice on the lines discussed
on board the British flagship.
You see exactly what the situation is. A ray
of light appears on the horizon ; the acceptance by
both parties of the plan proposed by the Council,
the support of that plan by the great American
Republic — that opens up perspectives which
had not appeared since this long and painful
conflict first broke out. The execution of the
plan is obviously conditional on the cessation of
hostilities, and there still exists between the two
parties, as regards the terms of the cessation
of hostilities, a difference of opinion which has
not yet been reconciled. At the same time, though
hostilities have not ceased, at least in the legal
sense of an armistice, I was notified this morning
of the cessation of the Japanese offensive. More
over, the mere fact that armistice negotiations are
continuing and that both parties have explicitly

accepted a plan which is itself conditional on the
cessation of hostilities means that our present
deliberations are opening under auspices which
I shall refrain from describing as more favourable,
lest I be accused of exaggeration, but which are
certainly less unfavourable than we feared at the
tragic moment when this Assembly was convened.
And now it is for you to take up the discussion.
The League took a very serious step when for the
first time it decided to convene a special Assembly
in virtue of a procedure laid down in Article 15
of the Covenant.
Public attention in every country is focused
on us, and the masses look to us with hope and
confidence.
A different feeling may perhaps
prevail in certain circles, and their attention may
perhaps be more in the nature of the curiosity
of an audience following the movements of the
lion-tamer in the secret hope that he may be
devoured.
Your resolute determination, your calm deli
berations will enable you to cheat such mischievous
hopes and ensure the achievement of the task
which devolves upon you, a task the success of
which will determine the League’s future.
The Council, from whom the Assembly has taken
over that task, has given you a full account of
its efforts, its failures and its hopes. It is, in any
case, conscious of having preserved for itself, for
you and for the League, one thing which ranks
and individuals
above all others, for institutions
i_ — —2 L-21,22
—L
alike — its honour.

4. — CREDENTIALS OF
REPORT
OF
CREDENTIALS.

THE

THE DELEGATES :
COMMITTEE ON

The Chairman :

Translation : The next item on the agenda is the
report of the Committee on Credentials.
I call upon the Chairman of that Committee,
His Excellency M. de Agüero y Bethancourt,
delegate of Cuba, to read his report.
M. de Agiiero y Bethancourt (Cuba), Chairman
and Rapporteur of the Committee on Credentials :

Translation: Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,
— The Committee appointed by the Assembly to
report on the credentials of delegates met on
March 3rd, 1932, at 11.15 a.m., in the office of the
President of the Assembly. I was elected Chairman
and was entrusted with the duty of drawing up the
report.
The Committee examined the documents trans
mitted to it by the Secretary-General and found that
the following States Members are represented by
delegates who are in possession either of letters of
credentials from heads of States or Ministers for
Foreign Affairs, or of letters or telegrams from
Ministers for Foreign Affairs, or of letters from
permanent representatives accredited to the League
of Nations :
Abyssinia, Albania, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Bolivia, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia,
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hungary, India,
Irish Free State, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liberia,
Lithuania, Luxemburg, Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Panama, Persia, Peru, Poland,
Portugal, Roumania, Salvador, Siam, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Union of South Africa,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia.

The Committee considers that the representatives
of these States Members are duly accredited.
The following States Members have not yet
submitted documents accrediting delegates to the
Assembly :
The Argentine Republic, the Dominican Republic,
Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay.

‘i

6. — PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.

M. Hyman» (Belgium), President of the Assembly:

Translation : Ladies and gentlemen, — You have
just done my country a great honour, and have
given myself a token of confidence which I greatly
value, in calling upon me to preside over an Assem
bly on whom devolves the arduous task — a task
as great as it is fraught with responsibility — of
The Chairman :
seeking to restore peaceful understanding between
States Members of the League who have been
Translation : I beg to thank the Chairman of two
the Committee on Credentials for the assistance he divided by a long and cruel conflict. I thank you,
has rendered us and the rapidity with which he has and I thank in particular my distinguished friend,
M. Paul-Boncour, President of the Council, for the
helped us to constitute the Assembly.
much too flattering terms in which he welcomed me
Has anyone any observations to make on the in this office — for I can only attribute his words
conclusions of the report ?
to his friendship for me.
The conclusions of the report were adopted.
In taking this chair, my memory inevitably goes
back, as you will well understand, to the First
Assembly of the League in 1920, over which I had
the honour to preside. At that time we were setting
forth, with high hopes and in face of scepticism,
5. — ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE upon a bold and noble enterprise — the organisa SPECIAL SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY. tion of an association of States for the purpose
(to quote the actual terms of the Preamble to the
Covenant) of maintaining justice and a scrupulous
The Chairman :
respect for all treaty obligations in the dealings
Translation : The next item on the agenda is the of peoples with one another.
election of the President of the present special
And now, after twelve years, after long toil, an
session of the Assembly.
Assembly of the League is called upon for t te
In conformity with the Rules of Procedure, first time, in virtue of the obligation imposed upon
it by Article 15 of the Covenant, to settle a complex
voting will be by secret ballot.
May I call upon M. Motta, delegate of Switzer dispute, fraught with danger, which has broken
land, and M. Titulesco, delegate of Roumania, as out between two great nations of the East and
former Presidents of the Assembly, to be good has unhappily led to bloodshed.
There is one gleam of hope which lightens the
enough to act as tellers?
crisis. The Council of the League, as its President
(The votes of the delegates were taken in turn by reminded us just now in his admirable and eloquent
secret ballot.)
statement, adopted a proposal, a plan for settle
ment and negotiation, which might terminate the
worst episode in this vast conflict. The *acts of
The Chairman :
violence which have taken place have deeply
Translation : In the first place, I wish to thank moved the hearts of all, and the whole world
earnestly hopes that the opening of negotiations
the tellers for their kind assistance.
will be rendered possible by a cessation of hostilities.
The result of the voting is as follows :
Both as President of this Assembly and as
representative of a State which holds respect for
Number of States voting .... 47
treaties to be the essential principle in interna
Blank voting papers....................
0.
tional life, I shall, like the rest of you, devote
Number of votes cast................ 47
myself wholeheartedly and sincerely to see kingany
Absolute majority.......................
24
means and any methods likely to restore concord
M. Hymans, first delegate of Belgium, has through justice and to strengthen the authority
of the League.
obtained 45 votes.
I have the honour, therefore, in accordance with
the Rules of Procedure, to announce that His
Excellency M. Hymans, delegate of Belgium, 7. — STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT ON
is elected President of the Assembly.
THE APPLICATION OF THE RULES OF
May I say that, if my task has been a heavy
PROCEDURE.
one, it now brings me the very great pleasure of
welcoming M. Hymans' election, which I consider
The President :
to be symbolic of the spirit in which the Assembly
intends to conduct its work?
Translation : We have to settle certain questions
I ventured just now to point out to the Assembly of procedure this morning, but before we come to
how closely the world was watching it and what a them I should like to make a general observation
far echo its decisions would awaken. It has at the on the application of the Rules of Procedure.
outset taken the wisest and best possible step by
This session is of a special nature, and in the
choosing, for the task of directing its work, one of
our colleagues who, since the foundation of the course of our discussions it is possible that we
League, has unfailingly placed at its service, some may not be able to apply in their entirety the pro
times in face of great difficulties^ the invaluable visions of our Rules of Procedure, which were drawn
assistance of his own personality and abilities and up and adopted for the purposes of our ordinary
that of the noble country he represents. I am annual Assemblies. Of course, if any departures
therefore glad to welcome him, and I now invite have to be made from the general rules, I shall
always consult the Bureau beforehand, and in
him to take the presidential chair.
any case the final decision will rest with the
(M. Hymans took the presidential chair.)
Assembly.
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8. — FIXING OF THE NUMBER OF VICE
PRESIDENTS OF THE ASSEMBLY.

The President :

Translation : We have this morning to elect the
Vice-Presidents. I want to draw your attention
now to the desirability of a decision which I think
the Assembly should take forthwith and which
involves a departure from the letter of the Rules
of Procedure. According to the Rules, the Assembly
must elect six Vice-Presidents. This has always
been done at our previous Assemblies. I thought
it might be desirable, in the present circumstances,
for the Bureau to have a larger number of VicePresidents, and for the number to be increased
accordingly for the present session from six to
eight. The Bureau will have to take important
decisions and to assume heavy responsibilities.
The President's proposal was adopted.
The President :

Translation : If we subsequently find it necessary
to appoint one or more committees, the chairman
of those committees will ex officio become members
of the Bureau, in accordance with the usage we have
always followed.

9. — ELECTION OF THE EIGHT VICE PRESI

The ballot will now be taken for the election of
the eight Vice-Presidents. I will ask M. Pflügl,
delegate of Austria, and M. Mayard, delegate of
the Republic of Haiti, to be good enough to act
as tellers.
I have a final observation to make. As you know,
the vote is taken by secret ballot, the name of each
country being read out. and I would remind dele
gates that voting papers must contain the names
of eight persons but not names of countries.

( The votes of the delegates were taken in turn by
secret ballot.)
The President :

Translation : The result of the ballot is as follows :
Number of votes . . .
Number of votes cast
Absolute majority... .

47
47
24

The analysis of the voting is as follows :
M. Paul-Boncour (France) ...............
M. Motta (Switzerland).....................
Baron Ramel (Sweden).......................
Sir John Simon (British Empire)... .
M. Grandi (Italy) ................................
M. Ortega (Mexico).............................
M. Brüning (Germany) .....................
M. Sépahbodi (Persia) .......................

45
44
43
43
40
39
37
36

DENTS OF THE ASSEMBLY.
The President :

Translation : The Chinese and Japanese dele
gations have both spontaneously expressed their
desire not to put forward candidates for election
as Vice-Presidents of the Assembly. I feel sure
the Assembly will realise the motives of delicacy
underlying this decision of the two delegations in
the special circumstances in which we are placed.

In accordance with the Rules of Procedure,
therefore, I have the honour to declare the followingdelegates
Vice-Presidents of the Assembly :
M. Paul-Boncour, M. Motta, Baron Ramel, Sir
John Simon, M. Grandi, M. Ortega, M. Bruning
and M. Sépahbodi.

(The Assembly rose at 1.30 p.m.)
(/
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CONTENTS
IS.

Action taken by the Japanese Government
in Pursuance of the Assembly Resolution
of March 4th : Communication by M. Sato.

19.

Draft Resolution submitted by the Drafting
Committee : Conclusion of Discussion and
Adoption.

President : M. HYMANS.
18. — ACTION TAKEN BY THE JAPANESE
GOVERNMENT IN PURSUANCE OF THE
ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION OF MARCH 4th :
COMMUNICATION BY M. SATO.

M. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : I should like to make a communi
cation with regard to my Government’s action in
pursuance of the resolution of March 4th.1
You will have seen in the Press that the action
to which I referred at the Commission’s last
meeting has been taken at Shanghai. The Japanese
Minister handed a note to Sir Miles Lampson, the
British Minister, informing him that the Japanese
authorities were prepared to enter into negotiations
with the Chinese authorities in accordance with
the terms of that resolution. This note added that
there was some reason for apprehension with regard
to the situation at the front, and that consequently
it was urgent to reach a definitive agreement for
the complete cessation of hostilities as soon as
possible, and then to discuss and fix the arrange
ments for the withdrawal of the Japanese forces.
The Japanese authorities had always supposed
that the Chinese authorities fully understood their
attitude in this connection ; but, as they had
received no communication from the Chinese
authorities since the League adopted its resolution,
1 Document A. (Extr.l 12.1932.VII.

they desired to make it absolutely clear that the
were prepared to negotiate in accordance with the
terms of the resolution.
Sir Miles Lampson handed this note to the
Chinese authorities and informed us that they also
had signified their intention to enter into
negotiations.
We hoped it would be possible to hold the first
meeting this morning at the British Consulate
General, but it had to be postponed, owing to delay
in the receipt of detailed instructions.
My Government authorises me to state that the
Japanese forces will withdraw from their present
positions, to the neighbourhood of Shanghai and
Woosung, when the cessation of hostilities is finally
assured in accordance with the first paragraph of
the resolution and when, as provided in paragraph 2,
appropriate measures have been agreed upon to
prevent the Chinese forces from advancing or taking
the offensive, and to ensure supervision over the
zone evacuated by the Japanese forces. Our forces
will then re-embark, as quiet is restored. Our
authorities on the spot have already received
general instructions to that effect. We have there
fore good reason to hope that the situation will be
rapidly regulated.
The President :

Translation : I thank the Japanese delegate for
his interesting communication.
19. — DRAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED BY
THE DRAFTING COMMITTEE: CONCLU
SION OF DISCUSSION AND ADOPTION.
The President :

Translation : Does M. Sato wish to make any
communication with regard to the J apanese
Government’s intentions in connection with the
resolution in the form resulting from the discussions
of the General Commission ?
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M. Salo (Japan) :

Translation : I have just received instructions
from my Government, and, now that the General
Commission is about to reach a decision with regard
to the draft resolution, I wish briefly to explain
the Japanese Government’s attitude and the reasons
for the Japanese delegation’s vote.
The Japanese Government is entirely in agree
ment with the fundamental principles set forth in
the resolution, and, as it has stated on many
occasions, its conduct will be guided by those
principles.
As a Member of the League and a signatory of
the Paris Pact, Japan is convinced that she has faith
fully observed the provisions of these instruments,
which are indispensable in the international order,
and she is resolutely determined always to act in
accordance with their principles. She particularly
regrets the allegation that the action she was
compelled to take in China was an attack upon
the present political independence or territorial
integrity of another country, or was an attempt to
exercise military pressure for the pursuit of any
object whatsoever.
As the Japanese Government has stated on
several occasions since September last, Japan has
no territorial designs in China. The force of circum
stances compelled her to take military measures in
China, solely in order to protect herself against
serious and imminent danger to the life and property
of her nationals.
I wish to proclaim once again that the Japanese
Government is sincerely desirous of achieving
rapidly a friendly settlement of the present situation.
With regard to the text of the draft resolution,
the Japanese Government is particularly glad that
attention has been called to the principle of scrupu
lous respect for all treaty obligations. The Japanese
Government attaches the greatest importance to
that principle. One of the most important factors
in the present situation in the Far East is undoub
tedly the systematic attacks on legitimate rights
and interests guaranteed by treaty, and China’s
policy of unilaterally denouncing the most solemn
undertakings. The Japanese delegation therefore
desires to express its great satisfaction that the
duty scrupulously to respect existing treaties is
again proclaimed.
Another factor in the present state of affairs
is the anti-foreign agitation and the boycott, an
economic and political weapon, to which China has
resorted in pursuit of her national aims. These
practices constitute a real threat to peace, and do
great harm to that good understanding between the
nations upon which peace depends. The Japanese

delegation wishes to draw the Assembly’s attention
to this point.
The Japanese Government also notes with
satisfaction that the draft resolution mentions
the Council resolutions of September 30th and
December 10th. Since the present incidents began,
Japan has followed the Council’s procedure with
goodwill. She has furnished full explanations. She
has shown that patience and conciliatory spirit
which she has exhibited for many years, in spite
of innumerable provocations by China, and sincerely
desires to maintain with her friendly and
fruitful relations. In virtue of Article 11, she pro
posed that a commission of enquiry should be sent
to the Far East to obtain the necessary information
for settling the whole matter. This procedure is
still in progress ; the Commission is still at work.
You will remember that, at the Council’s last
meetings on January 29th and 30th, the Japanese
delegation raised objections to the application of
Article 15 to the whole Sino-Japanese conflict, in
view of the proceedings to which I have just referred.
The Japanese Government’s attitude is, I hope,
now clear. It has itself stated its views in its reply
to the appeal of the twelve Members of the Council.
As I have just said, Japan took part in this Assem
bly, subject to certain reservations with regard
to the applicability of Article 15. In view of this
fact, we cannot vote in favour of the draft resolu
tion. In these circumstances, the' Japanese dele
gation will simply refrain from voting, in order not
to oppose the adoption of the resolution.
I should like to say how much the Japanese
delegation appreciates the efforts of its colleagues
and of the Secretariat since the beginning of
the Assembly in dealing with the question before
us. It also sincerely thanks the Bureau and the
Drafting Committee for their very difficult and
important work.
The President :

Translation : As no one desires to speak, a
vote will be taken by show of hands.
The draft resolution was adopted.
The President :

Translation : The draft resolution which the
General Commission has just adopted will be
submitted to the Plenary Assembly, which I shall
convene for 5.30 p.m. to-day.1
1 See Records of the fourth plenary meeting of the
Assembly.
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Death of M. Briand: Reply from M. Tardieu
to the President’s Message.
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Discussion of Draft Resolution submitted
the Drafting Committee.

by

President : M. HYMANS

16. — DEATH OF M. BRIAND :
M. TARDIEU
MESSAGE.

TO

THE

REPLY FROM
PRESIDENTS

The President :

Translation : Let me first read you the telegram
which I have received, in reply to mine, from
M. Tardieu, President of the French Council of
Ministers. It is as follows :
“ I am deeply touched by the condolences
you have been good enough to offer me on behalf
of the Assembly of the League of Nations upon
the death of the illustrious statesman whose
passing is so grievous a loss to the Government
of the Republic and whose name stood for the
pacific ideal of France and her faith in the
civilising mission of the League. On behalf of the
French Government, I beg you to receive and
to convey to the Assembly my thanks for the
messages you were good enough to transmit to
me. — André Tardieu.”
17. — DISCUSSION OF DRAFT RESOLUTION
SUBMITTED
MITTEE.

BY

THE

DRAFTING

COM

The President :

Translation : At the Commission’s last meeting
we decided to instruct the Bureau to prepare a
draft resolution expressing the ideas put forward
during the general discussion. It was understood

that any delegations wishing to formulate proposals
would send them to the Bureau and that the
authors of such proposals would discuss the wording
of the resolution in conjunction with the members
of the Bureau. We received proposals from the
delegations of the British Empire, Colombia,
Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Norway,
Salvador, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. The
Drafting Committee, consisting of the members
of the Bureau and the authors of the proposals,
agreed on a final text, which was distributed to you
yesterday. You are in possession of the draft reso
lution but it will, 1 think, be necessary for me to
read it to you before opening the discussten. It
is as follows :
“ 1.
*’ The Assembly.
“ Considering that the provisions of the
Covenant are entirely applicable to the present
dispute, more particularly as regards :

“ (1) The principle of a scrupulous respect
for treaties •
“ (2) Thd undertaking entered into by
Members of the League of Nations to respect
and preserve as against external aggression
the territorial integrity and existing political
independence of all the Members of the
League :
“ (3) Their obligation to submit any dispute
which may arise between them to procedures
for peaceful settlement ;

“ Adopting the principles laid down by the
President-in Office of the Council, M. Briand.
in his declaration of December 10th, 1931 :
“ Recalling the fact that twelve Members of
the Council again invoked those principles in
their appeal to the Japanese Government on
February 16th, 1932, when they declared * that
no infringement of the territorial integrity and no
change in the political independence of any
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— 3 —Member of the League.brought about in disregard
of Article 10 of the Covenant ought to be
recognised as valid and effectual by Members
of the League of Nations ’ ;
“ Considering that the principles governing
international relations and the peaceful settle
ment of disputes between Members of the League
above referred to are in full harmony with the
Pact of Paris, which is one of the corner-stones
of the peace organisation of the world and under
Article 2 of which 4 the High Contracting Parties
agree that the settlement or solution of all
disputes or conflicts, of whatever nature and
whatever origin they may be, which may arise
among them shall never be sought except by
pacific means ’ ;
“ Pending the decisions which it may ultimately
‘take for the settlement of the dispute which has
been referred to it :
“ Proclaims the binding nature of the principles
and provisions referred to above and declares
that it is incumbent upon the Members of the
League of Nations not to recognise any situation,
treaty or agreement which may be brought about
by means contrary to the Covenant of the League
of Nations.
“ II.
“ The Assembly.
“ Affirming that it is contrary to the spirit
of the Covenant that the settlement of the SinoJapanese dispute should be sought under the
stress of military pressure on the part of either
party :
“ Recalls the resolutions adopted by the
Council on September 30th and on Decem
ber 10th, 1931, in agreement with the parties ;
“ Recalls also its own resolution of March 4th,
1932, adopted in agreement with the parties
with a view to the definitive cessation of hostilities
and the withdrawal of the Japanese forces and
notes that the Powers Members of the League of
Nations having special interests in the Shanghai
Settlements are prepared to give every assistance
to this end, and requests those Powers, if
necessary, to co-operate in maintaining order
in the evacuated zone.

“ III.

“ The Assembly,
“ In view of the request formulated on January
29th by the Chinese Government invoking the
application to the dispute of the procedure
provided for in Article 15 of the Covenant of
the League of Nations ;
“ In view of the request formulated on
February 12th by the Chinese Government that
the dispute should be referred to the Assembly
in conformity with Article 15, paragraph 9, of
the Covenant, and in view of the Council’s
decision of February 19th ;
“ Considering that the whole of the dispute
which forms the subject of the Chinese Govern
ment’s request is referred to it and that it is
under an obligation to apply the procedure of
conciliation provided for in paragraph * 3 of
Article 15 of the Covenant and, if necessary,
the procedure in regard to recommendations
provided for in paragraph 4 of that same article :
“ Decides to set up a Committee of nineteen
members — namely, the President of the
Assembly, who will act as Chairman of the
Committee, the Members of the Council other
than the parties to the dispute and the represen
tatives of six other Members to be elected by
secret ballot.

° This Committee, exercising its function on
behalf of and under the supervision of the
Assembly, shall be instructed :

“ (1) To report as soon as possible on the
cessation of hostilities and the conclusion of
arrangements which shall render definitive
the said cessation and regulate the withdrawal
of the Japanese forces in conformity with the
Assembly resolution of March 4th, 1932 ;
“ (2) To follow the execution of the
resolutions adopted by the Council on Septem
ber 30th and December 10th, 1931 :

“ (3) To prepare the draft of an agree
ment to be submitted to the Assembly, for the
purpose of facilitating, in accordance with
Article 15, paragraph 3, of the Covenant, the
settlement of the dispute ;
“ (4) To propose, if necessary, that the
Assembly submit to the Permanent Court of
International Justice a request for an advisory
opinion ;

“ (5) To prepare, if need be, the draft
report provided for in Article 15, paragraph 4,
of the Covenant ;

“ (6) To propose any urgent measure
which may appear necessary ;
( 7) To submit a first report to the
Assembly as soon as possible and at latest on
May 1st, 1932.
“ The Assembly requests the Council to commu
nicate to the Committee, together with any
observations it may have to make, any docu
mentation that it may think fit to transmit to
the Assembly.
“ The Assembly shall remain in session and
its President may convene it as soon as he may
deem this necessary.”

We will now open the discussion on the
resolution as a whole, but I think it would
probably be more practical to take each of the
three chapters separately. If the Assembly agrees,
therefore, I will open the debate on the first part
of the draft resolution and will ask any Members
who wish to do so to propose amendments.
Sir John Simon (British Empire). — There is one
addition to the last paragraph of the first chapter
of the draft resolution which I think might well
be considered and which I should be prepared to
propose with a view to widening and strengthening
the declaration which it contains.
The General Commission will see in the first
chapter that there is a paragraph beginning :
“ Considering that the principles governing inter
national relations and the peaceful settlement of
disputes between Members of the League above
referred to are in full harmony with the Pact of
Paris... ” But though in that considérant we
refer to the Pact of Paris, there is not in this draft
any reference to the Pact of Paris in the final
and effective paragraph.
The final paragraph
“ proclaims the binding nature of the principles
and provisions . . . and declares that it is
incumbent upon the Members of the League of
Nations not to recognise any situation, treaty or
agreement which may be brought about by means
contrary to the Covenant of the League of Nations ”.
My colleagues may remember that when this
proposition was suggested, I think by myself, in
the speech which I made from the platform, I

included the Pact of Paris in what I then proposed,
and I would submit that it would make the state
ment stronger and more world-wide if we included
a reference to the Pact of Paris as well as to the
Covenant of the League in this, the effective
paragraph of the first chapter.
I think the reason why the Drafting Committee
did not include the words was a technical one ;
it was, I think, because there may be one or two
States who are Members of the League who have
not themselves signed and ratified the Pact of
Paris, and therefore it would be technically incorrect
for us to say that it was incumbent upon all the
Members of the League to do something which is
contained in the Pact of Paris. But, though thatis
technically a perfectly just criticism, I still think
that words might be included, to the general
approval of us all, which would bring a reference
to the Pact of Paris into the final paragraph as well
as a reference to the Covenant ; and having
consulted one or two of my friends here who, I
know, take the same view, I would venture to
suggest that we should add the following words at
the end of the final paragraph of Chapter I : “or
contrary to the Pact of Paris, in the case of
signatories to that Pact ”.
I would only point out further that this first
chapter opens with a “ considérant ” which begins
by emphasising the principle of a' scrupulous
respect for treaties : it is therefore, I think, very
just and proper that the Assembly, in making this
solemn assertion in the first chapter, should not
confine itself to a reference to the obligations
which are to be deduced from the Covenant of the
League of Nations, but should also include — for
all the States to which it is applicable — the addi
tion which I have suggested : “ or contrary to the
Pact of Paris, in the case of signatories to that Pact ”,
If, therefore, my colleagues are in general agreement
with that addition, which would strengthen the
document, it appears to me that it might be
entirely consistent with our real purpose and, as
I have already said, would make world-wide the
declaration with which this first chapter concludes.
The President :

Translation : There are four countries which
have not ratified the Pact of Paris, but all States
have signed it. I would therefore propose a slight
change. The last- paragraph might end with the
words “ or the Pact of Paris in the case of States
parties to that Pact ”.
I think we are all in agreement as to the
substance. We might alternatively say, “ in the
case of those States which are bound by that Pact ”.
I do not think that the actual idea can be objected
to, but this formula would perhaps be neater.
M. Politis (Greece) :

Translation : I entirely agree with Sir John
Simon that it would be desirable to mention the
Pact of Paris in this part of the resolution, not only
because this would bring the effective part of the
resolution into line with the introduction, but
because it would assuredly add to the'value and
force of the resolution. I merely wonder whether
it is really necessary to say, “ in the case of the
States which are bound by that Pact
That would
not be a very neat formula. Tn this Assembly, we
can only speak on behalf of the Members of the
League
The Members of the League enunciate
what is stated in this paragraph. They agree
that a certain situation can at - once be
regarded as contrary to the principles of the
Covenant. We wish to add that that situation is
also contrary to the principles of the Pact of Paris,
and here we are faced with a difficulty in the case »

of those countries which have signed the League
Covenant along with us, but which are not bound
by the Pact of Paris. Only I am not sure that we
really need labour this point, because the States
Members of the League which are not yet bound
by the Pact of Paris — happily there are very few
of them — would not be running any risk of
contracting an additional obligation if they accepted
the wording proposed by Sir John Simon, which
points out that a situation such as that defined
would be contrary both to the Covenant and to the
Pact of Paris, since the Covenant contains the
maximum obligation in this sense. It follows that
even the Members of the League who are not bound
by the Pact of Paris could, Î think, agree without
any disadvantage to the addition pure and simple
of this reference to the Pact of Paris.
I think, then, that it would be neater and better
to keep to a quite simple addition, such as “ or to
the Pact of Paris ”.
The President :

Translation : May I make one observation Î
The earlier paragraphs enunciate an entirely
concrete and general proclamation as to the binding
nature of the provisions of the Pact of Paris. The
introduction says : “ Considering that the principles
governing international relations and the peaceful
settlement of disputes between Members of the
League above referred to are in full harmony with
the Pact of Paris, which is one of the corner-stones
of the peace organisation of the world, and under
Article 2 of which . . .”
The paragraph to which Sir John Simon has
proposed an addition begins with the words :
“ Proclaims the binding nature of the principles
and provisions referred to above ”. The Pact of
Paris is, therefore, included in that sentence. I
think, then, that we could very well say, “ which
may be brought about by means contrary to the
Covenant of the League of Nations or to the Pact
of Paris ”.
The final provision of Part I of the resolution
would thus be in keeping with the introduction.
I do not regard the point as of any great importance,
but that would be better from the standpoint of
what M. Politis calls neatness and simplicity.
Sir John Simon (British Empire). — I should be
the first to be content with this suggestion, for it
will bring us back to exactly the proposal which
I made in the first instance. I have always thought
that we should add the words “or the Pact of Paris ”
and leave it at that. It was solely because certain
difficulty was felt in some quarters that the words
were deleted. For my part, I want them put back,
and I accept M. Politis’s proposal gratefully and,
if I may say so, that would be entirely the simplest,
the neatest and the most logical way of making the
addition which we all desire.
The President :

Translation : If no one has anything else to say
I suggestrthat the last paragraph in Part I should
end with the words “ or to the Pact of Paris ”.
M. Restrepo (Colombia) :

Translation : I entirely agree with Sir John
Simon and M. Politis with regard to the addition
to be made to this article. I would merely like to
remind you that the Drafting Committee first
inserted these words and then struck them out in
order to make allowance for the position of the
countries which have not ratified the Pact of Paris.
Sir John Simon’s and M. Politis’s explanations have
made the position quite clear, and I support the
wording now proposed.
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The President :

Translation r What M. Restrepo has said fe an

interpretation and explanation of his attitude and
of that of certain other countries. His statement
will appear in the Minutes. I take note with much
satisfaction of M. Restrepo’s assent to the proposed
wording.

The amendment proposed by Sir John Simon was
adopted.
M Yen (China). — I wish to point out that the

French text in this last paragraph does not
coincide accurately with the English, and I do not
know exactly whether the French text was drawn
up first and the English is a translation or whether
the English is the original text and the French the
translation, because the French text contains the
words : “ . . . les Membres, de la Société des
Nations sont tenus . . .
whereas the English
text reads : “ . . . it is incumbent upon the
Members of the League of Nations ”. I was wonder
ing whether it is possible to make the two texts
coincide a little more, because I do not know
whether “ sont tenus ” means exactly “ it is incum
bent ”. The Members of the League are t( bound ”,
as someone said the other, day, and it is better that
the two texts should coincide as much as possible
to prevent any misunderstanding.
The President :

Translation : As the matter is one of language,

T will ask the Secretary General to speak.

The Secretary Genera]. — We have given this

particular question very deep thought, and I think,
if you consider it very carefully, you will see that
probably the best translation of “ it is incumbent ”
would be “ sont tenus
I do not think you could
find anything much better.
The President •

Translation : As we are agreed upon the meaning

and our agreement will be recorded in the Minutes,
we can now proceed.

Sir John Simon (British Empire). — There is a

very small verbal change which has occurred to
me and which appears both in the English and
French text. It is in the previous paragraph to the
one we have been examining. In the French text
it begins : “ En attendant les décisions ”. I am not,
as some are, an authority on both these languages,
but it seems to me that the word “ decisions ” in
English (“ décisions ” in French) is perhaps not
quite broad enough to cover all that we contemplate.
Supposing that there is a happy agreement reached
by negotiation between the parties and they
become of one accord : I should not myself have
described that in English as a decision of the
Assembly I would have thought a rather broader
word, such as in French — if I might suggest it —
“ en attendant les mesures 99 and. in English.
“ pending the steps ” which you may take, would
cover both the case of seeking to conclude by
negotiation and agreement, and, in the event of
agreement not being reached, paragraph 4 of the
Article being applied. It is purely a question of
words • “ décisions ” seems to be rather too narrow
a word, sounding like something that is imposed
upon others and not therefore covering the case,
which we hope may arise, of agreement between
the parties.
The President :

Translation : Obviously the Assembly might
find it necessary to take steps for the settlement

of the dispute which might not be decisions in the
strict sense of the term. If there is no objection,
the resolution will be amended in the manner
suggested by Sir John Simon.

The amendment proposed by Sir John Simon
was adopted.
The President :

Translation : Has anyone else anything to say
on Part I as a whole ?

Part I of the draft resolution, as amended, was
adopted.
The President :

Translation : We will now take Part II of the

draft resolution. Does anyone wish to speak ?

Part II of the draft resolution was adopted.
The President :

Translation : We will now consider Part III of
the draft resolution.
M. Bene§. (Czechoslovakia). — In the Drafting
Committee we agreed that No. 3 should read :

“ (3) To prepare the drafts of an agreement
to be submitted to the Assembly, for the purpose
of facilitating, in accordance with Article 15,
paragraph 3 of the Covenant, the settlement of
the dispute.”

Certain delegations have just drawn my attention
to the fact that it would certainly be advisable to
alter the wording so as to make it clearer and make
it correspond exactly with Article 15, paragraph 3,
of the Covenant. I accordingly propose, in agree
ment with the delegations mentioned, a slight
amendment which will make the text clearer but will
not change the substance. The new text would
read :
“ (3) To endeavour to prepare the settlement
of the dispute in agreement with the parties,
in accordance with Article 15, paragraph 3, of the
Covenant, and to submit a statement to the
Assembly.”

Those are the actual words used in the Covenant.
The President :

Translation : The effect of M. Beneâ’s proposal
is to introduce into No. 3 practically the whole
wording of Article 15, paragraph 3, of the Covenant,
which reads :
“ The Council shall endeavour to effect a
settlement of the dispute, and if such efforts
are successful, a statement shall be made public
giving such facts and explanations regarding the
dispute and the terms of settlement thereof as
the Council may deem appropriate.”

M. Beneâ’s proposal reads :
“ (3) To endeavour to prepare the settlement
of the dispute in agreement with the parties, in
accordance with Article 15, paragraph 3, of the
Covenant, and to submit a statement to the
Assembly.”

This is based on Article 15, paragraph 3, of
the Covenant. I do not suppose there will be any
objections.

M. Motta (Switzerland) :

Translation : On behalf of my delegation I

agree entirely with M. Benes’s proposal. It makes
no change in the idea but merely clarifies it. It
expresses in particular a notion which is, in my view,
self-evident but which gains by being expressed —
namely, that mediation necessarily presupposes the
assent of the two parties.
The President :

Translation : In point of fact, we can hardly
imagine an agreement without the assent of the two
parties. If there is no further objection to this
proposal I shall regard it as adopted.

M. BeneS’s proposal was adopted.
The President :

Translation : Are there any other observations
on Part III of the draft resolution ?
M. Yen (China). — Before I point out another

discrepancy between the French and English
texts, I wish to say that what I am saying to-day
concerns only the wording, because I have not
received any instructions from my Government
with regard to the substance.
In Part III, No. 2, of the French text the wording
is as follows :

“ De suivre l9 exécution des resolutions adoptées
par le Conseil le 30 septembre et le 10 décembre
1931 ; . . .

“ to report as sow as possible, and, in any event,
by May 1st, on the cessation of hostilities . . . ”
The President :

*

Translation : The difficulties Sir John Siinon

has mentioned are not, I think, so serious if yoy
consider the French text, but it might perhaps be
desirable to have a little more precision. There is
no possible doubt as to the character of the report
mentioned in No. 1. Whether it is called a report
or whether some other term is used, it is plain what
its nature is, and I think that, in French, the word
“ rapport ” is the most suitable. Nor can there be
any doubt with regard to No. 5. If there is an^
doubt as to the wording of No. 7, we might say, “ tp
submit a first report on the situation to the
Assembly as soon as possible ”. What the drafters of
the resolution plainly had in mind was that à
report on the position or situation should bé
submitted to the Assembly.
M. Beelaerts van Blokland (Netherlands):

Translation : The wording proposed by itho
Secretariat is, I think, entirely correct. Would the
words “ report on the situation ” express exactly
the same idea? I do not think so. There is no
reason why a report on the situation should be
made at the latest on May 1st. It could equally
well be made next week, because there is always a
situation. It would, I think, be better to say,
“ on the progress of its work ”, or to use some
equivalent phrase.
;
The President :

f

Translation :

In the English text, the words “ de suivre ” are
translated “ to follow ”, and I am not sure that this
is correct. Perhaps a better English word might be
“ pursue ” or even ‘ effect ” ; but this might be
too great a change.
The President :

Translation : I am not an authority in this matter
and I should hardly like to propose to set up a
committee of linguists.
The Secretary-General. — The advice I have
from the experts here is that “ follow ” means
“ suivre ” in French, and that the word “ pursue ”
would have to be translated “ poursuivre 99. I think
“ suivre 99 can only be interpreted “ follow ”.
M. Yen (China). — Perhaps it is not “ follow ”
but “ follow up ”.

Sir John Simon (British Empire). — We are all
anxious to have this document quite clear, and I
should like to ask a question regarding interpre
tation.
In Part III, No. 1, the words “ to report ” areused.
In No. 3, as amended, the word “ statement ” is
used. In No. 5, we pass to the second procedure
provided for under a later paragraph of the article,
and the word “ report ” appears. In No. 7, about
which I wish to have the interpretation, there is a
reference to “ a first report ”. It is not very clear,
as the resolution is drawn up at present, what is
the “ first report ” here referred to. Does it mean
that, while we provided in No. 1 that there should
be a report as soon as possible, we later provide in
No. 7 that the first report of progress is, in any
case, to be made by May 1st? Would it not be
well to use the words “ progress report ” ? The
use of some such words would make it clear that
the reference in No. 7 to a “ first report ” is not the
report referred to under No. 5. One way of doing
this would obviously be to insert in No. 1 the words

There is no divergence between
us on the substance. Clearly, the report to be
presented not later than May 1st will inform the
Assembly as to the existing state of affairs and the
Committee’s work. That is, I think, self-evident»
but, if further precision were required, we could say,
in accordance with M. Beelaerts van Blokland’s
suggestion, “ a first report on its activity
I must, however, ask the Netherlands delegate’s
permission to point out that, if the Committee
merely reported on its activity, the report would
be incomplete, because it must also deal with the
general situation. That is what the Assembly
wants. Obviously, one of the main factors in thè
situation consists of the steps taken by the Côhimittee and their results.
In other words, if the Committee presents a
report on the situation, the report will have to
contain a summary account of its activity, and if it
reports on its activity, the report will have to
contain a statement on the situation.
M. Motta (Switzerland) :

Translation : In No. 5, the word “ report ” is
obviously essential, because that is the term used
in the Covenant itself. We cannot therefore
substitute another word.
In No. 1, it is quite clear what is meant. The
only question is that in No. 7. The suggestion
originally made by the President is, I think, the
best. 'The idea of progress is implicit in the term
“ first report on the situation ”, which implies
that there will be a second and a third report.
That meets the doubts that have been expressed.
I therefore urge the acceptance of the President’s
formula.
The President :

Translation : The exchange of explanations
meets M. Beelaerts van Blokland’s point, as the
idea has been made quite clear.
It was decided to add the word “ progress ” before
the word “ report ” in No. 7.
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A. [Exrt.]/G.C./P.V. 5.
Sir George Perky (Canada). — I hesitate to make

any suggestions regarding the translation, because
the members of the Secretariat are doing most
excellently and they know a great deal more about
it than I do.
I am going to make a suggestion with regard
to No. 1. The clause reads, “ which shall render
definitive the said cessation and regulate the
withdrawal ...”
The English text would
be plainer if the word “ shall ” were put in between
the words “ and ” and “ regulate ”, because it is pos
sible in this English sentence to construe it that
“ regulate ” refers back to the word “ to ”. and
therefore it might be held that the Assembly or the
Committee under this clause undertook to regulate
the withdrawal of the forces.
The French text is absolutely plain : “ ainsi qu'à
régler le retrait des forces japonaises ", which
refers entirely to the previous part of the sentence.
Therefore, I would suggest that the word “ shall ”
should be put between the words “ and ” and
“ regulate ” in No. 1.
The Secretary-General. — I quite agree : the
translation proposed is much better.

Part III of the draft resolution, as amended, was
adopted.
The President :

Translation : We have examined the three parts
of the draft resolution in turn, and I think that,
after the exchange of observations which has
taken place and the adoption of certain amend
ments, which after all are purely matters of form,
we are practically unanimous on the resolution as a
whole.
As, however, we have examined the various
parts of the draft, I will now open the discussion
on the whole — that is to say, I will grant permission
to speak to any member who wishes to put forward
any ideas or observations on the substance of the
matter and on the general character of the draft
resolution.
Count Apponyi (Hungary) :

Translation : Our silence, I am sure, is more
convincing than anything else could be. I think,
however, we have a duty to fulfil with regard to
our Drafting Committee. From my long parliaentary experience I realise the magnitude of the
difficulty with which the Committee was faced, and

we owe it our thanks for the masterly way in
which it has prepared a draft that combines the
spirit of conciliation and the firmness necessary to
enable the Assembly to perform its duty in this
very serious situation. I therefore propose that
the Assembly should express its gratitude to
the Drafting Committee.

Special Session of the Assembly
OF THE

The President :

Translation : The members of the Drafting Com
mittee are grateful to Count Apponyi for the
kindly way in which he has referred to their work.
The applause with which you greeted his words
shows, I think, that you all approve them.
I had the honour just now of a conversation
with M. Sato, the Japanese delegate. M. Sato told
me that he was not at the moment in possession of
his Government’s instructions. He was forced to
telegraph yesterday afternoon. Tokio is a long
way away, and he is not at this moment in a
position to acquaint us with the Japanese Govern
ment’s views, but he hopes to obtain instructions
which he has asked for in time to give us a reply
this afternoon. That being so, I propose to hold a
second meeting this afternoon, and I will ask the
Chinese delegate to do his best so as to be able to
inform us of his Government’s opinion this after
noon. We might then hold a meeting at five
o’clock in order to give M. Yen and also M. Sato
and M. Matsudaira more time. We could then
come to a decision and, after adjourning, hold a
plenary meeting of the Assembly in the same room,
as we did the other day. It would, I think, be a
great advantage, both for public opinion and for
the dignity of the League and its Assembly, if, after
some ten days’ very frank and wide-ranging discus
sion, we could terminate this first phase of our
work to-day ; otherwise we should have to adjourn,
because to-morrow we must attend M. Briand’s
funeral, after which comes Sunday, and as far as
I am concerned it will be extremely difficult for me
to be here on Monday. There would then be an
interruption, and it would be better, in the interest
of everyone, in that of the League, and in that of
the settlement of the conflict, if we could finish
to-day. I venture to make a very pressing appeal
to the Chinese and the Japanese delegations to
try and enable us to conclude the first part of our
task to-day.

The President's proposal was adopted.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT
AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

GENERAL COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE FIFTH MEETING
TUESDAY, MARCH 8TH, 1932, AT 3.30 P.M.
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General Discussion (continuation).
Communication of Situation Report No. 1.
General Discussion (continuation).
Constitution of a Drafting Committee.

President : M. HYMANS.

10. — DEATH OF M. BRIAND.
The President :

Translation : I should perhaps read the telegram
I sent yesterday to M. Tardieu, President of the
French Council of Ministers and French Minister
for Foreign Affairs. It is as follows :
“ The Assembly of the League of Nations has
been deeply moved by the sudden passing of
M. Aristide Briand, and on its behalf I offer
Your Excellency my deepest condolences on the
loss which has been sustained by the Government
of the Republic and the whole of France. The
Assembly shares your grief and will faithfully
and gratefully cherish the memory of the illus
trious statesman who was so passionately devoted
to the cause of peace and gave to it all his strength,
his heart and his great eloquence. ”
M. de Zulueta (Spain) :

Translation : I should like to make a proposal

to the Commission. The funeral of the great states
man whose loss we all mouvin will take place in
Paris on Saturday. M. Briand showed by his
example that, while. serving our own countries,
we can serve all mankind. All countries of the
world should kneel before his tomb, on the soil of
France. The League cannot be unrepresented at
such a ceremony, and I venture to propose that

it should send a delegation. I suggest that the
Assembly should appoint our President, M. Hymans,
and the Secretary-General as its delegates.
The President :

Translation : M. de Zulueta’s proposal is certainly
in accordance with your feelings, as it is with mine.
Both heart and spirit bid us join next Saturday in
the tribute which France will pay to the memory
of the great statesman who is the abiding symbol
of our principles and our hopes. The SecretaryGeneral (I am authorised to say) and myself will
represent the League and the Assembly at
M. Briand’s funeral next Saturday.
M. Politis (Greece) •

Translation : I concur wholeheartedly in the
Spanish delegate’s proposal ; but I should like to
suggest at the same time, although this is not a
matter within this Commission’s purview, that
the Council itself should be represented at this
ceremony by its President-in office. We cannot
forget that the great man who has left us was a
particularly distinguished President of that organ
of the League.
The Secretary-General. — Mr. President. —I think
I ought to inform you that the Council is already
considering the point raised by M. Politis, and I
understand it is the intention of the members to
invite their President to represent them on the sad
occasion on Saturday.

11,

COMMUNICATION BY THE BRITISH
DELEGATION OF A MESSAGE REGARDING
REPORTS ON {THE SITUATION AT
SHANGHAI.

Sir John Simon (British Empire). — Mr. President.
—With reference to the request transmitted from the
Assembly to Shanghai for an official report as regards
the cessation of hostilities, I have to-day received
a message to the following effect from the British
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Minister to China, and, as you will see, this message
is in effect a message from the representatives of
the four States who have special interests in
Shanghai. This is the message :
American, British, French and Italian
representatives and their commanders-in-chief
met on March 7th and decided to send the
following joint message to their respective
representatives at Geneva :
“ 4With reference to recent request from
Geneva for information regarding cessation
or otherwise of hostilities between the Chinese
and Japanese forces in the neighbourhood
of Shanghai, it is difficult, owing to compa
rative remoteness from the Shanghai Settle
ment of the present front, to secure such
information from naval sources alone. Foreign
representatives have arranged, in consultation
with their four commanders-in-chief, to co
ordinate their enquiries, and, utilising reports
of legations, military attachés, and such other
information as may be available to foreign
commanders-in-chief from naval, military or
other sources, to send to Geneva daily a joint
report which will be transmitted by the British
Minister, as senior representative concerned,
to the head of his delegation for textual
communication to the heads of the French and
Italian delegations and to the United States
Minister at Berne for such action vis-à-vis
the League of Nations as he may think fit.
These daily telegraphic reports will be
numbered serially, beginning to-day with
Situation Report No. 1. It is hoped that these
arrangements will meet with approval.

“ ' This telegram has been drafted in concert
with American, British. French and Italian
heads of missions’ ”.

operations have reached a particular line it is not
easy for the consuls to visit the front. There is
therefore obviously a gap. To put it briefly, the
League is proving that, with the necessary
experience, it is little by little forging the instru
ments it needs.
M. Rosso (Italy) :

Translation : I entirely agree with Sir John Simon.
I should be very glad that all information collected
should be communicated to the Assembly.
Sir John Simon (British Empire).*—Mr. President.
— I have reason to think that the United States
representative is equally willing. Perhaps as a
formality the Secretary-General would wish to
communicate with him.
The Secretary-General. — I

will obtain the

information as soon as possible.

12. — GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).
The President :

Translation : Before we resume the general
discussion, I should like to say that I have still
ten speakers on my list. If you think of the work
we still have to accomplish, you will all agree that
it is most desirable that we should finish the general
discussion to-day. As we have only two or three days
left this week, it is very important that the first
stage in our work should be finished by the end
of the week without our being forced to postpone
until next week the important questions we are
discussing, and on which we must not spend too
much time. I should like to draw the attention of
members who intend to speak to-day to the position,
and 1 shall ask the Assembly to sit late if need be,
so that we can finish the general discussion to-day.

Mr. Lester (Irish Free State). — Mr. President. —
It seemed well to me that, at the opening stages
of this discussion, the field should be left clear
as far as possible for those Members of the League
who are not also Members of the Council to express
their views on the principles underlying the tragic
situation which has arisen in the Far East. I am
sure that every one of my colleagues on the Council
with me will have welcomed the very frank
expression of views to which we have listened
during the past two or three days.
I need scarcely say that the Irish people have
The President :
nothing but the most friendly feelings towards
Translation : The Commission will certainly the two peoples involved in this dispute, and I am
desire to thank Sir John Simon for his communi happy to think that the relations between our
cation. I am very glad that the representatives delegations at innumerable Conferences in Geneva
and the commanders-in-chief of the United States. have always been most cordial. My country may
Great Britain, France and Italy have agreed to be said to have no direct material interest in the
send us a report daily. We shall receive their Far East ; but, like all other nations, we are deeply
reports with the greatest interest. They will be concerned in the maintenance of world peace, and.
most helpful in the delicate task we have to above all, in the maintenance and development of
perform.
the organisation whose object is to replace in inter
national affairs right fOzT might, and the reign of
M. Paul-Boncour (France) :
law for the comparative lawlessness of the past.
The fateful issue which is before this Assembly
Translation : 1 wish merely to comply with Sir
John Simon’s request to the Powers with special therefore imposes a duty and a grave responsibility
interests at Shanghai, and to say that, not only have upon ever)7 Member of the League, whether
we no objection to his proposal, but that it is entirely representing a small or a large State. Ln the words
in keeping with the desire shared by all, that the of the Spanish Foreign Minister, the issue may well
Assembly and the General Commission should be be whether or not the basic principle of our new
supplied with the necessary information. I am international relations will continue to exist. The
extremely glad that the military attachés on the Council, which is your executive organ and upon
spot have agreed that they will be able to sentV which my country has the honour to be one of your
joint reports ; these reports will afford the League elected representatives, has spent nearly six months
very valuable information. The consuls’ reports in endeavouring to secure a peaceful settlement of
have been extremely useful during the stage of the dispute, mainly under the provisions, it must
hostilities in the strict sense of the term. When be remembered, of Article 11. If we have not

That is the message which 1 am authorised to
transmit, and which, as you see, is a message from
the American, British, French and Italian heads
of missions. I may add that I have also received
and have communicated to the French and Italian
delegations and to the United States Minister at
Berne the first of these reports, and, of course,
subject to their own view, I am perfectly prepared
to hand it to the President so that it may be read
in due course.

achieved as full a measure of success as we sought,
and fervently hoped for, it is not because your
Council has lacked diligence in the discharge of its
grave responsibilities, or been wanting in patience
in its conduct of the affair. Very many efforts have
been made to put an end to the bloodshed, sometimes
by private appeals from the Council, and sometimes
by using on behalf of the Council the local influence
and the diplomatic machinery of the great Powers.
The initiative taken on those occasions by the great
Powers invariably received the full support of the
Members of the Council, and I believe that the
smaller nations which are Members of the Council,
and which may perhaps be said to represent in a
special way the general body of the Assembly, have
correctly interpreted your views, and indeed have
done their plain duty in lending their full support
to every initiative which offered some possibility
of successful mediation.
Permit me to recall one of the notable declara
tions of the Council. I refer to the resolution of
December 10th, in which the Japanese represen
tative joined with his colleagues in reaffirming the
recognition by Japan of her obligation to withdraw
her troops in Manchuria to the railway zone as
speedily as was compatible with the safety of the
lives and property of the Japanese subjects. On
that occasion, a declaration was made by our
distinguished President, M. Briand — whose death
is a personal loss to every lover of peace. M. Briand
made it quite clear that that withdrawal was not
dependent upon and not to be delayed on account
of the enquiry which the Lytton Commission had
been asked to make. The attitude of your Council
upon this point admits of no doubt.
The matter is of great importance, because of the
fact that the dispute of which the Assembly is now
seized is the whole dispute between China and
Japan, not the incidents of that dispute, whether
they are taking place, or have taken place, in Man
churia or Shanghai, but the trouble itself of which
those incidents are the unhappy symptoms.
Certain considerations of principle seem to stand
out from the mass of facts before the Assembly.
Firstly, there is a duty clearly imposed upon every
party to the Covenant to avail itself fully of the
machinery of the League for the settlement of
all disputes. The obligations of the Covenant in
this respect are powerfully reinforced by the pro
visions of the Pact of Paris.
Secondly, the territorial integrity and political
independence of every Memberof the League are
guaranteed in the plainest possible terms by
Article 10 of the Covenant. This Assembly has to
consider whether the conduct of either of the
Parties to the dispute constitutes a violation of
this all-important article.
Should it be found that the Covenant has, in
fact, been violated, it would become our clear duty
to declare again the solemn principles upon which
the public law of the world, is now based and to
require of the party concerned a definite
rectification of the situation.
In this relation, it may not be out of place to
direct your attention once more to the note sent
to Japan on February 16th by all the Members
of the Council, exclusive of the two Parties to the
dispute, and in regard to which the honourable
delegate of Sweden has made a useful suggestion.
It is clear that the duty of the Assembly is not
only to settle the dispute between two Members
of the League, but also and above all to uphold the
sanctity of the Covenant.
The first step is therefore to restore a situation
compatible with the Covenant, not only by the
cessation of hostilities, but by the restoration of
the stains quo ante.

The final settlement, which may take a long time
to reach, can only take place on the basis of respect
for international agreements, the Covenant, the
Nine-Power Treaty and the Peace Pact of Paris.
We must not only settle this dispute : we must settle
it right.
It is a hard task, the hardest and the most
responsible which the League has ever been called
upon to undertake. But it is a task that is a direct
expression of the League’s fundamental purpose, of
its very reason for existence.
I do not believe that the League will fail in this
task, and I believe that, in the difficult and delicate
negotiations ahead of us, we shall have the fullest
co-operation and goodwill of both our Chinese and
Japanese friends, and on their part they may be
assured that they will get from the Assembly
nothing but friendly and utterly impartial con
sideration of their respective cases.

13. — COMMUNICATION

OF

SITUATION

REPORT No. 1.
The Secretary-General. — I have to inform you
that I have been in communication with the
representative of the United States Government,
and he agrees that the information obtained be
communicated to the Committee.

The President :

Translation : The Secretary-General is referring
to the communication announced by Sir John
Simon earlier in the meeting. It is the first report
from the four representatives of the Powers
principally interested in Shanghai.
The telegram reads as follows :

“ Morning March 6th Japanese had occupied
points along the line running roughly from
north-west of Liuho on Yangtse via Lutung one
mile west of Kiating to Huangtu on ShanghaiNanking railway west of Nanhsiang thence
bending east covering Chenju along Soochow
creek with a few patrols south of creek.
“ Skirmishes then taking place such as are
involved in case of troops occupying new front.
“Japanese report occasional skirmishes be
tween patrols but no casualties March 7th.
“ Japanese reinforcements disembarking Woosung railway wharves morning March 7th.
. “ Received no information of any change in
situation since but both sides charge other with
responsibility for fighting north-west of Liuho.
“ We are taking steps to verify facts in this
connection.
“ Owing to geographical difficulties resulting
from Chinese withdrawal we are at present only
able to secure first-hand information from Japa
nese side of front but are endeavouring to make
arrangements for maintaining contact with
Chinese pide also. ”

14. — GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).
M. Paredes (Salvador) :

Translation : My country is among those which
have co-operated in the work of the League from
the very outset. It could not therefore omit to
join in the united proclamation by the nations of
the great principle of international solidarity, of
which the League Covenant is the supreme em
bodiment.
Situated in the centre of America, Salvador has
always identified itself with the noble principles
governing the new international organisation, the

aim of which is to establish the reign of law in place
of the reign of force.
I need not say that Salvador has always main
tained the best relations with the two great
disputant Powers, who represent very ancient
civilisations. It is as a Member of the League and
as a small country devoted to the great principles
of equity and justice that Salvador is taking part
in this Assembly. We hope that the principles of
territorial inviolability and non-intervention and
other principles which I will mention later will
at this session be acknowledged once again.
The Guatemalan representative on the Council,
M. Matos, made an admirable statement of the prin
ciples cherished by the weaker nations on December
10th last, during the Council’s sixty-fifth session.
I merely wish to remind you that one of our sister
republics in Central America has already upheld
the cause of justice in the Council.
The Covenant, which is the League’s supreme law,
sums up in its preamble the legal doctrine which
is to be taken as the basis of the new organisation.
Paragraph 3 sets forth the principle of the firm
establishment of the understandings of law, and
paragraph 4 proclaims the need for the maintenance
of justice and the scrupulous observance of all
treaty obligations. Article 10 requires of the
Members of the League that they should respect the
territorial integrity and political independence of
States.
It follows that armed intervention is
excluded from modern international relations.
The Covenant is so wide in scope that, if it were
strictly observed, it would provide an equitable
solution for all conflicts. There are, however,
certain cases in which special arrangements have
to be made.
I should like to draw the Commission’s attention
to one very important point : Article 10 of the 1924
Protocol for the Pacific Settlement of International
Disputes gives the following definition of aggression :

“ Every State which resorts to war in violation
of the undertakings contained in the Covenant
or in the present Protocol . . . ”
I think the words “ force and violence ” should
be substituted for the word “ war ”.
If it is the general idea underlying the Covenant
and the Protocol that force and violence as well
are to be condemned, it would be desirable, in
order to avoid misinterpretations, to insert these
words, the importance of which cannot be over
looked. That would prevent the recurrence of the
very regrettable case of two Powers committing
acts which by their nature really constitute war
while declaring, in order to evade the responsi
bility that might result from such acts, that they
have not resorted to war.
Unless the word “ war ” is replaced by the
phrase “ force and violence ”, a strong nation might
take possession of the entire territory of another
and then declare it had not had resort to war.
Article 10 of the Covenant, which guarantees
territorial integrity, would in that case be difficult
to apply, because we should be faced with a fait
accompli due to the violation of the principle, a
sufficiently grave and quite inadmissible act.
During the discussion of the report by the Fifth
Sub-Committee to the First Committee on the
Draft Protocol, M. Guerrero, delegate of Salvador
and now Vice-President of the Permanent Court of
International Justice, enunciated this opinion,
which I desire to take up again and develop here.
It would be desirable that the League should
enunciate once again the principles upon which it
is founded. They may be summarised as follows :
(1) Respect for treaties, without which inter
national life is impossible :

(2) Inviolability of a State’s territory, and, as
a logical corollary, a declaration of the principle
of non-intervention, whether for the recovery
of debts or for the protection of the lives and
interests of nationals of the invading country,
or for any other reason — except, of course, in
the case of interventions recognised by the
Covenant ;

(3) Absolute prohibition of States taking the
execution of justice into their own hands.

I fervently hope that the conflict engaging
our attention may be settled in conformity with
the principles of justice, and that the League will
secure respect for the Covenant, and the whole
Covenant, for it is the fundamental charter of
the new international organisation.
My country ardently trusts that the Assembly’s
resolution may give the world an assurance that
the League really represents an effectual force in
the cause of justice, civilisation and humanity.
Count Apponyi (Hungary) :

Translation : The year 1932 is undoubtedly a
fateful year in the annals of the League of Nations.
The League is faced simultaneously by two major
problems, both of which present difficulties which
differ widely but which are most certainly among
the most important that any body could have
to solve.
In his remarks yesterday, the French representa
tive referred to the connecting link between these
two apparently quite different classes of work.
He observed that the success or failure of the
present Assembly’s proceedings might, and even
inevitably would, have an effect on what was
happening in the Conference. I entirely share his
opinion. I would merely add that this influence is
reciprocal. The proceedings in the other assembly
will also have their effects and consequences,
whether good or evil, on the joint action we are
pursuing here. In both bodies we must always
keep this consideration in mind.
The problem with which we are engaged for
the moment is the conflict between China and
Japan, and although the country I represent has no
direct interest in the development of that conflict —
we entertain nevertheless the same feelings of
respect and sympathy for both the nations so
unhappily divided — I will venture, perhaps for
that very reason, but also from a feeling of duty,
to occupy your attention for a few moments.
I am speaking, I have said, from a sense of duty.
Let me explain what I mean, since my words might
be held to imply too much. The Assembly, it might
be considered, could very well dispense with the
feeble help which I can give it in this matter.
The discussions in the League Assembly in these
latter years contain, however, certain precedents,
certain controversies have arisen in the course of
its debates, and I have sometimes found it neces
sary to examine the League’s decisions in a critical
spirit ; for these reasons, silence on my part might
be taken to mean abstention, lack of interest or a
refusal to take part in an act which it is intended
shall promote the realisation of the League’s ideal.
I should be sorry if any such misconception arose.
It is because I follow the path mapped out by the
lofty ideal underlying the Covenant, because I
adhere to the methods enjoined in it and in the
other conventions devised to serve the same pur
pose. that I desire to state that we will loyally
-jmd unreservedly co operate in this iVssembly and
in any decisions it may take.
Nevertheless, we must realise, I will not say
the difficulty, for that is evident, but the probable
effect which the success or failure of our

proceedings will have on the League’s credit. The
League’s detractors will have a reply ready to
hand. They will say : “ The conflict has been lasting
for months ; hostilities have actually been engaged
between two great peoples, both of them Members of
the League; the Council has met several times but
has not succeeded in restoring order ”. This class of
detractor probably enjoys the feeling of triumph
generally experienced by the small-minded when
events seem to them to justify their inability to
rise to a higher level of view. We do not appeal
to the League’s detractors of that type, because
they are not competent to judge whether we are
deserving of praise or blame. We appeal to a very
different and, fortunately, a far more numerous
category of world opinion^ because we consider that
it has the right to criticise us. It includes all those
who in good faith aspire to the same ends, who
in good faith cherish, or, if they found it possible,
would cherish the same ideals as ours, and who,
when they are sceptical, regret with sorrow that
they cannot hope for the revival of confidence
in the League. It is to these men of good faith, be
they optimists or pessimists, that I appeal. On
their judgment depends what we term the
enhancement or the decline of the League’s credit.
From this standpoint, the League’s credit would
be enormously increased if in this difficult matter
we could obtain a real result, and, first of all, the
cessation of hostilities, for which, in my opinion,
we have had to wait rather long. I shall therefore
wholeheartedly support any proposals made with a
view to ensuring that our influence is speedily felt
at this preliminary stage. I shall in particular
support Sir John Simon’s suggestion that we
should take special resolutions with this end in
view. I hope to see his proposal in writing and I
shall give it my enthusiastic adherence.
Such confidence as we can inspire would be
materially enhanced if we could achieve this object,
not only a pacific solution of the present emergency,
but, following on that solution, a prospect of
unravelling by pacific agreement — and that will
probably require work uninterrupted by episodes
like this — the tangled skein of major interests
that is bound up with the Sino-Japanese question.
A result of that kind, brought about with the
assent of the two great peoples directly concerned
and, in a manner, in keeping with the legitimate
interests and rights based on previous treaties,
would be an immense success.
If we continue in the spirit in which the discussion
has, to my great satisfaction, gone forward — for
we have heard several delegations that have often
been opposed to one another come forward and
proclaim identical principles with the same warm
and sincere devotion — if we continue on this path,
I have strong hopes of our success.
No human institution can ever enjoy absolute
certainty that it will always be successful. Just
as there are certain diseases that defy science and
all the efforts of the greatest physician without
detracting from the physician’s credit, so the
League may be faced with an explosion of
organic forces with which, in the present position
of affairs, it will be unable to cope. That does not
mean that we should not proceed in the hope that
mankind will develop in a manner that will render
feasible what appears impossible to-day. That will
not reflect discredit on the League, because, while
we cannot absolutely expect complete success for
all human endeavour, we can at least demand that
human endeavour, whether individuaTor collective,
shall discharge its duty to the full and make every
exertion to secure success.
Notwithstanding the difficulties of the problem
on which it is now engaged, the League must

always remain itself. That is a simple axiom, but
it contains, I think, the whole truth.
The League of course cannot, and should not,
be the instrument of the individual policy of any
single Power or group of Powers. It should be
exclusively an organ devised to foster the high
ideal expressed in the introduction to the Covenant,
and to do so by the methods prescribed in the
articles of the Covenant.
That is the straight road before us. If we keep
to and continue along it, while making all due
allowance for the legitimate pride of the two great
nations concerned in the conflict, but at the same
time loyally and firmly resolved to go to the
uttermost limit, then, whatever happens, the
League’s credit can only be enhanced in the eyes
of all those whose opinion matters.
I say that merely to complete the picture, but let
me repeat, if we can keep to this straight road on
which we have set out, if we can obtain, at all
stages of our proceedings, the unanimity that has
been shown in this Commission, we shall then have
endowed the League with an incalculable moral
force which, supported by that of the United
States of America, will really and truly represent
the conscience of all mankind. No one, I think,
could resist the pressure of so great a moral force.
It is from a sense of duty, a sense of humanity,
a real loathing of war and bloodshed, a feeling of
devotion to the League, that, in agreement with
all the small nations that have spoken in the same
terms, I offer you my loyal and unqualified support.
M. Mayard (Haiti) :

Translation : The Haitian delegation has been
deeply moved by the speeches delivered from this
platform by various distinguished statesmen on
behalf of the peoples, strong and weak, that belong
to the different continents. One and all have
condemned the use of force in an international
dispute. One and all have shown that peace between
two nations, however remote, is an essential need
for all the countries of the world and that wars
between individual States have become a world
wide disaster, that the conception of the unity of
the world has to-day found almost complete
expression in the commonwealth of all mankind,
that in a conflict such as this every State puts
itself, not as was formerly the case, in the place of
the oppressor, deriving glory and advantage from
his oppression, but rather in that of the oppressed,
and recognises the need for impartial international
justice and consequently for an international
force to dispense such justice without favour.
Everyone must have been impressed at the
Commission’s second meeting, when the Presidentin-office of the Council, M. Paul-Boncour, observed
that the information required to arrive at a sound
opinion would have been less contradictory, less
passionate, more trustworthy and more deserving
of consideration had it come from an impartial
force belonging to the League and occupying a
neutral zone between the armies of the two dispu
tants. Yoh will all remember the cogent and able
statement made by the same brilliant orator on the
afternoon of the day before, when he reminded the
first meeting of this special session of the countless
difficulties involved in the delicate task before the
Council, explained the reasons for the slowness
and hesitation with which it had acted and
attempted to justify the imperfections of the
measures and the inefficacy of the action taken by
our executive organ and — to put things bluntly —
its powerlessness, notwithstanding its conscientious
endeavours, which we should acknowledge, and all
the trouble it has taken within the unduly limited
scope of our powers of action. Everyone must have
held in his innermost conscience that, in the last

six months, many men would have been saved
from death, many homes preserved from ruin, had
the League had at its disposal a force under its own
orders, not merely for purposes of information
but to give tangible and prompt effect to its work
of pacification.
Japan and China, who, since the past autumn,
have been fighting without being at war, would
each have gained far more by saving the lives
that have been lost and the property that has
been destroyed than by taking up arms to uphold
an alleged national prestige or to preserve interests
which must in many respects seem questionable
to a third party less directly concerned in the
dispute.
That is the firm belief of the Haitian delega
tion. It is a belief we hold both in a general way
and when we have in mind the protection of our
own political independence and our own territorial
integrity. We hold it in particular in regard to the
Japanese and Chinese peoples, for whom the people
I represent cherishes feelings of sincere and cordial
friendship.
Of that friendship we have given
proof, for we have afforded hospitality to numbers
of Chinese emigrants, who for many years have
led their sot er and industrious life in the midst
of our population, which has gladly welcomed
them.
Moreover, in more than one case, we have
testified, not only to our friendship, but also to our
enthusiastic admiration for the Japanese. We desire
that they should steadily grow in power, because
their extraordinarily rapid development, their
amazing adaptation to western civilisation, their
success in all branches of human activity and the
bold and entirely legitimate course they took
twelve years ago in demanding that the Covenant
should proclaim the equality of the human races,
have always been regarded by my compatriots
as a tangible and decisive argument in favour of our
own cause.
And on account of our esteem for the people
of the country of the Rising Sun and its august
Emperor, and of the special importance we attach
for our own sake to its high position among the
great Powers of the world, we expect from this
people — and surely its presence in these precincts
and the many statements it has made show how
fully it intends to do so — that it should repudiate
the old barbarous conception of national prestige
based on conquest by violence, and that it should
acquire the highest prestige in the eyes of mankind
and the highest moral authority by submitting
to the verdict of world opinion, which claims that
it should respect the right of the weaker and
thereby uphold our institution ; for our institu
tion would never survive a setback in the present
disquieting situation.
From the lofty standpoint which it deliberately
takes up, the Haitian delegation considers that
the General Commission of the League and the
League itself have another important objective
linked up to that of the immediate cessation of
bloodshed between the Chinese and Japanese ;
we must eliminate the conflict and its causes
by setting between the disputants a precise and
clear judgment on the substance of the Manchurian
question, as well as the sanguinary episode at
Shanghai.
The Parties themselves would give
more effective assistance to that end than all of
us could give, because they would first evacuate
the territories that have been wrongfully occupied
and forgo their national claims and resentment.
The Parties will emerge ennobled by a judgment
of that kind if it be based on the princ pies con
tained in the Preamble to the Covenant rather than
on the arguments and counter arguments that con
troversies can adduce from its articles ; while the

arbitrator itself, the League, will emerge both
ennobled and more powerful, for no one will hesitate
any longer to arm it with a suitable force to enable
it “ to deal with any matter within the sphere of
the League or affecting the peace of the world
Then, and only then, will it be in a position to
“ ensure respect for, and the preservation as against
external aggression of, the territorial integrity and
political independence of all States ”.
We ardently hope that, to deal with the conflict
in Asia, the General Commission will propose that
the plenary Assembly adopt a decision so drafted
as to revive in the minds of the peoples a vigorous
and active confidence in the fundamental idea
which gave birth to the League. We trust that
the decision will do away, so far as the activities
of the League and its terminology are concerned,
with all those subtle discriminations which are
concealed by such disquieting euphemisms as
“ unorganised States ”, “ States with limited inter
ests ”, “ regional understandings ”, “ special situa
tion of a continent ” and so on. All these are
phrases which ordinarily are employed only to
justify in advance the misuse of force and are
applied to facts which represent a denial of the
principles of justice, equality and mutual assistance,
the very foundations and substance of the Covenant.
The Haitian delegation unreservedly associates
itself with the categorical and precise opinions
expressed by the delegates of Mexico, Uruguay,
Panama and Salvador. We associate ourselves
still more categorically and enthusiastically with
the declaration of the Colombian delegate
M. Restrepo: and, like him, we ask the General
Commission to recommend the Special Assembly
to embody in the judgments and resolutions
which it will ultimately pass with regard to the
dispute brought before it the following four points
which were formulated by M. Gonzalez-Prada, the
Peruvian representative on the Council, on
December 10th :
“ (1) No State has the right to effect the mili
tary occupation of the territory of ancther
in order to ensure the execution of certain
treaties ;
7 (2) No State is entitled to oblige another —
having invaded its territory — to enter upon
direct negotiations on the bearing and legal
value of treaties previously existing between
the two States ;
“ (3) The exercise of the right possessed by
each State to ensure the protection of the lives
and property of its nationals must be limited by
respect for the sovereignty of the other State ;
no State being entitled, in order to provide such
protection, to authorise its military forces to
penetrate into the territory of the other for the
purpose of carrying out police operations :
“(4 ) The fact that a State has certain rights,
claims, economic concessions, etc., in regard to
another State does not entitle the former to
effect the military occupation of the territory
or to seize the property of the debtor State.
Any recovery of debts by compulsion is illicit,
in accordance with the principles accepted by
the Second Peace Conference (The Hague 19q7). ”
If these four points, which apply to the question
now before us as well as to innumerable cases in
which the law has been broken by force, were to
take thêir place in the League’s jurisprudence and
become embodied in its charter, the League would
be assured of surviving as the safeguard of small
States. It would have no need to fea-r disavowal
by the peoples. It would cease to be confronted
with the tragic dilemma pointed out by the head
of the Spanish delegation when he said that the

question for the League was : To be or not to be.
To be, if it proclaims the law and condemns the
arbitrary use of force : not to be, if in the present
or in any other similar conflict, it makes the
hazardous attempt, stigmatised in America by
a terrible word, to ‘'whitewash” a powerful coun
try which has been found in fault.
Sir George Perley (Canada). — It is hardly
necessary for me to say how much the Government
and the people of Canada deplore the unfortunate
events that have taken place recently in the Far
East. The Dominion of Canada faces, across the
Pacific, the two countries which now unfortunately
find themselves opposed. With both those countries
our relations have been and will, we hope, continue
• to be most friendly ; with both of them our contacts
are increasing in importance and in intimacy every
year. It is not, however, on these grounds alone
that we earnestly hope that a solution may be found
for the present difficulties, but also because we
regret exceedingly the fact that two countries,
which are not only Member States of the League
of Nations but also Members of the Council and
signatories of the Paris Pact, have not been able
to adjust their difficulties by pacific means, but
have found it necessary to resort to force.
For some months the Council has been considering
the question which has now been submitted to the
Assembly. That question involved a problem of a
most difficult and delicate character to the solution
of which the Council has worked most faithfully.
The Canadian delegation would like to pay tribute
to that work.
Far more, however, than the solution of a single
problem is at stake in our deliberations. During
the last twelve years the world has been endeavour
ing to build up, through the League, a system of
outlawing war and settling disputes by reason
rather than by force. The way in which this
Assembly deals with the question before it will go
far to show how successful we have been in this
effort. Certainly, if the Assembly meets satisfac
torily the test which now confronts it. it will mean
a long step forward in the realisation of the League
ideal.
F To the Canadian delegation it seems that the
work of the Assembly must be based primarily
upon the following considerations :

(1) We should stop further bloodshed and
bring about a real and effective armistice ;
(2) We should distinguish between the rights
of a case and the manner in which those rights
are realised and enforced ;
(3) We should affirm as solemnly as possible
the fundamental truth that no infringement of
the territorial integrity, and no change in the
political independence, of any Member of the
League of Nations which is brought about by
force in disregard of the undertakings of
Article 10 of the Covenant can be recognised as
valid and effective by the other Members of the
League.
We believe that this Assembly, the instrument
through which the common concern of mankind
for the maintenance of peace can find expression
and make itself felt, should proceed in its work
with the above considerations always in view. We
hope that by so doing it will arrive at a solution of
the difficulties before it, which will be just, peaceful
and permanent.
M. Batoloff (Bulgaria) :

Translation : The President of the Council,
M. Paul-Boncour, in his opening speech this session,

set before us the complexity of the problem we
have to examine very objectively, and explained
the great difficulties the Council’s conciliatory
efforts had encountered.
We do not intend to dwell on the details, or to
examine the fundamental causes of the conflict in
which two great countries in the Far East are so
unfortunately engaged.
The problem concerns not only the States Parties
to the dispute : its moral and legal effects are of
vital importance to all States Members of the
League. It raises questions of principle of the
utmost importance. We must consolidate and
safeguard the development of the new era in
international relations inaugurated after the world
war. That is to say, we must replace force by law.
The solution of ail conflicts must be sought by
pacific means. Under the Covenant and the Pact
of Paris justice must not be sought through vio
lence. In the same way, no fait accompli policy could
be acceptable to public opinion.
One of the fundamental articles of the Covenant,
Article 10, guarantees the territorial integrity and
political independence of all Members of the
League. In the present conflict, therefore, the
principle of the inviolability of the national territory
must be safeguarded. It is important, in the inte
rests of peace, that the Covenant and the Pact of
Paris alike should be respected by all the signatories.
The League is now creating a precedent which is
of great importance to the future, for the issue is
the maintenance unimpaired of the confidence
the nations have placed in the League, and the
strengthening of its authority and prestige.
Bulgaria will support the common efforts of all
Members of the League to ensure the strict appli
cation of the Covenant and the Pact of Paris.
M. iftazuranic (Yugoslavia) :

Translation : I am glad to note from the speeches
made from this platform that this time those who
were pessimistic about the League will most cer
tainly be disappointed. Almost all the speeches we
have heard contain various fundamental features
which are identical.
One point of the utmost importance in particular
has been — as it deserved to be — brought out
plainly : the conviction that the serious conflict,
or if you prefer legal terminology, the difficult
problem in the Far East, in spite of the tremendous
distance geographically between the scene in
which the events are — or we hope were — taking
place, is of vital importance to the whole League.
The solution of the problem before us is as
important to us as though the events in question
had occurred within this very town, in which,
fortunately, the atmosphere is peaceful.
My country wishes to speak during the present
discussion, not in order to bring forward new opi
nions or to open out new horizons, but to state
its profound conviction that Article 11 of the
Covenant epibodies not merely a method of proce
dure but a pure truth. The article stipulates :
“Any war or threat of war, whether immediately
affecting any of the Members of the League or not,
is hereby declared a matter of concern to the whole
League.” We also desire to join those who have
emphasised that this time the League, in seeking
an adequate solution of the problem, must exhaust
every effort and, above all, must avoid anything
which might disguise the real nature of the ques
tion. What the Council, in spite of its good inten
tions, has been unable to do will in no case constitute
a precedent. But, now the problem is before the
Assembly, it has entered into its final phase. We
are discussing the matter under Article 15 of the
Covenant. Any decisions we take will constitute a
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precedent, and will be of considerable importance.
They may perhaps influence a whole historical
era. I would go further, and would say that, in any
event, our decision must not be an ad hoc decision,
but must be universal and binding upon all
Members of the League.
I would go even further and say that the repre
sentatives of the States directly concerned in the
problem must be sure that our decision is universal
and binding upon all. I need not, I think, dwell
further upon the importance of our decision.
The sudden vicissitudes of modern history,
the torrent of political events, demonstrate very
clearly that the maxim hodie mihi eras tibi — though
we should say hodie tibi eras mihi — is still true
in international life.
I warmly support the Czechoslovak representa
tive’s statement, particularly his observation that
the examination of the problem now before us
will perhaps disclose certain weak spots in our
organisation.
May I venture to draw attention to one of
them1? Is it not regrettable that the League is
dependent, for the necessary information, upon
the goodwill of the States which happen to be in
a position to furnish it*? However friendly and
willing those States may be, I think it essential
that the League should be able to obtain the
necessary information through its own organisation.
The problem is very complex, and as the late
M. Briand — then President of the Council —
said on December 1 Oth last : “ this problem . . .
is of a very special character, because of the
exceptional nature of the treaty or customary
relations existing in normal times between the two
countries ”.
The problem is so difficult and complicated
that it may be beyond the League’s power to find
an adequate solution. That should not discourage
us, but should, on the contrary, incite us to improve
our organisation ; for the latter is so essential to
all the Members of the League.
The League has been called upon to settle a
serious question, to fulfil its most important duty.
It has begun to do so, and Yugoslavia will warmly
support any proposals in accord with what I have
just said. We shall, of course, support the proposal
of Sir John Simon, the British representative.
Mr. to Water (South Africa). — The Government
of China has appealed to the Assembly of the
League of Nations against the actions of Japan,
which, they declare, constitute a violation of
China’s national integrity and, as such, a breach
of the Covenant of the League, to which Japan is
a signatory nation.
It therefore behoves every signatory nation to
the Covenant to form its judgment on the facts
of the case as they have been presented to us by
the Parties to the dispute. It is for this reason that
I speak briefly and, I hope, without circumlocution.
But let me say this at once, that it is not possible
for my delegation to form a just judgment on
the facts at the present moment, in the sense that
it is at this moment not able to allocate the blame
to one Party or the other to this dispute, for all
the facts of the dispute between China and Japan
are not yet known ; although this I am able to say
bluntly, that we have no other name for the
state of affairs in China to-day than that of war,
and the following facts at any rate appear to be
clear to us.
Poweiful Japanese forces, equipped with all the
modern weapons of war, have been transported into
Chinese territory. These armies have been actively
and destructively used against Chinese forces and
have taken possession of a considerable portion of
Chinese territory. It appears to us equally clear

that Japan has not sought to use the pacific means
at its disposal under the Covenant, to which it is
signatory. Nor, in the absence . of any further
explanation by Japan, does it appear to us that in
this dispute she has remembered her declarations
under the Pact of Paris. Equally it seems to my
delegation an undisputed fact that China has placed
its case in the hands of the League and has been
prepared at every stage of the enquiry by the
Council of the League to act on its advice and
instructions. As emphatically has Japan refused to
show the same confidence in the fairmindedness
of a body of which it has been for many years so
active and important a Member.
As far as these facts are concerned, it is to be
stated unhesitatingly, in our opinion, that a prima
facie case has been made out that Japan has acted •
in contradiction to what we believe to be the
obligations to which, equally with, all of us, she is
bound.
Yet so far, and no further, is it possible for me to
form a clear opinion.
I, for one, would urge the distinguished repre
sentatives of Japan to state to this Commission of
the Assembly, in the clearest terms, its full case
on these points to which I have drawn atten
tion. Japan may have the most profound reasons
why she has not been able to use the machinery of
the League, or why she has not been able to follow
its advice. I can only urge again that we be given
these reasons, for it seems to me to be the simple
duty of this Assembly to ascertain the validity of
those reasons.
Let me say this. My conutry stands back to no
nation in its deep regret at the unhappy relations
which exist between these two great Eastern peoples
to-day. An unsettled Asia has, and has had, the
most far-reaching economic repercussions in the
world.
It has always seemed to us a tragic and fateful
fact that China has now for many years been unable
to compose her own internal differences. Such
a composition, were it to come in the near future,
would bring in its train reactions which, it will be
agreed by every thinking man, must ultimately spell
the greatest benefit to herself as well as to the
nations of the world. But that wealthy country’s
weakness has never seemed to us to be a good
reason why advantage should be taken of her
weakness by any one of the great Powers of the
world.
As for Japan, I am one of those who have always
had, and still have, the utmost admiration for
those great qualities of virility, intellectuality,
courage and patriotism which characterise her
people in their national life. It is because of the
abundance of those qualities possessed by Japan’s
distinguished representatives at this Conference
that I appeal to them, on behalf of my country, to
use their great prestige to persuade the Govern
ment of their country to turn from measures of
war to pacific means to compose this dangerous
dispute.
It is because Japan possesses those
qualities in such abundance that it seems to me
unthinkable that she Will not pause and take
stock. It seems to me unthinkable that, by the
course she chooses to pursue, she will finally decide
to cast on one side the friendship and admiration
of so many nations, and the good opinion of the
world.
Thus far I have spoken briefly of the actions and
responsibilities that rest upon the two parties to
the dispute. But what of ourselves ? How far are
we prepared to recognise the grave responsibilities
and duties which a crisis such as this places upon
every State Member of the League?
I had occasion at another time and in another
place to remark that it appeared to me just and
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seemly that the voice of a nation should be heard
at these Conference tables in the advocacy of a
policy, in proportion to its share in the sacrifice
such policy may entail.
For that reason, the smaller nations at a con
ference such as this should look to the Great Powers
for a lead. For theirs must be the chief sacrifice.
We, at this great crisis in our affairs, are looking
for wise leadership from the Great Powers and,
above all, for strong leadership — leadership
which can be interpreted in terms of action and not
in terms of words.
Are the Great Powers satisfied that they have
pointed the way ?
The Aga Khan (India). — It has already
been said that the universality of the League
of Nations is at once its weakness and its
strength. We might equally say that its universality
creates problems as well as solves them, because the
League comprises a diversity which is hard for any
individual mind to grasp. That diversity is even
more marked in Asia than in Western countries ;
but the fundamental laws of justice and fair play,
forbearance and goodwill apply in the East just
as much as in the West. Our need in approaching
the grave task before us is, above all, patience and
understanding. I come from a country which, like
other countries whose representatives have spoken
here, has a tradition of friendship with both the
Parties to the case that is before the Assembly ;
but much more than that, China is our good
neighbour in the north and in the east, and with
her province of Turkestan we have had, since time
immemorial, friendly cultural and economic rela
tions. India has behind her a long history of inti
mate association with China and Japan.
The
mutual influence of the three countries in religion,
in art and in literature has endured since time
immemorial. There is a town in my country which
I know well and which contains one of the most
sacred shrines of Buddhism. There you will find
Buddhist pilgrims, not only from Burma, where that
great and ancient religion holds firm sway, but from
the more distant homes of the Buddhist both in
China and Japan, side by side in common worship.
So too in art and thought, in literature and
creative work, we find the living traces of that
mutual influence. Just as the Indian Buddha has
influenced Chinese and Japanese thought, so the
great Confucius has left his living and eternal
mark on India. Equally we have been drawn
tq^ether by the ties of commerce that have grown
stronger and more complex with the march of
modern civilisation. Memories are long in the East,
and India will have memories of all she has given
and received in interchange with Further Asia, and
cannot now be backward in pressing earnestly the
cause of reconciliation in the spirit of the thought
which has inspired the three countries alike.
The facts of history give me a platform from
which I can rightly and earnestly appeal alike to my
friends of China and Japan to seek the road to
peace, reconciliation, adjustment and friendship,
and to economic and intellectual co-operation in
the permajient interests of both. The leaders of
China and Japan must realise that, without this
friendship and co-operation, the future can never
be as happy and as peaceful for either of those great
countries. We are here to help them by undertaking
the work of mediation and to help to lay the
foundation of a surer conciliation for the future.
Mediation is the first duty laid upon this
Assembly by the terms of the Covenant. It is true
that the Covenant prescribes other courses of action
to be followed as circumstances develop, but, if we
are faithfully to perform our first duty of friendly
mediation, we must not let ourselves be deflected

by thoughts of any other duties that may later
devolve upon us.
If we do not concentrate with a single mind upon
mediation, we shall not only be prejudging the
issues ; we shall fall into a far greater error. No
mediator can hope to succeed unless he sets himself
to win and hold the confidence of both parties.
He may too easily forfeit their confidence if he
allows himself to be influenced by the knowledge
that he may later have to form other conclusions.
Yet if once the parties lose confidence in him, he
will not only have failed completely in his first
duty, but will have raised formidable obstacles
in the path of further progress.
Therefore I would urge the Assembly, not only to
concentrate on its first and vital immediate task
of mediation, but to hold fast to the principles
which alone can guarantee its success.
Is it too much to ask that the two Parties on their
side should co-operate by placing themselves freely
in the hands of the mediators, confident that the
mediation will be carried out in a spirit of complete
fairness and impartiality for the permanent peace
and friendship of the Far East ?
India hopes earnestly that mediation will be but
the first step towards true friendship between
China and Japan. To achieve its aim, mediation must
be based, not on methods of expediency, but on
clear guiding principles. Where else are we to seek
these principles but in the Covenant itself, which
is the mainspring of all our efforts here ? All the
signatories have fully weighed and understood
the obligations which it lays on them ; but that fact
is perhaps not sufficiently appreciated. Let us
make it clear beyond dispute to the world as well
as to ourselves. I gladly support the suggestion
made by the representative of Great Britain that
we should seize the opportunity to reaffirm in all
their bearings the fundamental principles that
underlie the Covenant. If that suggestion can win
united support, we shall lay a sure foundation on
which an edifice of lasting peace, friendship and
co-operation in the Far East can be constructed.

ML Feldmans (Latvia) :
Translation : I shall only detain the General
Commission for a few moments.
The Latvian nation has followed with great
anxiety the development of the events we are
discussing. Even if we admit the extreme complexity
of the problem and of the causes underlying the
dispute, we must nevertheless also admit that the
events have extended dangerously beyond the
limits which the international undertakings, the
Covenant and the Pact of Paris lay down with
regard to the reciprocal relations of the nations.
We have seen an economic boycott, the failure
of one of the Parties to execute treaties, hostile
propaganda, and, finally, resort to force, the
refusal to submit the question to pacific procedure.
In a word, in this dispute, all the ills we believed
had been finally banished from international life
have reappeared.
The Latvian nation, which has very small material
forces and has based its future on respect for
international undertakings and faith in the vital
power of the principles of justice and equity, of
which the League is the guardian, views this with
serious disquietude.
At this grave moment, the Latvian delegation
strongly urges the two great disputant nations
to lend us their aid in establishing peace, and
assuaging the anxiety of the nations.
It is our duty to restore and strengthen their
confidence in the League.
The Latvian delegation does not consider it
desirable, at this moment, to examine the root
causes of the dispute or to pronounce a hasty
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judgment against either Party. In our opinion,
the League Assembly is chiefly a political instru
ment. whose primary duty is to restore and organise
peace.
We are glad hostilities have ceased ; but the
nations expect more of us than that. We must
convince them that this special Assembly has won a
victory for the fundamental laws of our charter.
We must be able to tell them that both nations,
equally desirous of serving the cause of peace,
have freely accepted solemn undertakings which
will absolutely prevent any recurrence of the recent
unhappy events.
The League must not give up the question until
it is finally settled.
In this way, we believe, we shall best serve both
the interests of the two countries and the cause
of the League.

Al. Costa du Reis (Bolivia) :
Translation : Almost all the delegates have
dutifully responded to the President’s appeal to
state their views here. My delegation also wishes
to fulfil its duty. I shall be clear and brief.
Those who are competent to speak and whose
feelings for the two nations which are unhappily
in conflict are equally cordial have reminded us of
the principles of the fundamental charter which
govern the relations of States, their rights and their
duties. It is therefore necessary to see what the
position is.
The delegates of Colombia, Mexico, Uruguay and
Salvador have generously, forcefully and enthu
siastically reminded us of the principles which
Latin America has always been the first to cham
pion. Formerly, these principles existed only in
the universal conscience. They are now embodied
in the Covenant All we ask is their strict observance,
because therein resides the guarantee of our own
future and existence. That alone will enable us,
the younger, smaller, weaker countries to achieve
our real destiny, as other nations have achieved
theirs before us. Only we will not, cannot, and must
not employ those methods by means of which,
in the past, many nations were able to expand.
Times have changed.
To-day, no nation can impose its will by force :
the international community would acknowledge
no advantage obtained in that way.. The occupa
tion of a territory over which another State has
inalienable historic rights, through violence or
cunning penetration, advantage being taken of
geographical conditions, confers no authority and
creates no right. To accept the converse "would
be to accept a curious nti possidetis de faeto which
at bottom was only the old time-worn mask of
covetousness.
Sudden coercion or gradual penetration give
a momentary illusion of possession, but sooner or
later that illusion will vanish in the light of law
and justice.
I said just now that the League Covenant'offered
us as a means certain texts which should provide
remedies. The very complex problem now referred
to the Assembly was already looming in the
distance. M. Motta, with his customary tact and
foresight, has analysed the texts and shown their
logical connection and concordance.
He very
forcefully emphasised the great importance of
Article 10. He then pointed, with unusual impar
tiality, to the various means provided in Articles 12
and 15. and indicated very strikingly their bearing
on Article 16. After his eloquent and authoritative
words, any further comments would be superfluous?
We therefore all support his friendly and pressing
exhortation to the representatives of the two Parties
to the dispute. The Chinese and Japanese delegates
can hardly forget that every voice raised here,

however humble, however weak, is speaking on
behalf of the universal conscience and the brother
hood of mankind. The magnificent demonstration
of fellowship from this platform, therefore, has made
of it a living centre of spiritual force and truth.
But it is not enough to lay down the principles.
We must apply them. On whom shall this heavy
burden be placed?
The Covenant confers benefits, and it also
imposes duties. For their accomplishment, certain
material means which some of us have and of which
others are deprived are necessary. It is this dis
tinction which weakens the texts and renders the
methods inoperative. Just as in modern States
the system of taxation is graduated in proportion
to means, in international life the responsibility
for a conflict logically tends to fall upon the more
powerful. It is an accepted fact, in civic matters,
that the law should impose burdens upon the
individual according to his capacity. In interna
tional life that is a privilege which has its
magnificent aspect : certain nations, owing to
their longstanding reputation and the successful
development of their capacities, have become
leaders of mankind. Obviously, despite the moral
equality of States, their material capacity is
graduated. There is a close connection between
this fact and the principles of the League.
This discussion, which has given the smaller
States an opportunity of expressing their views
impartially, was necessary and useful. It has created
an atmosphere making for wise counsels which
we must be careful to embody in a resolution
expressing the views put forward here.
The discussion is now closed. Public opinion
urges the two States and the League to assuage
their anxiety.

Al. Yen (China). — I need hardly say how much
the Chinese delegation is gratified at the noble and
spontaneous response that so many distinguished
speakers in the debate have made to our invitation
to express themselves on the momentous issues of
the Sino-Japanese dispute, issues which concern
the very existence of the League of Nations.
I believe it is a fair deduction from the course of
the debate to say that every speaker has supported
the proposition that the League must stand by
its Covenant at all events. As M. Beneâ said the
other day, the principles of the Covenant must be
respected in all cases without condition. In the words
of Sir John Simon, the situation before us involves
something more even than the restoration
peaceful conditions in the Far East.
In my opening statement before the Assembly, I
had the honour to ask you to do certain things,
and to-day I beg to repeat the request.
The question has been raised during the debate
by some speakers as to the procedure to be adopted
by the Assembly. It has been pointed out with
good reason that Article 15 provides, in the first
instance, the procedure of mediation before
proceeding to any other method. That is correct,
although I should like to say that the procedure
of mediation has been employed by the Council
for the past five months, and we know with what
success. However, if mediation is tried once more,
this time by the Assembly, and fails, it is expected
by my Government that the Assembly will exhaust
all other possibilities under Article 15 and other
articles.
The other point of procedure — and I am not
sure whether one is justified in using that word in
this connection — which has also been called to
our attention is that, after the eventual adoption
of a declaration, nothing more should be done at
present. The contents of this declaration, I gather,
will be similar to those of the Stimson Note sent
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by the American Government on January 8th
to the Chinese and Japanese Governments. It is
said that, if further action should now be taken by
the Assembly in the dispute before we have heard
from the Lytton Commission still on its way to
Manchuria, it would be to prejudge the case.
Here it seems to me that there is a grave
confusion of thought. Never for a moment has
the Chinese Government asked or expected the
Assembly to take an action that would be tanta
mount to prejudging the whole dispute We asked
you, forHnstance, to recognise that the Covenant
has been broken ; and on what ground ? Because
more than 200,000 square miles of Chinese territory
is under Japanese military occupation, and some
30,000,000 Chinese citizens are under a foreign
yoke — a flagrant violation of Article 10 of the
Covenant. Because, contrary to the provisions of
Article 12. Japan has publicly and formally stated
that she would not submit the dispute to arbitration.
These are facts absolutely and perfectly obvious,
which certainly require no special commission to
report before we can believe them. We have before
us the case of a nation which has sent its armed
forces on to another’s territory without any shadow
of right. If the terms of the Covenant mean
anything at all. the broad fact of the matter does
not require, as I have said, any investigation by
any commission or otherwise.
Japan herself
admitted it, and pleads provocation and excuse.
Tn these circumstances it seems to me that the
League in effect must say to Japan ; “ All you say
as to provocation and excuse may or may not be
true — that is something to be looked into. What
concerns us is that you have gone about the settle
ment of the dispute with China in the wrong way.
There are peaceful methods which you have agreed
to for the settlement of all such differences. In
sending your armies on to Chinese territory you
have broken your contract with us. Bring them
back to where they belong and then let us help you
to settle this dispute with China by methods to
which we are all committed
Such a declaration,
that the Covenant has been and is being violated,
does not have the slightest tendency to prejudge
the merits of the dispute. That an army of invasion
shall be undisturbed, and even allowed to extend
its unlawful occupation, as the case is, pending
peaceful investigation and adjustment of the dispute
which that army was sent to settle by force, would
be to connive at the very things which the Covenant
forbids.
Moreover the very resolution that created the
Lytton Commission made the very natural and
logical distinction between the preliminary and
immediate matter of stopping hostilities and
liquidating the military occupation of Manchuria,
and on the other hand the task of adjusting the
dispute itself. It was expressly stipulated therein
that “ the appointment and deliberations of the
Commission should not prejudice in any way the
understanding given by the Japanese Government
in the resolution of September 30th as regards the
withdrawal of the Japanese troops within the
railway zone ” The Commission, it is clear, was
intended to contribute towards a final and funda
mental solution : it was not designed to perpetuate
the foreign occupation of Chinese territory. That
was the view and intention of the Council itself.
China, therefore, asks that the decision of the
Council be put into execution by and through
the supreme authority of the Assembly, so that the
Japanese troops now unlawfully omChinese territory
commence to withdraw.
The matter is rendered the more urgent by the
fact that Japan has openly expressed approval
of and supported the so-called “ Manchuria for
the Manchus ” movement — in reality a puppet

Government. As soon as the Japanese troops
withdraw, this so-called “ Government ” will
collapse like a house of cards. I should like to call
your attention in this matter to the declaration of
my Government of February 22nd, published as
Appendix VIII of our printed statement.
To sum up : The debate which has taken place
in this Assembly has, I may be permitted to say,
justified every one of the req nests that I had the
honour to present to you. In the name of peace and
justice, for the sake of the honour and authority
of the League of Nations, with a view to maintaining
the sanctity of the Covenant and treaties and,
finally, with the firm purpose of upholding inter
national Jaw in general, I again appeal to you to
take the necessary action.
II. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : Japan’s attitude in this regrettable
conflict has been amply explained both in the speech
of my colleague, M. Matsudaira, to the Assembly,
and in the Japanese Government's explanatory
note distributed to the Members of the Assembly
through the Secretariat, as well as in various
documents and statements made in 1 he Council since
September last.
After the speeches we have heard in the General
Commission, however, I should like to make a
few brief remarks setting forth the principles on
which our attitude is based.
1 would first emphasise that Japan deplores the
present events more than any other country. As a
Member of the League and a signatory of the
Pact of Paris, Japan is anxious that these impor
tant international instruments should be applied.
If Japan had to take military measures, it was
in fact owing to the imminence of danger ; the
importance of her responsibility in the very special
conditions prevailing in China made it impossible
for her to act otherwise. She did not seek to settle
the dispute by force. She had no intention of
infringing Chinese political independence or admi
nistrative integrity.
My country, faced by a
pressing danger, was bound to take temporary
and pro visional measures of self-defence. ' You
will recall cases in which other Powers have been
compelled to take similar measures.
The very special de jure and de facto situation
in China exists nowhere else, and I must say
plainly that there can be no analogy between that
situation and the situation in European countries
or on the American continent. Where else will you
find a foreign policy based on anti-foreign feeling
and the unilateral denunciation of the most solemn
undertakings ?
Japan’s attitude, the origin of the conflict,
and the circumstances which produced it, have
been explained to the plenary Assembly by my
colleague, M. Matsudaira. and I shall not refer to
them now.
I merely desire to stress the fact that we have
no intention of exercising military pressure upon
China iii order to obtain privileges or terms of
any kind whatsoever.
We hope the situation
in Shanghai will be rapidly reduced to order with
the help of the Great Powers and in the spirit of
the Covenant. For that reason, we were glad to
accept the resolution of March 4th, and we urge
that the negotiations contemplated be opened
without delay. Only to-day our authorities at
Shanghai took urgent steps in this connection with
regard to the foreign authorities.
From the very beginning, Japan, as has been
emphasised during the Commission’s meetings, has
contributed wholeheartedly to the League’s work
in the firm conviction that it was providing an
essential contribution towards the establishment
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of a new order, a new era of justice and security,
in international relations.
To day we have the same faith in the League’s
work, and we expect the same results. We have the
same desire to see its authority firmly established
and its influence extended.
We accepted the Covenant in its entirety, and we
wish to see it applied without derogation or excep
tion, but with that due regard for facts which was
in the minds of its framers and was embodied in
the texts themselves.
Since the beginning of this painful dispute,
the Council has endeavoured earnestly and patiently
to find an equitable solution for the serious problem
before us
In referring to the Council’s work
throughout these long months, I should like to say
how much the Japanese Government has appreciated
its efforts, and more particularly the action taken
by the Council and by the Governments of the
countries represented on it to relieve the present
situation in Shanghai. I wish also to express my
gratitude to the Ûnited States Government and its
representative at Shanghai, who have joined their
efforts to those of the Members of the League.
Unfortunately the chair of him to whom I should
wish to pay a respectful and sincere tribute, he
whose latest efforts were devoted to the settlement
of this affair and to the maintenance of world peace,
for which his name will always be remembered,
is empty. I refer to M. Aristide Briand.

15. — CONSTITUTION OF A DRAFTING COM
M1TTEE.

I therefore suggest that the Assembly should
immediately set up a drafting committee to bring
out the principles expressed during the discussion
and to submit a draft resolution to the Commission
as soon as possible.

Special Session of the Assembly

M. Colban (Norway) :

OF THE

Translation : I think this matter is of sufficient

importance to require thorough examination by
the drafting committee, after all the delegations
have had an opportunity of sending tin their
comments. I therefore strongly support M. Beneâ’
proposal.
The President :

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT

Translation : May I venture to express a personal

AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

view ?
I think we should be wise to adopt
M. Benes’ proposal.
M. Politis’ proposal is
obviously simpler, and the procedure he suggests
would be much quicker, though it might lead to
some disappointment. We are under the impression,
after our conversations and the speeches we have
heard, that various proposals will be submitted.
In these circumstances, I think it would be much
more logical and practical to allow the members
of the Commission time to prepare their proposals
and also to give the Bureau, which will be assisted
by the authors of the proposals, time to prepare a
text on which, let us hope, unanimity will be
reached.
I think, therefore, that M. Beneâ’ proposal is
wiser in the present instance and is more likely to
lead to the desired result.

GENERAL COMMISSION
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M. Bcne§ (Czechoslovakia) :

Translation : As the discussion is now at an
end, I venture to suggest that the General Commis
sion should appoint a drafting committee composed
of the members of the Assembly’s Bureau and the
authors of the draft resolutions already submitted
or to be submitted.
All draft resolutions should reach the drafting
committee by midday to-morrow. The committee
could then meet in the afternoon to examine these
proposals and submit the final conclusions to be
drawn from the General Commission’s discussion.
The President :

Translation : M. BeneS feels that this discussion

should close with the adoption of a resolution
expressing the ideas developed during the general
discussion. He suggests that any member of the
Assembly who wishes to submit proposals should
send them to the Bureau to-morrow morning,
in order that they might be examined by the
Bureau together with their proposers. This examina
tion will take place to-morrow afternoon, and the
Bureau will submit an agreed text to the General
Commission.

M. Politis (Greece) :
Translation : I support the principle of M. Benes’
proposal, but I had hoped that the procedure would
be speedier. I see no real use in inviting the delega
tions to submit draft resolutions within a given
time-limit.
It will complicate matters, and it
seems contrary to the League’s usual practice,
as well as unlikely to facilitate the drafting com
mittee’s work. I think it would be simpler to keep
to the Assembly’s usual rule after an important
discussion such as that which has just taken place,
during which various ideas have been developed.
The draft resolution should bring out the essential
points. This work could easily and speedily be
done by a drafting committee.

Baron Bamel (Sweden) :

Translation : I strongly support

M. Benes’
proposal, but I do not think it entirely rules out
M. Politis’ proposal. Something could be taken
from both. The basis of the drafting committee’s
work must be not simply the draft resolutions
submitted to us yesterday and those which may
be submitted to-morrow, but also all the proposals
and suggestions made by the various speakers
during our discussion.
It seems to me essential, too, that our drafting
committee should endeavour to lay down very
precisely the fundamental principles on which the
Assembly’s work will continue for the solution of
the problem as a whole.
The President :

Translation ? I would venture to point out to

M. Bamel that the drafting committee will certainly
not confine itself to discussing the proposals sub
mitted to it, but will also take into consideration
the general ideas expressed during the discussion.
If there are no objections to M. Benes’ proposal,
I shall consider it adopted.

M. BeneS' proposal was adopted.
The President :

Translation : We shall therefore wait until
midday to-morrow for any proposals that may be
submitted. In the afternoon the Bureau will meet
with the authors of the proposals, and we shall
convene the General Commission as soon as we have
reached conclusions. I hope we shall be able to
convene it on Thursday morning or possibly
Thursday afternoon. Tn any case it will be
summoned in the usual way.
The meeting rose.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Communication from the Chinese Delegation.
General Discussion (continuation).
Death of M. Briand.
General Discussion (continuation).

President : M. HYMANS
6. — COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHINESE
DELEGATION.
M. Yen (China) :

May I read the following communication, dated
March 7th, which I intend to hand to the President
of the Assembly immediately after I have read it ?
“ Monsieur le President,
‘ Yesterday I had the honour to inform you
that General Chiang, Chief of the Army for the
defence of the Shanghai region, had issued an
order to the troops under his command that,
in obedience to the resolution adopted by the
Assembly, the cessation of hostilities should be
made effective. This information was sent
through Sir Eric Drummond, the SecretaryGeneral of the League, by me.

“ I have now the honour to inform you that
I am in receipt of the following telegram from
the Hon. T. V. Soong, Vice-President of the
Council of Ministers, to the following effect :

“ ‘ Having accepted the resolution of the
Assembly, we are ready to enter such negotia
tions for the armistice on thFlsasis of the two
understandings — namely, first, limited to
matters pertaining only to cessation of hostilities
and complete withdrawal of Japanese forces ;
and, secondly, no condition to be attached to
such withdrawal. '

“The telegram adds that the negotiation for
the armistice had not begun because the Powers
who have been requested to give their assistance
in the matter had not yet moved.

“ (Signed) W. W. Yen.”
I take it that perhaps the telegram means that
the military, naval and civilian authorities of the
Powers have not yet completely received their
instructions. That may be the explanation for the
Powers who have been requested to give their
assistance not having made any movement yet.
The President :

Translation : The Commission will remember
that our resolution of March 4th requested the
Chinese and Japanese representatives and the
four Powers with special interests in Shanghai to
make arrangements with a view to rendering
definite the cessation of hostilities. The Powers
mentioned have, of course, instructed their military
representatives at Shanghai to proceed in accordance
with the Assembly’s wishes. They have, however,
sent us no particulars so far. 1 imagine they have
received none.
7. — GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).

M. Titulesco (Roumania) :
Translation : China has appealed to the Assem
bly under Article 15 of the Covenant. The Assembly
is therefore asked for a pronouncement on the grave
dispute that has for six months divided two great
countries, both of which are friends of us all, and
both of which we esteem for their ancient civili
sation, their history and, above all, the great part
they play in the organisation of international life
to-day.
Let it be remembered that Japan and China, who
now come before us as disputants, are Members of
the Council, and hence will be our judges in any
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conflicts that may arise between us in future. It
follows that those views on points of principle
which they in their inmost conscience regard as
ri<zht in respect of their own interests naturally
constitute, in their eyes, the law to which we
should have to submit on some future occasion
when our own interests were involved.
That demonstrates the gravity of the problem
and the difficulty of our task.
But there is more. By reason of the circumstances
in which this dispute comes before the Assembly
to-day, notwithstanding the Council’s efforts,
which cannot be appreciated too highly, and in
consequence of certain acts known to all of us, the
conflict between China and Japan is bound up
with a still more baffling problem — that of the
functions and efficacy of the League as an instru
ment for the maintenance and development of
peace between nations. That is the only standpoint
which I shall adopt, since the merits of the problem
have not yet been sufficiently studied to enable us
to decide without bias in favour of one or other of
the disputants.
At the stage we have now reached, it may be
frankly said, the question asked by international
public opinion, without whose help the League
could not fulfil its mission, the question which takes
precedence over all others, is whether the League
exists or not.
To the problem thus raised, it is the duty of each
Member of the League to give a clear and definite
reply at this Assembly.
In doing so, we shall be accomplishing, not an
act of courage, but rather an act of prudence. The
States which are not directly interested in the
conflict, but are striving for organised peace as
something standing alone, are very like officers of
the law called on to take in due time measures to
safeguard future interests, private interests perhaps
but nevertheless interests which, in their aggregate,
compose the general interest of the world, in which
is merged the interest of the League.
To the question put in this way, from the strict
standpoint of the League’s interest, I, in my capa
city of a former President of two League Assemblies,
am compelled to reply without any hesitation.
If the League exhausts all the possibilities offered
by the Covenant without achieving the desired
result, it will not only afford proof that it exists
but will also show a vitality which will necessitate
an expansion of its constitutional charter, since
only the defects of that charter have prevented its
success as a peacemaker.
If, on the contrary, the League fumbles, if it fails
unequivocally to proclaim the great principles on
which its Covenant and modern international life
are founded, not only will the League have ceased
to exist, but its arduous activity in the past will
seem a delusion to those who believed in it.
Nothing could be unfairer to those who from the
outset have co-operated with patient and passionate
faith in this new organisation of peace, which they
hoped would take the place of the system of water
tight sovereignties that led to so many disasters.
The institution itself, on the other hand, will have
met with the fate it deserves.
Is it so difficult for us to do our duty under the
Covenant % Must we, in order to do so, wound the
susceptibilities of either of the disputants? I do
not, I cannot, think so. I prefer to believe until all
hope has vanished that the disputants will give
their wholehearted assistance in the application of
the Covenant.
I have read with care the documents distributed
by the Secretariat. I have listened with the closest
attention to the statements we have heard from
the representatives of China and Japan. The basic
impression I have gathered is this :

To me it is inconceivable that the Japanese
Empire, which is known for its loyalty and for the
sense of honour on which the private and the
public life of its people is founded, for the firmly
established tradition of its observance of interna
tional undertakings, should have entered upon a
course like that to which our attention has been
drawn by the appeal from China, unless it con
scientiously entertained serious, nay very serious,
reasons for taking action.
It is, however, equally inconceivable to me that,
however legitimate a country’s interest, it should
be impossible to find, in the pacific methods placed
at the disposal of us all by the Covenant and by the
various undertakings by which we are bound, a
means of defending its interests and securing
their triumph.
The Assembly cannot, of course, consider the
merits of the question without a preliminary
objective study, and probably this will have to be
done by a small body which will be appointed by
the Assembly itself, and whose work, unless the
breach is healed in the meantime, will have to be
considered by the Assembly itself, which will then
have to draw its conclusions in accordance with
Article 15.
The Assembly is, however, even at this stage, in
a position to take certain decisions; it is in a position
to proclaim, and, in my opinion, it is its duty to
proclaim, the principles which should guide any
future solution.

There are six of these principles. They are these :
(1) The immediate and final cessation of all
hostilities. A decision to this effect the Assembly
has already taken in its resolution of March 4th.
I should merely like to point out that, in the case
before us, it is not a question of the execution of
orders which, according to the information we have
received, have been given in this matter. The
Chinese and Japanese representatives formally
told us on March 4th that their Governments had
already given the necessary orders for the termina
tion of hostilities.
The question here, therefore, is the execution of
a veritable contract between the Parties, solemnly
entered into in the presence of the League Assembly.
(2) The need for concluding, as soon as possible,
a military armistice, unaccompanied by political
conditions, so as to ensure that the cessation of
hostilities will be permanent in order that the
negotiations which are about to start will be
conducted in an atmosphere of calm and in a
spirit which will permit of their success.

(3) Necessity for the complete application of
Article 10 of the Covenant. This article, which is
the keystone of the League, contains two obligations
— that of assisting any Member of the League
against foreign aggression, and first and foremost
that of respecting the existing territorial integrity
of the Members of the League.
May I point out that the Pact of Paris, which
forbids war as instrument of national policy and
contains a pledge that resort will be had only to
pacific means to settle international disputes,
thereby entails, for those who have signed it, an
obligation identical with that in Article 10 con
cerning the respect for the existing territorial
integrity of each State?
Any weakening with regard to Article 10, any
fumbling in its unqualified application, would be
a death-blow to the League ; whereas its solemn
affirmation by the Assembly at the very moment of
our setting out to examine the conflict that has
been referred to us would be a salutary act that
would immediately remove all the misconceptions
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which may have misled international public opinion
and so have caused it to misjudge the League.
Furthermore, ever since the beginning of the
conflict, Japan has stated that she is firmly resolved
to respect the territorial integrity of China. The
League’s task now is to help the two Parties so that
we may pass from words to deeds.
(4) Need for protecting Japanese property and
subjects.
The League should seek for means to ensure such
protection, and those of its Members who enjoy
powers conferred on them by their great responsi
bilities in the political sphere should help the League
to put these means into practice, so that the argu
ment which has clouded our discussions may be
eliminated once and for all.

(5) Need for basing future negotiations on
scrupulous respect for treaties.
When I say respect for treaties, I mean, first, the
treaties of peace ; the opening articles of those
treaties enunciate the rules under which we are
meeting to-day. Next, the Pact of Paris under
which war has been forbidden as an instrument of
national policy ; and, lastly, respect for all inter
national pledges, the unilateral denunciation of
which is incompatible with the spirit and letter of
the Covenant and with the notion of conventions
in general.
(6) Need for the League to affirm a doctrine
uniformly applicable to all its Members irrespective
of their geographical position.
It has been said that, by aiming at universality,
the League has been over-ambitious. That may
be so, but I would rather its action should fail
because it had encountered, in some parts of the
world, certain realities for which it was not created
rather than it should fail because it had changed
its law to suit special cases and circumstances.
In the former case, it would be the League’s
action that had failed in a particular circumstance
and not the League itself, for it would have remained
faithful to its doctrine as conceived and known by
the majority of its Members. In the second case,
that in which there would be multifarious doctrines
to suit the exigencies of the moment, it would be
the League itself that would founder. .
What faith could the nations have in the judge
appointed to apply the law if the law was not the
law they knew, the law to which they spontaneously
submitted, but a law which no one could define;
one which chopped and changed according to cir
cumstances that could not be foreseen and over
which often there would be no control ; a law which,
instead of being the precise and clear text that
binds us, I mean the Covenant, was, as it inevitably
must be, the hybrid result of all the precedents
that would have been set up in particular cases as
the result of emergency measures ?
I come to my conclusion. The general discussion
cannot, I think, end in our simply establishing a
method of work or in a resolution dealing with
nothing but procedure. It should close with certain
decisions, among others one containing the solemn
affirmation of the principles that must guide any
solution which the Assembly may ultimately be
required to enunciate.
These guiding principles are merely the principles
of the Covenant, and we shall not, I think, be
making any undue demand in asking the disputants
to join us in affirming them.
I therefore appeal to them, notjso much for the
sake of the respect they owe to the Covenant, but
rather for the sake of the devotion they have shown
to it : for we can never forget the invaluable assis
tance Japan has given us from the foundation of
the League.

What I am hoping, what I am asking, is that,
before the Assembly begins to study the dispute,
action will be taken on lines which will eliminate
any trace of doubt concerning the fact that wè are
all, without distinction, bound by the Covenant and
the treaties, and that we are unanimous in our
devotion to the cause of peace and the work of the
League.
To reject such an appeal would be to eviscerate
our faith in the League and to rob the countries
that are not parties to this conflict of their most
precious possession — the legitimate hope that, in
case of war or threat of war, the contractual guaran
tees they enjoy will be converted into tangible
realities.
8. — DEATH OF M. BRIAND.

The President :

Translation : I have a painful duty to perform.
We have just learned some unexpected and over
whelming news which will cause you, as it has
caused me, the deepest emotion. M. Briand has
just died in Paris.
He was the splendid embodiment of the idea of
peace and international rapprochement. He was
one of the most powerful workers in the service of
the League. His voice, his accents, still echo in
our ears. We see him before us. We loved him.
We admired him.
He was one of the glories of France. He was
one of the most illustrious of orators. His name
will ever be coupled with the loftiest of man’s
ideals, and it will live in history.
We offer the French delegation, whose unbounded
grief we well understand, our deepest condolence.
I propose that, as a sign of mourning, the
Assembly should adjourn for a quarter of an hour.
M. PauLBoncour (France) :

Translation : Mr. President, if anything could
assuage the grief I feel both as delegate of France
and as a personal friend and assistant of M.Briand’s
through so many years, and as myself, too, a
devoted servant of the League he served so faith
fully, it would undoubtedly be the words in which
you have announced this irreparable loss, and the
unanimity with which the entire Assembly has in
silent communion associated itself with what you
said.
It is a moving and tragic, coincidence that this
grievous news should reach us during a meeting of
the Assembly itself, the supreme symbol of the
League, whose undying love he carries with him to
the tomb ; and the Assembly has met to settle a
conflict to which, I may justly say, he gave the
last months of his active life, the last breath that
was in his body.
He has gone without witnessing the achievement
of his desires, either in this particular matter or in
the organisation of peace in general.
The best testimony we can render to his memory,
the tribute which he would have welcomed most, is
that we should be firmly resolved to persevere in
the work to which he set his hand. I wish to assure
you, by the grave that has been dug all too soon,
that that resolve is held by the French delegation.
I shall not fail to inform the representatives of
my country’s Government and the silent masses
of the French people, who loved him because he
loved peace, of the immense effect produced
throughout the world by the announcement of this
irreparable loss.
(The meeting was adjourned at 4.45 p.m. and
resumed at 5 p.m.)
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9. — GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).
M. Zaleski (Poland) :

TransZatwn ; As many speakers have preceded
me and have so ably dealt with the important
problem before us, I will merely make a short
statement.
The conditions accompanying the grave events
in the Far East are certainly of a special character,
as was pointed out on several occasions during the
discussions of the Council on the conflict with
which this Assembly has been called upon to deal.
This fact cannot, however, be regarded as
absolving the League from the duty of doing all in
its power to safeguard peace, in accordance with
its most sacred duty under the Covenant. The
Covenant imposes upon all Members of the League
the duty of respecting the territorial integrity and
existing political independence of all Members of
the League.
I may perhaps be allowed at the same time to
remind you of the passage in the Preamble to the
Covenant in which the reasons which led to the
establishment of the League are enumerated and,
inter alia, the “ firm establishment of the under
standings of international law as the actual rule
of conduct among Governments, and the mainte
nance of justice and a scrupulous respect for all
treaty obligations in the dealings of organised
peoples with one another ”.
Poland, who, although she has no direct political
interests in the Far East, is, in virtue of her
geographical position, especially interested in the
maintenance of peace in that part of the world,
ardently desires to see the two great nations, with
which she entertains relations of cordial friendship
and who are now unhappily in serious conflict with
one another, return to relations of concord and
confidence. She also desires the reaffirmation of
the principle of the maintenance of treaties in their
entirety, which is the pivot of all relations between
civilised peoples.
Consequently, it is with feelings of satisfaction
that we have heard the statement of the Japanese
delegate to the effect that his country has no
intention of infringing the fundamental obligations
arising out of the Covenant.
I hope that our efforts and the goodwill of both
parties will enable us to achieve the result which
we all desire — namely, that the present difficulties
between China and Japan will shortly be settled
and that the black clouds which darken the skies
of Eastern Asia will be dispersed for ever.
I consider it my duty, however, to point out at this
moment, which is so fraught with grave possibilities
for the future of the League, that the action of the
Council and the Assembly will inevitably meet with
serious difficulties so long as the legal rules governing
our League are not sufficiently clear and complete.
I need hardly repeat at this stage that my country
has always been numbered among the most convinced
supporters of the proposals for strengthening the
powers at the disposal of the League for the main
tenance of peace and the ensuring of respect for the
rights of its Members. Poland has warmly sup
ported the plan for mutual assistance and has
never ceased to advocate a return to the Geneva
Protocol and, during the discussions of the League
on the Convention on the Means of Preventing
War, she defended the view that there can exist no
intermediate state between peace and war. The
remarks made on that last occasion, at the begin
ning of September 1931, by the representative of
the Polish Government on the third Committee of
the Assembly are, I think, worthy of attention by
my colleagues at the present time. On that occasion,
Poland was almost alone in defending that view.
It is perhaps natural that an institution of such

recent origin as the League of Nations — for,
after all, we are only at the beginning of our task,
which is the organisation of the greatest political
institution the world has ever seen — should not
yet have succeeded in establishing machinery
enabling us adequately to settle the relations
between the States Members.
As I have already said, I have every hope that,
thanks to the goodwill shown by both parties to the
dispute, we shall succeed in bringing the problem
before us to a satisfactory issue. We should,
however, let the grave difficulties with which
we are faced to-day act as a warning for to
morrow, and impel us to undertake without delay
or hesitation the necessary work of perfecting our
organisation. By making good the gaps in the
Covenant and further perfecting its machinery, we
shall be working for the organisation of peace and
avoiding the possibility of our ever again finding
ourselves in such a serious and difficult position.
Sir John Simon (British Empire) :
I have listened with intense interest to the
speeches which have been made from this tribune
on Saturday and to-day, speeches made by many
Members of the League representing widely scattered
States situated in different continents of the world,
and all inspired by a common purpose in which
Great Britain most -fully shares.
These declarations, have revealed in the most
striking fashion the passionate attachment which
we all feel for the League of Nations as the expres
sion of our aspirations for world peace, and as the
embodiment of a new conception of society. And,
my colleagues, T would add this : we are deeply
conscious that the situation which we have before
us involves something more even than the restor
ation of peaceful conditions in the Far East. It
involves nothing less than the utility, in the case
of a major dispute, of the League of Nations. And
one strong impression which I have derived from
the course of this debate only fortifies my own
conviction that the League is an indispensable
instrument for influencing international relations,
and the preservation of its useful, authoritative
influence is the best hope for the future of the world.
Not one of us would be willing to contemplate a
future world from which the active influence of the
League was eliminated.
Our meeting together here and the course of
this discussion are a demonstration that we all
of us are of one mind in recognising the importance
and desiring the maintenance of the fundamental
principles of the League.
So much, Mr. President, by way of preface,
for it is in that spirit that I, on behalf of my
Government, desire to make a few remarks on the
practical procedure which seems appropriate for
the immediate purpose of our general discussion.
I begin by recalling and emphasising ah observa
tion of His Excellency M. Motta, who pointed out
on Saturday that the first duty which is cast upon
this Assembly in relation to the dispute that is
before it is the duty of mediation. Article 15, in
its third paragraph, expressly provides for this,
and it is of the first importance that we should
all keep the contemplated procedure strictly in
mind, as M. Motta has expounded it.
Let me point out that the duty of mediation
does not disappear because, unhappily, fighting
has broken out and military operations on a vast
and formidable scale have been in progress. These
tragic developments serve rather to enforce the
urgency and the importance of the duty of media
tion.
The third paragraph of Article 15 provides that,
when the dispute has been referred to the Council,
“ the Council shall endeavour to effect a settlement

of the dispute ”. The ninth paragraph of the
article confers upon either party to the dispute the
right to refer it to the Assembly, and the honour
able representative of China was entirely within
his right when he took that course. In that event,
by virtue of the tenth and final paragraph of
Article 15, the whole of the provisions of the
article relating to the action and powers of the
Council apply to the action and powers of the
Assembly, and it therefore follows inevitably
that this Assembly, which first took up this matter
four days ago, has as its first and foremost obliga
tion the solemn obligation to do its utmost to effect
a settlement of the dispute. We should be abandon
ing our first duty if we did not persist in pursuing
this procedure of conciliation by every means in
our power ; and I associate myself most warmly
with those who have preceded me — M. Motta
and other speakers — in expressing my ardent
hope that that procedure, which we must not
abandon or regard in these first few days of our
work as already exhausted, may be pursued to a
successful issue by such appropriate procedure as
the Assembly may see fit to adopt.
Let me add one more word on this point. Dif
ficult as the task is, anxious as is the outlook for
mediation, we have the advantage — and it is
a great advantage — of having actually present
here in this Assembly the authorised representative
of both Parties. We look to them both as colleagues
of our own, with whom we maintain relations of
equal and undiminished friendship, to take full
advantage of our efforts to bring about a reconcilia
tion.
Again, those Members of the League who, owing
to their special association with the Shanghai
settlements, have facilities for promoting local
negotiations or for reporting on disputed facts,
have, one and all, put their officials on the spot
unreservedly at the service of the League. Moreover,
the Government of the United States of America
has informed the Secretary-General of its willingness
to co-operate at Shanghai in these respects.
And, lastly, on this point allow me to make this
observation : after all, the League of Nations is an
association of Member States with the special
function of seeking, with the goodwill of the
disputants and in a spirit of fraternity, the best way
of reaching a reconciliation between them. A
reconciliation may be difficult to effect, it may
take long to reach ; but, in endeavouring to
discharge our duty, we must never forget that this
is the first of the objects prescribed for us under
Article 15 of the Covenant.
But there is a second aspect of our present duty
to which I wish to direct particular attention, and
which I think might very well be expressed in a
declaration which every Member of the League here
present should be willing to endorse without delay.
I do not, of course, mean that we can pronounce
a judgment on matters which are in controversy.
It would be contrary to the first principles of
justice that, at a time when an investigation is
proceeding with the help of a Commission appointed
by the League which has only just reached the
Far East, when we have not received, as I
understand, the full statement of the case of both
parties, when each side unfortunately makes
allegations against the other which are in dispute,
it would, I say, be contrary to the first principles
of justice to do anything of the kind. But, none the
less, there is a very important declaration which,
without waiting for the full .ascertainment of
matters in controversy, the Assembly might, if
it so willed — and, as it seems to me, properly
should — make forthwith, and I will venture to
indicate for the consideration of my colleagues the
general nature of the declaration I have in mind.

I have spoken of the distinction between
pronouncing a premature judgment on matters in
controversy and of a declaration of another sort
which may fitly be made now. No one has put that
distinction with more clearness than M. Beneâ in
his speech on Saturday — M. BeneS, whose
constant interest and long experience in the work
of the League is known to us all — and M. Titulesco,
who spoke with his great authority and long
connection with the League, made a very similar
statement this afternoon.
Let me quote two
sentences from the speech of M. Bene§. He said on
Saturday, in respect of the information secured
on the substance of the dispute between China and
Japan, that he did not claim to know it all ; that
he did not claim to be able to judge between the
parties or to be able to accept beforehand the
arguments pro or contra,
M. Beneâ rightly
emphasised the complexity of the Far-Eastern
situation and the difficulty, without exact informa
tion and close study, of appreciating what he quite
rightly called the special situation existing in the
Far East. With all that I agree ; but the pro
nouncement which the Assembly might make now
would not, I think, be in conflict with M. Bene§’
reservation. What I have in mind is not a pro
nouncement as to the merits of the controversy
between these two Members of the League, but as
to the measures by which the solution of that
controversy should be sought — for, mark you,
this is the first time that the Assembly has been
concerned with an appeal addressed to it under
Article 15, and it is therefore of the first importance,
having regard to the future, that we should not
prejudice the opinion of the Assembly in future
cases by prejudging the m’erits of a controversy
which is under investigation, but that we should
reaffirm what the proper methods of dealing with
such a controversy are. Natural justice, the jus
naturale of Roman law which has become the
common inheritance of all who seek to do justice
in any controversy, no doubt requires us to hold
our judgment on the merits in suspense during the
investigation which is taking place. But I would
appeal to everyone here. I would appeal to our
honourable colleague the representative of China,
to our honourable colleague, the representative of
Japan, I would appeal to the representatives of
other States, whether small or great. Should not
we take this opportunity now solemnly to reaffirm
the fundamental principles on which the League
is based, and by which every signatory represented
in this room is bound ? Should we not declare
afresh that the Covenant does not authorise a State,
however well founded its grievances against
another State, to seek redress by methods other
than the pacific methods set forth in Article 12 of
the Covenant 1 Should we not make reference
afresh to the Pact of Paris which, together with the
Covenant, is one of the pillars of the peace organisa
tion of the world ? It provides, as M. Titulesco,
pointed out an hour ago, under Article 2, that
“ the High Contracting Parties agree that the
settlement or solution of all disputes or conflicts, of
whatever nature or of whatever origin they may be
which may arise among them should never be
sought save by pacific means ”.
Should not we make reference therefore to Article
10 of the Covenant? By it all Members of the
League have undertaken to respect and preserve
as against external aggression the territorial
integrity and existing political independence of all
Members of the League.
These propositions,
therefore, are propositions which every Member of
the League is bound to accept without regard to
the merits of the controversy and to all those
complicated matters. Changes brought about not
as the result of methods of conciliation and peaceful
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adjustment but by means contrary to the Covenant
and the Pact of Paris manifestly could not receive
the approval of Members of the assembly of
nations, which exists for the very purpose of
observing these obligations and these principles.
Such are the general lines of the declaration which
I would invite my colleagues here to join in formu
lating. It would not be the complete discharge of
our duty, but it would be a step we can take now.
It would be a step, I venture to think, we ought to
take now at the end of our general discussion.
There have been indications from some previous
speakers to-day and on Saturday that their thought
has travelled along the same road, and indeed
I am glad of it ; and if I were fortunate enough to
find that what I have said here to-day commanded
a sufficient measure of support in this Assembly,
I should indeed be happy to co-operate with
others of you in submitting to the President, in
due course, suggestions to carry it out.
Now what should such a declaration accomplish?
Well, it would reassert the conditions under which
every Member of the League is pledged to conduct
relations with every other Member in a way which
would, I trust, receive the adherence of every
State here represented. It would direct the
attention of the world once more — the fresh and
specific attention of the world — to the proper
means of solving disputes- It would be a proclama
tion not only of the interest but of the duty of us
all to stand by the League in this hour of its
severest trial. I agree with what was said from
this tribune a short time ago by a previous speaker.
It would be far better for the League to proclaim
its principles, even though it failed to get them
observed, than to forsake those principles by
meaningless compromise. And, lastly, this decla
ration that I suggest would be a recognition that
the ultimate progress of the world cannot be secured
by any other means than the means which the
League has been formed to organise and supply —
the means of peace and of justice.
The President :

Translation : I have just received from
M. Restrepo, the first delegate of the Republic of
Colombia, who, owing to indisposition, is unable
to be here to-day, the text of a draft resolution
which is, he says, drawn up on the basis of
condiderations put forward by him from this
platform on March 5th.
The draft resolution reads as follows :
“ The Assembly,
“ Adopting the principles followed by the
Council in respect of the dispute between China
and Japan ;
“ Declaring that cessation of hostilities and
of all military pressure by one of the parties on
the other is an essential and previous condition
to further efforts by the League to obtain a
peaceful settlement of the dispute between China
and Japan ;
“ Recalling the resolutions adopted by the
Council on September 30th and December 10th
and the draft resolution adopted by thirteen of
its members on October 24th ;
“ Recalling that the two parties have recently
in accordance with the Assembly’s resolution
of the 4th of this month, agreed to take all
measures necessary to prevent the continuation
of hostilities :
“ (1) Requests the Chinese Government to
provide all guarantees for the protection of the
lives and property of Japanese nationals, both
at Shanghai and in Manchuria, with the colla

boration of impartial observers nominated by
the League.
“ (2) Requests the Japanese Government to
withdraw its troops from Shanghai and to
commence the evacuation of Manchuria in
accordance with the Council’s resolution of
September 30th.
“ (3) The Assembly recommends that the
evacuation of Chinese territory should be
completed within a time-limit to be fixed,
account being taken of technical requirements
by a Commission appointed by the Assembly. ”
M. Rosso (Italy) :

Translation : I have just received a telegram
from Shanghai, which does not contain any detailed
information or anything very new, but which
I think should be communicated to you. It is
dated March 6th on board the cruiser Trento and
reads as follows :
“ The Japanese troops have halted about
20 kilometres from Shanghai. They are not in
contact with the Chinese forces. Two vessels
transporting Japanese troops have arrived at
Shanghai. ”

This telegram is signed by Admiral Cavagnari,
Commander-in-Chief of the Italian troops in the
Far East.
I have come to this platform because the Italian
delegation has no intention of evading the moral
obligation which loyalty to the League imposes on
each of its Members in deciding such grave questions
as that which is now before us : I mean the duty of
clearly stating its views and publicly shouldering
its responsibilities.
It was right and natural that the representatives
of the countries which are not Members of the
Council should be heard first, as it was of importance
to know whether or not they approved the action
which the Council has been taking during the last
few months on behalf of the whole League. They
have spoken during this debate with an unmis
takable clearness and firmness which have borne
witness to the vitality of our institution and the
moral force which, whatever may be said, it
possesses.
As the representative of a State Member of the
Council, the Members of which are jointly and
severally responsible for its acts, I heard with
satisfaction the judgment pronounced by other
members of the Assembly on the work of the
Council as explained and commented upon by its
President, M. Paul-Boncour, in the able speech
which he made on the day when the Assembly
began its deliberations.
A number of the speakers whom we have heard
in this hall have prefaced their statements by an
assurance of their complete impartiality in regard
to the conflict between China and Japan. Italy
is one of the countries which are acknowledged to
have special interests in /China, but it is, J think,
hardly necessary for me to say that, in spite of its
special interests, my Government has always
regarded, and will continue to regard, the problem
before us with the strictest objectivity and the
most scrupulous impartiality. Its only object is
to co-operate in finding a just solution to the
conflict, and its one ardent desire is that arms
may be laid down and that the fundamental
principles of the Covenant may come out of this
• ordeal strengthened.
The speaker who preceded me on this platform,
Sir John Simon, suggested a solemn declaration by
the Assembly confirming the staunch adherence
of all Members of the League to the fundamental

principles of the Covenant. I hasten to say that
I fully appreciate the value and importance of
such a declaration.
Having said this, I’should now like to lay before
you the views of the Italian delegation with regard
to the practical duty that devolves upon this Assem
bly. I say practical duty, because I think we are
all agreed — we cannot but agree — upon the object
to be pursued. It only remains for us to agree on
the methods to be employed to achieve this object.
On this point I can only repeat what the Greek
delegate, M. Politis, said last Saturday when he
told us that we must keep in mind not only princi
ples but also practical realities ; he said that if
we overlook the real facts of the situation, we may
empty law of its substance and reduce it to nil,
and that may bring both disappointment and
disaster in its train.
What must the Assembly do to take account of
the realities of the position ? In the opinion of
the Italian delegation, it must, in the first place,
employ all means to effect the settlement of
the dispute in accordance with paragraph 3 of
Article 15. It seems to us that, despite all, the
Assembly will be giving proof of political wisdom
if it does not evade its duty of carrying out, with
all the authority at its disposal, the conciliatory
and mediatory action provided for in Article 15,
paragraph 3.
This action comprises successive stages. The
first stage has already been indicated by the
resolution adopted by the Assembly at its third
meeting, on March 4th, when it set itself to solve
without delay the most urgent problem — namely,
how to render possible an arrangement entailing
the final cessation of hostilities.
The second stage may be marked by the exe
cution of a plan submitted to the Council by its
Presidept at the meeting of February 29th, with
a view to the re-estabUshment of peace in the
district of Shanghai. This plan entails the calling
of a conference at Shanghai to act on behalf of the
League. Such a conference would have the
advantage of acting on the spot, and consequently
being better able to judge of the situation and to
find the most practicable and equitable solutions.
Finally, we . must not, I think, forget that a
Commission appointed by the Council on the basis
of Article 11 of the Covenant is already on the spot,
and has been instructed to study the substance
of the question and to suggest the means best
calculated to eliminate the underlying causes of
the difficulties which have brought about the
present state of affairs.
This is a programme of action which, in my
opinion, offers a very good chance of bringing
about a settlement of the dispute. By adopting it
and supervising its execution by the most suitable
means, the Assembly would in no way be forgoing
its right to apply any other measures subsequently
in the event of the execution of this programme
encountering obstacles — a contingency which
we ought not to expect in face of the loyal co
operation of the Parties to the dispute.
If I am not mistaken, this was the view expressed
by M. Politis when he advocated the appointment
of a commission to follow all the negotiations at
Shanghai and to report to the Assembly. The
Italian delegation highly appreciated the value
of this suggestion and would, for its part, be ready
to subscribe to it.
In conclusion, I will sum up the views of the
Italian delegation by saying that it regards the
duty of the Assembly as clearly indicated in the
procedure laid down successively in the paragraphs
of Article 15 of the Covenant. It is the right and
duty of the Assembly to follow this procedure by
taking, without precipitation but with firmness,

all the measures involved and at each stage
utilising to the full the various means at its disposal.
The Italian delegation considers that the three
prerequisites of success are : firmness in its words,
calmness in its decisions and consistency in the
application of those decisions.
M. von Weizsâcker (Germany) :

Translation : During the last six months the
Powers represented on the Council have had an
opportunity of expressing their views in the Council.
I shall therefore be very brief. I should like,
however, to stress the statements made during
these last months by the German representatives
and the steps that have been taken in regard to
Japan and China. We have repeatedly urged the
need to bring hostilities to an end at the earliest
possible moment and to find a peaceful solution
for the dispute. When the very first incidents
occurred in September last, the German Minister
for Foreign Affairs recommended at Geneva the
immediate suspension of hostilities. The Council
of the League endeavoured to bring this about,
and its efforts were supported by the Powers
particularly qualified owing to their position in the
Far East. The news that reaches us justifies the
hope that a decisive step has been taken in that
direction. We may venture to hope that, once
hostilities have ceased, we shall find it easier to
arrive at a basis for further negotiations for settling
the dispute. I fully realise the obstacles which
stand in the way of what we are unanimously
desirous of doing ; but I realise, too, that those
difficulties exist only to be overcome, as they
surely will be overcome, by the exercise of firmness
and circumspection.
From the discussions in this Commission one
general idea seems to emerge. The dispute between
China and Japan has lasted too long and has
assumed proportions such that it has ceased to be
a purely local conflict.
The incidents that have taken place in China
have brought the League face to face with its main
problem — the problem of the solution of inter
national disputes by peaceful means. The task
devolving upon the League was to ensure the
execution of the provisions of the Covenant for
safeguarding peace, and I need not emphasise the
fundamental importance of this present test.
The League was created to maintain and ensure
peace. The very reason for its existence would
disappear were it to fail in the performance of the
imperative duty laid upon it. My country, which
was one of the first to accede to the Kellogg Pact
and which opened the way to disarmament through
a very considerable reduction in its armaments, is
greatly concerned in ensuring the triumph of the
principle of the just and equitable solution of
international disputes by pacific methods. That
is the principle which should be maintained and
asserted in any decision, in any measure and in any
resolution tjiat may be decided upon by this
Assembly.
Discussion, which has not been lacking in
criticism, seems, moreover, to have served a very
useful purpose. Over and above the problem now
before us, it has provided us with information of a
general character for the future. It has, above all,
shown us the necessity of possessing means of
preventing international conflicts — a principle
which, as you are aware, the German representatives
have continually urged during the «last few years :
“ Prevention is better than cure ”. Nothing is more
difficult than to try to settle incidents in a
depressing atmosphere of suspicion and uneasiness.
I should also like to bring out one characteristic
fact in the exchanges of views that has just taken
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place, and that is the frankness of the discussion
to which we have been listening. A few weeks ago
we heard the delegates to the Conference for the
Limitation and Reduction of Armaments proclaim
ing that it was the duty of the Conference to achieve
positive results. The Special Assembly is in precisely
the same position as the Conference convened by the
League : it must succeed. It is not enough to
entertain a systematic optimism, a failing with
which we have often — and rightly — been
reproached. It is best to be frank and not to
entertain illusions, but to face the facts as they are
and deduce the logical consequences. That is the
proper way to work ; that is the method which
should prevail in any collective activity, in any
international organisation.
Having stressed that point, I desire now strongly
to support the proposals put forward by the
British representative, to the effect that the general
discussion should be brought to a close by the
adoption of a declaration on the general principles
of the Covenant and of the Briand-Kellogg Pact.
Should circumstances place any obstacle in the way
of the full realisation of those principles, I think,
like certain other speakers who have preceded me
here, and in conformity with statements made by
the German representative on the Council, that it
would be better frankly to recognise a setback
than to content ourselves once again with a purely
formal solution.
M. PauLBoncour (France) :

Translation : I have already claimed the attention
of the Assembly too long, and I will not take up
the time of the General Commission for more
than a very brief statement. It was only right that
the Powers Members of the Council, who have borne
the responsibility for decisions in the last few
months, should give an opportunity for speech
to the other nations, which did not take part
in our work and which have come from all quarters
of the globe to assist us, if possible, in settling
this painful and tragic conflict. The speeches we
have heard from their representatives have evinced,
in their great variety and ample range, a determina
tion and wisdom which I feel must dispel the doubts
sometimes expressed as to the political sense of the
great democracy represented by the League of
Nations.
But at the present stage in the discussion it
is the duty of the Members of the Council to express
their views in their turn.
As representative of France, I should like
to say that my country is prepared to associate
itself with any resolutions or any measures that
the Assembly may deem most suitable for the
settlement of the present conflict and to maintain
and ensure respect for the provisions of the Cove
nant. My country has placed all its trust in the
Covenant. It has based the whole of its foreign
policy on respect for the terms of the Covenant.
The actual proposals which my country has drawn
up and is defending in discussions elsewhere — the
success of which is largely determined by the
ultimate success of our efforts here — are based
on respect for the terms of the Covenant and on
their reinforcement. You will then realise with
what satisfaction France has heard so many
nations, great and small, proclaim the confidence
they place in the Covenant as regards their security
and their territorial integrity. France feels she
may interpret these declarations as a recognition,
at least implicit, of the necessity — I repeat what
the Greek representative said, in terms which were
both elegant and precise — of perfecting the equip
ment and machinery of the League. As representa
tive of France, therefore, I may say that I rejoice
to find that so many of the declarations that were

made expressed my own views and those of my
country. As President of the Council — for, do
what I will, I cannot wholly dissociate that capacity
from the other — I rejoice to find, in these discus
sions, a judgment of the Council’s efforts which
seemed to me friendly and appreciative. I am not,
I think, mistaken in deducing, though there were
shades of difference, and indeed diversity, in the
modes of expression — and these form the actual
value and interest of the discussions we have
just held — that the nations represented here
have approved the Council’s work. Nor did I hear
any suggestions made other than those on which
the Council has hitherto based its action. This
agreement cannot but strengthen the Council’s
hands very appreciably.
Just before the Assembly met, the Council had
reached a positive result which, though still
inadequate, was at least appreciable.
It had
secured the acceptance by both Parties — subject
to a reservation to which I shall refer — of a
cessation of hostilities in the Shanghai region.
The Shanghai Conference, which constituted the
essential point of what has been called the Council’s
plan, was made expressly conditional on the cessa
tion of hostilities. The necessary solutions and
the various details had obviously to be decided by
the Conference, but the Council has already laid
down the main lines. They are these : respect by
Japan for the territorial integrity of China, and
recognition by China of the maintenance of the
International Settlement and the French Conces
sion. That plan, which was conditional on the
cessation of hostilities, was accepted by both parties,
subject to the express and very natural reserva
tion on the part of China that the Conference
could not be held until hostilities had actually
ceased. It was in these circumstances that the
Assembly opened ; and despite the conflicting
reports which necessarily arise when, on a long
and broken battle-front, where orders cannot get
through everywhere at the same time, skirmishes
and individual actions continue, it was clear to us
that the main battle which had been raging for
several days around Shanghai had ended. Thè
Assembly — I say the Assembly because, at the
judicious suggestion of the President, the decision
adopted by the General Commission was imme
diately converted into a decision of the Assembly —
intended to second the Council’s decision, and
has done so by inviting the two Governments,
in a recommendation of March 4th, to ensure
the effective execution of the orders given for the
cessation of hostilities.
Our unanimous feeling is surely that the
Assembly’s first effort, its most immediate duty,
must be to bring about an armistice to safeguard
us against a resumption of hostilities, which will
remain imminent so long as the actual and material
cessation of hostilities has not been made permanent,
so long as no armistice has been concluded laying
down the conditions and time-limits for evacuation.
Until the armistice has been concluded, we shall
not have the pacificatipn we need.
I quite realise that this only settles the Shanghai
question; I note, like Sir John Simon, from the
Council’s previous resolutions, and particularly
that of December 10th, which was accepted by
both Parties, that it is materially impossible for
us to pronounce on the part of the dispute relating
to Manchuria until we have information which
can only be given us by the Commission sent to
the spot. I think, however — again in agreement
with Sir John Simon — that, though our proce
dure in this respect hinges upon the receipt of
information which we have not yet got, there is,
on the other hand, nothing to prevent us now from
making a declaration recapitulating the principles

underlying the League’s action. I am thinking more
particularly of respect for Article 10, which my
colleague and friend, M. Titulesco, rightly described
as one of the cornerstones of the Covenant.
The confirmation of the Council’s action, on the
one hand, and the affirmation of the League’s
principles, on the other, are the bases on which, in
my view, a resolution can be drawn up which could
be adopted by the Assembly. A committee might
be set up, as has been suggested, to follow events.
But I do not think it is the view of anyone, and
particularly of those who initiated the proposal,
that the Assembly’s authority can be manifested
simply by the creation of a committee. The Assem
bly must adopt fundamental resolutions ; the
committee will outlast the Assembly, will remain
in being when the Assembly is not actually present,
but will be based on principles which the Assembly
will lay down in a declaration — a precise cate
gorical affirmation of the view of the Assembly,
which is the highest emanation of the League.
M. Garay (Panama) :

Translation : As representative of the Republic
of Panama on the Council of the League, I had
occasion in Paris, in connection with the voting
on the resolution of December 10th last, to
make certain declarations of principle to which
M. Restrepo, the Colombian delegate, referred in
his speech on Saturday morning. This circumstance,
added to the fact that I am a delegate to the
Special Assembly of the League, convened in
virtue of Article 15 of the Covenant at the request
of China, makes it more or less incumbent upon
me to speak.
The little State that raised its voice in the
Council when the fundamental principles on which
its existence depends were at stake, could not,
without forfeiting some of its moral force, keep
silent in this Commission of the Assembly.
In his opening speech, the President of the
Council, M. Paul-Boncour, outlined in masterly
fashion a striking portrayal of the sequence of
events in which the resolutions adopted by the
Council in application both of Article 11 and of
Article 15 of the Covenant are admirably
summarised and commented upon.
I only propose at present to mention the Paris
resolution of December 10th, in connection with
which I felt bound, as I have said, to make certain
statements. The Paris resolutions allowed one of
the Parties to the dispute to take steps of a military
nature in the foreign territory occupied by it, with
a view to ensuring the protection of the lives and
property of its nationals against the attacks of
local bandits. That was the condition imposed for
the acceptance of this resolution, which would
have had no legal value if it had not been adopted
unanimously. It was a purely practical expedient
not intended to create a precedent ; for the
Covenant, our paramount law, does not recognise
the doctrine of qualifying circumstances on which
our resolution was inevitably based. That is the
origin of all the reservations and declarations
made thereafter.
For my part, I desired to safeguard the following
three principles :
1. The principle of non-intervention, without,
however, affecting the intervention of the League
between States Members signatories of the
Covenant, or interventions defined by treaties

inter partes,

—

2. The principle of the territorial sovereignty
of the State as a limit or barrier imposed on the
exercise of the right of nations to protect their
nationals in other countries.

3. The principle of the peaceful settlement
of all international disputes which the Covenant
makes obligatory for all Members of the League
(Article 12).
After hearing this declaration and the much more
important declarations which had preceded it, the
then representative of China, Dr. Sze, pointed out
that the application of the treaties and principles
recognised by international law could not totally
disappear at the frontiers of Manchuria. We never
claimed that they should. But we did earnestly
desire the immediate restoration of peace in the Far
East, and the Council resolution as proposed seemed
to us to be the sole way of securing this result.
This hope was not fulfilled, but that was not due
to any failure to act or any lack of a spirit of
conciliation on our part.
There can be no doubt that neither party is a
colony, protectorate or mandated territory, and
that both are absolutely entitled to the protection
of international law. Not only do we admit this
fact, but we add — thereby signifying our agree
ment with some of our colleagues in the Assembly —
that the Covenant recognises no varying degrees
of sovereignty and independence as among Mem
bers of the League.
Since the New Year, the conflict has become
so extended and events to complicated that, if
this state of affairs had continued, not only China
and Japan but the whole continent of Asia and
all the continents of the world would have been
affected. As a matter of fact, the battles at Shanghai
and their possible consequences were already
causing the greatest anxiety throughout the world.
But we have now, fortunately, reached a period
of temporary calm which we hope will be succeeded
by a series of steps leading to the restoration of
peace.
The Council has been solely concerned with the
procedure of conciliation. On the eve of the meeting
of our Special Assembly, negotiations were being
conducted on board the British flagship Kent with
a view to the cessation of hostilities and the evacua
tion of the foreign territory occupied. The excellent
idea of initiating these negotiations is due to the
British Government and particularly to Sir John
Simon, His Britannic Majesty’s Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs. The work of our Assembly
has also begun with this same object of concilia
tion in view. At the time when the Council appealed
to Japan not to give effect to her'Shanghai ulti
matum, I renewed at Geneva, at the public meeting
of February 19th, the reservations I had made
at Paris, and these reservations will be maintained
as long as the situation in the Far East continues
to be in flagrant contradiction with the doctrines
of the Covenant and the prevailing principles of
law. In so doing, I am not animated by the
slightest partiality towards either of the Parties,
but solely by a great hope in the future of the
League, which might ultimately — we must
remember — become the actual victim of the deplor
able events that have brought us together here in
Geneva.
Violence in international relations does far more
harm to the world nowadays than was formerly
the case. Formerly, it was no-one’s concern but
the country whose rights and interests were directly
involved and which defended itself as best it
could. But since the League has come into existence,
the situation is no longer the same ; such acts
directly concern the League, which was created
for the very purpose of preventing and punishing
them.
Very distinguished speakers have expressed on
this platform the hope that the Assembly will not
take any action outside the domain of conciliation
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and mediation, in order that the procedure may be
carried on exclusively within the limits of Article 15,
paragraph 3, of the Covenant. Other speakers are
of opinion that one of the Parties had a better right
than the other to invoke the principle of legitimate
defence, to which both Parties have appealed. But
there has been an almost unanimous regret that one
of the Parties did not lay its complaints before the
League, seeing that the other Party agreed, from
the very outset of hostilities, to submit the whole
question, first to the Council and then to the Assem
bly. In addition, the principle that no new law
can be created by force, or recognised by the League,
has been referred to by many speakers. Naturally,
my delegation entirely shares this opinion ; but

it has no desire to prejudge in certain directions the
conclusions of any future report, if any report there
is to be.
Whether^the Assembly deals with all or only
with part of the dispute between China and Japan,
it will have a heavy and onerous task before it.
The League has never before been faced with so
dangerous a situation, involving so grave a res
ponsibility. Great evils call, however, for heroic
remedies ; and we hope that the Assembly will
draw from the very weakness of its means of action
the necessary force to save and consolidate this
organisation, which is based on law and justice,
and which it is our duty to protect.

A. [Extr.]/C.G./P.V. 3.

Special Session of the Assembly
OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT
AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

GENERAL COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE THIRD MEETING
SATURDAY, MARCH 5TH, 1932, AT 3.30 P.M.

coupled with the spirit that is bound up with them,
the League will always have a very difficult task
in imposing a settlement in the case of a serious
conflict between any of the larger States. It is still
difficult to establish the “ League’s peace ”, just
as at one time it was difficult to establish the
President: M. HYMANS.
king’s peace so long as the strongholds of the great
feudal lords and great cities with walls and fortifi
5. — GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).
cations existed. This truth must be faced. It is
sufficient explanation of the Council’s patience in
M. Munch (Denmark) •
endeavouring to solve the present conflict by
Translation : During the last few months, and negotiations between the two countries involved,
more especially the last few weeks, you have all, no with the help of other States concerned. Such,
doubt, heard people impatiently ask why the League moreover, is the procedure laid down in the
tolerates terrible events such as those which have Covenant. The latter expressly prescribes that
been happening in China. The question, to tell the conversations of this nature form the first stage
truth, is entirely natural. It is obviously hard for in the League’s work of conciliation. The Council
people to realise the League’s true position under has complied strictly with the provisions of the
the Covenant and as a result of the perplexing Covenant and the Assembly will doubtless do
circumstances in which it has existed during its likewise.
It would most certainly be wise for the Assembly,
first twelve years. Nor is it easy to realise
immediately the special difficulties of the conflict too, to employ this method first. We must carry
which brought about the convening of this Special on the efforts initiated by the Council to bring about
Assembly. Here in Europe at all events it will an agreement between the two parties by persuasion,
always be difficult to grasp the true nature of by strengthening the Council’s authority with that
conflicts in Asia. The President of the Council, of the Assembly and appealing to the interests of tlw
M. Paul Boncour, very rightly emphasised this entire international commonwealth.
In conjunction with the two parties, we must
point in his opening speech. We are faced with a
conflict between two great countries whose total consider in what forms direct conversations
population exceeds a quarter of the aggregate between them would be feasible — those, I mean,
population of all the States Members of the League. which would be most likely to facilitate a solution
One of them is one of the great Powers which of the dispute.
These forms must probably differ for each of the
exercised a decisive influence in the framing of the
Covenant. This country, which is a permanent two principal problems, that of Shanghai and that
Member of. the Council, possesses a very powerful of Manchuria; but it is plain that there can be
military organisation. The other country involved hardly any prospect of success for any attempt at
in the conflict is, by the extent of its territory and mediation unless hostilities are suspended. Tn this
the number of its inhabitants, one of the biggest respect, the position is not yet quite clear.
We must hope that the outcome cf the resolution
States in the world. The home^pf a very ancient
civilisation, it has played an extremely important adopted by the Assembly yesterday evening will
part in the history of mankind. It, too, possesses be the final cessation of hostilities and the with
a very large number of military effectives. The drawal of the Japanese troops.
If, however, that hope is not fulfilled ; if there are
events of these latter months show very clearly
that, as long as powerful armies and navies exist, further operations and fighting on a large scale : if
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and mediation, in order that the procedure may be
carried on exclusively within the limits of Article 15,
paragraph 3, of the Covenant. Other speakers are
of opinion that one of the Parties had a better right
than the other to invoke the principle of legitimate
defence, to which both Parties have appealed. But
there has been an almost unanimous regret that one
of the Parties did not lay its complaints before the
League, seeing that the other Party agreed, from
the very outset of hostilities, to submit the whole
question, first to the Council and then to the Assem
bly. In addition, the principle that no new law
can be created by force, or recognised by the League, I
has been referred to by many speakers. Naturally,
my delegation entirely shares this opinion ; but I

it has no desire to prejudge in certain directions the
conclusions of any future report, if any report there
is to be.
4
Whether the Assembly deals with all or only
with part of the dispute between China and Japan,
it will have a heavy and onerous task before it.
The League has never before been faced with so
dangerous a situation, involving so grave a res
ponsibility. Great evils call, however, for heroic
remedies ; and we hope that the Assembly will
draw from the very weakness of its means of action
the necessary force to save and consolidate this
organisation, which is based on law and justice,
and which it is our duty to protect.

A. [Extr.]/C.G./P.V. 3.

Special Session of the Assembly
OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT
AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

GENERAL COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE THIRD MEETING
SATURDAY, MARCH 5TH, 1932, AT 3.30 P.M.
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President: M. HYMANS.
5. — GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).
M. Munch (Denmark) •

Translation : During the last few months, and
more especially the last few weeks, you have all, no
doubt, heard people impatiently ask why the League
tolerates terrible events such as those which have
been happening in China. The question, to tell t.he
truth, is entirely natural. It is obviously hard for
people to realise the League’s true position under
the Covenant and as a result of the perplexing
circumstances in which it has existed during its
first twelve years. Nor is it easy to realise
immediately the special difficulties of the conflict
which brought about the convening of this Special
Assembly. Here in Europe at all events it will
always be difficult to grasp the true nature of
conflicts in Asia. The President of the Council,
M. PauLBoncour, very rightly emphasised this
point in his opening speech. We are faced with a
conflict between two great countries whose total
population exceeds a quarter of the aggregate
population of all the States Members of the League.
One of them is one of the great Powers which
exercised a decisive influence in the framing of the
Covenant. This country, which is a permanent
Member of. the Council, possesses a very powerful
military organisation. The other country involved
in the conflict is, by the extent of its territory and
the number of its inhabitants, one of the biggest
States in the world. The home of -a very ancient
civilisation, it has played an extremely important
part in the history of mankind. It, too, possesses
a very large number of military effectives. The
events of these latter months show very clearly
that, as long as powerful armies and navies exist.

coupled with the spirit that is bound up with them,
the League will always have a very difficult task
in imposing a settlement in the case of a serious
conflict between any of the larger States. It is still
difficult to establish the “ League’s peace ”, just
as at one time it was difficult to establish the
king’s peace so long as the strongholds of the great
feudal lords and great cities with walls and fortifi
cations existed. This truth must be faced. It is
sufficient explanation of the Council’s patience in
endeavouring to solve the present conflict by
negotiations between the two countries involved,
with the help of other States concerned. Such,
moreover, is the procedure laid down in the
Covenant. The latter expressly prescribes that
conversations of this nature form the first stage
in the League’s work of conciliation. The Council
has complied strictly with the provisions of the
Covenant and the Assembly will doubtless do
likewise.
It would most certainly be wise for the Assembly,
too, to employ this method first. We must carry
on the efforts initiated by the Council to bring about
an agreement between the two parties by persuasion,
by strengthening the Council’s authority with that
of the Assembly and appealing to the interests of the
entire international commonwealth.
In conjunction with the two parties, we must
consider in what forms direct conversations
between them would be feasible — those, I mean,
which would be most likely to facilitate a solution
of the dispute.
These forms must probably differ for each of the
two principal problems, that of Shanghai and that
of Manchuria; but it is plain that there can be
hardly any prospect of success for any attempt at
mediation unless hostilities are suspended. Tn this
respect, the position is not yet quite clear.
We must hope that the outcome cf the resolution
adopted by the Assembly yesterday evening will
be the final cessation of hostilities and the with
drawal of the Japanese troops.
If, however, that hope is not fulfilled ; if there are
further operations and fighting on a large scale : if
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serious hostilities and fighting recommencej if
they cannot be terminated by conversations,
I see no other way than to apply the system laid
down in the Convention we adopted in
September 1931 with a view to strengthening the
means for preventing war. Under that system, the
Council or the Assembly would be entitled to
prescribe a series of measures likely to bring about
the cessation of hostilities, and the violation of such
measures would involve a presumption that the
State violating them was the aggressor.
That Convention, I know, has not been ratified,
but it was the outcome of lengthy discussions; it was
adopted by the Assembly and its ratification is,
I believe, only a question of time.
If, finally, after further efforts at mediation,
the conflict were to continue and there was still
a danger of war, the League would be obliged to
enforce the procedure laid down in Articles 13 and 15
of the Covenant.
Part of the problems connected with the dispute
are, I think, of such a nature that they might
suitably be submitted for settlement by a court of
law or by arbitration, provided it were found
impossible to solve them at a round table conference
on the spot. I refer to some, at any rate, of the
problems connected with Manchuria ; in their case,
the question is that of the interpretation and
validity of certain conventions.
The political
problems, on the other hand, should be handled in
accordance with the third and fourth paragraphs
of Article 15.
If mediation were a complete failure, recourse
would inevitably have to be had to a recommenda
tion prescribing a solution in accordance with the
third and fourth paragraphs of the article, and the
consequences would have to be taken. In this
matter, the Covenant is quite clear. It would be
impossible not to apply it.
I may add that throughout the conversations we
have in mind it will be absolutely essential to uphold
two principles which are already laid down in the
appeal made by the twelve members of the Council
on February 16th.
The first thing to place on record is that a State
will not be acting in conformity with the Covenant
and the Pact of Paris merely because it avoids
declaring war. We should, of course, be wise to
recognise that not every frontier incident constitutes
war, and that war may sometimes be avoided
notwithstanding certain acts of violence. Where,
however, you have military expeditions abroad and
great battles between regular armies operating
under orders from their Governments, there can
be no explanation or statement of reasons which will
convince the nations that these are legitimate acts
of a pacific character.
What the Covenant and the Pact forbid is not
merely a declaration of war, but likewise any act of
aggression, any recourse to other than pacific
methods as an instrument of national policy.
The second need is a clear affirmation of the
principle that, after the establishment of the
League as a great international organisation based
on law and the adoption of the Pact of Paris, no new
right can be created by force, no agreement secured
by force can be registered by the Secretariat under
Article 18 of the Covenant. That is a sine qua non
for the validity of any agreement concluded between
Members of the League.
In the view of many Members of the League, the
guarantee contained in the Covenant against the
creation of new rights by force is undoubtedly
one of the most important achievements accom
plished through the foundation of the League.
We must, however, hope that there will be no
need for recourse to a recommendation under

Article 15, and that a solution will be brought about
by direct conversations and mediation.
Neither of the opposing States will have failed
to realise the very serious consequences which the
continuation of the conflict might have for the
international organisation of Geneva. No one can
predict the economic, social and political effects
which a great war in the East might have throughout
the entire world.
If the efforts at mediation fail, and if the Council
and the Assembly are compelled to use every means
at their disposal to bring about the cessation of
hostilities and to find a settlement for these burning
questions, they may rightly feel sure that an
immense majority of the inhabitants of all countries
will watch their endeavours with the utmost
sympathy.
If we are successful in our efforts, we shall have
taken an immense stride towards the organisation
of peace, which is the great aim of the League.
M. Motta (Switzerland) :

Translation : Anyone who has listened closely
and with an unbiased mind to the speeches made
this morning and again this afternoon must have
been struck principally by the concordance which
marks the opinions that have been advanced. That
concordance is particularly noteworthy because it is
spontaneous — that is to say, it is not due to any
previous understanding. I am not surprised at
that ; indeed, I should have been surprised if the
reverse were the case.
This Special Assembly has been convened at the
request of China in virtue of Article 15 of the
Covenant. When the matter was before the Council,
China involved other articles as well.
China is asking for the application of Article 15
in conditions which are, if I may say so, somewhat
remarkable, because events have already, to a very
large extent, outstripped the fundamental hypo
thesis contained in Article 15. Article 15 says:
“ If there should arise between Members of the
League any dispute likely to lead to a rupture
which is not submitted to arbitration or judicial
settlement . . . ” It is plain, then, that, once
the voice of guns and rifles has been heard, the
hypothesis in Article 15 has been left far behind.
I am glad, however, that we are still able to remain
within the system of that article and that we are
not required to think of entering upon another
system laid down in other articles.
Article 15 prescribes two procedures which, to
my mind, are fundamental. In the first procedure,
the Assembly or the Council acts in the capacity
of mediator. It is obvious that, with this procedure,
the arrangement which it is hoped to achieve can
only be brought about with the concurrence of the
parties themselves. I most warmly hope that this
first procedure will make it unnecessary to employ
the second.
Should the conciliation procedure fail, Article 15
prescribes a procedure by way of recommendations,
and, if that procedure results in a recommendation
duly voted — that is to say, unanimously in the
case of the Council, and in that of the Assembly
with a specified majority which must, however,
include all the Members of the Council — it has
certain very important consequences which are
described in Article 15, paragraph 6 ; war may not be
made against a State which accepts the recom
mendation. This sentence, in appearence so simple,
is full of the deepest significance. In it, Article 15
foreshadows the application of Article Ï6.
To my mind, the preliminary condition for the
application of the procedure in Article 15 is that
hostilities, should they have unfortunately broken
out, must cease : the cannon must be muzzled. It
would, I think, however, be a very great mistake
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to suppose that the cessation of hostilities means
the solution of the conflict. It is, of course, a very
important object, but a secondary one, which will,
we hope, be achieved, along with others, by the
resolution we adopted yesterday evening unani
mously, including the parties to the dispute — a
fact which we all welcomed with great satisfaction.
Our principal aim, however, is the maintenance —
and, in the special circumstances we are considering,
it would be better to say the restoration —of
peace between the opposing countries.
Next, let me remind you of a few fundamental
principles; and I must apologise for saying less well
certain things which have been said with great
eloquence and wisdom, and in some cases also very
incisively, by earlier speakers.
First and foremost, we must always bear in mind
Article 12, which contains a very strict obligation —
that of having recourse to arbitration or judicial
settlement, or, if this is impossible, to investigation
and consideration by the Council.
Until this procedure in Article 12 has been
accomplished, and hence until recourse has been
had to the Council, all military acts and all acts of
war — and the distinction is a rather subtle one —
are prohibited. Now, I am afraid that, in this case,
Article 12 has not been observed.
Article 15 is the complement of Article 12.
It, too, necessarily implies the idea that a country
cannot seek justice for itself. The results of the use
of force cannot be acknowledged by the League,
for the League is based, first and foremost, on the
idea of right and on the idea of justice.
True, the Covenant does, in certain cases,
contemplate the possibility of the use even of
force *, but, as all the countries gathered together
here have accepted the Pact of Paris as well as the
Covenant of the League, they are prevented from
using force even in the case contemplated in the
Covenant, because the Pact of Paris forbids all
war, all exercise of force, as an instrument of national
poli cy.
I do not propose here to deal with certain views,
very natural views, regarding the notion of legiti
mate defence. That notion has, I know, been alluded
to, but we cannot, I think, take shelter behind it
until all the pacific and conservatory procedures in
the Covenant have been exhausted.
I have no intention of examining the merits of
the dispute at the present moment. We must, I
think, give it the most unbiased and effective
consideration we can.
We are not, in the strict sense of the term, a
court of law. It would, I think, be an exaggeration
to say that we have any real mission of arbitration.
Our duty is to pave the way for a friendly settlement,
if possible, and to seek for other solutions when
friendly methods have failed. The General Commis
sion wül, I imagine, appoint a sub-committee of its
members to make a special study of all the factors
of the dispute. The sub-committee will then be
asked to submit concrete proposals to the General
Commission, which will forward them to the
Assembly. I can, however, I think, rightly affirm
that the conservatory and pacific procedures of the
Covenant will have no great value, nor any very
great effect, if they are robbed of all meaning as a
result of faits accomplis.
Peace is the interest of all. The League is the new
juridical symbol of that great idea. If, however,
peace is the interest of all, I shall not be going too
far if I say that that interest is vital in the case of
small countries. Owing to their smaller territory
and their inferior economic, military and other re
sources, the small countries are far more vulnerable
than the great Powers,. which can in some cases
rely on force. Were the small countries to lose their
confidence in the procedures laid down in the

Covenant, they would be obliged to seek for other
methods to ensure the essential and fundamental
bases of their security.
I should be sorry if the few remarks I have made
had the effect of complicating in any way the
Assembly’s and the Council’s task. We are all
anxious to bring to the examination and solution
of the conflict a very large measure of goodwill,
and, abovea 11, that feeling of friendship which is
likewise a fundamental feeling in the League.
I am not sure whether, at some time or other,
we shall not have to examine as well the question
of the respective spheres of competence of the
Council and the Assembly. Their action is to a
certain extent concerted, because the Council has
not completely divested itself of the question.
It is only divested of it in what I may call a partial
manner. We shall, during our discussion, consider
this very interesting side of the question.
Next, let me say that, in my opinion — and this
is a remark of very great importance — it does not
seem that the conflict has been localised at Shanghai.
The conflict has been brought before the League
in its entirety. The great Powers have a great part
to play, a great task to fulfil. The main thing that
we, the small Powers, can do is to mobilise moral 5
forces. We must demonstrate the ties that unite
us all. The great Powers have other means at their
disposal, and I hope there will be no need to use
them. Let me, however, say that only bv harmonis
ing our aims, by ensuring that any action we take
is concordant and united, can we safeguard what I
will call, not the prestige, because I hate the word,
but the legal and moral authority of the League.
M. de Zulueta (Spain) :

Translation : Only the other day, when I was
speaking at Geneva on behalf of Spain, I hastened
to offer the most enthusiastic co-operation in the
cause of peace of an old country which is actuated
to-day by a new spirit and whose interests were, as
I said then, worldwide but immaterial.
These latter words are peculiarly pertinent to
the present case. Spain has no special ties with
either of the two parties to the present dispute.
Towards both, as towards all countries, she has the
same feelings of sympathy and sincere friendship.
Our interests in this matter are the immaterial
and worldwide interests to which I referred, the
interests of peace and of the international legal
order embodied in the League ; those are interests
regarding which all countries should be at one. My
country’s desire in the case before us now is exactly
the same as it would be in all other similar cases.
We are all entitled to demand that conflicts between
States should be settled, not by the blind violence
of arms, but by enlightened and pacific methods ;
not by isolated action on the part of the two
nations directly concerned, but with the co-opera
tion, in due form, of all the other nations who are
entitled to claim, Nihil humani a me alienum puto.
It is the countries which have the smallest interests
involved that are the best qualified to represent
justice.
In brief, the question for the League is, To be,
or not to be ? We are anxious that the League
should act, and we hope that it will do so in the full
measure prescribed by the Covenant and with
the energy expected by the world.
We have listened with the closest attention
to the statements made on different occasions
by the Japanese delegate concerning the difficulties
with which that country has been faced; but,
without prejudging in any way the merits of the
problem before us, we consider that the cause of
Japan would undoubtedly have gained by being
raised from the level of a local conflict in which
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two isolated countries are at grips with one principles of international organisation as fixed
another to that of an objective problem submitted to after the world war are imperilled.
friendly discussion before the League of all the
It is not my intention, nor is it within my power,
nations.
to examine here the underlying causes of the
Let us, then, lay down the three following conflict by which, to our keen regret, two Members
principles :
of the League are divided. My country has always
First of all, we consider that it is the Assembly’s maintained the best relations with both. What
duty to itself to proclaim that the Covenant I regret is that it should have been thought possible
demands that evacuation should precede nego to seek for the solution of this deplorable conflict
tiation. When two countries are in conflict, and by the despatch of armed forces and the occupation
if, unhappily, territory has been occupied, it would of a large area of another State. Such methods
obviously be incompatible with the Covenant should no longer be permissible under the system
for the occupying country to require that the of the Covenant and of the Pact.
merits of the dispute should be discussed before
It has, I know, been said that the despatch of
its troops had withdrawn from the invaded terri troops and the occupation of foreign territory were
tory. Hence, both in Manchuria and at Shanghai, merely measures of a legitimate defence. Speaking
it is, in our view, indispensable that, if there are to for myself, I cannot accept so wide an interpreta
be negotiations with regard to evacuation, the tion of the concept of legitimate defence. We very
questions affecting the merits of the dispute must sincerely hope that the resolution adopted by the
be held over in toto until evacuation has been Assembly yesterday will contribute to the
completed, or at the least until the principle of effective and final cessation of hostilities between
evacuation has been agreed upon and a date for its the two parties. The dispute will then have to be
completion formally determined and accepted settled by the methods laid down in the Covenant
by both States.
and as equitably as possible.
Secondly, we hold that Article 10 is the Magna
I entirely concur in the remarks which were made
Charta of the League.
Consequently, Spain
reaffirms in this Assembly the axiom, enunciated this morning by the Finnish and Swedish delegates.
by twelve Members of the Council (including It is, we consider, of great importance that the
Spain) in an appeal recently sent to the Govern lofty ideals on which the Covenant is based should
ment of Japan, to the effect that the Members be effectively observed and followed. This will
of the League cannot recognise any political or enable all countries, great as well as small, to
administrative changes brought about by force take up, with greater confidence and enthusiasm,
or in disregard of the principles of the Covenant or the work for the construction of a better inter
the Pact of Paris. Spain believes that the Assembly national order, which it must ever be our aim to
would be acting wisely if all Members composing it improve more and more.
were to express themselves explicitly on this point.
Finally, we must enter a formal reservation
M. Bene§ (Czechoslovakia) :
with regard to the argument that the obligations
of the Covenant may be weakened or relaxed
Translation : Far be it from me in this serious
in the case of countries that are inadequately
organised. Without putting forward any opinion dispute to take sides with either of the opposing
whatsoever concerning the question whether or parties. I should have no reason to do so, for I am
no this argument applies to the case before us entirely free from all sentimental predispositions
now, we feel it to be our duty to state as unequi or material interests. My country is a sincere
vocally as possible that it is principally in the case friend both of Japan and of China. It has not
of the inadequately organised countries, those forgotten the help afforded to it by those two
which are striving to set up a better organisation countries at the difficult period of the world war
at home, that it is essential to maintain the inter and after the war. Czechoslovakia, in her policy,
national obligations in the Covenant in all their has maintained close and truly amicable relations
efficacy. The Covenant is particularly necessary with both Japan and China, particularly at Geneva.
It is, therefore, in a purely objective light and in
owing to the internal weakness of certain countries
and the strength of others. The League, which is the the spirit of complete independence that I wish to
organ of the international community, owes it to submit to you, Mr. President, a few short
itself to protect internationally the weak against observations concerning the conflict between Japan
the encroachments of the strong and the strong and China.
against the chaos of the weak. If, then, there be
Czechoslovakia is concerned in this serious
any conflict due to a lack of internal organisation problem solely as a Member of the League of
in certain countries, such cases should, we hold, Nations. She is anxious regarding the results of our
be considered at Geneva. We could not support present action ; she desires the League to fulfil
the view that, in these instances, there is any all its obligations deriving, not only from the
right to exceptional or separate action on the part Covenant, but from the moral prestige it at present
of any State.
possesses throughout the world. It desires that the
Who could doubt in this Assembly of fifty League, which, in spite of all, represents a new
nations, stirred by a distant conflict, the world spirit and quite a new method in international
effects of which are felt by us all notwithstanding relations, shall prove that it is useful and, indeed,
their remoteness, that the fate of disarmament indispensable to the maintenance of world peace.
and of peace, the safety of millions of homes I am prompted to speak solely by my enthusiasm
throughout the world, are bound up with the deci for this great ideal of which it is the bounden duty
sions we are about to take Î For the League, I of us all to be the sincere and devoted representa
repeat, the question is : To be, or not to be ? We want tives. M. Paul-Boncour, President of the Council,
the League to be.
explained to us, in his eloquent opening speech, the
complexity of the question, the peaceful settlement
of which we have to consider, and he has emphasised
M. Tônisson (Estonia) :
the important fact that we should endeavour to
Translation : I wish to associate myself with understand the Council’s action in the light of the
previous speakers who have alluded to the great quite special situation in the Far East. I agree
gravity of the present moment. The conflict is not with him. At the same time, I should like to
merely one between two Powers. The fundamental emphasise two important points :
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(1) China and Japan must be convinced that
we are acting in principle towards them as we
should act towards any other Power ;

(2) That, while bearing in mind the special
position from the standpoint of international law
as regards certain political facts in China, certain
principles of the Covenant must be respected in all
cases and unconditionally.
Having said this, I will define my view as follows :
I. In spite of all the information we have
received regarding the origins of the conflict between
China and Japan, I cannot claim to know all the
circumstances or to be able to judge and accept in
advance the arguments for or against, or to be able
to mete out blame to either party. Moreover, on
looking at the present dispute, I think we cannot
entirely disregard certain events, said to have
occurred in China, which would seem to be directed
against Japan. For instance, the boycott to which
reference has been made, but of which no details
have been given, would, if it were proved, constitute
a hostile procedure which could be complained of
to the League. I regret that Japan did not of her
own volition lay this matter before the League, as
was, and is, her right. Neither public opinion nor
the Members of the League could have turned a
deaf ear to her complaints.
II. On the other hand, though, under the
Covenant, a country possesses the right to ensure
its legitimate defence, it has not the right to take
justice into its own hands except with the per
mission of the League. Failing such permission,
and faced with action on a large scale and of great
political importance undertaken by one of the
parties to the dispute in the territory of the other, I
cannot help recalling the provisions of Article 10,
one of the fundamental articles of the Covenant
which I think has been infringed.

III. As a Member of the League of Nations,
my country believes it to be necessary that every
signatory to the Pact should be obliged in all
circumstances to resort to the pacific procedure
laid down in Article 12 of the Covenant.
Without referring to other important inter
national acts, this obligation under the Covenant
is the one we regard as most precious, the one which,
together with Article 10 of the Covenant, should
be stressed above all others in connection with
this dispute and discussion. If these two provisions
of the Covenant are not upheld, the whole edifice
of the new international order is threatened.
That is why my country invokes this great prin
ciple, being convinced that, within the framework
of pacific procedure, all the claims of Japan —
for instance, that which concerns the execution
of international agreements signed by China —
could be met.

IV. The fourth point I wish to emphasise is
a question of no less importance to the League.
For the first time, the Assembly is considering
a request submitted to it under Article 15. It is
of the highest importance for the League that we
should clearly understand that, by our decisions
and the methods we employ, we shall be creating
precedents. This is also a matter which is of deep
interest to Czechoslovakia and which has led to
my addressing this Commission.
Finally, this
precedent provides us with a lesson. For cases
of this kind, the League should possess a perfected
machinery and organs of actiorf, its own commis
sioners and commissions of enquiry and. possibly,

its own police force. It is later, however, after the
settlement of this serious dispute, that we shall
have to deal with this question.
In short, I trust that the League will clearly
mark its intention of being just both to Japan and
China, that it will, in every case, fully respect the
provisions of the Covenant and will remember
that we are to-day establishing precedents of a
primordial importance for the life and very existence
of the League.
In so doing, the League will have well earned
the gratitude of all nation*.
M. Politis (Greece) •

Translation : My sole aim in speaking is to
work effectively, as we are directed to do in the
first paragraph of Article 11 of our Covenant, to
safeguard world peace.
I need not dwell upon my sympathy for the two
nations parties to the dispute. I think I have given
them both proofs of my sincere friendship which
I feel sure they have not forgotten.
I, like those of my colleagues who have already
spoken from this platform, am very anxious to
safeguard more specially the two principles which
appear to me to be directly involved in this dis
cussion — namely, on the one hand, respect for
the territorial integrity and political independence
of the nations, and, on the other hand, respect for
promises made in international acts. I consider
that the international community has its very
roots in these principles, so much so that to dis
regard them would really amount to repudiating
the existence of any legal bond between the States
and, so to speak, returning to barbarism pure and
simple.
But I am equally concerned about actual facts :
for to overlook facts may empty legal principles of
all their substance, reduce them to nothing, and
prepare the way, not only for disappointment,
but for disaster. That is why I greatly appreciate
the work of the League Council in this matter.
It has displayed wisdom to which it would be
unjust not to pay a public tribute.
As my friend, M. Paul-Boncour, very rightly
said in noble and eloquent terms, the Council’s
great merit is that it immediately put into operation
the procedure for which provision is made in the
Covenant. Thus it safeguarded the fundamental
principles of our organisation. If the Council was
unable to do more, that was because it was beyond
its power, as it is beyond the Assembly’s power,
to fill in the gaps in our organisation, to supplement
the defects of the system established by the texts.
If the Council had had at its disposal a police
force prepared to stand between the opposing
armies, hostilities would most probably have been
avoided. It is also extremely likely that, had we
had a more perfect organisation, the dispute itself
would never have taken the turn it did take.
I may perhaps be allowed, as one who looks back
regretfully upon work begun but not finished, as
one who nevertheless still hopes that one day that
work will be finished, as one who, eight years ago,
helped to draft the 1924 Agreement and Protocol,
to say frankly and sincerely that, if instead of
remaining a pious hope, a milestone on the road
ahead of us, the Protocol had come into force, it
is more than probable, I think, that, as far as
matters in the Far East are concerned, we should
not to-day stand where we are.
The Council did what it could in the circum
stances. Bearing in mind all the facts, it endea
voured first to restore a peaceful environment in
which it would then be able to discharge its duty
under Article 15, paragraphs 3 and 4. It began by
endeavouring to put an end to the hostilities. Its
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M. Branco (Portugal) :

Translation : The Government of the Portuguese

Republic does not intend now to discuss the
Sino-Japanese conflict or to make proposals for
its solution. It has for centuries been a friend of
Chinn, and Japan, for the Portuguese were the first
Europeans to reach the Far East, where Portugal
has always had considerable material and moral
interests. The Portuguese Government will simply
make a short statement inspired by the two-fold
duty of traditional friendship and firm loyalty.
Nothing could be more painful to my Government
than the dispute which, owing to unforeseen
complications, has brought two great and friendly
nations to arms for the settlement of a dispute
that, according to our constitutional laws, should
have been settled by pacific means. We still hope

— and the earlier proceedings of this Assembly
confirm this hope — that the League’s intervention,
the efforts of friendly Powers, and the wisdom
and respect for treaties that I am sure both parties
must feel, will eventually triumph over the fatal
circumstances which led to the outbreak of
hostilities.
The Portuguese Government most
ardently hopes that the chief aim of the League’s
efforts, the restoration of peace, will be achieved.
Our full co-operation in this noble task, both
here and on the spot, we place with sincere goodwill
at the Assembly’s disposal. We believe that, by
indefatigably applying the Covenant, the League
will ensure that justice shall be done to the two
nations, and in so doing will heighten its own
prestige and promote the welfare of mankind.

Special Session of the Assembly
OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT

AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT
(The Commission rose.)

GENERAL COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE SECOND MEETING
HELD ON SATURDAY, MARCH 5th, 1932, AT 10.30 A.M.

CONTENTS
3.

Communication to the Government of the
United States of America of the Resolution
ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY ON MARCH 4TH, AND
Reply of That Government.

4.

General Discussion.

President : M. HYMANS.

3. — COMMUNICATION TO THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OF THE RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE
ASSEMBLY ON MARCH 4th, AND REPLY
OF THAT GOVERNMENT.
The Secretary-General :

In view of the fact that the resolution which
the Assembly adopted last night made a reference
to the “ Powers which have special interests in
the Shanghai Settlements ”, I thought it right
to communicate a copy, of that resolution to
Mr. Hugh Wilson, the United States Minister
at Berne, and I have now received from him a
letter which you will perhaps allow me to read :

“ With reference to the resolution of the
Assembly adopted yesterday, of which you were
good enough to transmit a copy to me last
night, I at once notified the Secretary of State
of the United States thereof, and am now in
receipt of a reply from Mr. Stimson, by which
I am instructed to inform you that the American
military authorities at Shanghai have been
requested by telegraph to co-operate. ”
The President :

Translation : Note has been taken of this

communication.

4. — GENERAL DISCUSSION.
The President :

Translation : I will now open the general discus
sion of the problem as a whole which has been
submitted to the Assembly and the Commission.
M. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : I should first like to communicate
to the General Commission a telegram which
I received at a late hoqr yesterday evening :
“ Since March 3rd the Japanese first-line
forces have been stationed on the Liuho-ChenKating-NanhsiangvShenzu line and they have
ceased hostilities. A detachment of our troops is
stationed at the Woosung Fort.
“ Detachments of Chinese troops facing our
advance lines at Rating and Nanhsiang have
erected new defence works. Several of our
aircraft having been attacked, we were obliged
to fire to stop the Chinese from firing. Apart
from that incident, there has been no fighting. ”
Yesterday, at the commencement of the General
Commission’s meeting, the Chinese delegate made
a communication in which he referred to a place
named Kuansan. I was not able at the time to
find this place on the map, and I therefore did
not contradict his statement.
This morning,
however, on reading the text of his communication,
I found it was not altogether correct. This town
of Kuansan was stated to be on the ShanghaiNanking line, some forty miles west of Shanghai.
As I informed our President yesterday, our forces
have remained at a distance of about twenty
kilometres from the International Concession of
Shanghai. The forty English miles would take
us much farther away than the line on which our
forces halted.
Consequently, this “ official ”
communication does not tally with the facts.
Moreover, M. Yen’s communication mentions
that some 35,000 Japanese have been landed near
Kuansan. It is impossible to land troops at that
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work was cut short by a request from China to
the Assembly. I personally have no complaint
to make about that ; on the contrary, I think it is a
matter for congratulation, because, now the question
is before the Assembly, our discussions can assume
an amplitude which will bring out more clearly and
thoroughly the whole truth and all its consequences.
Now that public opinion, cognisant of the
statements made here and those to be made later
in the Assembly itself — now, T say, that public
opinion is becoming aware of the danger with which
it is faced, it will, I am sure, bring its beneficial
influence to bear.
I therefore congratulate the Chinese Government
on having referred this question to the Assembly.
Following upon the Council, the Assembly must,
since the Council’s work is to be approved, continue
that work. Its first duty it endeavoured to fulfil
yesterday, and we are all glad that the two parties
collaborated. Yesterday, the Assembly prepared
the pacific environment in which it can exercise a
mediating influence.
If, as we hope, the two objects contemplated
in yesterday’s resolution — the conclusive cessation
of hostilities and the evacuation of Chinese terri
tory — are promptly achieved, the Assembly
can then pass to the task assigned to it in Article 15,
paragraph 3. It will have to endeavour to reconcile
the parties, to make it possible for them — under
the League’s auspices — to reach a friendly settle
ment of the dispute. Only if the negotiations to
be opened at the round table conference at
Shanghai were to fail, and if subsequently the
Assembly’s further efforts were unsuccessful, then
only would it be necessary to contemplate the
application of Article 15, paragraph 4 — namely,
to make a report containing recommendations
to the parties. But I hope we shall not need
paragraph 4 ; I hope the application of paragraph 3
will suffice to restore peace and concord between
the two nations on the basis of a friendly agreement.
In any event, we must remember that, under
Article 12, there is a time-limit to our action.
If subsequently it became necessary under Article 15,
paragraph 4, to draw up a report containing
recommendations, that would have to be done
within six months from the date on which the matter
was referred to us — namely, if I am not mistaken,
by September 3rd next. That fact must be kept
in mind.
I think that, a part from the question whether
the Council should or should not continue to deal
with some part of the matter, the Assembly
should continue to deal with the dispute until
it is finally settled. As we cannot remain in session
for six months, I think you will agree with me that
a practical solution would be to appoint a committee
to follow the negotiations to be opened at Shanghai,
to report to the Assembly, and, should those
negotiations unfortunately prove unsuccessful, to
make the necessary preparations for the Assembly’s
future work.
But, I repeat, and on this note I wish to end,
I greatly hope we shall not need Article 15, para
graph 4. I cannot imagine that, faced with the
terrible responsibilities devolving upon both parties,
they will not make the necessary efforts at Shanghai,
once a pacific atmosphere is restored, to reach,
by means of reciprocal concessions, a friendly
agreement safeguarding the rights, interests and
self-respect of the two countries.
They both
belong, like my own country, to a very old
civilisation. That is why I venture to remind
my Chinese and Japanese friends that the very
wise precepts of our old civilisations contain many
lessons which they would do well to remember.
I am thinking, in particular, of one of the wisest

sayings in the divine works of Æschylus, in which
he says that men, like nations, must bear in mind
the mobility of rights. Rights, he says, have a
tendency to change hands, for he who possesses
them and does not use them with the necessary
moderation may see them pass into the hands
of his adversary.
I hope my Japanese and Chinese friends will
bear this in mind in reaching the desired agreement.
Khan Sepahbodi (Persia) :

Translation : This is not the time for oratorical
displays, and we must, as far as possible, avoid
words likely to aggravate the situation. I asked
to be allowed to speak solely as the representative
of an Asiatic country which maintains cordial
relations with China and Japan, and is anxious
that peace and goodwill should prevail in the
continent to which it belongs.
We cannot ignore the fact that, unless the
conflict between two neighbouring and fraternal
countries in Manchuria and Shanghai — nerve
centres of the world — is brought to an end
immediately, and in such a way as to leave no
bitterness in the minds of the two parties, it may
assume dimensions prejudicial to world peace.
The Persian nation, which has always had
intellectual and artistic links with the Far East,
is naturally concerned at the bloodshed and the
serious events which are occurring on the shores
of the Pacific Ocean.
We earnestly hope that, before this Assembly
closes, it will find the most rapid means of settling
the dispute and putting an end once and for all
to this fratricidal struggle between two States
Members of the League. We must at all costs
safeguard the prestige and effectiveness of our
organisation.
The whole East saw in the creation of the League
the advent of a new era, in which the nations would
co-operate on a basis of justice and equality.
That era was to end rivalry between the great
States and to protect the weak against unjust
attack, humiliation or mutilation by the strong.
The Eastern nations would be immensely disap
pointed if, now a serious dispute has been referred
to it, the League proved ineffectual, merely a
feeble voice crying in the wilderness.
As the representative of an original Member
of thé League, which has been associated in its
work from the very beginning, I feel bound to
repeat what the representatives of my country
have often said. In acceding to the Covenant,
Persia was — and still is — firmly convinced that
for all the Members of the League the Covenant
provides a fundamental law, guaranteeing the
peace and security of the nations.
It is our duty to-day to make the fullest use of
our fundamental charter, and not to weaken its
force by opportunist interpretations. We must
restore peace and proclaim to the whole world
that the League is not useless.
M. Burro (Uruguay) •

Translation : When you referred yesterday,
Mr. President, with your usual foresight and your
sure legal knowledge, to the important question
raised by the addition proposed by the Japanese
delegation to the Bureau’s draft resolution, you
put your finger on the very centre of the problem
before us to-day — that is to say, Is it legitimate
for foreign troops to occupy the territory of
another country, both countries being Members
of the League ? In calling attention as you did,
from the Presidential chair, to the danger we were
about tn incur in accepting H. E. M. Sato’s proposal,
you perhaps departed somewhat from your strict

duty as President and became an active member
of the Assembly when you courageously drew
attention to the disadvantages of ambiguous
sentences, and showed us the rightful path. I
should like, first, Mr. President, to thank you
for your attitude. You inspired us with the courage
which we seemed to lack. In doing so, you were
acting, not only as an excellent President, guiding
and summarising our discussions ; you were acting,
above all, as an energetic and particularly competent
member of this Commission. I recognised in your
generous observations the mental outlook and the
great virtues of the admirable Belgian nation, a
peaceful and loyal nation called to a great future.
The problem we settled yesterday with the help of
H. E. M. Sato, who was good enough to accept our
views, was to some extent a parallel, on a smaller
scale, of the greater problem to deal with which
this Assembly was convened.
Their similarity
seems so obvious to me that I wonder whether this
and yesterday morning’s meeting were strictly
necessary, for this morning we are simply enlarging
upon the resolution we adopted yesterday. However
that may be, I think it advisable in my turn to
explain the views to which we attach great
importance, although we are a remote country and
have particularly small material forces.
Yesterday, we enthusiastically approved the
Bureau’s proposal calling for the withdrawal of the
troops, but did not discuss the conditions which
there was some idea of laying down prior to actual
withdrawal. The President of the Swiss Confedera
tion rightly pointed out that here there could be no
compromise. The principle is absolutely clear, and
there can be no question of hedging it round with
conditions or even methods which might weaken
or nullify its value.
I am not now expressing an improvised opinion.
This morning you heard the competent represen
tatives of two American nations, Mexico and
Colombia, declare forcefully and courageously that
the sovereignty of the nations must not be restricted
as regards their territorial jurisdiction. I want, on
behalf of a small country in South America, to
proclaim that it supports the same principles.
1 am sure all the States on the other side of the
Atlantic will support my contention.
There were lively debates at the Pan-American
Conference at Havana in 1928 as to the scope of the
principle of absolute non-intervention, a principle
supported by the majority of that Conference.
I also attended the 1930 Conference on the
Codification of International Law at The Hague,
when the same question was raised in connection
with the liability of States for damage to the
property and person of foreigners. On that occasion,
a large majority of States — among whom were
all the Latin-American countries — consistently
refused to agree to any limitation of the principle
of non-intervention, though this was urged by
certain great Powers who had in mind the
internal situation in certain Far-Eastern countries.
As you see, these precedents point to an unbroken
line of conduct, and the Uruguayan delegation
cannot remain silent in this important debate.
We also proclamed our views in the Council of the
League in 1923, during a discussion on the same
principle between two European countries. I had the
honour to represent my country on the committee of
jurists appointed to deal with that dispute, and
I then expressed the point of view put forward this
morning, in particular, by the Mexican and Colom
bian delegates.
I know we are dealing to-day with a very special
situation, but I wonder whether encroachment upon

the sovereignty of a State Member of the League
can reasonably be justified on the pretext that its
internal organisation has not reached a sufficient
stage of development.
No, if there were any
reservations to be made in this connection, they
would have been made before that State was
admitted to our community. My reply to the
contention that disorganisation and anarchy
revealed themselves after its admission to the
League would be that the election of such a State
to a seat on the Council would not have been
justified.
The latter circiimstance proves the
weakness of the argument: and, considering it more
carefully, L wonder if anyone could pronounce an
opinion with regard to a country’s state of deve
lopment without laying himself open to the charge
that his judgment was warped by material interests.
Are we sure that our own state of civilisation is
the best ? Who is the custodian of the standard
of development and organisation for the various
countries?
And if their development could be
measured impartially, would that not involve a
right of supervision, a disguised right to intervene,
as it were ?
I can speak very freely because my country, I am
proud to say, is one of the best organised countries
in the world.
Foreigners enjoy every possible
guarantee. Latterly, our courts have made awards
on very important questions. Our judges gave judg
ment in favour of certain foreign companies who
were pleading against the Uruguayan Government ;
their judgment was based on law and equity. That
proves that I am not concerned here with petty
interests, but simply desire the maintenance of
the Geneva organisation on the basis of respect
and the strict observance of its fundamental
principles. The solutions we are about to adopt
must be examined carefully. It would be most
unfortunate if we weakened our organisation by
limiting the scope of the undertakings and guaran 
tees embodied in the Covenant.
That might
cause the League’s whole structure to collapse.
There would be no reason for the representatives
of the smaller countries to be here, if material
interests were to outweigh considerations of justice
and legality and respect for the Covenant and the
conventions we have signed. That, in my view,
would be a step backward. It would imply a
reversion to distrust, greed and evil passions,
with their inevitable results — wars like those
which have steeped the world in blood for the
greater part of its history.
In 1923, the matter was taken out of our hands,
because there was then another organisation,
which also arose out of the Treaty of Versailles —
the Conference of Ambassadors. To-day, we have
no pretext for neglecting our duty or concealing
our failures. We have perhaps neither the material
force nor the ability to apply certain provisions
of the Covenant ; but that does not absolve us
from telling the world exactly what we think
about events in the Far East. In 1923, we had
to handle our League carefully ; it was then a
small child, trying its first steps. Nine years
have passed, the child has grown, and I think
it can withstand the present crisis, even if its
actions are not fully effective in practice.
We must give the world an example of firmness,
courage and idealism, and not be too discouraged
by practical difficulties. Such an act of faith
would shield us from the severe criticisms that have
already been levelled at us. If we show that we
are determined to tell the truth, we shall strengthen
the world’s shaken confidence and shall create
renewed energy. On such expectant and confident
energy my hopes are based.

%
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M. Branco (Portugal) :

Translation : The Government of the Portuguese

Republic does not intend now to discuss the
Sino-Japanese conflict or to make proposals for
its solution. It has for centuries been a friend of
China and Japan, for the Portuguese were the first
Europeans to reach the Far East, where Portugal
has always had considerable material and moral
interests. The Portuguese Government will simply
make a short statement, inspired by the two-fold
duty of traditional friendship and firm loyalty.
Nothing could be more painful to my Government
than the dispute which, owing to unforeseen
complications, has brought two great and friendly
nations to arms for the settlement of a dispute
that, according to our constitutional laws, should
have been settled by pacific means. We still hope

— and the earlier proceedings of this Assembly
confirm this hope — that the League’s intervention,
the efforts of friendly Powers, and the wisdom
and respect for treaties that I am sure both parties
must feel, will eventually triumph over the fatal
circumstances which led to the outbreak of
hostilities.
The Portuguese Government most
ardently hopes that the chief aim of the League’s
efforts, the restoration of peace, will be achieved.
Our full co-operation in this noble task, both
here and on the spot, we place with sincere goodwill
at the Assembly’s disposal. We believe that, by
indefatigably applying the Covenant, the League
will ensure that justice shall be done to the two
nations, and in so doing will heighten its own
prestige and promote the welfare of mankind.

Special Session of the Assembly
OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT

AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT
(The Commission rose.)

GENERAL COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE SECOND MEETING
HELD ON SATURDAY, MARCH 5th, 1932, AT 10.30 A.M.

CONTENTS
3.

Communication to the Government of the
United States of America of the Resolution
ADOPTED BY THE ASSEMBLY ON MARCH 4TH, AND
Reply of That Government.

4.

General Discussion.

President : M. HYMANS.

3. — COMMUNICATION TO THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OF THE RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE
ASSEMBLY ON MARCH 4th, AND REPLY
OF THAT GOVERNMENT.
The Secretary-General :

In view of the fact that the resolution which
the Assembly adopted last night made a reference
to the “ Powers which have special interests in
the Shanghai Settlements ”, I thought it right
to communicate a copy, of that resolution to
Mr. Hugh Wilson, the United States Minister
at Berne, and I have now received from him a
letter which you will perhaps allow me to read :
“ With reference to the resolution of the
Assembly adopted yesterday, of which you were
good enough to transmit a copy to me last
night, I at once notified the Secretary of State
of the United States thereof, and am now in
receipt of a reply from Mr. Stimson, by which
I am instructed to inform you that the American
military authorities at Shanghai have been
requested by telegraph to co-operate. ”
The President :

Translation : Note has been taken of this

communication.

4. — GENERAL DISCUSSION.
The President :

Translation : I will now open the general discus
sion of the problem as a whole which has been
submitted to the Assembly and the Commission.
M. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : I should first like to communicate
to the General Commission a telegram which
I received at a late hour yesterday evening r
“ Since March 3rd the Japanese first-line
forces have been stationed on the Liuho-ChenKating-Nanhsiang-Shenzu line and they have
ceased hostilities. A detachment of our troops is
stationed at the Woosung Fort.
“ Detachments of Chinese troops facing our
advance lines at Rating and Nanhsiang have
erected new defence works. Several of our
aircraft having been attacked, we were obliged
to fire to stop the Chinese from firing. Apart
from that incident, there has been no fighting. ”
Yesterday, at the commencement of the General
Commission’s meeting, the Chinese delegate made
a communication in which he referred to a place
named Kuansan. I was not able at the time to
find this place on the map, and I therefore did
not contradict his statement.
This morning,
however, on reading the text of his communication,
I found it was not altogether correct. This town
of Kuansan was stated to be on the ShanghaiNanking line, some forty miles west of Shanghai.
As I informed our President yesterday, our forces
have remained at a distance of about twenty
kilometres from the International Concession of
Shanghai. The forty English miles would take
us much farther away than the line on which our
forces halted.
Consequently, this “ official ”
communication does not tally with the facts.
Moreover, M. Yen’s communication mentions
that some 35,000 Japanese have been landed near
Kuansan. It is impossible to land troops at that
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place, which is situated inland at a considerable
distance from the banks of the Yang-tse. Moreover,
the figure of 35,000 is very much exaggerated.
At the present time, the Japanese first-line forces
do not exceed 40,000 men, and it would be impos
sible to land a further 35,000 men. In any case,
1 would repeat that this figure is very much
exaggerated.
We have received from the Chinese delegate
a further communication, dated March 4th, dealing
with a telegram received by the Chinese delegation
from the National Crisis Salvation Association.
This telegram states that the Japanese forces are
still continuing their brutal destruction of civilian
lives and private property by bombing, bombard
ment and incendiarism, etc. I must emphatically
deny the truth of that statement. It is a purely
tendentious report. Besides, we do not know
anything about this National Crisis Salvation
Association and we have no idea whether it is a
trustworthy association or not. The report that
our forces destroyed the lives and property of
civilians after th3 cessation of hostilities in no
wise corresponds w the facts.
I should like to add one word more. Extremely
tendentious reports are being circulated by the
Chinese newspapers in Shanghai.
As you are
aware, Shanghai is a centre for the fabrication
of all kinds of extraordinary rumours. For instance,
it was stated in a telegram from Shanghai dated
March 5th that the local newspapers had announced
that the Chinese troops had won back Nanhsiang.
That is absolutely incorrect.
The newspapers,
in mentioning this victory, stated that a number
of Japanese who had rushed into the trenches
abandoned by the Chinese and previously mined
had been killed by the explosion of the mines.
It is added that Chinese circles still credit certain
rumours to the effect that 8,000 Japanese have
been killed at Liou-Hi, that a Japanese cruiser
has been sunk and that Admiral Nomura has died.
There is no truth in these rumous either. Some
time ago it was reported that Admiral Shiozawa,
commanding the Japanese Fleet, had committed
suicide. This report was equally incorrect. More
over, I read in the Paris edition of the New York
Herald this morning that the Japanese troops
were marching in the direction of Peiping. That
is absolutely untrue.
We are faced with an extremely important
question, the settlement of which will be a very
delicate matter. 1 would therefore urge the Assem
bly not to let itself be guided by false reports of
this kind.

we can see from this that the so-called “ cessation
of hostilities ” is far from being the fact.
Anyway. I realise as much as M. Sato the tre
mendous difficulty which perhaps many members
of this Assembly may experience in knowing
exactly where these places are. So only this morning
I have had the honour to request the Secretariat
to have a map of the province prepared, which
can be circulated among the members ; so that
whenever these names come up — and these
names are pronounced differently by the Japanese
and by the Chinese — perhaps this map will be of
assistance to you.
As to the news which is alleged to have been
circulated by us, I beg to say that Reuter’s Agency,
if anything, is English ; it is certainly not Chinese.
I wish we could say that we owned Reuter’s
Agency. As to details of atrocities that have been
published (not by us) I had recently the great
sorrow to read an article by a lady journalist
published in the Petit Parisien describing the
atrocities in Shanghai. That lady was certainly
not a Chinese, and she was certainly not in the pay
of our Government. We have also read many
reports of barbarities and atrocities published in
the London papers and in the New York Herald.
I wish I owned the New York Herald, but unfor
tunately I do not. There are hundreds of other
American papers publishing accounts of these
atrocities with no help on our part and entirely, on
their own initiative. If China is backward, it is
certainly backward in propaganda work. Compared
with Japan we are not “ in it ” at all, when you
think of the millions of yen that have been poured
into Europe and America by Japan for propaganda
work. I wish I were in a position to claim that we
were such masters of propaganda work as we are
alleged to be by my Japanese colleague : but the
fact is there is an old saying that truth must come
to light at some time or other, and murder will
out, and it is not propaganda work that influences
public opinion, but the real state of things — the
massacre of women and children, the bombing of
cities and towns and villages — unfortified places
— from the air. Those are the things that are
going to move public opinion, and settle the
Marichurian question in the way of justice and
truth.

M. Yen (China) :
I am sorry that my Japanese colleague did
not quite understand the telegram I sent to the
Secretariat, which I thought was fairly clear.
We did not say that Japanese troops were being
landed at Quinsan, which is a station on the
Shanghai-Nanking Railway about forty miles from
Shanghai. We know it is in the interior of the
province, and that no troops could be landed there.
What we said was that Japanese troops were
being landed at Liuho (near Woosung) in order
to outflank the Chinese position at Quinsan.
The object of landing them was to attempt to
outflank our position. As to whether the Japanese
troops have advanced on Quinsan or not, we have
said nothing : but just now I have received another
telegram from M. T. V. Soong, Vice-Chairman of
our Council of Ministers, saying that Japanese
forces at Rating and Tachang are still attacking
our troops between Liuho and Quinsan. Moreover,
a fleet of enemy aeroplanes has bombarded
Quinsan from the air and machine-gunned Soochow,
which is two hours by train from Shanghai. So

Translation : The remarks which the Chinese
representative has just made contain one observa
tion which I cannot ignore.
In the first place, I would say that I do not hold
China responsible for all the rumours emanating
from Shanghai. I simply drew the Commission’s
attention to the fact that many reports coming
from Shanghai are untrue and that consequently
they cannot be relied on.
However, even the Chinese delegation’s
utterances contain statements which are incorrect.
For instance, the Chinese delegation recently
wrote to the Secretary-General quoting certain
words attributed to M. Matsuoka, and I was
obliged to write myself to the Secretary-General,
emphatically denying that those words had ever
been spoken by M. Matsuoka. If I am not mistaken,
the Chinese delegation divided M. Matsuoka’s
utterances into eight points. The letter which I
wrote to the Secretary-General on March 2nd1
was couched in the following terms : -

The President :

Translation : M. Sato will now address the
Commission. I hope, however, that this discussion
will not be prolonged.
M. Sato (Japan) :

’.See document C.294.M.181.1932.VII.
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“ Referring to the letter dated February 29th,
1932, from the Chinese delegation, I have the
honour to state that the Consultate-General at
Shanghai informs me that M. Matsuoka did not
utter the words attributed to him in that
communication.
“ As regards the seventh point, M. Matsuoka
did, it appears, express the opinion in private
conversation that the efficacy of the BriandKellogg Pact would have been strengthened
further if it had defined economic boycotts as
acts of war. ”

The Journal de Genève published the Chinese
delegation’s communication, and I was obliged to
send a denial, which appeared in this morning’s
issue.
The Chinese delegate has just said that the
Japanese Government has spent several million
yen on propaganda in America and Europe. That
allegation is made on the responsibility of the
Chinese delegation ; but I would ask the latter
whether this charge is in accordance with the facts
and whether the Chinese delegation can furnish
proofs ; otherwise, I cannot accept such an
accusation.
M. Paul-Boncour (France) :

Translation : I had not asked to speak, but I
assume that the President’s invitation refers to the
telegram which I had the honour to communicate
to the Commission just now, and to the telegram
which Sir John Simon has shown me.
It seems to me — and I should like to put this
as discreetly as possible — that if the Parties
exchange and communicate all the contradictory
reports they may receive, the whole time of the
Assembly may be taken up with the discussion
of these various reports. After such severe hostilities
over such an extensive line of battle, which,
however, is not absolutely continuous and on which
orders may be received at different times, and the
nervous strain of contact felt on both sides making
skirmishes likely, there is bound to be a certain
amount of truth in the contradictory information
from the two Parties ; and I am inclined to think
that, until there is a zone, however narrow, between
them occupied by international forces, the same
contradictions and the same difficulties will
continue.
In view, however, of the request, addressed
yesterday on behalf of the Commission, and
subsequently of the Assembly, to the Powers
represented at Shanghai and having special interests
there, to supplement the particulars furnished by
the Shanghai Commission which was set up by the
League Council, and which has already sent several
successive reports, we may be able to obtain precise
information.
We ourselves had not expected this invitation,
and two days ago I sent a telegram to our repre
sentative and to our military attaché in China
asking them to make enquiries on the spot.
Yesterday evening I received a telegram laconic but
very clear. I will read it to you, subject to the
reservation proper to a piece of information
which is not of a collective character and does not
emanate from an organ of the League, but which
is nevertheless a piece of information :
“ Hostilities actually ceased
2 o’clock on both sides. ”

yesterday

at

Sir John Simon (British Empire) :

I also have in my hand a communication which
has been received from Shanghai by the British
( authorities, furnishing information as to the actual
situation on the ground. The General Commission

will have in mind that Shanghai time is seven hours
in advance of the time here, and the message
which 1 have before me was sent off from Shanghai
at half-past twelve (Shanghai time) — that is,
about five o’clock this morning here. I have a
second message received about an hour later.
The British Commander-in-Chief replies to the
message which I had sent last night at our
President’s request for information which the
Assembly might have before it. It is of a provisional
character, and I do not put it forward as a final
report, but I am sure my colleagues will be glad
to know what is the report furnished by the
British Commander-in-Chief to our President in
answer to his invitation of yesterday. He says
that he has seen his Italian and French colleagues
this (Saturday) morning. His colleagues had not
then received instructions — doubtless the tele
gram which M. Paul-Boncour told us had been
sent to the French Commander-in-Chief was
still on its way. The British Commander-in-Chief
says that details are not available, owing to the
length of the front line and the distance to be
covered, but he supplied the following as his
preliminary report, adding that the Japanese
military and naval authorities confirm it officially.
The Eleventh Division has been completed by
the disembarkation of one more regiment at
Liauho. The Fourteenth Division, which will
probably land at Woosung, is now on the way.
All main operations have ceased, but there has
been occasional firing, a few rounds of artillery,
rifle and machine-gun fire chiefly in the region
of Nanhoiang, to which place the military attache
is proceeding this afternoon.
A military Staff
Officer is also proceeding to Kiangwan, and their
reports will be communicated ip due course.
I put this information at once at the disposal
of the General Commission purely as a provisional
matter, because it is plain that we must still wait
for some hours before we have a complete and a
definitely verified statement. In the meantime,
I venture to associate myself with M. Paul-Boncour
and suggest that there should be a temporary
“ cessation of hostilities ” between our two friends
here, for it is very difficult for us to proceed with
our work, which is to produce, I hope, an effective
apaisement if there is occasional “ firing ” after
the official cessation of hostilities has been pro
claimed.
The President :

Translation : The news which the representatives
of the British Empire and France have just com
municated to us, and which they have obtained
from their military authorities on the spot, is
calculated to allay our anxieties to a certain
extent. We cannot continue a discussion inter
spersed with geographical questions and contra
dictory information regarding occurrences which
have taken place at an enormous distance from
Geneva. We cannot continue to discuss the news
contained in articles published at Shanghai, in
Europe or elsewhere.
The resolution we adopted yesterday should
result in an impartial ascertainment of the facts
for our full and complete information. Until we
are in receipt of these details, which we are
anxiously awaiting, any debate on this point is
useless, and I propose that we should pass on to
the general discussion of the problem as a whole.
M. Braadland (Norway) :

Translation : The statement which the acting
President of the Council, M. Paul-Boncour, made
with such eloquence yesterday to the Assembly
proves how complex, difficult and delicate is the
problem now before us. But the very complexity
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of the situation makes it all the more necessary
to bear in mind the essence of the problem. I
think, therefore, that we should not expend too
much of our time on questions of detail, which
certainly, taken as a whole, qualify the situation,
but which, if we attempt to examine them
separately, will make it difficult for us to obtain
that general view which is absolutely necessary
if we are to form a right opinion of the problem.
The many special circumstances of the present
conflict, which it is not easy for European Powers
to estimate at their proper value, increase the diffi
culties we are experiencing in our attempt to
discover a solution acceptable to all parties. But
even if we recognise all the difficulties lying in
the path of an unimpeachable juridical decision,
this conflict raises certain questions of principle
which I think are sufficiently clear, and regarding
which the League of Nations can and should
express an opinion without delay.
The Assembly should constantly bear in mind
the fact that these are principles the violation
of which might produce incalculable effects on the
future of the League. The very authority of the
League is at stake.
The dispute between China and Japan began
in a way which, in the opinion of the Norwegian
Government, made it natural to seek a practical
solution by mediation between the two Parties,
with a constant endeavour to prevent an aggrava
tion of the conflict and the commencement of serious
hostilities.
Consequently, as long as there still remained
any hope of success, the Council was bound to
endeavour to settle the conflict by the conciliatory
action which it must undertake under Article 11,
paragraph 1, and also under Article 15, para
graph 3. of the Covenant. These are the provisions
on which the Council naturally had to base its
action while waiting for the information which
the Secretary-General sought to obtain by taking
immediately such steps as were necessary and by
hearing the statements which the Parties were
bound to make to it.
Unfortunately, the conciliatory action of the
Council did not produce the desired results. This
action has been continued until the last few days,
and will, of course, be continued until the conflict
has been finally settled. But the present situation
is such that it has become necessary to resort to
other methods. The Norwegian Government holds
it to be of the highest importance that the main
lines of the Council’s policy should be approved
by the Assembly. The Norwegian Government
also feels that it would be desirable for the Assembly
to adopt certain measures, or possibly to invite the
Council to adopt measures, calculated to bring
hostilities to a definite end and to prepare the
settlement of the whole conflict.
My Government considers that, in conformity
with Article 15, paragraph 4, of the Covenant, the
Parties to the dispute should have laid before them
certain perfectly clear recommendations regarding
the steps to be taken to avoid the continuance of
warlike acts and to prepare, as I have said, the
settlement of the whole dispute.
But I feel bound to say that the League’s action
should not be confined merely to submitting
recommendations to the Parties. World public
opinion expects it of the League that, if either of
the Parties does not accept or respect these recom
mendations, the League should take appropriate
action in accordance with the provisions of the
Covenant. I reserve the right, after following the
discussion in our Committee, to submit, if necessary,
a draft resolution on these lines.
Obviously, a situation like the present one must
be looked at both from the political point of view

and from the standpoint of what is practicable,
and not in the light of a theoretically legal question.
But for this an objective opinion based on actual
facts is not enough. It must be realised that the
present conflict raises questions of principle which
are of fundamental importance for the future of the
League.
M. Restrepo (Colombia) :

Translation : Before coming to the serious,
question which this Committee has to consider, I
wish to mention the following facts. The relations
of my country with the two States in conflict,
although friendly and cordial, are only of very
recent date. They are, however, more advanced as
regards Japan, a Power with which Colombia
concluded in 1908 a Treaty of Friendship and
Establishment guaranteeing to Japanese nationals
the right to establish themselves and carry on their
trade and industry throughout the whole territory
of the Republic. At that time, I had the honour to
preside over the Foreign Affairs Committee of the
Colombian Legislature, which proposed to the
latter the adoption of the draft Treaty ; I even, I
believe, had some share in securing the approval
of this draft. As regards China, no diplomatic or
consular representation, no undertaking or agree
ment of a positive nature, unites us as yet with that
distant Republic. In other words, our opinion
cannot, in the present problem, be suspected of
being tinged with even the slightest degree of
partiality. If we are anxious to state our opinion
here, it is because we are fully conscious of the moral
responsibility borne by each of the Members of this
association, and we know that any serious conflict
in any part of the world, like any precedent at law
— or contrary to the law — which might be created
in international life, is destined to affect our own
existence.
Possibly the time has not yet come for the League
to designate the aggressor and decide whether the
territory of a Member of the League has been
violated contrary to the provisions of the Covenant
in this armed conflict, which the Committee of the
Council has already called a state of war. But we
should be prepared to do so at any moment, and
we must not give the peoples of the world the
impression that we are afraid to speak out clearly
when the time comes. The future of the League, and
consequently of the peace of the world, depends
on this.
Negotiations are at present proceeding under the
auspices of the League, and with the direct inter
vention of several Powers, to put an end to
hostilities. Let us await the result of these efforts,
which do not seem to have failed, and let us
thereupon act accordingly.
In the meantime, I wish to offer my fullest
support to the statements made by the representa
tives of France, Spain, Guatemala, Peru and
Panama at the meeting of the Council in Paris on
December 10th, 1931, statements embodying more
or less explicitly the principles which may be in
danger and which form the basis of relations between
civilised peoples. These principles are the very
expression of the provisions of the Covenant — in
particular, Article 10 — to which the twelve
Members of the Council referred on February 16th,
and which I should like to see invoked in all its
force when the Manchuria question is dealt with.
I would particularly stress, as expressing a
necessary consequence of these principles, the
passage in the appeal of the Twelve (which is of the
same tenor as the very firm declaration made by the
State Department at Washington) noting that
“ no infringement of the territorial integrity and
no change in the political independence of any
Member of the League brought about in disregard

forcible means to ignore or violate them. Confidence
in this moral guarantee was the chief reason which
led Mexico to form part of this Assembly and to
co-operate to the extent of its means in achieving
that lofty aim.
In the face of the unfortunate events which have
led to the meeting of this Assembly, Mexico regrets
that, in spite of the praiseworthy efforts of the
Council, hostilities have continued for so long.
Respect for State sovereignty, the inviolability
of State territory, the refusal to condone anything
in the nature of armed intervention — whatever
name is given to it by legal, diplomatic and poli
The four points are these :
tical artifice — are essential principles for the life
“ (1) No State has the right to effect the of all nations.
military occupation of the territory of another
Mexico asks that the League should demand
in order to ensure the execution of certain entire respect for the provisions of the Covenant
treaties ;
and that, apart from geographical and ethnological
conditions, it should assert, not as a theory which
“ (2) No State is entitled to oblige another may or may not be applied, but as an expression
— having invaded its territory — to enter upon of the will of the whole world and as a definite
direct negotiations on the bearing and legal truth, that attacks on sovereignty should not be
value of treaties previously existing between condoned and that all aggressive intervention
the two States :
should be barred.
The League, in taking such action, will recognise
“ (3) The exercise of the right possessed by
each State to ensure the protection of the lives that, in international law, as in private law, no
and property of its nationals must be limited one can take justice into his own hands.
This is of vital importance for the League if
by respect for the sovereignty of the other
State : no State being entitled, in order to provide it is to gain the respect which is its due. The
such protection, to authorise its military forces League is, in the widest sense of the word, the
to penetrate into the territory of the other for judge, chosen voluntarily and solemnly by the
the purpose of carrying out police operations : nations.
Mexico demands that, as a result of this meeting,
“ (4) The fact that a State has certain rights, the principles of sovereignty, humanity and justice
claims, economic concessions, etc., in regard may be sincerely and loyally established.
to another State does not entitle the former to
effect the military occupation of the territory
M. Lofgren (Sweden) :
or to seize the property of the debtor State.
Translation : In his speech during the general
Any recovery of debts by compulsion is illicit, discussion of the Disarmament Conference, Baron
in accordance with the principles accepted by Ramel, the Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs,
the Second Conference (The Hague, 1907). ”
drew attention to the growing anxiety with which,
in Sweden as in many other countries, events
These points, which I have ventured to borrow in the Far East are being followed, involving,
from the representative of a neighbouring and as they do, a serious threat to the results obtained
sister Republic, clearly express the principles in Geneva in the organisation of peace. On behalf
of international law and the clauses of our funda of the Swedish Government, he expressed the most
mental Covenant. They form, in the opinion of earnest hope that peace might be promptly restored
my Government, the rule which should in all by the energetic action of the League and the
cases apply to the decisions to be taken by this Powers principally concerned.
Assembly in the problem which has led to its
From that time until the last few days the
convocation. I am, moreover, prepared, on behalf position in the Far East has become worse, and
of my country, to agree to any decision the effect although the news appears to be contraductory,
of which would be, while safeguarding the prin no one can deny that what is taking place is war
ciples I have outlined, to ensure the peaceful in everything but name. At this moment I will say
solution of this conflict and maintain intact, nothing as to what has been done by the organs
in the present serious situation, the authority of the League to put an end to this deplorable
of the League of Nations.
conflict. I note, however, with satisfaction that,
from the first phase of the conflict, the Council
M. Romeo Ortega (Mexico) :
pointed out that it could not be solved satisfactorily
Translation : In expressing the views of the Mexi without the withdrawal of the troops concerned.
can Government and people, and in accordance No one can deny, especially after the report by the
with my instructions, it is my duty to make the Committee of the League at Shanghai dated
February 3rd, that the military means employed
following statements :
Mexico, in becoming a Member of the League in the conflict between China and Japan are not
of Nations, regarded it as an absolute necessity in conformity with existing treaties. Sweden, for
that the just application of international law her part, has maintained on several occasions
should, by means of frank and loyal co-operation during the League discussions that the provisions
between all countries, exert sufficient moral force of the Covenant prohibiting the use of armed force
to establish and maintain the reign of true inter retain their entire validity whether either of the
Parties describes the use of armed force as war or
national justice.
The foundations on which the League has not. Without wishing at this moment to give any
been built up, and the ideas expressed by the opinion on the respective claims underlying the
eminent statesmen who, as representatives of conflict, I wish to state that, in the opinion of the
their countries, have spoken on many occasions Swedish Government, the landing of troops and
from this platform, are such that Mexico regards their use in military operations on the territory of
the League of Nations as morally capable of another Power are contrary to the provisions of the
guaranteeing the application of principles of justice Covenant and of the Pact of Paris. Any attempt
as against interests which might endeavour by to extend the conception of legitimate defence in

of Article 10 ought to be recognised as valid and
effectual by the Members of the League of Nations ”.
The four points formulated on December 10th
by M. Gonzalez Prada, representative of Peru
on the Council, define the scope of the principles
which are in question. For my part, I beg to submit
them here for the consideration of my colleagues,
in the hope that they may be adopted by all for
the purpose of safeguarding the rights of weaker
nations, the respect for which undoubtedly enhances
the rights of powerful States.

3 3 4 i
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the manner adopted in the present case would
render it impossible to maintain any legal inter
national order.
Consequently, my Government unhesitatingly
gives its support to the note addressed to Japan by
the twelve members of the Council on February 16th
last, and, in my opinion, the Assembly should
endorse this appeal. I realise the complicated
nature of the conflict and the special conditions
prevailing in the Far East. These special circum
stances cannot, however, be invoked by one of the
Parties as an excuse for evading the procedure of
conciliation -and arbitration laid down in the
Covenant.
It is, however, evident that, at the present time,
the first duty of the special Assembly is to obtain,
not only the cessation of firing, but also the definite
cessation of hostilities. The latter is an indispensable
condition in order that the organs of the League
may contribute to a peaceful settlement of the
Sino-Japanese conflict. The cessation of hostilities
should, however, take place in such a manner that
the position of the Parties to the dispute may not,
in view of the settlement of the dispute, be
influenced by military pressure and that invasion
of Chinese territory may be stopped. I welcome
the appeal adopted yesterday by the Assembly
as a first step towards this result.
I wish, however, to point out that, once hostilities
have ceased, it will naturally be the essential
duty of the League to ensure the peaceful settlement
of the conflict in the spirit of the Covenant. In
this connection I may recall the remarks contained
in M. de Brouckère’s report, which was adopted
as a valuable guide by the 1927 Assembly.
At this moment a heavy responsibility weighs
on the special Assembly of the League and on all the
States taking part in it. As M. Hymans, the
President of the Assembly, stated in his opening
speech, we must conscientiously seek for ways
and means of restoring concord through justice.
It is true that small countries like ours have less
possibility than the Great Powers of influencing
the course of events ; but our interest in the
maintenance of legal international order is all the
greater.
If the League does not succeed in present cir
cumstances in establishing peace based upon
justice, the proper and loyal application of its
own constitution, there is a danger of the more or
less complete collapse of those ramparts which we
have built up together with so much patience and
zeal in order to prevent force from supplanting
justice.

M. Erich (Finland) :
Translation : I wish first to say that the feelings
of the Finnish people are equally cordial towards
both Parties to this dispute. Finland has had
sincerely friendly relations with both from the time
when she was not yet a sovereign State, and these
excellent relations have been intensified since she
became independent. Because of our sympathy
for and good relations with the two Parties, we are
the more anxious to help bring the present conflict
to an end, and we hope the dispute between China
and Japan will be settled in accordance with the
principles of justice and equity, with due regard
to the legitimate interests of both.
Finally, we hope that the League will emerge
from the conflict stronger and not weaker. I should
like to say, therefore, that, if in my statement I
mention points which touch certain susceptibilities,
I do so with impartiality and for the common
good.
The matter with which we are dealing raises
more than one serious problem affecting the very
basis of the League. Is the League really a live

force and does it constitute a real guarantee? Or.
whenever a vital and universal question of security
arises, whçn it is faced with a dispute between
world Powers, is it no more than a debating body,
passing formal resolutions, or at most a mediatory
body, whose real authority and influence depend
chiefly on the goodwill — I will not say the
arbitrariness — of the parties concerned ?
Shall personal interest and political opportunism
be the ultimate principles on which the policy
of certain Members of the League is based so that
certain Powers, regardless of the engagements
into which they have entered, feel justified in acting
as they think fit in order to assert their rights,
or even to promote their interests, and in resorting,
for that purpose, to any means of enforcement
and coercion, instead of referring the matter to
organisations set up for the purpose of safeguarding
peace and settling disputes or facilitating their
settlement ?
The practice observed by States prior to the
League’s existence was based on the unlimited
power of a State to act as its own interests dictated.
But that is not the system inaugurated by the
Covenant. Unfortunately, the Covenant’s effec
tiveness has too often been weakened by a practice
based on the principle of following the line of least
resistance.
There is, indeed, considerable disharmony
between the system of the League, whose political
action must be based on the Covenant, and
the actual facts — disharmony between the texts,
disharmony between the facts. We are sometimes
tempted to hide this disharmony, and in exceptional
cases a certain amount of illusion may even be
useful ; reality is sometimes too discouraging.
As a general rule, however, it is better to bring
out the truth. It is regrettable that the League’s
power to assert its will is limited : but it is better
to recognise its inadequacy than to pretend to
observe the Covenant when we are not in a position
to do so. Without offending anyone, we might
even go a little further and call attention to a
method sometimes employed which consists in
interpreting some basic provision of the Covenant
in a manner which is more skilful than sincere.
That is obviously the least satisfactory method of
interpretation.
The smaller States know very well wherein
resides the League’s real motive power and which
States are actually responsible for the official
interpretation and the real application of the
Covenant. It is not to the special interest only
of the smaller States, however, it is also their
duty, to insist on a just interpretation and a
reasonable application of the important principles
which have been laid down.
Whenever the League has discussed the various
aspects of international security, Finland has always
and on every possible occasion insisted on the
following principles, and their importance in the
matter with which we are dealing must not be
overlooked :
1. A clear distinction must be drawn between
a threat or even a danger of war, on the one hand,
and actual aggression, with or without a declaration
of waJr, on the other. Care must be taken not to
confuse a threat with aggression ; there has already
been confusion of that kind in the League, inter
alia in the earlier phases of the present affair.
2. A distinction must be drawn between the '
material causes of a dispute and the aggression
to which a dispute may lead if the parties, or one
of them, will not submit to a pacific settlement.
Whatever may be the responsibility of either party
in regard to the basis of the dispute, the Covenant
does not recognise aggression as a direct means
for the settlement of a dispute.

i

3. As early as 1924, Finland put forward and
strongly pressed a view which is beginning to be
more widely accepted — namely, that the aggres
sion prohibited by Article 10 of the Covenant may
occur, without any declaration of war, in the form
of hostile acts infringing the territorial integrity
and political independence of a country.
Confusion in this matter in political affairs may
not justify, but perhaps in some measure explains,
recourse to coercion without a declaration of war.

i

We do not suppose that the integral application
of the principles of the Covenant can be decided
from one day to the next. The present situation is
complicated by the events which are occurring and
also by the methods which it has hitherto been
attempted to employ. However that may be, the
Assembly cannot remain passive spectator. It must
act. It must do its best an a serious situation, which,
however, there is no reason to consider desperate.
The Assembly must endeavour, by all the means
at its disposal, to bring about a settlement of this
dispute. That is its undoubted duty : to ignore its
duty would be to incur the gravest responsibility
in the eyes of the whole world for the future of
mankind itself.

i
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M. Beelaerts van Blokland (Netherlands) :
Translation : The events which have occurred in
the Far East since September last have every
where caused the profoundest emo.tion. After the
world war —: the war to end war — and the creation
of the League we hoped that in future, at least
among the Members of the League, we should be
spared the horrors of armed conflict.
That has not been the case. Hostilities broke
out in China which, by whatever legal term they
may be called, have all the main features of war.
From the beginning of the dispute, the League,
with the help of the United States of America, has
endeavoured to bring about a peaceful settlement
of the dispute. The Council has been dealing with
the matter for nearly six months, and the Twelfth
Assembly also gave it close attention. Apart from
the Parties to the dispute, the Powers were

unanimous. Nevertheless, their voice throughout
this period has been the voice of one crying in the
wilderness. That is perhaps the most disquieting
aspect of this tragic affair.
We have been studying the possibility of setting
up an international police force, but we must not
forget that, even were military action possible, the
moral force of the Council’s decisions must always
remain the pivot of the system, the strongest
guarantee of peace, unless the whole organisation
of the League is to crumble. In the present case,
that moral influence has failed. That Party to the
dispute which felt it was entitled to take military
action continued to do so in spite of the Council’s
unanimous opinion.
The noise of the guns on the battle-fields in China
was a shameful accompaniment to the discussions
of the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation
of Armaments. Need I say that events of this kind
demonstrate the imperative necessity for doing
away with armaments ? In my opinion, we must
recognise that no reduction of armaments will
guarantee us against a repetition of such events.
There is only one way of achieving the desired aim.
The nations must become inbued with the idea that
war is a crime, that it must be abandoned as a
means of national policy, and that the settlement
of disputes must never be sought except by pacific
means.
I have no intention, at the present moment, of
allocating between the two Parties the responsi
bility for what has occurred. The dispute has been referred to the Assembly, and in performing its *
task it will, I am sure, fully appreciate not only its
duty to stop the bloodshed in the shortest possible
time, but also the fatal effect the League’s failure
would have on the whole organisation of the inter
national community. The Netherlands Government,
which has for centuries had friendly relations with
the two great nations concerned in the dispute, is
absolutely confident that the discussions will open
a way to an agreement between the Parties and to
valuable co-operation in future. Only thus will it be
possible to safeguard, in the Far East, that peace
which is so deep-rooted in the Oriental soul.
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Special Session of the Assembly
OF THE

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
CONVENED IN VIRTUE OF ARTICLE 15 OF THE COVENANT
AT THE REQUEST OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

GENERAL COMMISSION
MINUTES OF THE FIRST MEETING
FRIDAY, MARCH 4th, 1932, AT 4 P.M.

2. — CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES IN THE

CONTENTS
President

Constitution

1.

Election

2.

Cessation of Hostilities in the Shanghai Area :
Adoption of Draft Resolution submitted by
the Bureau.

of the
of THE Bureau.

and

1. — ELECTION OF THE PRESIDENT AND
CONSTITUTION OF THE BUREAU.
M. Hymans (President of the Assembly) :

Translation : The Commission’s first duty is to
appoint its President.
M. Paul-Boncour (France) :

Translation : 1 stated yesterday that, in appointing
you President of the Assembly in the particularly
difficult circumstances with which they have to
deal, the delegates had given the best proof of the
spirit in which they intend to approach the problem
before them. The Assembly, moved by a happy
impulse, chose you as President, as you are aware.
As the Commission is composed of exactly the same
delegations, it would, I think, be logical and desir
able that it should have the same President.
M. Hymans
acclamation.

was

appointed

president

by

The President :

Translation : I thank M. Paul-Boncour for his
observations and for the confidence hejias shown
in me. I accept the duty you have entrusted to me.
I propose that the Bureau of the Assembly should
also act as the Bureau of the Commission.
Agreed.

SHANGHAI AREA : ADOPTION OF DRAFT
RESOLUTION
SUBMITTED
BY
THE
BUREAU.

The President :

Translation : I have a communication to make
with regard to a letter from M. Yen, first delegate of
China.
At the beginning of his speech yesterday, M.
Matsudaira stated that the commanders of the
Japanese army had been ordered to cease hostilities
at 2 p.m. At that time, we had not received any
confirmation of the fact from the Chinese delegation.
In a letter I have received from M. Yen this
morning,1 he says that the Chinese commander
proclaimed the cessation of hostilities at midnight.
From these two concordant statements it would
appear that hostilities have actually ceased. The
second paragraph of M. Yen’s letter says, however:
“ Despite Japanese assurances to cease hosti
lities two o’clock Thursday afternoon (March
3rd), the Japanese are still attacking us at
Loutangcheng near Kating : severe fighting
is still in progress.”
This news naturally created an unfortunate
impression. We are receiving contradictory infor
mation. This situation cannot continue : we must
put an end to these contradictory statements
which are disturbing and alarming public opinion
and the Assembly.
I would therefore ask M. Matsudaira to be good
enough to give us an explanation of the facts
alleged by M. Yen.

(The Japanese delegation handed to the Pre
sident an explanatory document.)

1 Document A. (Extr.).lO. 1932.VII.
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In reply to my request, I have just received a
document1 from the Japanese delegation, which I
presume they desire me to communicate to the
meeting. It is as follows :
“ The Japanese army and navy has ceased
hostilities on the orders given by their com
manders on March 3rd. Japanese troops in the
front line are still from time to time being
fired upon by Chinese regular soldiers, or by
soldiers in civilian clothes, and in these cases are
returning their fire. In the night of March 3rd,
disbanded Chinese soldiers who had fled from
Woosung appeared in the district of Liu-hi and
fired on our soldiers who retaliated.
“ These are only chance skirmishes which even
if they recurred from time to time would not
modify the attitude of the Japanese forces as
defined in the proclamations made by the
commanding officer.
“ The Japanese army has no intention of
resuming hostilities, nor of advancing beyond
the positions at present occupied unless the
Chinese army undertakes a veritable offensive.
You may formally deny any allegation which
might be made by the Chinese regarding an
attack by our forces despite the cessation of
hostilities. ”

t."
y
Id

I

là

M. Yen (China). — Gentlemen, yesterday after
noon I had the honour to present a statement from
my Government as to the general situation. This
statement contained at its conclusion four formal
requests. It is perfectly obvious that not all these
can be discussed and action taken on them at once.
Nevertheless, it is the hope and the expectation of
my Government and of my people that the Assembly
certainly will not adjourn until it has expressed
itself on all four counts.
Our last news yesterday was that both the Chinese
and the Japanese commanders had announced the
cessation of hostilities at Shanghai, and we all
— including myself — really sincerely felt very
much relieved.
Unfortunately, the latest news
which has just been read to us by our distinguished
President seems to present quite a different story.
We do not perhaps expect you to believe the
reports received by us unconfirmed, nor do you
expect me to believe the story presented by the
Japanese. In order, therefore, to settle in our minds
whether hostilities have really ceased or not, ifr
seems to me that the only way is for us to ascertain
this through some neutral authority.
I have therefore the honour to suggest that this
Assembly request the four admirals in Shanghai :
the British, American, French and Italian, to
ascertain for us whether hostilities have really
ceased ; and that it authorise them to see to it that
these hostilities do cease and remain ceased for
perhaps an indefinite period of time, during which
the terms of the armistice may be concluded.
As to the armistice itself, I venture to suggest
that the Assembly might send general instructions
also through these four high officers as to the
principles which are involved.
This armistice,
arranged in the presence of these four admirals,
would naturally include the principle of evacuation.
It seems to me that when the military part of these
arrangements has been completed, then naturally
the so-called “ Shanghai Conference ”, which has
been accepted by both China and Japan, will of
course commence. This Conference, it seems to me,
will have greater hopes of complete success in view
of the atmosphere of relief and tranquillity which,
will no doubt prevail in Shanghai at that time.

1 Document A. (Extr.). 13.1932.VII.

The Secretary-General.— Mr. President.— At the

conclusion of the meeting of the Assembly yesterday
afternoon, I thought it my duty to telegraph to the
Committee which has been set up at Shanghai to
ask them to furnish as soon as possible and
practicable a report on the development which
has taken place there since they made their last
report, and to pay special attention to the aspect
relating to the cessation of hostilities.
Of course, immediately that report has been
received I shall submit it to the Assembly, but I
think it is fairly clear that that Committee may not
be in a position to furnish full information with
regard to the actual cessation of hostilities which
may be taking place at some considerable distance
outside Shanghai, and it was my intention this
afternoon to ask the Powers who have military,
naval and civil authorities on the spot if they would
furnish information on that particular question so
that it might be submitted to this Commission.
I really think, that that would give the information
which the representative of China and which you
all desire.
Sir John Simon (British Empire). — Mr. Pre
sident. — On behalf of the British Government I
am very glad at once to give the Assurance that
we will make every effort to secure for you, sir,
and for this body the most recent and accurate
reports of the actual situation. I have no doubt
whatever that the representatives of the other
Governments who are especially interested in
Shanghai will co-operate for that purpose, and I
shall take the earliest opportunity of communi
cating to you, sir, the information which I am
able to receive.
May I be permitted just to make one observation
in order that we may recognise that there is some
progress being made0? I heard M. Yen just now
begin his speech by saying that last night the
Assembly was informed that both sides had
accepted the armistice. I am bound to say that
is not my recollection of what occurred, and indeed
it would be very remarkable if M. Yen could have
told us so yesterday, because his announcement
to-day is that the Chinese accepted the proposed
cessation of hostilities at midnight, which would
correspond to something like five o’clock in the
afternoon here — and that was the very moment
at which he was speaking. Let us recognise the
flact that considerable additional satisfaction may
be drawn from the fact that now — and I believe
for the first time to our knowledge — both sides
have declared that they intend hostilities to cease.
That is a new fact of great importance. At the
same time, that there should be these incidents
in endeavouring to consolidate the cessation of
hostilities is a matter of great importance and
gravity on which M. Yen does quite right to dwell.
I would only ask therefore, sir, that we may
recognise the degree of progress that has been made,
and the British Government will most willingly
take immediate steps to secure wholly impartial
and official information as to the state of affairs
as regards the cessation 'of hostilities on the ground.

M. Paul-Boncour (France) :

Translation : You were quite right, Mr. President,
to draw attention to the importance of ascertaining
whether the hostilities have in fact completely
ceased.
I said yesterday, when I described the Council’s
efforts, that its plan, which the two parties accepted,
would obviously be of no avail unless hostilities
actually ceased. We must certainly remove this
anxiety if we are to perform freely the work
entrusted to us. The only way to do that is to

obtain information on the spot, and we are grateful
to the Secretary-General for approaching, yesterday
evening, the important body which, as I emphasised
in my statement yesterday, we constituted, twentyfour hours after we were asked to take action —
namely, the committee which is acting on behalf
of the League at Shanghai.
It is obvious, however, that, in verifying the facts
—- which we must do — there is one point which
can only be ascertained on the spot, and from
military experts. Anyone- who has been in the
line of battle, especially when it is not a continuous
line, is well aware that, in spite of orders from
headquarters, shots may be exchanged and skir
mishes occur : and this, however regrettable,
does not run counter to our desire, the cessation
of hostilities.
I am able, therefore, not only to give the
Commission the same assurance as the representa
tive of the British Empire has just given it, but to
add that, foreseeing what would certainly be
the desire of the meeting on this particular point,
I sent a telegram to my Government yesterday
asking it to obtain from the military attachés
on the spot the information which the Commission
requires and which I hope will arrive at any
moment.
M. Pilotti (Italy) :

Translation : I associate myself with M. PaulBoncour’s thanks to the Secretary General for the
step he has taken to obtain information from
Shanghai.
I can assure the Commission that the Italian
delegation will communicate to you, Mr. President,
and to the Commission any information it receives
from Shanghai.
The President :

Translation : On behalf of the Commission,
I wish to thank Sir John Simon, M. Paul-Boncour
and M. Pilotti for their promise to obtain precise
information concerning the position at Shanghai
through their military attachés and to communicate
that information to the Assembly. It will certainly
be of very great help in investigating the position
and judging the facts.
M. Sato (Japan) •

Translation : With the President’s permission
I will speak in place of M. Matsudaira, our first
delegate.
How, may I ask, can it be alleged that the Japanese
forces have suspended hostilities but are never
theless fighting again? That is impossible. It was
we who first ceased fire on March 3rd. Had we
intended to continue the action and so go beyond
our original objective, we should not have suspended
hostilities of our own accord. You may be quite
certain that the Japanese forces will never resume
fighting, which has been effectively suspended by
the Japanese command.
True, there are contradictory reports in circula
tion. It is said that in the front line a few
skirmishes are still continuing. They are, I hope,
only skirmishes of the kind that occur at the end
of a big battle and that they will soon cease, so that
there may, as soon as possible, be a real and effective
suspension of hostilities.
I learnt this morning with^great satisfaction
of the announcement by the Chinese forces of the
suspension of hostilities. As the President has
pointed out, that is a very happy conjuncture,
which will further the termination of hostilities.
I do not imagine that operations will be resumed.

It was the Japanese too who proposed a con
ference for the suspension of hostilities.
As
hostilities have been effectively suspended in con
sequence of the orders given by the two commands,
the next object must be to find a way to separate
the two armies which have been engaged. This
point should, I think, be considered by the represen
tatives of the two forces.
The Secretary-General has told us that he has
taken the necessary steps to obtain impartial
information concerning the present position with
regard to the opposing forces. I have great satis
faction in supporting that proposal, which has
already been approved in the statements we have
heard from the representatives of Great Britain.
France and Italy.
There have for some days been conversations on
Admiral Kelly’s flagship for the purpose of determin
ing the conditions for the cessation of hostilities.
In so far as my delegation is concerned, I hope
that the conversations are still continuing and that
they will lead to a tangible result in the shortest
possible time.
It would, we think, be entirely appropriate
that other Powers, those having a direct concern
in the maintenance of security at Shanghai, should
take part in these conversations and follow our
negotiations. The Japanese delegation would have
no objection to a suggestion of that sort. We should
even welcome it.
The Japanese delegation will go even further.
In our opinion, the question of the maintenance of
order in the zone evacuated by the two forces will
have to be considered.
This question will arise, because we cannot
leave one of the zones — ours, for instance —
exposed to all kinds of disorders.
As to the very much wider question of security
in the Shanghai district, my Government is pre
pared, as it has already stated, to examine this
matter at a round table conference which might be
held as soon as an agreement has been concluded
for the cessation of hostilities.
The Japanese
Government has already approached China with
reference to the arrangements to be made for such
a conference. I trust that the Assembly shares our
desire for the early meeting of a conference of that
kind, which will put an end to the regrettable
position existing at present and that it will recom
mend the convening of the conference.
As I have stated previously, the Japanese troops
sent as reinforcements will leave Chinese territory
as and when the conditions as to tranquillity
have been regulated. The technical details relating
to the 'withdrawal of our troops would also be
considered by the Shanghai conference.
I hope that, after this declaration by the Japanese
delegation, it will be easy to put an end to the
conflict, terminate the dispute altogether and so
restore order and peace in the neighbourhood
of Shanghai.
M. Yen (China). — I am sorry that I have again
to ask' you to take your eyes away from the mirage
which is being conjured up before you by the
Japanese delegation. I am just in receipt of three
telegrams giving the actual state of affairs. While
we are talking about a cessation of hostilities, the
Japanese army is going further and further. These
three telegrams have been put in a letter which I
will hand officially to the Secretary-General. They
read as follows :
“ Japanese transports are now pouring troops
into the region beyond Liuho ”.
Liuho is near Woosung.
“ Some 35,000 more with tanks and cavalry
were landed to outflank our present positions

i
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near Kuansan (a city on the Shanghai-Nanking
railway, about 40 miles west of Shanghai). ”
This is twice the distance which the Japanese
demanded our troops should retreat.
“ Eight more Japanese transports entered the
Yangtze River this afternoon (March 4th).
Severe fighting is in progress.
“ Our regiments, who were defending Woosung,
were killed to the last man, rather than surrender.
Foreign eye-witnesses saw our peasants being
forced by the Japanese at bayonet’s point to
throw the corpses of our soldiers into the river.
“Japanese troops were landed to-day (March
4th) at Pootung (on the eastern bank of the
Whangpoo River, opposite to Shanghai) to strike
at the Hangchow region. The Japanese military
officers make no secret that they intend to take
the entire region between Shanghai and Nanking. ”
This is my information, so I must insist, Mr.
President, that you authorise the admirals, the
high neutral military officers at Shanghai, to see
to it that hostilities cease, and that this cessation
remains until the terms of armistice can be
arranged.
We have here two forces which have fought
for three weeks in the most bitter way against
each other, and they are placed within a short
distance and may at any moment start fighting
again. You must remember that the cessation
of hostilities is not associated with any withdrawal
of troops, and is in fact tied up with a condition
which can come into operation again unilaterally.
Further, I beg to call your attention to the fact
that this cessation of hostilities is unilateral.
It is not guaranteed. The Japanese commander
can at any moment declare that the cessation
of hostilities has come to an end. How are we,
then, to be protected against another form of
aggression?
Finally, on general principles in accordance
with the articles of our Covenant; we are unable
to agree that, while foreign troops occupy our
territory, we should enter into any conference,
for that would be negotiations under military
coercion. Why have we asked for this Assembly?
If everything is to be left to be arranged between
the two military forces, there is no reason why
China should have asked for the convocation
of this special session.
Under these circumstances. I must insist that
the Assembly take suitable action to see to it
that the cessation of hostilities is real and that
the cessation of hostilities is maintained until
formal terms of armistice have been arranged.
M. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : May I reply to M. Yen’s statement
concerning new Japanese reinforcements'?
Some days ago we announced that the extension
of the hostilities compelled us to send certain
reinforcements, which are arriving now, but with
the removal of the necessity for these reinforce
ments the troops composing them will be sent
home. I am not at present in a position to say
how we shall act ; all that will be determined
on the spot. That is why we propose the convocation
as soon as possible of a conference to investigate
the question of the cessation of hostilities and like
wise those of the evacuation of the forces and the
return of our troops to Japan. That has no connec
tion with the suspension of hostilities in the front
line, since the return home of the reinforcements
will have to be regulated at the proposed conference,
which will be attended not only by the military
representatives of the two parties but also by

those of the other Powers. Effective measures
will have to be taken at the conference for the
cessation of hostilities and for the settlement of
all matters arising cut of it.
The President •

Translation : The very disquieting news which
M. Yen has just communicated to us accentuates
the painful uncertainty in which this meeting
opened.
If I may sum up the discussion from the
beginning, I would say that the vital consideration
with which we are concerned is the need for the
cessation of hostilities. Further bloodshed must
be prevented.
The time, I think, has come to give definite
form to the ideas that have been expressed. I
therefore propose that we adjourn and resume
in say half-an-hour, when I shall read a draft
resolution which will be prepared in the meantime
by the Bureau : and if, as I hope, it conforms to
your views, it will be taken as the basis of your
discussions.
Needless to say, after settling this matter,
we will continue the debate, which will deal with
the whole of the problem laid before the Assembly.
(The meeting was suspended at 5.15 p.m. and
resumed at 6.50 p.m.)
The President :

Translation : I have been asked by the Bureau
to communicate a draft resolution to the Commis
sion. If it is adopted, it will then have to be sub
mitted to the Assembly.
The draft is as follows :
“ The Assembly,
“ Recalling the suggestions made by the
Council on February 29th and without prejudice
to the other measures thereunder envisaged ;
“ (1) Calls upon the Governments of China
and Japan to take immediately the necessary
measures to ensure that the orders which, as
it has been informed, have been issued by the
military commanders on both sides for the
cessation of hostilities, shall be made effective ;
“ (2) Requests the other Powers which have
special interests in the Shanghai Settlements to
inform the Assembly of the manner in which the
invitation set out in the previous paragraph has
been executed ;

“(3) Recommends that negotiations be entered
into by the Chinese and Japanese representatives,
with the assistance of the military, naval and
civilian authorities of the Powers mentioned
above for the conclusion of arrangements which
shall render definite the cessation of hostilities
and regulate the withdrawal of the Japanese
forces. The Assembly will be glad to be kept
informed by the Powers mentioned above of the
development of these negotiations.”
I will now open the discussion on the draft
resolution.
M. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : The Japanese delegation accepts
paragraphs 1 and 2. I wish, however, to propose
the following addition to paragraph 3. The first
part of the paragraph down to the words “ destinés

à rendre définitive la cessation des hostilités et à
régler” would remain, but the text after that
would continue : “les conditions et les modalités du

retrait des forces japonaises, ainsi que la situation
future des forces chinoises”. These words would be
substituted for “les modalités du retrait des forces
japonaises ”. The rest of the paragraph would

remain as a present.
May I briefly explain the reasons for the addi
tion we propose? The word “ conditions ” implies
that we wish not only to bring about the meeting
proposed in the first part of the paragraph and to
regulate the technical arrangements (modalités)
for the withdrawal of the Japanese forces, but also
to indicate the conditions upon which the with
drawal would be carried out.
Moreover, in his address yesterday, my
colleague, M. Matsudaira, emphasised that we
would be prepared to withdraw our forces as soon
as security and calm had been restored in the
vicinity of Shanghai. The object of the additional
words we propose, “ and the future situation of the
Chinese forces ”, is to bring the resolution into line
with that statement.
The President :

Translation : I do not know whether anyone

else wishes to speak, but I should like to make
one observation. There is a very marked difference
of meaning between the word “ modalités ” and the
word “ conditions ”.
A condition signifies a
fact by which the withdrawal would be conditioned ;
that is M. Sato’s idea. Those who drafted the
resolution had no such idea in mind ; they were
thinking of the technical conditions governing the
withdrawal of the forces, whereas the word “ condi
tions ” might include political conditions.
M. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : All these points will be settled on
the spot, where all the circumstances necessitating
the establishment of modalités or conditions
for the withdrawal of the Japanese forces will be
taken into account. We are anxious to place no
impediment in the way of the consideration of the
present position.
The technical arrangements
(modalités) for withdrawal can be decided only by
taking into consideration the position existing on
the spot.
In our view, the withdrawal of the Japanese*
troops is conditioned by certain essential circum
stances. If the word “conditions” is too strong, I am
entirely prepared to accept any other term which
will meet the same object, but the maintenance of
security and the maintenance of order, which
engenders the feeling of security, and the protection
of the lives and property of Japanese nationals, are
conditions on which we must insist before the
withdrawal can be carried out.
The President :

Sir John Simon (British Empire). — I would
direct attention to the English text of this
resolution. The English text is just as authoritative
as the French text, and M. Sato, as I know, is well
acquainted with both languages. If M. Sato will
look at the English text he will find that it runs
thus : “. . . which shall render definite the
cessation of hostilities and regulate the withdrawal
of the Japanese forces.” Might it not be useful to
enquire of the honourable representative of Japan
if the English text does not meet his point of view.
If so, and if it is thought to be a fair expression of the
view of the rédacteurs, it seems to me not impossible
that we can compose this verbal difference.
M. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : I must apologise for opening
a discussion on the draft prepared by the Bureau,
for whom I have the utmost deference. Unfortuna
tely, even with the explanation of Sir John Simon,
who has drawn my attention to the English text, I
see no difference between the English and the
French versions. The latter says “d'arrangements

destinés à rendre définitive la cessation des hostilités”.

Thàt corresponds exactly to the words used in the
English version.
If I press this point, it is because the Japanese
delegation cannot accept a resolution without due
reflection. For many weeks, we have been witness
ing the most deplorable events without any really
clear and definite arrangement being proposed. We
cannot lightly accept a resolution by the Assembly,
as you, Mr. President, will fully realise, after all the
recent incidents which have developed on so wide
a scale. After witnessing all these events we must
have a resolution, if that is the Assembly’s view,
which will afford us satisfaction up to a certain
point. I do not mean that all our demands must be
accepted by the Assembly, but I hope our desires
will be met in this essential matter.
The meaning which, according to the President’s
explanation, is to be attached to the word “ arran
gements ” implies certain methods or conditions for
which I must strongly press, but even after his
explanation — and I apologise for saying this —
I must point out that the public both in Japan and
elsewhere will have before them only the text of the
resolution. The public will not find it easy to know
what is the real meaning of the word “ arrange
ments ” if the President’s explanation is not annexed
to the resolution. The public therefore will have
only the text of the resolution on which to form
an opinion.
That being so, I am obliged to press once again
for a little more precision in the text itself.
The President :

Translation : So far, in my capacity as President»
I have offered a few comments on the draft reso
lution ; I have attempted to explain it. I think,
however, that in a body like this and at the stage
we have now reached, the Commission itself must
speak:
We have here representatives of fifty
States. It would be desirable and helpful if the
representatives of some of these States could make
their views known to the Commission and public.

Translation : There is, I think, a shade of diffe
rence between M. Sato’s language and that used by
myself.
When we speak of conditions and
modalités, the idea, I think, in the minds of those
who drew up the draft resolution is that all ques
M. Motta (Switzerland) :
tions relating to security form part of the
arrangements which are to be negotiated on the
Translation : The time is undoubtedly a grave
spot, “arrangements which will render definite the one, and I will make a friendly and pressing appeal
cessation of hostilities and regulate the withdrawal to M. Sato, whom I venture to call my friend, to
of the Japanese forces”.
. accept the Bureau’s proposal as it stands. There
That is a problem with many complex facets ; is hardly any difference between the English and
we cannot solve it here in all its aspects. Those French versions. If it is desired to adjust the French
who are on the spot and who are acquainted with text to the English, we need merely say “ régler le
the exact position will be specially qualified to retrait des forces japonaises ”, leaving out the
word “ modalités ”. I do not, however, think that
settle it.
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that will change the substance or essence of the
resolution.
The Bureau is proposing what I may term a
provisional or preliminary application of certain
provisions of Article 15 of the Covenant. Under
Article 15, it is possible for the Assembly to pass
valid resolutions, provided the States Members of
the Council present at the Assembly are unanimous,
and there is a majority of the other States. The
votes of the two parties to the dispute are not
counted. We can therefore take a valid decision
even if either of the parties dissented. I hasten
however to add that I very strongly hope we
shall secure not only legal unanimity but complete
moral unanimity in this Assembly, including Japan
and China.
What the resolution expresses is as follows.
The principle of the withdrawal of the Japanese
troops must not be questioned. Japan has promised
that withdrawal. China demands it as a natural
right. If you substitute the word “ conditions ” for
the word “ modalités ”, or if you add the word
“ conditions ” to the word “ modalités ”, you will
be reopening the question of principle. That is
inadmissible. I ask you therefore to adopt the
resolution as it stands.
M. Bene§ (Czechoslovakia) :

Translation : M. Motta has given a correct
explanation of the legal situation, and I will
merely associate myself with his opinion, without
underlining it further.
With regard to the second question, it would, I
think, be highly dangerous to leave anything
uncertain, unclear or ambiguous in a document
of this kind. It is essential for us all, as well as for
world public opinion and particularly public
opinion in the Far East, to know exactly where we
stand. I therefore share M. Motta’s view with
regard to the addition of any words that might
change the meaning qf the resolution. I accordingly
second M. Motta’s proposal.

but one which will, at any rate, be more precise.
We are satisfied with the interpretation which
the President gave just now — it may perhaps
have been a personal opinion — and with that
interpretation we could accept the text as it
stands and will make no objection to its adoption
by the Assembly.
Sir John Simon (British Empire). — The silence
of my colleagues here makes me hope that we can
adopt this resolution without a dissentient voice.
It will be for the President to say whether it is
desirable to bring the actual language of the French
and English texts into exact accord, as has been
pointed out by M. Motta : but I do feel that it
would be indeed a most fortunate beginning for
a very difficult matter if it is possible for us to-night
to adopt this resolution with unanimity and to
have it in turn adopted by the Assembly.

The President :

Translation : If I have understood him correctly,
Sir John Simon’s proposal, which is very close
to the suggestion made by M. Motta, is to omit
the words “ les modalités ” in the French text and
to say simply : “ à régler le retrait des forces japo
naises ”. The French text will then be identical
with the English text, which reads : “ and regulate
the withdrawal of the Japanese forces ”. M. Motta
has said that, in his view, the idea is exactly the
same and that it is only a question of words.
If the Commission considers this change accept
able, we might then adopt the resolution as a whole
and submit it to the Assembly.
M. Motta (Switzerland) :

Translation : I hope the vote will be taken in
an explicit manner and not merely in silence.
The President :

II. Sato (Japan) :

Translation : I have listened to M. Motta’s

remarks with the utmost respect.
Upon the question of procedure I do not entirely
agree with him. You know better than I what
are the provisions of Article 15. We are attending
this Assembly subject to certain reservations
concerning Article 15, but we do not wish to
mention them at this stage. Article 15 excludes
the votes of the parties in certain cases, but in
the case of a resolution based on paragraph .3
of that article, there is no rule as to a majority.
Subject to this reservation, I have taken note
of M. Motta’s remarks.
We are anxious to have a clearer text, I will
not say one which will give us entire satisfaction,

Translation : I quite appreciate your wish,
and I think we shall fall in with it, but we could
do so in the Assembly.
I declare the draft resolution adopted.
M. Motta (Switzerland) :

Translation : We are agreed.
The President :

Translation : I propose now to close the meeting
of the Commission and, as President of the Assembly
of the League of Nations, I convene the Assembly
for to-day in this room at 7.45 p.m.

, 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
nist 10, 1972 '
ÊS, Date 11-18-75
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subject;

Proceedings of ths Diet.

The Horarable

Th© Secretary of state,
Washington.

sir:
I here the honor to report that the sixty First
session of the Imperial Diet vas convened on Mreh 18,

and closed on ^areh 24»

The Session vac extraordinary

and was called for the purpose of passing on emergency
financial masures necessitated by the expenses of the

nllitary opratlons in China.

The cirowastanoes which led to the calling of thio

session are InterestIng and significant*

The Diet cession

in January! see despatch ho.471, January 89, 19d£j van

dissolved

DECLASSIFIED:

E.O. U652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
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dissolved by an imperial r diet bafore it had taken

action on the budget bills,

io meet the extraordinary

ex eases occasioned

hanghal ;.nd .ancaurion

by the

military u tions, the Cabinet had. obtained the sanation

of the .i-aperor, after approval by the /rivy Council, of
two bond issues totaling Yen 04,910,ode.

These were

a-proved as emergency sœ-Mires under Article 70 of the
Jonstitutlon which provides tr.at in case of ea/rgenay the

0'varnzasnt aan u dertuke financial raeusuras by obtaining
The third request for funds to be raised

Imperial consent.

in this runner accounting to Yen 2-f,uoO,0OO encourit<-red

op ooltlon fro» the ■rivy .ou. cil.

.his body stated that

there was no need for treating the bond issue -s an

eiergenoy seasur®, pointing out that the mesure could
and should be pluood before ths alet for a. proval in
aaaomlance with ths provisions of th® constitution.

The

elections, following dissolution of the Piet, had been
;ield and the >iet could be convened at any tim.

The

.rivy Council did, however, eventually approve Yen
15,ù0U,û0u of the amount requested, which would cover

expenditures incurred previous to the end of the fiscal
year ( March 31sti, but refused to approve the remainder*

This attitude on the part of the .-rivy Council left
the Government no recourse but to convene the uiet in order
to obtain approval for its financial measures.

obviously

the Govcrrmnt would prefer to obtain approval for its

measures without having the an oyunoe and possible risk

of facing the Diet.

For acting in defence of parliamentary

practice the ?rlvy Council has received the co^nendatian
~~

of
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of the

rus®.

ïh» >let rast on -arch IWi forMyrganiaution.

election of tne

il»

pouker -und -:--siutant ■•.peaker „:.f lise Lower

<ouse caused the initial onfliot.

' he

:pposltiun insisted

teat the two neiyukui mn e looted, Messrs Akita and üehara,

resign froi >ue berchip in their party in ,-csgo.«dance with a
resolution pu.-.owd b./ the lower House in 19££.

Their protests

reçoive*! no at toution b-yond catcalls und hi ■.$<» frc>« the
’■over; î -nt -arty ■•.« .hers*
fo.-vvxl op-min■ of the _4et was

.‘Id. on the £uth

in tiis ^ressnue •.‘.f the ziperor, in tne House of

wrs.

ihe

first business of the two 'ouses, after the imperial .■■tesautje

had been answered, ■; as to pass a resolution
ar .--.I forces -f the

the

xi.jlro far VuHr e.f orts in -Thin--.

'.peeohes sers delivered by the Foreign Minister,.‘r« Yoshixaea
the Minister of

ar, alsutenaut General Arukl, the Minister

of the Havy,

ral vswai, and the

: r. ï&k..liashl.

1,£ .

dnister of Finance,

ï ran si at lone of the two speeches first

iontloned are a pended hereto.

3 h«v^ takea u? the measures

’of the Finance Minister In a separate despatch ( ece despatch

•;o. 533 of «Mrcte % i •
lhe Cover isent, slth its l«rtje majority in the jlet,

ant located wad enacwitered little opposition to its iaeuaures
d-irin.F the short session®

The cpposition .Party was not

inclined to take issue with the Govarnnent on the aud-ter of

rar expenses, and the military budgets -ere -iceepted with
no .lobate,

-.'ther Govemaent bills -.ot 3o^ne opposition, but

;-«ra all p-isaed.

uho bills pushed in this :»-ssion uro

outlined m ’letuil in t:-e 1 -spatoh mentioned abov-.
AS
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usual there was considerable excitement and disorder
in the Lo«er House.

has been expected, the opposition

centered its attack on the failure of the •hover rent to

resign foilowin,; the

akurada

on attempt on the

r.peror.

Th® Home Ministry and the Ministry of -..ar >-ere criticised

for luck of care in not preventin, the incident.

The

Earn Ministry received blase for the series of outrage»

that Include the assassination of Er. Jnouye and baron ban.

Interpellations in regard to the Cabinet’® policy In Manchuria

and Jhlna, and regarding alleged pressure on Japan front
the League of nations wre made of the Foreign Minister.

I

unable, »o soon after the end of the hessian, to

estraate the value of these interpellation».

Respectfully youre,

Mwin L. Seville

chargé d’Af aire» ad Interim

nolosure»:
Copy of Foreign Minister*»
speech before the Piet

copy of war Minister*»
speech before the Jiet
Smb&ssy*» File KO.8Q0. Japan
A'kT/hR

<— -------
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The Address of Mr. Yoshizawa,; Minister for
Foreign Affairs, at the 61pt Session---'0-

of the Imperia^ Diet,

March 22nd, 1932.

At the last session of the Diet I had occasion to
discuss the more important of the foreign questions

confronting this country.

To-day I have the pleasure

of reporting, and of stating my views, on the various
phases that have since developed.
As regards the Anti-Japanese movement in China Proper,
the Japanese Government seized every opportunity to urge

upon the Chinese authorities the thorough-going suppression

of the same.

However, China failed to respond, and the

movement continued with increasing intensity and persistence.

In Shanghai, where the agitation was conducted with especial
vigor, the Minkuo Jihpao, a vernacular journal of that city,

’

published on January 9th an article highly abusive of our

Imperial Housej and on the 18th of the same month Japanese

priest^ and thoiy companions were murdered or wounded by

a Chinese mob.

The two incidents were sufficient to inflame

the Japanese residents, who had long endured the ceaseless

Anti-Japanese movements and whose patience had been well*nigh

exhausted under the trying conditions of more recent months,
The situation thus came to assume a grave aspect.
The

I

l
j
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The Japanese Consul-General at Shanghai, acting under
1

’

the instructions of the Government, presented to the Mayor

of Shanghai strong protests regarding these two incidents,

and at the same time made various demands for the settlement

of the affairs.

The Mayor complied without much demur with

our demands relating to the first incident, and after some

delay and much conversation, in the end accepted our terms
regarding the second.

On receipt of the Mayor’s reply, at

3 o’clock on the 28th, the Japanese authorities, anticipating
that the situation would improve, adopted an attitude of

watchfully awaiting the fulfilment of their promise on the

part of the Chinese.

In the meantime, the 19th Route Army,

then concentrated in the vicinity of Shanghai, having assumed

a disquieting attitude and making a display of warlike

preparations, the Shanghai Municipal Council had decided
to take due precautions against the possibility of
disturbances being created within the Settlement by

undisciplined Chinese soldiers, or by mobs and radical
elements.

Accordingly, the Council, meeting on the 28th,

declared a state of siege, to commence that day at 4

o’clock in the afternoon.

As a result, the garrisons

of the Powers were assigned to duty at their respective
sectors in accordance with a pre-arranged plan of common

defense.

It was while the Japanese marines were proceeding

to take up their post in the Chapei district, their allotted

sector, that the Chinese fired upon our forces, and compelled
them
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them to take measures of defense.

Reports are sometimes

circulated, making it appear that it vus the Japanese marines

who commenced the fighting, in spite of the Chinese acceptance
of our terms of settlement.

But the facts of the case are

precisely as I have just stated.

Moreover, we ezerted every effort to prevent any
aggravation of the situation, and upon two occasions we
entered into agreements with the Chinese authorities for a
truce.

But each time the agreement vas rendered nugatory

by the action of the Chinese army.

Our demand, presented

on the 19th of February, that the Chinese army should withdraw

to a certain distance, was rejected by the Chinese.

Thereupon

on the 20th, our troops which had teen dispatched as a rein

forcement, acting in concert with the navy, undertook to
compel the withdrawal of the Chinese forces outside the
prescribed area, and completed the task on March 3rd.

As soon as the Shanghai Incident occurred, the Chinese

Government proposed to the Council of the League of Nations

to make application of Article 15 of the League Covenant
to the Sino-Japanese conflict, and later, upon tho request
of China, the case was transferred to the Assembly of the

League.

The Japanese Government took the view that the

Shanghai Incident was a merely local affair which was not

of a nature likely to lead to a rupture, while as regards the

Manchurian Incident, not only had there been no renewal
of
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of hostilities, but the matter was already pending in the
hands of the Council under Article 11 of the Covenant and,

moreover, the commission of inquiry had indeed left for the

purpose of conducting investigations on the spot into the
actual conditions prevailing in China; there was therefore

no legitimate ground for applying Article 15 to either of
these cases.

It was with an unequivocal reservation based

on that view that our government participated in the delibera

tions of the Council and the Assembly.

However, the Assembly

passed a resolution on March 11th, which was in more than

one respect unacceptable to our government.

On account of

this unacceptability, our representatives under the instruc

tions of the Government, expounded the Japanese position,
■d^elared" a-pro£»st embodying our contention with regard to
the application of Article 15 of the Covenant, and abstained
from voting.
In Manchuria, by reason of the special position it

occupies in relation to China Proper, and the inveterate
antagonism of the Manchurian people towards the militarist
rule to which they had been subjected, it appears that

subsequently to the downfall of the erstwhile Manchurian
authorities last autumn, the efforts of the local leaders

for the maintenance of peace and order in their respective
districts gradually assumed the form of â movement for
autonomy.

A declaration of independence was made a short

time
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•time ago by former provincial governors and other Manchurian

leaders.

Our government received a communication under date

of March 12th -from the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the

new government, announcing the establishment of a new
independent State of Manchuria.

As regards this communication

we have gone no further than unofficially to acknowledge its

I am. certain, however, that it will be in accordance

receipt.

with the best interests of the new state if its government

will, as the announcement says will be the case, really
respect existing treaties and the rights and interests of

foreigners, and faithfully adhere to the principle of the
Open Door.
As regards the various questions pending between Japan
and the Soviet Union in connection with the fisheries in

northern waters, the negotiations assiduously conducted at

Moscow since the end of last year have so far failed to bear

fruit.

From the broad stand-point of friendly relations

between the two countries it is most desirable that we should

arrive at a fair and suitable settlement.

In fact, the

difference in the views of the two governments concerning
the basis of settlement is gradually narrowing.

It is the

intention of this Government to continue their efforts towards

carrying our points and so to safeguard the legitimate rights

and interests secured to us by treaty^
I have now given an outline of the latest developments

in
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in the foreign affairs of Jap;n.

While the interests of

this country in Manchuria are certainly of paramount impor

tance from a political view-point, those in China Proper are
in the main economic rather than political.

Consequently, if

the Nanking Government and the Nationalist Party abandon
their Anti-Japanese policy and direct their energies towards

achieving internal unity and peace, and economic prosperity

and progress, there is no room for doubt as to the possibility
of restoring complete friendship and concord between the two

countries.

I may add on this occasion a word about the

atmosphere of Europe and America, which has not always been
sympathetic- to Japan since the outbreak of the Manchurian

Incident, and especially since the Shanghai Affair.

That

atmosphere was created simply through misrepresentations of

facts emanating from Chinese 'sources or through misunder
standings of various kinds,

I am confident that in time

the sentiment of the Western Powers will turn gradually in
favor of Japan
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The Japan Advertiser

Tokyo, Wednesday, March 23, 1932

CAMPAIGN OF ARMY
REVIEWED BY ARAKI
War Minister, in Diet, Asks Co
operation of Nation in Sup
porting Military

VITAL TO DEFENSE, HE SAYS
General States That Japanese
Troops Are Still Needed to
Keep Peace in Manchuria

dangerous ^forces, and maintaine d a
guard against bandits.
TRe present
peaceful situation in the area is en
tirely due to the efforts of the Japa
nese. The future, however, is far
from bright, and it is necessary that
we maintain constant vigilance.
“From the standpoint of the national
defense of Japan, peace in Manchuria
is essential. It is therefore necessary
for us to maintain our present strength
there and also to send re-enforcements if needed. This point is now
being studied by our officials.
Precautions Taken
“Next, in regard to our expedition
to Shanghai, here, the situation was
entirely different from that in Manchuria. Accordingly, we took the
greatest precautions and the affair was (
handled from the beginning with th 3
greatest care.
“A brigade was sent from Kyushu
to support the naval forces already on
the spot, in accordance with a deci
sion
of the Supreme Military Council.
:
This
was followed by the dispatch of
1
a division.
“The army has done its best to avoid
bloodshed and has made repeated
overtures toward reaching a perma
nent settlement of the conflict. Far
from responding to these overtures in
a peaceful manner, the Chinese re
plied with artillery fire and We were
compelled to retaliate.
“Moreover, the Chinese 19th Route
Army, all Cantonese, was re-enforced
by the bodyguard of General Chiang
Kai-shek, In all, six Chinese divisions
faced the Japanese at Shanghai, and
therefore, additional Japanese re-enforcements were sent to the scene,
The situation finally became quiet
after a general attack by our troops.
Troops Now Returning
“Now that our objectives have been
gained, the Japanese are steadily re
turning by the shipload to Japan. In

The Minister of War, LieutenantGeneral Sadao Araki, delivered the fol- |
lowing address before the session of
the Lower House of the Diet yester
day afternoon:
“The anti-Japanese movement in
China grew more bitter as a result of
definite boycott operations, constitut
ing a menace to peace in the Far East.
The interests of Japan in Manchuria
and Mongolia were trampled upon by
the authorities in power and the op
pression of Japanese nationals was i
redoubled in ferocity, the situation be
ing climaxed by the murder of Japa
nese, in particular, the killing of a
party of Japanese army officers.
“The situation was such that the
Japanese residents and even the na
tive population of Manchuria and Mon
golia did not know a moment’s secu
rity from murder and robbery. ConI ditions became worse, and finally in
the autumn last year, Chinese troops ’
blew up a section of the South Man
churia Railway at Peitaying, which
made it necessary to send Japanese !.
troops to the scene in order to protect
the railway. Since that time, the Jap
anese troops bad to face overwhelm- I
ing odds in daily engagements, but it | :
was largely through wholehearted sup- 1
port of the people of Japan that the
spirit of our soldiers was sustained
and the difficult situation met and
overcome over a long period of time.
Big Odds Encountered
“For six months only 30,000 troops
maintained peace and order in an area
more than two and a half times as
large as the Japanese Empire, protect
ing the lives and property of 1,000,000
Japanese nationals and ensuring the
security of 30,000,000 Manchurians.
During this time the army also cover
ed the first line of national defense
without trouble.
“At the beginning of the Manchurian |:
incident, our troops stationed in Man- ||
churia were composed of the 2nd Division and an independent garrison, the ।
total strength amounting to only 14,400
men, including 4,000 in the Mukden
area, The total Chinese force at the
time was 220,000, with more than 14,000
of them around Mukden. In view of
this difference in strength, a mixed
‘ br igade was dispatched to the scene i
from Korea immediately and re-en
forcements were sent later from time
to time from Korea as the situation
warranted. With this small force, the
Japanese swept before them many |

brief, the foregoing is- an outline of
the recent activities of the army.
“When we consider the situation
from the standpoint of national defense, the importance and depth of the
question are such that it connot be
considered on the same terms as 1he
Siberian expedition or the Tsinan incident. From one point of view, the
situation is more serious than the Rus
so-Japanese war and it is natural that
the officers and men of the Japanese
forces felt their blood course through
their veins as on no other occasion.
“Through the efforts and co-opera
tion of the people of Japan we hope
to bring the matter to a successful
conclusion.
“The co-operation of the army and
navy in the recent operations was such
as has rarely been seen in our his
tory and we can be proud of our re
cord before the rest of the world.
“We hope that you will understand
the mission of the army and give us
your sympathetic co-operation.”
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TELEGRAM
This telegram must be
closely paraphrased Be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

SHANGHAI
From

Dated April 21, 1932

Rec’d 11 ;17 a.m.
Secretary of State,

Washington.
April 21, 4 p. m.

' •

CONFICTTIAI.

I have been shown confidential memoranda dated April 17
and 20 prepared by Millard, adviser to the Chinese Govern-

ment, which are summarized below as I am told that they are
influencing the Chinese to some ext nt in the present
negotiations.

One.

There is no advantage for China in hastily ending

the present situation in the Shanghai area for so long as

Japan occupies territory here without China’s consent, she

is clearly the aggressor.

Two.

As soon as any kind of agreement has been signed

Japan’s position becomes to a certain extent legalized and

changes from armed invasion to occupation with a measure
of Chinese consent.
Three.

It is a matter of indifference to China how

large a force Japan keeps in the Shanghai area or for how^g

long unless China can obtain immediate complete withdrawal
Presence of Japanese troops serves to focus attention of ^e

powers on the situation and it is to China’s interest that
attention
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2- from Shanghai, Apr. 21, 4 p.m.

attention of world opinion should be held.
Four.

The more Japanese troops are immobilized in

Shanghai the fewer will be available in Manchuria and the

greater the cost to Japan.

Their continued presence will

also seriously affect Disarmament Conference and the

military policy of the United States and Russia.

Five.

If China accepts proposed neutral Joint Com

mission it should issue declaration that it does so solely
in the interest of peace; that it does not admit that

Japan’s occupation is anything but armed invasion without
justification in fact or in international law; that it
does not delegate to any international body its sovereign

functions in this area; and that if in its opinion Japanese

military occupation is unduly prolonged it will declare
arrangement terminated and resume liberty to take unilateral

action.

For the Minister
ENGERT
WSB
KLP

_
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THE FRENCH PRESS AND THE FAR EAST.
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FE: Mr-r- Miller
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The Embassy at Paris reports that LE TEMPS, of March 22,
1932, published an editorial on the Far East:

"The most salient point in the (Yoshizawa) speech
was Japan’s expressed consideration that her interests
in Manchuria were of capital Importance from a politi
cal point of view, while the interests she possessed
in China were more economic than political, which ex
plained the very different methods by which Japan in
tended to settle the Manchurian conflict and the
Shanghai conflict.
It will be necessary for China
to admit this double point of view, concludes ~tHe
editorial, an.d for certain powers, notably the United
States, to yield to the settlement of the Manchurian
conflict as conceived in Tokyo."

(Paris Embassy’s Despatch No. 2408, March 24, 1932)

Other French newspaper comments concerning the Far
Eastern situation, transmitted with the Paris Embassy’s
Despatch No. 2429, April 1, 1932, are also worth notice:
Bernard Fay, writing in FIGARO of March 16, 1932:

"The entire American fleet is now massed in the
Pacific.
Big military and naval manoeuvers are be
ing held near the Hawaiian islands.
Every day the
newspapers discuss the attitude which the people and
the country should take with respect to the SinoJapanese conflict...The women’s clubs are agitated.
There is talk of war....
"If
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"If the Japanese are wise they will not prolong
the battle of Shanghai indefinitely.
It has lasted
too long for their own prestige.
It is getting on
the nerves of the Americans.
It is filling the
Pacific with a dangerous disturbance.

"In time of economic crisis one should never of
fer one’s neighbor the temptation to make a great
gesture of relief, above all when that gesture might
open to them an economic market."
J. C. Balet, writing in LA REPUBLIQUE of March 20, 1932;

"Putting aside all question of legality, the créa- .
tion of Manchuria as an independent State supported by
Japan appears to us as a rather fortunate event."

0* Rosenfeld, writing in LE POPULAIRE of March 22,

1932;

"’Independent’ Manchuria will meet the fate of ’in
dependent’ Korea; it will soon be annexed to Japan."
François de Tessan, writing in ACTUALITES

of March 24, 1932;

"What will the nations which have signed the treaties
concerning the independence of China do?
What will be
the attitude of the U.S.S.R.?
And of the United States?
Here we come up against a problem which is much broader
and more important than the Shanghai situation,"

JFC

0 3 6 *■
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The Honorable

Hugh R. Gilson,

American Minister,
Berne.

Sir:

I A

There are enclosed for your information copies,

as listed below, of certain telegrams received by the
Department in regard to developments in the Shanghai

area for the period April 15 to April 20, 1932.
In the event that other governments are communi

cating to the Secretary General of the League of Na
tions information of similar character, the Department

would have no objection to your communicating to the

Secretary General, for his discreet use, confidential
as to source, the information contained in the enclos

ures to this instruction.

The Secretary General should■

not disclose the names or designations of persons men

tioned in these messages.
Very truly yours,

V?. R. Castle, -Tr»

Acting Secretary.

Enclosures:
Telegrams from Shanghai:
April 15, 4 p. m.
j- '
April 16, noon.
raa**-

VL«:sa

,—_
—-Q

‘

It/

y'

~
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

RET

This telegram must
be closely paraphrased ^e~p-ROM
fore being communicated to™
anyone.
-JJ (H
0 '

z/

GENEVA

Dated April 21, 1932

\

S vW
IV
V
*

T

-u’h ? 1 1Ü3J

Secretary of State, j

v .

Washington

; FAR EASTE8H AFFAIRS

CO

APR21193
85, April 21, 4 p. m

FOR THE ACTING SECRETARY FROM THE S

RETARY

ID

/ 5 -?7

Reference Shanghai’s

2 p. m

I feel very strongly that if the resolution’

by the Committee of Nineteen there should be no rel

01 y

expressed on the part of our Minister and the other

Ministers to accept the responsibility which it involves,
First it seems to be the only effective way of solving the

deadlock in the evacuation.

I have never been satisfied

with the previous recommendations of the Ministers at
This paragraph of the®
oo
NJ
resolution does not permit the Mixed Commission to set a

Shanghai which seem to me weak.

date for completing the evacuation in advance but merely
to state when in their opinion a time has actually arrived

in which the Japanese troops can be safely withdrawn.

This

is a mere finding of fact peculiarly of a nature appropriate
for the jurisdiction of such a commission and I think they

would be unduly timid to refuse to accede such a responsi

bility.
If you agree please notify Johnson accordingly
WSB - RR

WILSON
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Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

April 21, 1932
WILSON,
BERGUES,

*VX '
' o'

GENEVA (Switzerland)

^0Shanghai’s telegram April 21/, 2 p. m., to' Department
/
/
/
/’
and repeated to^Geneva,’ and your 85/April 21, 4 p. m.
One./ Japanese Ambassador'called on'Under Secretary

this morning^and stated thatJapan'" would not agreeto'
,

I

/

I

(

I

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 8 2

'

°

Tele^IfM^ Sent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

paragraph eleven,1 that1 she could not’permit herself to
be dictated Zto ^on the insistence of'small powers.

He

said thatCjapanzwas of'course willing to|give^consideration^
to the^views of* larg^ powers. 1 He said that^the views of

thezMixed Commission^might not be unanimous’and that} with

/

'

\

i

provision for a majority decision, the less important powers
might outvote 'the more important. '
Two. Z The Departmentfeels that ^there would be no

objection to ^thez Mixed Commission^assuming1responsibility in

regard to thetime for'the withdrawal of^the Japanese troops^

if this 'responsibility^is restricted to ^the question of '

withdrawal from thezareas now occupied bylJapanese’in Chinese
territory beyond the^International Settlement' and the extra- '
/

,

//

Settlement road/areas.

f

/

I

However, if this’responsibility 1

Enciphered by_________________________

Sent by operator______________M,t______________ 19______ ,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

u b. GovxBincnrT pointing orrwB: iw

1—138
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Telegram Sent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

V TO BE TRANSMITTED

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Bepartarent of ^tafe

OR

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

$

- 2 -

I
I
(
/
relates to'the question of QUOTE complete UNQUOTE withdrawal
of'Japanese troops from Chinese' soil at ^Shanghai1, that
question would seem1 to begone inflation to'which none *
repeat/none of the powers^could^reasonably^assume responsibility

foj/making 'to another/suggestions ^for action'by the'latter/
only/'^This/if it be so'intended, would seem to be a^new'

/ .
I
i
(
i
I
question. /Would it not, therefore,' seem wise that the'scope
of^t^e responsibility1* which it is'proposed^ should be^assi^ed
by/thezMixed Commission1 ateest* be more1 exactly^ defined''at1
Geneva before the ^question of'a^mandate^for aSlixed Commission^

is put zto the governments which would be represented on that
Commission?
Perhaps this pointais covered'in^paragraphs of^the pro-

/

,

(

।

posed resolution'regarding'which the Department has not been
informed/z We have7onl/ paragraphs^eleven and^fourteen.1*
i

t

/
/
।
'
Three./ In view of the'above, Department is'wwnholdiag
/
/
I
I
communication tozJohnson in relation to’ your 85, April 21,

4 p.m.f

Z*

’

FEMEJ/VDM/cis
Ly A~v.
Enciphered by--------- ___________________

Sen! by operator___ __________ M., ______________ _
_

Index Bu.—No. 50.

------->---------------------------------------Ü. 8. OOVKRMMKNT PBINTINO omCI: IMS

1—138
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effect that the Japanese Minister hatT^ïnfwnëcL the Chinese

peace proposals to the League of Nations, Japan felt they had

F /L S

delegation at Shanghai that, because they had submitted new

a free hand and might take any military operations deemed

citizens.

The correspondent then referred to another oeport

from Geneva to the effect that the Japanese delegate at Geneva

had telegraphed his Government to the effect that Sir Eric

Drummond had informed Dr. Yen that the League of Nations would

not consider the Chinese request to go over the matter again.
Mr.

Castle said that the Department had no confirmation of

the reports.

The correspondent asked, for background,,what it

all might mean.

Mr. Castle said he did not know, except, as

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 8 3

necessary to safeguard the lives and property of Japanese

DECLASSIFIED:
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the correspondents knew, the Chinese referred the matter to
Dr. Yen in Geneva for advice, he understood, and we have heard

nothing from Geneva—whether the League did or did not give him
advice.

Mr. Castle said he took for granted that the matter, if

it were referred to anyone, would be referred to the Assembly

committee.

A correspondent remarked that the real point at

issue seemed to be that the Japanese refused to set a date on
which they would withdraw their troops,

Mr. Castle said, in

reply, that the real point at issue was, obviously, that the

Japanese had so far been unwilling to set any date and the

Chinese say they cannot sign an agreement unless some date is
set,

Mr. Castle said he understood there had been various com

promise proposals, but that they had not been accepted by
either side.

In view of our note of January 7 and the letter from
Secretary Stimson to Senator Borah, a correspondent asked,
for background, where the United States stands in the matter

and whether it had completed its work in the Chinese Question.

Mr. Castle replied that it was not fair to say "completed

its work" because we do not know what is going to happen.

The

United States is just as much interested as it ever was and

will, of course, follow the matter closely and, if + hc occa
sion arises, it will take further action.

Obviously, on the

other hand, the attitude of this Government was very clearly

stated in both documents of which the correspondent spoke,

particularly the letter to Senator Boran,

Mr, Castle tided

that for the time being he would make no further comme nt than
that we stand on that policy,

A correspondent recsll^d that sometime ago questions were
asked at press conference regarding the situation of the Ameri

can consuls operating under the new regime in Manchuria.

How

we have the Japanese offering a military guard—Japanese sol

diers—to guard General McCoy and the other members of the
League of Nations Commission traveling in Manchuria.,

The
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correspondent asked if that raised any question at all so far

as this Government was concerned.
negative.

Mr. Castle replied in the

He pointed out that the Japanese military guard has

not been detailed to guard General McCoy, but to guard the
League of Nations Commission.

General McCoy does not represent

this Government on that Commission.

If the League of Nations

is willing to accept such a guard, it is no business of ours.

A correspondent asked if it was the purpose of the guard to

prevent the League of Nations Commission from coming into too

close contact with the people in Manchoukuo.

Mr. Castle re

plied that he would leave that question for the correspondents

to study.

ARMAMENTS
A correspondent asked if there was anything Mr. Castle
could tell the press about the situation at Geneva as to our

proposal for arms cuts and the alignment of the various dele
gations on the question.

Mr. Castle replied in the negative

and explained that all we had seen so far was what the papers
said about it this morning and last night,
to see what will happen.

We are waiting

Perhaps when the Secretary gets

there Friday, or Saturday, since the boat is a day late, he

will have something to say.

AMBASSADOR GREW
A correspondent asked whether Ambassador Grew’s call at

the White House was purely a courtesy call or whether he dis
cussed the Far Eastern situation with the President.
replied that it was purely a courtesy call.

Mr. Castle

The correspondent

asked if any date had been fixed for Ambassador Grew’s departure.

Mr. Castle replied that, unless there is reason for him to
hurry off sooner, the Ambassador will sail on the 20th of May.

There is a good boat then and the Ambassador wants time to

study as much as he can in the Department.

He also plans to

go to Boston for a few days to see his family.

DECLASSIFIED:
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A correspondent said that the rumor persists that Mr.
Willys is returning to this country and enquired whether any

mention had been made of his resignation.

Mr. Castle replied

in the negative and explained that Mr. ^illys vzas returning

on his leave for purely business reasons, as he understood it.

Mr. Foote told the correspondents that a telegram had been re

ceived to the effect that Er. Willys was sailing on the EUROPA
for a vacation in this country.

BOLIVIA-PARAGUAY

A correspondent asked whether any advices had been received
in the Department concerning the military situation in the Chaco.

Mr. Castle replied in the negative.

The correspondent asked if

anything had been received clarifying the situation as to whether

they were sending new troops in there presumably for protection
or merely moving about the troops already stationed there.

Mr.

Castle replied that we had not received any recent reports on
that situation.

LOANS

A correspondent said there were a lot of guesses being
made about the men coming to the bondholders' conference and

asked if there was anything Mr. Castle could say to enlighten

the press on the subject.

Mr. Castle replied,in the negative.

He explained that he did not wish to give out the list because
it might be changed, the people might not be able to come or

they might object to having their names made public.
spondent asked what time the meeting would take place.

A corre
Mr.

Castle replied that it would take place tomorrow afternoon.
A correspondent asked if Mr, Castle could indicate what
kind of bonds would be dealt with in particular.

Mr. Castle

replied in the negative and explained that no agenda had been

agreed upon and the meeting is merely for information.

A cor

respondent said a report was current to the effect that the
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representative of Lee Higginson & Company would, attend and that
the question of Krcuger and Toll would be raised.

Mr. Castle

reiterated that there was no agenda of any kind for the meeting.
LIBERIA

A correspondent enquired whether the Liberian Ambassador
had ever presented a reply to our last note to Liberia.
Castle asked who the Liberian Ambassador was.

Mr.

The correspondent

said that the Ambassador resided in Baltimore.

Mr. Castle ex

plained that the Liberian Consul resides in Baltimore, but
that we have no diplomatic connection with Liberia through the

He is merely the Consul and never delivers any diplo

Consul.

matic documents to the Department.

The correspondent then

asked if a reply to our note had ever been made through any

channels.

ferred.

Mr. Castle asked to what note the correspondent re
The correspondent explained that he meant the last note

we sent, about three weeks ago, protesting against the mistreat
ment of some of the witnesses who testified.

Mr. Castle replied

that no answer had been received.

A correspondent asked if our Minister had established
diplomatic relations in Monrovia.

Mr. Castle replied in the

negative and explained that he is simply there.

In circum

stances like that, one can always carry on if one is clever
at it.

It is always possible to write personal notes.

Walter A. Foote, Acting Chief
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

8?3»01-M^chi^u/147__________ for___ Telx#458x..nQon_............ .....

from-------China------------- ------ ( —.Perkins___ ) dated

faZ

NAME

regarding:

...Jkpr^22^..1932___
1—1127

...

advance of Chinese soldiers along eastern line of Chinese
Eastern Bailway. Conditions in interior horrible. It is believed
that Russia will support partisans in order to make Japanese opera
tions in Manchuria unbearably costly.

dew
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see___
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GRAY

Peiping via N. R.
Dated April 22, 1932
Rec*d 2:40 a. m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

458, April 22, noon.
Following from American Consul General at Harbin:
"April 21, 1 p. m.
One.

An American who has just returned from an extendea

trip along the boraer near Pogranichnia has stated that

General Wang Te Lin’s troops numbering 5,000 well equipped

and behaved soldiers are advancing along the eastern line
of the Chinese Eastern Railway, that conditions in the
interior some distance away from the east line are horrible,
and that all classes of Chinese there blame the Japanese

indirectly for the unprecedented outrages to which they

have been subjected.
Two.

His report on the conditions is confirmed by

reports received by Consuls, nationals of whom have
suffered terribly physically and materially.

Three.

Vice Consul Takigawa stated at a consular body

meeting yesterday that Japanese military had not yet decided
about sending their troops east but that the newly arrived

General Hirose was desirous of protecting not only Japanese
but other
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REE
2- #453, from Peiping,Apr.22,noon.

but other foreign lives and property on eastern line and
that he, Takigawa, was arraning program for League

Commission’s visit to Harbin.
Four.

I am of the opinion that the Japanese military

are desirous that the League Commission become aware of the
fact that more Japanese troops are necessary to restore
order in Forth Manchuria hence their inactivity, and that

the Soviet officials desire unrest to embarrass the
Japanese and to make fertile ground for Communism.

tions will become worse.

Condi

It is not believed that there

will be war between Russia and Japan but that the former

will support partisans in order to make Japanese operations
in Manchuria unbearably costly."

For the Minister
P3PKIUS

CIE

HPP
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

Tel. #136, 2 pm

General Disarmament
FROM----- Oonf«rence. AMDEEr
TO

Gibson

April 21, 1932

<------------------------- > DATED-----------------------------name

*-,UT

REGARDING:

Stimson’s conversations in Geneva on the Par East have
resulted in definite progress and have been effective int strengthening
the British and French determination to cooperate with the U.S.

7 9 3 .9 4 7 5 0 8 5

500. A15 A.4/992

SEE__________________ _______________________ FOR -----------------------------------------------

CHARGE SLIP
File No. .

Charge

Enclosure

Tf S'".....

U. C. COVKRNNKNT PRINTINC OFFICE

1—1483 .

____________

Date

to—

f

/HH/,

Clerk’s initials

Remarks
P

■1
O

P
g
g

en

i"•
o ro
en

o

g
<XJ
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JAN

I.. 1933

PIVLSXUN

Qe

Division, of

^Delegation of the united states
i| to the General Disarmament CcInf^EO 9 Î932
GENEVA

April 21, 1932.
MEMORANDUM of conversation,
(Mr. Yiilson and Mr. Matsudaira).

<h
^3'

T
cd

Mr. Matsudaira stated that he hoped as soon as convenient

to have a conversation about general matters with the Secre-

tary, but that in the meantime there were some urgent details

the attention of the Secretary.

He assumed that I was familiar with the draft Resolution

of the Committee of Nineteen.

I assured him I was.

He said

that he had heard there was some misunderstand’ng as to Mr.

Nagaoka having expressed the opinion that the Mixed Commission

might be charged with the duty of declaring when conditions

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 8 5 -I / 2

which he would like to discuss with me and have me bring to

were such thst the Japanese retreat might reasonably be ex

pected.

He asked me if I had heard this report.

I told him

that I had heard it but through third parties, as Mr. Nagaoka

had not sp'oken to me.

Hr. matsudaira explained that what

Mr. Nagaoka intended to suggest was that the Joint Commission
could act on a majority vote, and not to charge it w'.th the duty
of making a declaration as to when retreat might reasonably be

expected.
He continued by stating chat the Japanese "overnment

ç-

could not accept Article 11, or certainly' the first paragraph

thereof, for ...
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thereof, for two reasons, --

(a) because the negotiators on the spot, including the
four friendly Powers, who were most familiar with the whole
situation, had not reached the conclusion that any such power
in the hands of the Commission was necessary or advisable;
there was no reason to feel that the Committee of 19 were
better able to interpret necessities than the gentlemen in
Shanghai ;
(b) because constitutionally no Japanese Government could
admit the right of anybody but the Emperor to give orders for
the movement of troops; neither the civilian Government nor the
Minister of Jar himself can issue such orders.
I replied that while there might be some basis for the

contention under (a), I could see none whatever for the point

he makes under (b).

Nobody was suggesting that an outside

force give orders to the Japanese troops;

what was suggested

was that the Commission merely declare that they themselves

have reached the conclusion that the time has come when a re

treat might reasonably be expected.

I could see no grounds

on which anybody could claim a legal infringement of the power
of the Emperor by such a proposal.

Mr. Matsudaira stated that the organization of the Com

mittee of Nineteen made negotiation very difficult,

as certain

small Powers which had no interest on the spot were active in

forcing conclusions difficult of acceptance for the Japanese
Government.

I replied that these small Powers were undoubted

ly more concerned about the anplication of the Covenant of the
° League and the precedent that might thereby be set, than they

’

were with the actual state of affairs in the Far East, but that

he must be under no Illusion in regard to their point of view;

they were

DECIASSIFIEDt
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they were vigorously determined on the integral carrying out

of the Pact of the League,

nd just because t^ey had nothing

to risk they were going to be the vigorous force with which

he had to contend in this matter.

I said that my own opinion

was that a request by the Japanese Government for the dropping
purely and simply of the first paragraph of Article 11 would
put the Japanese in a very embarrassing position,

their request would not be acceded to.

as I thought

I then added that I

had heard there was some discussion as to the possibility of
the Japanese making a spontaneous and unilateral declaration
to the effect that they wished for a declaration from the Joint

Commission, or considered that the Joint Commission might de
clare when in their opinion the state of affairs justified
withdrawal,

and that the Japanese Hpgh gommand would be guided

by this advice.

Mr. Î.Iatsudaira felt that this would be very

difficult, but added that they wore v/orki eg on this thought.

I again urged on him the advisability of not talcing a purely

negative attitude, but of searching every avenue to find a
means of making a positive suggestion to take the place of the

first paragraph of Article 11.
hr.

Matsudaira then adverted to the fact that certain

newspaper men had asked him whether Mr. Ltimson was in touch

with Lir. Litvinoff in regard to the Far Eastern situation.

I

I

told him that this idea doubtless arose from a report published

by the "Zirchar Zeitung" on the evening of the 22nd,

in vh ich

the United Press ...
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the United Press correspondent reports that the Foreign Office
spokesman in Tokyo had suggested that Mr.

Stimson was getting

into touch with hr- Lptvinoff in Geneva.

I told him that Ur-

Stimson had not got into touch with hr .

and gave

Lptvinoff,

him a note whereby he could find the article in question.
Lip. Matsudalra stated that he had heard that Mr. Nelson

Johnson had reported to the secretary of State that he

(Mr.

Johnson) thought that the Japanese demands relative to the
entry of Chinese farces in the area south and east of Shang

hai,

were unjustified.

Mr. Matsudalra pulled out a map and

first talked of the strategic danger to Japanese forces of
the entry of Chinese troops In this area.

I said that I was

not a soldier, but it hardly looked to me as if these fears

were justified,

since a direct attack on the Japanese forces

would involve crossing the Internationa], Settlement,

which

would instantly involve the four friendly Powers; the only
other method o^ attack would be across the river, to the west

of Shanghai,

to attack the Japanese from the rear,

a movement surely the Japanese Navy,

water,

and such

with its command of the

could prevent. Mr. Matsudalra then approached the pro

blem from another point of view,

showing me on his map the

various go-downs and factories of Japanese nationality in

this southern area.

I asked him who had been policing this

territory during the disturbance.

know.

He replied that he did not

I said I didn’t know either, but that I ventured to

suggest that it ...
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suggest that It had been policed by the Chinese.

the case,

If this were

and order had been maintained during the stress of

heavy fighting,

surely it was unduly anxious to feel that

special provision for the maintenance of order had to be made

in this area when fighting was no longer going on.
Mr. Matsudaira again urged me at the end of the meeting

to arrange as soon as the Secretary could conveniently do so,
for an interview in which he could discuss the broader aspects

of the case
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

aim»-

REP

A portion of this
telegram must be closely
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone.

^rom

GENEVA
Dated April 22, 1932

The preoccupation which you express under Number two

is I believe covered by Article ten of draft resolution, text
of which follows:

’’Notes with satisfaction that the said Commission will

in accordance with its decisions watch in such manner as it
deems best the carrying out of Articles one, two and three
of which the last named provides for the complete withd¥awa*W

H

of Japanese forces as before the incident of January 2^?”
co

Ü

Committee of Nineteen is awaiting definitive word hSrom

the Japanese Government and plans to call a session only upon
receipt of such answer.

WSB - HPD

WILSON
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Washington,

April 22, 1932

WILSON

GENEVA (Switzerland)
FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE
———
Your 8% April 22, 1 p.m.

The Department is instructing Minister Johnson

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 8 6

BERGUES

as suggested in your 854 April 21, 4 p.m., repeating

to him the first paragraph of that telegram,-®—Ù

1
Acting,

,/>’b

FEî&WVDM

FE

Enciphered by

Sent by operator

M.,

19.

*7.
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appropriate acknowledgment made of the enclosed

793.94/5087

copy of "China Speaks" which was sent to the

President by the Chinese Cultural Society, 743
Fifth Avenue, New York City, and then return the

book to us, together with a copy of your reply?
Sincerely yours,

LAWRENCE RICHEY
Secretary to the President

Honorable William R* Castle, Jr
Acting Secretary of State#
Enclosure

C;
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May 4 19J52.

In reply refer to
FE 793.94/508?

743 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York.
Sire:

At the request of the White House, the receipt
is acknowledged with thanks of a complimentary copy
of a volume, entitled "China Speaks" hy Chlh Meng,

which you sent to the President.
Very truly yours,
For the Acting Secretary of State:

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 8 7

The Chinese Cultural Society,

3 3 8 "/
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May 4 1933,

In reply refer to
FE 793.94/5087

Dear Mr. Richey:
Referring to the request contained In your letter

of April 21, 1933, I am returning herewith the copy

President hy The Chinese Cultural Society, 743 Fifth
Avenue, Hew York City, together with a copy of the
Department*s acknowledgment which has been sent to

that Society.
This book contains a very good statement of
the Chinese side of the present Sino-Japanese contro

versy and is worth reading for the purpose of obtain

ing an insight into the Chinese viewpoint.

Sincerely yours,
Enclosures :
Book;
Copy of Depart
ment* s letter.

xt. Castle, jrl

The Honorable
Lawrence Richey,

Secretary to the President,
The White House.

FE

4/25/32
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of the volume, entitled "China Speaks", sent to the
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

FROM-------- .China........................
TO

(____ Perkins.....) dated Apr, 22, 1932
NAME

1—1127

fiBŒXSKWBL General McCoy believes that Chinese offinia]a were well
informed as to probable Japanese action in Manchuria.

Is

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 0 8 8

SEE.—75.3.9.4..aojMnUsiQn/.18Q.___________ for .. Tel.#459 5pm
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REP

This telegram must
he closely paraphrased before being communicated tu
anyone.

PEIPING

Dated April 22, 1932
Rec’d 7:48 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

459, April 22, 5 p. m.
CONFIDENTIAL.

Following is brief summary of comment by General McCoy

in the course of informal conversation.

One.

Commission’s visit to the

Yangtze Valley and

North China, giving opportunity for general observation as
well as the examination of important witnesses, has proved

extremely valuable as a background for further investigations.
Two.

From various sources it appears that Chinese

officials were well informed in advance as to probable

Japanese action in Manchuria.

Chinese Minister in Tokyo

warned Foreign Office which in turn apprised Marshal Chang at
that time in Peiping.

To minimize possibility of warfare,

Chang ordered that no resistance be made to Japanese movements.
Three.

So-called secret protocol to Treaty of 1905

regarding competing railways in Manchuria was examined both
in Tokyo and Nanking.

Japanese and Chinese texts are sub

stantially identical, but the documents appear to be simply

minutes of the meetings of the Treaty Commissioners.
For the Minister
PERKINS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
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PLAIN

_

Peiping
FROM

J

r<iv

ON '-'F

Dated April 23, ]/32
Reo* d 12:55 a
-

Division of X
FAR EASTfiRWAitlS

F /L S

Secretary of State,

_

Washington

Following from Reuter, Tokyo April twenty-second:
H Hands off Manchuria warned the Japanese War Min
ister to the League of Nations and to the Moscow Govern

ment when speaking at a meeting at Osaka organized by

Kokuhinsha which is a patriotic society which forms the

nucleus of the present nationalist movement throughout
Japan declaring furthermore that Japan will resolutely

resist any attempt to apply the Nine Power Treaty
The War Minister called attention to the threatening

%
situation in North Manchuria due to the Soviet massing^
ou
of troops along the frontier and strengthening their 5$

air forces in the Far East

Asserting that Japan*s mission is to make
Manchuria a paradise on earth and a safe place for

everyone the Minister of War declared that nothing the
League of Nations or the Soviet or anyone else could

do to make Japan deviate from her course
He

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 9 0

460, April 23, 10 a. m.
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— 2 - No, 460 from Peiping
He added: it is time the Japanese made up their
minds to cooperate wholeheartedly with the new regime

in Manchuria for the establishment of a great civili—

zation in the Far East.”
For the Minister.

PERKINS
GIB

ÏÏP
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D C.

DELEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DlSARMAMENT CONFERENCE
/

|

GENEVA

JAN

;j 1933

W Division O>

/Division of X

<&//

^.^rns M0
MEMORANDUM for Mr. Klots,

25 •/ ^31

< ™nrr
“ST9Q
™ AFF1<¥I9
“ 14- 0
6

0

^X,

Department d State

The Committee of Nineteen will hold a private meet
ing tomor^o^XXhey have been incited thereto by another
rump meeting of the small States, who feel that they

fied with the long delay in action.
In the mean time, the Japanese appear to have

authorized Slglmitsu to acquiesce in a formula whereby
the Mixed Commission set up under Article IV of the Armi

stice Agreement will be empowered not only to take note
of the progress of the carrying out of the Armistice Agree

ment, but also to take note of any failure to carry it out.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

I learn from a source which

I will impart to you privately, that Yohizawa has stated that
if an attempt is made to apply Article 15 of the Covenant

to the Manchurian situation, Japan will withdraw-not from

the League of Nations, but from the Assembly thereof.

This

curious action to uld enable them to contend that their
right to sit on the Council was unimpaired and that action
'
?
taken by the Council under Article 11 could be continued.

The action would

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 9 0 -

are not getting sufficient information and are not satis
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The action would also have the merit in Japanese eyes of
not raising the question of the Pacific islands mandated to
Japan.

Of course , it is problematical vdiat action the Assembly

and the Council would take under such an unprecedented situa
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Department

SECRETAHfof

of

THE UNDER.SEC

;Eta&?r25 1932

Division

ROGEg$

'* FAR EASTERN AFFAiftu Apri 1 21, 1952

I APR 22 J932
Department of State

The Ambassador said that he had not very much

F /L S

Memorandum of conversation with, the Japanese Ambassador,
April 21.
~’
y

to report, but that he wanted to speak of the action of

affair.
He said the negotiations with the Chinese were
going on well enough in Shanghai under the guidance of the

four powers; that his Government had accepted the proposal

of Sir Miles Lampson, which he understood had been concurred

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 9 1

the Assembly of the League in connection with the Shanghai

in by Mr. Johnson, that Japanese withdrawal should take place

as soon as conditions permitted, it was hoped within six

months; instead of playing the game with the four neutrals
the Chinese referred the matter to the Assembly of the League

of Nations.

The Am.bassa.dor said that he felt that the great

powers had more or less sympathy with Japan, an assg.j?tidn

which I promptly denied, and a far greater understating
£
of the situation in Shanghai, but that the little powers on

the League had run away with the whole matter.

He said

that article 11 of the agreement worked out by the committee
of nineteen, that Japa.n should withdraw its troops when

notified
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notified, by the neutral commission in Shanghai that
the time was right for withdrawal would be entirely

unsatisfactory to his Government.

He said that, in

the first place, this notification did not apparently

have to be unanimous and that his Government would not
wi sh to be bound by any majority rule in a matter of

this kind.

He said, furthermore, that the withdrawal

of Japanese troops could not be at the request of any
commission, since under the Japanese Constitution troop

movements were solely dictated by the Emperor.

I told

him that this was merely quibbling, since it stood to

reason that the commission could not order the withdrawal

of troops, but that it equally stood to reason that, if
the Japanese Government agreed that the troops might be
withdrawn

when notification was given by the commission

that they could be safely withdrawn,

it was perfectly

simple for the military authorities to ask the Emperor to
bring about the withdrawal.

It was perfectly obvious

that the principal trouble in Japan was the feeling that

in Geneva Japan was being dictated to by the small nations -

he particularly mentioned Switzerland and.Sweden, which
countries he said knew little about the Chinese situation.
I
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I told him that, of course, these nations were acting

for themselves in that they did not wish a precedent
to be created whereby a strong power could, with impunity,

invade other countries and then withdraw only when and
how it pleased.

The Ambassador said that if the small

powers were able to put across their ideas Japan would

undoubtedly not withdraw from the League of Nations, but
would withdraw its delegates from the meetings of the

Assembly, this, of course, as a protest.

He admitted,

however, that there was strong feeling in Japan that it
would be better to get out of the League altogether.
As to the general situation in Japan, the Ambassador

seemed to feel that it was slightly but very slowly improv
ing.

He admitted that the military was still in the saddle

and that the course of the military was unpredictable. He
spo&e of the Russian concentration north of the Manchurian

border and said there was no doubt that this concentration
was being planned.

On the other hand, he did not seem to

feel that this constituted any serious danger as he said

the Soviet had not made any definite protest to Japan

within the last two months.

He admitted, however, that

the
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the concentration was probably due to irritation at the
Japanese advance into northern Manchuria.

W. R. Castle, Jr.

u

wrc/ab
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CONFIDENTIAL.

FOR STAKE USE ONLY.

Hugh R. Wilson,
American Minister»

Berne.
Sir:

There is enclosed, for your confidential

^ryrnrrnation, a copy of a memorandum of a conversation

I had on April 21st with the Japanese Ambassador con
cerning the action of the Assembly of the League in
connection with the Shanghai affair.

Very truly yours,
W. R« r'eStii7 .jrT

Acting Secretary of State.

U
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The Honorable
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April

FOR STAFF USE ONLY.

Edwin L. Neville, Esquire,
American Charge d’Affaires ad interim,

.I<
op p

Tokyo.

Sir:
There is enclosed, for your confidential in
formation, a copy of a memorandum of a conversation
I had on April 21st with the Japanese Ambassador con

cerning the action of the Assembly of the League in
connection with the Shanghai affair.

Very truly yours,

Acting Secretary of State.

1 enclosure:
Copy of memorandum
of April 21st.

£ t

Apr -& •1853»
!:■ > ''
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CONFIDENTIAL.

25 1833.
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CONFIDENTIAL.

FOR STAFF USE ONLY.
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The Honorable

Nelson T. Johnson,
American Minister,

xa-l/5

Peiping.

Sir:
There is enclosed, for your confidential in
formation, a copy of a memorandum of a conversation
I had on April 21st with the Japanese Ambassador con

cerning the action of the Assembly of the League in
connection with the Shanghai affair.

Very truly yours,
W. R. CastX

Acting Secretary of State.

1 enclosure:
Copy of memorandum
of April 21st.
fa

U

VC/AB
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L'EIIORANNUM of conversation betwen
the secretary of State and i’.

I.’.. Hymans stated that he was ex ectin... the visit this

x.

afternoon of Nagaoka, • nd that according to what irummond

had told him Nagaoka was going to reply to the

resident of

the Assembly in reference to the Draft Resolution of the

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 9 1 -1 /2

committee of Nineteen in somewhat the following sense:
That Japan could not accpet the first paragraph of Art
icle Eleven of tho Draft Resolution, but that in a desire to

be conciliatory t’ ey su. est that the Joint Commission con
templated in Article Four of the Armistice Draft should de
clare when in its judgment the

ithdrawal of the Japanese

troops might reasonably be expected.

This declaration, how

ever, should be made to the Japanese authorities •

in the

event that the Japanese authorities were in accord, well, and

good: if not, the matter

ould be referred to a military

technical committee which would examine the question.

In

the event that the latter committee Informed the Japanese

authorities in the sense of the Joint Commission and Japan
still was not in accord, the matter .ould be referre

back

to the Assembly for action.

{*<

Mr. . tlmson stated that he felt this vyas putting the cart
before the horse; that in western

ountries at least the

principle had long been prevalent that the civilian authorities

had the
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had the last and decisive word in any case, and that as far as

he (Mr. Stimson) was concerned, he could not accept a project
w; ich had a military committee revising findings in 'which the

.'‘morican Minister at Shanghai had concurred.

In his thought,

the matter should be arranged in the Inverse order, na ely, a

military committee should examine rand report to the Interested

civilian

uthorities on the Joint Commission, ranthe Joint

Commission could t1 en transmit its decision to the Japanese

authorities; and if the Japanese were not in accord, the matter •
could be transmitted to the Assembly.

’I. Hymans seemed to concur in T.ir.

stated that he would call in .ir.

timson’s thought, and

,’ilson to tell him of his

conversation with Nagaoka as soon as he had seen the latter

this afternoon.

Hymans then asked the

ocretary whether in these Shang

hai negotiations he had any advice or thoughts which he would
like to give him.

The secretary analyzed the situation, point

ing rut that what was needed was continuous and everlasting

patience, especially when it was a question of no otlation
with orientals, but in the exercise of this patience firmness

was al'-o essential,

'Ince u;.Questionably the Japanese would

have their hands out from time to time for certain gifts which

would sweeten the process of withdrawal.

Becoming more spe

cific, the secretary called attention to the incident last
winter of the ”demilitarizaûïzones” around the five Chinese

cities, rand

DECLASSIFIED»
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cities, and stated that he thought the Committee of Nineteen
ould have to pay particular attention to the Japanese request

for an undertaking by the Chinese not to enter those regions
ajacent to Shanghai south of the Boochow creek.

The Secretary

fears that this demand may presage a possible plan for the

demilitarisation of a zone around Shan hai, and he added that
the neutral Ministers in Shanghai felt that Japan’s demands
in this connection were unjustified.

that ?ly.

The Secretary mentioned

ilson had seen Matsudaira tn the . ecretary’s ab

sence yesterday, and sketched some or that conversation, re-

lating to the areas south of the Soochow creek.
The

Secretary repeated that inftnte patience vas neces

sary, as well as a firmness adopted in a series of unanimous
The publication of the

decisions by the states of the world.

letter to Senator Borah 'inspired ky- the

irst question of the
A
"demilitarized zones") had caused Japan to back away, just as

it would back away before any show of united determination,

but the minute that determination seemed to weaken or relax,
they would advance bit by bit.
The ..ficretary discussed the present conditions in Japan,
and pointed out the dlsap earance from the scene of activities
of such men as 'akatsuki, Hanaguchl, Baron Dan, Marquis^ Ma-

kino, Bqron Bhidehara, Mr. InulwriL, etc.

All of these gentle

men of broad International outlook, believing in the sanctity
of treaties and full of the endeavor to cooperate with other

nations, had ...

5 4 0'
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nations, had either been assassinated by the militarists
or were confined to their houses, afraid to go Into the streets

without armed guards.

The Jekyl and Hyde story was apposite

— there was a Jekyl Japan and a Hyde Japan, and at present
the Hyde Japan was in the ascendency.

It was necocsery never

to use harsh words which would stir up public opinion and
give strength to this side

which seemed to be for the moment

prevalent.In Japan.
K. Hymans Introduced the broader question of

anchurla,

stating that he did not think a solution would be pressed
for in the Jsse bly Committee on May first, nor did he think
that such a solution ought to be accepted even if pressed for

until the Lytton Committee had had time to make a report.
The "ecretary concurred, and mentioned the

ifficulties udiich

the Lytton Committee was experiencing through the obstacles

placed in its way by certain Japanese authorities within Man

churia.

The Secretary went on to explain that thirty years

ago Manchuria was open land, with very few people; that since
that time the Chinese population had become thirty millions,

and the Japanese two hundred thousands; that one could not
escape the conviction that the Japanese were animated by a
desire to bring about a state of things In which their Interests

were altered from economic interests in Manchuria, with which

he had a sympathy, into political Interests in Manchuria, being
domination by this two-hundred-thousand people over the thirty

million Chinese; this
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million Chinese; this domination represented a conception
of relations of

tates which he had hoped that we had all

out-grown arid which, If allowed to continue, would throw us
hack in the march of history.

But of course the attempt to

introduce such a system would bring about inevitable interior

difficulties, and the Secretary :ald bluntly that insofar as
he could do so he would b'- public reiteration in conformity

with such reiteration on the part of the other

tates of the

world, seek to keep ever before the Japanese people the

If-

ficulty of the task they had undertaken, through the nonrecognltion of what they had done and through the con tant fo
cusing of oublie attention on the violation of the treaty
obligations Involved.

He added that if the United

called attention to a vl elation of the Trellogg
Hine

tates

Pact or the

ower Treaty it would have a certain influence but would

be speedily forgotten, whereas if the states of the world did
this world public opinion could not fall to M affectwft<»

The Secretary then took up the failure of the Japanese
to côlonize Manchuria when they had every opportunity for do
ing so.

He pointed out that similar failures were shown in

their inability to colonize "ormosa and Hakodate, to the sotith

and north of them; they were not a colonizing people, and no

amount of Government encouragement had been able to make them so.

Thus what they had hoped to obtain in Manchuria by Infiltration,
the advance of commerce and the taking up of land, they were

now endeavoring ...
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now endeavoring to seek by armed force.
Finally, the Secretary expressed his very high apprecia

tion of the mannefc in which M. Hymans had conducted the As

sembly meetings, told him he iras following the march of their
progress with the utmost interest and with the most sincere
desire to cooperate.
world and in

He added that the

ystems in the western

urope had so many contradictory points that It

was difficult to see how they could be brought into tjie same
system, but that the immediate problem was to find the means

by which those two systems could efficaciously and harmoniously

work together for the peace of the world.
Hymans gave hearty assent.
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, American Consul General,

From:
Lesley Frost,

Montreal, Canada.

Date of Completion:
Date of Mailing:

April 19, 1932.

April 19, 1932.

There is transmitted herewith a pamphlet
published by the Montreal Chinese Students Association
entitled, "The Sino-Japanese Conflict.”

It is believed

possible that this publication may be of interest to
the Division of Far Eastern Affairs of the Department
of State.

The Chinese students at McGill University number

not more than half a dozen, while at the University of
Montreal no students of the Chinese race are enrolled.

The Department will note that the Montreal Chinese

students Association has the cooperation of a sister

i
-———i

organization/
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organization at Kingston, Ontario, presumably comprised
of students in attendance at Queen’s University.

The Chinese Department at L'cGill University is
however rather active, particularly since the appointment
of rrofessor Kiang Kang Hu as director of Chinese

studies a year ago.

It may be recalled that the Library

of FcGill University is the depositary of the G. M. Gest

Chinese Library, assembled through the benefactions of

Hr. G. b. Gest of New York and Cincinnati, head of the
well-known contracting firm which bears his name.

(The Gest Library is merely in the custody of UcGill

University at the present time; and it is understood
that Ur. Gest may at a later time transfer it to an

American university either in New York City or on the
Pacific Coast.)

This collection of Chinese volumes

is said to be superior to any collection existing outside
of China, and since the destruction wrought by recent

military operations in the Far East my possibly be
rated even higher.

Popular opinion in this city is probably on the
whole favorable to China as against Japan at the present

time; and Dr. Kiang Kang Hu, above mentioned, has spoken
and written very vigorously on behalf of his country, and

has earned much approval here.

On the other hand, a

majority of the prominent business men who have attended

the conferences of the Institute of Pacific Helations
have pronounced themselves as feeling that Japan has
much justification.

The most prominent of these persons

is Colonel G. W. Birks, recently president of the

Canadian/
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Canadian I anufacturers Association.

Confidential.

Vihile the pamphlet contains an appeal for financial

assistance, some presumption may exist that its publica

tion has been subsidized from Chinese official sources.
There is even a possibility that Mr. G. M. Gest may have

made a contribution, as he is known to be sympathetic

with the Chinese point of view.

The amount of influence

which the pamphlet will exert will be dependent upon the

extent to which newspaper editors throughout Canada
utilize it as a basis for editorials or articles.
General sentiment in Canada, as the Department is doubtless

aware, is very similar to that in the United states on this
question.

WF/LPO
800
/
Enclosure: Pamphlet.
Original to the Legation, Ottawa.
Copy to the Department of State, Washington.
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The SINO-JAPANESE
CONFLICT
A Chronological Outline of the Sino-Japanese Conflict

Sino-Japanese Relations up to the Present Crisis
A Cultural Bond Between China and Japan
Some Characteristics of the Chinese People

Shanghai and Chinese Nationalism
Japanese Occupation of Mukden

The Twenty-One Demands

Losses to Civilization

World Opinion

Etc.

Published by

The Montreal Chinese Students Association
Montreal, Canada, April, 1932
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The SINO-JAPANESE

CONFLICT

Edited by
S. KWAUK, B.Sc., Med. *32, McGill University

Assisted by
W. H. FONG, B. Eng.

Published by
THE MONTREAL CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
(with the co-operation of its sister organization in Kingston, Ont.)
MONTREAL, CANADA

April, 1932
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FOREWORD

In preparing this little publication, we have experienced the traditional
seflf-consciousness and uneasiness of one laboring for the cause of Nationalism
and patriotism. But, perhaps the purpose of our undertaking can best be
summarized by the statement of Dr. W. W. Yen, Chinese delegate to the
League of Nations, while addressing the extraordinary session of the League ;
“I come before you in the name of a great people at one of the most critical
moments in its long history. China is staking her national existence on the
justice and wisdom of the 55 nations represented in this unique assembly”.
In dealings between nations as in dealings between individuals, there exists
a quality which we designate as right or wrong. The outcome of the present
conflict may not and most likely will not follow the arbitration of this sense of
justice; as the spirit and the will to live up to high principles are still lacking
among the nations. Yet the existence of such a judgment is just as real as the
stars in the cosmos' in broad daylight. The elapse of the last five months has
demonstrated beyond doubt to China and her people that no Western nation is
insane enough to undertake a crusader’s trip to the East. After all, a nation’s
stability depends upon her own worth and strength. Therefore, if this book
contains any appeal at all, it is an appeal for a just judgment from a purely
ethical point of view.
We have no sympathy for self-stultifying propaganda which in the final
analysis is the opium of the people of whatever nation that indulges in it. The
following pages present what we sincerely believe to be the facts of the situ
ation, supplemented by opinions of different authorities and of the press, and
views of Chinese students in different parts of Canada.
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Additional copies can be obtained by writing to S. Kwauk, 772 Sherbrooke Street, West,
Montreal, Canada.
As only a limited quantity has been printed, we shall be glad to receive
assistance, irrespective of amount, that will enable us to put out a reprint.

The Montreal Chinese Students Association is greatly indebted to its
friends, both Canadian and Chinese, whose financial help has made the free
distribution of this booklet possible.
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° I see great danger in a nation’s
claiming the right to stay in a terri
tory in which it is not entitled to be,
on the plea of insecurity”, and “So far
as open relations are concerned, I have
to admit that I am greatly disappointed
by the attitude of the Japanese Go
vernment”.
Sen or de Madariago at the League
of Nations.
“Public opinion would find it dif
ficult to admit that military occupation
could lx assigned to the category of
pacific means”.

M. Brümd at the League of Nations.
'What the world can neither forget
nor forgive is that a nation, a member
of the League of Nations, a signatory
to the Kellogg-Briand Peace Pact, has
flagrantly and deliberately broken her
word and intimated to the world that
she regards these obligations as so
many scraps of paper”.
“Whatever the excuse of the socalled justification for the Manchurian
War, there is absolutely none for
Shanghai. Were the world not so ta
ken with the ultra-serious condition of
world finance, world trade, world de
pression, with German Nationalism,
with reparations and war debts, with
unemployment, I am afraid he would
be a bold man who would dare to say
a world war could or would be
avoided” and “I rejoice as a man and
as a soldier at the Chinese resistance”
(referring to Shanghai).
Sir Arthur Currie, Former Commander-in-Chief of the Canadian
Expeditionary Force and Principal
of McGill University.

“Even though Japan's reasons were
ten times as truthful as it can be^as
sumed thev are, there is no- justifica
tion for force in Manchuria”.

Senator ICUliam T. Borah.

“Japan, a military depotism, has
assimilated from the West principally
the material of our development—in
dustrial efficiency, modern military
equipment—and is adopting these to
serve its purpose of imperialistic ex
pansion.”
and
“Nor does Japan as yet fill a dom
inant place in Manchuria’s trade. If
she does so in the future it will pro
bably be, as in Korea, by closing the
door there to other countries. The
“open door” in Manchuria is guaran
teed by the nine-power treaty. But
will that fact check her?”— David

Lloyd George, Former British Prime
Minister,
“The League Covenant and the Kel
logg Pact are the foundations of a
future edifice of peace, and if they
fail, the whole edifice will collapse.
Would it be possible for the nations,
after witnessing the tragic failure of
the League in this first great test, with
all its dreadful consequence for the
Orient, to gather calmly in Geneva
next February and discuss disarm
ament? Should they not rather con
clude that each must count in the fu
ture on its own army and on
that alone?
“It is clear that if the United States
and the League, collaborating, cannot
prevent this breach of peace, one of its
first consequences will be the definite
failure of all disarmament projects.
With the idea of disarmament will
disappear the hope of international se
curity. and if the whole Orient is
plunged into chaos, what chance have
we to collaborate to solve the (world)
economic and financial crisis which is
constantly increasing?”
Dr. Alfred S~e to the League Council.
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BOND

AND

BETWEEN

JAPAN

An Investigation into Chinese Standard Histories
By Professor KIANG KANG-HU

[Prior to his appointment as Professor of Chinese Studies at McGill University,
Montreal, Dr. Kiang was associated at different times with University of California, Berkeley, Calif., University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, and Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. While in China he had been head of several edu
cational institutions. In the following article he presents a very exhaustive study
of the cultural and racial relations between Japan and China, a study for which
his position and knowledge are most qualified.—Ed.]
About half a year ago the Japanese military clique began a barbaric attack
against China, with deliberate destruction of Chinese properties and wholesale
slaughter of Chinese civilians, women and children, which has caused all
Chinese patriots to vow a hateful revenge against Japan with stubborn resist
ance to Japanese aggressors and complete boycott of Japanese goods; and,
since then, the outside world generally thinks that these two Oriental nations
must have been incompatible in nature and age long enemies throughout
their histories. A little review of the past will reveal the untruth of this
conception; on the contrary, their racial and cultural bonds are so intimate
and close that a friendly co-operation and even perfect harmony between
them is not at all impossible if the international policies of both were well
and wisely directed. I shall here mention only a few outstanding facts
definitely recorded in our official standard dynastic histories and commonly
accepted by the scholars of the two countries as silent but eloquent witnesses
to my assertions. This will serve to show also how much Japan is indebted
to China, body and soul, and it further illustrates the inexcusable gross crime
which her military clique and party politicians have committed towards her
historical fatherland in the recent events.
From the beginning of our written history Japan was known to China as
the Three Fairy Mountains (San Shen Shan). Owing to the many mystic
stories told by the early Taoist adepts, the First Emperor of the Ch’in dynasty
frequently ordered official expeditions to the Eastern Sea for the searching of
angels and seeking of “immortal doses.” The largest group of three thousand
boys and girls was led by Hsû Fu (also incorrectly known as Hsû Shih) and
sailed in the year 219 B.C. They reached the south tip of the main island of
Japan and never returned. This is the first recorded Chinese colonization
there ; many more followed and even preceded this date. The tombs of Hsû
Fu and six other leaders of the expedition in Kumano are even today well
preserved and highly worshipped by the Japailese. The 2,000th year’s
anniversary was celebrated three years ago by a joint effort of both the Chinese
and the Japanese governmental officials and prominent citizens.
The aborigines of Japan, the Ainus, who belong to the Slavic family of the
Caucasian race, had been gradually pushed back further north by the new
comers from Korea, China and the Malay Islands; these three elements
combined and mixed with a small percentage of the aborigines to make up the
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modern Japanese. Of the three, the Koreans were probably the major and
the Malayas the minor, but since most of the Koreans were originally from
China and all of them were Chinese citizens or subjects, at least three-fourths
of the modern Japanese are of Chinese blood, chiefly of the Han race. Chinese
surnames are not uncommon in Japan and many of the Japanese noble and
scholarly clans are traceable to Chinese origins. On the other hand, even in
modern times, we have General Cheng Ch’eng-kuang (known by the Japanese
title as Koxinga), the great patriotic hero of the late Ming period, and Priest
Man Shu, the revolutionary poet-philosopher of the late Ch’ing period, both
by Japanese mothers.
As to the cultural relation, I dare say that everything in Japan, prior to its
contact with the West and aside from its modern material accomplishment, is
Chinese. In religions and philosophy, Confucianism is still the dominant
teaching of Japanese individual, family and social life. Buddhism, with its
various sects, was introduced from China and not from India. All Japanese
Buddhist patriarchs were either disciples of Chinese priests or disciples of
their disciples. During and after the T’ang dynasty, hundreds of Japanese
government students enrolled in the Chinese Imperial University and thousands of Japanese Buddhist priests travelled as pilgrims and studied as disciples
in Chinese monasteries throughout the Empire. Besides K’ung Hai of the
T’ang mentioned below, Tiao Jan and Chi Chao of the Sung” are the best
known Japanese Buddhist scholars who stayed long in China. It was a com
mon practice for Japan to appoint Buddhist priests as envoys to China, for
Japanese Buddhists differed from Chinese Buddhists only in one thing,
namely, the former were generally allowed to retain their secular relations as
to family obligations and government services while the latter, except the Chu
Shih or laymen, were obliged to sever all worldly connections and live away
in temples or hermitages. This explains also the fact that Buddhist influence
over politics in Japan has always been more direct and much greater than in
China. This condition remains the same today. The only Japanese life
lost in Shanghai last January, which served as the excuse for the Japanese
bombardment of the Chinese residential sections of that city, was a Buddhist
priest participating in a street riot. In the early Ch’ing period, Chu Chih-yû
(better known as Chu Shun-shuei), a Chinese philosopher and member of the
Ming royal family, who fled to Japan and spent his life in Edo, afterwards
Tokio, was the tutor and advisor of the Tokugawa Shogunate and had among
his pupils many great Japanese scholars and statesmen. Even Shintoism,
which is supposed to be a primitive native religion of Japan, was not in its
present shape till the introduction of the Taoist religion from China, and its
very name is of Chinese words. Many Chinese heroes, including Hsû Fu,
are among the Shinto deities for national worship. In literature and art,
the Japanese had no written language except that of the Chinese which was
adopted since the beginning of our period of the Six Dynasties. A Japanese
Buddhist, whose name was K’ung Hai in Chinese and Kbobo Daishi in Japanese,
returned from his 25 years study in China during the T’ang dynasty, invented
the kanas (Japanese pronunciation for Chinese words Chia Ming meaning
‘‘borrowed terms”) from Chinese writing and used them as phonetic guides to
Chinese characters—since then they have become the Japanese alphabet for
modern and vernacular literature, but all important and substantial words are
still Chinese. Chinese classics, prose and poetry, are standards of Japanese
writers. All branches of literary and non-literary arts in Japan are imitations
of Chinese schools. The historical temples of Nara and the Great Buddha of
6
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Kumakura were done by Chinese workmen. In government and society we
find all systems and regulations bearing the Chinese nature, letter and spirit.
All great political movements in Japanese history were inspired or influenced
by Chinese teachings. Most of the heroes in the Great Reform were followers
of Wang Yang-ming’s philosophy. Many of the present day Japanese cos
tumes and manners are remnants of the T’ang dynasty or earlier. Japan
has helped much to preserve old Chinese customs. In this respect the Japanese
are decidedly more conservative than the Chinese. We often have to go to the
interior of Japan to study and identify things and names recorded in our old
literature which have long been lost in China and therefore the records have
been rendered unintelligible to the modern Chinese.
In the Chinese Dynastic Histories, Japan has been recorded as a regular
tributary to China since the year 108 B.C. after the re-conquest of Korea by
Emperor Wu Ti of the Western Han dynasty. In 56 A.D. of the Eastern
Han, a State Seal was granted to the ruler of Japan by Emperor Kuang-wu
through the former’s tribute-bearing envoy. Since that period every ten
years or so we find records of Japan’s official visit to the Chinese court. The
tributes from Japan were usually clothes, pearls, precious stones, slave girls,
etc., while the return gifts of China were in general silk, tapestries, mirrors
and swords together with gold and silver money. Despite the change of
many dynasties in China, even during the period of the Southern and Northern
Empires when China was torn by foreign invasions, civil wars and revolutions,
the Japanese tributes came frequently and uninterruptedly. In 421 the ruler
of Japan was given the title Great General (Ta Chiang Chûn) by a Sung
Emperor of the Southern Empire and in 504 he was promoted to the rank
Prince (Wang) by a Wei Emperor of the Northern Empire.
The original name for Japan was O or O Nu, so recorded in Chinese histories.
It is but a Chinese pronunciation of the name of the aborigines in Japan,
Ainu, but it has a bad meaning in Chinese characters which read “short
slaves.” In 607 the Japanese ruler first addressed himself to Emperor Yang
Ti of the Suei dynasty as “King of the Rising Sun Country,” which was
considered by the latter as impolite. Not until 670 of the T’ang dynasty, the
name Jih Pen was definitely chosen by Japan and officially sanctioned by
China. It is made of two Chinese characters:—Jih meaning “Sun” and Pen
meaning “Root.” These Chinese words have been pronounced by the Ja
panese as Nippon and afterwards translated by the Westerners as Japan.
This has since become the standard name for Japan and is commonly used in
China, though the old name O or O Nu is still quoted by the Chinese and
it is much resented by the Japanese. From the Chinese Dynastic Histories
we learn that in paying the regular tribute, Japan was required to present
through its envoy a formal petition acknowledging the supremacy of the
Chinese emperor. Twice during the Sung dynasty Japanese tribute was
rejected and an imperial audience was denied to its envoy on account of the
irregularities of this petition. The position of the Japanese envoy or tribute
bearer in the imperial audience was always placed among those from Korea,
Loochoo, Burma, Siam, Annam and other eastern tributaries. In 1509 of the
Ming it had been permanently fixed at the seventh row of the western side
of the palace directly facing the Korean envoy.
The international relations between China and Japan continued to be
peaceful and harmonious until the Mongols conquered China. The Mongols
were the most militaristic and imperialistic people of the Orient and their
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Kahns were ever longing for further conquest. Since Japan had been a tri
butary to the overthrown Chinese Sung dynasty and always friendly and
sympathetic towards the Chinese people, she refused to pay homage to the
new Mongol Yuan dynasty. In 1264 and in 1266 Kublai Kahn twice sent
direct envoys to induce Japan to submit, and in 1267 and 1269 he ordered
the Koreans to pursuade the Japanese to follow their suit, but all in vain.
In 1270 he dispatched once more an imperial commission which succeeded
in bringing Japanese tribute-bearers for the following years. In 1275 Kublai
Kahn declared war upon Japan for the first time. Despite the large fleet and
superior firearms commanded by Mongol and Chinese generals in three succes
sive expeditions, Japan was not beaten and the Japanese tribute never came
again to the Mongol court. This punitive measure of the Mongols and its
failure has since altered the international situation between China and Japan.
When the Yuan dynasty was ended by a Chinese revolution and the Ming
dynasty was put in its place, the Japanese government again accepted China’s
supremacy and paid tribute from time to time. Unfortunately, just about
this time the Chinese pirates along the sea coast became very active and
Japanese pirates joined them in frequent pillage of Chinese ports. Beginning
with the first year of the Ming in 1358 until 1592, when Korea was for the first
time invaded and conquered by Japan (Korea was regained by China in 1589),
Japanese official visits and Japanese pirate raids appeared alternately in China.
During the periods of the Chia Ching (1522-1566) and Wan Li (1573-1619),
the provinces of Chili, Shangtung, Kiangnan, Chekiang, Kuangtung and
Fukien suffered almost yearly from Japanese piracy. On many occasions the
districts, cities and towns were seized, officials murdered, and hundreds of
lives and public and private properties destroyed. In 1549, 1554, 1563, 1602-7,
and 1613, the Japanese penetrated further inland in large numbers. Nearly
all the rich cities in the lower Yangtse valley were subject to their
invasion and temporary occupation. The area was even larger than
that covered by the recent Japanese inroad from Shanghai. The Ming
government imposed severe laws prohibiting any communication between
China and Japan except by official orders. Famous Chinese generals,
such as Chi’ Chi-kuang, Hu Tsung-hsien, Wen Ju-chang and T’ang Shunchih, fought many glorious wars in defence of their country. When
the Manchus established themselves in China, the Japanese first attempted a sympathetic aid to the Ming dynasty, but finally accepted the
supremacy of the Ch’ing dynasty. They have, nevertheless, been less friendly
and more suspicious towards the Manchus than they were towards the Chinese,
and their tributes came to the court very irregularly. An equal position with,
and an aggressive action against China was, however, not manifested until
after the Great Reform in Japan in 1868.
In spite of the racial resemblance and cultural similarity between China
and Japan, there is an outstanding diversity in the histories of the two coun
tries. China has, as a rule, been governed by the civilians, while Japan from
the beginning by its military caste; since 221 B.C., during the reign of the
first Emperor of the Ch’in dynasty, China has been rid of the feudal system,
while Japan lived in it until the fourth year of Meiji, 1871. The reason why
China has changed many dynasties and Japan remains under one and the same
ruling house is simply bcause the so-called ruling house was merely a figure
head and its actual ruling power rested upon the Shogonate, which literally
means inherited military dictatorship. This great diversity has shaped the
two peoples in different dispositions and characteristics which in turn deter
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mined the histories of the two nations. The causes of this diversity are nu
merous and complicated. Geography might be its prime and fundamental
one. It is nothing strange to find two peoples of the same origin developing
along diverse lines, since brothers, sisters, and even twins often grow vastly
apart. The Japanese government, since the Great Reform, though having
gone through many changes of political parties and military cliques, has
maintained its definite policy at least in two points: First, a wholesale and
wholehearted adaptation of western civilization with all its related materialism,
industrialism, imperialism, etc.; and second, the expansion of Japan, territori
ally, politically and economically, at the expense of the weakening and break
ing down of China. Sometimes this policy has brought up strong reactions
among the Japanese upon national and international issues, but, viewed as a
whole, it has been a hereditary policy throughout modern Japanese history.
China is probably the only empire in the history of the world that has been
built up not by conquest but by being conquered. Since the Huns, the Tar
tars, the Mongols, and the Manchus could conquer China with much smaller
and inferior forces than those of the Japanese, and establish their dynasties
in China in respective periods, why not also Japan ? Since China could
absorb all her former invaders and conquerors and make their descendants
thoroughly Chinese, why not also the Japanese ? The reasons for a negative
answer to the above questions are three : First, China has been newly awakened
with a national consciousness which is something strange and foreign to her
but has been forced upon her by the modern imperialist powers, including
Japan. It is growing and spreading and will finally make China a modern
nation despite her past. Second, Japan has been too much westernized: she
would make China her colony and not her home, Chinese her subjects and not
her fellow citizens. She would come to China as an alien master and not
as an adopted son. This could never be tolerated by the Chinese. It is the
very thing that caused the Mongols to be driven out while the Manchus
remained. Third, both China and Japan are at present members of a world
family. They are no more isolated but interdependent not only between
themselves but also with all other nations. The world has become so small
and sensitive that any change of international conditions between two members
will certainly affect the whole. Though other powers are much occupied with
their respective troubles, they cannot, however, afford to allow Japan alone
to dominate China; though all nations are selfish and no substantial help can
be expected from a third party, but because of their selfishness therefore their
interference and protest may be counted upon for the sake of their own in
terests.
Following the present international policy, Japan can hardly gain much
from China and great harm is almost certain to both China and Japan and
also other nations. Military resistance, economic boycott and national
hatred have been increased and intensified in China against Japan.
If
another world war should result, whether China be driven into extreme na
tionalism or into radical communism, no benefit could be drawn either by
Japan or by the world. In this brief review of the historical relations, especi
ally the [racial and cultural bonds existing between China and Japan, I am
truly grieved for the recent actions of Japan in China. To right this great
wrong is the duty of the Japanese people as well as of the Chinese.
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE CHINESE

A Chronological Outline of the Sino-Japanese
Conflict up to March, 1932
By S. KWAUK

By BERTRAM SMYTH -PIGOTT, Ph.D.

Captain Shintaro Nakamura of
the Japanese army travelling on
an educational passport disappeared in Inner
Mongolia while on a mission described as a
geographical and historical survey.
The
Japanese told the story that the captain was
attacked by a group of Chinese soldiers, who
robbed him of his possessions and then shot
him as a spy. In Japan, opinion in regard
to the source of information was divided.
Some said that it came from a Chinese
soldier discontented with his share of the loot
and others claimed that it was told by a
friendly Mongolian.
July 2.
Ten Chinese peasants and two
Chinese Mounted Police were
killed by Japanese machine-gun fire in Wanpaoshan district of Changchun.
Chinese
peasants had repeatedly protested against the
Korean immigrants who despite treaty stip
ulations had been digging irrigation ditches
through Chinese farms, endangering the wa
tering system of the latter. It was reported
that at first the offending Koreans had agreed
to suspend work. Then the Japanese Consul
at Changchun dispatched Japanese troops to
the scene, which stiffened the Korean atti
tude. The incident took place when the
Chinese farmers aided by the police began to
fill up the trenches.
July 4.
Koreans, in Pingyang, Korea, in
stigated by the Japanese press,
which, during the previous days had pub
lished fabricated stories of maltreatment of
the Koreans by the Chinese in Manchuria,
started serious riots against the Chinese.
Law abiding Chinese, both men and women
were attacked and promiscuously murdered
in Seoul, Chemulp, Gensan, Pingyang, and
other localities. Â number of Chinese busi
ness houses was burnt.
July 5.
As a.result of the Anti-Chinese
riots, the whole Chinese quarter
in Pingyang was razed to the ground by the
Koreans. Eighteen Chinese were killed. The
Japanese police pronounced themselves help
less and refused to interfere. The damage
caused was estimated at $400,000.
Over 100 Japanese soldiers arrived at Wanpaochan, occupying by force the farms of the
Chinese peasants.
July 7.
Chinese Foreign Minister made
strong protests to the Japanese
Foreign Office. At Tokyo, the Japanese
Foreign Office verbally expressed its profound

June 26.

[While we blush at the qualities attributed to us as a race and do
not agree to such generalization as adopted here-under; the fact that such rather
complimentary remarks are made by most of our Western friends who have
travelled in China, disembarrasses us to some extent in the publication of this
article. Dr, Smyth-Pigott had been connected with the British Diplomatic
Service in the East, Japan and China, for some three years.—Ed.]

Few are the foreigners who have lived in China or, like the writer of these
lines, have travelled extensively in that vast country, who have not noted
and marked several characteristics common to nearly all her nationals. Es
pecially will they have marked their courtesy, the honesty of their merchants,
their loyalty to their friends and their hatred of their enemies.
As regards their courtesy, it has been said that the most courteous white
man on earth is the Spanish hidalgo, but that he is quite overshadowed in this
virtue of the Chinese aristocrat. Travellers in China, especially those who
have journeyed in the interior, know this to be true.

Chinese honesty has been proverbial among the merchants of London for
generations and practically ever since the London merchant first started to
trade in the East, he has been willing to deliver goods on credit to his Chinese
customer—no paper passing between them— on his simple word which was
and is considered as good as his bond. Here in Canada, one often hears
complaints of the way some Chinese laundryman treat the laundry, but
seldom if ever does one hear that they have cheated a customer.

The Chinese are a philosophical people, with a pleasant national philosophy
that aspires to peace, placidity and enjoyment of the beauties of nature.
In the main they are slow in making friendships and are aloof with strangers,
but once they do make friends they are absolutely loyal; moreover, should
anyone, no matter of what race or colour, befriend a Chinese who is in need,
that Chinese’s gratitude will be boundless and eternal. On the other hand
the Chinese never forget or forgive an injury and they are stubborn and
ruthless enemies. It is almost a point of honour with them not to allow
themselves to be placated. It would seem, therefore, well-nigh incredible
that the Japanese should have chosen to pursue the course they have followed
during the last six months. It may be possible to terrorize a group of people,
a city or a province, but to terrorize a population of 450 millions is entirely
out of the question.

It is just possible that Japan may gain some temporary benefit, but that
she has earned the stubborn and undying hatred of all China for generations
to come is certain. That a virtual state of war will long exist is unlikely,
but that the boycott on Japanese goods—which inflicts incalculable damage
upon Japanese trade— will be maintained for a considerable period, per
chance for years may be confidently expected.
10

regret of the unhappy occurrence to the
Chinese Minister. This was taken by ob
servers as mere shedding of crocodile tears.
Meanwhile, the Chinese Government was
flooded with telegrams from different parts
of the country urging a firm stand in the
negotiations.
Refugees from Korea arrived at different
ports in Northern China.
July 8.
The second secretary of the Ja
panese Legation called at the
Chinese Foreign Office and expressed, on be
half of his government, regret- at the anti
Chinese riots in Korea. The Chinese Gov
ernment endeavoured to pacify the populace
and urged the people to refrain from reprisals.
Up to date, 119 Chinese were killed, 370 seri
ously injured and 82 missing.
July 13. Early in the morning, the 10th
Division of the Japanese army sta
tioned in Tientsin, held manoeuvres on the
various roads around the city.
August
Newspapers in Japan published
& Sept. inflammatory versions of a series
of incidents that occured in Man
churia during the summer and urged upon
the Government and the people to adopt a
strong and “positive" policy in dealing with
China and pronounced that over 300 questions
at issue between Japan and China concerning
Manchuria could be settled once for all.
Several Japanese military officers were
reported to have openly addressed their sub
ordinates on the subject of Sino-Japanese re
lations and intimated the possibility of serious
development in Manchuria and Mongolia.
Investigations by the Chinese Government
of the case of Captain Makamura were being
carried on in Manchuria.
After repeated protests from the Chinese
Government, the Japanese Government final
ly disclaimed the responsibility of the mass
acre of Chinese in Korea, and blamed the
Chinese of having courted all these misfor
tunes themselves.
Sept. 8. At the Japanese Cabinet meeting,
the War Minister urged a strong
policy in dealing with the Chinese Govern
ment in the alleged murder of Captain Shin
taro Nakamura by Chinese soldiers. It was
resolved that the military and diplomatic
authorities should act in concert in whatever
action was to be taken in the case.
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The Asahi, a leading Japanese
newspaper, expressed the view that
the War Office was pressing upon the Govern
ment “the security occupation of an import
ant region in Manchuria or Mongolia.”
Sept. 13. Mukden authorities were reported
to have accepted a modified set of
Japanese demands, including the payment of
damage and punishment of the perpetrators
of the outrage. (Case of Captain Nakamura)
Sept. 18. General Jung Chun, chief of the
staff of the Manchurian Army,
informed the Japanese Consul at Mukden,
Mr. Morioko, that proof had been obtained
that the Captain had been shot as a spy by
Chinese soldiers in Inner Mongolia. He also
stated that a detachment had been sent to
arrest the responsible party. This was pub
lished in the newspaper in Tokyo in the
morning.
At 10 p.m., Japanese soldiers stationed
around Mukden opened fire upon the Chinese
troops, shelling the Peitayang camp on the
outskirts of the city. A collision occured at
the camp, but soon the camp was disarmed.
The Mukden Arsenal and the Chinese city
were also shelled. Marshal Chang Hsuehliang who was in Peiping sent an urgent tele
gram to Mukden ordering his soldiers not to
resist. Few hours later, the camp was laid to
ashes, the arsenal dismantled and the city
taken with little casualty. All means of
communication went into Japanese hands.
The Japanese alleged that the Chinese troops
had destroyed a part of the South Manchuria
Railway previous to their military operations.
Sept. 19. Early in the morning, the Ja
panese Military headquarters in
Kwantung were moved to Mukden.
At
3.40 a.m. General Honjo, Commander-inChief of the Japanese army, left Dairen on a
special train with 800 infantrymen for Muk
den. Meanwhile, the Japanese troops pro
ceded to occupy different cities along the
South Manchurian Railway and by 5 a.m.
Chargchun, 200 miles north of Mukden, the
important junction of the South Manchurian
Railway, the Chinese Eastern Railway and
Kirin-Changchun Railway, was taken to
gether with many lesser important cities with
in that distance. Order was j*iven by the
Commander-in-Chief to a division of Japanese
troops in Korea to hold itself in readiness for
special service in Manchuria.
The Japanese warships in Dairen were
dispatched to different Chinese ports on the
north Shangtung coast.
A formal protest was lodged with Mr.
Shigemitsu, the Japanese Minister to China,
by Dr. C. T. Wong, the Chinese Foreign
Minister.
Following that day, feeling against Ja
panese action was very high in China. Mass

Sept. 9.

meetings and demonstrations took place every
where The Chinese Government adopted
a moderate policy entrusting the whole matter
to the League of Nations to which it had
made appeals. It was strained to the utmost
to calm the people who were urging a drastic
policy upon the government.
Sept. 21. Sporadic fighting continued between the Japanese troops advancing toward Kirin and the Chinese troops
stationed at various points. There was very
little resistance as a whole and hardly any
casualty on the Japanese side to speak of.
Kirin was occupied.
Demonstrations continued in China in spite
of the government’s attempt to suppress
them.
At the Japanese Cabinet meeting, General
Minemi’s proposal of further military measures was not adopted.
Reinforcements,
however, was sent into Manchuria from
Korea without government sanction. This
consisted of a mixed brigade of 4,000, which
brought the total Japanese force in Manchuria to 14,400.
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Sept. 22.

Japanese troops were deploying
themselves towards Harbin, bomb-j
ing aggregations of Chinese soldiers that they
happened to encounter on the way.
At the Japanese Cabinet meeting, Baron
Shidehara of the Foreign Office and General
Minami took opposite views with regard to
Japan’s policy in Manchuria, the former advocating conciliatory measures.
In Nanking, a big mass meeting was held.
The Chinese Government took special precautionary measures to protect the Japanese
people in the city against possible danger.
Sept. 23.

!
j
I
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j
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Japanese military operations made
the usual advance, and a third
protest was sent to Japan.
First message from Geneva, requesting the
Chinese and Japanese Governments to with
draw their troops and to abstain from further
acts of hostility was received in both Capitals.
In Nanking, it produced some soothing effect,
although a mass meeting was held and attend
ed by all classes of people including thousands
of students from Shanghai.
War was de
manded against Japan. Simultaneously,
meetings were being held in all big cities in
China.

1
।

Sept. 24.

j

The Japanese representative, Mr.
Yoshizawa at the League of Na
tions, assured the League that the Japanese
harbored no territorial ambition in Manchuria; and informed them that the incident
was purely “local” and demanded direct negotiation with China. China, on the other hand,
refused to deal directly prior to evacuation
of the invading troops.

12

j
j
J

j
?

In Manchuria, three passenger trains were proportion as the safety of the lives and.pro
fired upon from the top by Japanese air perty of Japanese nationals was effectively
planes. Over a score of Chinese refugees assured and that the Japanese Government
hoped to be able to carry out this intention
were killed and wounded.
fully as possible.” China had also given
Sept. 26. United States presented to Japan as
of safety of Japanese lives and pro
and China a note similar to that assurance
perty in Manchuria. Dr. Sze made it clear
of the League of Nations.
that if withdrawal was not completed and
Sept. 27. China answered the United States the status quo not restored by October 14,
and expressed earnest hope that China would demand further action.
“the most effective means will be promptly
Tokyo reported independence movements
taken for maintaining the dignity^and in in Manchuria.
violability of international treaties.”
Sept. 30. Over ten Chinese Middle School
Sept. 28. Dr. C. T. Wang was attacked in
students in Kirin were arrested
the Foreign Office by a party of and shot by Japanese soldiers, while distribut
incensed students.
ing handbills.
C. T. Wang resigned as Foreign Minister of
In Geneva, the Japanese representative
stated that his Government intended, to China.
Rumors were circulating in the press to the
“continue as rapidly as possible the with
drawal of its troops to the railway zone, in effect that independence movements in Man-
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churia were taking place with the Japanese
behind the scene.
The League of Nations after receiving the
assurance of the Governments adopted the
resolution that Japan would evacuate Man
churia “as rapidly as possible” and that the
Chinese Government would undertake to pro
tect Japanese lives and properties during the
process of withdrawing. The Council was
adjourned until October 14, allowing two
weeks for the completion of the evacuation.
Oct. 2.
Chinese troops stationed along the
Harbin-Mukden Railway were
bombed by Japanese airplanes.
Oct. 4.

Four Japanese destroyers were
ordered to proceed to Shanghai
from Tokyo.
Oct. 6.
Japanese War tanks patrolled
streets in Hongkew district,Shang
hai.
Oct. 8.
Over Chinchow, where a tempor
ary Chinese Manchurian Govern
ment was established, twelve Japanese naval
airplanes scattered leaflets, asserting that
Marshal Chang had lost popular confidence
and warning the people not to support him.
This was followed by some 70 bombs, causing
considerable damage both to life and pro
perty.
Oct. 9.
Japanese Government explained
.
ths,Çhînnhr
the au-pianes Dèing first nréo
>^^mnese
troops (with rifles).
Japanese Cabinet meeting concluded, in
discussing the Chinchow incident, that Japan
would not change her policy.
Oct. 10. Stimson, Secretary of the State of
U.S.A., sent a note to the League
of Nations declaring that the United States
would endeavour to reinforce whatever the
League might do. The note pointed out that
“the covenants of the League of Nations
provides permanent and already tested ma
chinery for handling such issues,” and that it
was “most desirable that the League in no
way relax its vigilance and in no way fail to
assert all pressure and authority within its
competence toward regulating the action of
China and Japan in its premises.” For the
first time, the Paris Pact and the Nine Power
Treaty were invoked.
China appealed to Alejandro Lerroux of
Spain as president of the Council of the
League of Nations to convene a special session
to consider the new phases of the Manchurian
problem created by the bombardment of
Chinchow.
Oct. 11. Mr. Shigemitsu, presented a note
from his government to the
Chinese Government protesting against the
anti-Japanese movements in China, including

boycott, and warning the Government that
it must assume all responsibility for any possible consequences.

h
i

Japan presented five points as a
basis for negotiation:
1. The two countries shall pledge them
selves to commit no act of aggression
against each other.
2. They will suppress hostile agitation,
boycott, and hostile propaganda.
3. Japan will respect the territorial integ
rity of Manchuria.
4. China will protect Japanese residents in
Manchuria.
5. China and Japan will make an agree
ment for co-operation and avoidance of
ruinous competition between the South
Manchurian and other Railroads in
Manchuria and give effects to all exist
ing treaty rights.
Briand approved the first four but sug
gested that the fifth was too complicated to
admit acceptance and that a clause be sub
stituted to the effect that China should respect
all her treaty commitments.
Oct. 21. Chinese delegates outlined their
proposales as follows:—
1. No negotiation until Japanese troops
are withdrawn.
2. A neutral investigation during and after
withdrawal.
3. Reparation for damage committed.
4. Establishment of a permanent board of
arbitration and conciliation between
Japan and China.

Oct. 20.

Oct. 13.

With a large number of marines on
board, four Japanese destroyers
arrived at Tsingtao from Port Arthur.
League of Nations Council reconvened. The
Council expressed delight at the United
States’ note.
Japan, however, resented
the reference to the League’s using “all the
pressure within its competence” and asserted
that the League is not authorized to apply
pressure upon its members.
In spite of Japan’s opposition to the
United States participation in whatever capacity in the League Council, Prentiss Gilbert,
American Consul-General at Geneva, and four
other members of the Consulate staff, at
tended the meeting.
Nanking replied to the Japanese note of the
11th: “While the Government had done it
utmost to control the growing indignation
against Japan, which had been increased by
recent incidents, such as the bombing of
Chinchow, it was impossible to prevent a
refusal on the part of the Chinese traders to
handle Japanese goods,” and that it would
continue to protect the lives and property of
the Japanese in China.
x
Oct. 14

*

j
j

meeting ot all the mem-

t v 'ofcî's'of the Council of the League
of Nations except China and Japan to discuss
the question of procedure of the United
States participation was called by Briand.
It was agreed that it was a question of pro
cedure and not principle; 'decision on the
latter would call for an unanimous vote. Japan
had signified her agreement to the supply of
information by the United States and it
would not involve principle if the information
was to be supplied orally instead of in written
form.
500 Mongolian bandits, aided by Japanese
airplanes, raided Changwu, but were beaten
off by Chinese troops.

।
,

।

I

i

Oct. 15.

United States participation passed
at the meeting of the League of
Nations Council with Mr. Yoshizawa casting
the only objecting vote.

Oct. 16.
ity.
Oct. 17.

Mr. Gilbert participated in the
meeting on the basis of full equal

The decision to invoke the Pact
of Paris, and dispatching of notes
by all the signatories of the Pact, and of all
members of the League to China and Japan,
was adopted at the League of Nations Council
meeting. (By October 20th, the United
States, Great Britain, France, Italy, Spain,
Norway, Poland, and Germany had already
complied with the decision of the League.)

Council of the League of Nations
adopted a resolution by a vote of
13 to 1, Japan casting the dissenting vote,
that Japan was to withdraw her troops to
within the South Manchurian Railway zone
by November 16, 1931. The Council ad
journed till that date.
While these activities were going on in the
League of Nations, the development in Man
churia during the fortnight could be sum
marized as:—
1. Instalment of a puppet Government at
Mukden by General Honjo.
2. Supplying of munition and arms by the
Japanese to Mongolian bandits.
3. Instigation of a local general by the
Japanese to attack Tsitsihar.
4. Preparation of the Japanese troops to
occupy Mukden and other cities through
out the winter.
Oct. 30. A Reuter dispatch stated that
thirteen trainloads of arms and
ammunition and five carloads of supplies had
recently been delivered by the Japanese to the
troops of a local Chinese general whom the
Japanese Military had instigated to rebel
against the Chinese Government.
Nov. 5.
After three days of fighting, the
Japanese troops forced the Chi
nese troops at the Nonni River at Tsitsihar,
over 500 miles north of Mukden, to withdraw
leaving behind 200 killed.
Oct. 24.

|
j
1
(
|

I

On ajyisit to Stimson, the Secre
tary of the State, Ambassador
Debuchi of Japan said that the troops on the
Nonni River would be withdrawn southward
as soon as the work of repairing bridges was
completed in a week or ten days.
Nov. 7.
Extraordinary session of thé Coun
cil of the League of Nations com
menced.
Nov. 8.
In the night, a group of plain
clothes gunmen emerged from the
Japanese concessions in Tientsin and started
an attack on the Chinese city. At the same
time, thirty odd shells were fired into the city
by the Japanese troops. They were, how
ever, successfully repulsed and dispersed by
the Chinese police force who somehow were
informed of the attack beforehand.
Nov. 9.
China complained to the League
of Nations that Japanese military
authorities had seized all the funds, amount
ing to $2,600,000, of the Chinese Banks in
Chanchun.
Nov. 6.

Four additional Japanese destroy
ers were sent to Port Arthur. A
fresh Japanese brigade of troops was dis
patched to Manchuria.
Nov. 11.

General Honjo, delivered an ulti
matum to the defending General
of Tsitsihar demanding his evacuation.
Nov. 12.

Tsitsihar, the capital of Heilung
kiang, was captured by the Jap
anese. Japan virtually controlled the whole
of Manchuria.

Nov. 18.

Maxim Litvinoff, Soviet Commis
sar for Foreign Affairs, issued a
memorandum to Japan. While reiterating
Societ’s policy of non-interference, it warned
Japan against her military operations which
had “far exceeded the limits of the original
zone” and could “not fail to cause the Soviet
Government serious anxiety.”
Nov. 21.

Nov. 23.

Dr. Wellington Koo appointed
Foreign Minister of China.

Japanese and Chinese forces en
gaged in a battle twenty mile
southwest of Mukden.
Japan asked the League of Nations to
obtain the withdrawal of the last of Marshal
Chang Hsueh Liang’s troops from Manchuria
within the Great Wall.
Students in Shanghai staged a demonstra
tion. The policy of the Government was
denounced.
Nov. 27. The city of Chinchow was again
bombed by Japanese airplanes.
A Japanese expeditionary army of 10,000 ad
vanced southward along the Chinese owned
Peiping-Mukden Railway.

Nov. 24.
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The United Press reported that Secretary
of State Stimson said he was “at a loss to
understand the reported movement of General
Honjo’s troops toward Chinchow.’’
Nov. 28. Stimson’s statement produced bit
ter resentment at the Japanese
Foreign Office. The Foreign Office’s state
ment noted, “If a man in Mr. Stimson’s re
sponsible position loses his head at such a
critical moment, as the present, the conse
quences would be grave indeed.’’
Nov. 30. China accepted the League’s pro
gramme of the appointment of an
international commission of inquiry to study
the whole question of the Sino-Japanese con
flict. The programme overlooked Japan’s
demand for right to take military measures
against “bandits,” and also China’s demand
for a time limit for Japanese evacuation.
Dec. 3.
Japan rejected the League’s pro
gramme.
Dec. 6.
General Honjo warned Marshal
Chang Hsueh-Laing to withdraw
his troops from Chinchow.
Dec. 10. The Council of the League o^
Nations adopted the resolution of
urging the withdrawal of Japanese troops to
the South Manchurian Railway zone as
speedily as possible, and providing for an
international commission of five members to
investigate on the spot. Both China and
Japan accepted the resolution.

Jan.2,1932 Chinchow was occupied by the
Japanese without bloodshed.
Jan. 3.
Consul Culver B. Chamberlain of
the United States was assaulted by
two Japanese soldiers and a civilian inter
preter on one of the main streets of Mukden.
It was entirely unprovoked.

Japanese Government apoligized
to the United States Consul Gen
eral at Mukden.
Two Japanese destroyers were ordered to
Foochow, South China.
United States Government protested to the
Japanese Government in regard to the at
tack on its consul.

Jan. 4.

Japanese troops advanced along
the Peiping-Mukden Railway to
occupy all cities south of Chinchow and out
side of the Great Wall.
Japan expressed regret to the United States
Government.
Jan. 5.

The port of Hulutao, south of
Chinchow, on the Gulf of Liao
tung was captured by the Japanese without
resistance.
Jan. 6.

Jan. 8.

The United States sent identical
notes to Japan and China declar
ing its inability to recognize any treaty or
agreement entered between the two coun
tries, that are not in accordance with the
spirit of the “open door policy,” the Paris
Pact or the Pact of the Washington Confer
ence.

The Japanese Cabinet resigned on
account of purely internal reasons,
Jan. 8.
An attempt on the life of Emperor
fnukai became Premier.
Hirohito was made.
Dec. 14. General Chiang Kai-Shek resigned
as the President of China.
Jan. 11. Both China and Japan approved
the five nominees to form the
Dec. 16. Over 100 were killed by a Jap
anese aerial attack at Tungliao. International Commission. They were the
Severe fighting near Ningnien Station on the Earl of Lytton, G.B., chairman; General
Frank R. McCoy, U.S.A.; Count Aldovrandi,
Tsitsiliar-Keshan Railway was reported.
Italy; General Claudel, France; and Heinrich
Dec. 21. Japanese military drive on Chin- Schnee, Germany.
chow began along the PeipingJan. 16. Japanese Government answered
Mukden Railway.
the LTnited States note signifying
Dec. 23. With the temperature 30 degrees its intention to maintain the “open door
below zero, the Japanese and policy” in Manchuria.
('hincsi' soldiers fought along the Kaopangtze Yinkow Branch Line of the Peiping-1 miaou Jan. 21. Several Japanese naval officers
warned the editor of a Chinese
ing Railway. Several towns were taken by
newspaper in the Shanghai International Set
the Japanese.
tlement to apoligize for the “insulting re
Dec. 26. 2,000 Japanese troops arrived at marks” in an article before January 23rd.
'lirntsin from Tangku.
'I'liis
Japanese Consular and Naval authorities
created panic in the city.
in Shanghai demanded the Mayor of Shanghai
Dec. 28.
lawa was occupied by the Jap the dissolution of “organizations supporting
anese alter seveie lighting.
the anti-Japanese boycott and sponsoring
Dec. 29. Maishal ( hang llsuehd.iang or movements directed against Japan,” and
dered his t loops to evacuate protested against a recent attack on five Jap
The
Chinchow in view of the rapid advance ot the anese priests by a group of Chinese.
protest was accompanied by an ultimatum.
J apanese.
Dec. 11.

16

Authorities of the Settlement asked the
Japanese Admiral to state his intentions in
Shanghai.

numbered thirty-seven. Chapei was shelled
simultaneously. v
Late in the day, Japan consented to a truce.
At Geneva the League of Nations Council
Jan. 23. A Japanese aircraft carrier and minus the Japanese and Chinese representa
four destroyers arrived in Shang tives, adopted a declaration that the League
hai with 400 marines to reinforce the 1,200 al will not recognize “any Snino-Japanese agree
ready present. The Chinese troops around ment imposed by Japan’s military invasion.”
Shanghai began to adopt defensive measures The declaration was based upon Article X of
against a possible occupation of the city by the Covenant.
the Japanese.
Jan. 30. Chapei was still in flames. The
Jan. 25. League of Nations Council met
Shanghai North Station was
again. Dr. W. W. Yen, the bombed and laid to ashes. The Commercial
Chinese representative demanded immediate Press and the Oriental Library were similarly
action by the League and intimated the dis destroyed.
appointment of the Chinese Government at
Several bombs were dropped in the
the delay in starting of the International Com Settlement.
mission.
Thousands of refugees streamed into the
Jan. 26. The total Japanese naval force in Settlement, leaving behind bodies of women
Shanghai was represented by four and children “riddled with bullets.”
Dr. W. W. Yen invoked Articles X and XV
cruisers, seventeen destroyers and one gun
boat, after the arrival of one cruiser and of the League Covenant at Geneva.
All Chinese banks in Shanghai closed in
twelve destroyers from Japan.
Local Chinese authority in Shanghai ac protest to the Japanese aggression.
cepted all Japanese demands except that for
Jan. 31. Great Britain, United States,
the dissolution of anti-Japanese societies.
France and Portugal sent warships
In compliance to Japanese demand the
Chinese newspaper referred to suspended to Shanghai for possible development that
might endanger their respective nationals.
publication indefinitely.
In Tokyo, the Foreign Minister asked the
Jan. 27. League of Nations Council pre British, United States, and French Ambassa
sented notes to both Governments dors “to solicit the support of their govern
to avoid activities that might aggravate the ments to persuade the Chinese to abandon
situation in Shanghai.
warlike operations at Shanghai.”
The Japanese Consul General assured the
Meanwhile hostility continued at Chapei.
entire consular body at Shanghai that the Ruthless bombing of the city seemed to be
Japanese would not use force in Shanghai.
the main tactics of the Japanese, while snip
At 8 p.m., a twenty-two hour ultimatum ing that of the Chinese. There was no change
was sent to the Mayor of Shanghai. A state in position.
of emergency was declared in the Settlement.
Severe fighting continued near Harbin when
Foreign defence forces and volunteers were the Japanese tried to assume control of the
called out.
Chinese Eastern Railway.
Jan. 28. At 2 p.m., in spite of agitation Feb. 1.
Sporadic fighting continued in
against his action, the Mayor of Shanghai
Chapei.
replied to the Japanese, acquiescing in every
In anticipation of possible Japanese at
one of their demands.
by battleships, the Chinese Govern
At 8.30 p.m., however, Admiral Shiosawa tacks
ment moved to Loyang 1,100 miles inland
declared that he would occupy Chapei.
At midnight, five Japanese planes bombed from Shanghai.
the slumbering district of Chapei, while the Feb. 2.
Great Britain requested a special
2,000 marines proceeded to occupy the
session of the League of Nations
strategic points. The buildings were soon on Council. Right Hon. J. H. Thomas of Great
fire. The 19th Route army offered stubborn Britain said, “Britain feels it impossible to
resistance.
allow the situation in the Far East to con
Prior to the attack, the United States tinue.” The League authorized a commission
Government had asked the Japanese Govern in Shanghai to investigate the affair.
ment to state its intentions in Shanghai.
France, Italy, Great Britain, and United
Jan. 29. Aerial bombing of the densely States presented to Japan and China five pro
populated native district contin posals as a basis of peace negotiation :
ued, when the marines, using the Interna
1. Cessation of all acts of violence on both
tional Settlement as their base, failed to drive
sides forthwith on the following terms:
out the defenders. The Woosung Forts,
2. No further mobilization or preparation
eighteen miles from Shanghai were shelled by
whatever for further hostility between
the Japanese warships which at the moment
the two nations.
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3. Withdrawal of both Japanese and Chinese
combatants from all points of mutual
contact in the Shanghai area.
4. Protection of the International Settle
ment by the establishment of neutral
zones to divide the combatants; these
zones to be policed by neutrals; the ar
rangements to be set up by the consular
authorities.
5. Upon acceptance of these conditions
prompt advances be made in negotiations
to settle all outstanding controversies be
tween the two nations in the spirit of the
Pact of Paris and the resolution of the
League of Nations of December 9th
without prior demand or reservation and
with the aid of neutral observers or par
ticipants.
Fighting in Shanghai was limited to ex
change of machine gun fire at the border of
the Settlement.
A Japanese cruiser fired on the city of
Nanking.
Feb. 3.
The Forts at Woosung fired back
at the attacking Japanese fleet.
Aerial bombing by the Japanese of Chapei
failed to dislodge the defenders..
The International Commission of inquiry
left Paris for the East.
China accepted the five proposals of the
four powers, while Japan conditionally ac
cepted the first four and rejected the fifth.
Feb. 4.
In Shanghai and Woosung, furious
battles resumed in which machine
guns, artillaries and airplanes took part. There
was no change of position.
Feb. 5.
The Japanese troops in Man
churia occupied Harbin after a
devastating bombardment of the city.
Japanese attacks in Chapei were success
fully repulsed by the entrenched Chinese. A
Japanese plane was shot down by the Chinese.
The Japanese Cabinet decided to send a
full division of troops to Shanghai.
Feb. 6.
Japanese planes bombed Chapei
again setting new fires. Fighting
continued throughout the day. However,
there was no change in position.
Fifty-one flood refugees in a camp directed
by Sir John Hope-Simpson were killed by the
Japanese aerial attack.
Feb. 7.
Japan reported movement of
soviet troops at Vladivostok.
Feb. 8.
British and United States naval
authorities in Shanghai labored to
bring about peace, while fighting in Woosung
and Chapei continued.
Japan proposed the creation of permanent
neutral zones surrounding the principal com
mercial centres of China. The zones were to
be fifteen to twenty miles wide and policed by
foreign troops, etc. In Washington the plan

appeared little short of a “dismemberment of
the country and its partition among foreign
powers.” -,
Japanese Cabinet approved an appropria
tion of 40,000,000 yens to cover the military
expenses in Shanghai.
Feb. 9.
Japanese troops landed at the
International Settlement. They
soon went into action. The Woosung Forts
were battered by guns aboard the warships.
The League’s Commission arrived at New
York.
Feb. 10. Japanese attacks by sea, land and
air failed to dislodge the Chinese
from their trenches.
Eight hundred students at the Imperial
University, Tokyo, demonstrated against
Japan’s course in China. They urged to stop
this “imperialiastic war.” Twenty-five of
them were arrested.
Feb. 11. Two additional divisions of troops
were dispatched from Japan to
Shanghai.
Feb. 12. 3,000 marooned civilians were
rescued from the battle-torn Cha
pei during a four hour truce. Hostility was
resumed soon after.
Dr. W. W. Yen asked for a meeting of the
Assembly of the League of Nations.
Feb. 13. Shells and bombs failed to drive
the defenders out of the ruins of
Chapei.
Feb. 14. The Japanese concentrated 25,000
troops with tanks, field guns and
planes along the Woosung-Chapei battle front
for a big offensive.
The League called on Japan to abide by
Article 10 of the League Covenant.
Feb. 17. Artillery duel brought about heavy
casualties, but no change of posi
tion.
A middle school operated by the American
Episcopal Church in the Settlement was
raided by the Japanese troops.
The League appealed to Japan’s “supreme
sense of honor” to terminate hostilities in
Shanghai.
The new state of Manchuria, known as
“Ankuo,” “Land of Peace,” was formed under
Japanese military direction.
Feb. 18. Artillery duel with occasional
closer engagements continued
along the Chapei-Woosung front.
Feb. 19. Japanese milita^ authority de
livered an ultimatum to the
Chinese, demanding their withdrawl beyond
a twelve mile radius of Shanghai by 7 p.m.,
February 20th. It was rejected.
Feb. 20. Severe fighting ensued.
18

authority negotiated with Russia for per
mission to use the Chinese Eastern Railway
to transport an “expeditionary ’’force.
Feb. 21.
Feb. 25. Chinese defenders in Shanghai
withstood another general attack.
Feb. 23.
The Japanese Cabinet approved another
appropriation
of 22,000,000 yens to meet mili
hai.
In Shanghai, the Chinese held the lines in tary expenses in Shanghai.
spite of Japanese attacks.
Feb. 29. The International Commission ar
rived in Japan.
Feb. 24. The Chinese in the Imienpo dis
Fighting continued along the Chapei-Woo
trict “rebelled” against the new
sung
front.
state of Manchuria. The Japanese military

Feb. 21.

Severe fighting continued with no
change of position.
Inukai was re-elected Japanese
Premier.
The Japanese Cabinet decided to
send 25,000 more troops to Shang

BRIEF FACTS ABOUT MANCHURIA
1. Manchuria covers an area of 363,610 square miles. It is known also
as the three Eastern Provinces of China---- Liao-ning, Kirin and Heilungkiang.
2. Manchuria was settled by the Chinese as early as the 4th century B.C.
It has been the homeland of at least two ruling houses of China.
3. Manchuria has a population of about 30,000,000 including 8,000,000
Koreans, 280,000 Japanese and 2,000,000 Russians. Since 1927, about
1,000,000 Chinese from inside of the Great Wall migrated into Manchuria
annually.
4. Manchuria has the best railway system in China. Over 2,500 miles are
owned by the Chinese, 1,078 jointly owned by the Russians and the Chinese
(Chinese Eastern Railway) and 695 miles controlled by the Japanese (South
Manchurian Railway).
5. Agriculture is the most important resource of Manchuria. Half the
world’s soya bean comes from Manchuria. Its virgin forest covers 45,500,000
acres.
6. Thirty-two different minerals are found in Manchuria. In 1925 about
fifty-eight million dollars worth of mineral was mined. Half of China’s gold
production comes from Manchuria. Coal is found everywhere. The Fushun
coal field alone is estimated to have 1,200,000,000 tons of bituminous coal.
In 1928, 233,942 tons of pig-iron were produced.
7. Manchuria controls one-fourth of China’s foreign trade. In 1928,
direct foreign imports were valued at $126,873,236 and exports at $226,150,650.

WORLD OPINION
“If the Japanese General Staff get
away with what they are doing in
China, the Kellogg Pact is a dead
letter, the League of Nations has lost
its usefulness, the Nine Power Treaty
is worthless and the world is back
where it was in 1914, when might was
right and nations put their trust only
in heavy armaments.”
William Philip Simms,

“Japan is pursuing the imperialistic
policy which Western nations followed
in China in the 19th century. I pre
dict that next she would proclaim her
self the defender of Eastern Asia
against Bolshevism”.
Charles Hodges, Professor of Po
litics at New York University.
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JAPANESE OCCUPATION
OF MUKDEN
Letter by DR. T. Z. KOO

[Dr. T. Z. Koo has been for many
years connected with the Student
Christian Movement in China, and is
the vice-president of the World Fede
ration of Student Christian Movement.
In the West he is regarded as one of
the few ablest interpreters of Chinese
culture of Modern thought. The fol
lowing letter was sent by him to his
Christian friends in the West after his
visit to Mukden from Oct. 8 to 13,
1931. As it presents a very vivid des
cription of the scene following the oc
cupation of the city and also a per
sonal reflection of the situation un
doubtedly shared by many, it is repro
duced here in full. Ed.]
29 Li Lu Hutting,
West City, Peiping
October 20, 1931
Dear Friend :
My last letter was written just on
the eve of the outbreak of the Japan
ese incident in Manchuria. Then, very
few people realized the seriousness of
the incident. Now the whole world is
aware of the gravity of the situation.
In order to get a personal impression
of what is actually going on in Man
churia during these days, I made a
brief visit to Mukden from October 8
to 13. In this letter I will give a brief
account of the impressions gained on
this trip together with some of my
own reflections upon the situation.
The train from Mukden left Peip
ing at 8.23 p.m. on October 8. Tra
velling on the same train with me was
Mr. Chester Rowell of California,
publicity director of the Institute of
Pacific Relations. The first evidence
of the trouble in Manchuria met our
eyes when our train reached Chin
chow, an important city on the rail
way 246 miles west of Mukden, the
center of Japanese occupation. Chin

chow was bombed by twelve Japanese
military planes at 1.00 p.m. on Octo
ber 8. Our train was the first train to
reach Chinchow from the outside af
ter the bombing. The objectives of
bombing were the wireless station, the
railroad station and yards , and the
temporary offices of the civil govern
ment which were in the buildings of
the Communications University. The
bomb intended for the station missed
its mark and hit a provision store
just across the street, tearing a jagged
hole in the roof and killing two of the
inmates. Mr. Rowell visited the rail
road yards where most of the casual
ties were reported. In all three bombs
were dropped on the wireless station,
about 15 on the railroad yards and
about a dozen on the University.
We continued our journey towards
Mukden after spending about two
hours in Chinchow. When our train
reached Chu Liu Ho jus*t beyond Hsin
Min Fu, we came upon the second
evidence of the Japanese occupation.
Two Japanese soldiers with fixed
bayonets came into the car in which I
was sitting. One of them pointed his
bayonet at me while the other sear
ched my person, presumably for hid
den arms. This was done to every
passenger in the car. A little later,
two more soldiers came through to
inspect our baggage. At 1.30 a.m. on
October 10, we reached Huang Ku
Tun, the station ju§t before the Muk
den city station. Our train could not
actually go to Mukden because the
Japanese have torn up a section of the
Peiping Mukden Line between Huang
Ku Tun and Mukden City. As it was
not safe to go into the city after dark,
Mr. Rowell and I spent the rest of the
night in a service car placed at our
disposal through the courtesy of some
British members of the Railroad staff
at Huang Ku Tun.
At 8.30 the next morning (10th)
we entered Mukden. Fortunately for
me, our car was not challenged by the
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Japanese sentries and so we slipped in
without attracting undue notice upon
ourselves. The city looked like a Chi
nese city passing the first three days
of the Chinese New Year. Most of the
shops were closed and the streets
looked deserted. A temporary force of
Chinese policemen controlled by the
Japanese were patrolling the streets.
At every police station I passed on the
way I saw Japanese soldiers quartered
in it. The headquarters of the Japa
nese army of occupation is established
in Mukden and the city government
is in the hands of a Japanese M*ayor
assisted by the usual departments also
administered by Japanese nationals.
In addition to these Japanese mili
tary and civil administrative organs,
Mukden also boasts of a Chinese
Committee called the Committee for
the Preservation of Order. The Chair
man of this committee is Mr. Yuan
Chin Kai, an old-time gentry of the
city. This committee is really a dum
my committee formed at the instiga
tion without the approval of the Jap
anese Mayor’s office. One then be
gins to wonder why create such a
committee? On closer scrutiny I found
that the Committee serves two purpo
ses for the Japanese. The first is that
the Committee, being a Chinese body,
provides a convenient peg upon which
to hang the pseudo-independence
movements in Manchuria. You will
undoubtedly have to read in your pa
pers reports of independence move
ments emanating from Tokio. Mr.
Yuan Chin Kai’s committee was sad
dled with one of these independence
movements. A second purpose is
the more subtle one of using the
dummy committee as a cover for any
thing the Japanese want to take over
or do in the city in which they do
not want their own name to appear.
So far this committee has tried to
hold to its single purpose of preserv
ing order in the city of Mukden and
has resolutely refused to have any
thing to do with the independence

movements or the sequestration of
Chinese properties. But its role is be
coming increasingly difficult and se
veral members were contemplating
flight from the city whin I was
there.
Japanese military and civil authori
ties have made clean sweep of all Chi
nese governmental organs in Mukden
This is true not only in Mukden
but also in the whole occupied
area of over a million square
miles bounded on the east by Antung and Kirin, north by Chang
chun, West by Ssupingkai and Hsin
Min, and south by Yingkow. In this
area, the Japanese have completely
throttled the Chinese çivil and mili
tary administrations, thereby des
troying the only existing check
against banditry and lawlessness in
South Manchuria. Having created
this state of affairs, they turn round
coolly to the world and say they can
not withdraw their forces because of
China’s inability to protect the lives
and property of their nationals.
Japanese tactics in Manchuria can
be summed up under four categories.
First, the occupation of strategic
centres of military importance. The
occupation of Ssupingkai and the
seizure of Tunhua are examples.
Ssupingkai is a Railroad junction
north west of Mukden with lines ra
diating to three points of the com
pass, namely north, west and south.
Tunhua is the terminus of the Kirin
Tunhua railway on the border of
Korea. Since its occupation, the Ja
panese have been forcibly extending
the line to connect with the Japanese
railway system in Korea thus com
pleting the strategic route from
Korea into north Manchuria.
Second, the seizure of economic
resources and the disruption of Chi
nese industries in the occupied area.
The Chairman of the Pro. Gov
ernment and the Commissioner of
Industry are still prisoners in the
hands of the Japanese and it is com-
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monly reported in Mukden that pres
sure is being: brought to bear upon
these two men by the Japanese to
compel them to sign away the econo
mic resources of Manchuria and
other valuable properties belonging
to the Chinese government. In Muk
den, the Japanese have appointed Ja
panese managers to operate Chinese
mills. They are operating the Chinese
railway from Kirin to Mukden.
What they cannot use, the Japanese
are dismantling or destroying. Even
if this occupied territory is returned
to China later, the loss and damage
to us on this score alone will be in
calculable and will take our people
many tens of years to recoup.
Third, the creation of puppet com
mittee or persons to declare the inde
pendence of Manchuria from China.
This will bring Manchuria under the
tutelage of Japan and reduce her to
the same status as Korea before her
annexation by the Island Empire.
On the same train on which I return
ed to Peiping (October 13) I found
the Mongol Prince Taherhan travel
ling in disguise with his family. I
learned that he was escaping from
Mukden because the Japanese have
been importuning him to declare the
independence of Mongolia. When
the Japanese entered the city of
Mukden on September 19, they pla
ced a military guard over his resi
dence and then sent emissaries to in
duce him to start a Mongolian inde
pendence movement. This he resol
utely refused to do and the Japanese
began to double and treble the
guards. So finally he decided that
Mukden was not a healthy place for
him just then and he smuggled him
self out disguised as a servant. The
Japanese have been making frantic
attempts to secure other puppets for
these independence movements, in
cluding the ex-emperor Pu-yi, but so
far without success.
Fourth, the bribing and arming of
the Hunhutse (Manchuria bandits).
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As far as the ordinary people in
South Manchuria are concerned,
this move is the most cruel one for
them. These bandits are incited by
the Japanese to rob trains, villages
and cities. I myself very nearly became a victim of these bandits as the
train I came back on to Peiping was
bandited on the way. My heart aches
for the peaceful farmers of Manchu
ria during the long winter months
which will soon come upon them
when they have to face the double
hardship of Japanese military occup
ation and widespread banditry.
In the next paragraphs, I wish to
share with you some of my personal
reflections as I observed the situation
in Manchuria on this trip. My first
reaction is that in this Japanese
coup d'etat, we see militarism gone
mad. I have seen for some time that
when nations go on piling up arma
ments indefinitely, a point will be
reached when the itch to use these ar
maments becomes irresistible. I think
this is what has happened with Japan.
The Japanese people probably have no
more desire for war than the people in
China. But the military gunta in Ja
pan, drunk with its own sword rat
tling, has precipitated the nation into
a situation which has practically
damned an otherwise admirable peo
ple as a pariah in the eyes of the
whole world. To-day we see in Man
churia Japanese militarism, running
amok with all its attendant evils of
brutality, murder, rape and lies. Let
all who still believe in big armaments
for “defensive purposes only” take
warning and realise what a dan
gerous plaything they have in their
hands.
My second reflection is in the re
alm of the future. The status quo in
Manchuria presents a picture of Rus
sia in the north and Japan in the
south with China sandwiched in bet
ween the two. If Japan is allowed to
get away with her bluff this time in
South Manchuria, she would have

I
j
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brought herself face to face again
with her traditional enemy, Russia.
Once before when their territories
were contiguous, it brought on the
Russo-Japanese war. It requires no
special foresight to see that with mi
litant Japan facing directly in Man
churia a rejuvenated Russia still
smarting under her last defeat, war
is inevitable. Thus, unless the status
quo is restored, a standing threat to
the peace of the Far East will have
perpetrated in Manchuria.
My third reaction comes to me be
cause of my interest in the movement
for the outlawry of war. Through
Japan’s action in South Manchuria,
a situation is dramatised in such a
way that the whole world sees a na
tion armed to the Nth degree invad
ing another nation which is utterly
unprepared militarily to resist the in
vasion. Under any other circums
tance, war between China and Japan
would have been unavoidable. But
China’s rulers adopted a policy of
non-military resistance to Japan’s act
of war and appealed to the League
of Nations for arbitration. This has
placed before the League an unique
opportunity to prove to the world
once for all whether is has a right to
its existence. If the League takes an
effective stand in this trouble bet
ween China and Japan consonant
with the growing sentiment in the
world for peace and cooperation bet
ween nations and for the outlawry of
war, the whole cause for world peace
would be immeasurably advanced.
The entire world is asking “Can the
League function effectively in such
a situation?” My answer is empha
tically yes. There are people who do
not have faith in the League because
they say the League has no military
force to enforce its decisions. These
people do not understand that for the
League to use military force to en
force its decisions is to negate the
very purpose for which the League is
created, namely, to do away with

war. But the League has an instru
ment at its disposal far more effect
ive than military force. India through
Mr. Gandhi and now China has de
monstrated to the world that armed
force can be resisted without resort
ing to armed force. The use of the
boycott method by all the signatory
powers of the League Covenant against an offending nation will
quickly bring that nation to her sen
ses. This international boycott can be
applied in three stages. The first
stage is for all the member states of
the League simultaneously to break
off diplomatic relations with the of
fending nation. After an interval of
a fortnight, if the nation is still bent
on making war, then the member
states will close their sea ports to the
shipping of the offending nation. Per
haps a month should be allowed after
this declaration for the offender to
think over its own actions. If it proves
to be still recalcitrant, then the final
stage should be applied, that is, with
draw all financial credit from the of
fending nation. I feel sure that the
use of this method by the League
when it has a clear case of interna
tional aggression before it will put an
effective stop to war.
I believe, as all fair-minded men
believe to-day, that in this SinoJapanese situation in Manchuria, the
League has before it a clear case of
international aggression, pure and
simple. Our Government has coun
selled the people to remain calm un
der provocation and await action by
the League reserving the use of mi
litary force for. self-defence until ev
ery other means to settle the trouble
is exhausted. Hence, much is being
expected from the League by the
Chinese people as indeed by all the
world. I earnestly hope the League
will not fail this time. If it fails not
only its own existence is threatened
but the whole cause of disarmament
and world peace is doomed beyond
recall.
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in Korea that “independence” gov
ernments were being set up at
Kirin and in the North-eastern prov
inces I returned to Mukden. In
the “Manchuria Daily News” of
October 3, 4 and 5, I read that a
“Chinese self-government system”
had been set up in Mukden. Names
were announced of men serving on
the local Administration Committee
A SWORN TESTIMONY OF
of Peace and Order Committee who
AN AMERICAN EYEWITNESS were said to have consented “to
inaugurate a Chinese autonomic gov
[Dr. Sherwood Eddy, a world-wide ernment.” Two of these men came
known Y.M.C.A. worker, lecturer, and to see me personally for two hours
author of “The Challenge of the East,” on October 15. They stated that
“Suffering and the War,” “With our they had repeatedly been approached
Soldiers in France,” “The Challenge by Japanese and urged for the last
of Russia,” etc., was present at the ten days to set up a puppet “inde
capture of Mukden. The following pendence” government in that prov
is his affidavit, sworn before the Ameri ince, but they had persistently re
can Consul-General at Tientsin.—Ed.] fused to do so. They were leading
citizens of Mukden. I do not wish
Republic of China
to give their names for fear of danger
Province of Chili
to them. I found no foreigner whom
City of Tientsin
I interviewed and no Chinese in
Consulate General of
Southern Manchuria who doubts that
United States of America.
there is convincing evidence that
the capture of Mukden and the
Before me, George Atcheson, Jr., strategic
points of Manchuria were
Consul of the United States of a premeditated,
prepared,
America in and for the consular dis offensive plan of carefully
the Japanese army
trict of Tientsin, China, duly commis- which is developing
in the setting
ioned and qualified personally came up of puppet so-called
“independ
Sherwood Eddy, who, being duly ence
” governments in the Manchuria
sworn, deposes and says:
provinces. And further deponent
I was present at the capture of saith not.
Mukden on September 18 and 19
(Signed) SHERWOOD EDDY.
and witnessed the Japanese occu
Subscribed and sworn to before
pation of the city. I proceeded to me this ninth day of October, A.D.
Korea where the three stages of 1931.
Japan’s policy there were evident;
(Signed) GEO. ATCHISON, jr.
first to declare her “independence”
Consul of the United States of
of China, second to announce a
protectorate under Japan, third, an America at Tientsin, China.
nexation and absorption. When I
Seal of American Consulate Gen
read in the Japanese controlled press eral, Tientsin.
Forgive me for devoting this
whole letter to our trouble in
Manchuria. In these days of suffer
ing and death there, I have no place
in my heart for anything else.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) T. Z. Koo.

WORLD

•
I
]
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“I tell you seriously there is firm
belief among us in England that the
Japanese militarists have embarked on
this almost incredible policy of expansion and conquest, and are entering
upon it with the passive support of
Soviet Russia and republican France’.

Commander L. AC Kenworthy

of the British Navy.
Also outlining the five phases of the
Japanese plan of conquest, he said,
“the first has been accomplished with
the seizure of all Manchuria. Second,
it is necessary for her to occupy the
great Yangtze Valley in order to do
minate Chinese trade and commerce,
and to give her an entering wedge for
the conquest of all China”.
“Third, she will eventually seize
Canton and South China, and advance
westward toward French Indo-China
and British possessions”.
“Fourth, she will be in a position,
militarily and economically, to seize
Indo-China from the French. Finally,
she will advance upon India— upon
which she has had her eye for many
years”.
“----- But more serious still is the
fact that Japan, despite her obligation
of the League of Nations, the Peace
Pact of Paris and Nine Power Treaty,
has set herself as the judge in her own
cause and, despite her obligations to
the contrary, has resorted to war-like
measures in order to enforce her will
upon a weaker nation”.
Norman A. M. MacKenzie, Associate
Professor of Law,
University of Toronto.
“If America lines up with the Lea
gue to present a strong front against
Japan, Japan will back down and with
draw her troops from the non-treaty
territory beyond the South Manchu
ria Railway Zone”.

OPINION

“I was present at the capture of
Mukden. Evidence of many witnes
ses interviewed at the time and
on spot points to premeditated, care
fully prepared offensive plan of Jap
anese armv without provocation of
any Chinese attack, producing bitter
resentment when China, suffering with
flood disaster and world preoccupied.
Japanese troops not withdrawn, but all
strategic points in Southern Manchu
ria, still held by Japanese and Chin
chow bombed. I testify to evidence of
efforts to establish puppet independent
government in Manchuria under Jap
anese military control. I have for
warded sworn statements of interviews
Chinese leaders in Manchuria who tes
tify to repeated pressure of Japanese
to induce them to head independent
goverment”.
Dr. Sherwood Eddy.
Veteran
American Y.M.C.A. worker, author
and an eyewitness in a cable published
in the New York Herald Tribune on
October 14, 193 t.

“The Japanese intend to colonize
Manchuria and inner Mongolia by
means of a puppet government of sub
servient Chinese”.

Upton Close.

Author and lecturer, authority on
Oriental affairs.
“Remember, if it suits the purpose
of the Japanese to kill Americans,
that’s exactly what they will do, and
the softer we are the more they will
kill. They know we won’t boycott
them”.
Smedley D. Butler, former com
mander of U.S. Marines in China.

“The speed and smoothness with
which Japanese soldiers moved,
showed careful advance planning.

Grover Clark.

Bertrand Russell.
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PRESENT

UP

TO

CRISIS

By S. KWAUK

All the authorities and even aver
age observers have agreed that the
present Manchurian situation cannot
be studied as an isolated incident.
One may, however, still encounter
difficulty to refute the assertion that
it is only a 1 ‘local issue.” To dis
locate it from the series of events
which earmark the history of Man
churia during the last half century
will only distort the true picture. The
destruction of a part of theSouth Man
churian Railway by the Chinese sol
diers, as alleged by the Japanese, would
not in itself bring about Japan’s inva
sion and successive occupation of Man
churian cities. Further, it was very
unlikely that the Chinese soldiers, long
taught through bitter experiences,
the belligerency and the superior
quality of the Japanese military
guarding the South Manchurian Rail
way would attempt such an adven
ture. Throughout the summer (1931)
Japan’s hunt for a presentable pretext
to launch a big enterprise was too
well known. The Chinese press had
repeatedly warned the populace to
avoid provocative acts, which, while
seemingly trifle, were possible of the
gravest consequences. Therefore, the
cause cannot be found in any recent
occurrences in Manchuria.
As a
matter of fact, it is not local in origin.
It is deep rooted in Japan, in the
Japanese Government and in the
Japanese policy. The present im
broglio, engendered from such a policy,
can be simplified if the history of
Manchuria is briefly reviewed. In
view of the recent complications of
the situation, the writer takes the
opportunity also to present the im
portant Sino-Japanese questions in
general.

HISTORY OF MANCHURIA
Manchuria has been the birth place
of at least three dynasties in the
Chinese history.
The short-lived
Liao Dynasty in the beginning of the
10th century ruled part of the Chihli
Province. In 1115 and 1644, the Chin
and the Manchu Dynasties respectively were established by peoples
from Manchuria. The latter ended in
1911. During the last dynasty which
lasted nearly 300 years, there had
been a great deal of intermixing with
other stocks of the Chinese race. To
day no distinction is and can be made
between a Manchu outside of the
Great Wall and a Chinese inside of it;
and Manchuria is settled by many
times more Chinese from within the
Great Wall than the natives them
selves.
The first diplomatic contact of
Manchuria with the outside world was
with Russia in the 17th century. A
treaty was established, followed by
two more, defining the boundary be
tween the Russian and Chinese Em
pires.
Japan’s keen interest in Manchuria
started in the last century, hardly
fifty years ago. Between Russia, seek
ing an ice-free outlet to the sea, and
Japan, dreaming of economic and
military expansion, friction inevit
ably ensued. But the weakness of
the common host must first be
proved.
SINO-JAPANESE WAR
Ever since the Opium War of 183942, and the Treaty of Nanking, 1842,
the Manchu Dynasty was beginning
to show signs of corruption and de
cline. With the people daily threat
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ening its existence by way of rebellion
and revolution, the Imperial Govern
ment was not prepared to meet the
onslaught of foreign aggressions. Much
against its own will, it went to war
with Japan over the question of
Korea, a Chinese protectorate, during
1894-95 (Sino-Japanese War). The
Treaty of Shimonoseki concluded
after the war, really sowed the seed
of the trouble that was to follow. By
the treaty, Korea was recognized as
an independent state, China ceded the
Island of Formosa and Pescadores
Group of islands and paid 200,000,000
taels for indemnity, and also China
was to cede Liaotung Peninsular.
The extent of the war did not justify
such wholesale relinquishment of ter
ritory. To the failure of Chinese
diplomacy, we must ascribe such
disproportionate result. However,
the cession of Liaotung Peninsular
was detrimental to Russia’s plan in
Manchuria, for it was believed, then,
that the ice-free port of Russia was
to be built on the coast of this strip
of land. With the help of Germany
and France, Russia threatened Japan,
who then had no idea of Russian
strength, to retrocede the land to
China. Japan was forced to comply.
As a result, Japan received 30,000,000
taels from China as a compensation.
In return for this apparent service to
China, Russia was given the right
in 1896 to extend the Trans-Siberian
Railway through north Manchuria to
Vladivostok. This extention is known
as the Chinese Eastern Railway.
Since then Manchuria became the
cynosure of world’s political specula
tion.
CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY
According to an agreement reached
in April 1896, the projected railway
was to be owned and operated jointly
by the two governments, Chinese and
Russian, with the president named by
the Chinese Government but paid by
the railway. This partnership was to

last 80 years, at the end of which the
line with all its appurtenances was to
pass to the Chinese Government,
which, moreover, was to have the
right of purchasing the Russian
shares and thus become the sole
owner of the line at any time after
the expiration of 36 years.
KIAOCHOW, PORT ARTHUR,
DAIREN AND SOUTH MAN
CHURIAN RAILWAY

In 1897, Germany seized Kiaochow under the pretext of protecting
Catholic missionaries against bandits,
and held it as a compensation for
her effort in the intervention two
years previous. Russia, to carry her
scheme a step further, occupied Port
Arthur and Dairen with the request
for permission to build a sideline
from Harbin to these two ports.
China, morally constrained by their
favor two years ago and practically
limited in her means of self-protect
ion, granted all these demands.. Ac
cording to a convention signed March
27, 1898, the two ports were to be
placed under lease for a term of 25
years (till 1923). The new line was
given the name South Manchurian
Railway.
At the beginning, Great Britain
in her quest for trade and whatever
other objective she might have had
was included in the list of interested
parties in the affairs of Manchuria.
But to avoid friction with the then
apparently more powerful influence,
Russia, she came to an understanding
with Russia in 1899, whereby she was
to confine her exploitation along the
Yangtze Valley.

RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR.
During the Boxer outbreak in
1900,150,000 Russian troops marched
into Kirin and Heilungkiang and
occupied practically the whole of
Manchuria, and Peking (Peiping)
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was captured by the Powers. Terms
for peace between China and the
Powers including Russia were drawn
up in 1902. Russian occupation of
Manchuria was opposed by the Pow
ers in general, whose aim was to
keep Russia away from the water,
and by Japan in particular, whose
motto was to get Manchuria and that
if she could not have it nobody else
was to have it either. Consequently
the terms finally reached, as far as
Manchuria was concerned, were
greatly in favor of China. Russian
troops were to evacuate Manchuria
by steps in eight months. Russia’s
dissatisfaction was soon evident. She
refused to carry out the second stage
of the evacuation, unless further
demands designed to root a firmer
Russian control of Manchuria were
ceded. Japan, acting in her own
interest, offered to respect the Rus
sian claims on condition that this
would be reciprocated by Russia’s
recognizing Japan’s special position
and control in Korea, which Japan,
had freed from Chinese protector
ship seven years ago and whose
independence was guarded by a
treaty between the Powers. Russia
refused to make any concession.
The result was the Russo-Japanese
War of 1904-1905, followed by the
Treaty of Portsmouth of 1905.

The battles were fought on Chinese
soil. China, though admittedly neu
tral was made the principal loser.
The treaty ratified Japan’s free
hand in Korea and resulted in the
transference of the lease of Port
Arthur and Dairen and the railway
south of Changchum (South Man
churian Railway) to Japan.

It is ridiculous to note that the
treaty made the reservation of the
right to the contracting parties, Russia
and Japan, to maintain guards along
their respective railways in Man
churia “at numbers not exceeding
fifteen per kilometer”.

MUKDEN ANTUNG RAILWAY
In the same year, Japan was given
the right to build a line connecting
Mukden with Antung in Korea, with
the understanding that the railway
including its future properties, was
to be bought by China after 1923 at
a period to be decided by “an expert”
of a third nationality”, and that the
affairs of the railway was to be in
spected by an officer appointed by
the Chinese Government.
In regard to the station of guards,
the Chinese Government repeatedly
raised strong objections. On separate
occasions each of the two powers,
Russia and Japan, signified its will
ingness to withdraw provided the
other would do the same simultan
eously. So the matter rested up to
the present.
Since then Port Arthur and Dairen
have become the foothold of the
Japanese economic and military en
croachment. Port Arthur has also
developed into a Japanese naval base.
The South Manchurian Railway,
with late additions as sidelines has
metamorphosed into the greatest in
strument of Japanese exploitation
of Manchurian wealth. Thus the
pendulum swung to the other side;
Japan became the dominating factor
in Manchuria.
FIRST BOYCOTT

In 1908, a Japanese vessel, loaded
with contraband was detained by
the Chinese Government.
Japan
protested and demanded apology,
indemnity and punishment of officers
responsible. The Manchu Govern
ment, with its last breath of existence
again manifested its weakness by
acceding to all the demands. How
ever, the people, for the first time
in its history showed a sign of nation
alism by resorting to what later
proved to be the most effective
means of retaliation, the boycott.
What Japan had gained in the deal
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was far short of paying for the most foreign troops, retrocession of
$13,300,000 ’she had lost in trade foreign postal rights, shortening of
the joint control of the Chinese
in the following nine months.
In 1910, Japan annexed Korea. Eastern Railway by twenty years,
the realization of tariff autonomy
THE CHINESE REPUBLIC
and the relinquishment of extra
The birth of the Chinese Republic territorial jurisdiction.
On the other hand, through these
in 1911 marked the end of an era of
corruption in Chinese diplomatic re years of reconstruction, the relation
lations, concomitant with a change with Japan, especially in regard to
of policy in China of most of the Manchuria, has not changed. His
Powers. To be fair, one should not torians have the misfortune of re
forget the circumstances under which cording a few more incidents, tell
any government, that claimed to tale of Japan’s unchanged policy
represent and reconstruct China, had in China.
to labor. The Republic inherited
“TWENTY-ONE DEMANDS”
a prestige which consisted of some
In 1914, Japan captured the
fifty concessions and settlements in
a score of important cities, foreign German leased territory of Kiaochow.
administration of maritime customs Both Japan and China were members
and salt gabelle; indemnities and of the Ally. However, as the world
loans, a ridiculously low fixed tariff, was preoccupied with more grave
foreign postal rights, leasehold of matters, Japan thought it a master
Kiaochow, Kowloon, Kwangchouwan, stroke to carry out her coddled plan
Weihaiwei, Port Arthur and Dairen, by means of the infamous Twentypermanent cession of Hongkong, for one Demands. The demands, written
eign railways in Manchuria, extra on papers water-marked with dread
territorial jurisdiction, right of coastal noughts, and machine guns, were
and inland navigation by foreign presented to the President of China
vessels, and policing right through for on January 18, 1915. The Twentyeign military forces at Tientsin, one Demands were in brief a brazen
Peking (Peiping), Shanghai, cities confession of Japanese ambition and
in Manchuria and many others. policy in China, especially Man
That these hinder the normal devel churia. (See page 38) Later as an
opment of a new nation, cannot be answer was not forthcoming, the
denied. In fact, to them one should following ultimatum was handed to
attribute the instability of the Chinese China
“The Imperial Government hereby
Government. Yet, the more un
again offers its advice and hopes that
stable the government is, the greater
the Chinese Government will give a
the ground and chances for foreign
satisfactory reply not later than 6
o’clock p.m. of the 9th day of May. It
intervention; and more intervention
is hereby declared that if no satisfactory
begets more instability. To break
reply is received before or at the desig
this vicious circle has been the added
nated time, the Imperial Government
task of the Chinese Government.
will take any steps she may deem ne
cessary.’’
Contrary to popular predictions, the
The three years old Chinese Gov
stunted child of the East during
recent years showed signs of great ernment was too self-conscious and
vigor and strength. Through pacific was in no position to stage a scene.
channels, the following were regained; The President “at the point of the
the return of Weihaiwei, concessions bayonet” signed most of the demands.
in Hankow and other cities from But popular sentiment was expressed
Great Britain, the withdrawal of in the form of a nation-wide boycott.
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The loss to Japanese trade was
tremendous. At the end of six months
Japan felt the effect keenly and
demanded the Chinese Government
its cessation. It did not quiet down
until about a year later, when China
was unable to secure enough manu
factured goods from other countries.
The estimated loss of Japanese trade
was over 32% of her total with
China.
In 1916, Japan and Russia came
to a treaty agreement whereby each
should respect the right and safe
guard the special interest of the
other in Manchuria.
After the Great War, in 1919,
when China could again procure
supplies from Western nations, the
boycott resumed. This time it was
directed against the occupation of
Shangtung by the Japanese. Since
then the boycott has virtually con
tinued to the present with occasional
exacerbations. In 1919, imports from
Japan was only 3% of China’s total.
In the following year, Japan’s trade
with China was 7.2% less than that
of the previous year, which meant
a loss of $29,155,000. In 1921,
Japan’s export to China was again
reduced by 9% of that of the previous
year, while the total import from
countries other than Japan leapt
by thirty percent.
THE WASHINGTON CON
FERENCE
From the Washington Conference
of 1921-1922 however, China regained
the leased territory of Kiaochow,
railways in Shangtung and other
special rights, granted to the Germans
in 1898 and acquired by Japan
through her military occupation in
1914.
This unprecedented accomplish
ment in Chinese diplomatic relations
was due to three things :1. a general change in the attitude
of the Western nations towards China
as demanded and warranted by the

awakening of Chinese nationalism.
2. the noble labor of the Chinese
representatives morally backed by a
formidable boycott at home, and
3. a temporary change in Jap
anese policy due to the presence
of Baron Shidehara as foreign
minister.
From that year to 1927, the year
when Baron Tanaka came to power
again, the sea of international re
lations was comparatively quiet. And
it was during this brief period that
the Chinese Nationalist Government,
the champion of the people, was
formed. Just as China was about to
travel the road to prosperity, the
worst of her enemies and illwishers
came to the scene.
TANAKA
Tanaka’s initial policy toward
China can be summarized by a
statement in a memorandum pres
ented by a Japanese patriotic society
to the Japanese Government; - “By inciting Chinese malcontents
and creating great commotion and
disorder in China, Japan can easily
intervene and adjust matters.” This
he pursued for some time.
In the figure of Chang Tso-ling,
the war-lord of Manchuria, Japan
found an easy pawn. In the event
of a real political unification of China
Japanese policy and Japanese illeg
itimate interests in Manchuria would
be dealt a deadly blow. It is a rec
ognized fact that Chang Tso-ling’s
evasive attitude and inveterate re
sistance to the Nationalist Govern
ment were under the direction of the
Japanese who held the nominal ruler
by the throat on account of their
influence in the land. In any local
affair in Manchuria, Japan refused
to negotiate directly with the Central
Government. The reason is obvious.
Until recently, the status of Man
churia has been kept little known to
the rest of the nation. We pondered
over the conditions in Manchuria

no

in the same way as the world is pon
dering over that in Russia today.
Information had only been a matter
of speculation.

TANAKA’S MEMORIAL
AND POLICY
Tanaka’s real policy was outlined
in his famous Memorial presented
to the Japanese Emperor on July 25,
1927. It is referred to as the “Pos
itive Policy ” in contrast to the
“ Friendly Policy” of Baron Shideha
ra. It is surprising that Japan’s subse
quent behaviours coincide so well
with the scheme laid down by the
Memorial. (See page 41.)
4,300 Japanese troops landed at
Tsinan in 1927 when the Nationalist
forces were marching toward Peking
along the Peking Pukow Railway.
On May 3, 1928, the Japanese fired
on the Chinese soldiers. The fighting
that ensued resulted in the heavy
loss of life and property. In the same
year, General Kuo Sung-ling, who
was carrying out the order of the
Nationalist Government to exter
minate its last enemy, Chang Tsoling, was captured and executed by
the Japanese.
While in Tsinan, the Japanese
troops murdered the Foreign Affairs
Commissioner, (described elsewhere).
This was the cause of the last flare-up
of the boycott. It cost Japan $17,453,000 of trade in that year.
Late in 1928, Chang Tso-ling yield
ed to popular sentiment and paid
his homage to the Nationalist Gov
ernment. On his way back to
Mukden, he was murdered by the
Japanese.
Chang Hsueh-liang succeeded his
father; but his attitude introduced
a revolutionary change in the status
of Manchuria. Through him the
three Eastern Provinces (Manchuria)
were brought under the Nationalist
Government. He showed no inclin
ation to take orders from the Jap
anese. His project of constructing

a new port, Hulutao, south of Chin
chow on the gulf of Liaotung, with
the aim to compete with the Japanese
port, Dairen, and his program of
railway construction caused great
apprehension in Japan. In 1928,
a line connecting Hulan with Hailun
was completed, and the following
year saw another line extending
from Mukden via Heilungchang to
Kirin opened for traffic. The latter
line was the object of Japanese pro
test for its being “parallel” to a
section of the South Manchuran
Railway.
As it has been rightly proclaimed
that the whole question of Man
churia is a question of Railways, a
little detail will not be out of place.
Of all the railways in Manchuria,
Chinese interests owned the most mile
age, 3,320.2 kilometers. Both Russia
and Japan owned approximately 1,000
kilometers. The Russians had invested
the most money while the Japanese
reaped the most profit. The annual
profit of the South Manchurian
Railway with its subsidiary enterprises
came close to $40,000,000. Japan’s
interest and “special rights” were,
according to the Japanese, protected
by treaties entered with the local
government, stipulations of the
“Twenty-one Demands” and other
agreements of equally dubious char
acter. Of great bearing upon the
present crisis is the introduction of
a new communication policy in Man
churia by the Chinese Government.
By the end of 1930 the following
features of the new policy were
attained :1. Construction of Hulutao Harbor
intended to be the main gateway
of Manchuria.
2. Transportation of mails and
salt by the Chinese Railways,
(The South Manchurian Railway
netted $2,000,000 annually in the
previous years in salt transpor
tation.)
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3. Reduction of 23% on passenger
rate. People going to North Man
churia for immigration purposes
pay 30% of the regular charge.
4. Introduction of “through
service” among the different Chi
nese Railways.
5. Reduction of freight by 30%
on goods destined for the Chinese
ports.
6. Construction of over 550 miles
of railways and purchasing of
64 additional locomotives.
Great decrease of traffic on the
South Manchurian Railway was reg
istered in 1931. The success of the
new policy again was partly due to
the general awakening of national
consciousness among the Chinese. At
the beginning of the year, Japan pro
posed a joint railway conference with
China. But owing to the former’s
insistence to deal with the local autho
rities instead of the Central Govern
ment and her premature publication
of demands upon China to recognize
her “special rights” in Manchuria,
the proposed conference turned out
to be a mere bubble.
JAPANESE SETTLEMENT
OF MANCHURIA
Japanese settlement of Manchuria
has never been successful. In 1931,
there were only 280,000 Japanese
in Manchuria as compared to 27,000,000 of Chinese who have mig
rated there. The climatical con
ditions of Manchuria have repelled
the Japanese settlers whom the
wealth and fertility of the country
have attracted . Thus Japanese in
vestments in Manchuria, which
amounted to over a billion dollars,
had to depend largely upon Chinese
labor for its succesful result.
This, in brief, was the status of
Manchuria just prior to the present

crisis. It took half a century to
mature. Whatever the immediate
incident that has created the crisis
may be, the force that has turned
Manchuria into the “Danger zone
of the East” lies in the Japanese
policy. In Japan everything was
ready at the beginning of the year 1931
to realize those long cherished
ambitions, disclosed in their naked
form in Tanaka’s Memorial. All
that they needed was to discover a
pretext. Several vain attempts were
made during the summer of 1931.
Thus, while the situation came as
a distinct surprise to the world,
China had long expected it. In
the issue of July 15, 1931, the “Chi
nese Nation” started its editorial
with the following ominous statement.
“Conflicts between the Chinese and
the Japanese in the three Eastern
Provinces are so frequent and abun
dant that they almost appear pop
ular. To the Japanese Military
clique, they are distinctly popular,
for the members feel that they count
on every conflict be it real or created,
as a dependable pretext whereby
their imperialistic designs may be
slightly improved or in other cases,
the disputed holdings may be further
secured. Fantastic claims may of
course be framed also when occasion
warrants and it may be said for
that school of Japanese politicians
in general that they seldom allow
an opportunity to sail by without
making the most of it.” And referr
ing to the Wanpaoshan incident it
further said, “As for the necessary
excuse to justify a military occu
pation of entire Manchuria, the
Japanese troops there would have
no difficulty in finding it, if they
play the Koreans against the Chinese
and make use of the former as pawns
in the game.”
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SHANGHAI

AND

CHINESE

NATIONALISM

By S. D. QUONG, Arts *33, McGill University

Two formidable forces are in conflict in the Far East—Japanese Imperialism
and Chinese Nationalism. The former directed by an insignificant minority
of political fanatics in Japan is fighting for territorial gains; while the latter
is supported by 450 million people in China struggling for self-expression.
The cosmospolitan city of Shanghai, where on account of its peculiar status,
Imperialism stimulates Nationalism and Nationalism hurries Imperialism,
was converted into a battle ground of the conflicting forces.
The city of Shanghai, in many respects, bears a close resemblance to the
city of Montreal. In addition to its being a very cosmopolitan place; it is
the financial and commercial centre of China and the sixth largest seaport
in the world. The city is situated in Kiangsu province on the bank of Whamppoo river and within a proximity of 200 miles from Nanking which is located
farther up in the Yangtse Valley. The foundation of the native city is dated
as far back as 2150 years when it was merely a little fishing village known as
“Hu”; its rise to prominence in the world of commerce and finance is only a
late attainment. In 1832 the British East India Co. despatched a mission to
Shanghai in an attempt to establish a trading post there. But the “close
door’” policy of the Chinese was inflexible and the attempt was fruitless.
During the Opium War between China and Great Britain 1840-42, the
British, in the midst of their triumph in Canton, decided to extend their
military operation into the Yangtse valley. Accordingly, a detachment of
2000 men was sent from Canton for that purpose. Shanghai was captured
by the invaders without much difficulty.
The Treaty of Nanking in 1842 speedily brought the War to an end and
incidentally it ushered Shanghai into a new era—a first contact with the
Western World. According to the provisions of the Treaty Shanghai was
denominated as one of five “treaty ports” of China open to foreign trade and
commerce. The British, with their commercial farsightedness, once gaining
admittance into the city were not slow to exact additional privileges from the
declining Chinese Imperial Government. Through diplomatic channels,
they were able to reach an agreement with the Chinese Government whereby
a section of the city was leased as a settlement for British Nationals with the
privilege of extra-territorial right and consular jurisdiction.
This same
special privilege was extended to France and the United States in 1849 and
1854 respectively. In 1862 the American and British Settlements, for the
purpose of solidarity, were amalgamated into the present International
Settlement.
The advent of the Japanese into the Shanghai foreign settlement began in
1895 with the Treaty of Shimonoseki which terminated the Sino-Japanese War
of 1894. Through this treaty Japan obtained new commercial privileges
in China, which included the recognition of Japanese settlement in ‘treaty ports.’
From that time on Japan’s keen interest in Shanghai has been phenomenal
and today she is one of the leading figures in the International Settlement
with two members sitting at its council.
The process by which the International Settlement expanded to its present
size can be described in one word: usurpation. Through illegitimate negotia
tions with the corrupt local authorities and more recently by the device of
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building roads into Chinese section, then claiming the land enclosed by the
new roads, the Settlement Authorities have successfully expanded the Settle
ment from the insignificant 150 acres to an enormous area of 5,584 acres.
The French Concession has also been greatly expanded in a similar manner.
Today it occupies an area of 2525 acres.
The Administration of the Settlement is in the hands of a Municipal Council
which consists of 15 members: 6 British, 5 Chinese, 2 Americans, and 2 Ja
panese. It is to be noted that although the Chinese residents in the Settle
ment represented over 90% of the tax-payers, they had no participation in
the Municipal Council till 1928. In 1928 after much protestation by the
Chinese residents and much deliberation of the Settlement Authorities, 3
Chinese members were included in the Municipal Council. This number
was increased to five in 1930.
Shanghai in a political sense is composed of three separate administrative
units, namely: the French Concession with a population of 435,000 admin
istered by a Council with Chinese representation since 1904 and whose final
authority rests with the French Consul-General; the International Settlement
with a population of 1,000,000 governed by its own council; lastly, the
Municipality of Greater Shanghai composed of three large wards: Nantao,
Poo-tung and Chapei with a population of 1,700,000 and of which the Mayor
of Shanghai is held responsible to the National Government.
The Japanese invasion of Manchuria has aroused bitter public resentment
throughout China. While the government was not prepared to resist the
invaders by force, the spirit of patriotism of the Chinese people once more
rose to meet the occasion. Voluntary anti-Japanese associations sprung up
spontaneously; a nation-wide boycott against Japan was in the process of
formation. Anti-Japanese feeling rose to [the highest degree and this natural
feeling was particularly acute in “treaty ports” where the Spirit of Nationalism
has been spurred by the presence of foreign elements and the prevailing
atmosphere of foreign domination. Shanghai was a fervent scene of anti
Japanese activities. These worked havocs on the Japanese industries in the
city and paralyzed the Japanese foreign trade, 25% of which normally found its
market in China.
To suppress this spontaneous feeling and its manifestations, the Japanese
Imperialists unwisely resorted to brute force. On Jan. 21st the Japanese
Consulate Authorities in Shanghai supported by an ultimatum issued by
AdmiralShiosawa, demanded the local Chinese Authorities to effect an immediate
cessation of all anti-Japanese activities and permanent dissolution of all
anti-Japanese Societies. In other words they demanded the obliteration
of Nationalism of the Chinese people, which ever since the establishment of
the Republic had proved to be an insurmountable obstacle to Japan’s
Imperialistic designs in China. During the last 20 years of revolutionary
transition, governments have risen and fallen but Nationalism has survived
among China’s teeming millions. It exists in all ranks of Chinese Society;
from the humble labourer to the proud defender of the country, from the most
radical young student to the highly conservative scholar. To suppress
Nationalism in China simply means to suppress the free will of 450 millions
souls ! Can it be done ?
It was reported by impartial observers that after the presentation of the
Japanese demands, anti-Japanese feeling was somewhat subdued and anti-Jap
anese sociteties ceased to function. This, however, did not satisfy the Japanese
authorities, whose ulterior motive is beyond the bound of human imagination.
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On Jan. 22nd at 8 p.m., a 22 hours ultimatum was delivered to Mayor Wu
Tec-chen of Great Shanghai. To avoid unnecessary sanguinary sacrifices,
at 2 p.m. the next day, the Mayor replied the ultimatum with unconditional
acceptance of its terms. He was later assured by the Japanese Consul that
the reply was satisfactory. But in spite of this assurance Admiral Shiosawa,
acting apparently on a premeditated plan, issued an order to attack Chapei.
Using the International Settlement as the base of their operation so as to
render counter-attack by the Chinese impossible without endangering the
lives and properties of neutrals in the Settlement, the Japanese marines
began their furious attack on the Chapei area.
In a few hours time the sinister work of their deadly weapons was quite
apparent; the once crowded industrial section of the city was literally reduced
to a “no man’s land”. Foreign correspondents present at the scene amply
supplied the world with horrible descriptions of Japanese atrocities: the
destruction of millions of dollars of property, the deliberate burning of the
priceless library of the Commercial Press, and the murder of thousands of
cilivians including women and children are monumental of an international
crime in the history of civilization.
Now Japan has employed brute force in her attempt to crash Chinese
Nationalism, but has she succeeded ? On the contrary, instead of suppressing
it she is actually increasing its strength and momentum, and above all, her
barbarous action has inspired among the Chinese people a unity against
a common foe—a unity that is fatal to the Japanese Imperialism.

AN UNSETTLED ACCOUNT

Ï
I

After the Japanese bombardment and final occupation of Chapei, the loss
and damage sustained by the Chinese are estimated by the Chinese Depart
ment of Statistics at Nanking as:—
Property loss, $390,000,000.
Japanese occupied area, 150 square miles;
Familes directly affected, 180,000;
Individuals directly affected, 824,000;
(45% of the Chinese population in Shanghai)
Persons killed, 8,080;
Known wounded, 21,000;
Missing, 10,400;
Revenue of the Municipality of Greater Shanghai reduced 45%;
Property losses in the Japanese occupied area, $200,000,000;
Value of buildings destroyed, $600,000,000;
Value of factories destroyed, $14,000,000;
Persons thrown out of employment, 250,000;
Educational institutions in the occupied area which were closed:—10 uni
versities and technical colleges ; 30 middle schools and 192 primary schools ;
Students thus prevented from continuing their studies, 39,000;
Teachers thrown out of employment, 3,000;
Educational institutions wrecked by Japanese bombardment or occupied by
the Japanese military : colleges, 12 ; middles schools, 17 ; primary schools 49.
Cotton mill workers thrown out of employment, 80% of total;
Business losses to Chinese Banks, 85% of total;
Losses to Chinese railways in occupied area, 40% of total;
Damage to roads, $300,000.

J
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JAPAN’S

AGGRESSION

PEACE

AND

THE

member in question. Another interpretation by the French Government
concerning sanctions maintained that Art. 16 of the Covenant cannot be
applied because a state of war did not exist, a consideration from which we
may justly infer that any member may wage war upon another member
with impunity so long as it does not formally declare war.

MACHINERY

By W. H. FONG

With the Manchurian question still unsettled and the obvious impotency
of the League to curb Japan’s ruthlessness, world opinion must not continue
to be undermined by the voluminous Japanese propaganda. It is univer
sally admitted that the invasion of Manchuria was premeditated and un
provoked. She had chosen the most opportune time to strike her blow
when China was struggling to survive under the worst calamity in her history
and the rest of the world were too preoccupied with their insurmountable
national problems of depression, unemployment and financial paralysis.
On top of all these, Japanese statesmen saw clearly that with the dreadful
memories of the Great War still fresh no sane people would venture to risk
another war.
This last consideration inevitably reflects the weakness of the League of
Nations in settling disputes between a first class world power and a nation
like China. The shrewd Japanese were not slow to take advantage of this,
with the result that all the League’s protests and resolutions only served
to allow Japan further occupation, an act which means direct defiance to
the world to balk her aggression. What then are the elements which dom
inate the League’s position ?
A careful study of the League and its failure to impede the Japanese invasion
of China will show that aside from what unknown concealed documents
or undercurrent understandings there may exist between nations one need
little hesitation to say that the whole League procedure was one of dilly
dallying. The proceedings were filled with unqualified hopes of settlement
in words, but those hopes were only to be repeatedly dissipated without
the backing of concrete action. Lack of cooperation and coordination be
tween the U.S.A, and League Council was the chief set-back. The absence
of cooperation and coordination was evident when the U.S.A, withdrew from
the League after it received the first Japanese rebuttal and again when the
U.S.A, and League sent separate protests under varying degrees of attitude
and conception of the violation of the peace pacts all of which Japan has
stubbornly treated as scraps of paper.
An outstanding example of the swaying attitude of the peace pact signa
tories is France which the leading government newspapers while at the
outset of the invasion denounced Japan’s war-like aggression suddenly changed
their stand to defend Japan’s actions; although later the startling revelations
of Japanese atrocity and vandalism in Shanghai produced some slight reaction
in some of the journals.
Besides the general impotency of the League of Nations the SinoJapanese conflict has exposed the utter defectiveness of the Covenant when its
invocation and successful application were fully relied upon by China in her
plight. During the League Assembly in Paris the skilful interpretation
of the Document by Sir John Simon reduced it to a scrap of paper as for
instance: when Sir John held that under Art. 10 the Council was powerless
to declare one of its members to be the aggressor without the consent of the
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Art. 16 also laid down that the nation must not declare war to enable the
council to act, for by so doing it would become the “aggressor.”
Another
official statement from the Council stated that the League would be powerless
to apply the Covenant should Japan withdraw its membership. Of what
use then is the existence of the League when the Powers which solemnly
affixed their signatures to stand behind the Covenant a decade ago that
these same signatories should fail to apply its sanctions in the Far East situa
tion where practically every form of warfare is being extensively carried
into action save the declaration of the sinister word WAR ? Should this be
allowed to continue it is undeniably a dangerous precedent of unfathomable con
sequences for the future if even in the midst of this extreme gravity the Powers
should stop to ponder over the Covenant analysing for vulnerable spots
while Japan continues to challenge the whole structure of the peace ma
chinery to consolidate her position in China. At the time of writing the
League has accomplished nothing in the way of enlightening the situation.

It is hardly too pessimistic to say that the League has defeated its own
purpose when pitted against a real problem. However, Japan’s more recent
atrocities in Shanghai and her unexpected military reverses have finally
exposed to the world Japan’s worth as a nation and as a power.
It is these
two factors more than anything else which contribute to check (temporarily
at least) her aggressions in China. Little did she dream that the tide of
( world opinion could be turned against her so swiftly and systematically.
Thus, we may say that it is the moral pressure of world opinion and not the
enforcement of any peace document which extricates Japan from her dreams.
If then we realize the impracticability of the peace documents we should im
mediately examine and reconsider them and readjust accordingly so as to
render them more fool-proof, more decisive—incorporating the necessary
moral and physical provisions using the present bitter experience as a basis
to prevent future recurrence.
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Japan may tell the world that she harbors no territorial designs in China.
But the fact remains that she is steadily forging ahead according to her
“positive policy” with the ultimate aim to be master of the Pacific and to
defy the whole world. To follow her course she is employing the most vile
measures in complete defiance of world-o*pinion, international laws and treaty
stipulations. Her latest move is centred in Shanghai where she tyrannically
displayed her impressive naval and military forces to uphold her super
salesmanship of “buy or die” policy. Her horrible savagery, wanton destruction of innocent Chinese life and property have at last failed to escape the
foreign eye.
Undoubtedly Japan’s headiness and defiance will deprive her for a long
time to come of her hard-earned honor and respect. She has lost her military
prestige in her recent engagements with the famous Chinese 19th Route
Army and she is on the verge of a great financial crisis. Alas, what is there
left to profit ? Manchuria ? Hardly. It is time for her to wake up and
realize that however deadly her war machine is there is still a deadlier force
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of moral judgment, a force of reality which all her “Blood and Iron” could
never overpower nor conquer.
On the other hand, while China has suffered and sacrificed beyond descrip
tion she is steadily winning in principle. This struggle has tempered her
national consciousness more than ever. It demonstrates that although she
has been constantly divided into factions and laboring under unrest in her
period of national transition as a republic, she is undoubtedly a unified country
when it comes to defend herself against outside invasion.

To the Editor of The Herald.
Sir,—The recent Japanese attack
on Chapei, the northern sector of the
Greater Shanghai, aside from the
wholesale destruction of Chinese pri
vate properties and the massacre of
innocent civilians, women and chil
dren, has effected an even greater
loss to China and to the world at large
in the bombardment of the Commer
cial Press Company and the Oriental
Library.

The demands are divided into five groups dealing with:1. Japan’s freedom to build railways and ports, open mines, etc., in Shangtung.
2. Extension to 99 years of lease on Fort Arthur, Dairen, the South Man
churian Railway, and the Antung-Mukden Railway; the management and
control of the Kirin-Changchun Railway and other railways in Manchuria;
and rights and special privileges of mining etc. in Manchuria.
3. The control of iron supply in Central China, and joint ownership of
China’s iron and steel works.
4. Restriction of China’s right to lease territories and granting special
privileges to countries other than Japan.
5. Employment of Japanese advisors in financial, political and military
affairs. *

The Commercial Press Limited is a
pure Chinese business concern and is
known as the largest publishing house
of the world today. It is the largest
not in the sense ofits capital which is
less than ten million silver dollars, but
in the size of its employment number
ing fifteen thousand men and women
and with an annual output of text
books and other literary works of
many million copies or volumes.

Hioki, the Japanese Minister, said (Quoted by Paul S. Reinsch in American
Diplomat in Peking) “The present crisis throughout the world virtually forces
my government to take far-reaching action. When there is fire in an jeweler’s
shop, the neighbours cannot be expected to refrain from helping themselves”.

“L. Oppenheim, in International Law, states: “Such treaties, concluded
by Heads of States, or representatives authorized by these Heads, as violate
constitutional restrictions, are not real treaties, and do not bind the State
concerned, because its representatives have exceeded their power in con
cluding the treaties.
*

:

WORLD OPINION
“Many of the best friends of Japan
find it difficult to understand, and ut
terly impossible to defend, her action
in Shanghai^and the truculent attitude
of her representative in Geneva”.
Willis J. Abbott, Editor of the
Christian Science Monitor.

“Every morning some nation issues
Japan an ultimatum to quit fighting
China, and every time she gets another
ultimatum, she sends in another
army”.

Will Rogers.
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CIVILIZATION

[Dr. Kiang's letter reproduced herein appeared in the Montreal Herald on
February 16, 1932. Up to date Japan has not yet been able to explain her motive
in the destruction of these two “treasures.”—Ed.]

THE TWENTY-ONE DEMANDS

W. E. Hall, in A Treaty on International Law, writes: “Therefore, a treaty
becomes voidable as soon as it is dangerous to the life of, or incompatible
with the independence of the state.”

TO

Ï

ï
*
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The Oriental Library was at first
attached to the Commercial Press and
and was known as the Han Fen Lou
Library. Ten years ago the Com
pany, with the help of the local muni
cipal government, provided a special
fund, and erected a large modern
building of six stories as its new home.
The entire collection of the Han Fen
Lou was then moved into its new
premises and the Library was re
named with an elaborate opening
ceremonial. Thenceforth the Library
has been open to the public and has
received many large donations of both
official and private publications.
It
handles also the safe deposit of rare
editions and manuscripts for the out
siders. This is the only fire-proof
Library building in the whole of
Shanghai and no doubt the largest
public library in China under modern
management. According to its last
year’s report, the Library has on its
shelves, 360,000 volumes in Chinese,
and 100,000 volumes in other langu
ages. It contains 700 works of the
early and rare Sung editions dating
back to the tenth century and about
10,000 volumes of unpublished manu
scripts.

The Company has just celebrated
its thirty-fifth year last Spring. All
the shareholders, the chief officials,
and the great majority of the workers
are Chinese. The headquarters of its
managing and editorial departments
together with its main printing plant
are on Paoshan Road, Chapei, while
Both these cultural centers were
its sales department is in the foreign burnt down to the ground by the
settlement in Shanghai Proper. The cannon fire of the first Japanese at
printing plant covers twenty acres, of tack on Chapei. From news reports
land in the most congested part of the Chinese and English, we gather that
city with its group of fourteen modern the Commercial Press was ruthlessly
buildings. It consists of all working destroyed first, on January 29th, and
divisions related to the art of printing the Oriental Library, situated just
and bindery all done by up-to-date across the street, was totally crushed
machinery imported chiefly from Am- the next morning, shortly before the
erica and Germany. Along side with Japanese were forced to retreat.
the Chinese more than one hundred
foreign experts are employed includ
Being personally familiar with both
ing Japanese.
these institutions, and knowing their
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cultural values, I, as a Chinese citizen
and a College Professor, deeply lament
this great, irreplaceable loss to China
and to the world in the field of Chinese
studies, and strongly protest against
this act of barbaric vandalism especiaJAPAN’S

ally from a nation which from the be
ginning of its history shares the glory
of our civilization.
KIANG KANG-HU.
Professor of Chinese Studies,
McGill University, Montreal.

\
'
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AMBITION

By W. Y. WONG, Science *34, Queens University

To understand the recent crisis in Manchuria and Shanghai one must
appreciate the historical relations between China and Japan of the past
sixty years. Those relations give evidence to constant Japanese aggression,
desire for territorial expansion, ànd the ultimate conquest of Asia and the
Pacific.
Japan’s Imperialistic policy inaugurated in 1868 brought her Formosa
and control of Korea in 1895 as spoils of a war on China. Furthermore
China was compelled to cede the Liaotung Peninsula in Southern Manchuria,
to surrender Luichin and to pay a heavy war indemnity of more than one
hundred million dollars. The Russo-Japanese war of 1904-5 gave Japan all
Russian concessions and rights in Southern Manchuria. Finally she annexed
Korea in 1910.
During the following decade or so, China was busy wTith internal revolu
tion and the overthrowing of the Manchu dynasty, the new republic being
established in 1911. This developed a spirit of Nationalism among the
Chinese, and Japan realized that as soon as the Chinese National spirit was
well developed, her ambitious program would be thwarted. Therefore she
acted quickly and at the psychological moment. China was in an un
settled condition, and the rest of the world was busy with the World War,
and Japan presented to China her Twenty-One Demands with a powerful
threat of military action should they be rejected. Yuan Shi Kai, then
President of the New Chinese Republic, signed the treaty with Japan,
but did so without the consent of the government. This caused the fall of
his government. The Nationalist government, however, repudiated Yuan
Shi Kai’s action and refused to acknowledge the Twenty One Demands.
If the terms of the treaty were to take effect Japan would virtually have
complete control of China.
Japan’s tactics following this were despicable and typical; she did her
best to keep China’s government unstable and the country in a choatic con
dition by assisting first one faction then another to créât dissension and
internal warfare. Naturally as China became weaker Japan became relatively
stronger and her aims were more likely of realization. She looked with
greedy eyes on Manchuria and Mongolia, rich in timber and minerals and
with vast agricultural potentialities. Here was a nearby source for raw
materials. With such a base for supplies she could carry on her conquest.
She realized that eventually she would have to resort to force to acquire
this territory; so she proceeded to pave the way in order to make her final
military conquest easier, and at the same time less startling to the World.
40

She attempted to colonize Manchuria with Japanese and Koreans. This
soon proved to be a failure. The railways built by the Japanese were a
means of connecting strategic military bases, and of procuring native products.
They further hampered Chinese developments in Manchuria and Mongolia
by gaining control of the currency system, through the establishment of the
gold standard to defeat the Chinese silver basis. Finally the Japanese
Government established a Colonial Department to look after their Man
churian and Mongolian projects, and expansion and development of Japanese
interests.
Then comes Japan’s master stroke of strategy, again at the most op
portune moment; this time when the Western Nations are struggling under
the most serious economic depression and China facing the greatest flood
in her history. The Japanese claimed that some Chinese troops blew up a
bridge on the South Manchurian Railway. Japan invaded Southern Man
churia supposedly to protect the lives and property of her nationals, on
September 18, 1931. She occupied the principal commercial centres, but
her pretext became evident to the rest of the world when her troops proceeded
. northward bombing and destroying Chinese industrial centres and
slaughtering the Chinese.civilians and stopped only when they had occupied
the whole of Manchuria. Then under the military rule of Japan, a handful
of Chinese who act as pawns in the game, set up a Republic. It is supposed
to be an Independent Republic. That is, it is independent of China’s wishes,
but it will take a great deal to persuade the world to believe that it is independent
of Japanese dominance. Korea was once an independent state too: now it is
a part of the Japanese Empire. When will Manchuria be formally annexed ?
Having solidified her position in Manchuria, Japan will proceed to penetrate
the remainder of the Chinese Republic, then the conquest of Asia and the
Pacific, and finally the control of Europe and America. It sounds big, but
Japan is in earnest and she always knows the psychological moment.

HIGH LIGHTS OF THE TANAKA MEMORIAL
[When Tanaka came to power in 1927, a memorial of over ten thousand
words was presented to the Emperor of Japan, outlining his “positive” policy
in Manchuria. Since then this memorial has been translated into different
languages and distributed all over the world. The following is a synopsis pub
lished in the China Critic of Sept. 24,1931.—Ed.]
î
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*
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1. For settling difficulties in Eastern Asia, Japan must adopt a policy of
“Blood and Iron.”
2. In order to conquer the world, Japan must conquer Europe and Asia;
in order to conquer Europe and Asia Japan must conquer China, and in order
to conquer China, Japan must first conquer Manchuria and Mongolia, Japan
expects to fulfil the above programme in ten years.
3. Japan regrets that she has signed the Nine-Power Treaty which was
intended by England and America to crush her interests in Manchuria, for
thereby she agrees that Manchuria and Mongolia are Chinese territory.
This has greatly hampered the freedom of Japanese policy in Manchuria,
4. Japan believes wars in near future with U.S.A, and with Russia are
inevitable, so in order to get militarily prepared, Japan must build the KirinHweining and Changchun-Talai railways in Manchuria.
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5. The South Manchuria Railway Co., acts in Manchuria as the GovernorGeneral in Korea. In order to blind the eyes of the world and forestall the
disclosure of secrets at present, the Colonial office nominally controls affairs
of Formosa, Korea, and Saghalian islands, only, while really it manages
affairs of Manchuria.
6. Japan must take strong steps, on basis of Twenty-one demands, to
secure priority for building railroads, right of timbering and exploiting 19
iron and coal mines in Fentien.
7. Japan should spend yen 1,000,000 from “Secret Funds” of Army de
partment in order to send 400 retired officers disguised as teachers and traders
scientists, and Chinese citizens to Mongolia to influence the Mongolian princes
to revolt against China.
8. Koreans should be utilized by Japan as vanguard for colonization of
and as spearhead for penetration into Manchuria and Mongolia.
9. Taking advantage of the local disorder in Fengtien, Japan should mani
pulate the situation so that the Fengtian Bank notes will depreciate to zero,
and the Yen will take its place.
10. Japan must enjoy monoply of supplies of beans, bean cakes, timber,
coal, iron, fur, wool and all other products of Manchuria and Mongolia and
perfect control of transportation so that Chinese influence would be wiped
out, and Europe and America, when in need of these supplies, would be at
the mercy of Japan.
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WORLD OPINION
“If the Japanese armies can, with
“Every Christian nation on the face
complete success, defy the League or of the earth should once join hand and
if there appears some demonstrable muskets to deliver China from the
impotence of the Council of the Lea yoke of Japan”.
gue in dealing with such a situation,
J. J. Curran, friend of the late
it is not only a setback to the League
Theodore Roosevelt in a wire to pres
but a world calamity of the first order.
It looks as if 'the general feeling of ident Hoover of the United States.
the nations of Europe indicated that
“The world is going back to its
our civilization has not got the will or
vitality to maintain those great cove 1914 status. Japan has run amuck,
nants of peace on which our very con has defied the public opinion of the
world, violated treaty obligations and
tinuance depends”.
Professor Gilbert Murray.
employed violence in a fashion more
wanton than anything witnessed in the
“China always loses in the field and World War. And, most tragic of all,
conquers in the end. In its vastness Japan has got away with it”.
and fecundity it swallows up the in
Stanley High, former Editor of the
vader. The military adventurer, be he
Christian
Herald.
Manchu or Japanese, falls at least into
the greatest melting pot the world has
“Japan is holding a blackjack over
ever known. China has outlived all
China’s head, while China is totter
the Empires.
Heywood Broun, actor, columnist, ing”.
Arthur Brisbane.
and socialist.
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THE QUESTION OF OVERPOPULATION.
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND CHINA.
THE DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE.
THE JAPANESE ARMY IN MANCHURIA.
JAPANESE CONQUEST OF CHINA ( ?).
THE CHINESE BOYCOTT.
CHINA AND FOREIGN INTERVENTION.

THE QUESTION OF OVERPOPULATION

When it comes to figures and calculations, most of us are too prone to
take things for granted and to pass the information unscrutinised to others.
Unconsciously we mislead people as well as fool ourselves.
Overpopulation has been given by the Japanese and students of economics,
perhaps quite sincerely, as the basic reason of Japan’s aggressive policy. Some
see the present situation as the outcome of the struggle for existence due to
over population. The stiff immigration laws of both the United States and
Canada have debarred the entrance of this prolific people, and Australia and
the Philippine Islands do not welcome them. Yet they have to live, and every
one has the right to live. Manchuria, then, provides the only outlet for her
750,000 surplus babies every year.
The situation is really not so bad as it first appears or has been painted.
The density of population in the Japanese Islands is 428 per square mile. It
is high, so we are told. But what about the population of the British Isles,
which is placed at 468 per square mile? It may be of interest also to note that
the density of Belgium population is 674 per square mile. These figures are
based upon statements given in the World Almanac of 1931. If figures mean
anything at all, the world should not be misled any longer.
When we include Korea, Formosa, and Sakhalin in our calculation, the
density in the Japanese Empire is 333 per square mile, which is over 10 and 13
less than that of Italy and Germany respectively. If this even distribution is
attained, which we believe to be an easy matter under the astute Japanese
Government, the Japanese Empire is not half as crowded as Belgium.
After over 40 years of unrestricted exploitation of Manchuria, where the
Japanese can settle as freely as in their homeland, the Japanese population in
Manchuria is still below the meagre number of 280,000, as compared to two
millions of Russians and thirty-one millions of Chinese, who have migrated
there during the same period of time. According to reliable authority, of all
employed in the different Japanese enterprises in Manchuria, more than 93%
of agricultural labor, more than 70% of fisherman, 96% of miners, and 88%
of factory workers are Chinese. The Japanese, with the Russians and Koreans,
comprise the remainder. In these places, the Japanese undoubtedly enjoy the
greatest preference. Manchuria is 2% times as big as Japan, yet to every
Japanese in Mancjiuria there are 260 in Japan. Similar state of affairs exists
in Korea. Japanese population there is barely 400,000, the density of popula
tion being 231 per square mile, considerably lower than that of Japan. If the
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annexation of Korea has not solved the problem, the annexation of Manchuria
will afford no better solution, and we have to look for another reason for her
imperialistic policy.
II. THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND CHINA

To the Chinese people who know mournfully little about the League of
Nations, and who are inclined to be more or less idealistic in their political
vision, it is the attitude of the League and not that of the Japanese that is
evasive. At first, it ordered evacuation on a set date. Long after the date was
overdue, a note of milder tone was issued. No result was produced. Another
note, was delivered, and so on. Each time, not only Japan ignored her promise,
but Geneva preferred to forget entirely its previous order.
At the very beginning, China entrusted the whole matter to the hands of
the League. After so many months of deliberation without result, her people
are fast losing faith in this organ of peace. With this the League loses the
support of at least half of the population of the world, and the entire backing
of the East; for from Japan, who knows too well how the League stands, and
who have derisively demonstrated to the world how it can be bantered with
impunity, little faith can be expected ; from India, which has never enjoyed a
tithe of its benefit, her support is naturally not forthcoming ; and finally Russia,
who never believed in its usefulness, can scarcely be counted on as its
supporter.
On the other hand the failure of the League to provide a satisfactory
solution for the present conflict will have a very far-reaching effect What
will become of the disarmament conference, chalked down as the great event
of the year? No nation will cast a vote on any proposed program without first
pausing for a moment on the prosperity, happiness, well-being and dignity
that will attend a disarmed state of which China is a living example. Of course,
there is no doubt that the congenial air and harmonious atmosphere of the
meeting will not be disturbed. Pacts will be signed as cheerfully as during the
Washington Conference. But what then? What will become of these solemn
words of promise, say io or 15 years from now? Will every nation do what
she has promised? In other words, can the League still command the respect
and hold the faith of the nations—even that amount of respect and faith with
which the Chinese delegates have lodged their protest at the beginning of the
conflict?
The Chinese National Government throughout this crisis has braved the
popular sentiments and wish by adhering to its original policy of only seeking
the aid of the League. Its precarious position is comparable to that of a
maiden who has trusted a wrong man. Its fate is evident. What practical
lesson will this teach any serious-minded government that is seeking the welfare
of its people?
III. THE DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE
The most ardent and perhaps the most sincere promoters of the disarm
ament conference are curiously the nations who are best armed. Whether the
real motive is sportsmanship, whereby those who are lagging behind in war
equipment are given a chance to catch up; or just the opposite, so that the
oppressed of the moment will be more or less permanently incapacitated to
contemplate rebellion, revolution or war ; or still it has something to do with
a state of mental cowardice, a fear to endure the sufferings that the recent
acquisitions of scientific warfare may some dav inflict upon them ; is a question
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.only of academic import. But the fact is that peace is only a password and
not the motive. Who can enjoy peace if he is unequally treated and unjustly
handled? There is not a single person of average mentality that will not
forsake his prosperity and if necessary, lay down his life to fight for the secu
rity of these two attributes which he possesses by natural right. After all to
strike back and to defend oneself is human nature. It is agreed by all that
the Great War would not have been half as horrible, both in its results and
in its methods, had not the combatants been lured into the delusion that each
was fighting for equality and justice. As long as equality and justice have to
be fought for, talking about peace and disarmament is but a display of human
inconsistency or even hypocrisy.
Unless all nations are placed upon or have attained the same footing and
unless equality and justice have been accorded to all through channels other
than war, the conference is bound to fail in spirit. When the unequal treaties
are abrogated and all rights unjustly acquired are retroceded, we are convinced
that the world possesses the will, the sincerity and the means to disarm.
On the other hand, how far will the conferences, the pacts, and the co
venants bring us? The stronger nations have learned that they are cumbersome,
and the weaker ones, useless. It stands to reason that a race or nation that does
not respect the right of another can hardly be expected to respect her words
and promises, solemnly uttered as they may be ; and when a nation or race does
respect the right of another, her words are not needed as a guarantee.
The problem before the world today is neither to see who is wrong and
who is right — this is always, evident — nor to decide the appropriate punish
ment of the offending nation, but to inflict the punishment. If all nations are
self-respecting and sincere enough as to back up the principles in which they
have professed their faith in spite of everything else, war will soon be a thing
of the past. No nation, no matter how strong, can stand the opposition of all the
rest of the nations, be that opposition in the form of an open war, economic
blockade or embargo. Who will dare to start a war ?
We see no other way out of our present world situation. India is strug
gling for self government, China is embroiled with Japan and every other
nation has her own fears and suspicions. War in one corner or another
will sooner or later break out . Suppression may delay it but will never prevent
it. To a people to whom the difference of justice and equatliy and their deprivation does not warrant a sacrifice in life and property, war of course is an
impossibility. But how many such races or nations are in existence?
We do not advocate war for we agree whole-heartedly with the supporters of the disarmament movements that it is unjust and unequal. The triad—
sincerity, justice and equality—upon which alone peace can be built, is still
wanting. We are afraid that war can not be abolished during the present
generation and that we, in keeping with the time, will not hesitate to march
into line if by so doing we can be sure of equality and justice.
IV. THE JAPANESE ARMY IN MANCHURIA

The atrocities of the Japanese troops are well known. From the point of
view of humanity alone, the Japanese self-imposed ministry in Manchuria and
cities under Japanese Military influence, is replete with incidents of barbarism.
t
Whatever alleged benefit the Japanese material exploitation may have brought
!to Manchuria, it fails to expiate a fraction of what their soldiers have com
mitted.
’t
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In May 1928, China called the attention of the league of Nations to an
outrage, the very brutality of which had appalled all and made many suspect
its authenticity ! Geneva turned a deaf ear to this. However, all the Chinese
papers were unanimous in presenting a most terrifying picture.
A band of Japanese soldiers broke into the office of the Chinese Foreign
Affairs Commissioner in Tsinan after the city was occupied by the Japanese
under the usual pretext of protecting Japanese lives. The nose and ears of the
Commissioner were mutilated before he was put to death with a score of his
assistants. One of his servants escaped the fate and thus the story was told.
Another band broke into the Red Cross Hospital and murdered all the defence
less, wounded and sick, sheltered within. The story was testified by observers
of a third nationality, who found bandages on the bodies of the victims. A
nation-wide boycott which lasted for months was the retaliation instituted by the
Chinese, whose government was too weak to exert pressure on its protests and
demands.
Shooting of innocent and defenceless farmers and violation of their wives '
and daughters are too common to excite much diplomatic concern. Scar
cely a day goes by without adding to the list of their crimes. Everyone shot
was a “bandit” and that dispensed them from the necessity of presenting an
explanation to the local Chinese authority. We are told that one Chinese far
mer was made to drink kerosene and allowed to die of its effect, to soothe the
grievance of a Japanese soldier. The Wanpaochan incident is among the re
cent outrages that can be mentioned. The interference of the local Chinese
soldiers and police who have, through thirty years of painful experiences learnt
to be reticent, was out of the question. The Japanese were only too anxious to
fight and the slightest provocation would precipitate a skirmish, the consequen
ces of which the Chinese were not prepared to assume. They were too costly.
With over 100,000 Japanese troops in Manchuria, just before the present crisis,
each a despot among a people to whom they are attached neither by blood nor
through common interest, the sufferings of the civilians can well be imagined.
The presence of a foreign army regardless of its mission, over which the
local functions of justice have no jurisdiction, is highly undesirable and is bound
to bring about unhappy occurrences. We do not doubt for a moment the high
quality of the Japanese troops as far as their .military training is concerned.
It is graceful to say that this huge horde of soldiers who otherwise would go to
increase the number of unemployed in Japan, is maintained with funds from
Tokyo. We do not want to trouble ourselves to cast any shadow of reasoned
doubt on this statement. Suffice to say in passing that the maintaining of over
10,000 troops for the sole purpose of protecting Japanese lives which never have
exceeded 280,000 is hardly laudable, both financially and practically to the
shrewd mind of the Japanese Cabinet. It should be borne in mind, on the other
hand, that to keep an army for any length of time is not the same as to keep a
herd of cattle. The soldiers have to be kept constantly in good humor, and this
can only be done at the expense of the people among whom they are stationed.
It is a recognized fact that an army bent on conquest, or during an imperialistic
sojourn, will degenerate, if the stubborn, impetuous and militaristic passions
give way to the better and finer feelings of humanity. That the culprits to
whose misbehaviour only the Chinese are victims, should be deaflt with the
greatest possible indulgence, is a point of military necessity. After all, to the
Japanese officials, who are the only authority in the practical sense, Tokyo has
no instruction that lives and properties of the Chinese should be respected.
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So, the situation in Manchuria, up to the present crisis, presents one of the
gravest pictures of civilization—an ultra-militaristic army in the midst of a
defenseless people. The power is abused. There is no restraint on their de
meanor. The limit of their satisfaction in dealings with the civilian is the
limit of their action. Resistance is worse than hopeless. Hurried by opposition,
their passions might overstep the bounds of mere satisfaction. And what is
worse! With the awakening of nationalism, the people in Manchuria as well
as in the rest of China, begin to show less and less tolerance for injustice. The
problem is more than a religious or pious abstraction ; for why can it not
be one of the reasons of the present conflict?

I
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V. JAPANESE CONQUEST OF CHINA (?)
A prominent Chinese in Canada recently surprised us with a bold state
ment that 75 years after the conquest of China by Japan, China would conquer
and absorb her conqueror. In the past, China was repeatedly invaded by the
then outsiders, the Mongols, in 1277 and the Manchus in 1644, f°r instance.
These races, in face of the advanced state of Chinese civilization, both material
istic and cultural, during these unfortunate periods, were regarded as semibarbarous tribes, who had sporadicalIv risen to power through sheer physical
force. Instead of the Chinese taking after their fashion, they were one by one
absorbed in the Great Civilization. Upon this fact the belief has been anachronously derived that history will repeat itself, as it has done so many times. We
take exception to this view. In the first place, conquest of China in the near
future by any nation is not a possibility. And in second place the state of
Japan does not admit any comparison with that of those invading tribes. Japan
is not behind China in civilization, though it is to the Chinese that they owe their
cultural background. And we cannot, for a moment, conceal from ourselves
the fact that Japan’s material development and physical adaptation are next to
none. In Korea, we see clearly what Japan can do to her vassal state. After
over twenty years of Japanese yoke, the fate of Korea seems to be doomed
forever, and the time of emancipation, at first sympathetically awaited, seems to
be receding rather than approaching.
Up to some thirty years ago, the Emperor of the Celestial Empire was
supposed to rule by divine right. From time immemorial, China was obsessed
with the belief that she was the center of the world with four seas as her
boundary. That there were other peoples beyond the seas was never allowed.
During this self-contained and “closed door” stage, it was natural to assume
that the world was for China only and that the fate of China was the fate of
the world. Since then we have paid a great price to learn that this is not the
case. Therefore, we deplore very much that such superannuated ideas and
puerile delusion are still in evidence. One cannot blame those whose mental
outlook is limited by their physical vision. But there is absolutely no virtue in
clinging to an obsolete and false idea for no better reason than conceit. To
knowingly take the road of self-destruction is bad enough, but to dissimulate at
the same time that he is going to a paradise, is a worse crime than suicide.
We also dare not subscribe our faith to the fatalistic philosophy of looking
into the dim future for consolation, which is separated by a dangerous distance
of 75 years.

VI. THE CHINESE BOYCOTT
Armed resistance is no longer the only means of reprisal. India has found
expression of her national consciousness in “civil disobedience.” When
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China first resorted to boycott against Japan, she had located a vulnerable
spot in the Japanese aggressive policy.
After over twenty-five years of experience, the Chinese have forged it
into the most effective weapon of defence as well as offence. When the
Japanese authority demanded the cessation of the boycott in Shanghai,
Japan decided to face the bleak truth that the boycott had hit her hard and
yet at the same time she could not deny the indisputable right of a people
to buy what they pleased. After all a loss of few hundred million dollars
in trade which entails a proportionate reduction in national revenue is not
conducive to the successful outcome of an expedition to conquer China or
even Manchuria. This the Japanese Government should have forseen at
the beginning.
In former years when occasional Chinese boycotts were only an expression
of convulsive bursts of popular resentment against Japanese outrages, Japan’s
trade with China represented one-third of her total. Her exports to China
consisted mostly of manufactured goods, while that to other countries were
largely raw materials. To the Chinese, then, the Japanese owed part of the
success of their industry. Now the boycott has been enlarged by ten times.
It has deprived the Japanese of raw material, prevented travel and freight
on Japanese vessels, forbidden banking transactions, employment of Japanese
nationals, the purchase, sale, transportation and even consumption of Japanese
goods, etc., etc. The closing down of several mills and factories in Japan
in recent months should be wisely taken as a sign of warning. Japan ought
to realize that the continuance of her policy in China will mean the permanent
loss of 400,000,000 customers who for many years have been willing to accept
her straw hats that are made of paper, pencils that carry only half an inch
of lead, etc., and that it is cupidity that destroys the goose that lays the
golden eggs.
China as a republic has just past its teens. Her own citizens are just
beginning to guide her destiny. To them the big demonstrations, mass
meetings, and the bonfires on the school campus fed with Japanese straw
hats, umbrellas, etc., are treasured memories. The national humiliation
days are also their constant reminders. And more recently, the Wanpaochan
incident, the Korean massacre and the bombing of Chapei which is strewn
with their dead nationals are events which the growing generation is not
ready to relegate to the limbo of oblivion. To them, to boycott the Japanese
will not be a burden of patriotism, but a sacred duty which they will obey
to the letter.
VII. CHINA AND FOREIGN INTERVENTION
There is little doubt that Japan has broken the treaties and the League
covenant. But has it ever occured to any that other members of the League
have also violated the Article XVI of the League covenant, which reads,
“ should any member of the League resort to war in disregard of its covenants
under Article 12, 13, or 15, it shall ipso facto be deemed to have committed
an act of war against all other members of the League, which hereby undertake
immediately to subject it to the severance of all trade or financial relations,
the prohibition of all intercourse between their nationals and the nationals
of the covenant-breaking state, etc.- ? Have these been carried out? That
this has been invoked against Japan only is quite beyond any person who
knows enough English to comprehend the meaning of the Article. No wonder
“Japan fails to understand why the appeal was addressed to Japan alone”.
48

After the bombardment of Shanghai, the laissez faire attitude of the Powers
in the conflict was explicitly stated in their recent notes to Japan and China,
which the high Government Officials of the United States preferred to call “sim
ply the extention of good offices,” rather than to be considered “in any sense a
demand or threat.” They did not ask for any regard for the lives of the de
fenceless. The International Settlements on which hinged the interest of
the Powers in the East, was not to be touched and their respective nationals,
not to be molested. It was solely a matter between Japan and China, if
Japan resorted to the extreme of incendiarism and vandalism. She was
virtually assured that no power would interfere with her schemes, as long as
she did not overstep her recognized rights in the Settlement.
Once more it has become clear to the Chinese that the only source of justice
comes from stubborn resistance which she can muster from the corners of her
own country. This is the sad truth. Thus, while the Chinese representatives
are laboring nobly for a just end and while the newspapers may give the best
prominence to any statement of a third nation and magnify a friendly advice
to a protest, a protest to a demand and a demand to a threat, these notes of
whatever nature fail to excite the enthusiasm of that part of the Chinese
public which has better sense and self-respect.
History has borne out the fact that as far as foreign protection or inter
vention is concerned, United States, Great Britain, Russia, or any other
country is just as undesirable as Japan. Protection from any foreign country
has one thing in common----- it makes self-protection at first unnecessary
and later impossible. Japan’s interest in Manchuria had protected the latter
from Russian invasion and vice versa. But what has become of Manchuria ?
A nation’s own worth is its strength and upon that alone its existence depends.
While foreign help may be necessary to tide over crisis, it is too apt, in the end,
to defeat the very purpose for which it is asked.
PRESS OPINION

“Rather than see Japanese mili
tarism trample on.China, just when
the most enlightened Chinese are
striving hard to get their country on a
sound basis, the United States and
other Western countries should reso
lutely back their views by withdraw
ing their diplomatic representatives
from Tokyo, perhaps ever declaring an
economic boycott to reinforce the
Chinese Boycott.”—Albany Knicker

bocker Press.

“They can, however, make things
decidedly unpleasant diplomatically
and commercially for Japan or any
other nation wilfully bringing down
upon itself the wrath of a world still
bleeding with wounds of the last
Great War.”—St. Louis Post Dispatch.

“Japan’s idea of how to break down
sales resistance and make business
good is to shoot the ultimate con
sumer.”
The New Yorker.
“Japan asks the Powers to restrain
the military impetuosity of the Chi
nese. Did anyone say the Japanese
have no sense of humor?”

Boston Globe.

“That Tokio has signified its will
ingness to share the loot with other
countries, does not make its projected
crime any more justifiable or excus
able. Clearly the Japanese have taken
this attitude only because they have
suddenly discovered that the Shanghai
situation is more than they can handle
aI°ne*
The Nation.
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[At different times Japan’s attention has been called to the following para
graphs of the two peace pacts and of the Covenant of the League of Nations. She
solemnly signed them. Now she has treated them as mere scraps of paper.
Yet how many have violated them through acts of omission?—Ed.]
COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
ARTICLE 10. The Members of the League undertake to respect and
preserve as against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing
political independence of all Members of the League. In case of any such
aggression or in case of any threat or danger of such aggression the Council
shall advise upon the means by which this obligation shall be fulfilled.
ARTICLE 16. Should any Member of the League resort to war in dis
regard of its covenants under Article 12, 13 or 15, it shall ipso facto be deemed
to have committed an act of war against all other Members of the League,
which hereby undertake immediately to subject it to the severance of all
trade or financial relations, the prohibition of all intercourse between their
nationals and the nationals of the covenant-breaking state, and the pre
vention of all financial commercial or personal intercourse between the
nationals of the covenant-breaking State and the nationals of any other State,
whether a Member of the League or not.
2. It shall be the duty of the Council in such case to recommend to the several
Governments concerned what effective military, naval or air force the Members
of the League shall severally contribute to the armed forces to be used to
protect the covenants of the League.
NINE POWER WASHINGTON TREATY
Contracting Powers, other than China, agree:- (1) To
respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and admin
istrative integrity of China; (2) To provide the fullest and most unembar
rassed opportunity to China to develop and maintain for herself an effective
and stable government; (3) To use their influence for the purpose of effect
ually establishing and maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for
the commerce and industry of all nations throughout the territory of China;
(4) To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in China in order to seek
special rights or privileges which would abridge the rights of subjects or
citizens of friendly States, and from countenancing action inimical to the
security of such States.
THE PACT OF PARIS
ARTICLE 1. The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare in the names
of their respective peoples that they condemn recourse to war for the solution
of international controversies, and renounce it as an instrument of national
policy in their relation with one another.
ARTICLE 2. The High Contracting Parties agree that the settlement
or solution of all disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or whatever origin
they may be, which may arise among them, shall never be except by pacific
means.
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ARTICLE 1. The

“But in so far as this means that
Japan violated her treaty obligations
under the covenant of the League of
Nations, it was of vital importance to
this country that we should not con
nive at Japanese aggression, for peace
is the first objective of British policy
abroad, and the League of Nations,
acting through the covenant, is the
only hope to make a peace policy ef
fective”.

Manchester Guardian.
“Members of the Nine-Power Trea
ty group may request Japan please to
make a solemn promise to stop break
ing the solemn promise it made ip
years ago.”

San Diego Union.
“The plain fact is that, if we accept
the ordinary meaning of words, Japan
has been at war with China for five
months. The open statement of this
fact may be particularly embarrass
ing just now, but it is the fact itself,
with its new threat to the center of
Chinese trade and of foreign interests
in China, which is the real embarassment. ”

The Bulletin.

“The apparent helplessness of the
outside Powers in the case of Man
churia encouraged Japan to undertake
a most daring coup by striking at
Shanghai . A little boldness on the
part of America and Europe while Ja
pan was testing their patience in Man
churia would probably have averted
this Shanghai gesture. But the League
did nothing but protest and the Unit
ed States made the fatal mistake of
“bluffing” and then withdrawing. So
Japan felt safe in teaching the peaceful
Chinese a lesson in their great trading
center. The trouble now is, however,
that the .scholar has turned defiant.
The Chinese, finding no help in the
West, have decided to help them
selves.”
Montreal Star.
“When a hostile force lands in a
foreign country, drops bombs from
airplanes on a city crowded with civil
ians, sets fires and goes through the
streets shooting rifles and machine
guns, it is difficult for persons with
civilized dispositions to keep their
heads. Yet, discounting as far as we
may the flara of indignation which
behaviour of this kind is bound to
arouse, our considered opinion is that
Japan, by her acts in Manchuria,
Shanghai, and other parts of China,
is guilty of aggression, of violating
solemn treaties and promises, in a sen
se far more clear and less likely to be
revised by subsequent judgement of
historians than was Germany when
she invaded Belgium in 1914”.

“Whatever justification there may
have been for Japanese action in Man
churia, there is no valid excuse for
the length to which the situation has
been carried at Shanghai. What the
Japanese expects to gain is far from
clear, unless they believe that punish
The New Republic.
ing the Chinese will break up the anti
Japanese boycôtt. It is by no means
“The only conclusion that can be
certain that this result will follow, and drawn is that the Japanese Govern
the Japanese are slowly but surely for ment is either overpowered by a war
feiting the confidence and sympathy of machine that is running amuck or de
the rest of the world. If they are un liberately pursuing a war policy of
aware of this fact now, they will find unparalleled audacity, with a curious
it out when the inevitable day inability to justify its course by any
of reckoning comes”.
standard of right or law.”

Philadelphia Ledger.

Washington Post.
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“What is' now clear is the fact that
Japan’s diplomatic and military objec
tives are one and the same. The Em
pire is acting as a unit, in spite of the
protestations of its representatives.
Japan entered upon an adventure last
September whose sequels no one can
foresee, but with each act of aggres
sion the resistance of Japan increases
and consolidates. The Empire may
have a secret ally, or perhaps two ; but
it courts disaster, nevertheless, by an
tagonising nations to which it has
given its pledge to respect the terri
tory and independence of China”.

“It is time Japan face facts and
international responsibilities after four
and one half month’s militaristic
spree. There has been enough diplo
matic falsifying and splitting hairs.
The Japanese armed force has drag
ged Japan into a wholly untenable po
sition vis-a-vis China and has jeopard
ized the safety and rights of all
Powers concerned. That’s the funda
mental fact of the present case. All
the Japanese explanations in the
world can’t alter it.”

Shanghai Evening Post and Mer
cury (American owned).

Washington Post.

“We certainly do not want the war
continued we want it stopped at once ;
but we nevertheless must recognize
that a state of war exists and that
Japan began the war.”

“Since the days of Grotius no single
nation has violated so many establish
ed principles to regulate international
relationship as Japan has done in the
past four months.
“While Japan is trespassing on
Chinese territory and interfering
with China’s independence, she’s daily
establishing new principles of inter
national law.”
China Press. (American owned)

The Nation.
“When the story of this crime
against humanity is more fully told,
it must surely shock the world. The
greatest city in the Far East, hither
to described as the outstanding exam
ple of Western enterprise in China,
has been turned into a horrible trap
for defenceless people. As surely as
the frightfulness at Shanghai is al
lowed to go on without arousing the
civilized world to protest, it will be
repeated over other cities—event
ually over the cities on this side of
the Pacific Ocean.”

“Just as the United States Marines
never fight against Nicaraguan patri
ots but only against Nicaraguan “ban
dits”, so the Japanese militarists class
ify all Chinese who are not pro
Japanese as bandits and irregular.”

The World Tomorrow.
“Powers again warn Japan to be
careful,” says a headline. The full
text was probably, Tf you can’t be
good, be careful’ ”

Ottawa Evening Citizen.
“There is no longer any virtue in
clinging to confidence in either the mo
tive or the good faith of Japan in her
dealings with China. Contrary to the
terms of treaties solemnly ratified du
ring recent years and pledge given to
organized world society during the
last four months, Japan has made war
upon a fellow member of the League
of Nations, civilization must deal with
her promptly and effectively or future
generations be doomed to go through
ordeals beside which the Great War
was child’s play.”
Toronto Star.

j
j

|

Ottawa Evening Citizen.

“Japan knows all that and goes blithely ahead with her preparations to
annex Manchuria, while the rest of
the world is busy pitying itself”.
The Standard, Montreal.

|
1
fl
fl

“The bombing of residential sections, the murder of helpless men,
women and children puts Japan beyond the pale of civilized warfare.”

|

Philadelphia Inquirer.
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REGARDING:

Many foreign and Chinese refugees from the
eastern line have reached Harbin in a pitiful
condition and with shocking reports.

he
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Peiping via N.R.
Dated April 23, 1932

Rec *d 2 ; 00 a. m.
Secretary of State,

Washington.
461, April 23, 11 a. m.
Following from American Consul General, Harbin:
"April a2, 10 a. m.

One.

Train service on the eastern line of the

Chinese Eastern Railway stopped since yesterday because
of break in line between Imienpo and Weishaho.

Railway

management is receiving no communications from points
east of Imienpo which has caused the belief that fight

ing is occurring near this place between old Kirin

troops and Japanese forces, two echoions of which left
Harbin yesterday.

Two.

Many foreign and Chinese refugees from

the-eastern line have reached Harbin in a pitiful con

dition and with shocking reports."

For the Minister.
PERKINS

CIS

WP

3 4 4
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Apr. 25, 1932.

I see no need, of any action on
our part.
Lampson and Johnson are trying
to persuade the Chinese and Japa
nese to accept another formula (to
which I see no objection on our
part) and if it is accepted, the
way is clear for the signing of the

JE J
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From
A portion of this telegram
must be closely paraphrased
before being communicated
to anyone.

Shahghai

Dated April 23^1932

Rec ’ d 7 :2/ (fejflsion oi

Secretary of State,
Washington

F /L S

OF

April 23, 2 p.m.(GRAY)
CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE ACTING SECRETARY.

Department’s

and Department’s 149, April 22, 5 p.m. (END GRAY)
One.

Identic message communicated to the Secretary

from Shanghai, April 19, 3 p.m., in so far as it related
to responsibility of Mixed Commission was in line with

views of Lampson and myself though in conversation with

him on Monday, April 18, prior to my departure for Nanking
and before we knew that our opinion was to be asked, it
had from the first been our intention to put our respectée

•Consuls General upon this Commission as our personal repr^T
senatives and w& felt that in view of all of the conditions

here we did not wish to impose upon them or their colleague

serving on this Commission the responsibility of deciding

which conditions at Shanghai would permit of the vdthdrawal

of the Japanese forces.

It was our feeling that the last
paragraph

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 0 9 4

14:7, April 20, 6 p.m.; my April 21, 2 p.m. from Shanghai
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2-from Shanghai, April 23, 2 p.m.

MET

paragraph of annex four of the draft agreement gives suffi

cient latitude and discretion to the Commission to enable
f

it to do even that if it so desired but the Commission
was free and could not be forced by the Chinese to accept
such a responsibility.
Two »

I have complete text of draft resolution in

fourteen paragraphs as supplied to me by Lampson.

Three.

1 returned to Shanghai yesterday and .saw

Lampson at 4:30.
Minister.

He had just been to see the Japanese

The latter informed Lampson that paragraph

eleven was unacceptable to the Japanese Government as it
objected to any third party being given even by implica
tion the power to decide when Japanese troops should be

evacuated from Shanghai.

Objection was made specifically

to the words 11 competence to declare1’.

In the course of

the conversation which ensued Lampson and Shigemitsu

examined annex four of the draft agreement and Shigemitsu

pointed out that the last paragraph appeared to authorize
the Commission to perform the function whioh the League

desired.

Lampson then suggested adding the following
words
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MET

words to the second paragraph of annex four in order to
clarify this matters "and is authorized to call attention

to any neglect in the carrying out of the provisions of
any of the- three articles mentioned above".

Shigemitsu

gave Lampoon his word that he would support agreement
conformable with his government if we could get the Chinese

Government to accept it in lieu of the phraseology of par
agraph eleven of the resolution.
Four.

I suggested to Lajnpson that we get Quo in and

put the matter before him.

Quo came, and after some

discussion in the course of which we pointed out to him

that the second paragraph of annex four pf the draft agree
ment thus amended seemed to us to be just as satisfactory

as the phraseology of paragraph eleven.

The Japanese

/

after all merely named the Commission to certify to certain
facts but did not thereby impose any obligation on the

Japanese Government to act in accordance with the facts so
certified.

He stated that he was prepared to urge its

acceptance upon the Chinese Government,

Quo and Lampson

left last night by steamer for Nanking and will be there
tomorrow morning.

They plan to return to Shanghai on
Monday
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Monday April 25th, by air.

While in Nanking they will

endeavor to persuade Chinese to accept this amendment in
lieu of paragraph eleven and if successful will notify

me by telegraph and I promised to urge Shigemitsu to take

the matter up with his Government.

Five,

This has all been communicated to the British

Foreign Secretary by Lampson with the additional sugges

tion that paragraph eleven of the draft resolution be
amended by dropping all of the words beginning 11 competence
to declare” to the end of the paragraph and substituting

therefor ”authority to call attention to any neglect in
the carrying out of the provisions of any of the articles

mentioned above" .

Six.
RR

HID

Repeated to Geneva.
JOHNSON
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before being communicated
to anyone.

Geneva,

Dated/lApril 23, 1932
Rec’d 11J35 a.m.

Secretary of State
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Washington

88, April 23, 2 p.m.

(GRAY) FOR HORNBECK BROM KLOTZ.

Your 54, April 22, 5 p.m.

No reason at all.

Thought text of Shanghairs April 19

3 p.m. had already been sent

Text is as follows

"April 19, 3 p.m. . FOR THE SECRETARY
Your April 18r 11 p.m.

At a meeting this noon of the

2a-

representatives of the four interested powers it was agreed”4
3$
co
to send the following identic replies to the inquiries
N3
received from our respective Governments.
"We consider that there is no objection to provision
that Joint Commission should follow progress of local con

ditions in the Shanghai area end that its neutral members
to Genova
should send reports thereon from time to time/or if either
side prefers to our respective governments.

Provision has

already been agreed to (see last paragraph of annex 4 of

draft
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2-# 88 from Geneva, April 23, 2 pm.

draft agreement) that ’Oommission will in accordance with
its instructions watch in such manner as it deems best

carrying out of Articles one, two and three of agreement’.
We feel that Commission and its neutral members should

not be asked to assume greater responsibility than the
above.

Such reports should supply sufficient indication

of the views of the neutral members of the Joint Commis
sion as to local conditions.

Point might be met by addi

tion to proposed resolution of words to the effect that

the Committee of nineteen recommends that the Joint Com
mission to be established under the agreement should fol
low the progress of local conditions and that its members,

representing the participating friendly powers, should

accordingly send reports from time to time to Geneva or

to their respective Governmental,
( repjyj.)
The above is our report to specific questions raised
in your inquiry but seen from this end it will be wiser
if not too late to adhere to our original proposal (see

last paragraph of identic telegram of April 13).
Your
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Your April 18, 11 a.m., and this reply are being

repeated to Mr, Johnson in Nanking. (END GRAY)
CONFIDENTIAL.

Sir Miles stated that Shigeraitsu

intimated to him the Japanese would prefer it if any

reports which the neutral members may have occasion to

make were addressed to their respective governments
rather than to the League.

(BAY) Department has not (repeat not) been informed.

For the Minister, Engert" .
WILSON

KLP-HPD
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noon
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1—1127

eP0

REGARDING:

Claims, Legation assumes that Department will instruct Con
sulate at Shanghai and. Legation as to the presentation of -,
Claims arising out of Japanese-Chinese hostilities at
Shanghai.
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FROM____________________________ (____ Perkins___
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Dated April 23, 1932
Rec' d 4:10 a.m.

Secretary of State
Washington

462, April 23, noon.

Referring to Consul General Cunningham's April 19,

10 a.m., to the Legation, copy of which was repeated to
the Department by Shanghai concerning claims for destruc

tion of American property at Shanghai, Legation assumes

that Department will instruct Cunningham and requests
that copy of instructions be forwarded the Legation.
For the Minister

CIS

KLP

PERKINS
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. /^/

Peiping, Liar ch 22, 1932.

Subject: Memorandum of conversation,
Dr. Hsu Mo-Mr. Peck,
March 9, 1932.

F /L S
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Washington.

Sir:
Referring to previous correspondence concerning

the Shanghai incident, I have the honor to enclose a

a copy of a memorandum of a conversation uonsul General
Peck had at Nanking on March 7, 1932, with Dr. Hsu Mo,

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs.

As the Department

will observe, during the conversation Dr. Hsu Mo' re
quested Mr. Peck to communicate to the American Minis

ter, for the information of the Department, the hope of

the Chinese Government that the United. States will as
sist China against any attempt by Japan to enlarge the

scope of the "negotiations'* provided for in Article
III
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III of the resolution passed by the Assembly of the

League of Nations on March 4, or to exploit in any
way the recent military operations in Shanghai.

Respectfully yours,
For the Minister:

MAHLON F. PERKINS,
Counselor of Legation.

Enclosure :

1.

Memorandum of conver
sation, March 9, 1932.

800
LHE/GL
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Nanking, China,

— —•

March 9, 1932.

Dear r.r. Minister:
1 beg leave to enclose herewith a memorandum of

the conversation with Vice Minister for Foreign Affaire
Hsu Mo, held on March 7, 1932, which formed the basis

of my talegram sent to you on the afternoon of that
"Hie telegram transmitted the request of the

day.

Chinese Government that the American Government assist
the Chinese Government to withstand any attempt on the

part of the Japanese Government to enlarge the scope

of the ’•negotiations’* set forth in Article 3 of the
resolution passed by the Assembly of the league of
Nations on March 4, or to exploit in any way the re

cent military operations in Shanghai.

Respectfully yours,
Willys R. Peek.
Counselor of Legation.
Enclosure!

Memoranda® dated
Marsh ?, 1932.

Five copies to the American Minister.
No copies to ths /merle an Legation or
the Department of State.
Honorable Nelson Trawler Johnson,

American Minister,

Shanghai.
yfRF/b
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March 7, 1932,
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Contrfcversv
at Shanghai • *

Er. Hsu Mo, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Peck, Counselor of Legation.

Dr. Hsu Mo asked Mr. Peck to call on him at four

o’clock.
Dr. Hsu Mo asked Mr. Peck whether he had any in

formation in regard to the progress of events at Shang
hai.

Mr. Peck replied that he was kept currently in

formed in regard to hostilities, etc., but that the
American Minister did not supply him with information

in regard to such matters as negotiations.
Dr. Hsu Mo recalled that the Assembly of the
League of Nations had passed a resolution, consisting
of three articles, on March 4, 1932, and he asked

whether Mr. Peck had seen the text of the resolution?
Mr. Peck said he had seen the text as published in the

news service furnished by REUTERS.

Dr. Hsu Mo said

that this text was reliable and he recalled that
REUTERS had also published the substance of two reserv

ations made by the Chinese delegate, Dr. Yen, in
accepting the resolution.

These reservations were

that the ’•negotiations’’ referred to in Article 3 of
the resolution should be concerned only with an

armistice or the withdrawal of the Japanese forces,
excluding all other subjects, and that the withdrawal

of the Japanese forces should not be made subject to

any condition whatsoever.

Dr. Hsu Mo said that the

position thus taken by Dr, Yen was the position of the
Chinese Government.
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Dr. Hsu Mo said that it was clear to everyone

that the Chinese troops were now actually far outside

the radius of twenty kilometers from Shanghai which

the Japanese had stipulated in their demands, whereas
the Japanese forces had likewise passed beyond that

line and were still pressing the Chinese troops.

He

said that thus there was actually no need of any

negotiations as a preliminary to the withdrawal of
the Japanese forces, but since Dr. Yen had agreed to

negotiations between Chinese and Japanese representatives
in the presence of representatives of the Powers

interested, the Chinese Government would not object
to the holding of such negotiations.

However, Dr.

Hsu Mo said, the Chinese Government was unshakable
in its position that the negotiations should be con

fined strictly to ths military subject of the withdrawal

of the Japanese farces, for the Government would not
consent to the discussion of any political subject

while Japanese troops were still in invadad territory,

as though China had been defeated and were negotiating
~»lth a conqueror.

Moreover, as Dr. Yon had said,

China would consent to no conditions for the with
drawal of Japanese forces.

Dr. Hsu Mo asked Hr. Pack what he thought the
situation would be if the Japanese forces should

remain in the area now occupied by them, and should
refuse to withdraw.

Mr. Peck was non-committal and

Dr. Hsu Mo answered his own question by saying that

such a situation would imperil the peace of the whole
Yangtze Valley and that the interests of all foreign
nations would stiffer with those of China.

Dr. Hsu

Mo said that It seemed clear to the Chinese Govern
ment that Japan wished to exploit the result of the
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felt that Japan was trying to enlist the support of
i
sane other nation or nations in such a policy. Japan
■âght not, for example, go so far as to demand a

Japanese Settlement at Shanghai, but she might demand

other things which, although ostensibly for the ad
vantage of all nations, would in reality inure to

the advantage, principally if not solely, of Japan.
Dr. Hsu Mo asked that Mr. Peek communicate to the

American Minister for the information of the amerloan
Government the hope of the Chinese Government that
the American Government would assist the Chinese

Government to withstand any attempt by Japan to en
large the scope of the ’'negotiations** stipulated in

the Assembly’s resolution or to exploit the recent in
cidents at Shanghai.

Mr. Peek said that he would

telegraph to the American Minister in Shanghai in the
sense requested.

Dr. Hsu Mo then said that the Chinese Government

regarded the controversy with Japan in Manchuria and
shanghai as being inseparable and if China wore forced,

in the «negotiations'* ho had been referring to, to
discuss any subject other than that of the withdrawal

of the Japanese forces, then the Chinese Government

would demand that the subject of Japanese activities
in Manchuria be taken up simultaneously.

Mr. Peck inquired whether Dr. Hsu Mo wished to
define what he meant by the «withdrawal* of the Japa

nese forces.

Dr. Hsu Mo answered that the five points

embodied in the arrangement some to tentatively on the
British Flag-ship KENT Included simultaneous stages

of withdrawal by the Japanese and Chinese forc es.
since the Chinese forces had now, as a matter of fact,

completed

1

v
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completed all the stipulated stages of their with
drawal, the Japanese forces should logically embark

at ones, but he saw no particular oblection to the
inclusion in the ’’negotiations” of such subjects as

the times within which the Japanese forces should

withdraw into the Settlement and Extra Settlement
areas, should embark, etc*

WRP/b
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March 2, 1932.
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I have the honor to refer to my despatch No.D-218

of February 25, 1932, with which I submitted the texts
of certain announcements made by the Chinese Govern
ment in regard to the Sino-Japanese controversy.

In this connection I have the honor to enclose

herewith a copy of a statement issued by the Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs recently, received by me
on March 2, 1932, in regard to a recent appeal of
twelve members of the Council of the League of Nations,^
dealing with the same subject.

o

Respectfully yours,

Willys R. Wck,
American Consul General.

As described.

In quintuplicate to the Department
In duplicate to the Legation at Peiping.
800
WRPîMCL
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Enclosure to despatch to the Department ho. D-221 of
itfillys R. Peck, American Consul General at Nanking,
China, dated March 2, 1932, entitled "Sino-Japanese
Controversy - Official Statement of the Chinese
Government".

STATEMENT

An official spokesman of the Chinese Government
gave out yesterday the following statement commenting

on Japan's reply to the recent appeal of uhe twelve

members of the league Council.

"The reply..ofJapan to the appeal of the Council of

the League of Nations reveals but another fruitless attempt
on her part at justifying her policy of military aggression

by an extraordinary form of oblique reasoning from created

presumpt ions.

We see Japan lay all the blame at the door of

China and paint for her self a picture of perfect innocence.
She tells the world that China is the attacking party while

poor helpless Japan has resorted ro arms only in self-defence,
that Japan has never even entertained the thought of impair
ing the territorial integrity and political independence
of China, that she cannot consider the Chinese people as

an organized people and China as having an organized

government, chat she is not less disposed than China to
settle the present conflict by peaceful means, and that

the Chinese troops will most certainly occupy the Inter
national Settlement the moment Japan lays down her arms.

Such preposterous statements are indeed beyong human
credulity.

It is indisputable and well-known truth that
Japan
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Japan made an unprovoked attack on Mukden on September 18,
1931, that under various pretexts she has invaded and

occupied practically the whole of Manchuria, that she
now attempts to set up an independent government in the

region under her domination, that on January 28, 1932,
after having obtained satisfaction for her demands, she

opened an unexpected attack on Shanghai and has since been
waging a furious but undeclared war on China in this
great metroplis.

if these can be considered as measures

of self-defence or marks of respect for China's political

independence and territorial integrity, what is, indeed,

an act of aggression?

China has shown a remarkable degree

of self-restraint and has only been compelled, as a last

resort, to exercise her natural right of resisting in

self-defence the merciless onslaught of the Japanese forces.

The National Government of the Republic of China is a

government of four hundred million people inhabiting the same
territory, speaking the same language and possessing the same
civilization,

it is a government with which the governments

of all other countries including Japan herself, enter into
full diplomatic relations.

The difference between rhe Chinese

and the Japanese Government is that the former represents a
peace-loving and law-abiding people, while the latter owes
its existence to organized militarism in the most perfect form.

Judging by the standards of Japanese terrorizing militarism,
not only China but most members of the Family of Nations do not

constitute organized States.

It is perhaps somewhat

uncomforting to Japan to learn that at no time have the

Chinese
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Chinese people been more closely united and has the strength
of the Chinese Government been better felt than at present

when the country is faced with a crisis precipitated by
Japanese aggression.

As regards Japan's professed willingness to resort

to peaceful measures, it is sufficient to point out

the fact that she has chosen to set at naught all her
commitments regarding the solution of international

disputes oy pacific means, and that she has turned a deaf
ear to all entreaties for peace, including the most

recent appeal of the Council of the League of Nations

and the joint proposals submitted by certain Powers at

the beginning of February.
In carrying on her military campaign in Shanghai,

Japan endeavors to make the world believe that she is
not only protecting her own nationals but also safe
guarding the interests of the International Settlement.

She maintains that the inevitable result of the Japanese
forces laying down their arms or withdrawing to Japan

will be the occupation of the International Settlement

by the Chinese troops.

It is clear to all that the

Chinese government has not the least intention to
occupy by force the International Settlement at Shanghai,
although it has protested most vigorously against the use
of the International Settlement by the Japanese forces

as a base of military operations against China.

Japan

is simply manufacturing another pretext at the expense
of China to advance her own ulterior motives.
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Department of State

Division

of

Far Eastern Affairs

May 4, 1932

Consul General Peck transmits
herewith, with his own comment, a
memorandum of a conversation which
he had on March 5 with Mr. Uyemura,
Japanese Acting Consul General at
Nanking.

H
The main point of interest is
11that the Chinese seem to have been
^double-crossing the Japanese by
/
[creating an impression that the
'
Nanking Government was not supporting
j the 19th Route Army. This may have
been the cause for the rumors to that
! effect. I suggest that you read
it Mr. Peck’s comment in his despatch.

JEJ/VDM
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COPfETsENTTO

D-223

. .

y American’, ..Consulate

I O. N.I. ANDM I n .
------ --

' û^ahkin^£j (China.
March 7, 1932
'"•Om,

Q'h

CONFIDENTIAL
Subject: Sino^JapUU^ Cœ

.troversy

The Honorable

iVision of

R EASTERN ArFA'mo

he Secretary of State,

P? 25 1932

Washington

<7)

Department of State

of observations made to me by Mr. Uyemura, Japanese

Acting Consul General, during a conversation held on

March 5, 1932
The tenor of Mr. Uyemura’s remarks warranted the
inference that official representatives of the Chinese

Government have throughout the Shanghai incident been
conversing with him regularly in an intimate and even
sympathetic way.

There can be little doubt but that some

of the officials of the Chinese Government have led him

to believe that the Government has continuously deplored

c#o
the fighting between Japanese and Chinese forces at Shang-g*
A"
hai and that the so-called ”Chiang Kai-shek troops” were 10

sent to the conflict only in order to ward off criticism
from the Chinese public.

Conversation held by the under

signed with Chinese officials, however, by the writer of

this despatch leave little doubt but that support was given
by the Chinese government to the 19th Route Army at Shanghai

in its resistance to the Japanese.

Under these

circumstances the conclusion must be that some, at

least,

the Chinese authorities have

deliberately

7 9 5 .9 4 / 5 0 9 9

e the honor to enclose herewith a memorandum
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^deliberately deceived Mr. Uyemura on this point, in

order to dissuade the Japanese from bringing pressure
to bear directly on the Chinese Government by, for

example, military action at Nanking.
Illustrating the tactics pursued by the Chinese
I have the honor to state that on the morning of March

5, a Chinese Army officer told an officer of this
Consulate General that MT. Uyemura had protested to
the Chinese Government against the presence of a body

of Chinese troops in Pukow, across the Yangtze from
Nanking, and had given the warning that if an attempt

were made to transport these troops across the river
to Nanking the Japanese warships would take forcible

measures to prevent the crossing.

The Chinese in

formant expressed amusement at the fact that the

troops in question had been, in fact, ferried across

the river during the night of March 4, under the very
guns of the Japanese cruisers, but without being ob

served by the Japanese officers.

This operation must

have been carried out with the knowledge, and probably

under the orders, of General Chen Yi, Vice Minister of
War, who, as reported by Mr. Uyemura, has been as

siduous in asserting that the Chinese Government is
not in sympathy with the fight against the Japanese
at Shanghai.

It is certainly true that the Chinese Government
wishes to liquidate the Shanghai conflict as speedily
as possible, for the Government knows that it is in

no position at present to wage an actual war with
Japan.

Nevertheless, the public announcements of

the Government are to the effect that it will con

tinue to oppose with force of arms all forms of Japa

nese
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nese aggression (see my despatch No. D-207, of

February 9, 1932, enclosure No. 3).

Respectfully yours,

Willys R. Peck,
American Consul General.

Enclosure
Memorandum dated March 5, 1932.

Five copies to the Department.
Two copies to the Legation.
800
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Memorandum of Conversation.

March 5, 1932.

Mr. Uyemura, Japanese Secretary of Legation and Acting
Consul General.

Mr. Peck.

Subject:

Sino-Japanese hostilities
at Shanghai.

Mr. Uyemura called on Mr. Peck at 3 p.m.

During

part of the conversation Mr. Henrik de Kauffmann, Danish
Minister, was present.
Among the observations made by Mr. Uyemura were the

following:
The Japanese 14th Division, which had been ordered
to proceed to Shanghai, had not sailed and probably would

not, since military operations at Shanghai seemed to be
At least a part of the 11th Division would go to

over.

Shanghai, however, and would relieve some of the troops

which had seen hard duty there.

The Japanese troops had pursued the 19th Route Army
during its retreat on March 2 and bombed the Chinese
forces from airplanes.

Japanese' reports were to the

effect that the line of march of the retreating 19th

Route Army was strewn with dead, about one corpse per
metre.
A part of General Chiang Kai-shek*s 88th Division

had been in the front line with the 19th Route Army.
These had been the first Chinese forces to begin a re

treat.

The remainder of the 88th Division and the 87th

Division, both part of General Chiang Kai-shek*s forces,

had been stationed at Hashing, near Hangchow, and at

Soochow, to prevent the 19th Route Army from retreating

to
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ta Hangchow and Nanking.
Every day some officer of the Chinese Foreign
Office goes to visit Mr. Uyemura on his temporary resi

dence, the S.S. YON YANG, MARU at Hsiakwan, to consult

with him and exchange news.
Mr. Shen, Chief of the Asiatic Section of the

Foreign Office, lived all during his childhood in
Japan, was educated in Japanese schools, and on his

return to China spoke Japanese much better than he did
Chinese.

He speaks Japanese perfectly.

Most of the

Chinese military leaders speak Japanese, having been
educated in Japanese military schools and the Military

Academy.

General Ho Ying-chin, Minister of Military

Administration, speaks Japanese, and also General Ku
Chung-lun, Commander of the Nanking Garrison, and
General Chen Yi, Vice Minister of Military Adminis

tration.

General Chen Yi has conversations with Mr.

Uyemura almost daily.

Mr. Uyemura thinks the Chinese Government is in
a very difficult position.

General Chiang Kai-shek

was not anxious to send reinforcements to the assist
ance of the 19th Route Army, because he was quite aware

that the Japanese Government would be able to match
such reinforcements with greater ones, and there would

be no end to such increases of the fighting forces, with

the advantage always on the side of the Japanese.

Never

theless, General Chiang had to send reinforcements,
after the fighting had assumed serious proportions, or
meet with political attack in China which would have
been fatal to him.

The Chinese Government is very

anxious to call a hall to the fighting, but on account
of the Chinese political situation is unable to submit

voluntarily to Japanese terms.

The Japanese Govern

ment
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“ 3‘ment, also, having achieved its object of driving the

Chinese troops twenty kilometers from Shanghai, is
anxious to end the fighting, but it is aware that any

terms it might propose would be refused by the Chinese

Government and people, simply because such terms eman

ated from the Japanese Government.

The Chinese Govern

ment would itself be glad, however, to agree to any

reasonable terms.
Mr. Uyemura thinks that by far the best way out

of the Impasse would be for third parties to suggest
terms of settlement.

This would be logical, because

Japan has been fighting not only in her own interests,

but in the interests of the International Settlement,
and of foreign interests generally.

The menace of

Chinese troops near the Settlement and the Extra
Settlement areas must be removed.

Mr. Uyemura doubts whether it is possible to

have^sne Government for the whole of China, unless

China becomes merely a loose confederation of auton
omous provinces.

WRP/b
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

May 4, 1932.

Le:
^ôns^G^neral Peck transmits
?ffewA.th. a translation of the Martial
Law which was proclaimed at Nanking
recently. So far as my memory serves
me this Martial Law is similar to
other Chinese Martial Laws which have
oeen promulgated in the past. It is
h°wever> that in Article 9
a disclaimer of responsibility is made'
tot reimbursement of losses resulting*
a°tions which Chinese
commanding officers may take under
authority of this Martial Law. some
of these might affect American nationals
a™ J Prasyme that similar provisions
are found in our own Martial Law.

JEJ/VDM
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in Hanking.

•rHE HONORABLE

WASHINGTON

Sir:
On February 1, 1952, the commander of the Nanking
Defence Force proclaimed martial law in Hanking in accordance
with the provisions of the "Regulations Relating to Martial
Law", promulgated at Canton, July 29, 1926, (See "JUDICIAL

REGULATIONS OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT", revised edition of

February, 1931, Book II., page 1632).

A translation of these regulations, made in this

Consulate General, is enclosed herewith.
Respectfully yours,

Willys R. \Peck,
American Consul General.
Enclosure:
One, as described

800
WRP/RW
Five copies to the Department
Three copies to the Legation
One copy to the American Minister, Shanghai.
One copy to the Commander in Chief,U.S.Asiatic Fleet.
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One
One
One
une
One
One
One

copy to the Commander of the Yangtze Patrol.
copy to the American Consulate General, Shanghai.
copy to the American Consulate General, Canton,
copy to the American Consulate.General, Tientsin.
copy to the American Consulate General, Hankow.
copy to the American Consulate General, Mukden.
copy to the American Consulate General, Harbin.
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Enclosure to despatch to the Department îTo. D-226 of
Willys R. Peck, Aneiûcan Consul General at Nanking,
China, dated march 12, 1922, entitled ’’Regulations
Relating to Partial Law in Hanking”.

REGULATIONS RELATING TO KARTIAL LAN

Promulgated

Article 1.

duly 29, 1926.

The National Government shall, during the

period of use of armed forces, and in accordance with

the provisions of these regulations, declare or cause
the declaration of Martial Law through the Commander-

in-Chief in order to ensure peace and order in the
fighting Area and at interior places under its

Jurisdiction.

Article 2.

Areas in which Martial maw is declared may

be divided into two kinds, as follows:
(1)

Precautionary Areas - Areas which are defended

by garrison forces and in which defense measures
should be taken as a precaution to avoid the

occurrence of incidents.
(2) Fighting Areas - Areas in which fighting takes
place or, in other words, in which tne troops attack

or resist attacks t>y the enemy.

The above two kinds of areas will be designated and

proclaimed when necessary.
Article 3.

During hostilities, the highest military

authorities of the various fortifications, harbors,

islands, bays and other important areas may, in

accordance with local conditions, at any time declare

Martial Law in order to prevent invasion oy an enemy
or
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or to cope with incidents.

They should, however,

promptly report the matter to the Commander-inchief for approval.

Article 4.

During the period of Martial Law, the local

highest military authorities shall at all times report
promptly to the Commander-in-Chief for consideration

the situation in areas where they are engaging rhe

enemy or garrisoning, as well as the arrangements made.

Article 5.

In the Precautionary Areas, only adminis

trative and judicial affairs which are connected with

military matters will come under the control of the

local Highest military authorities.

Any dispute

concerning the authority of civil and military

officials shall he solved oy che Commander-in-Chief,

under the above circumstances, the local adminis
trative and judicial officials shall act under the
directions of the local highest military authorities.

Article 6.

in the Fighting Areas, the control of local

administrative and judicial affairs is transferred
to the local highest military authorities.

Article 7.

In the lighting Areas, civil and criminal

cases which are connected with military matters shall
be tried jointly by the Political Affairs Bureau and

Military Court of the Commander-in-Chief’s Head
quarters.

Article 8.

if there is no court in the Fighting Area,

or if communication is cut off oetween the Fighting

Area and the court having jurisdiction, the Political
Affairs
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Affairs bureau and military Court of the Commander

in-Chief's Headquarters will also try jointly civil
and criminal cas.es, even if they have no connection
with military matters.

Article 9.

in areas where Martial naw is declared,

the commanding officers shall have authority to do

the following, and no claim shall be made lor ohe

reimbursement of losses resulting irom such actions:
(1) Restriction of meetings, assembly, strike,
suspension of business, newspapers, magazines or
other printed matters which are considered affect

ing and injuring military secrets.
(2) Forbidding the exportation or people's property

which may be used as military supplies, when
necessary.

13J Inspection of privately-owned guns, canon,
cartridges, powder, weapons, fire-arms and other
dangerous materials, and the sequestration and

confiscation of these things when necessary.

(4) Censorship of mail and telegrams.

lb) Searching incoming and outgoing vessels and

other things, or intercepting of land and water
communications when necessary.

(6) Supervision and direction of local militia and
farmers corps, and disarming or disbandment of

those corps which are found to have committed
illegal acts.

(7) Reasonable compassionate grants lor unavoidable
damages to immovable property of the people by
hostilities
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hostilities.

16) Searching of aouses, structures and. vessels
in the Fighting Area when necessary, disregarding

day or night.

19) Issuing instruction to people living in Fighting

Areas to evacuate for strategic reasons.
Article 10.

4hen rue Commander-in-chief considers that

the Martial Law is no longer necessary, he shall

declare it abolished.

Article 11.

ïhe Régulations Relating to Martial Law

cease to take effect upon the declaration of

aoolition
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tokyo, Japan, April 8, 1932.

No. 565

F/LS

Subj e c t : Secretary Stimson’s letter
to Senator Borah.
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The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:

With reference to the Embassy’s telegram No. 79 of
6' </• ; . / 4j 2
'~~~~*
February 24, 1932, 4P. M., giving press comment on the
Secretary’s letter to senator Borah, I have the honor to

transmit herewith a copy in translation of an article on
the same subject which was published in the Diplomatic
Review (GAIKO JIHO) of March 15, 1932.

The writer of

this article feels that the letter reveals an implied
threat to Japan and is the result of misunderstanding

and a biased view, which is not only embarrassing to Japan
but
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but is also discreditable to America.

Much of the

article is a defence of Japanese action at Shanghai, but
includes comment on the relation of the Nine-Power Treaty
to other treaties which were concluded at the Washington

Conference.

Respectfully yours,

Edwin L. Neville,

Chargé d‘Affaires ad interim.

Enclosui^:
Copy, in translation, of the
GAIKO JIHO’s article above
referred to.
Embassy1s File No. 800.-Japan.

LES/AA.
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AN APPEAL TO THE AMERICAN SENSE OF SELF-RESPECT

A Japanese Scholar’s View on Secretary

Stimson*s letter,
(By Ujiro Oyama, Professor at Waseda University,
published in the GAIKO JIHO (Diplomatic Re
view) of March 15, 1932.)

Secretary Stimson’s letter to Senator Borah, though
rendered in the form of a reply to the latter’s inter
pellations regarding the validity of the Nine-Power

Treaty as to whether or not there was the necessity of
its amendment,was in reality meant as an informal declara

tion of his protest against Japan’s military actions in

China.

Moreover, judging from its phraseology and tone

the open letter may be interpreted as implying a threat
to this country.

The contents of the letter are, how

ever, an exposure of extremely biased views and misunder

standing about Japan’s allegation and standpoint, and it
is the height of indiscretion that a man in such an ex

alted position as Secretary Stimson would have made such
an imprudent utterance; particularly at this moment when

international politics is faced withavery delicate situ
ation such an indiscriminate charge is not only embarrass

ing to Japan, but also is highly discreditable to America.

Secretary Stimson says that "the Nine-Power Treaty
commercial
not only guarantees equalAopportunity in China for
the nations of the world but also provides an assurance

that no country is allowed to carry out any such scheme
as to make China victim of aggressive design,” as if im

plying
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plying that Japan was taking an aggressive policy towards
China and malting an attempt at military expansion in

breach of the avowed principle of equal commercial oppor
tunity in China.

Further, Secretary Stimson writes,

"had the Nine-Power Treaty and the Kellogg Non-War Pact been

faithfully observed the present state of affairs would no

doubt not have happened," this being tantamount to saying
that Japan was a traitor to those treaties and should be

held responsible for what has occurred.

This is, indeed,

the height of calumny and false accusation, and we wonder
what has made Secretary Stimson pass so rash a verdict on

a matter of such grave nature and what has prompted him to
make such inconsiderate and imprudent utterances against

Japan without showing any facts or evidence to support the
verdict.

The outbreak of the Shanghai affair had its

origin in the anarchic and uncontrolled conditions in

China,tand Japan was simply forced to take measures of
self-defence to protect the lives and properties of Japanese

residents against the constant raids and assaults of Chinese
mobs, because the Chinese authorities lacked both power and

sincerity to control the situation and suppress the mobs.
Japan did not initiate any military action but was obliged

to appeal to arms because challenged by the Chinese, and

it is an indisputable fact that China is responsible for

the outbreak of the regrettable warfare.

The fact that

the Powers have followed Japan's suit and despatched troops
to Shanghai proves that they were similarly concerned about

the situation there.

A precedent of the kind was made

by Britain when it sent a large contingent of troops 15,000
strong to Shanghai on the occasion of the outbreak of the

anti©
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- 3 anti-British agitation in 1927, when the American Govern

ment also despatched, troops there, these facts being still

fresh in our memory.

In the present instance, too, America

as well as other Powers despatched troops to Shanghai ahead

of Japan.

The only difference lies in the fact that

Japanese troops received the attacks of the Chinese while
the troops of the other Powers were not attacked.

Of

course, the Japanese troops could not remain unresisting as
they are not mere ornaments but were forced to offer resist

ance to the unlawful offensive of the Chinese.

The action

taken by the Japanese army was thus nothing but defensive
measures against the unlawful and wanton attack of the

Chinese;

in other words, it was the case of the rightful

use of the right of self-defence that belongs to the
state.

Supposing the Chinese attacked the American troops,

the latter would no doubt have taken the same step as the

Japanese army did.
Nevertheless, Secretary Stimson declares this action

of the Japanese army violates the Nine-Power Treaty and the
Kellogg Non-War Pact.

Presumably it is not his intention

to refuse to recognize a State’s right of self-defence,
but perhaps he fails to recognize the action of the

Japanese army as a case of self-defence.

But supposing

a similar affair occurs in the Panama Canal zone what
attitude will the American garrison stationed there take?

We cannot fathom the mind of Secretary Stimson who, with
out taking the trouble to investigate the true aspect of

the situation and without thorough information, denounces

the attitude of the Japanese army as the attitude of a

tyrant.

After all, either the American Government or the
League
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League of Nations, which accuses Japan of having taken
action

J

militaryAin disregard of obvious reasons justifying her

attitude, must have been misguided by an unwarranted sus

picion that Japan harbors some ambitious design against
China.

That Japan entertains no aggressive intention

towards China is very clear as was explicitly declared
in the statements repeatedly issued by the Japanese

Government.

In this connection, Mr. Simons, the British

Foreign Secretary, speaking in Parliament recently, de

clared the British Government placed full trust in the
We are anxious

declaration of the Japanese Government.

to know why the American Government cannot believe what

the British Government did not hesitate to believe, and
if the answer is that America does not believe Japanese

pledges without any particular reason but on account of
mere sentiment, that sentiment is surely what the American

Government must seriously reconsider.

Dwelling on the

grave significance of the Nine-Power Treaty, Secretary
Stimson says that "the treaty is a self-controlling pledge
of the Powers to dispose

of such aggressive policies as

are liable to menace the development of China", and point

ing out that the treaty had close bearing

upon several

other treaties concluded at the Washington Conference and
all those treaties had been brought into existence as one

complete set, he goes on to say that "because the American
Government had abandoned her overwhelming supremacy in

the construction of capital ships and pledged the main
tenance of the status quo of the defence of Guam and the
Philippines on the condition of Japan*s pledge to respect

the Nine-Power Treaty the American Government cannot

tolerate
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taking into consideration those other treaties’*.

This

uncalled-for argument of the American Secretary of State,

which is a quite useless expression having nothing to do
with the Shanghai affair, was perhaps an outcome of his

hasty conclusion that Japan had no intention to respect
and observe the Nine-Power Treaty from a hurried perusal

of the statement of the Japanese Government presented to
the Council of the League of Nations, in which the Japanese
Government pointed out that China was anything but a system
atic state and accordingly it was practically impossible
to deal with that country as a perfect state.

If such be

the case it is a great mistake on the part of Secretary
Stimson, because there is found nowhere in that statement
any paragraph implying or suggesting that Japan is inclined
to disregard or disrespect the said treaty.

According to

the opinion of the Japanese Government, as we understand it,

originally the Nine-Power Treaty did not recognize the
existence in China of a state with perfectly unified
sovereignty and administrative system, but, on the contrary,

it was the object of the treaty to enable China to establish

a stable unified administration.

If China were a perfectly

systematized and well ruled state there would have been no

necessity of arranging such treaty.

But now that ten

years have elapsed since the conclusion of that treaty no

systematized and stable state has come into existence in

China and the country remains in an as uncontrolled and

ungoverned a condition as ever.

Such being the case,

the Japanese Government believes it opportune to put an

end to the principle of non-interference in Chinafs in

ternal
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their common policy towards China since the Washington

Conference, and to replace it with a positive policy of
lending a helping hand for a speedy attainment of a per

fect national unity in that country.

Nobody who knows

what China is and what is her real aspect will raise any

objection to that suggestion, and if Secretary Stimson

thinks it implies an aggressive design on China he
seriously mistaken.

is

Again, Secretary Stimson apparently

attributes the successful issue of the Washington Con
ference to the sacrifices made by America alone, and also

he opines that all treaties concluded at the Washington
Conference form one complete set and are of inseparable
significance and that the Nine-Power Treaty is a condition

al pact of the Naval Reduction Treaty and the Pacific De

fence Limitation Treaty.

All these allegations of Secretary

Stimson are, however, mistaken notions resulting from a lack

of knowledge concerning the Washington Conference, as was
pointed out in the report on the interview between the

Foreign Office authorities and the representatives of the
metropolitan press published in the vernacular press some

time ago.

What puzzles us the most is for what purpose and

for what reason Secretary Stimson referred to naval affairs
in discussing the Shanghai affair.

Now that the relations

between America and Japan present a somewhat gloomy aspect

on account of the Chinese questions it is very inadvisable

that a man in so exalted a position as Secretary Stimson

is would make such an uncalled for utterance which sounds
like a threat to this country.

Certainly we are justified

in declaring that his is a very imprudent utterance.
Side
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Side by side with that inopportune utterance of

Secretary Stimson, quite disagreeable is the attitude

of Mr. Lowell, president of Harvard University, and
other emi nent American scholars including several
university presidents, who are reported to have empha

sized the necessity of taking recourse to an economic
blockade against Japan and have memorialized President

Hoover to that effect.

Nothing is more surprising.

An economic blockade is but one step toward a declaration

of war.

What is the idea of those eminent American

scholars that they have hit upon such a scheme and have
taken steps to stir up the American nation and have urged
their Government to carry out such a drastic measure?

Even

supposing that Japan committed a very serious blunder or
grave offence it is by no means proper to resort to such

a high-handed measure as an economic blockade which is
practically tantamount to declaring war on that country.
We must question whether the object of the American peace
advocates is to create war between America and Japan by

declaring an economic blockade against Japan merely on ac
count of a petty local affair confined to a corner of

China and to bring about another world war through it.
Granting that such is the object of the American peace-

lovers, though we hardly believe it to be so, we must
question whether such is consistent with the attitude of
America which is second to no other country in advocating

non-war principles for the sake of the world peace.

Al

though there is not the least possibility of an economic
blockade having any good effect, the fact that such an
opinion
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opinion prevails among the intelligent classes in America
goes a long way in proving that the American Government

and nation lack perfect understanding and fair judgment
regarding the question at issue.

However, we Japanese

need not worry much about what America is going to do.

We shall only have to wait for the lawful judgment of

justice.
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

9?3aQP.Ta..Bju. Ywinx/Ot__________ for .J&.ecpateh/i08.

from____Yunncaftt__________

(....Strnnii.____ >
NAME

REGARDING:

*___

dated
1—1117

Diplomatic situation has become very tens*
since the fall of Mukden according to speech
by General Lung Yun, the Provincial Chaiman.
Hope expressed the China will unite in an
unanimous effort to check the foreign invasion.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 0 2

see
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Leaders of various public and private organisations

have sent telegrams of praise and encouragement to the
Chinese eorsaenflers at Shanghai-

During January and Febru

ary, such organizations were active in raising funds In
support of the 19th Koute .Army.

More than Yunnan §500,000

la stated to have been collected for this purpose from all

classes of the people.

The Yunnan Government Is encouraging

the movement and has sanctioned the organization of a "Na

tional Salvation Fund Committee" for raising Mex.f20,000,000
by taxing property and Incomes on a graduated scale of from
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one to rive per cent of the ascertained or estimated valve.

The campaign Is *o he concluded within three months.
Or Janunry ..4th, the Yunnanfu I’unlclnal bureau of Party

Affairs succeeded in ohtalntnc th* Government *r> approval of
a resolution ordering al? merchants to print anti-Japanese
slogans on tboii’ letter paper, printed circulars, wrapping
papers, crates and other containers.

On February 2nd, a great deal of exci torrent arose over

the report of a Chinese victory at ’-’banghal.

The streets

were soon thronged with people who gave vent to their state
of mind by shooting firecrackers and shouting anti-Jaoanese

slogans.

A large demonstration. parade, principally of

students, marched to the entrance of the French Consulate

where they set off a large number of firecrackers and

shouted and sang patriotic songs much to the irritation

of the french consul and his staff.
The tendency in official circles is to credit the

Nanking Government with whatever Chinese successes are

achieved, but the people themselves confine their praise
to the individual connnnnders who are actually doing the

fighting.

Greet Interest in China’s foreign relations

has awakened among the masses of the people since the

outbreak of the Shanghai trouble.

All seem to be deter

mined that the Chinese generals shall not bow to the

Japanese demands.

3 4 « t
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NOTE

i?40...............................

793. 94/5

see_____ 79.3^9.4. .Cft4Kuis.ftiftn/.16Q _______ for

Johnsen.___________ )
NAME

TO

dated

..Apr, 22, 1932

03

1

JËBüaAteL.—.China................(

1—1127

t
regarding:

outline of a plan for a practical solution of the
problem relating to Manchuria.

Is
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SERVICE

No.D-229

America&MJ&iisulate General,
Nanking, China.

APRSMB
■arch 14, 1932.
CO

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 0 4

Referring to my despatch No.D-221, of March 2, 1932,
with which I enclosed a copy of a statement issued by the
Chinese Government in regard to the Sino-Japanese Controversy,

I have the honor to enclose herewith copies of the following
documents:
1.

2.

3.

Statement issued by the Chinese Foreign Office on
March 2, 1932, concerning a tentative arrangement
come to between Japanese and Chinese representatives
on H.M.S. EENT for cessation of hostilities.
%
Statement issued by the Chinese Foreign Office on^
7a
March 11, 1932, summarizing correspondence with the
Japanese Government concerning the independence 1
movement in Manchuria.
w
00
bO
Translation of a manifesto issued by the 19th Route
Army and the 5th Army following their retreat before
the Japanese forces, beginning March 1, 1932.
Respectfully yours,

American
Enclosures:
Three, as described,
800
WRP hsi
Five copies to the Department of State.
Two copies to the American Legation, Peiping.
One copy to the American Minister, Shanghai.

•neral
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Enclosure Iro. 1 to desp.tch to the Department Ko.D-229
of h'illys R. Deck, American Consul General at ranking,
China, dated, Larch 14, 1932, entitled "Sino-Japanese
Controversy".

■jAICHIADFU STATEIIDITT ISSUED IK SHAKGHAI 2LARCH 2, 1932.

In view of the arrival of two more divisions of

Japanese troops as reinforcements and their new of
fensive at Idaho as well as at .,'oosung it is important
to announce the fact that at the informal meeting be
tween the Chinese and Japanese representatives on board

the Ems Kent under the friendly offices of Admiral Sir
Howard Kelly certain points to form the basis of an

agreement for The immediate cessation of hostilities
were discussed and an understanding reached as follows.

First mutual and simultaneous evacuation.
Second no question of permanent dismantling of

Woosung or Lion Forts to be raised.

Third supervision of evacuation on both sides by

a Sino-Japanese commission with neutral observers.
Fourth evacuated area to be administered by Chinese
authorities and policed by Chinese police as heretofore.

Fifth Chinese to withdraw to Chenju and Japanese
to withdraw to the International Settlement and the

extra-settlement roads after v/hich Chinese to withdraw
to Lanziang and Japanese to withdraw

to

their ships -

this last point subject to further discussion at a

subsequent meeting

to

be arranged ------ .

It was agreed that if the respective governments

should approve the tentative understanding a formal
meeting
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meeting of the accredited, diplomatic and military
representatives was to take place forthwith for the
purpose of consummating the arrangement.

in the afternoon of Heb. 29th the Chinese
representative informed Admiral Zell?' of the approval
of the Chinese government and requested him to notify the

Japanese authorities of the same so that should the
Japanese government likewise give its approval the

proposed formal meeting of the accredited representatives

might be arranged at once.
Up to the present however no word has been received
from the Japanese side as io the decision of the Tokyo
government meanwhile the Japanese military naval and air
forces have been launching a new attack against the

Chinese forces on all fronts and the Japanese ConsulGeneral has notified the Chinese Mayor of the intention
of the Japanese military forces

to

bomb the two Principal

Railways connecting Shanghai with Hanking and Hangchow.
Should these peace efforts entirely earnest on the part
of China again rail responsibility for the failure must

once more rest with Japan.
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch to the Department No.D-229
of Yfillys R. Reck, American Consul General at Nanking,
China, dated March 14, 1932, entitled "Sino-Japanese
Controversy”.

WAICHIAOHJ STATEMENT ISSUED ON MARCH 11, 1932.

Ministry Foreign Affairs released today series
four documents concerning so-called independence move
ment in Three Eastern Provinces.

First document is

China's note to Japan dated February 24th, protesting
against latter's action in pomoting so-called inde
pendence movement and against Mr. Sato's open profession

before League Council of sympathy with this movement.

Text tx,is note had been released in full previously.

Second document is Japan's reply dated February 28th
in which it alleged that ’’so-called independence move

ment in Manchuria should be regarded as acts perpetrated

by Chinese citizens who have been discontented with
the local political conditions", that neither Japanese

Government nor its officials had anything to do with -chis
movement, and that Mr. Sato's deblaration, if accurately

reported, did not mean anything more than Japan's welcome
to new condition peace and order which would naturally

result from development local self-government in Three
Eastern Provinces.

China's rejoinder to Japan's reply despatched
yesterday constitutes third of four documents.

In this

latest note, Chinese Government showed conclusively that

foreign as well as Chinese nationals had lived in peace

order in Three Eastern Province prior to Japanese
invasion
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invasion and. occupation, that so-called independence

movement had been actually promoted by Japanese
Government and its officials, that handful Chinese

citizens who participated in movement had been doing so

purely because of Japanese coercion, that the real
power and a uthority of the puppet government were
wielded by the large numbers of so-called Japanese

advisers and counsellors appointed either by the
Japanese Government or its officials, and that the
kidnapping of Pu Yi by the Japanese from Tientsin

first to Dairen then to Mukden and now installed as
"Chief Executive" of the bogus government went to show

that Japan's part in the so-called independence movement
was not merely that of a sympathetic helper as alleged

by Hr. Sato, but was reâlly the initiator of the -whole

thing.

The note concluded by declaring that the

Japanese government should be fully responsible for The

establishment of the so-called independent or autonomous

government in Three Eastern Provinces during their
continued occupation by Japanese troops.

Last document is long list of officials in various

bogus government offices in Three Eastern Provinces
showing that great percentage of them are Japanese citizens,

who manage puppet show in capacity of advisers and

counsellors.

Nanking, March 11th.
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Enclosure No.3 to despatch to the Department No.D-229,
of Willys R. Peck, American Consul General at Nanking,
China, dated March 14, 1932, entitled "Sino-Japanese
Controversy."
Manifesto Issued by the 19th Route Army and 5th Army

March 2, 1932.

(Trans. Hsi)

Brutal Japan, having despatched troops to Liaoning,
now invades the Southeast.

Our 19th Route Army, which

has been ordered to defend the territory, assumed emergency

self-defence.
a month.

It has engaged the invaders for more than

At first, it fought with the naval landing force

and land forces for over 20 days.

Deaths and wounds on

the part of the enemy have been worse than ours, so that
the enemy could not succeed.

Upon the arrival of the re

inforcement of land forces, 2 divisions of the 5th Army

formerly stationed in Kiângsu and Chekiang participated in

the fighting.

Again we engaged the enemy for 10 days, and

the enemy has suffered heavy reverses 6 or 7 times.
enemy once more failed.

The

Finally, Shirakawa arrived with 2

additional army divisions.

Our troops on the field have

been only 5 divisions of less than 40,000 men.
hand, thé strength of the enemy is doubled.

On the other

The enemy on

the one hand falsely held negotiations for cessation of
hostilities, in order to deceive the League of Nations and,

on the other, sent one division to the Shanghai front and
another division to Liuho where it landed and attacked us

from the rear.

We have been attacked on both sides.

In view

of the difficulty in transportation and because reinforcements
were unable to come, we gave up the first front line on the
evening of March 1.

We retreated for strategic reasons and

are planning a counter-attack.

This is what has happened during

the past month when the 19th Route Army and the 5th Army

engaged the enemy.
Since
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-2Since Brutal Japan has been attempting to subjugate China
in accordance with its settled policy, we cannot achieve final

success unless a general mobilization of the whole country is

effected with decided efforts for widespread fighting.

The

19th Route Army and the 5th Army, in fighting against the enemy
alone, are not aiming at victory in one corner and for one day

only, but desire to serve as pioneers for their fellow-countrymen
by sacrificing our flesh and blood.

Since the Government removed

to Loyang, a long period resistance policy has been decided upon.

The soldiers and civilians in the whole country should, in pur
suance of this policy, unite and rise up and press forward as
those in front of us fall.

We must not care about the retreat

in Shanghai, and must not be separated by the trick of the enemy.

On the other hand, it is earnestly hoped that our fellow country
men in the Northeast will at once send troops to restore the
lost territory so that the strength of the enemy may be

diminished.

Our 19th Route Army and the 5th Army will continue

their efforts to fight a final battle with the enemy in order
that the latter be attacked on both sides.

The Turks con

tinually fought three years and thus finally defeated 150,000
Greek troops.

With two hundred million square li of territory

and four hundred million people, as in China, we do not be

lieve that we cannot annihilate a small enemy like Japan.
When Korea was made extinct, it still had scores of thousands
of troops which were finally disbanded by Japanese.

China has more than one million troops.

At present

We would rather make

a glorious sacrifice before the extinction of the country

than be disbanded by others at a later date.
The present instance when Shanghai was trampled down
by Japanese, shells and bombs have destroyed many structures

and
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-3and killed many civilians, but the civilians all hate the

enemy and not us.

The territory is as it was, and the

civilians are as they were.

If China should be subjugated

by Japan, how would the enemy treat our civilians,

mellow

countrymen are requested not to forget Chapei and Kiangwan,
and the military leaders throughout the country not to forget
Korea and the present Manchuria.

Brutal Japan in its international propaganda accuses

China of not being an organized nation.

We must cooperate.

If the 19th Route Army and the 5th Army fail to win the final
victory, we will all sacrifice our lives rather than become

homeless slaves.
Chiang Kwan-nai,
Field Commander

'

Tsai Ting-kai,
Army Commander

Tai Chi,

Division Commander

Chang Chih-chung,
Commander, 5th Army
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At a weekly meeting of members of the Yunnan Provincial
.

\

Government on January 18, 1932, General Lung Yun, the 'rov-

inclal Chairman, made a speech summarizing recent political
events in China and expressing his opinions thereon in the

following terms:
"Since the fall of Mukden, the diplomatic
situation has become very tense. The great mass
of the Chinese people sincerely hope that China
will unite in an unanimous effort to check the
foreign invasion. Indeed, when one thinks of the
future of our country one must think of the sur
vival or extinction of our race and of the calam
ities which have befallen us of late on all sides.
No remedy could be more logical than a determined
effort to stand united against foreign Insults.
For this reason, the Nanking Government has made
every concession to the public weal and, as a re
sult, General Chiang has retired without hesita
tion, hoping that by so doing unification and
peace would result. Happily, his action produced
a measure of good results. Our people feel great
ly relieved at his action during these troublesome
times. Unfortunately, however, among our colleagues
who are working earnestly for national unification,
there are some who still seek to advance their own
power and selfish Influence at the expense of the
nation. 3o true is this that it grieves me deeply
to speak of peaceful unification.
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LEGATION OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Shanghai, March 23, 1932.

Subj e c t ;

Sino-Japanese relations and negotiations.

F/LS

7 9 Ô .9 4 / 5 I 0 5

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:

In continuation of my despatch of March 12, 1932,
I have the honor to transmit herewith a further set of
1/15

fifteen memoranda of conversations I have had with va

rious persons in Shanghai regarding Sino-Japanese rela

tions and negotiations.
The Department will observe that all essential
points contained therein have already been covered in

my telegrams to the Department between March 1 and 20,

/

1932.

Very respectfully yours,

co

JO

Enclosures:
1/15: Memoranda of conversations:
Feb. 29, March 1, 7, 9,
10, 11, 11, 12, 13, 14, 14,
15, 16, 17, and 20.
CVHE.EA
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Conversation

Shanghai, February 29, 1932.

Dr. H. H. Kung.

Sub jeot:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

I called, on Dr. Kung to-day, and while there Mrs.
Kung came into the room.

Dr. Kung was very emphatic

in his statement that China could not make further
concession to the Japanese.

Mrs. Kung, who has always

been a Power behind the throne in Chinese Nationalist
Politics since the rise of Chiang Kai-shek to power,

insisted that China’s only recourse, if conditions
were going on as they are, would be to accept Bolshe

vism and with Bolshevism the aid of Russia, if assist
ance was not forthcoming from any one else.
I tried 'to point out to Dr. Kung and Mrs. Kung

that the word Bolshevism meant nothing under condi
tions such as these; that one did not save one’s coun

try by becoming bolshevistic.

One accomplished this

end by becoming nationalistic and faming the fire of

patriotic love of the soi| and of the homes that were
being attacked.

I said that I was quite sure that it

was not Bolshevism that she meant, but the birth of a

new national spirit among the Chinese.

They both ad

mitted the truth of 1his, but argued that Hie commu
nist
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nist party of China was the only party that was or

ganized and capable of uniting the country.
Dr. Kung argued that the United States should
declare war upon Japan, inasmuch as the Japanese were
trampling upon treaties and covenants which the United

States have so strongly advocated and supported.

I

stated that there was little chance that the United

States would engage in war with the Japanese.

Our

people did not want war; they wanted to see this sit
uation in the Far East settled without war.

Dr. Kung

argued that the United States would not have to do any
fighting; that if we supplied the money and arms there

would be plenty of Chinese soldiers to fight for us.

y

NTJ.2H
EA

American Minister.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 1, 1932.
Conversation with Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo.

Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

Dr. Koo came to see me at 6:15 and stated that from
Geneva they had been informed that Sir John Simon had made
the following proposal to Dr. Yen in connection with cessation

of hostilities at Shanghai:
1.

Immediate cessation of hostilities to be arranged in

consultation with neutral commanders.

2.

Japan to disclaim any territorial ambitions or

intention to seek political rights.

3.

China to declare her respect for integrity of the

Settlement and her willingness to protect it against danger.

4.

Negotiations between Japan and China immediately to

commence, participated in by interested powers.

Negotiations

to work out a solution of the Shanghai question.

J‘A
American Minister
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 7, 1932.
Conversation with Mr. Wilden.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

The French Minister told me today, when we met at the
British Consulate, that Mr. Matsuoka had been to see him and
in substance had told him that the Chinese and Japanese had

reached such a pass that they could not talk, and he hoped that
the neutral powers would mediate.

He reported Matsuoka as

saying that the Japanese would not ask for concession or for an
extension of the Settlement.

K

'

American Minister
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Conversation

Shanghai, March 9, 1932.

Sir Miles Lampson.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese relations.

Sir Miles told me that Mr. Matsuoka had come to
see him yesterday, March 8th, and had told him that the

Japanese were ready and anxious to negotiate.

They

would welcome third power mediation, being anxious to

extricate themselves from the present situation.

Lampson spoke very frankly to Matsuoka saying that he
had done with verbal understandings, and he asked Mat
suoka to put the Japanese ideas into writing.

Matsuoka

promised to do this, and last night Shigemitsu gave to
Lampson a slip of paper on which he had written the fol
lowing:

"The Japanese authcrities, both civil and mil
itary, at Shanghai* are prepared to enter into nego
tiations with the Chinese authorities in accordance
with the terms of the Resolution of the Assembly of
the League of Nations of March 4th. As there is rea
son to entertain some anxiety concerning the situa
tion at the front, it is deemed a matter of urgent
necessity to reach at an earliest possible date a
definite agreement for the complete cessation of hos
tilities.

"The Japanese authorities- have all the way pre
sumed that the Japanese attitude on the matter has
been understood by the Chinese authorities. However,
failing to hear anything from the Chinese authorities
since the aforesaid Resolution was passed by the
Assembly of the League of Nations, they wish to make
clear beyond all doubt their readiness to negotiate
along the lines laid down in the Resolution."

Lampson told me that he read the document over and
noticed

3 5 0 c
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noticed that it made no reference to withdrawal of Jap
anese troops.

He said that he kept the document, how

ever, for study, and, noticing that the opening para

graph resembled textually paragraph 3 of the League Res
olution of March 4th, he made a marginal note for inser
tion after the word authorities at the end of the first

paragraph, as follows: "and to arrange for the withdraw
al of the Japanese forces”.

This amended document was

returned to Shigemitsu last evening, who promised to give
it further consideration.

Sir Mi4.es informed me that to

day Shigemitsu returned the document with his amendment
reading: ”and then to discuss and determine arrangements
for the withdrawal of the Japanese forces".

British Min

ister pointed out to Shigemitsu that the word "then”
whic h had been inserted would make the document unaccept
able to the Chinese.

The Japanese Minister stated that

the discussion of Japanese withdrawal could only follow
agreement of cessation of hostilities.

Sir Miles stated

that he was expecting to see Quo Tai-chi, Chinese Vice-

Minister of Foreign Affairs, to-night, and would show him
the Japanese draft and endeavor to-obtain a Chinese
c ount e r- dr a f t.

r~

American Minister.

NTJ.EH
EA
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
Shanghai, March 10, 1932

Conversation with Sir Miles Lampson.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

British Minister informed me today that he handed to
Quo Tai-chi last evening Japanese proposal.

He aaid that

Dr. Quo immediately hit upon the word "then" but nevertheless
promised to telegraph Nanking and that today Dr. Quo gave to
him the Chinese reply to the Japanese proposal which is as
follows:

"The Chinese Government having accepted the
Resolution of the Assembly of the League of Nations
of March 4, is prepared to enter into negotiations
with the Japanese authorities in accordance with
the terms of the said Resolution, and on the under
standing, as stated by its chief delegate Dr. W. W.
Yen, that (1) such negotiations are limited to
matters pertaining only to the definite cessation
of hostilities and the complete withdrawal of
Japanese forces and (2) no condition is to be at
tached to such withdrawal.
"The Chinese Government has already announced
through its chief delegate at Geneva its readiness
to enter into negotiations for the purposes and on
the understandings as above mentioned and has pre
sumed that the Japanese authorities have been fully
aware of this fact.

"The receipt through Sir Miles' Lampson at
5:30 p.m. March 9, of the communication from the
Japanese authorities makes it clear that they are
equally ready to enter into the proposed negotia
tions. The Chinese Government considers there
fore the way open for commencing such negotiations."

A7'
<
American Minister.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 11, 1932.

Conversation with Sir Miles Lampson.
Subject;

Sino-Japanese Relations.

Sir Miles informed me today that he has received a
request from the Japanese Minister asking for certain ex

planations in regard to the letter from the Chinese dated

March 10, 1932.

The letter of the Japanese asking for this

explanation reads as follows:
*1 am in receipt of your note of today’s date
together with its enclosure, a copy of a statement
from Mr. Kuo Tai-chih expressing preparedness to
enter into negotiations with us.
"I should very much like to have our represen
tatives meet you and other colleagues and the
Chinese representatives at your office tomorrow as
suggested. But I regret to say that as the
Chinese have now brought forth, as the basis of
negotiations, conditions which I understand were
not embodied in the Resolution of the Assembly of
the League of Nations, I am unable to do so, unless
I feel myself sure as to the exact meaning of these
conditions. One refers to a reservation made by
Dr. W. W. Yen, - I wonder what that "no condition"
exactly means. I am wiring to Geneva to enquire
about its meaning and as to how that ex parte reser
vation was treated.
"Another refers to the wording "complete withdraw
al". Would you not be kind enough to make enquiry
with the Chinese if they attach some particular
meaning to the word "complete", - this word is not
found in the Resolution.

"In the meanwhile, I wish to assure you, and
through you the Chinese side, that we have been
confining our stand within the wording of the League
Resolution, no more no less."

Al'-T'1'
American Minister.
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/'MEMORANDUM

of conversation.

Shanghai, March 11, 1952.

Conversation with Mr. Wilden, French Minister.

Subject:

Sino-Japandse Relations.

At meeting today Mr. Wilden, the French Minister, read

a telegram from Count Martel, the French Ambassador to Tokyo,
in which the latter quotes Yoshizawa as instructing Sato in

Geneva in regard to a statement to be made there before the

Assembly.

I interpret this statement as indicating that the

Japanese propose to remain at Shanghai indefinitely for they

practically say that all assurances must be given of protection
to Japanese interests and that there must be no fear that the

Chinese will return when they withdraw.

..S'

American Minister.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 12, 1932.

Conversation with Mr. Robert Lewis.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

Mr. Robert Lewis, an American citizen formerly with the
Y.M.C.A. and now employed as an adviser to the Chinese

Government, called.

He recited generally the various

instances which had occurred and the several attitudes which

the Chinese Government had assumed in connection with these

instances.

He said that it was the hope of many people, and

I assume that he had included the Chinese among these, that

there would be no change in regard to American forces stationed
at Shanghai.

Mr. Lewis* manner was one of mystery intended

possibly to carry the implication that he was deep in the

councils of the Chinese Government.

/XT.? ■ Î '
American Minister.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.
Shanghai, March 13, 1932.

Conversation with Mr. Quo Tai-chi.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

Mr. Quo Tai-chi called upon me this afternoon and in the

course of conversation stated that what was meant by the Chinese
phrase "no condition” in his letter to Sir Miles the other day
was "political condition”.

He asked rhetorically why it was that

Japan was not willing to proceed with armistice negotiations.

He

stated that if the Japanese objected to the reservations made by

Dr. W. W. Yen it could very well be urged that after all, the

negotiations upon which they were about to enter, were really
concerned merely with the liquidation of a military situation and
Involved no questions of a political nature.
Dr. Quo stated that the Chinese would not advance while
Japanese were retiring, but that Chinese could not at this moment

consider question of non-occupation after Japanese withdrawal, as
this was a political question.

He said that the Chinese Government

would be willing to give an undertaking that the policing of the

area so evacuated will be taken care'of in a manner satisfactory

to all.

I gathered that he had in mind the use of a Gendarmerie,

possibly under foreign officers.

He stated that the Chinese would

not accept any proposals for neutralization or demilitarization of
the zone about Shanghai.

American Minister.
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Conversation

Shanghai, March 14, 1952.

British, French and Japanese Ministers,
Italian Charge d’Affaires, and Chinese
Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Sub je c t:

Sino-Japanese Negotiations.

This evening, in the drawing-room of the home of

the British Consul General, there met in the presence

of the Arne it can Minister (Mr. Johnson) the British
Minister (Sir Miles Lampson), the French Minister (Mr.
Wilden) , the Italian Charge d*Affaires (Count Ciano),

Mr. Quo Tai Chi (Chinese Vice Minister of Foreign Af
fairs) , and the Japanese Minister (Mr. Shigemitsu), for
the purpose of exploring the possibilities of negotia
tions for the cessation of hostilities between the Chi

nese and Japanese at Shanghai.
from 4.30 until 7.15 p.m.

The discussion lasted

After considerable discus

sion it was apparent that there were certain points
upon which both sides could agree, and I suggested that
before we left these points should be put down on pa

per, and accepted by both sides' as a basis for more for
mal negotiations at a later date.

As a result the fol

lowing agenda of three points was agreed to:

1. The Chinese troops to remain in their

present positions pending a later settlement.

2. The Japanese troops to withdraw to the

International Settlement and the extra-settlement
roads in the Hongkew district as before the inci
dent of 28th January.

It is however understood

that in view of the numbers of Japanese troops to

be accommodated, some will have to be temporarily
stationed in localities adjacent to the above-

mentioned
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mentioned areas.

3. A joint Commission with neutral members to cer
tify the mutual withdrawal.

Added to the above was a not e to the following ef

fect: "It is understood that no other questions of prin
ciple will be raised", and a separate note was added:

"(Subject to the approval of the Chinese Government) the
following understanding is agreed upon;

Provided a def

inite agreement is reached on the basis of the above

points, the Chinese side will voluntarily give an inde
pendent undertaking that Mayor Wu’s letter of 28th Jan

uary stands."
The note relative to Mayor Wu’s letter was the

voluntary suggestion of the Chinese after considerable
discussion, in the course of which it was apparaît that
the Japans se were going to insist upon some kind of sat

isfaction in regard to the Mayor»s undertaking to sup
press boycotts before they would agree to withdraw their

troops.

The Japanese Minister returned again and again

to Ulis point and finally Dr. Quo, quite voluntarily and
evidently for ths purpose of making it possible for nego

tiations to proceed, made the statement that the Chinese
would be quite willing to re-affirm, if this were pos
sible, Mayor Wu’s letter of January 28th.

He insisted

that the letter had never been withdrawn, that the Chi
nese would be willing to live up to what they had al
ready promised, but made it quite clear that he did not
consent to this being made a condition to negotiations

for Japanese troop withdrawal, and that this was a pol

itical matter which must be left to subsequent neg) tiations.

The French Minister offered the suggestion that if
at
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at any moment either side found itself unable to sign
or agree to some undertaking, such an undertaking

should be reduced to the form of a declaration to the
four chiefs of Mission present and thus made less for

mal but just as binding.
In the ccurse of discussion Mr. Shigemitsu point

ed out that Japanese forces now in the neighborhood of
Shanghai were so numerous that it would be impossible

to quarter all of them within the area of the Settle
ment, and that it would be necessary to retire them to

points adjacent to the Whangpoo River outside the Set
tlement where they could await embarkation and depar

ture •
It was agreed that we should all meet more formal
ly at 4 p.m. on the 16th, at which time it was hoped

that we would be able to adopt the agenda now tentative
ly agreed upon with a view to making it the basis of

forma 1 ne g otiati ons•

K"-''
American Minister.

NTJ. EH
EA
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 14, 1932.

British Minister, Sir Miles Lampson.
French Minister, M. Wilden.
Italian Charge D’Affaires, Count Ciano.
American Minister, Mr. Johnson.

Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

After some discussion of letters exchanged between
Sir Miles and Mr. Shigemitsu and Mr. Quo Tai-chi, it was
agreed among us that the time had come when we should try
to bring Mr. Quo Tai-chi and Mr. Shigemitsu together,

informally, for the purpose of exploring the possibilities

of negotiating for a cessation of hostilities as provided
for in the League’s Resolution of March 4.

We have,

therefore, invited Mr. Shigemitsu and Mr. Quo to meet in
our presence this evening, at the British Consulate, and

they have accepted.
AT J • J •

American Minister.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 15, 1932.
British Minister, Sir Miles Lampson.
French Minister, M. Wilden.
Italian Charge d’Affaires, Count Ciano,
American Minister, Mr. Johnson.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

Lord Lytton, Chairman of the League Commission was
present today at our meeting.

The steps leading up to last

night’s meeting were explained to him.

Lord Lytton stated

that while the Commission was in Japan the Japanese had

asked them to assist her at Shanghai.

He said that the

Chinese here had asked them to help and he was now anxious

to know if there was anything that the Commission could do
to assist.

We told him that we would be better able to

know how he might assist after the meeting which was
scheduled to take place tomorrow.

American Minister
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 16, 1932.

Conversation with Mr. Quo Tai-chi.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

Mr. Quo Tai-chi, Chinese Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs
came to see me this morning.

He asked me what I thought of

the Japanese amendments to the agenda.

He had reference to the

Japanese Minister’s Note to the British Minister of last evening
offering the following as a substitute for paragraph three of
the original draft: ”3.

The Joint Commission with neutral

members to certify the carrying out of the agreement under
paragraphs one and two and to watch and observe the general
conditions in the evacuated area until a later settlement.”

I told Mr. Quo that I was not in a position to advise him
in this matter, that I gathered from this suggestion an indication

that the Japanese desired to control this Question until the socalled Round-Table Conference may take place, and that in order
to do this they would ask that the neutral Commission, which we
were to appoint, would continue in control or in Charge until

that time.

Mr. Quo stated that the Chinese would not be willing

to accept this amendment.

He also referred to the separate note under which he had

promised that China would re-affirm the Mayor’s letter of
January 28th.

He said that the Chinese Government would not be

able
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able to do this.

This was a political question and therefore

beyond the scope of these negotiations.

The League Resolution

did not call for the discussion of such questions.

I informed

Dr. Quo that I was not in a position to discuss the question
of the anti-Japanese boycott or other activities, and that I

did not feel that I was in a position to advise him on the

subject.

NOTE:

Subsequently, at a dinner which the four Chiefs of Mission

gave to the League Commission I had occasion to discuss the
above questions with Dr. Wellington Koo, Dr. Quo, and General

Wu Tieh-cheng.

With reference to the duties of the neutral

Commission, as suggested by the Japanese, I pointed out to
Dr. Quo that it was my understanding that the Japanese had

offered this amendment in paragraph two of the League Resolution
of March 11, 1932, which Resolution called for cooperation of

the Powers "in maintaining order in evacuated zone” and had

been acquiesced in by the Chinese delegation.
I suggested to Wellington Koo and also to Mayor Wu that
the question of the re-affirmation of the Mayor’s letter of

January 28th was a stumbling block which the Japanese would
insist upon before they would agree to a cessation of hostilities
<nd
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and while disclaiming any interest in the question in so
far as I was concerned, I expressed the thought that a way

out would be for the Mayor to have some newspaper man ask him
about the validity of his letter of January 28th whereupon he
could state publicly that it was still valid.

I remarked that

the sooner this was done the better, as no one now would

connect his statement with negotiations with the Japanese.

I

suggested that this would help matters in that the next time
the Japanese brought this question up all that was necessary
would be for the Chinese to point to the Mayor’s public statement.

Mayor Wu did not seem to take kindly to this suggestion, saying
that he hoped that the Japanese could be persuaded not to bring

this matter up.

Dr. Koo, however, thought that it was worth a

good deal of consideration and promised to consider it.

American Minister
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 17, 1932.
British Minister, Sir Miles Lampson.
French Minister, M. Wilden.
Italian Charge d’Affaires, Count Ciano.
American Minister, Mr. Johnson.

Subject:

Sino-Japanese Negotiations.

There being no further news from MT. Shigemitsu in
regard to the proposed meeting, it was agreed that we could
do nothing but wait.

It was our belief that Mr. Shigemitsu

was having difficulty with his Government over the tentative

agenda.

In the meantime Sir Miles offered us, for consider

ation, the attached draft covering the proposition of the

joint Commission provided for by paragraph three of the
agenda.

He suggested that we might consider this draft as

one that might be offered at a convenient time.
AT 7. vT ,
American Minister.
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The joint Commission will be composed,

of 12 members, namely, one civil and one military
representative of each of the following; the Chinese

and Japanese Governments, and the American, British,

trench and Italian Heads of Mission in China being
the representatives of the neutral Powers assist
ing in the negotiations in accordance with the
Resolution of the Assembly of the League of

Nations of March 4th.

The members of the Joint

Commission will employ such numbers of assistants

as they may from time to time find necessary in

accordance with the decisions of the Commission.
Al1 matters of procedure will be left to the
discretion of the Commission, whose decisions

will be taken by majority vote, the Chairman
having a casting vote.

The Chairman will be

elected by the Commission from amongst its
neutral members
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/ MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Shanghai, March 20, 1932.

Conversation with Colonel Drysdale.
Subject:

Sino-Japanese Relations.

Colonel Drysdale informed me today that Japanese
Military Attache', in discussing Japanese plans with foreign

Military Attachés, stated that Japanese will propose at the
forthcoming meeting, between Chinese and Japanese delegates,
that Japanese forces will withdraw to a line running roughly
from Paoshan, near Woosung, through Yanghang, Taitsang, to the
northwest corner of the Settlement, that such a line will be

necessary to accommodate a Japanese force of 37,000 men.
Colonel Drysdale says that the argument of the Japanese is

that the area behind this line will be necessary to enable
such a force-to maneuver.

Colonel Drysdale pointed out that

such a line held by such a force will be stronger as a

defensive line than the one which they now hold, and did

hold, with 45,000 men.
It is our belief that Japan will not show any willingness
to withdraw these forces.

We believe that they intend to use

this force for the purpose of causing the Powers in China to
accept the Round-Table Conference.
/nT-T•>' ’

American Minister.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE .893jtQl..ÈfenghuElgZlëO__________________ FOR & 555____________________________

from

...Japan---------------------------- (....Naville._____>
NAME

TO

dated

...April_.fi+1232____
*-u”

REGARDING:

Japanese plans with respect to Manchuria. Apparent lack of- but there
is an indication that Tokyo is using Manchuria as an attempt to divert
the Japanese Military from a course which might bring it into conflict with
the Nine-Power Treaty.

ek
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other thaï» ta attoa^* te âlrort t!Mî Jfepareoo sdlitery froa

u ajA;tK vùion M^ht brine ® ohar^B fey n furolgoTBmaoat
■of infrie^.c.’rfint. ax' te» ;îxu€*l av/ex 'tir.ety»

Q» We other
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hand, bavin,-. succeeded 1» it«i mbitton. of R :&me:»uria

empilent to ülQ't&tla&f the •.’b.p&ne&e MH tery Is ap
aware of the need of sa.ethinc ïaore

parently

than MU tor y prowess Is r.uM ni storing the new state so

that it #111 brine eeoxiO'lc benefit to Japan.

In its de.-.patch Po. ae, of /nreh 10,

, the

leno •.

.issbessy oo-..eutc5 on the s<&tiüx< inadequacy of the

of the Miliary.

It 1» probable that the Mlitary wuld

114 e to Ü-volov . unchurla by cnatin-.iev. control of t‘>

whines©

u.pete no; in office tljorc.

In thia coa^evtlon

there. urc imports in-lcatia,;. that e national! :>t feelia-p. let
becor-in^ evident rosa. Vir.sc offiulaLs sr-lch :ii; h\ <&v nt.ially k r. v.r&t, to Japanese interests, their r e&nt in-

siatance thet the -'fflclai -Gazette of L’w. au-r f/ate he nu

lon^vr publi. ’ où in •■npanesv be in
thl4? vim-.

cit^ la subvert -

-FO'-. & JGiianeoe «ou
*
ce

bo re latJe 1 h
tvt
*

» îtjh i?» bdlevMâ to

heard thr.t heanc '“eih-yl of

uhd<m is

rct .-.x'ded nszhore eax able Utar. v«ny jLyanecc la ranchurla
and likely to a .bait to Japoesc direr Mor Wily so lon<- ae
euUuisaion ray be profitable.
able than I>l©
*itensat«

!e is sa id to be even mr®

’olonel Ishi
*«-?aru

who is reputed to bo

the o.'ilcer no&t influential in Japanese activities in
. unci-urleu ‘

In the pxws other ai-ns of the Japanese

ællltary are .wntioned, r xh as deM 11 Urination o'

th&

nw state - th® Chiùve© MU tary to be replaced by s
police force or a canrtabulary for the suppression of

banditry -

* «’©.fie C of uepatch lieu 472 of January J9,
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banditry - , ..he settl«went of Jep&nese e igrsrts on a

large seal®» th® development or ';;anehurian resource» by

Japanese concerns.

©©'/.prehansive plan la, however,

apparent, end the alas above mentioned fell retire stoney.
It i

said. by Japanese civilian» that the military

seerjs to have no ides that the raisiné of money for the'

fulfillment of its ambitions is a difficult problcex.

necently, however, there has boon a new development rhioh
seems to show that the military Is giving serious consider

atlon to thia aspect of the matter.

.ya apr&enent has

b»?n reached, by which the leading, financial interests of
Japan • tb® Mitsui wad. th© Mitsubishi » ?.lll lend cmnoy

to the Changohun Covsrsmnt.

according to the pres» the

first loan is fen 20,000,000 for five years at five per cent

the loan b€la«„; ante thro-ich the Rank of Chosen, a sur; lus
of th?i atilt tax bclns th© security.

Mros a conversation

I had with a leader of on© of these interest», it would

sees that the capitalists concerned arc gx-antlne this loan
with eonsiderable rad giving.

fhsy W feci, however, that

should the loan itself not W. so^d th^re will he indirect

{■ain through ecr.ï..»aO© which such loans s&y promote.

Or

they may perhaps be soliviaUd by fear, cou&l ..erlnjj the
recent assaasinatimi of th® /•Uu'u^inc r-irector of Mitsui,
Baron ban, end plot» against th» 11m of other ©a. itali.’ts

on the part of reactloxutriea who had so.^ aa yet undefined
connection with military officers.'*

^ven if such fear

doe» not exist, the capitalists my believe it wise to
placate

af ^nril 7, ma
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placate th© xallicary, a largfc element o> which is know

regard capitalists *dth diafavok.
The fact that the Miliary, deapit-s its dislike of

capitaliste tad its prat!one Initv Uen to restrain their
actif I ties In tb- kc*-f M-uts-, bn?
U be eir- If ioent.

to this loan appears

It sentie to mrk th© beelnnln/r of die*

tlXu^ion^nl c-f th? military Mth ra^ard to their hoea in

Uanahurla.

if di si llu«i mutest is a-- y^t ton strrw a tara,

at laast th-*

•vet indie«.tas r. c-.^pmaiee tslth fact on

the Mrt ;f th a military.

For ••muplo, . have teoa reliably

informed fyit Lieut<ar^t*Colonel ■.shi-iara has harotoi’ore ’been
tL’~ ’jnt.vy o* <'w i ih.- !**o Into ''anrhurla.

otrors;;!;'

Th© ideca of lai-, irare and of th® -Mlltery fproup usroolated

with him

to hS' ■. rnr-.î.ff .-.v vr-s oi Ixp- rlallstlc

a.'.

nti’.ix'.v.liizai - nd p'.Wttf .

'Fh< recent rs.-y-ideaeonc© of

feudal spirit, as illttstrated by the activities of the
Japanese military, is distinctly colored by socialisa,

th©

spr-aad of radial Ldeat? In Japan durin-t the past tea or three

decades has'af fee* eu tiw clasoês fr^» ahi eh the solitary is
drasa and in & aeasnre fused two points of view that are
usual I j? r<s^M‘

antithetical.

?lo v..'-h«r.,sy hj’.i recent*

1/ haà ac-oesion to report t-w coavsrp.cnea of viwa of the

BdiiUtry, ra?.tJti-:wt*ry bo'lles, «s«ê parts of tae proletarian
parties.

ih& Uall*;® of tbc military for capitalists is

one inuication of this.

fhc «ilitsuy’s rfearons. lor

cmq*

prtxaiae with %h« capitaliste any be «xp.lalnsà by reference

to « convex action with Colonel Isblvara of ^h.teh I recently
heard.

l’t is said to have frankly admitted ttut he has no

plan for the iuturv ol the net state.

If as thrre is
reason
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rcasoa. to believe, be Is the strangest Japanese 1»

. *

Ut^churia, this aûülbsion, together vlth the r^ox’t tnet

he is oae oi thoae officers who planned for yaars the action

that bu£»a t-r. Ju.-tomber 13, lt?l, end the report that he

is * fjr «a k.tt-7 of is er «► » ^vrl airily open to conviction,
rnay ®zplu..n this eheae®

æillt*ïy

attitude.

V’*>« * *• ' •'W94e4

Vi« Jnpene*e Govemaent

oajB3t un vr^L.v *o a-x^crv Mu

.ivj .’î '.1

.-ipparautly the

>uic!vsrlan e.av<*.r. lux’c in*

*>y*
act nil’y youva,

•'didn i., Seville
Churré d’Affaire® ®d interim

uabass/’a llle So* üOC.-senchuria.
a

» ,»'■*

A>a
À true «WW

t>w. Bgw!

•m*

-

W^plpn f?e4|pF

î

?
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NOTE

-8.llB.-01-/-m

FROM ..Japan

FOR

.deapat.ch.i,.5.6.7..

(—Neyille.------ > DATED April™a»1932Lu

TO

REGARDING:

Political relations between China and Japan.
Refers to letter from Secretary of State Stimson
to a friend in which he stated that Philippine Independence
would probably start a movement to disturb the whole world
emanating from the Far East,and that the Philippines would
eventually fall under the rule of either China or Japan.
Artisle taken from Tokyo newspaper states that Japan has
no territorial ambition in China proper and elsewhere.

7 9 5 .9 4 / 5 1 0 7
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Tokyo, April 9, 1932.

No. 567.
•ubjeet:

Philippine Independence.

The Honorable

The jeeretary of State,

ushington.
Sir:

I have the honor to trawrait herewith copies In

1,2/‘ translation of editorial articles appearing in two
Influential newspapers of Tokyo in regard to the H»re

Bill and the '-.uestion of Philippine independence.

Both

articles consist largely of reviews of the situation and
express no decided opinion in regard to the granting of

independence.

Both give as their opinion that the niove-

août in America to great independence grows out of economic

self-interest and h-s little of an altruistic n ture.
Any
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Any feeling that the writers of these articles exhibit

is that of umbrage over the su y gestion that Japan ?-• ;uld

seize the '"hi 11-pines in the event Independen?o xere
granted.

The -,.5AHI denies,

tth so&e heat, that Japan

entertains territorial eu bit ions toward China or other
parts of the

rient, and resents the imputation of sy.ch

ambitions.
Other than these >rtldec, th© ruestion of hilippine

independence has received rweently but little attention
in the Jan- nese proas,

“hat comment appears is largely

exproaelvo of r< sent tent over the allegation that Japan
would seize the

hllippines if American rule *.-ere withdrawn.

>sveral of the nev.s repo its o mtn in a few lines of eo wnt,
of which the following, from the Tokyo

JII, if typical:

This letterat1’frôâ'!''ihe lecretary to .unator Blnghaa)
demonstrates in an astonishingly frank manner, the Funda

mental motive beck of the Hoover Gowmiaont, namely that
of retaining the

hllipplne Islands.

Moreover, it demon

strates plainly the profound belief that Japan will seize

the Philippines, and that this belief has become more
fixed since the Manelsurian affair*’•

Respectfully yours»

Enclosures :
Copy In translation
editorial Tokyo AaâHI
” translation
T Ayo NICHI nicni
jabassy’s File Ho. 106.
-TT/?R

Edwin L. Neville,
Chargé d*Affaires ad interim

| A true <r^>y ,jf |

| the

I
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'Elg JJ
of

fHON

OF INj;, T

FCa

ni:; rin.Li

( Editorial )
Tokyo 3AHI, April 6, 193?
House of ''eprcs® itatives ->f the

prll 4, the

On

United 'taies passed

h

bill providing indemdeuoe for

the Thill >olnet by au *verwhehaing majority of 306 vote®
to 47.

By this bill, «hl ch was sponsored by Representative

utlsr 3. Hare, a Rmocrat,
withdrawn from the

merlcan sovereignty would be

hlllppines eight yeers after the in-

augur tlon of a constitutional government.

The seasure

authorizes the retention by the United states of strategic

areas In the

elapue

During the period *hich wet

hilippinee.

before uaerlean rule ie

ithdrawn, a gradual

limitation would be Imposed on the entry of Filipinos

into tlie Unit d
înlt d

taies.

hilippinc i

arts into the

tntes would also be subjected to duties during

the transition period.

The

uestlon ir whether the

Filipino people ? ould agree to wltMrawal of

merlcan rule

under such conditions as those provided for in the Hare

bill.

The majority of Filipinos de-aud immediate indo»

pendence.

It is easy to see that Filipino» *ould object

to pny provision

rich opens the way for the United states

to interfere in the natter of determining a constitution.

The United states interfered with Cuba for the adoption of

a constitution.

ho con guarantee that the United

t^tes

would let the Filipino people have their own c n titutlon?

The r tention by the United
the

ta tes of strategic areas in

hilipplnes would >a!so bo opposed by Filipinos.

Be that
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as it my, the action or the Hou^e of Representatives this
tie cannot fall to be u. predated by Filipinos generally.

rhe-e a-e several reasons why the Hare bill was pes^d
by the large majority in the House of Representatives as above
stated.

The Hou o of Representatives is controlled by the

□euoer.its who have been in favor of independence for the

hilippines since the Isl. nds passed under the rule of the
United : tales thirty four years ago.

In the united

taxes, a

iaov»ent has recently been started by ftorehants -nd wunxgainst the free importation into the United states

faeturers

of

hlllpplno products.

Those in fsvor of this i&o^ement

urge the wisdom of granting independence to the Philippines

and thereby Imposing duties on

Philippine importa.

The

opposition to th® free entry of Filipinos into the pacifie
coast of the United states was also a factor in favor of the

Hare bill.
«bather the bill will receive as heavy support in the

«mate as

w®r

to be scea.

given by the

Hou e of

«présentâtIvos remains

In view of the fet that the administrative corn

ai tteo in the Senate has drafted a bill providing freedom
for the

hllipplnes Utter the lapse of certain yesrs, the

atmosphora in the ’©ante my be regarded ae f vorable.
hither President Hoover will a prove the measure just passed

by the House of

epresentatlves Is « question,

Another point

worthy of attention is whether an agreement will be reached

between the Houee of representatives and the Senate regarding

the period of granting independence to the ~hllippines,

p dally note orthy is the f ct that Secretary of

fb

ar thirley

and
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and secretary of state
independence of the
ecretar..' of

tlmson are antagonistic to the

hilipyines.

ti won recently ud-^rersed a

tat©

letter tp e fri nd,in fehich

ho stated that the

drawal of ïsærican rule from the

Ines

hili

ith-

uld r suit

in the distnrbance oX' the Ml nee of power in tlx©

Ur. >tii/ison further stated therein that if

withdrawn at a time like the present
movement to disturb the
fm th©

ar

ast, th©

the rule of either

of decrotary of
territorial

hole

Ærlcan rule be

hen an historical

orld i« likely to be st rUd

hili;pines

Jap n or Chin*?.

tat®

ar dast.

ould ultimately coae under

©

i h to call attention

.irnson t? the f ct that Japan h?.s no

txbltion in China

roper and elstMwre *.nd tuat

Japan’s actions in ’ r.churia arc nothing but the guarding
of her legiti mate

rights

movement to disturb the

he nothing to do.

nd interesta.

1th any historical

hole world from the /'nr

art”, Japan

henever the independence question of the

hllippines is dlsousied, Japan is flways mad< the objective
of doubts rad suepleiona.

oov
wny,

o hope, that those who discuss the

question &ill be very careful in their utor noes.

e call Hentlon of the Jap nes©

dy the

Government and oeople

to the xact that Japan It often misunderrtood by other nations

as w

tho case

1th the state»xent above ellud d to.
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tt

HILI’ IMC.

CF

(Editorial)

Tokyo KICHI UICHI,
.April 7, mr.

bill providing for in epvn- once for the
• hilipplne»

passed by the House of

wb

of the united

ta tea on

pr il 4 by an overwhel&ing

t^jorit; of 403 to 47 votes.
of thin bill io not

®t

e pre? ent stives

The full significance

nown to us in the ebaenoe of

îet'ilel information about the contents of the proposition
ilut on. thing is c&rVtin and Vet is that

in question.
the pas^a^e

f the bill with such a st eeping majority

deserve® a special record in the annals of the independence
.xove^ent for tha

ecretury of

hili.pines.

In viev of the fact that

nr Hurley md '.eerctvry of

tate ~>ljr.con

are op osed to in'o’i nlenoe for the dhili pines, th® passage
of the bill shows that the publié opinion of the united

tates is in favor of granting in'ep. ndonce to the 'hilipplnes.
ilie recognition of independence for the

is nothing but % at the United

her xepented

hiltppinee

tetes is bound to do from

. ublio pledges given in the p^-st.

Hie

uestion is whether the Unit d states le going to gr-nt

Ind® cadence to the

hill pines solely and entirely out

of her sense of altrdiœsu

One of the factors eiring a

particular impetus to the <<m rienn ^lan of granting

Independence to the *lllplno people Is

Asacriea*® in

tention of restricting Filipinos from entrance into the
United

tates.

he o nst nt and e°sy Influx of Filipinos
into
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into the United . bates 1* , raving © serious :-ieaaoe to
nil-,ilipino nglt tlon in the Taclfic

merlcan labor.

eoast of the •■nit-'--d

tates h-« af-rw»M «uch n serious

dlmen-zioa th^t last

ear the a .t witivs were obliged

to take suppreseive measures again, t the agitators.

: hlp egit-tlon is

Mates.

'lie

m*

r-tlomlly e-■nducted in the united

labor League in

-^llfornla recently parsed

a resolution opposing the entrance of Hlipinos to the

tnia.i.

United

fhe .u&erican Labor Union, t*.t its eon-

f - r*;noe called --;t Boston w? Vw ‘go, unaal.-wu; ly

passed ;■ resolution prsyo Ing to grant 1 mediate In
de on cnee to the

1:111 pines a© an eff ctlve a«ena of

c:■•; e.lng- the entr

of miplnosr into the United

The declaration la^ipd by the United
cf the occupation of the
the United,

tales.

tales at the

hiltpytnes IndiG^ies that

mbition

tates has no territorial

nd that

s. e .Merely .1 sire® the prosperity sad happiness of

In the Jones Mil which
is stated th't

ill inos

,>a5?Fcd b. Congress in 1910, it

nt-richn rule ?ould b« withdrawn fron the

■''hllippines and that the United ■ -tt'tee will grant Indo-

, rmdenco to the

hill

Ines *hen ft 11 hie government shall

stabllrhed in the Igl nds.

have been

From this, it na

be inf® red that the recognition by the United

tales of

th® independence of tn© : hllipplnee sceiss to be a question
of time.

However, th® enno-moments caftde by

tote Jtiason 1 -st

ear «.ad this

recognition is out of the
by

e can c*®il

eer indicate that such a

uestton.

r. ft aeon to the eheiman of

ecretrry of

h

vroa a letter sent

cosalite© in the

enst®,

see how lnt®m»ttonal politic® ere conducted
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o«n c nveni nee.

»o as to suit one’
Aceretar. of

under

tate

tliacon,

hile announcing that

merican rule the i illpino people nre en Jo ing

jroSi'erit

pines®, eoxphasizes the importance of

~nd

the uceupation by the United

tatee

of th® Philippine6

under any circwtut «nces In so far tr the International

of the United
nounces

tute« is concerned.

r. ?tl .on further an

that in futur® the United

Vites -'ill have creator

Interests in the Pacific

.e withdrawn frou the

uostlo , *nd that if

twrican rule

hillpplnee It it a^-rat that th®

ill par? into Vie h‘>ads of either

lei nds

ovltlon

bin

or

Japan.

Uy Kuch an announcement, the granting of independence
the

hllippines b ecomes an impossibility.

plod,3®r given by the United

of -:-'per.

:"ho public

tales are nothing but a scrap

here Is no moral reason for Ju tif Ing the

Eiwican occupation of the 'hillpplnee at present as well ^a
in the p st.

jut the united

occupation of the

tubes wants to justify her

Islands on the ground that such occupation

is not v.ly efiential to the American a-tlonal existence
in the raoifle but

e nducive to the promotion of prosperity

and happiness.of flllpino®.

e da not want to criticize th® theory of the United

tatos regarding the Philippine®.
attention of the

Unit d

het w® want to «all the

tatea to is th® glaring incon

sistency to which Cocrotary of Utato ctinson commit® hineelf

by den Ing to other countries the theory which he a pile®
to hie o-a ciAso.

The zmn.ounaea®t of ”r.

timson that

japan will toit® posr.esi'lon of the rhill pine® «-.«n >nerlcan

rule
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<*» 4j*

rule would ne withdrawn shows that he ignores Inter

national courtesy.

we greatly censure ”r.

tlmson for his

impropriety «nd st the same time ve are dumbfounded at his
arbitrary aa>.ounc«ar.-nt•
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F /L S

I have the honor to enclose herewith, for the information
of the Department, a copy of my despatch No# 2345, of even

date, sent to the Legation on the subject of the departure
from Harbin of C. Ohashi, Japanese Consul general here
Respectfully yours,

Ge C. Hanson
American Consul General

1 enclosure as indicated
702
TLL/tll

7 9 5 .9 4 /5 1 0 3
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HO. R346

y

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL

HARBIN

CHINA,

March 30, 1932

JaMNESK CONSOL CENTAL AT HARBIN

StraiECT:

The Honorable

Nelson Trualer Johnson
American 1’Ini ster,

Peiping,

China

Sir:
I have the honor to report that the local Japanese consul

Toneral, C. Ohash1, who had been absent a month in Tokyo returned

to Harbin on March 15th and requested me to lunch with him on
that day.

I found Mr. Ohashi depressed mentally and physioally

and was quite surprised at his appearance of illhealth.

its

informed me that his visit to Tokyo had not been very satisfactory,
and that he had been ill most of the tin» while in that city.

A few days later ho told
Tokyo,

bo

that he had been ordered back to

on March 28th he called on mo to say good bye,

when

pressed in regard to his reason to return to Tokyo he stated that

he was not to take up a

mw

post in the foreign service of japan

but that ho intended to resign from the service and aseept a
position with the now nciernaent of uanhoukuo at Changchun,

He

stated that by eo doing ha was saorlflsing gis pension, which
ho ordinarily would receive after a year end a half snore service,

and that his salary with the now government would bo only one half
of that ho is now receiving as Consul General.

He emphasised the

fact that ho wee acting on his own initiative and that his

acceptance of the now position was entirely voluntary.

Hs added

that Chang Ching HU, whan ho had helped to retain his position

-2-

as Civil Adniniatrator of the cpecial Area, had urged him to

enter the service of the new government.

requested that

I treat the information "e had given me in regard to hks
accepting a new position as confidential,

However, Chinese officiale who knew of Mr. ohaahi'a plans
divulged them and they were no longer to ho considered secret,
yr. ohashi will be in charge of general affairs in the Ministry

for Foreign Affairs at Changchun.

In this new position he will

practically conduct the foreign affairs of the new government,
yr. Tisleh chieh Shi le not considered by Chinese to be a very

capable official and while temporarily at Harbin a few months

ago ostensibly in charge of foreign affairs here he unsuccessfully
Intrigued to secure the position ns Civil Administrator of the

Special Area,

yr, ohnshi left Harbin on ’'arch 26th for

Changchun, where it is expected he will rar.a in to greet the
Commission of the League of nations now visiting the Far East,
It la my opinion that y<r. ohashl expected that upon his

arrival nt Tokyo he would receive an appointaient similar to that

received by Consul General Hayashi at ’’ukden, who was made Japanese

Ambassador to Brasil.

instead of this he was instructed to teke

up the position with the foreign office of the new government at

Changchun.

I believe that dep1to his ramarks he had no desire

to take up this new work,

This would explain the depressed

condition in which he was when returning to Harbin,

Respectfully yours,
G. C. HANSON

3, C. Hanson
American Consul general

Copies have been sent to
the 'apartment.
702
och/tll
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From gray

WP

Shanghai
APR

1932

Dated April 26, 1932

DiViaiufi

Reo’d 2î50 a,

Secretary of State

Division of

AffAiRS

Washington
Department

PRIORITY

April 26, noon

My April 23, 2 p. m.

High Commission heard from

British Minister who is returning from Nanking today
that Chinese Government is prepared to accept suggested

amendment to paragraph 11 of new draft resolution.

That

he has so informed his Secretary for Foreign Affairs at
Geneva and has told him that Wang Ching Wei and the

Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs have made it plain

that this represents China’s last word and limit of her

concessions.
APS

■

Not repeated to Geneva.

28
1
9

JOHNSON
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&ENT

1—138

PREPARING OFFICE
VvVlLL INDICATE WHETHER

TO BE TRANSMITTED

1—138

ENTITÉ CODE

Collect
Charge Department

NO

NFIDJHflAL CODE
PLAIN

OR

Charge to
$

Washington,
April 26, 1932

WILSON

BERGUES
GENEVA (Switz^

FOR THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Minister Johnsorfi^XLs^April

29, noon, from

Shanghai, in reference to his April 23/ 2 p.m., repeated

to you aj^eneva, reports as follows:
QUOTE\y April-■33, 8 P»i\

High Commission heard

from British Minister who is returning from Nanking

today that Chinese Government is prepared to accept
suggested amendment to paragraph 11 of new draft
resolution.

That he has so informed his Secretary for

Foreign Affairs at Geneva and has told him that Wang Ching
Wei and the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs have

made it plain that this represents China’s last
word and limit of her concessions.

FE:JEJ/VDM

FE

Enciphered by____ ___________________

Sent by operator____ Y.______ M.,_____________ _ 19____ ,

UNQUOTE.
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REGARDING:

Chinese desire for a lasting peace with Japan. Memorandum of
conversation with Chinese newspaper man and Consul Paul Meyer in which
the Chinese stated that the-.

ek

IC

FROM ..Nanking______________ (__ Peet______ )
TO
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Banking, Chin*.
March 18, 1838.

Subject:

Forwarding ^e»orandw» on the
Chinese i’clitical Situation.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to enolate with this despatch

a memorandum &£ a conversation between Consul Paul «.
heyer and a local Chinese newspaper man whom this

office has found to be generally reliable and who is
tn close touch with current Chinees politics.

The

conversation took place at a small dinner given by
an American missionary in Banking.
other Americana present.

There were three

The meatorandom gives very

briefly s»et of the subjects discussed, the Chinone

himself loading the conversation.

The conversation

covered many subjects and no attempt han been made to
classify or evaluate then in the nenoraadu*.
Respectfully yours,

Silly* »•
American Consul Geaeral.

^aelosure:
Monorandua, as described.

la qui nt up 1 ioate to the lop art mo nt
In duplicate to the Legation
Copy to the Amerloan ninister st Shanghai.
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Willy» B. Peak, American Consul General at Ranking,
China, dated March 12, 1932, entitled "Forwarding
Memorandum an the Chinese Political Situation*.

lOMQRARWM OF 0U»VERSAT10»
Ranking, March 9, 1932.

Subject}

Politleal Situation

Chinese Resident of Banking
Consul Paul W. Meyer

The following statements wore made by the Chinese
informant during the oourse of the- evening:

1. The second. Plenary Session was held, only for
the purpose of reelecting Chiang Kai-shek to
his former posts.

2. All the important Military authorities and
most of the civil authorities are now back
in Ranking, and they are here to stay.

They

do not now fear military aotlcn by the Japanese

at Ranking and they give the impression that
peace negotiations are sufficiently advanced
for them to return to Ranking permanently.
want peace with Japan, not just a truce.

All
Chiang

Kai-shek advocates peace now rather than after

a defeat, even though they have to accept the
same terms as those which would bo imposed after

a big defeat.

He considers it a senseless waste
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at effort to continue the war since China could

not win anyway.
3. Chiang Kal-ehek has sent 3 divisions of troops to
Hangchow, and there are already two Divisions of

his troops at Uhinkl&hg.

(The impression was

given that these troops are there for purposes
other than opposing Japan.

4. There were no troope at Liuho ‘then the Japanese

landed there.

Chiang Kai-shek was supposed to

have sent two divisions to hold the Lluho front,

hut they never arrived.
b. Ja^aueoe decided to land troops at Liuho after

they had oaptured General fra&g Ken in the Astor
House Hotel in Shanghai and learned from him that
there were no Chinese troops in that area.

They

previouslysupposed that there were many Chinese
troops there and that a landing would therefore

be very ooetly.

General Wang Ken. hsd all the

Chinese military pions with him when ho was captured.

He was quisled at the Japanese military headquarters
for two days before the Japanese released him, and

he told everything.

6. The Military Affairs Committee reported to the
Seeond Plenary Session at Loyang that the greatest

menace to China today were the communiste and the
bandits, and not the Japanese.
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T. Thera are now five lied armies in Hupeh, and they

are confident they eaxi capture Hanke*.

They can

take Klangsl and Anhwei easily and. are already talklag
about the advance eastward (to attack banking}.
8. T. V. Soong is probably already negotiating with

the Japanese for peace terms.

». Sun Fo mad© approximately 3 million dollar® during
the short time he was in office in Hanking.

He

©old short hie government bonds, then after he

eame to banking he proposed a moratorium on these
bonds which caueeu thorn to drop,

he bought them

back at a greatly reduced price and then said nothing

more about a moratorium.
10. T. V. Soong bought Wang Ching«wei'e loyalty for

|g,000,u<X)., when Wang was sick In Shanghai Soong
visited him in the hospital.

He remarked that Wang

needed to get out of the hospital and into a house,

rfa/ig said that a house would be too expensive.

Soong said: "Sever mind, I have one that you may
have".

Wang said that he was not sure whether ho

would take It or not.

3ang*w wife said that if he

did not take it, she would.

have changed hands also.

Later money is said to

At the time $ang was very

much in debt, as ho has been financing himself and

hie programs during the past two or three years by
loans from friends.

11. The Victory Celebration of March 4 was well planned
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but no one knows by whom.

It appears that a certain

Chinese military headquarters at Shanghai gave out

tne first news of the ’•Viotory”.

This was broad

casted over «iillington’s radio station at Shanghai
early Friday morning.

Almost simultaneously posters

appeared in Shanghai telling about the victory.
This was followed by mosquito papers, and”extras’*

by the more reliable Chinese newspapers in . hang ha 1.
In Ranking the Central Party Headquarters was responsl

ble for spreading the rumor of the victory.

reporte quoted Reuters.

All

Chiang Kai-shek was much

displeased with the affair.

12. Chiang Kai-shek la finished.

a. He made a bid for farty leadership and tailed.

b. He auale a bld for political leadership and
failed.

o. Me has recently made a bid to regain his
military leadership and has failedj

1. Ke ordered General Chen Tlao-yuan to go
to Shanghai. Chen replied that hie troops
were needed in Anhwei and that he could
therefore not go to Shanghai.

2. He ordered Liang fwan-yin to
Shanghai. Liang stated that
a very vunerable spot Ln the
Japanese attack and that his
needed there.

go to
Haiohow was
event of a
troops were

2. He ordered Ban Fu-chu to go to Shanghai.
Han stated that if he did that the Japanese
would certainly attack Shantung.

4. He ordered a General in Kiangs! to proceed
to Shanghai, but this General stated that
he could not go on account of the communist
menaoe.
General
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General Ko Ying-chin, minister of star and
chief subordinate of Chiang Kai-shek, issued

similar orders to other Generals ”hut nobody

in the army pays any attention to orders from
Ho Ylng-ohin’’.

Chiang etill has a certain

amount of control over a few divisions but
he no longer has troop® under hie direct

oomand.
13. The Koumintang is als<o finished.

This Is freely

admitted by hir?h party leaders in Nanking.
14. Th® present military regime tn China is finished.
There will be a period of readjustment and ohaos,

followed by a regime of a mor® radical type, some
thing lire the communiste.

There is no moderate

party Ln China to take the place of the Kuomintang
16. The German military advisers laid out the plans

for the defense of Shanghai.

They maintained

that the Soosung forts were impregnable.

Part

of their plan was to block the river channel by
sinking old Chinese war ship, so that Japanese

ships could not come up ' the *>hangpoo or the
Yangtse; to defend the Liuho areai and to sink

all Japanese warships on the Yangtse.

Chiang

disapproved of the plan as it would mean war with

Japan.
16. T. V. Soong ia under the influence of Dr. Rajehman
the League of Rations representative in China.
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Soong Is oonvinoed. that China should rely entirely
on th* League and has ocaslatently followed thia
/

oourse.

Dr. Rajchman had to be recalled by the

League once because he was too aggressive in his

work in China.

Some Chinese are advocating a

League of Katlone mandate for China.
17. Th® économie effects of the flood are soon to be

felt.

The American wheat shipment» will soon be

exhausted and the Chinese government oan buy no

more wheat.

The refugees will be a problem.

Also the effect of the flood, upon business generally
will be felt very soon.
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N°teS with the United States concerning the Sino-Japanese
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Excha.iW

g."

Notes

ith the Vaited states Concern*

the Gino-Japanese Situation.

On the 7th of January the Anerifan Secretary of
State addressed an 1 lentic note to the Govorniaents of

China and Japan.

On January 13th the Chinese Govern

ment. replying to thia note, stated inter alia that

’’from the tira© that the present avants in the
Northeast began on September 18, 1931, and up
to the present day (the Chinese Government) has
in every respect fulfilled its duties as pre
scribed in the Pact against tfar and ..... has
taken no steps of any nature whatever calculated
to aggravate th© situation.*’
It accused the Japanese, on the other hand, of having

extended the field of their invasions; of having seized
Chincaow; of having occupied Juiohung and GhanhaiKuanj
and of having increased their forces at Chlngwaatao,
Tientsin and other p«. ces.

It declared that the Japan

ese must hear full responsibility ."or the events in
volved in these violations of the covenant of the unigue

of Nations, the Nine Power Treaty and the Pact against
»ar.

In conclusion, th© reply assured the

AEuricun

Government that:

’’with reference to he notification of Your r’xcalle noy’s Government that in this matter it
does not recognize as legal any situation de
facto, I have the honor to state that the Chi
nese government has repeatedly lodged sith the
Japanese Government the gravest protests against
the various invasions and lawless acts perpe
trated by the Japanese since >eptember 18, 1931,
and has made it known Internationally that the

Chinese
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The concluding paragraph specifically appealed to

the United states as the sponsor of the Nine Power

' ’re at y :
'’With Shanghai in rmoh
oritlorl situation,
the other places of China can bo placed in
great peril it any moment. Japan's violation
of the Nino I’otrar Treaty is impairing the
sovereignty and independence as well as the
territorial and administrative integrity of
China. As Your fxoellonoy'e Government is
the sponsor of the said Treaty, I have the
honor to urgently request that you will cable
Your Excellency's Oovorniaent to observe their
solemn pledgee ot»d obligations of the arid
treaty by adopting prompt and effective measures
la order to provsnt further Japanese military
actions within Chinese territory and all other
such iota on her part ns ire in. violation of
th® said treaty ®o that its sanctity may be
prOBQ'i’vad ana pa ace in th® Far East main
tained. =’

On January 31, as a result of tho continued crisis

at Shanghai, the Foreign office addressed a second note
to the American minister.

The Foreign office said that

’’after t.io State of Omsrgency had been declared
in Shanghai, the Japanese troops had boea resigned
to defend the Chapel area, east of the DhanghalSopsung Railroad, and that, on the afternoon
of January 30, the Japanese troops suddenly re
placed the British troops in the International
Settlement area south of Snoohow Creek and west
of F *i-lin-hu."

It observed that th® Chapel area was purely Chinesecon .rolled, and if the Japanese were really assigned

to that area. It was qulto dvidantly an act which vio

lated China’s sovereignty.

In conclusion, it requested

the a.."ssric®n minister to
"at once issue telegraphic instructions to the
American Coasul at Shanghai and to th® officer
In command of th® American forces to put a stop
at once to the military operations of the Japan
ese in chapel and no longer to permit the Japan
ese forces to utilise ‘.he territory of the In
ternational Settlement for attacks on Chines®
controlled areas."
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Chinese Govom:nent accords the 3
tion whatsoever.

ho

recogni

With regard to taa treaties or agi’eemants
rv "erred to in. tho *ote under reply, I have the
honor to state that th a Chinese Government,
basing its position on its sovereignty and in
dependence and on the principle of territorial
and administrative integrity has absolutely no
intention of concluding a;iy treaties ox* agree
ments of the categories described.”
Thor,? we a further exchange of notes after the

outbreak of hostilities at Shanghai.

On January 30,

the Chinese Government formally accused the Japanese

of pursuing an aggressive and positive military poli

cy which had led to the invasion of Shanghai.

It re

viewed the events there in th*; following manner:

’*0n January 28 at 1:4S p.m. the reply of Mr.
»uxTieh-oheng, the Mayor of Greater Shanghai,
in reference to the four demands of Japan,
was accepted by che Japanese Consul General
with satisfaction; but at midnight on th© same
day, admiral Shlosawa ..... delivered an ulti
matum to tho Shanghai Municipality demanding
that immediate withdrawal of the Chinese troops
for the occupation of the Japanese forces; at
the same time the Japanese military forces
took the Initiative and attacked the Chinese
troops with machine guns, and since loan have
been directing their attack continuously up
to the twenty-ninth. Over twenty Japanese
planes bombarded Incessantly and indiscrimi
nately along Chapel, the thickly populated
district of Shanghai causing the said district
in a state of conflagration resulting in the
killing of countless civilians."
It stated that the Comorcial Press and other cul

tural organizations had been destroyed, and continued
"3ueh actions not only place the lives «nd
properties of all nationals residing in Shanghai
in great danger but also constitute a direct
menace to the very foundation of humanity and
civilization. It Is obvious that Japan should
beer the entire responsibility ..
The Chinese authorities are compelled to
take neeessarv measures as self defense and for
the upholding of her sovereign rights........... *
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The Honorable

Hugh R. Wilson,
American Minister,

Berne.
Sir:
There are enclosed for your information copies and a

paraphrase^

as listed below, of certain telegrams re

ceived by the Department in regard to developments in

Manchuria for the period April 14 to April 20, 1932.

In the event that other governments are communicating
X
to the Secretary General of the League of Nations informa
tion of similar character, the Department would have no
objection to your communicating to the Secretary General,

for his discreet use, confidential as to source, the

information contained in the enclosures to this instruc

tion.

The Secretary General should not disclose the

names or designations of persons mentioned in these

messages.
Very truly yours,

K. Caati^ jr.Y

Acting Secretary.

Enclosures:
Telegrams from Peiping:
. / .
435, Apr 1114,
.
....
438, April 15, (Paraphra-sej^xX^^X? ’ '
X
444, April .19* ._____ i. '■
<
445, April 19^
%
- fejAJuC......
""
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In a telegram dated April 15, 1932, from Peiping,

the CoinBelor of the Legation quotes a telegram dated

April 14, from the American Consul General at Mukden

which is substantially as follows:
It is understood on good authority that T. Kawasaki
(until recently a Japanese Foreign Office official at

tached to the Consulate at Harbin) and Ohashi, Japanese

Ex-Consul General at Harbin, are attached to the Foreign
Office of the Manchuria regime at Changchun and are

working busily to prepare documents to be given by the
Manchuria regime to the League Commission of Inquiry.
It is thought that the objection to the entry of Dr.

Wellington^Koo into Manchuria comes from the two men
mentioned above.

It seems that Japanese are the only

active members of the Government at Changchun.
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FOR .

Peck. )

HanfcLngL___________ (..

TO

regarding:

name

......... —......... -...... -.......... .........

dated___

1-1127

A?x.l.?.?®
ero

evacuation of Americans from Nanking in February, 1932»

Is

5112

from____

____ _____

4/

see___
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AMERICAS CONSULATE GOERAL,

Banking. China.

Karsh 17. 1932.

Subject:

Evacuation of Americans from
Banking February, 1932.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.

Sir:
1 nave the honor to enclose with this despatch
copies, in quintuplioate, of my despatch Mo.Ir-193

dated Uaroh 17, 1932, to the Legation st Petping
entitled "Evacuation of Americans from Banking
February, 1932*.

Hespeotfully yours,

Willy» R. Peek,
American Consul General.

Enclosure :
As stated.

In quintuplecate
3u0

«W:MCL
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ASUaiCAh

WtVXCk

Asaer lean Consulate general,
Mankind, Cfelna.

Saroto 17, iOS.

SuUJeau

^vaaust km et Aaerlesœ frv»

February, XOfi.

Trwsler JaaasoB,

iioaorasle

./jeeriaan Mlalater,
•Piping.
Slys

1 have the iï&u^r to refer to ®y telegram Ke, sg,

dated February

>.a., t» the Separtmat of State,

eoaesrai^ the meuatha of A^eriean women

am

ehlllre»

free Staking, and to enclose with this* Aospatoh, for

the legation’» information, a ©opy of letter dated
rare* 1$. l‘OB, aidresoedl by this offlee te a leo&l

Aateneaa r®« 4 ent, ieeerXMrtg the atiiVide »f thle
Coneulute Uen«wl tewrA the eubjeet of the ru£«eete<

ret era of the «YaeneleA âaerioaa» «*t thia tl»o«

Altho’e«,n t^ere aas been no aetive

be*

ttfeea large uoùies &£ t-hiuoee asd Japanese treepe faring
two weeks, th« Consulate ^e^eral feels th*t the
sltuuttois with retweet to the safety of Aaerxeeas at
mis$ hMi uot sumoleatly elearet a? to warrant the

aua®ai^te

Its original adwloe.

It is

ÿoeBltle, hwever, that t.*A pressât state of affaira will
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last for e<me tUe to etme, U wMoh

tida

Üe»er«.l r.«j here to etsite thet th® rsr<went e^e-r^ensy 1»

no l$fig«r a

»ut« ef affair»,

mvr^-u'ise th^t

Arerieane thou14 either rem ta «way frees Muslin# lu*

definitely, »ri if they return, it ehouli ee an the
(Ha tine t uaà«retan41n$ that the eltuatloa hne not enftagei,
that tfce UtmaaXftle General fteee not yet e<maiâ«r tt eafe

for A*erle<tuu W reslfte here, «<4, that ms* *hd eieel
to live Im «aakla^ in t.geae aoMdLitlone aurt tafce ea^n-lse.nee

al the^e faute and he sre^wM to

wm«bw

if»» ÿ® etr^lly ye

oe short aollee.

,

X’llly® ». reel,
Às»«rleaa ^oneul oeaere.,?..

®ueio«ure:
’ÿopy of letter 4ate4 Mereh 16, UM. fee» the
Aiwrleexi üonrulate «>enrm.X to » icwal <Ms»trleea
ret tteat »
du^X-.oete ta the Legation
la ^utatuplleate to the wv-sartweflt
iJopy to iVafcrteMi ataister at
am

Ko
rWsKCi

•
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/•ùîclosur» to despatch to toe .Legation
of
Aillya H. i4«0k, American Consul Ocueral at Manking,
China, dated -■..areu 1Î, iOS, entitled *.wa»u<tioa
of Americans from Mating February, lêaM”.

In rtply refsi- to
File ho. 8 0 ’.H/iiiCL
Aaertoan Consulate General,
Sank: Lag, Chi n&.
Mr ch IS, im.

Mr. C. Stanley &aith,
Banking theological Seminary,
fiâj&kljRg.

31 r:

Permit ae to confirm the coneercaticm hold by you
with the officer»' of the Consulate General tn le aftermoon, la the.«curee of which you Inquired whether, in
the opinloayof thle office eonditlone are auch that the
advice against tie presence of American women and children
la Mating, aa eet forth In a letter dated February 5.
1WM, may now be modified.
lou will recall that the opinion expressed by the
o-fioer® of the Consulate General was that th* dagger of
disorder» in aad around Making has not di«appeared, the
reason» for this vie* being that a* yet no agreement ha»
been ootso to between the Japanese and Chinese force»
near Sbaxghal for a eeeeation of hostilities, it» Ja^meco
and Chinese troop» are «till feeing one another in constant
readlneea for a resumption of fighting, end the excitement
aroused by the recent event» at Shanghai ha» not been
appreciably allayed. The presence of a large aumber of
Chinese troop» in the hajoking»^hanghai area must be
recognised a« another potential eouree of dlecrder.

Tory recpectfully your»,

Willy» R. Feck,
American Consul General
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

7 9 3 .9 4 /5

SEE .......... 793<94. JmhMsWABS..................... FOR_____ Æ-Ql

I

REGARDING:

NAME

3Q». J9®
1-1127

copies of book issued by Peiping-Liaoning Railway concerning
Japanese occupation of Manchuria, and prepared, for the use of
the Manchurian Coaraiasion of Inquiry.

3»

13

FROM________ JÜÆKtAlfi...-............... ( ...Jgclhait.....) DATED
TO
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE

894.00/383________________________for

Hitchcock
NAME

REGARDING:

) dated

April 7, 1932.
1—1UT

Publication of an editorial entitled "Japan's
Future Diplomacy and Its Slogan" following
a succession of triumphal returns of various
military and naval units from the Shanghai
scene.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 1 4

from___ Nagasaki______________<

Report # - .
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
China, March

24, 1932

F /L S

Wsj-,

c sanitary Conditions in Chapei

uix/sion of

the honorable

THE SECRETARY OF STATE,
WASHINGTON.

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 1 1 5

FAR EASTERN ArrAüU
EXPR 26 1932
Department of State

SIR:

I have the honor to refer to my telegrams No

dated March 9, 4:00 p.m., and No

174

181, dated March 11

5:00 p.m., with regard to the insanitary condition

of

those portions of Chapei adjoining the International

Settlement and the steps taken by the authorities of

3

the International Settlement to remove the menace to

health caused by this condition
I now enclose herewith a copy of Senior Consul’s

Circular No. 133, circulated on March 9, 1932, containing
the text of the communication which the Chairman of the

Shanghai Municipal Council addressed to the Senior Consul

on that date, enclosing a copy of his letter to the

Mayor of the same date
There is also enclosed a copy of a report made by

2/

Dr. John H. Jordan, Commissioner of Public Health of

the International Settlement, concerning a survey made
by him of the sanitary conditions in various areas

contiguous
1—1221

CO
GO
hO

é
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contiguous to the Settlement.
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Likewise enclosed is a copy of senior Consul’s

Circular No. 138, circulated on March 21, 1932, contain
ing the minutes of the Consular Body meeting of March 11

at which the subject of cleaning up the Chapei area was
discussed.

At this meeting the Secretary General of

the Shanghai Municipal Council, Mr. Stirling Fessenden,

was present and stated that the Council felt that unless

some measures were taken at once to ameliorate the
insanitary conditions, the Settlement was threatened
with a grave menace to public health.

The Consular

Body gave its approval to the sanitary measures to be

taken by the Shanghai Municipal Council.

in my remarks

at the Consular Body meeting, and in my discussions with
the Settlement authorities, I took occasion to point out
that the action of the Shanghai Municipal Council in

engaging in activities outside the limits of the Settle
ment and the extra-settlement roads must be considered

purely as an emergency measure.

I was assured that the

Settlement authorities had no other motive than considera

tion for the health of the Settlement; that they would
engage in no activities except those of sanitation; and

that no political or other ulterior motive was behind
their desire to clean up these Chinese areas.

I was informed that about March 16, with the consent
of the Japanese authorities, and without objection from

the Chinese authorities, the Shanghai Municipal Council
Public
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Public Works Department commenced cleaning up these
sections of Chapei and that the work is still in progress
Respectfully yours

Edwin S. Cunningham,
American Consul General

Enclosures:
Copy of Senior Consul’s Circular
No. 133, of March 9, 1932.

2/- Copy of Report of Commissioner of
Public Health, Shanghai Municipal
Council, dated March 9, 1932.

3/. Copy of Senior Consul’s Circular
No.138, dated March 21, 1932.

PRJjNLH

800/810.1

In cuintuplicate
In duplicate to~Legation
Oopy to Minister at Shanghai

I
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch No. if 7 / of E.S.Cunningham., American
Consul General at Shanghai, China, dated March 24, 1932, on the
subject: “Sanitary Conditions in Chapei.*»
(GlhCULxJv xlû. 133-h-XIII.)
JU? JwC f :

j^x.ir.deY ÇûxWITIÛN -U. CIWJI

JHL ouxilOk CONSUL PICmLxJTJ Illa C OLPL II LxITû '20 NU Iiu.;uxUx3LL
JUux-ji.iZJUxjO xnJD ILvJ TIIJ lUNCk TO vIRCULx.T-. Tlijs FOjLo..I •-£ Fok
INsIk IhFUiïLxlTIUxÎ.

(From the Cxiairman of Shanghai. Municipal Council co t..c
senior Consul)
Larch 8,
sir,

I have the honour to transmit to you herewith a cup*
of a letuer addressed to the ...ayor of the Municipality
Greater Shanghai on the snoject or the grave Menace to the
health of the Jet tleiaeat arisine from the derelict and
insanitary condition of those portions of Chapel iuU-ediately
contiguous to the Settlement.

I have tne honor to be, air,
Your obedient servant,
(sd) 11. 3. I.ucnauhtea,
Chairman.
i*. a. Cunningham, Usi,.,
Auiericuxi Consul General & Senior Consul,
Jhaa^hai.

Jnclosux^e ;
Larch 8, 1^J<-.
General Ju Teh-chea,
lii/or of the Luxicipuii ty of Greater shanghai.
sir;

I nave tne honour to invite your attention to tne
grave danger arising from the disorganised aau ixisuiiitary
state of those portions of Chapei which, as the result of
the recent conflict, nave bee.1 left without any sanitary
or other essentials of puolic service. In particular I
would emphasize that in those portions of Chapei uoutcin^
on th® set tlement, and in the area adjoining North azechuan and Dixwell bauds, any further delay in restoring
sanitary conditions constitutes a grave menace to the
health of the settlement and of the whole of snanehai.
fhe settlement has recently been threatened with a very
severe smallpox epidemic which was largely due to imported
cases, and it is fearer tn .t with tne complete paralysing
of tnu normal conservancy ana sanitary arrange; .e to *n tne
Chapei arei, the wealth of the whole co.uuunity will be
endangered.
In so fur us its assistance has been re^ue-tea in
sending the x.unicipal Fire Jrieaue and obtaining a water
supply to check the spreading conflagrations, the Council
carried out what was obviously a public duty. _.s it has
already indicated to officials of your Municipality, the
council would further welcome the immediate initiation by
you of sanitary work in the areas concerned, and ».uula
ladly coo >erute in whatever way it could be of assisuuac
whilst
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whilst the Council ti^oureo
ciiut it has ho desire
to function even temporarily outside the limits of its
own administx*ation, it feels, however, that if xiotnixip is
done immediately to remove the menace to health in the
contiguous ureas it will oe compelled by necessity to i-uke
a survey of the problem and cane steps to render such
sanitary supervision and service us may be x-e^aired, undur
tne circumstances.
ns you are already aware of the position I iiaruly nfcod
assure you further that the Council is solely uctuatec. by
the desire co assist and cooperate with you in a natter
of public duty which, in the interest of hu.rn.aity, tut Du
undertaken oy some organised body.
cite honour to oc,
sir,
Your ooedicat servant,
xu. 3. ILuCÆxCHThx,,
Cnu im.;U a.

I nave

Circulated xJarch 9, l'bb<~
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Enclosure No. 2 to despatch No. 7/7 7 of E.S.Cunningham,
American Consul General at Shanghai/, China, dated
March 24, 1932, on the subject "Sanitary Conditions in
Chapei."
COPY
5977

Shanghai, March 9, 1932,
The Secretary.

SANITATION CONDITIONS OF THE AREAS
ADJOINING THE SETTLEMENT
In accordance with instructions received at the
Council Meeting on March 7th, I proceeded to investigate
this subject.

To expedite matters the areas to be reviewed were
sub-divided into five sub-districts, of which three were
inspected by myself accompanied by a senior Official, and
two were inspected by Senior Chief Health Inspectors.

The districts were: -

(1) the area to the North of Ghaoufoong and Eungping Roads,
bounded to the South by the Settlement borders, to the West
by the Sawgin Creek, and the East & North by new roads known
as the Tsangpang Road, and a road leading off Yochow to the
North, the name of which I was unable to ascertain.
(2) the area bounded on the East by sawgin Creek, to the
West by Dixwell Road, and extending Northwards towards the
Chinese Y.M.C.A. Recreation Ground.
(3) the triangle formed by Dixwell, North Szechuen and
Range Roads.

(4) the area between North Szechuen and its extension and
the Railway.

(5) the Chapei area proper.
It would seem that the worst and most dangerous
area is that above Chaoufoong Road, which has always been
somewhat suspect by the department, and which at the present
time is in what can only be described as a deplorable state.
Were it not for the cold weather. I am of opinion
it would be an active danger to the Settlement, and
moreover that a warm spell would at once make this
danger a real one.

It is essential in my opinion, that the
ordure and house refuse be removed, and that certain
of the small creeks blocked with faeces be attended to.
A full survey is being made of this area.

The second area. North of Sawgin Creek and West
of Dixwell Road, is reported to be in a most insanitary
condition, and immediate sanitary measures are necessary
in order to prevent the spreading of disease, more especially
as the warm weather is now approaching.
The
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-2The third area - that between Di swell Road
and North Szechuen Road, though a very difficult one
to survey, owing to absence of side roads or through
alleyways, seemed to me to be not at all bad, though
there were certain insanitary areas.
It would
therefore be a comparatively simple matter to remedy
such defects as were found.

The fourth area, according to the report from
Mr. Heathcote, C.H.I., does not appear to be exception
ally bad, though a good deal of house refuse requires
removal, but conditions are not so urgent, and I under
stand this area would be pretty dangerous to tackle
at the present time owing to the presence of hand
grenades and other explosives.

Finally in regard to the Chapei area, I have
first to draw attention to the fact that I am not
personally as well acquainted with the roads of this
area as I could wish, and in addition the area being as
large as the Western district, to make a satisfactory
survey would take several days, and though I have to
express my gratitude to the Japanese authorities who
afforded me the fullest possible assistance, neverthe
less, owing to Military exigencies, and to the blocking
of certain roads by trenches and other obstructions, I
was not able to make as satisfactory a survey as I could
have wished.
At the same time certain areas contiguous
to the Settlement were surveyed with reasonable care and
conditions are decidedly better than I had reason to
anticipate.
The main roads are extremely clean and there
is a distinct absence of ordure, as far as my observations
which were naturally somewhat hasty, went. There was how
ever, in many alleyways, a very large accumulation of
house refuse, and the sooner this is removed, the better.
I do not doubt that more careful survey would reveal
certain insanitary areas which were not noted owing to
the necessarily rapid tour, and my lack of familiarity
with the minor roads.
Nevertheless, I think it may be stated that
taking the area)* as a whole, the problem is not nearly
as urgent as in certain other areas, but at the same time
it is one tihich should not be neglected since it is not
easy for military authorities, however efficient, to under
take certain civilian duties, such as removal of house
refuse, and to make arrangements with ordure contractors.
The Japanese Military authorities informed me that they
were doing a certain very excellent work in regard to the
sick and in regard to feeding certain of the inhabitants.
I think, however, in regard to this area, it is desir
able to make arrangements for general cleansing in con
junction with the Japanese authorities*
I therefore
propose to outline the measures which would be desirable
should it prove impossible to cooperate with the Chinese
authorities, to assist them to maintain their own areas.

I
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I would suggest the establishment of certain new
temporary districts attached to those areas contiguous to
the Settlement. For example, area No. 1 could temporarily
be attached to Nos. 4 & 5 Sanitation Districts of this
Department, and be described as No. 6, Temporary Eastern
District. The boundaries of this District could be Dixwell
Hoad in the West, Settlement boundary in the south, and in
the N. & E. the open country, which would result in an
irregularly shaped district which could readily be maintained
by one Inspector.
The area between the railway to the West, Range
Road to the South, and Diswell to the East, could be combined
as a temporary measure with the 3 Northern district, though
additional assistance might be necessary.

In regard to the Chapei areas, it is my opinion
they could be worked from our Markham Road Office, and our
4 Northern Office, as a temporary measure.
Should it become necessary for the Council to
undertake these measures and provided the necessary arrange
ments could be made, the method I would suggest from the
sanitary standpoint would be a gradual penetration into the
areas above mentioned, with a gradual expansion of districts,
and possibly the creation of special districts.
Should however, it become a matter of cooperating
with the Chinese authorities, there is no doubt that this
department, and particularly the P.W.D., could give valuable
assistance.

I might conclude by drawing attention to the
fact that whilst the matter is primarily one of interest
from the sanitation standpoint, the P.W.D. are more
experienced in regard to much of the actual work than
this department, and their assistance would be entirely
necessary before any definite fixed plan could be adopted.
To undertake this work it, will be necessary to
augment the staff of this department somewhat, but the cost
of such measures need not necessarily be high, nor do I
consider that the cost of general cleansing work would
attain an exorbitantly high figure, though this is a matter
upon which the Commissioner of Public Works is more
competent to comment on.
I note that a proclamation appears in the Press
to the effect that the Chinese Authorities will undertake
this work, and have to express pleasure that this should
be so since undoubtedly this department, and probably
others, have their hands full and are not in the least
desirous of adding to their responsibilities, but I beg
to reiterate that the matter may prove urgent, and that
delay in translating the intention into action might
produce disastrous consequences.
I am glad however, to
be able to report that owing to the cold weather being
unfavourable to the production of epidemics of intestinal
disorders, I could note no evidence of severe epidemics,
and the Japanese Authorities who are in close touch with
the state of health in areas guarded by themselves, informed
me that on the whole, conditions were satisfactory.

Copied by NLH
Compared with MHP

J. H. Jorand,
Commissioner of Public Health.
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SrîZ’coMu?

^.Cunninghan,

1932> on the sub^r^î^nSoÏÏainXde^°h

(CIRCULAR NO. 138-G-V.)
SUSJECT:

MINUTES OF CONSULaR BODY MEETING, MaRCH 11, 1^.

THE SExiloR CONSUL PRESENTS HIo COlPLIHEhTS TO HIS HONUkaBLL
COixLE^GUEo xxxJD HaS THE HONOR TO CIRCULATE THE MINUTES OF a
CONSULAR BODY SPECIAL MEETING HELD AT THE AMERICAN CONSULATE
GBHER.iL ..T a;00 2.M. MaRCH 11, 1932.

Present:

Consul General for Ij . 81* A • & S * C.
Consul General for Norway
Consul General for Belgium
Consul General for xietnerlands
Consul General for Great Britain
Consul General for Denmark
Consul General for J apan
Consul General for Spain
Consul General for Portugal
Consul General for Switzerland
Consul General for France
Vice Coxisul for Italy

and by invitation
Secretary General> Shanghai
Municipal Council

-Ex S. Cunningham, Esquire,
-N* nail, Esquire,
-J. Van Haute, Esquire,
-F. E. H. Groenman, Esquire,
-J. F. Brenan, Esquire,C.M.C.
-Ove Lunn, Esquire,
-h. Murai, Esquire,
-E. V. Ferrer, Esquire,
-Dr. J.B. Ferreira da oliva,
-E. Lardy, Esquire,
-J. Leyrier, Esquire,
-Count G. uel Bono,

Fessenden, ^squire

The Senior Consul said he had as^ed nis interested
Colleagues to convene in order that the subject of the
alleged insanitary conditions in Chapei, mentioned in the
Counsil’s letter of March 8 to Mayor Ju (Circular aO. 133)
might be discussed* Mr. Fessenden had kindly accepted his
invitation to attend the meeting in order to express the
Council’s attitude in the matter. Mr. Fessenden said the
Council was very much concerned over tne insanitary condi
tions in Chapei. ;;ith the consent of the Japanese author
ities tne Council nad sent its Commissioner of Public
Health to ..lake an investigation of that area, ana as the
result of ais report, the Council oelieved*serious threat
to public health in the Settlement existed and that the
Council should taxe immediate steps to remove or ...ulfL^atc
the menace. The Council felt that it alone possessed the
organization and equipment to cope immediately with the
menace, and accordingly he and the Chairmaxi of the Council
had called on Mayor Ju of the shanghai (Chinese) Municipal
ity that morning, at 11 u.m., had represented tne hygenic
dangers of the situation to him, had expressed the desire
of the Council to remove, through shanghai Municipal
Council Public Health and public uorxs Departments, me
threat in the Chapei distric to public health in the ,
Shanghai areas and had asxed the mayor if he had any
objection to the Couxicil undertaking tills won; at oxice.
Tne xlayor had replieu that ne aoreed in principle, out
waate d
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wanted to be informed in detail concerning the proposed
work, in pursuance of which he suggested that his Commis
sioner of Puhlic Health call on the Shanghai Municipal
to.
The work would be done entirely at the expense of the
Counci 1. The Council understood the Japanese .kUthorities
would not oppose the x;ork (and if the consent of those
concerned could be obtained the Council proposed to com
mence operations on Sunday (March 13) or Monday (Lurch If)•
The Council’s representatives had also told tne Mayor that
the Council was willing to turn this sanitary work in
Chapel over to the local Chinese Authorities immediately
those authorities announced that they were in a position
to under take it. The Council realized that ixi carryLio
out health measures in Chapei it was, strictly Speaking,
going outside its province, but felt its action was just
ified in the interests of the public health of all the
.Shanghai areas. Accordingly the Council wanted the Consular
Body to support it in its action, or at least to say that
it did xiot disapprove of its projecteu course. The Council
expected to exchange official written communications with
the Mayor on the subject of its proposed sanitary worn in
Cnapei, which communications wouml be made available to the
Consular Body. In proposing to go into Chapei tne Council
was motivated entirely by considerations of health ana not
by any political or other motives which mieht be aescribed
as ulterior.
The senior Consul referring to u letter which had beexi
sent by Mayor ’.;u to the Japanese Consul General regarding
the resumption of Chinese administrative functions in Chapei,
remarked that letters from the Mayor on the subject had also
been se it to otiier consulates. He enquired if his Japanese
Colleague was willing to inform the meeting what he proposed
to do in the ftatter.

The Consul General for Japan replied tnut he had re
ceived a letter from Mayor Uu and had consulted with his
military authorities concerning iti No answer to the Mayor
hud been sent as yet but he thought the Japanese authorities
would allox; the Chinese to engage in sanitary „urm la Chapei
and also resume public utility services.
The Conaul General for the Netherlands remarkeu that
ne presumed tne necessityfor "cleaning up" Chapei was a
very urgent one and Mr. Fessenden indicate on the map that
the regioxi west of the Moaekev; Creek was tn tne worst state,
hyeienically speakin^, next in order came the Hon&K.ew
salient and finally tne area Known as Chapei proper (inclu
ding the North Station) was "not uo bud'1.

The
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; V'AvtGv, The Consul General for the Netherlands expressed the
wish that the^ assent of the Chinese authorities be obtained
to the proposed activities of the Shanghai Municipal Counci
in the
areas.
ch’ sk \

The Consul General for Great Britain thought that the
Consular 3ody should record its hearty approval oi the
Council’s proposals and tne i.ieetino generally accepteu this
view, the Consul General for the Netherlands adding tnat he
felt sure the Consular 3odp oreatly appreciated the Council
proposal to remove a menace to settlement health.

The Senior Consul thanned l"r. Fessenden for coming to
the meeting and for his exposition of the subject bein^
considered.

THEN THE IFELTING TERI.1I.UTED

Circulated Larch 31$
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Shanghai transmits herewith
copies of three memoranda con
cerning events immediately prior
to the opening of hostilities at
Shanghai on the night of January 28
which would tend to indicate that
the Japanese were determined to press
the Shanghai affair from the beginning.
I suggest particularly that you read
the first memorandum which was
prepared by Vice Consul Ringwait who
was in the Hongkew area at the time
fighting broke out on the evening of
January 28. I have marked some
passages in his memorandum.

JEJ/VDM
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COPIES SENT TO

NO. 87

y

O.N.I. ANDM. I. Da

AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
.Shanghai, C;mna

The

honorable

The Secretary of state,
WASHINGTON.

SIR:
I have

v apartment

j_z

ilarc.i 17,

honor to transmit herewith for the
information copy of a uesGoranduiu dated

193.-3, by Vice Consul

Xl. Ringwalt,

ti'aiioiuitti'-_ a statement froi.. Brigadier I’lemins,

GO:.mander ox

ts. ■ nritisn .forces Ijx tae oiianghai

and senior officer of the Defense Committee,

yebruaxv 5, 1932,

dated

*«

concerning the events immediately

?.rior to the openin^, of hostilities uu the night of

Janu-ry o-S.

It aill be noted also that Vice Consul Ring’..'a It
was himself an eye-.vitness to some of the events of f-ae

Japanese attempted occupation of Chaoei on that night.

Respectfully yours

Am.rlean Consul General.
r.u

80C
enclosure:
1/- copy °- memorandum with enclosure in two p^rts
***

1- ^uintuplicate.,
In Duplicate to the Legation.
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(^..clumire x.o. 1 to .x^s^atc- A.o.
of gdv/in
üuzuii-iijUjsc.., 2^1 <>ï*ioo.Consul kz6no3?u,L
wuoiip*ii£.i.
u.'iiiu, dated Kurc... 31, 1232, subject: ' Statements
Regarding the Cpeni <- of oino-Jap^nese hostilities.)
o •

Ix/x^LLÏoxI^jl RdfORT.

Lurch 17,

Subject:

1933.

p. ’a.

o:00.

Opening of oino-Japanese xiostilities.

The attached statement and report ‘.’ere furnished me
by Colonel Thoms, o. V. 0.
In my opinion they are of
great interest and shed very considerable light on an
othervzise obscure situation, particularly with reference
to the opening of hostilities on the night of the 28th
of January.
It seems quite plaii; that both Chinese and <7. pones e
were prepared for tne outbreak of hostilities,
lor example
the Chinese had a'" secret telephone wire leading down from
a breastworks ps/lao shing Road to a point overlooking the
Japanese public ochool so that troop movements of the
J pt.nese in thio neighborhood could be reported direct
to thi- post.
Th^-Lxx.pector iii..cnai\?e of xxongkew Police, .station .
has i:’.l’om7xëT?'Te“'tha'r"ther’ë’'was no indication that Chinese
police evacuated C.mpei u. til they were driven out by •
tne J. pune-e forces and any claim to the contrary mi the
port of tue. J panese. j.‘us patently false,
fo his own
personal riiu-led^c taure were ..ox-e, eighty or ai.u ty
unxiiese ^>o_xice
a^t. ox ozecxxUuU. Road
extension ths night of the.Japanese occupation, w. o were
caught by the Japanese advance and were unable to roake
their escape.
Ke believes that they retired to private
houses and changed clothes, a id that these men furnished
the nucleus of the plain clothes brigade in this
particular district.
To the best of his knowledge all
Japanese residents of chapei were withdrawn before the
■xi^nt of the occupation, with the possible exception of
a few Japanese concentration cai.ips i.. the immediate
vicinity of their military headquarters, which, could be
readily defended.

In so far as the movements of the Chinese members
of the Shanghai Runic ipel Police were concerned, they
r.ere withdrawn from all areas within the Japanese sector
as of 4:30 on January 28 when the State of Emergency went
into effect.

.
I have conversed informally with Liajor gerrard
J regarding the operations of the Japanese troops and it
I appears to be his unofficial opinio.'1, that the Japanese
I never intended to stop from the first. This opinion
would seem to be borne out by tne attached report regarding
the
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the efforts of the Japanese military to attack the
Chinese troops through .Zest hon.au Road Gate.

I
I was an eye witness to a good deal of WAat -,;cn-t on
I daring the first night of the occupation and haooened to
■ I view tile assembling of the Japanese troops near" the
public school about 11:15 p. n. prior to their •being
dispatched into Chapel.
11/ impressions were that the
| whole affair was bei^g treated in the light of a picnic
I by the Japanese, with speeches, flashlij.it photographs
.'and general gayety.
It was quite obvious that the
; occupation had been worked out a lon& time in advance
■. as anyone could testify who saw the troops landed at
j the various jetties on the Bund and Broadway and froà
। this poi'.t loaded on busses which fell into line with
* almost the same precision as a parade of wooden soldiers.
At about a quarter to twelve the troops left the
assembly point at the Public School for various streets
leading into Chapei, where they met with considerably
more opposition than they had anticipated.
Apparently
they immediately called for reinforcements.
As the
firing was getting rather promiscuous at this time,
I decided that discretion was the better part of valor
and decamped.
On the way back, I was able to view the
mopping up methods of the Japanese troops.
A squad of
some fourteen or fifteen with rifles and machine -guns
would approach a street corner and on turning the corner
■would sweep the street, sidewalk and. shops with machine
gun bullets.
I^noticed considerable sniping, which
handicapped the movements of the mopping up squads v<-ry
considerably.
I passed a number of wounded and dead
civilians.
So..ie had been shot and others bayoneted.

Jron this point I returned to the office of the
united Press and from this window saw Japanese reinforce
ments being landed at the Customs Jetty, at which point
they were bundled on to trucks and dispatched to Chapei.

।|
Someone has said that the explanation for the
/^.Shanghai venture is that the Japanese Wavy was jealous
JI of the,highly successful Manchurian expedition in which
the Japanese army participated.
The Navy hoped to
duplicate this success in Shanghai.

mRTHbR h. nlNGJALT.
hf
,

.. .. n/
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(part 1 of x.'"closure to Memorandum of vice Consul
R. Clivait M.ted Kerch 17, 1952, on the subject:
U'penior oinc-Japanese hostilities.)

a.

H. B. M. Consul-General,
British Consulate,
23, The Bund,
Shanghai.

SÏATEmMïT ox’ AVANTS PRIOR TO
OPENING OS’ HOSTILITIES -

1.
At a meeting of the Defence Committee on 27th
January, 1932, Captain Sanejima, Commander of the
Imperial Japanese Naval Landing Party, in reply to a
question by me said that with regard to the threatened
drastic action to be taken in the event of the Chinese
not conceding to the demands contained in Real’ Admiral
Shiozawa’s ultimatum, he would give as much notice as
possible cf such action.
He added tjhât the Rear Admiral would issue a public
statement twenty-four hours in advance of taking action.
Captain Same j ima further stated that in the event
of the Japanese having to take action, it was the wish
of Rear.Admiral Shiozawa that the shanghai Municipal
Council should declare a state of emergency.

2.
At 0730 hours, 28th January, 1932, Mr. Toda, who
carries out liaison between myself and Japanese Head
quarters, called on me at my house 'and said that the
Japanese would be taking action next day.
3.
At 1800 hours, 28th January, 1932, Captain
Same j ima personally informed me that in view of the
fact that the Chinese had agreed to the Japanese
demands, the necessity for drastic action would only
arise if the Chinese failed to carry out their promises.
He added that in any case no action was likely that night.
|)4.
At 2255 hours, 28th January, 1932, information was
| received from the Shanghai Volunteer Corps that a
| rmember of the Japanese Company had reported that the
|/Landing Party were preparing so .ething they were anxious
Hto conceal.
There were screens covering the activities
ijof their lorries.
It was anticipated that they would
H attack Chapei from the North and East.
The first
M intention was to start at 2200 hours, but that that ?xad
I been altered to midnight.
5.
At 2310 hours, 28th January, 1932, my Brigade
Major was informed by Mr. Givens of the Shanghai
Municipal police that according to an official’ news
bulletin issued at 2115 hours, Rear Admiral Shiozawa
had issued a proe.l amnti on at 2030 hours, announcing

his
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his decision to take the necessary military action in
Chapei.
6.
At 23S0 hours, 28th January, hr. Toda called on
lae to say that the Japanese were about to undertake a
minor operation to extend the area occupied by them
and erect barbed wire between Chapei and themselves and
around ïlongkew lark.

7.
xt 2330 hours, 28th Janu-ry, 1932, it was evident
from reports received that the Japanese Landing Party
were drawn up ready to start operations.

8.
I attach a statement by Lieutenant Tuxford, Shanghai
Volunteer Corps, regarding subsequent events in the o. V.
C. sector in north Honan Road.

(8gd.) G. ILHaING, Brigadier,
Coioand.er, SW-ÂÏGEÀI aRüA•

5th February, 1932.

Copied by Hi
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(?brt 2 of Laclosure to Meixorandu . o-f
x-t. mngwalt -.atea
rcn 17, 1932, 0.
Opening of cino-Japanese Hostilities. )

a.

mnc-i
+br- =.nh <1 x
«J'aou.

Report by u. C., :îA" Company,
V. 0.. Or; tie ^ttemot
of the Japanese forces to Pass iuvdyïtæ Defence~7&'tft'~'
at Blockhouse -’B'1 on the hi ht of ~2gffi7%9th jrâïiûÙ?v~T93

xkt the time of the circumstances detailed below,
jo. , >_>. v. u., was Xiolclilip Û..1L c portion of tae ooui^dar/
line between blockhouse "n*’
.1 (late x.... 2 on Cunnini'.ham
^oal, inclusive.
on Thursday iiight, 23th/29th January, 1952, at about
midnight one Japanese armoured car and about 100 or .•■.ore
Japanese Hariues came along Aiange Road,
jhe armoured
car was leading and it was attended by two Japmiese
interpreters in civilian clothes,
^.t tne corner of
Range Road and x.ort? Honan Road thi^ force was seen by
Lt. Hoffat, k. 0., and C.
3 ci th of "A" co., 3. V.
C.
Hr. Hoffat asked the Officer in charge through the
interpreter what was happening and informed the Officer
that he could not go through the steel ut.te leading
out into Boundary Road.
lie further informed him that
nothing could ba-done until permission from „. %. was
obtained•

Liu armoured car turned the corner out of Runge
Road into
Honan Road and stopped facing the steel
„ate.
The Japanese Hari-ies halted in Raii^e Road.
Lt.
Hoff at reported to u-rou
«4. in person.

Cyl. Dalton, H. C., of «a” Co. was in. charge of
Blockhouse •,B4 and was actually in. the road when the
Japanese column appeared.
He virent up to the armoured
car and about fifteen men C.ct out of the armoured car
and advanced up to the gate in two colur.ins in single
file.
Cyl. Dalton went up to the.Japanese officer
and informed him that the gate could not be opened.
He then telephoned direct to L. V. C. H. <^. reporting
the above and was told under no circumstances were the
gates to be opened.
The Japanese wanted to come into the Blockhouse
but ï.ere not allowed tu do so.
There were two sentries
on duty at the gate, Ltes. Kicholson and Traerup of
•‘A’» Co".
A relief was actually taking place at the time and
Rtes. Harvey and Rasciato were relieving the other
sentries and all four men were in the road and witnessed
the whole of the foregoing.

The
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The armoured car retired at about 0020, Iwvi j
about 15 Japanese Marines at the gate.
The remainder
of the Marines stayed in Range Road et Honan Road
corner.

At about 0045 hr*. lorries arrived kith *and bugs
and the Japanese started building shelters at the side.,
of the road to cover the approach to the steel ^ate irto
Boundary Road.
At about 0245 hrs., another truck load of Japanese
Marines arrived.
This was witnessed by Lt. Tuxford and
Sgt. Aiers of "A” Co. The Japanese officer intim-.ted to
Mr. Tuxford that he wished the steel gate to be opened.
Mr. Tuxford refused and reported direct to H. Q. and
was informed by Col. Thoms that the gates were not to
be opened on any account.
The Japanese warted to use the Blockhouse as an
C. j?. but this was refused.

At about 0600 hours, a sandbag barricade was
completed across i . Honan xload about 10 yards behind the
steel gate to a height of 4 or 5 feet. At about 0645
hours, the Japanese opened heavy rifle fire through the
gate for about 5 minutes and desultory rifle fire for
some time after.
A Japanese'Sniper got on the roof of the Blockhouse
before dawn unzd remained there firing at intervals all
day.

After daylight, Col. T-oms arrived and shortly
afterwards the Japanese retired from the steel gate
into Range Road.
~

(Sgd.) J. B. BRCJN, Captain,
C. C., "A" Company, S. V. C.

(Sgd.)

I. R. B. TUXFuRD,

"A" Company, g. V. 0.

Copied by 1-fF
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NO. 439

SUBJECT:

F / LS

Transmitting
Clipping from
A he Japan Advertiser-' Contai ning Be s oluti on
by American missionaries in Japan.

THE honorable

The

secretary of state,

,i

Division of x

WASHINGTON.

795

SIR:

Department <rf State

I have the honor to transmit herewith as’ of

(D

possible interest to the Department a clipping in

Cl

quintuplicate from The Japan Advertiser, Tokyo,
dated March 28, .193 2, covering a resolution in the
form of an open letter signed by some 135 American
citizens, all of whom appear to be engaged in mission

ary efforts of one character or another in Japan.
The second paragraph of the statement is of

particular interest.

The Japan Times, Tokyo, of

March 28, 1932, comments upon this statement editor-

ially, stressing the point of the admitted American
culpability in the past through non-adherence to a

HlQ

00
H

,
2
tj

pacifist policy•

Respectfully yours,

f

Qt JL * Arthur Garrels, /
American Consul Gener/1.
a

^Enclosure:
Newspaper clipping

File No. 800
AG/yo.

0_/X
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Enclosure to Despatch No. 43 9, Larch 30,
American Consulate General,

Clipping from The Japan Advertiser.

Tokyo,

19 32, from the
Tokyo, Japan.

Japan,

x^arch 28,

1932

Embargo Agitation Regretted
“As we face the long future in Asia,
“We deeply regret any agitation in so fraught with possibilities of good
America for the independent applica or ill for the human race we renew
tion of an economic embargo against our pledge of faith in what we be
Japan. While we recognize that many lieve to be the way of Jesus as the
of its advocates have been prompted only wise policy in this present situa
only by a desire to promote peace, we tion, and we call upon our fellojyare convinced that the agitation has Christians in Japan and everywhere
already hindered peace and is being to join in that testimony to our com
used effectively in Japan by the acj- | mon faith in the power of good-will
Statement Issued by Americans vocates of a strong military policy. We which alone shall lead the world to
believe that such action by America ward a better day.”
in Japan on Subject of
alone, far from promoting peace,
The statement is signed by:
Rose Armbruster. Jessie Asbury, Ruth
would almost certainly cause war.
Sino-Japanese Conflict
Without necessarily renouncing the use Barbour, Eugene Barnard, Helen Banis,
of economic pressure by all the na Annie Bickel, Mabel Bickel, Charles Bi
tions against an aggressor as provid shop. Mrs. Chas. Bishop. G. W. Bouldin.
G. Bovenkerk. Blanch Brittain. T. T.
USE OF FORCE IS DEPLORED ed in the Covenant of the League of H.
Brumbaugh, Annie Buzzell. Gertrude By
I Nations, we believe in the present cir- ler, Alice Cary, Alice Cfieney, Lctcrfc
I cumstances that the threat of an em
Signers Opposed to Campaign bargo against Japan, only serves more
' fully to unify Japanese public opinion Clarke, Harvey Clarke, Freda Clause, E.
in United States for Placing in support of the military policies. S. Cobb, Mary Collins, Clara Converse.
“We believe that Japan has a fair Charma Covell. J. H. Covell, Matsu CrawEconomic Boycott
claim for peace and order in the pur I ford, Vernon Crawford, W. D. Cunningsuit of legitimate economic opportun iham, Mrs. W. D. Cunningham, Edith
ities in Manchuria and of any prop Curtis, John de Maagd, Marian de Maagd.
A statement concerning the Sinoer commercial and industrial under I Annie Dowd, Darley Downs, Lucille
Japanese situation, which is critical of takings she may have in China. We I Downs, Marion Draper. Winifred Draper
i both American and Japanese policies plainly see, too, how difficult this has I Dora Eringa, Wm. Erskine, Mrs. W. Erskine, Elizabeth Evans. Annie Ewing,
of the settlement of international prob become under the present disordered I Katherine Fanning, Mary Finch, Alice
conditions in that country. Thus far
lems by means of force and which is
I Finlay, Emma Fisher. J. E. Fisher, Josewe are one with what we take to be
signed by 135 American missionaries the method by which these interests I phine Fisher, R. H. Fisher, John Foote.
I Margaret Foote, Dorothy Franklin, Sam
resident in Japan, has been issued. should be protected. The policy of Franklin, E. C. Fry. Fred Gealy, Martha
The statement does not represent the attempting alone and by military means Gibson, Clarence Gillett, Mrs. C. Gillett.
a solution of such delicate interna Elizabeth Gillian, Alice E. Gwinn, Har
unanimous opinion of American mis tional problems is one from which we riet Hail, Howard Hannaford, Ruth Han
sionaries for it is understood a larger are compelled to dissociate ourselves^/ naford, K. C. Hendricks, Esther Hibbard.
number declined, for one reason or We view its adoption in any country Edith Husted. Chas. W. Iglehart, E. T.
Iglehart, Florence Iglehart, Luella Igle
another, to sign the statement than with profound grief and apprehension. hart.
Peaceful Steps Advocated
the number which signed it.- The
Roderick Jackson. Lona Jorgensen, J.
“There is a better way. Since the
statement follows:
S. Kennard. Jr., May Kennard, Grace
World War grim necessity has com Gerr,
W. W. Krider. Lois Lehman, Clara
“The following statement has grown bined with Christian idealism in draw
out of repeated conferences by a group ing the nations of the earth away from Loomis, Hazel Lynn, L. W. Mann, Mona
Mann, R. E. McAlpine, Mrs. R. E. Mc
of American missionaries in Tokyo, the old method of arms toward the new Alpine, Clarence McCall, Cora McCall, R.
and has received the endorsement of processes of conference and law. By D. McCoy, Wm. McKnight, J. J. Mickle,
the undersigned persons throughout slow, painful steps a technique for Jr., Herberf Nicholson, Madeline Nichol
the country. Although the swiftly the settlement of international disputes son, Geo. Noss, Marie G. Noss, Pearl Nu
moving events of the past few weeks by peaceful means has been set up. i gent, W. C. Nugent, N. S. Ogburn, Hemight make certain changes in word It is still new and largely untried, but : len Palmer, Azalia Pett, Jennie Pieters.
Ransom.
Esther
ing desirable, the statement is issued in principle, at least, the governments Susan Pratt, Mary
as embodying timeless principles which of the world are committed to it, and Rhoads, Margaret Rogers, Gertrude Ryder.
are the permanent convictions of the its universal adoption awaits only the Harold Schenck. Annie Scott, F. N. Scott,
Mary Searcy, Edith Sharpless, Harriet
signers.”
, growing pressure of public opinion in Smith, H. V. E. Stegeman. C. R. Stetson,
“Our first word must be one of con 1 every country. Since we as Christians Mrs. C. Stetson. Mary Stewart, Doane
fession. We are citizens of a country have a conviction of the righteousness Stott, Harvey Thede. Mrs. H. Topping,
that has at times furthered its own of this method, we feel the inescap Helen Topping, Henry Topping, Mary
Tracy, Mozzelle Tumlin, Hazel Verry,
national interests by force, and by dis
able responsibility of doing everything Julia Vories, Gladys Walser, T. D. Walregard of the rights and feeling of
in our power to promote the public ser, Florence Walvoord, Paul Warner,
other peoples. Having by formal treaty
opinion to support it.
1 ' Chas. Warren, Cora Warren, Lillian Wells,
renounced war we are even now im
“Much as we deplore the recent Helen Wilson, A. D. Woodsworth, Mrs.
perilling the new processes of peace
adoption of the old policy of force by A. D. Woodsworth, Wm. P. Woodard, E.
by spending much more in prepara Japan, we regret still more the scar-(
Zaugg and Mrs. E. H. Zaugg.
tion for future wars than any other
nation; by the maneuvers of a great , city of constructive discussion and cri
fleet in Pacific waters; by supplying || ticism with regard to it. The country
munitions to other countries; and by ' is being denied the leadership of some
of her most enlightened minds at this
widely published discussions in com
mittees of the United States Senate time when it is sorely needed. We
are keenly conscious of the difficul
looking toward vastly increased ex
ties in which out fdllow-Chrisfcians
penditures for the navy. We readi
are placed as a minority group open
ly admit that the sins of our nation
in the past render any protest we to frequent misunderstandings from
might make against the conduct of society at large, and we offer them
our deepest sympathy. We are, how
another one open to the charge of
ever, eager to avoid repeating the bit
inconsistency, if not of hypocrisy.
ter experience of the churches of the
West, which, since they failed to raise
the prophetic voice of judgment in the
day of world conflict were later unable,
to find the word of reconciliation for *
the peoples of the world.

MISSIONARIES FAVOR
METHODS OF PEACE
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Resolution of American Missionaries In Japan.
^0/ 7^z<7¥/5?/7
The Tokyo Consulate General (despatch No. 439,
March 30, 1932) transmits the above resolution as pub

lished in the JAPAN ADVERTISER.

The resolution was signed

by 125 missionaries, but does not represent the unanimous

a larger number declined to sign it.
The resolution contains the following ideas:

The United States is imperiling peace by heavy

expenditure in armament; by large-scale maneuvers in the
Pacific; by supplying munitions to other countries and by

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 1 7

opinion of American missionaries, it being understood that

discussions in the Senate committees looking to vastly
increased naval expenditure.

It is admitted that our

national sins in the past make any protest against the con

duct of another nation hypocritical.

The agitation for an

embargo against Japan in America is deeply regretted for

it has already hindered peace and is being used in Japan
by advocates of a strong military policy.

It is considered

that the threat of an embargo against Japan only serves to
unify Japanese opinion in support of a military policy.

It is believed that Japan has a fair claim for economic
opportunity in Manchuria and China but the solution of
Japan’s problems in China by military force is not approved.

The

M
J
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The settlement of international disputes "by the machinery

for peace that has been created since the World War is
vastly preferable.

While the adoption of force by Japan

is deplored, the scarcity of constructive criticism regard
ing it is still more greatly regretted.

Japan is being

denied the leadership of her most enlightened minds at

this time when it is sorely needed.

FEjWRliEJI
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Tokyo, Japan, March 30, 1»3£.
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Transmitting Newspaper Clipping from
«obtaining Resolution
by Azariean .isslomrles in Japan.

I have the honor to transmit herewith as or
possible interest to the Apartment a clipping in
quintuplioate from The Japan Advertiser. Tokyo,

dated lîaroh 23, 1S5Ê, covering a resolution in the

form of an open letter signed by sum 135 Mexican
citizens, all of whom appear to be engaged In mission

ary efforts of one character or another in Japan.
The second paragraph of the statement is of
particular interest.

The Japan Timos. Tokyo, of

lâarch 28, 1932, corments upon this statement editor
ially, stressing the point of the admitted American

culpability in the past through non»adherenoe to a

pacifist policy.
Respectfully yours,

Arthur Garrels,
American Consul General.

enclosure*
Rewapaper clipping.

File fto. 800.
AG/yo.
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L’hclosure to Despatch. No. 439, Larch 30,
American Consulate General,

Clipping from The Japan Advertiser,

Statement Issued by Americans
in Japan on Subject of
Sino-Japanese Conflict

USE OF FORCE IS DEPLORED
Signers Opposed to Campaign
in United States for Placing
Economic Boycott
A statement concerning the SinoJapanese situation, which is critical of
both American and Japanese policies
of the settlement of international prob
lems by means of force and which is
signed by 135 American missionaries
resident in Japan, has been issued.
The statement does not represent the
unanimous opinion of American mis
sionaries for it is understood a larger
number declined, for one reason or
another, to sign the statement than
the number which signed it. - The
j statement follows:
z
' “The following statement has grown
out of repeated conferences by a group
of American missionaries in Tokyo,
and has received the endorsement of
the undersigned persons throughout
the country. Although the swiftly
moving events of the past feW weeks
might make certain changes in word
ing desirable, the statement is issued
as embodying timeless principles which
are the permanent convictions of the
signers.”
“Our first word must be one of con- .
fession. We are citizens of a country
that has at times furthered its own
national interests by force, and by dis
regard of the rights and feeling of
other peoples. Having by formal treaty
renounced war we are even now im
perilling the new processes of peace
by spending much more in prepara
tion for future wars than any other
nation; by the maneuvers of a great
fleet in Pacific waters; by supplying
munitions to other countries; and by
widely published discussions in com
mittees of the United States Senate
looking toward vastly increased ex
penditures for the navy. We readi
ly admit that the sins of our nation
in the past render any protest we
might make against the conduct of
another one open to the charge of 1
inconsistency, if not of hypocrisy.
I

19 32, from the
Tokyo, Japan.

Japan,

Embargo Agitation Regretted
“We deeply regret any agitation in
; America for the independent applica
tion of an economic embargo against
Japan. While we recognize that many
of its advocates have been prompted
only by a desire to promote peace, we
are convinced that the agitation has
already hindered peace and is being
j used effectively in Japan by the açl^
I vocates of a strong military policy. We
believe that such action by America
alone, far from promoting peace,
would almost certainly cause war.
Without necessarily renouncing the use
of economic pressure by all the na
tions against an aggressor as provid
ed in the Covenant of the League of
Nations, we believe in the present cir
cumstances that the threat of an em
bargo against Japan, only serves more
fully to unify Japanese public opinion
in support of the military policies.
“We believe that Japan has a fair
claim for peace and order in the pur
suit of legitimate economic opportun
ities in Manchuria and of any prop
er commercial and industrial under
takings she may have in China. We
plainly see, too, how difficult this has
become under the present disordered
conditions in that country. Thus far
; we are one with what we take to be
the method by which these interests
should be protected. The policy of
attempting alone and by military means
a solution of such delicate interna
tional problems is one from which we
are compelled to dissociate ourselves.
We view its adoption in any country
with profound grief and apprehension.
Peaceful Steps Advocated
“There is a better way. Since the
World War grim necessity has com
bined with Christian idealism in draw
ing the nations of the earth away from
the old method of arms toward the new
processes of conference and law. By
slow, painful steps a technique for
the settlement of international disputes
by peaceful means has been set up.
It is still new and largely untried, but
in principle, at least, the governments
of the world are committed to it, and
its universal adoption awaits only the
growing pressure of public opinion in
every country. Since we ap Christians
have a conviction of the righteousness
of this method, we feel the inescap
able responsibility of doing everything
in our power to promote the public
opinion to support it.
“Much as we deplore the recent
adoption of the old policy of force by
Japan, we regret still more the scar
city of constructive discussion and cri
ticism with regard to it. The country
is being denied the leadership of some
of her most enlightened minds at this
time when it is sorely needed. We
are keenly conscious of the difficul
ties in which our Mlow-Christians
are placed as a minority group open
to frequent misunderstandings from I
society at large, and we offer them i
our deepest sympathy. We are, how- ;
ever, eager to avoid repeating the bit
ter experience of the churches of the
West, which, since they failed to raise
the prophetic voice of judgment in the
day of world conflict were later unable
to find the word of reconciliation for
the peoples of the world.

I

MISSIONARIES FAVOR
METHODS OF PEACE

Tokyo,

1

Larch 28,

193 2

“As we face the long future in Asia, j
so fraught with possibilities of good j
or ill for the human race we renew ।
j our pledge of faith in what we fyeI lieve to be the way of Jesus as
only wise policy in this present situa
tion, and we call upon our fello\y>
Christians in Japan and everywhere
I to join in that testimony to our comj mon faith in the power of good-will
I which alone shall lead the world to। ward a better day.”
The statement is signed by:
Rose Armbruster. Jessie Asbury, Ruth
I Barbour. Eugene Barnard, Helen Barns,
Annie Bickel, Mabel Bickel, Charles Bi
shop, Mrs. Chas. Bishop, G. W■ Bouldin,
H. G. Bovenkerk, Blanch Brittain, T. T.
Brumbaugh, Annie Buzzell. Gertrude By
ler, Alice Cary, Alice Cheney, Lucile
Clarke, Harvey Clarke, Freda Clause, E.
S. Cobb, Mary Collins, Clara Converse,
Charma Covell. J. H. Covell, Matsu Craw
ford, Vernon Crawford, W. D. Cunning
ham, Mrs. W. D. Cunningham, Edith
Curtis, John de Maagd, Marian de Maagd,
Annie Dowd, Darley Downs, Lucille
Downs, Marion Draper, Winifred Draper,
Dora Eringa, Wm. Erskine, Mrs. W. Ers
kine, Elizabeth Evans, Annie Ewing,
’Katherine Fanning, Mary Finch, Alice
Finlay, Emma Fisher, J. E. Fisher, Jose
phine Fisher, R. H. Fisher, John Foote,
Margaret Foote, Dorothy Franklin, Sam
Franklin, E. C. Fry, Fred Gealy, Martha
Gibson, Clarence Gillett, Mrs. C. Gillett,
Elizabeth Gillian, Alice E. Gwinn, Har
riet Hail, Howard Hannaford, Ruth Han
naford, K. C. Hendricks, Esther Hibbard.
Edith Husted. Chas. W. Iglehart, E. T.
Iglehart, Florence Iglehart, Luella Igle
hart.
Roderick Jackson, Lona Jorgensen, J.
S. Kennard, Jr., May Kennard, Grace
Gerr, W. W. Krider, Lois Lehman, Clara
Loomis, Hazel Lynn, L. W. Mann, Mona
Mann, R. E. McAlpine, Mrs. R. E. Mc
Alpine, Clarence McCall, Cora McCall, R.
D. McCoy, Wm. McKnight, J. J. Mickle,
Jr., Herbert Nicholson, Madeline Nichol
son, Geo. Noss, Marie G. Noss, Pearl Nu
gent, W. C. Nugent, N. S. Ogburn, He
len Palmer, Azalia Pett, Jennie Pieters,
Susan Pratt, Mary
Ransom,
Esther
Rhoads, Margaret Rogers, Gertrude Ryder,
Harold Schenck, Annie Scott, F. N. Scott,
Mary Searcy, Edith Sharpless, Harriet
Smith, H. V. E. Stegeman, C. R. Stetson,
Mrs. C. Stetson, Mary Stewart, Doane
Stott, Harvey Thede, Mrs. H. Topping,
Helen Topping, Henry Topping, Mary
Tracy, Mozzelle Tumlin, Hazel Verry,
Julia Vories, Gladys Walser, T. D. Walser, Florence Walvoord, Paul Warner,
Chas. Warren, Cora Warren, Lillian Wells,
Helen Wilson, A. D. Woodsworth, Mrs.
A. D. Woodsworth, Wm. P. Woodard, E.
H. Zaugg and Mrs. E. H. Zaugg.
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In the attached despatch,
Consul General Peck transmits a
memorandum of a conversation with
Dr. Lo Wen-ken, Minister for Foreign
Affairs, in which Dr* Lo expressed
some misgivings in regard to a
statement of Sir John Simon in
the House of Commons on March 22
1932, in regard to the dispute *
between China and Japan. Dr. Lo
said that "he realized with a
shock that Great Britain might be
wavering in her attitude toward the
principles embodied in the various
international covenants". He
further stated that if this should
unfortunately be the case, "he
sincerely hoped that it was not true
of the United States."

JEJ/VDM
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to the Department, that the Government General of Chosen
is seemingly anxious regarding the general opinion of for

7 9 3 .9 4 A 5 1 IB

I have the honor to report, as of possible interest

eign missionaries in this peninsula concerning the politico
military developments at Shanghai, and especially as to the
effect such opinion may have upon the church constituencies

in the United States and in the British Empire.
On March 9, 1932, in the name of the Government General

of Chosen, approximately twelve American and twelve British
missionaries were invited to a conference at the Bankers Club,
Seoul, the object of which was evidently to present to the^
r3 p
guests the Japanese explanation of the Sino-Japanese con- ‘■° kJ
§ &
flict at Shanghai, and to endeavor to convert the missionaries

to the Japanese point of view.

A number of the missionaries invited got together a day
or so in advance in order that they might be prepared to follow

a uniform and well considered policy, and thus prevent any ill
advised comment or remark that might later cause embarrasment

/

to their work.

At this preliminary meeting the majority were

of the opinion that the only safe course to follow would be

to
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to listen politely to whatever might be said, but themselves
to make no comments, and particularly none which might appear

as criticisms of the Japanese course of action.

One British

missionary had written a long and carefully prepared statement

criticising, from the standpoint of a Christian missionary,

many of the things which had been done.

He was persuaded,

however, to give up any idea of reading this at the conference.
After some general discussion it was decided to follow the
policy desired by the majority, which has just been described.

At the conference on the 9th Mr. Ho djinni, Chief of the
foreign Affairs Section of the Government General, made quite

a full statement expounding the Japanese thesis concerning

the happenings at Shanghai and their causes.

MT. Oda, English

language secretary to the Government General, also spoke but

less formally.

In general the remarks of both gentlemen

brought out nothing new and simply reiterated what has

appeared in the Japanese press.

The misslonaiies were

invited to ask questions but those put were of a harmless
nature.

However, a few questions seemingly caused the hosts

some embarrassment, such as, for example, "If the developments
at Shanghai do not constitute war, what would constitute war"?

One interesting revelation was the anxiety displayed
concerning public opinion in the United States.

Mr. Oda

stated that they were much disturbed by the very real anti

Japanese feeling that had developed and particularly to note

that several persons who had long been regarded as special
friends of Japan are now very critical of Japanese action in

Shanghai.

The hosts also said that the foreign missionaries

in Chosen were doubtless receiving many inquiries from their

friends
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friends at home concerning developments in the Far East,
and expressed the hope that, now that they had been acquaint
ed with the facts, the missionaries would kindly do what they
could to explain things to their friends.
It is stated that the majority of the missionaries,

when asked to express their opinions, confined themselves
to statements that they did not feel in a position to comment

on such distant happenings as those at Shanghai but that they
were appreciative of the religious tolerance and the law and

order found in Chosen.

These expressions of appreciation for

the treatment accorded missionaries in this peninsula seeming

ly very much gratified the hosts.
A copy of this despatch is being sent to the Embassy at
Tokyo for its information.

Respectfully yours,

American Consul General

800
JKD-rc

To the Department in quintuplicate.
Copy to American Embassy, Tokyo.
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AMERlC^'-CpN^liATE GENERAL,
Seoul, CnGMriv April 1, 1932.
G

SUBJECT:

f
The HONORABLE

' Division of X
FAR EASTER!) ÂrFAttJ #

The secretary of state,

r

Department of State

SIR:

I have the honor, adverting to my^desptach No. 73

of March 14, 1932, to report that Mr. Vaauma Oda, the
English Language Secretary to the Government General, has

just completed a tour of the mission stations in southern
Chosen and at each station visited has conferred with the

American and British missionaries.

In several places he

has held conferences similar in general to the one described in the despatch referred to above

It is thus increasingly evident that the Government co
General is desirous that everything possible be done
towards inducing the American and British missionaries to

take a favorable view of the recent Japanese conflicts

with the Chinese
Mr. Oda, although he only enjoys the title of Secre
tary, is in actuality the officer through whom the Govern

ment General most often comes in contact with all foreigners
He was educated and has lived many years in the United States

Although most earnest in serving Japanese interests he is
very fair minded and practical

Respectfully yours,

American Consul General

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5

Washington.

800

F/LS

Anxiety of Government General of Chosen
Regarding Missionary Opinion as to
liilitary Developments at Shanghai.

(0
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Ho.D-235
AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Nanking, China

March 26, 1932

tatement of Sir John Simon in the House
of Commons, on March 22, 1932, in regard
to the Dispute between China and Japan.

F/LS

S§$jecti

The Honorable

Washington

Sir:
1 have the honor to refer ro my telegram No. 72 of
March 26, 11 a.m. transmitting a summary of comments

made by the Minister for foreign Affairs in regard, to

the statement of Sir John Simon, British Secretary for

foreign Affairs, in the House of Commons on March 22,
1932, concerning the dispute between China and Japan

A full report of these comments is enclosed herewith,
in a memorandum dated March 25, 1932.

The draft of

this memorandum was shown to Dr. Lo Wen-kan and approved*8

by him.
Respectfully yours,

American consul
Enclosure:

Memorandum, as described, dated March 25, 1932
in Quintuplicate to the Department of State.
__
in duplicate
to rhe American Legation, Helping.
une copy to uhe American minister, Shanghai.
une copy (as requested; to i»he Chinese Minister for
foreign Affairs.
^•Carbon Copiei
8U0

WRP-.MCL

Received

7 9 5 .9 4 / 5 1 2 0

The Secretary of State,
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Enclosure to despatch to the department jso. D-245 of
Willys R. peck, American Consul General at flanking,
China, dated march 26, 1932, entitled "Statement of
Sir John Simon in the nouse of Commons, on March 22,
1932, in regard to the Dispute between uhina and Japan".

Memorandum of Interview
March 25, 1932.
Confidential

Subject: Statement of Sir John Simon in the House of
Commons, on March 22, 1932, in regard to the
dispute between China and Japan.

Dr. Lo Wen-kan, Minister for foreign Affairs.
Mr. Willys R. Peck, Counselor of the American Legation.

Dr. Lo said that he had been so troubled on read
ing the published summary of a statement made by Sir

John Simon in the House of Commons on March 22 that he
wanted to make some comments on that statement and ask

that Mr. Peck transmit them to the American Minister

and the Department of State.

He said that he intended

speaking to Mr. Ingram, British Counselor of Legation,
on the same subject, but that he would speak more freely
and with greater frankness to Mr. Peck than to Mr. Ingram,
because he wanted to wait and see whether Sir John Simon's

statement really meant all that it implied in regard to
the British Government's position, or not, before he
raised any question with the British.

To begin with, Dr. Lo said, the whole tenor of

Sir John's statement seemed to imply that in the dispute
between
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between China and Japan there was a substantial equality

of right and wrong, as between the two parties.

This

position, when it became known in China was bound to

créât a great feeling of disappointment, because the
Chinese felt that throughout this controversy Japan had

been the aggressor and China the aggrieved party and
the Chinese were under the impression that the League of

Nations and the friendly lowers were attempting to
establish international justice.

Dr.

lo

pointed out

that China had not come to the world, and especially
to the League, as a suppliant for charity.

China had,

in good faith, signed the Nine Power Treaty, the Covenant
of the League and the Pact Against War, and when things

started in Manchuria China had come frankly to the other

signatories of those covenants with proof that Japan
had violated her obligations under the covenants.

China

had been constantly under great provocation to retaliate,

but had nevertheless been faithful to the principles
of the Pact Against War and the other international

treaties and to the resolutions of the League not to

aggravate the situation.

China had limited her actions

strictly to defensive measures and had left it to the

other signatories of the Nine Power Treaty, the Pact
Against War, and the Covenant of the League of Nations,
to enforce those instruments and io maintain international

justice.
With particular reference to the observations of

the British Foreign Secretary, as published, Dr. Lo
invited
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invited, attention to that part of the statement in which

Sir John Simon said, that it was most important that

Great Britain should, not encourage or countenance what
might be disregard, or violation of Chinese territorial
integrity under the Nine Bower Treaty.

Dr. Lo said

China did not suppose that any signatory to the Nine

power Treaty would encourage or countenance violation

of China's territorial integrity, but he confessed that
he was dismayed by even a reference to this possibility,
because China had supposed that the other signatories

were prepared to condemn and prevent such violation.

Dr. Lo then referred to Sir John Simon's reported
observation that there was doubt whether Japan had been

instrumental in setting up the so-called "puppet govern
ment" in Manchuria.

He said that he had supposed the

evidence of this had been conclusive to everybody.

He

thought it was self-evident that the "P’u-yi" regime
had been set up by outside forces and he said he was
very anxious to know whether the League Commission

would condone this act, or whether the various treaty
stipulations guaranteeing the territorial integrity of

China would be maintained in full vigour.

Dr.

lo

laid great emphasis on what he pointed out

was the fallacy in the following statement attributed
to Sir John Simon:

"At the same time, there was no law or common
sense in saying that in no conceivable circumstances
could there ever be a subdivision of an enormous
area like China. As a matter of fact, the raising
in this province or that of an administration
claiming independence was now commonplace in
Chinese history".

Dr. Lo
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Dr. Lo said it was surprising to find a British statesman
intimating that in the sight of law or common-sense a

large nation had less right to maintain its territorial

integrity than a small nation.

He inquired whether this

principle would hold in the case of India or Canada,

which were comparable to China in area?

Dr. Lo admitted

that regimes asserting independence had been set up by

Chinese factions in the past, but he insisted that this
did not confer any right on another Government to promote

such rebellious movements and utilize them to deprive
China of a part of her territory.
in conclusion Dr. Lo said that he admitted that
the present Chinese Government was in its youth and had

shown many of the imperfections of youth.

Nevertheless,

China has been trained to rely on international justice,

from the time of Hay to the present.

China had lookêd

up to the principles enunciated by Wilson and after the

European War, which she entered at the urging of the
United States, China had set up a monument inscribed to
“The Victoi’y of Justice".

The imperfections of a youth

do not confer the right on other persons to despoil him

of his possessions.

China has continued up to the

present confident that the justice which is her due will
be awarded her by the nations of the world.
In his statement Sir John Simon laid stress on

the mediatory function of the League and ignored its
coequal functions of arbitration and enforcement of
international engagements.

This fact had disquieted

Dr. Lo
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Dr. Lo very much, and he had asked Mr. Peck to come to
see him, and to telegraph some of his observations to

Washington.

Dr. Lo said it was clear that the only

alternative China had to reliance on international
justice was to fight on her own behalf and he thought it

would come to that if the Chinese people were to be

faced by the fact that justice had not been done to

them.

China might not be able co fight as effectively

as a highly "organized state” like Japan, but still

she could fight in her own way, as the Boers had done
in the South African YYar, and he was convinced that
China would so fight, if she awoke to find herself

robbed of Manchuria by Japan.

The prospect, he said,

was very depressing, since it would involve turmoil

and ruin for the interests of all nations in China.
Un reading Sir John Simon's reported statement,

Dr. Lo said, he realized with a shock that Great
Britain might be wavering in her attitude toward the
principles embodied in the various international

covenants he had mentioned,

if this should unfortu

nately be the case, he sincerely hoped that it was
not true of the united States.

WRPîMCL
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Movement of Japanese forces during February 1932, at

iu, Manchuria and, in other parts of China,

Jr
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In opinion of Consul General at Wkden, southern Manchuria
suffered more severely from banditry during period from September
1932, to March 1932, than at any other tine in reoent years. He
points out that Japanese occupation of southern Manchuria has been
the direct cause of adding to ranks of bandits large numbers of
armed soldiers and police, many other recruits having been furnished
by deserters during hasty retreat of Fengtien troops, "lien depreda
tions of the bandits bring about carrying off of all livestock and
carrying off or destruction of all stocks of grain, many male in
habitants of raided areas have had to join ranks of bandits to gain
a livelihood. Most refugees are women, the number at Mukden being
estimated at 50,000, Japanese in operations against bandits, reliably
reported ko bayonet wounded. Bandit prisoners are summarily shot,
Japanese began use of Chinese troops in February for suppression of
bandits. Bandits clasified in two categories, namely» "friendly”
and "hostile", by Japanese, Japanese have in past employed bandits
along Korean border, to maintain condition of unrest. Opinion of
competent observers that Japanese will not be able to suppress ban
ditry in Manchuria, under existing conditions.

It is interesting to note the change of attitude

during the raonth of General Ma Chan-shan, who had ba
con® a national hero through his dogged resistance of

the Japanese.

He naintained a neutral attitude through

the beginning of the trouble between the old and new
Kirin troops, ^attempting to mediate and settle the

dispute peaceably.

Later, he made Generals Ting and

Li, after their defeat, feel that they were unwelcome
in Heilungkiang Prowlnee.

On February 14th General Ma gave a sumptuous feast
in the banquet hall of the Railway Club at Harbin to
the Japanese generals and their staffs, military mis

sion, consular officers, and prominent merchants.
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On February 16th General Ma, accompanied by Colo

nel Dolhara, left Harbin by Japanese airplane for f.*ukden.

He was there appointed Governor of Heilungkiang

Province.

On February 17th General Ma, together with Chang
Chlng-hul, Tsang Shlh-yl, and Hal Chia, two represen

tatives of Mongolia, and one of Jehol, met at the
Governor’s palace at Mukden and formed themselves in

to an Administrative Commission.
On February 19th General Ma was back In Harbin;

on the 22nd he had left for Tsitaihar, and by the 24th
he was Installed by the Japanese at Tsltslhar aa Go

vernor of Heilungkiang.
The Administrative Commission Issued a declara-

tion on February 18th declaring the Independence of

the four northeastern provinces end th© severance of

relations with the Kuomintang Government at Nanking,

and stating that the Commission would arrange ell mat
ters relating to the establishment of a new state;

that they expected to establish a liberal government
and to put down the old militarism entirely;

to stop

all anti-foreign activities and to adopt the principle
of the open-door and equal property externally;

and

to reduce the burden of the people and Improve the
public welfare.

On the same day a spokesman of the

Foreign Office at Tokyo stated that Japan was not con

sidering the recognition of an independent Manchuria
unless it proved to have all the attributes of an in

dependent state.

The American Consul General at ï.'uk-

«22.
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- 10 den reports that all available evidence indicates that
the Japanese had prepared everything in advance of the

arrival at Mukden of this Comission, and that the con
ference of the membere of the Comission vas arranged
merely In order to give the move the appearance of hav
ing been Inaugurated by the Chinese.

The strong attitude

adopted and threats mde during the month at prac
tically every place in China proper where there were
Japanese troops or gunboats stationed, prompted, no

doubt, by the tender susceptibilities of this proud

and sensitive people, resulted in expressions of
opinion noticeably restrained, compered with those

formerly prevailing on the part of the Chinese ver
nacular end English press.

sence in

However, and in the ab

Manchuria of any free press in which Chinese

views could be oade public, it is believed that the

costly fireworks at Shanghai and the doubt and anxiety
in regard to ultimate Japanese Intentions the e, would

bave tended, for the most part, to drive Manchurian

developments from the front page of newspapers abroad.
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At the end of* January, on the night of the F8th,

the Japanese suddenly landed forces with the intention
of occupying Chapel, fbr the avowed purpose of protect

ing Japanese residents there, ano of protecting the Set
tlement.

Encountering a stiff resistance, Japanese air

planes were sent up the following day to bcœab Chapel fro®
the air.

Efforts to arrange a truce during the lest three

days of January were fruitless, since the Japanese Govern

ment was unwilling to withdraw its forces from the Hong-

kew salient.

Beginning with February 1st, and continu

ing through February 89th, the Japanese endeavored to

push the Chinese forces back, their efforts being sup

ported by aerial bombing and machine-gunning, artillery,
tanka, and naval support.

3y the en^ of the month there

were over 45,000 Japanese troops in the Shanghai areaj
the Chinese troops numbered approximately 55,000, but

were very poorly equipped as compared with the Japanese.

The tenacity of the Chinese resistance and their ability
to take punishment case as a surprise to foreign obser

vers as well as to the Japanese.

To the 19th Boute

(Cantonese) Array should undoubtedly go the laurels In
the fixating In and around Shanghai.

The Chinese all

over the country were aroused to a pitch of patriotic

enthusiasm which is rare Indeed In China.

All over the

country and among the Chinese abroad collections were
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- 13 made for the 19th Route Axssy and for the defense of
Shanghai, and volunteers demanded to

be sent to

Shanghai.

Sim Ko, the deposed "Crown Prince’endeavored

consistently to make politic»! capital out of the situntion, end from the safe distance of Shanghai yapped

et the heels of Chiang Kai-shek, Wang Chlng-wel, and
other Ccvomment leaders, declaring that the Cantonsse
19th Array *as receiving no support and was being be

trayed .
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Removal of Chinese Government to LoyangtMinistry of Finance
moved to Shanghai), due to Japanese threats. Brief exchange of
firing^St RaSklng between Japanese naval forces and Chinese forts
oh Lion Hill.
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Negotiations for the cessation// of hostilities
begun on February 28th at an informal confer
ence between Chinese and Japanese representatives
who met on board H.M.S. KENT, the British flagship.

hs
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from

________ FOR ...DaapaliCh..£..818ttU........................ -
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the threat of Sino-Japanese hostilities at Nanking.
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from..........................................

UH
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a. '^3^33^
hostilities. >md

(1) The threat of

The prosene^ of the Japaneet wr ships In the harbor

caused great ooneem lest they should open fire on the

Chinas© oapital*

Hthln the sity the Chinese soldiers

set to work to dig trenobes near the walls, to eroot
wohino-gun nests at street iotersoetlans, and to braridade

the city entrasse at the main gate«

These measure» were

munlfeatly designed to resist any landing which the
Jap;.4ies® marines ml$ht attempt to make.

Both the Japanese

and the Chinese offleials gave assuranoes that they would
not b®gln hostilities, but eueh side affirmed that it would
retaliate in ease the other opened fire.

In suoh an

atmeftwapo, the slightest «soldent ar misunderstanding

might result in a bosbartaent.

At 11110 p.m. February 1, the boon of the first
Japanese gun was heard*

The firing front the B*inob guns

continued for twenty five àlnutee but rifle and maehiue*

gun fire lasted through most of the night*

Xn explaining

the incident, the Japanese asserted that the forts on lion

Bill bad opened fire and alleged that a Chinese b«* had
fatally wounded a sentry on duty at the ». X. JU hulk.

S&L
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-3The Chinese ooatended that the Japanese fired the opening

shot, perhaps to prevent soldiers crossing the Yemgtze
from Ukow, or perhaps to oreate & general disturbance.
Ths next morning there was a general exodus of

Chinese from their water-front hoses.

The American

residents of £ooony Hill, whose houses were dangerously

cxposbd to shell firs, departed for ^han^hsi.

The

uneric&n group leaders assembled again and agreed with
the Consulate General’s opinion that a similar Incident

might occur again and that Nanking might beeuaae involved

in the general hostilities.

The Chinese population was

in a state or panto, the hanks were close, bualnosa was
at a

standstill, the government leaders had gone to hoyang

and the Chinese troops were roused because of the Chinese

suooesses at Shanghai.
the

Chinese military planes were at

air field hors and Nanking was at the head of ooa-

munication routes to Shanghai.

It was not unreasonable

to osirn that Nanking might be the objective of the

division of infantry whose departure from Japan had been
announced

1
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The threat of hostilities continuel throughout the

month.

Military conferences of Chinese leaders were held

in the nearby town of ruchen, about three miles north of
the Yangtze and, almost daily, Chinese reenforcements

en route to Shanghai crossed the Yangtze, if local reports

were to be believed.

It was feared that they would draw

fire from the Japanese warships.

There was the added danger

that a defeat of the Chinese army at Shanghai might result
in a retreat towards Hanking or in a clash between the

Chinese factions.
Local tension became somewhat relaxed as a result of

the unexpected stand of the 19th Route Army, but on

February 25, an event occurred which demonstrated the
possibility that something might still happen.

The

Japanese Consul General addressed a letter to the 'Jaichiaopu

in which he asked for the abolition of the trenches and
artillery positions constructed by the Chinese forces along

the city wall facing the river and particularly the trenches
constructed near the Standard Oil Kill, on the ground that

the latter might expose to danger, in case of an emergency,
the foreign residential quarter in that neighborhood.

Four

days later, the work on the trenches and on the gun positions

within

c

«ithiB m y&rd* ©f ^oooay HUI** reMdeaee* va* stopped
«»a the

wore levelled*

The soldiers who war*

atatieaed there were removed hut the trenehea were vet
filled la*

Thia incident la Itself la trivial enough,

hut If either aide should exhibit aa unreasonable attitude,
a «1M11&T insldent alght lead to

eerlou* eeueeçuenoee*
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Adviser on Political Relations

February 24, 1944.

I suggest that the sheaf

of letters here attached (which

is now red ink indexed) be
indexed for and placed in the

permanent files.

FE:SKH:LGH

DEOUSSIPIed:

E.O.

u652

Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

C/o Heybeliada,
Dehii Harp Mektebi
Seapf Marmara,

Mr Stimson.;Site.;Etc.;
principal Secretary of State
for Foreign AfÇairljs of the
United States of America*

A Istanbul
. turkey..
---------------------------- ■
STRICTLY PERSONAL^3! i
-----------------------------A^,. 8

FAF ’ «
1 7 1932

'4 -r

NQveparhnpnt ,:f

Dear Mr Stimson,

it is not necessary^e^n, i£ we nad time

to enclose a lot of papers called "introductions”.

You can get on

tne international ’phone and get mutual friends to introduce us:,suon
as Sir jfeerdival Phillips, Mr G.B.Shaw, Douglas Crawford;etc.

I am writing this on tne inspiration of
fso we must excuse each otner for lack of full ceremony/
the moment:..of a suddenly felt need: . .^our needjT AS I have hot time,

$,
j

I am enclosing copies of letters to Sir,John Simon, Mr Mussolini, Mr

1

Douglas Crawdordfhead of Rothermere press), Sir Eric Drummond,(L.o.N),

W. R. Hearst, and a scrap of my last letter to B.E.S.( This scrap is
relative to Japan) .
,
/'

A
CD

I know that your poor nead is tried and

qj

Z

tr A...A-V ‘ eV^'

•

t&jfd.and it is therefore,as a man-friend, that I am sending these letter^}
They contain the "essence” of thing? in Japan.

I do not need to\
Cl
tell YOU that tnese things are TRUE;...you are in a position to KNOW.
—
D

to you.

04

I
”

I regret that I canrot enclose the copies

?

■3g»

of the 1 tters to W.R.H and D. C.

However,you can get a competent sajg-

retary to type them','Krtit for you.

I am enclosing my notes of the letters.

You and I may have the happy chance to have a quiet talk about these
bits later ; but,at present,you nave a stiff job;and I do not wisn to

D
i

add to it here.
,

I would only suggest that you take this

correspondence home with you —it will really

help you*__ mucft more

17
-r
f1
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His Ex, Mr St.2.
quickly than your advisors oan help you,at this moment, it will he a

sort of ’’aspirine”.
I owe much to the ouurtesy and kindness of
the generous-minded U.S, îin their lavish hospitality to me.

I do not,

therefore, send you such a cattish letter as the one I sent to Sir.J.S.
The Foreign Office,in London,deserve such tigerish talk anyhow.

But,oh,how I wish—if only for the sake of
the U.S.,that my two big works, (a) hTe®-3hinto. (b) ’’The Great Hallucinate

ion”,were published now !
This is a sort of ”I'.S”.(in the middle of a
letter). flease tell Mr Forbes that I shall tell him something inter
esting about
his arrival,and reception in Japan,as U.S.ambassador. Even

his best men do not know this$...what tne I.J.G.(:) M.T.,wired all over
the empire,while Mr Forbes was drinking champagne,and hearing toasts to
the president. It is a gem.

If tne enclosed correspondence is not enougn
for you;—at this moment—(and if you need prolonged nelp) please wire

me,and 1 '..ill ran over to

Washington.

in case you want me, nre your

Istanbul embassy to make all travelling arranguiauutsiI am married) . Tn

the meanwhile,if you are deep stuck,for jinside) stuff un Japan,code

.7 our ambassador here

nave not met him, as I nave but recon bly blc73.

-n ircm Japarf^and I sliaxx help all 1 can.
All the best;good luck

Sincerely

(T.O’Oonroy)
1.3. Il you get my notes ;(to use tneia^plese send me copies. T.0’0.
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sir John Simon.; Etc.;Eto.;
g .M .Principal Secretary of
state fcr Foreign Affairs.
(Re Japn and p.EastU

o/o Heybellada,'
Donis Harp Mektebi,
Son of Marmara,
ISTANBUL.

y

/3/5/»32.
PERSONAL.TQ Sir J.3.

Dear Sir John Simon,

as we are both pressed for time, I would res-*
peotfully,submit to you to read the correspondence I sent to Sir B.
Drummond a few days ago.

John, contains

That correspondence,Sir

facts:not diplomatic fantasies.

H.M. Ambassador to Japan is unable to
furnish such acute information; so I feel it r sort of—what may we
call it?—obligation!.

So, in this moment of difficulty,! wish

to help you out a bit.
If my works: (a) "The Psychology of Neo

Shinto". and " THE GREAT HALLUCINATION" were printed tM0 letter

would not be needed; but,as they are not yet out.it is needed,and
d-»d badly needed at that.

Since writing to sir Eric Drummond,! have

been able to get the recent report of Mr TOKUTOMI’s private report
to H,I.M,the Emperor.

This talk was in private;between H.I.M and

Mr T.(only ohamberlain was present).

I presume that H.M. Ambassador
(and other things)
has not been in a positlonrgat the ESSENCE of that report and to s« d
it to you.

The Sade of the subjects,of which Mr T

Spoke to the femperor are these:....
1-The outline of the history of Japan with

Korean
China?

2-""

”

*

«

w

„

y
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5— The outline of the history of Japan with Manchuria.
4*-«he

«

"

5—chins- Jap war.

« Powers^and thèir relations to Japan.
Russo- Jap War.

b—The present need of Manchuria to Japan.

Mt.T.did not touch on the present conflict going on on Chinese soil.Howevor

he touched on Japanese need of holding Korea; and of interests in China.

If you are not acquainted, with the substance of tnis
extremely important report,(Japanese "family affair*)then let me know,
and I shall be glad to give you the essence of it.

Mt Tokutomi,as you know, is the "Press King"of Japan.

He is the owner of the "Tokyo Hiohi-Nichi shimbun and of the "Osaka
Mdtaaiohi shimbun". These two papers are the , IT. of preesism in Japan.

This means that Mr T. is the SUPREMe

controller of the Japaeso Press.

It may seem strange to you,sir John,and to tne amb
assador, that Mr T's tal£ to the Baperor are so completely different to
what ho publishes in the daily press( published by him in English) : for

"foreign consumption".

Of oourse,if H.M. Foreign Office is already acquaint
ed with the (inside) meaning of this report to the Emperor,then,I redp*

eotfully submit my apologies for taking up your time •

I might add,however, that it may be wise for H.M .
ambassador to:(if he can) follow the influence of tho House of peers

(and,especially of the activities carried on between the "fSIBO",the
Prinoe salonji and the Emperor) on the present politisai

uhn&I

motions.
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ü . o. y,

you have not the report of the fore—mentloned conversation between
the hmperot and &r 1, then you oould( perhaps^»<*I don’t think*£»get it

from Mr Kattsudaira.

Mr

m’b

dictionary is somewhat limited,so,pernrps ne

©ay confuse you with many ”ye8*s*and ”No’s.

ing

tty bia1»

But it would he interest

But, ©s I said, I think it is ’’love’s Labour Lost”.

All the best things to you in teneva.
Hespeotfully and sinceiely.
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TO,
dis Excellency,
Hignor Benito Mussolini.;Etc.
Rome.

Your

C/o

Deniz Earp Eektebi
Heybeliada,
ISTANBUL.
20—2—32.

xoellenoy,

this letter is without lntroduotion,but,ae
we have mutual friends,introductions may be arranged at aiy time.
This letter contains NOTHING of selfish interest-as you will st«- and,

as I respect your precious time-I shall try to make it ’’multum in parvo
The texts of two letters( one to Millam handolph Hearst, the greatest newspaper magnate in the U.S;and one to Mr

Douglas Crawford, Chief of the (Editorial) interests of the Rothennere

i^ordf Press in England; London, are,herewith enclosed.

These letters

speak^ for themselves.
The Inspiration to write to you has Just
oome to me, so I am obeying that inspiration.

As labourer,and logi

cian, 1 deeply attiire both your labours and your logic( both oi* waioh

I closely follow);

and,as a proof of thia,I am confiding these very

serious matters for jour diagnosis and analysis.

1....Recent happenings in our history have brought us face to face
with a weightyand very intricate,problem that demands the genius of

our most competent men to handle,to examine end to analyse..a^to act.
2»...Those geniuses must have the rare,rare gift:of being able to see

into our future.

MAH IN

cum

You,Mr Mussolini,have that gift,.î01Œ THAN ARY &HHEK

}’h=.sent HlbTOiJ.

but he does

not

My friend, Mr G.Bernard Chaw also has it,

use the gift:..in political application;-unfortunately •

3....There has sprung; up a new force, within tne last sixty years, this
new force is affecting our destlniesfin the west), more and more daily;

and,especially at this very moment.
f°roe.

And nobody understands this new
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B.M .2.
boros’.
Tne aeads of states,and their advisors and ambassadors» seem helpless
before this(jiew to them) iucoupreiiensible influence•
Yet, they are com
mentai,
pelled to treat with this^’terra incognita’* on the same basis; of th ouat

as they treat with nations of their own race and culture.

This,naturally,

is impossibles... as they are thinking,and using words in teras(of meaning
and morality) of Shinto foundation.
f

",7e use words and thought on a oom-

'

pletely different basis;both morally and culture’ally.

This ’terra

incognita* is JAPAH.
The word;-JA31 AN- carries no "'-PECIAIi meaning t_O

the mind.

It

is the almighty root-force from which everything within

the very marrow of the Japanese mind springs—SHINTO-—(Neo-Ahinto) that
holds the essence of the great problem that ïOU and I—and others—will
be forced to tuo.-oughlv understand :

before we oan know HOJ to adjust

our mental radio, to catch the mind-waves given out by suoh a strange

new atmosphere as Keo-Shinto,really,is.

There la JO Co.

LÀA../LE in

history that could carry to the .ilnd the lull signification of th is quite

’'unique”state of mind : SHINTO.

If you sey( hich I feel you will not)

"après moi le deluge"—you are too courageous to seiy such a boy-thingthen, the value of this letter falls to the ground.......... ant it is lost.

here is the nOPLESSness of hope In the matter of

Shinto.

Shinto cannot Join In the altruism

the '’'est; it is hopless

to even hope it can. It is even STUPID to venture to THINK it can.

It

is, therefore, utterly foolish of b’eatern statesmen to even dream that it
ever will.

Such a thing is ‘JTOLLATICALLY impossible.

The very essence

of Shinto policy,and existence,is A|p-a-r-t-n-e-sst..( within-itself-ism) •

Statesmen
a door

ust get this fact deep into their minds before even tapping on
CANNOT OPEN.

Jhy cannot the door open?.

A DOOli T.lAT CANNOT OPEN. That is exaotly"JTJ

Because if the door opens,the house will fall.

This,again,is a perfect illustration. Therefore,tne Japanese etatesmen(even
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(even IX they did feel in Lhcir henrts that you are right,dare not even

try to open tne door:......IT MEAN3 I'HEIL
THE iiACE.AO THE

GUICID3 AND THIS SUICIDE OF

It means vIVINO THE LIE TO ALL YHhlu GODS?

i.ACE|CULT.

ALL THRIn EM EipJ^ Adj ALL THAT IS SAC;. D TO ï-tll». 7?.LY EXISTENCE. This

is tne cement trat hulds tne race together. If that toes;. .all
would mean tne annihilation

goes. It

oi‘ tne Japanese .asjsjiation and a rroe.
. lus soli nl, wish to try t’*e effect

And,if

of an intellectual bomb (C.B.S.oould do it) then,sweetly,nek the
ambassador this: ” Your race11enoy,you say that you admire our "xotern

culture and force of mind;would you, yourself,Your ?'xce*lencyj»^^yjg
your

hinto race-cult,to Join with me, Benito

to be ONE in thought?.”.

hile you are asking tills,put on your strongest

magnifying glasses and fix his eyes end lips.
will Le able to grasp

ussolini, to hélp the world

Then,Your ra.ellenoy,

this letter; and to say to me: —"Mr Q’Conroy,I now

understand your letter of tne 20—2--J2.

This is an interesting idea.

Even y ou,yourself, Mr Mussolini,may have, at
times, thought—when speaking to tne Japaese ambassador— to Italy, “ha,ha,

he grasps my thought".

No,Mr

ussollni, he does not, he may not. (thia

"may” means,in mglisn,"il ne le faut pas).

hen those men(ambassadors

etc) return home,they become more than ever Shinto’lata •
couple of recent examples?.

Do you wish a

Hr Yoshizawa( France). Genaral nanaya (Vienna)

General xanaya is NO’fl the chief of tne general staff (he is, principally res
ponsible for the present conflict)•
They become even ultra-

Mr Yoshizàwa is tne foreign minister.

hinto when they return to Japan. Strange,but true.
(spoke, and
These very uiëi^ drank champagne, wit n you,Mr

Mussolini,and with Mr Briand,mr Macfccnald and Jr noover(minus champagne).
And they said “I understand your ideas,nr Mussolini, s&x dr land, say Uacj>onald(

Mr Hoover”.

Those same men are now defying the thought pnd ideas of the
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the
very men( such as yourself) to whom they eaid "I understand you Mr M,Mr Mao,
Mr B,Mr H". and they eaid,"I agree wilA- /ou".

now,look

at them Mr îiueoollni

And,now,those gentleman have hourly business,of

the greatest import,with those saae men, but,now.it is with the "hinto mind,,
and the Shinto voice.

*rhose gentleman!Mr Mac, Mr H,eto) have

ID<A

of the ,hinto mind,and the ahinto voioe,when it speaks to them...therefore,
they ere lost.
You,«r Mussolini, with your analytic logic,oan

see tne absolute ridiouluousness of such e situation between nations witn

sucn interwoven interests ;ne Jap® and the '.astern states,
ests are getting,dally,more

Shone inter

interwoven with ffi0$|own interests •

££ Thinking!through Shinto thought) makes Japan al ost Just as much a puzzle -jfs
to the other Oriental states and peoples as it dooo to the ’Vest.

The ignorance of the heads of Testera states with
X suoh a vital thing as jhlnto is amasing.^uhen I spoke of Shinto to Hr Cool

idge, at the bhite House,Washington,he did not even know what Shinto me® t,
Borne heads of states even think it to be a " Something" of Buddhism,

This

is one of the{perhaps the greatest) greatest,but saddest,comedies of our age
Only two(2) men—as far as I know— thoroughly

understands Bhintoi • .iir Curtis, of Hong-Kong and I.

But Mr Curt is, unfortunat

ely, has not had tne time to devote exclusively—ae I have done—to the study

of the very roots of chinto.
I have just finished a big "THESIS” on the
Neo"PSYCHOjvGY OF/SHINTO,And The"PSYCHOLOGY of The CONFUCIAN FOHMS(hEI) In
Shinto”,

This work is for the expert professors of Oriental philosophie».

It will,probably,be .ullished by the Oxford University Press,
finished another (a vast work),in encyclopedic form,

I have also

of nearly all things

of Japaa—since the dawn jf Japaese history till today.

This work is too

big for publication,in its present form(it is over JOO^OoO words),so it

must be cut down.

This la why I have come to thia quiet, lovely, spot •
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spot
London*tel la me that thia work"will make a big noise in the world”. I hope
it does.

It is considered ae

made of Japan".

"The most thorough and deep analysis ever

The Chinese governing group( the Kuo-Mn-tang) sent

egates, to ask me to sell them the work...I,naturally .refused.

del

(They had

heard of my studies froi^a Chinese friend of mine) • I am going to call the
big work " The threat Hallucination

ror,Kr gusaolini,that is exactly

what the lest is suffering from*. . .HS—* Japan.

Hallucination.

My big

work is so documented,day,date,person,authority, ords said,etc;etc, that
NO HUMAN, Jap%et5e,or other,can come tip against it...it would be even laugh

able to attempt to do so.

It is impregnable,un-asaailaLlet and t-r-u-e.

It is,therefore,that I now appeal to your great mind.
muet be broken.

And only such men as you CAN break it.

ing in English;•."Ignorance is bliss".

This hallucination
There is a say

John Dewey says "NO".

ance is NOT bliss; it is unconsciousness...and s-l-a-v-e-r-y"•
righ,Mr liussolini.

John is

It must be broken; because it is alien and antl(fiercely

anti-) to everything in eux- creeds end cultures.
er basis of civilization than oure.

bowing,etc,) that

"Ignor

And it is a far,far,low

But,there are things in it(the Forms;

fRoinute the shallow Westerners;and they SING HYMNS to it.

If it were higher than our concept then I,Mr ; usaolini,would be the first
to adapt it to ny own mental motions.

But,even,then,I could not share it;

as it is a cult that only ONE race may have;-—that is only the Japanese
racerpnd no other.

This ignorance,and hallucination has already cost the
Western states and peoples billions,in money; it has cost them head-aches

and heart-aches.

It will cost them more billions, and more head and heart

aches, in the delicate future:--if they do not set themselves to analyse tne

roots of it all:•.Shinto.

^very ambassador:to Japan, should have( before go

ing to Japan) a thorough and clear, explanation of what Shinto really means:

as the G^E,supreme,controlling political philosophy of tne Japafese mind
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mind*
And government,race,people,throne and state.
the waole Japanese

system breaks with it.

If shinto la broken..then,
The leaders ENOW THIS well.

So what?.. The Japanese,themselves, Màtà HOT break the nnl.uoination. ahen
they break the hallucination...they break themselves;; ;;and every shred of
history ever written about the god-ancestors: from the saored of sacred

AMATEhASU|-HQ- 0- MI-K/.MI

AMAÎ1J.A3U

to the present 'ion Of ’.leaven; the ofisprig of

So, therefore,Mr Mussolini, No SANE './estemer can expect

that the whole Japanese nation could commit political
suicide .
....

3o we

MUST BhKAZ the hallucination, for the sake of our own people,and culture.

You are a busy man—terribly busy—so I con^
give but a faint shadow of the deep signification of this letter.

my knowledge is at your service,any moment you may need it.

arrières pensées, I am merely a thinking machine.
are men without a narrow sphere.

But all

I nave no

Mr Shaw is the sae. Jie

H. C. ’veils is also of the same type.

But you can feel the future,so can I,so cm G.B.S.and H.G.’V.

You and I,

Mr Mussolini, wish to help to save our culturel it is the best we have,at
present) •

We must begin HOF/.

Wise farmers prepare early f<È winter.
I wish you all THS BEST that Life can give

you.

You belong not only to Italy, you belong to all of us.

You are

the property of the world:..the world’s Mussolini.

deeply and sincerely.

(T.O* Conroy)
r.S.

May I suggest that these letters require reading over several times,’

so that the brain may absorb their essential end logical values «

T.ü’C.

3 A

d

>
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To Sir Brio Drummond.; Etc.;Etc.;
Secretary-General,League,Nations.
Geneva.

"

Heybeliada,
C/o Deniz Harp Mektebi,
ISTANBUL. 2t>-2-’32.

Purely Private to 3ir,E,D.

Dear sir Eric Drummond,
(a) this letter contains the best intentions:

help,from one Englishman to mother. (b) It is AUTHENTIC,authoritative:
it is pure knowledge. ( c) It demands no recompense.

I am too far away to enclose introductions,

but those may be nad by ’phoning dr Shaw (G.B.S) 4 Whitehall Court,w.VJ.

Sir Percival Phillips, "Thatched House Club;’,or Douglas Crawford, Chief,

’D.M”, Northoliffe House.••.and several others whom you,probably,know.

You will,soon,have to envisage things of tne

Far East; things of which you,and your advisors,oannot have pure knowledge:-faots.

Mr S..probably,knows these things,but,you nat

urally, cannot expect him to tell you them.

If he did,he could never ag

ain venture to meet his own people.

And.psyohiatrically, most im

portant, Mr 3.,also,has,within him,the spirit:..the "thing-in-itself”
against
that is,automaticallyïyour-and your assembly’s- FUNDAMENTAL culture.

This is within comprehending;and witnln pardoning;but,it does not help
you,on tne eve of your gioat historic Assembly.

help is this: ....................

But what can really

Do

Do you know Neo-Shinto, Sir Eric?.

You know

that the Japanese race hold the belief that they spring from the divine
’’Sun-goddess”: the most sacred of all godissesfor gods in creation)^the
Shinto goddess, AMATERASUl-NO-O-MI-KAMI.

This belief holds the centare;
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Sir.E.D.2.
of the stage of thought among the Japanese.

This is the thought that

killed Buddhism in one day and by one resoript(Imperial),1871. Promulg

ation of the newt(Shinto Constitution)•

On top of this,we have tne NEW (logical)

development of Shinto:—Neo-Shinto.

This new Shinto has become a pol

itical philosophy; and , it has a new " thing-in-itself "thing added to

it .

The new name of this Neo-Shinto" Thing-in-itself "thing is "NIHOB-

NO-Tamashi".

Even very small children in Japan know this word: it supp

lies the electricity,fanaticism-or hysteria, that gives the driving-force

TO ALL JAPANESE ACTIVITIES TODAY.

The "dynamo"tenders and engineers are comp
osed of Messrs TOYAMA^Iitsu , Ucnida and Sasaki.

Rasputin of Japai•

TO!AMA is tne (political)

These men control super-hyper patriotic clubs in every

hole and corner of the Japaese empire,Manchuria and China.

Those "secret

clubs" are stung;prodded,into fanatic activity by the "30SHI" and "GOROTski
the---- may I say---- bullies,in the one case,and, "dervishes^in the otherr of

the NI-HON-NO-Tamashi.

Dear Sir Eric, Sir John Simon has never had

such valuable information

H.M.Ambassadors to H.I.M of Japan. Ask himl

Official form is given to all this combina

tion by tne present group of men(sworn members of the Toyama Co clique)the
present governmentY5rJapan.
ous groups of men

And,Sir Eric,they are among the most danger

assembled in one cabinet,that tne world has ever seen:

...dishonest...heartless...consoienoe-less...fanatic and corrupt •

And,now, Sir nrio, let us have the LOGICAL ANALYSIS.

This is essential
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Sir E.D.J.
1 — These men* machin es driven by the living dynamo® and backed by the
howling slaves: the masses- (with exception of a few isolated,small,

farmers) have, dynamo ' ed into tneir brains,the Neo-Shinto idea; that "DAI-

NIPPONrt (Great Japen) is un-conquerable.
This Neo-Shinto concept has
stronger/,
been growing ever/Têspëcïaïly) , since the Chin-Jap and Rusti-Jap wars . This
feeling is-today-at high fever point.

2 --------------------------- ----------- This,of course,to any psyoniatrist,(as I wrote

Mr M) is hallucination.

But,Sir Eric, hallucination has two side^R....

(1) "the would-be hallucinatorsfNeo-Shintoists) ; Japanese people,Gov,Etc.
(2) These people also hallucinate themselves. They,naturally.hallucinate

you.

But No 2.fact may help you much;if you can grip its essence.
-Vhy is this Neo- Shinto dangerous to the worIdîSk_________________

5-------------------------------------

Because neads of states,their ambassadors and

advisors do not know the ROOT-essence and origin of this TERRIFIC force
acting DIRECTLY and UNjHINDERED

on the minds of nearly the whole people.

4----------------------------------------- The population be11eve(as per Shinto) that they
'and,
ONLY are‘,(oij can be,
the children of gods. You,and I,Sir Eric,are (this
is true)

"Ketto”:- (barbarians).

Every child in Japan knows this word,

they hear it from their parents!.. All,outside of Shinto are barbarians.

------------------------------------ They think it is their HIGH destiny to crush
’•kettos". .and tney think that they qpn do it.

This is hallucination and

ignorance,Sir Eric, yesj-but it is... .DANGEROUS.

6------------------------------------- - Shinto is a race-oult(the only race-cult in the
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sir E.U,4.

world tôday)and ONLY A MEMBER OF THE RACE may be a member;naturally.

that race is boundytogether in one DESTINY•

And,

Yea, they may assassinate,and

they may terrify men:in whom they(the Shinto clique) may think the "Japanese
GheiBt " to be a bit snaky; such as Hidehara, Inouye, Wakatsukif all ex-cabiinet) .

This but lends streng|l| to the oult; as tney think it is tne will

of the divine Amaterasu-no-0-Mi-£ami(first of Imperial line) that all weak
spirits be done away with.

This is often done in Japan-very often- but

the world does not hear of it:...you hear only of men of cabinet positions.

7----------------- ------------------------------- m Shinto there is (a) No MORAL law. (b) NO

restriction:against Shinto aotionf I could prove this,in many cases,name,
date,case,eto)• (c) NO commandments that can act as a counter-force to the
Neo-Shinto force.

So,now,you see,Sir Eric,how UNLIMITED and UNHINDERED

is this fierce u-n-d-e-r-g-r-o-u-n-d force.

Now,you can see WHY Buddh

ism was killed in a single day!•
q---------------------------------------------------

—----------- 8-And they think tnat only in all tnis fan

atical activity lies-the safety,strength and continuation of the imperial

line........... ..because the emperor is the living shinto god,direct seed of ths
first divine anoesltress , A-n-0-m,k.

IfShe falls, Shinto falls;if Shinto

falls.............. THE WHOLE JAPANESE RACE FALLS WITH SHINTO.

Now,Sir Eric, you

can clearly see to what lengths that spirit may force a fanatic multitude.

Yes,this all takes a lot ntf of absorbing.
And, thenythere are so many other offshoots of it|.

So ma^ that it has taken

me J00|,000 words,and a special "expert"'Thesis besides; to try to carry it

fcltSL ^awemtndyoafmftnt Was tarn f>M®>efoundaBdtnl thdneythatv6>iAaàibÜ0r*|t
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Slr.E.D.5.
(in) envisage’ing Japanese mental motions.

This is but an attempt to

give you the t’embryonio’’eBsenoe>-If it helps you,I am deeply happy.
The letters to Mr M. and. Mr L.C.(I am sorry the otner is not enclosed)
will help you to envisage things,from other angles not mentioned here.

The time is TOO short to write the Letter to Mr W.R.It(from my notes} anA

your assembly will meet(I hear) on tne 3-3.
Good luok,
Sincerely,
(T.O*Conroy)

P.S. If you find that you may need me,a wire will bring me to Geneva.

This letter is STRICTLY a "you <£ me"letter.

However,if I feel the

necessity to write to Sir John Simon,and of sending him a copy...you
will understand.

3 6 3 L
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j-t strongly looks as if Germany will"win tne war’’again,
for toe 4th time. Yes,Bear Mr Shaw.it wfs'nt for nothing that HEGEL ex

isted. ...metaphysics mix wonderfully with political philosophy.
Are you doing any new work now?. I could

ot write you

while wandering about. Am thinking of settling down somewhere in Spain

or Portugal...fruits and vitamins... .and....economy. I am tired of the
East. The East is bad,infinitely worse than the West could ever be.In

China we have the constant fear of bandits..murder..robbery..cruelty.
But there is something about all those terrible things in China* The

Japanese"*"bandits"work imdefground.and the more they smile the more you
must get your sensory nerves ’cocked up’. This is the d...d old Confuoiius and his "REI"( FOAMS) taken from the "ANALECTS" and d-o-v-e-t-a-i-1

e-d into SHINTO. Billy Shapspear said something about the ’’smiling vil|

"he smiled and smiled,but still he was a vill

'. I wonder if he ever
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G.B.S.
1
ii he ever
( ïilli'am'T mean) lived in Japan. I have a very ancient writing before me now,
it is by AxihALIajS . DNTAÏiJS: "A memorable Embassy to the Emperor of Japan".
This ancient piece of psychological analysis reminds me of the -.ord’s

Prayer:.«"As it was in the beginning so it is now and ever shall be". I
shall give it to you;—if only to give a little j^tra proof to what I had

the pleasure of telling you at our first glorious meeting .This is it;---( This may be a bit interesting,in view of today)
"Amongst other feeming Vertues.one especial ability they have,their Looks

and Gestures still denote them to be the only praotisers of Piety and pure
Zeal,when their bosoms swell with projects of all manner of mischief;and
where they bear the greatest,and most inveterate malice,resolving to be

severely reveng’d,there they B;aile and Fawn,and in their speech,Face and
Gesture,express nothing but their dear respects,love,and honour that they

Lear them;This is so common amongst them that whosoever deals plain and

honestly,speaks as he thinks,and performs what he promises,becomes a mock
ing stock,and their onely May-game",

ifes, Arnoldus"got"them O.K.

Yes,Dear Mr Shaw, "the logger we learn the more we live?
There is no reason why it should not be this way:most English proverbs

would be better if turned about face;..and tais is more a la Shaw anyhow.
Now this is where we get seriousjabout the smiling villain. Our dear oharand sip cootails
ming diplomats( the poor simps) sit(in the finest cafe on the Ginza) the
Piccadilly of Tokyo.(There is only one such building,so it cannot be mis

taken.) They watch the gentle gracious maids of Nippon in fairy kimonos

serving coctails and ’fary'ing around. The dear Diplomatic simps write
home on fairy postcards!of mount Fuji)about the "ever smiling Japonese.

They send,to prove it,periodicals(in Japanese)etc;etc. Little do the simps

know that they are drinking their cootails over the supreme headquarters
of the General Staff of the Female Flesh Industry of halfOr more) of F©

East Asia.

And that it is in this very building,and by the smiling mr
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(his slaves)
(
him.ifclf : that the girls are stolen!few are paid for> And when they send
the charming periodicals to the G .P.O, still less(as they can’t read the
of the G.S.of the Manoh’Army
characters) that in mat ver„ periodical the General Sakurai is calling

on the fanatic population to "take no notice of the simple League of
Nations and other "barbarians”! whites) ", but to go ahead with the Japanese
glorious conquest of China”. The foreign office simp orders another cock
tail from the ’Tairy* and writes another postcard home to Lady Simp,about
and the smiling demon,the host smiles wider,
below them
the charms of dear Nippon. They do not hear the pleadings of the “market"

of women(mostly Koreans,young girls,taken fromunder the railway arohes
the many bridges
of the long overhead line over Kobe and around the city of Tokyo)..............
♦..♦and the army of Great Nippon march off to teach civilization a la

Japonaise to the bandies of China..........................................................and, in Lon

don the Prime Minister of Great Britain "dines with the (Excellent) amb
assador of the noble nation of Great Nippon♦ The military attache Gen,X
is there♦ And soon Gen X goes back to carry on the good work of Gen S

(ment.oned here).

And His Ex

The Ambassador presents the compliments

of H.M theE“mperoro to H.M King George the Fifth.

Great stuff,Hr Shaw.

It sounds un-real...but it is as true as trutf itself,nty Dear Ur Shaw.

My big encyclopedia,on Japan is too big,the publish
ers wish to buy it,but I must out it downjit is now over 300,000 words.

"Love’s labour!is a little)lost"But it will be done. Were it out now it
would make a "noise". I know my Japan,Mr 3haw...oh,how I know it!!alasl
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COPIES SENT TO
O.N.L ANDM. I.D?
TELEGRAM RECEIVED-------- 7^-^
Division «f

mam

( FA| EASTERN AFFAI

GRAY
From

APR 27 1931
GENEVA

Dated

ril 26, 1952

Secretary of State
Washington
>

*

89, April 26, 9 p.m.

Sweetser reports that at a private meeting of the nS^6'
teen this afternoon British representative Londonderry

stated that Lampson reported that the Japanese ’Minister
was ready to accept a formula in the armistice agreement

reading as follows:
Second paragraph, article four:

”5
11 The Commission will, in accordance with its decision
watch in such manner as it deems best, the carrying out
KJ

the provisions of Articles 1, 2 and 3 of this agreement

and is authorized to call its attention to any neglect in
the carrying out of any of the provisions of the three
articles mentioned above”.

Lampson proceeded to Nanking and reported to Johnson

in Shanghai that the Chinese accept the phraseology with
the addition, after “■attention" of the words ”in accordance
with
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2- ^89 from Geneva

mam

with its decisions taken in such manner as provided in the

said annex".
At the same time the whole of Article 11 in the draft
resolution of the Committee of Nineteen would be eliminated
and would be replaced by an identic paragraph to the one

referred to above, this at the instance of the Chinese
Government.

Shigemitsu is endeavoring to obtain the consent of his
Government and is expected to report tomorrow.

Because of this information the Committee of Nineteen

decided to take no immediate action waiting further reports.
'
fh

ox

UILSON
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No.D-233

CONSULATE GENERAL^
■^Tanking, China
flPP 9 3 33

(bject

Z)
March 23, 1932

Visit of Vice Consul L chin C
Reynolds to the Scene o
Japanese Conflict near
BW —

Division of
FAR EMIEM AFFAIRS

PR 27 1932

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,
Washington

Sir:
Any material which will throw additional light

on the hostilities between the Chinese and Japanese

forces in the Shanghai area between January 28, 1932,
and March 3, 1932, is likely to be of interest to the
Department of State, and 1 have little hesitation,

therefore, in inviting the Department's attention to

MAY

the enclosed report written by vice consul Reynolds

13

of this office, who made a short trip to the Chinese

Î932

military positions recently in company with Lieutenant
W. G. Wyman, U.S.A., who was proceeding on a mission

of investigation and observation assigned to him by
the American Minister.

Mr. Reynolds was careful to

avoid covering subjects which naturally fell within the
scope of inquiry of Mr. Wyman and a very interesting
portion of his report consists of memoranda of

conversations with Chinese officers who took active

part
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part in the fighting near Shanghai.

in this connection, i have the honor to invite
particular attention to the following enclosures to
Mr. Reynolds1 report:

nos. 2, 5, and 6, interviews with General
1‘sai i'ing-kai, Commander of the 19th
Route Army.
No. 3, interview with Major Wu, whose troops
defended the aortn Station.

ho. 4, interview with General Weng, whose
troops defended Woosung fort.
ho. 7, interview with the Chief of Staff to
General Tsai.

No. 8, interview with the District Magistrate
of Taitsang.
No. 10, interview with Dr. Hsu, representative
of the Chinese Foreign Office.

Enclosures Nos. 9 and 13 are omitted, since they
deal almost solely with the matter of the evacuation

of American citizens.
Respectfully yours,

American Consul General.

Enclosure:
Report, as described.

In quadruplicate to the Department of State
In duplicate to the American Legation, Peiping
One copy to the American Minister, Shanghai
One copy to the American Consul General, Shanghai.
800

WRP:MCL
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•U'ïRlCAÏÏ OüBSVLAR SmiO?
American Consulate General,
banking, China, starch 22, 1>#32.

.Subject: Visit of flee consul Lincoln G.Reynolds
to the Scene of Lino-Japanese uonfliot.
«111/8 R. reck, Esquire

American consul General,
hanking.
Sirs

In aocordanoe with the instructions contained in
your letter to me of march 12, 1932, I accompanied
lieutenant

u. Wyman, U.S.A., on a part of his

inspection tour of the present scene of the Slno-

Japanese conflict, near Sooohow.

1 left wanking on the

morning of March 12.

Muring ay absence from banking i visited Sooohow,
Ghent, welting, Kunshan, faitsang, and interrupted my

return journey by remaining in uhlnkiang for one night
to confer with the senior American haval officer present

and various Americans there concerning plans for the

evacuation of Americans in and near Ghinkiaug in case
of serious disorders in that area.

All important conversations to which I was a party

daring my absence from hanking are covered by the

enclosed memoranda.

$0 supplement the information

contained in the memoranda, the following remarks
briefly
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briofly describe my journey.

juieutenaxxt Wyman and i arrived in Sooehow late on

the afternoon of March IB, and after making arrangements

with ar. x«avld u. roston, an American missionary residing
there, to relay to you any messages sent to him by

either Lieutenant Wyman or myself, we proceeded east
ward a few miles further along the railway to the

General Headquarters of the 19th Route Army where we
were introduced to General Tsai Ting-kai, ao-ooimander

with General Chiang Kwang-nai, of the 19th Route Army.
After an interview lasting about an hour, General Tsai
informed us that arrangements would be made to conduct

us on an Inspection tour of the Chinese outposts during
the following morning.

That evening Lieutenant Wyman and I were called on
by a number of subordinate officers of the 19th Route

Army, who had mush to tell of the fighting whioh had

taken place in the Shanghai, and who made many predictions
coaoeming action which would be taken by the Chinese
forces in the event of another outbreak of hostilities.
Early the following day, march 13, Lieutenant

Wyman and 1 were escorted by General Tsai and several
of his officers to Chinese outposts on the Shanghai-

Wanking Railway line a few miles east of Kunshan.
There was little activity to bo seen during this and
subsequent inspections.

The train in which we wore

convoyed from the General Headquarters to Kunshan was
forced to halt at Kunshan, as a railway bridge over the
Tslnyangkong
I S Hl Mli
W W

dll
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Tslnyangkong o&nal, a half-milo east of Kunshan, was
impassable to heavy traffic owing to damage done,

allegedly, by Japanese aerial bombs on March 2, 1V32.
A railway inspector aooompanylng the inspection party
estimated that from two to three weeks would be required

to effect repairs to the bridge, and that the repairs
would oost approximately silver $10,000.

A second

damaged bridge was crossed about two miles east of the
first.

At the time of the Journey, the furthermost

Chinese outpost was situated on the west abutment of
the second bridge.

The railway inspector stated that

two weeks would be required to effect repairs to the

second bridge, and that the oost would be approximately
silver $5,000.

The east approaches and abutments of

both bridges were badly damaged, and two girder® on
each bridge were badly twisted, one on the first bridge

being almost out in two.

removed from both bridges.

The rails and ties had been
In several places between

the two bridges, also, rails and ties had been removed.
This, according to the railway inspector, was done by
the Chinese forces during their withdrawal from Shanghai

as a protection against pursuing Japanese forces.
The inspection party proceeded to Taitsaag on the
afternoon of March IS, going there in two motor launches

along the Tsinyangkong canal.
The Taitsaag District Magistrate, Mr. Chao En-ohu,
and the Taitsang Chief of Police, with a military guard,

took the inspection party for a tour of the city, show
ing them on route the ruins of three business buildings
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which allegedly had been struok by Japanese aerial bombs

on March £, 1932.

After being shown these ruins, the

party was conducted to the ruins of what had ones been

a small kindergarten in which, according to Magistrate
Chao, eight small children lost their lives when a

Japanese aerial bomb was dropped on the building on
March 2.

After a brief inspection of Chinese fortifi

cations at the East Gate of the olty, the party was
conducted to the village’s only hotel where tea and
cakes wore served.

Following this, the party returned

to Kunshan by motor launch.

While proceeding along the canal to Taitsang, I
was very much surprised to note on the west bank of the
fsinyangkong canal, about half way between Kunshan and

Taitsang, a small village of modern foreign-style
houses over whloh the American flag was flying,

une

of the Chinese officers in the party told me that this
was the Eastern Agricultural Development Company,
(
/"'f
) an organisation composed

mainly of American-born Cantonese who had returned
froa San Francisco.

un the morning of March 14 1 was taken to the
Soochow military airdrome by an army officer and ths

Railway Station Master of Soochow.

The commander of

the airdrome, Colonel Chao, showed me the wreckage of

e
the airplane in whloh Mr. Robert M. Short,’ an American

aviator, was shot down while in wombat with six Japanese

airplanes on the morning of February 22, 19252.
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1 arrived in Chiakiung late in the evening of
March 14, and spent the night on board the U.S.3.
TRUXTOB, conferring with Lieutenant-Commander 3. Q,

Moore, U.3.B., senior American «aval officer present,
concerning plans for the evacuation of Americans in
and near Chlnkiang in case of serious disorders.

Un

the morning of the following day, March 15, I had

conversations with two American missionaries in

Chinklang concerning the same subject.
1 returned to Banking in the afternoon of March 15.
1 was very surprised during the inspection of the

Chinese lines to net® Chinese farmers busily engaged

In cultivating the land between the Chinese and Japanese
front lines.

Along some sectors, the distance between

the two lines was less than a mile, yet the Chinese

farmers nonchalantly went about their work.

Several

of the Chinese officers stated that these farmers were

very valuable to the Chinese army as a source of
information concerning Japanese military movements.

Just prior to the departure of the inspection
party from Kunshan to Taitsang, a group of fifty studentvolunteers from Tientsin, includl^ three or four young
girls, arrived at Kunshan, each member bearing a pick or

shovel.

The volunteers were lined up in review before

General Tsai, who spoke to them at length upon the dangers
which they wore voluntarily facing, and complimented
them upon their display of patriotism.

The leader of

the volunteers informed General Teal that over one

hundred and fifty additional volunteers were on their
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way from Tienteln to the front lines, where they
expeoted to assist the soldiers in digging trenches

and erecting other fortifient ions.
The Chinese officers and soldiers with whoa 1

ease in contact during my trip displayed a spirit of
patriotism which 1 had newer before witnessed in China.

Wery officer with whom 1 spoke was optimistic in regard
to the outlook over the situation as it existed at the

time of my visit.

The soldiers appeared to be well

provided for, and displayed indioatlons of being quite
content with their duties.
The officers I met were, with one or two exceptions

Cantonese, ind Cantonese appeared to be the universal

dialect among them.

The majority of the officers were

graduates of the imporial Japanese Military Academy
in Tokyo, and each one of them took every oocasion to

make known his bitter hatred of the Japanese, mainly
beo&use, wash said, of the "high-handed and egotistical

methods used in Japanese military schools*, and the
Javanese "superior and conceited attitude when dealing

with the Chinese students in Japan*.
1 was especially impressed with General Tsai Tlog

ical.

Ho told me that he was forty-one years old, and

that ho had risen from the ranks through his efforts in

assisting in the suppression of numerous revolts in the
violaity of Canton, and in various bandit and communist

suppression campaigns in Klangsi Frovinee.

It was

extremely difficult, on first meeting him, to induce
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him to talk freely, but after our first conversation ho

appeared to be willing to discuss any subject 1
mentioned, and waa very frank In his conversations.
It appeared to be generally believed, among General

Teal‘a officer* that Sino-Japanese hostilities had by
no mean® been bi’Ojght to an end.

The offiaere, to

the last man expressed strong suspicions of the ulterior

motives which they were certain the Japanese have in their

present overtures for peace.

un asking General Teal

on three different occasions, and in three different

ways, his estimate of Japanese plans, he replied each

time that it was his definite opinion that the Japanese
have no intention to end hostilities, and that they are
firmly determined to occupy the area along the south

bank cf the fangtae River extending from Hangchow to
Hankow.

He instated that he had unquestionable Infor**

nation which supported his contention, but in reply
to questions oonoornlng the nature and source of that

information, he only stalled.
Renewal of hostilities on a large scale would,
1 believe, involve the destruction of a part of the
Shatighal-lanking Railway line tn the rear of the

Chinese forces.

This would obstruct, at least

temporarily, the ravement of reenfornements and

supplies from Hanking to the war tone.

A railway

tunnel about five hundred yards east of the Chinklang
railway station appears to be the most logical point

at which destruction would be begun.
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1 am very grateful for the opportunity to make
the trip herein described, and I hope that the

information X have obtained may be useful.
Very respectfully yours,

LineoIn C. Reynolds,'
Amerloan Vice Consml.

Enoiosures:-

Memoranda of oonverestions:
1/
2/
8/
4/
5/
0/
7/

With
With
With
With
With
With
With

8/
9/
lu/
11/
12/
13/

With
With
With
With
With

LORlMCL

David Ô. Poston, Marsh 18, 1938,
General Tsai Ting-kai, Karsh 18, list,
Major Su Lu-hsun, ^aroh 12, 1932,
General Wen< Chao-yuan, %arsh It, 1932,
General Tsai Tln«-kat, Marsh 13, 1932,
General Tsai Tlng-kai, Marsh 18, 1938,
Chief-of-Staff to General Teal Tln«-kai,
Marsh 13, 1932,
Mr. Chao Ea-hu, Marsh 13, 1938,
Colonel Chao, Marsh 14, 1932,
Dr. £. C. Hsu, Marsh 14, 1932,
Dr. James 8. Woods, Marsh 16, 1832,
Mias Charlotte A. Dunlap, Karsh lb, 1932,
of Flans for Evacuation of Americans
in and Sear Chinkiang, Marsh 19, 1932.
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Enclosure No.l in letter of March 22, 1932, from
Lincoln C. Reynolds to Willy R. Peck.

MWORAOUM

OF

CCKVEFSATIOM

Sooohow Railway Station,
Sooohow,
March 12, 1932.

Mr. David. G. Poston, Sooohow Academy (Missionary),
Soochow.
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.

In accordance with an arrangement made by telephone,
Mr. Poston met Lieutenant W. G. Wyman, U.S.A, and Vice

Consul Reynolds at the railway station in Sooohow on the

afternoon of March 12, for the purpose of devising a

system of transmitting messages from Lieutenant Wyman and
Vice Consul Reynolds to the American Consul General In

Ranking.
During the course of the conversation, Mr. Poston

stated that there were about thirty American residents
in Sooohow at that tine.

All of these, ho said, wore

missionaries, and a large part of them were women and

children.

In reply to Mr. Reynolds' question of whether

or not these people wore not apprehensive in remaining

in Sooohow in view of the proximity of the Slno-Japaneee
front lines, Mr. Poston stated that it was generally
believed by the foreign residents of Sooohow that the

peace of the city would eventually be disturbed by the

Sino-Japanese
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Sino-Japanese conflict or by mutiny and looting of
Chinese troops stationed within the city.

He said.,

however, that it was the intention of the American

residents to remain in Sooohow and rely upon the grace of

Cod and good fortune to assist them to evacuate in ease
of serious disorders.

Mr. Reynolds pointed out the

probability of the railway between Sooohow and Ranking
being cut in case of a sudden outbreak of hostilities,
and the interruption of all traffic along the canals in

the vicinity of Sooohow.

Mr. Poston said that the

Americans in Soochow were fully aware of these possibilities
but in spite of them they were determined to remain at
their posts to protect their homes and other mission

property as long as possible.
Mr. Po st on said that advice had been recel wd from

the American Consul General in Shanghai, within whose
consular district Sooohow is situated, to evacuate from

Soochow.

He complained that the advice had not been

transmitted by the Consul General in Shanghai through the
missionary in Sooohow previously designated, and that

In view of this fact many of the Americans in Sooohow
were disinclined to accept the advice as official and

definite.
Mr. Poston stated that no Japanese airplanes had
flown over Sooohow since March 8, and that despite the

threat of disorder, all was very duiet in Sooohow at

that time.

He said that the Chinese soldiers and

civilian population wore extremely friendly.

LCRiMCL
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Enclosure No. 2 in letter of March 22, 1932, from
Lincoln C. Reynolds to Willys R. Peck.

MEMORANDUM

OF

CONVERSATION

Chinese Field Headquarters,
Near Soochow,
March 12, 1932.

General Tsai Ting-kai, Commander 19th Route Army.
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.
Lieutenant W. G. Wyman, U.S.A.
(Note:

Reports submitted by Mr. Reynolds will
not include material which form the
subject of Lieutenant Wyman's mission.)

General Tsai said that the troops under his command

at present occupy positions extending from a point a

short distance south of the Shanghai-Nanking Railway

line and oast of Soochow, northward to a point beyond

Taitsang.
The General stated that his troops had not come
into contact with Japanese troops since the afternoon
of March 9, on which date the Chinese troops In one of

the outposts found It necessary to fire on a Japanese

cavalry patrol which approached too near the Chinese
lines.

So far as the General was ablo to ascertain, no

casualties resulted from this minor encounter.

General

Tsai said that no Japanese airpianos have flown over,
or behind, the Chinese linos since March 8.

un that

date, however, a patrol of several Japanese pianos flew

over Kunsan, Chonl, Sooehow, and their environs.
bombs

No
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bombs were dropped by the plante.

General Teal expressed

the opinion that the presence of neutral observers, of
which the Japanese are aware, la the Chinese lines, was

responsible for the present inactivity of the Japanese

troops facing his lines.
There are two Japanese divisions facing his troops

at the present time, General Tsai stated.
General Tsai told It. Wyman that he had not been

informed of the establishment of a "Shlrakawa Patrol
Sone**.
General Tsai Ting-kal said that the 19th Kouts

Army would be reenforoed to normal strength by March 19,

as a large number of recruits wore arriving daily to

replace the regular soldiers who were lost in the
fighting at Chapel, Kiangwan, and Woosung.

The General

stated that, oven though these recruits have had no
previous military experience, yet Judging from the

results obtained from the use of student volunteers at
Shanghai, the recruits will prove very effective in ease
of further hostilities.

The General said that during

the fighting la the Shanghai area, he was continuously
besieged by largo numbers of students demanding places

in the Chinese front lines.

Despite his repeated

protests he was forced to accept the student volunteers
In view of their threat to enter the front lines unarmed.

The volunteers were issued hand grenades.

General Tsai

said that although ho was very apprehensive at the outset
the students later proved to bo one of his most effective
units.

The General credited the students mainly with
the
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the successful repulsion of Japanese tank advanees.
General Tsai Ting-kai stated that he was convinced
beyond doubt that the Japanese intend to extend a line
from H&ngohow, in Chekiang Province, to Hankow, in Hupeh

Province, and to endeavor to drive northward all Chinese

troops between that line and the Yangtae Hiver.

General

Tsai expressed the opinion that, in view of information
in his possession, th® only reason for the failure of
the Japanese to begin the Immediate exeoution of this
plan is the attitude of the United States.

The General stated that he realised that it 1b
necessary now, more than ever, for the Chinese to present

a united front,, and that he would pledge himself and the

troops under his command never to engage again in oivll
warfare,

At the close of the Interview, Mr. Reynolds stated
that it was not only a pleasure, but also a great honor
to have met the General.

General Tsai replied that he

was grateful for the compliment, but that his troops

alone were responsible for the courageous stand made by
the Chinese at Shanghai in the fees of *a determined

aggressor using superior equipment.*

The General stated

that he and his troops are more determined than they have

ever been to defend China's territory to the last man.

LCR:MCL
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Enclosure No. 3 in letter of March 22, 19S2, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. Peck.

MEMORANDUM
OF
r -rr-Z££S»

CONVERSAT
ICS
«■ww
,!lj w.

Bear Chinese Military Headquarters
Walting,
March 12, 1932.

COKFIDENTIAL

Major Wu Lu-hsun, Commander 3rd Battalion, 6th Regiment,
of the 156th Brigade, of the 78th
Division, 19th Route Army.
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.

Major Wu, an English-speaking Cantonese, and a
graduate of the Japanese Imperial Military Academy in

Tokyo, commanded the unit of Chinese troops which first

came into contact with Japanese forces in Chapel on the

night of January 28, 1932.

His troops later defended

the Forth Station in Shanghai until the day of the

general withdrawal of Chinese troops from the Shanghai
area.

Major Wu said that the Commander of the ShanghaiManklng Garrison, on learning late in January of the

intention of the Japanese to initiate hostilities in
Shanghai, despatched the 3rd Battalion to Shanghai as

a defense preeuation.

He said that his was the only

large Chinese military unit in Shanghai at the out

break of hostilities,

un their arrival in Shanghai his

troops numbered three hundred and fifty, of whom only

fifty
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fifty survived the severe fighting in Chapei.
Major Wu asserted that on the night of January 28,

Japanese armored oars entered his defense areas, and,

without previous warnir^, opened fire on his troops with

machine-guns.

The Chinese troops immediately returned,

the fire with rifles and machine-guns, and in a short
time retired to their positions in and around, the

Worth Station.

According to the Major, the Japanese armored

care were followed into Chapei by a large uody of Japanese

marlnee and plaln-elothes-men on foot and Ln motor
vehicles.

The plain-clothes-men, he commented, were

good fighters, as all or most of them had regularly
received military training for a short period each

year.

y

During the first few hours of their encounter with
the Japanese forces, the Major said, his troops suffered

severely from an inferiority complex which, he was
inclined to think, was the result of year* of over

rating of the spirit and ability of Japanese soldiers.

Major Wu said that, following the retreat of his

men from the Sorth Station during the early stage of

the fighting, ho was compelled to place reliable soldiers
with machine-guns at the roar of his troops in order to

force them to recapture the lost position.

After re

capturing the Sorth Station with comparative ease, his

soldiorb suddenly became aware that they were not only

superior to the Japanese soldiers in spirit, but also
possessed the same, if not greater, ability as their
foe.

Thereafter, he said, hie greatest task was that of

preventing
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preventing his men from taking unnecessary risks in

their almost uncontrollable determination to annihilate
the Japanese forces facing them.

Despite the repeated Japanese bombardment of the
station from the air and land, ïîajor Vu said, his men
remained very courageous and determined to hold their

position to the

last, if necessary.

They lived for days

on nothing but rice and tea, and relied on neighboring

shops to supply even these.

Their supplies of ammunition

were not entirely dependable during any time of the
siege, yet in spite of these obstacles, the fifty men

who remained from the original three hundred and fifty,
were very reluctant to withdraw from their position
when the order to retire was received.

Major Wu stated

that he considered himself thoroughly Justified in
commenting on the new spirit of patriotism which first

pervaded the Chinese forces during the fighting at
Shanghai, and which has since grown to inestimable

proportions.
During his discussion of the fighting in the

Shanghai area, Major Wu, as did his superior officer.
General Tsai Tlng-kal, paid especial tribute to the

student volunteers who entered the conflict in Chapel,
Kiangwan, Vocsung and Liuho with no previous military
experience and with no weapons save hand-grenades.

He asserted that, had it not been for the courageous

conduct of these inexperienced youngsters, the Chinese
losses from Japanese tank attacks would have been oven

more appalling than they actually wore,

following the

first
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first attach of Japanese tank^.he said, the Chinese

were completely at a loss to discover a successful

defense against their onslaught.

To those students

goes the full credit for ‘evolving the satisfactory

method finally used to repulse the tank attacks, he
stated.

He said that, under cover of darkness, small
parties of student volunteers went out into the streets

of Chapel, Kiangw&n, and Woosung, taking with them a
good supply of trench-motar shells and hand-grenades.

They dug shallow ditches across each important throughfare, and in these placed charges consisting of trench-

mortar shells to which a hand-grenade had teen bound.

A long piece of strong cord, was tied to the firing
"ring" of each grenade and the entire charge then
buried with an inconspicuous covering of dirt.

Holding

the other end of the cord, the student concealed him

self in debris nearby and there awaited the approaching
dawn, and with it the arrival of the ilrst Japanese

tank.

When the ill-fated tank arrived over the powder

laden ditch, the student pulled the cord which exploded

the charge, then in the confusion of the terrifie
explosion which followed, he leaped, with a whoop of

triumph, from hie place of concealment and — ’’some
times’* — escaped from the murderous machine-gun fire

directed at him by the startled and very indignant
Japanese soldiers.

They Major stated emphatically

that he had witnessed the destruction of no less than
thirteen
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thirteen Japanese tanks by this method, and that he had
heard reports of others destroyed in the same manner.
He also said that on a number of occasions he had wit

nessed small bands of these fearless youngsters, in
the face of heavy Japanese machine-gun and rifle fire,

braeenly endeavoring to put Into commission again

Japanese tanks which had been only partially destroyed.
He did not, however, note any recommissioned tanks
in use by the Chinese forces.

Major Wu stated that all Chinese heavy artillery
was removed from the Shanghai area three days prior to

the withdrawal from there of tne Chinese troops.

This

was aeoessary,he stated, as there were only three roads

leading put of Shanghai which could bear the weight of
heavy guns.

During part of the time these guns were

being removed, Japanese planes eiroled overhead and

bombed and swept with machine-gun fire the orews

hauling them away to new positions.

As practically all

of t a moving was done during the night, the casualties

to the gun orews on this occasion wore light.
Major Hu contended that the Japanese forces were
throughly demoralised by the Chinese in the fighting

in the Shanghai area, and stated that his contention
in this respect was borne out by the fact that the

Japanese did not move into the evacuated area in Chapol

and Klangwan until eight hours after the Chinese forces
had withdrawn, and that the Japanese waited twenty-four

hours before occupying the evacuated territory in the
Woosung area.

Ho thought that the Japanese, "clever

militarists1*, were fearful of a ruse of some sort.
^[or
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Major b'u said that he war a graduate of the

Japanese imperial Military Academy at Tokyo, and that
after graduation Le had spent six months with a
Japanese regiment In Hokkaido.

He said that during

hie residence in Japan, he made a particular point of

closely observing the Japanese military and that by
virtue of his observations he could speak with some

degree of authority in this respect.

He *said that, on

the basis of four-and-a-half years of «lose aseoolatioa
with Japanese soldiers, he had come to the definite con

elusion that the ** so-called 'expression of grim determi

nation on the face of every military son of the Mikado’
has long been grossly misenterpreted because it is, in

fact, merely a manifestation of utter stupidity!n
Mr. Reynolds commented that, on the basis of the
Major's remarks, he was led to believe that the Major

was undoubtedly quite fond of the Japanese.

A grunt

of unconcealed dirgust was the only response.

Major Uu said that the Japanese prisoners who
had been captured by Chinese forces had repeatedly
expressed their surprise at the considerate treatment

accorded them by the Chinese.

He said that of a largo

number whom he had questioned, all were of the opinion

that they would be executed or starved to death.

The

prisoners admitted, according to Major Wu, that their
officers had warned them to expect such treatment If

captured by the Chinees.

When questioned with regard to the disposition of
persons caught spying, Major Wu stated that all Chinese

discovered
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discovered conveylag or collecting information for the
Japanese are court-martialed and executed immediately,
tout that all Japanese so apprehended are eent to the

rear where they will be kept imprisoned until the
cessation of the present hostilities.

Mr. Reynolds asked Major Wu whether, according to

the joint telegram of Sun Fo and Eugene Chen to the
national Government, it was true that the Ifcth Route

Army was compelled to withdraw from the Shanghai area
through the failure of the National Government to send
assistance,

Major Wu replied that there was no basis for

this statement; that the Rational Government had sent

ro-enforcoments and other aeeistanoe; that ammunition
hud been regularly supplied to the forces in the
Shanghai area cy the national Government's arsenals
in banking and Shanghai; and that, had it been necessary,

the IHh Route Army could have remained indefinitely
in the Shanghai area.

Mr. Reynolds mentioned that the

landing of Japanese troops at niuho might have made

continued occupation of the Shanghai area rather
difficult for the Chinese troops.

Major tfu stated that,

nad it been advisable firorn a military point of view, the

Japanese troops could have been prevented from landing
at niuho or at least delayed long enough to have

permitted the uhinese forces to utilise their entire
strength in a decisive drive on the Japanese in the

Shanghai area.

He said that in order to execute thio

move, however, it would have been necessary for the
Chinese forces to violate their obligation to the
International
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internat isnal Settlement, the one thing the Chinese

were determined not to do.

Major Wu stated, that mgene Chen and Sun Fo

are merely actors, and for that reason are highly
unpopular with all intelligent Chinese.

Mr. Reynolds

inquired whether, according to a rumor he had heard,

It was true that augene Chen and run Fo exeroieed
influence over the 19th Route Army.

major »7u replied

that there two gentlemen not only had no influence over
th® Army, hut, on the other hand, were extremely

unpopular with the offleers and enlisted personnel of
the 19th Route Army.

The unpopularity of sugene Chen

and Sun ro with the enlisted men of the Army may be

accounted for, he stated, by the faot that the

enlisted men of the Army have been kept currently
informed of developments in all phases of the present

conflict, and being so informed, are intelligent enough
to be aware of the grave necessity of preserving
Rational unity, and of disregarding any persons who are

desirous of promoting discord.
Mr. Reynolds said that he had heard the opinion
expressed on a number of occasions that had General

Chiang Kai-shek been in the Shanghai area during the
fighting there, the outcome of the fighting would have

been different.

The Major replied at ones that General

Chiang's presence at Shanghai would have had no effect
on the outcome, and that he "was of a passing age*.

Mr. Reynolds told Major Wu that he had heard it said that
General Chiang Kai-shek was primarily a military nan,
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and not an administrator.

Mr. Reynolds then asked

Major Wu what, if that were the ease, General Chiang
Kai-shek would, do in the future.

The Major replied that

he expected that General Chiang would retire and "travel

abroad*, but that he would remain at Ranking until the
present Slno-Japanese question was settled,

when asked

what would become of General Chiang’s army in the event
of his retirement,

Major ®u stated that there was no

longer a "General Chiang’s Army", that all Chinese

troops would henceforeward be under the control of the
Rational Military Advisory Council.

As evidence of the

amalgamation of the Chinese forces, Major Viu stated
that the battalion under his ooiamaud. was composed of

thirty per cent Cantonese and about seventy per eent

Shanghaieae.z Major Wu Jestingly commented that this
was an ideal combination, as three Cantonese could show
seven Chinese from any other part of the Country how to

fight!

He stated that he was very much inclined to

believe it true, as printed in Japanese military text

books, that Cantonese are not Chinese, but are, Instead,
a mixture of Japanese and a white race.

Mr. Reynolds

said that this statement was scarcely compatible with the

Major’s previous contentions that China was progressing
rapidly in establishing National unity.

The Major

replied that he had not been serious in expressing his
latter contention.

Major Wu asserted that the Japanese forces now

facing the Chinese lines near Soochow are deriving their
living
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livi^ from the laud; that in addition to obtaining

their food, supplies locally they are impressing Chinese
farmers into their transport units and labor corps.

He eaid that, according to Information received at the
Headquarters of the 19th Route Army, the Japanese are
shooting without previous trial any Chinese suspected
of espionage.

He thought that, as the Japanese were

not paying for the food supplies commandeerd locally,

the cost of their present campaign was not, contrary to

general belief, great.
When questioned concerning the prospects of peace
in the near future, the Major replied that he was

convinced that, in the event of the failure of peace
negotiations to be Instituted, or in the event that
the Japanese forces are not withdrawn from their

present positions in the near future, the Chinese forces
will take the initiative and endeavor to force them out.

In reply to Mr. Reynolds’ question concerning the
ability of the Chinese troops to accomplish so serious

a task, Major hu stated that there was no doubt that

the Chinese troops could drive the Japanese from their
present positions.

Mr. Reynolds asked Major Wu whether or not the
belief was true that the 19th Route Army would never

again engage in civil war.

The Major stated that

both he and any of the officers of the 19th Route

Army, would gladly pledge themselves to such a policy.

He said that the present conflict had taught the

Chinese
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Chlnese a lesson which, It’ learned years ago, would have

resulted Ln China’s being one of the stronger natons
of the world at the present time,
Major .Vu estimated, the Chinese casualties to

date at 1U.ÜÜO, and the Japanese losses at V.ÜOO

killed and wounded.
The Major stated that the number of men in his

battalion at present was greater than before it entered
Shanghai, as new recruits had been received regularly
since the withdrawal from Shanghai.

LCRsMCL
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Enclosure Ho. 4 in letter of March 22, 1932, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. Peck.

MEMORANDUM

OF

CONVERSATION

Hear Chinese Military Headquarters,
Welting,
March 12, 1932.

confidential

General Weng Chao-yuan (J, Commander IBSth
Brigade of the 78th Division, of the 19th Route
Army.
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.

General We&g, who commanded the Chinese forces
which defended the fort at Woosung during the recent

siege of Japanese naval and land forces, is an extremely

youthful appearing thirty-six-year-old Cantonese, a
graduate of the Japanese Imperial Military Academy in

Tokyo, and a graduate of the French Array Air Corps

school.
in commenting on the siege, the General said that,
following the destruction of the largo guns in the

Woosung fort, by the Japanese naval and aerial bombard

ment, the Chinese occupants of the stronghold had less
than 25 machine-guns, and only 700 rifles with which to
reply to the Japanese fire.

Courage» alone, he said was

responsible for the prolonged stand made by his men

In the face of an almost incessant bombardment from
Japanese men-of-war and airplanes,

in addition to

racelying
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receiving “hundreds of shells from three sides'*, the

fort was also the target for over 1,200 aerial bombs.

To protest themselves from so heavy a fire, he

said, his men were compelled to live In subterranean
passage-ways during most of the siege, and many

casualties resulted from the numerous direct hits made

by Japanese bombers and gunners who were able, during
the early stages of the fighting to spot the loo&tlon
of the various passage-ways by the smoke issuing from

their flues every time the soldiers cooked food.

In

a short time, however, his men discovered that if they

used charcoal as fuel, little or no smoke was visible.

Accordingly all local supplies of charcoal were
requisitioned, and all went well until the men began
to suffer, in their narrowly confined quarters, from

the carboa-monoxide fumes given off by the brazier*.
For & time, he said, there was an incessant debate

among his men concerning the relative dlsagreeablenes*
of the fumes and the fir* from Japanese men-of-war.

The General said something to the effect that if all
the head-ache* contracted by his men during the siege

of boosting could have been placed end-to-end, th*
result would easily have outclassed th* "morning after*
the moot convivial of Bacchus’ nights-outl

Mr. Reynolds mentioned a report, issued during th*

early stages of the fighting at Woosung, of an attempted
Japanese landing which was repulsed by the Chines*

occupants of the fort.

Th* General replied that,

following a Japanese bombardment lasting all of on*

morning
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mornlng, he issued orders to the large guns Ln the

fort to cease firing, and the Japanese, assuming that

the Chinese guns were destroyed and that the Chinese
foraes had evacuated the fort, sent two motor launches

loaded with marines to occupy the stronghold.

The

Chinese soldiers who had. previously been stationed in
trenches along the tfhangpoo River bank, awaited in

complété silence the approach of the Japanese marines.
As the Japanese launches approached the shore, and at
s given signal, the Chinese eoldiers clambered out of

their trenches and swept the launches with machine-gun
fir®, hand-grenades and

r

heavy fusllade of rifle fire.

The launches hove-to and returned to the Japanese men-of-

war with all haste, bearing their gruesome cargo.

The

General estimated that, out of the sixty or eighty

marines in the two launches, not more than twenty

escaped with their lives.

Thereafter, the General eaid,

the Japanese never again attempted to occupy the fort

as long as they suspected the presence of Chinese troops
within.

Proof of their great caution was given, he

thought, by their not attempting to occupy the fort until
twenty-four hour» after the Chinese forces finally
evacuated it.

The General said that the Japanese forces could

have captured Woosung Tillage and the fort during the
early part of the fighting had they realised that the
Chinese force occupying these two areas was so small.

The Ghinese'were fortunate, he commented, in success
fully anticipating which sectors of their lines were
about
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about to be Attacked by the Japanese,

in each case

Chinese soldiers were withdrawn from a Quiet sector and

despatched, to support the sector which was eventually

attacked.

All Japanese attacks were repulsed in this

manner, and the Japanese were led to believe that there

wore many time® the number of Chinese forces in those

two areas which there actually was.
When asked whether his troops had succeeded in shoot
ing down any Japanese airplanes, General Weng stated that,
although his troops had not shot down any Japanese air

planes, he had seen three Japanese planes destroyed by
Chinese ground fire during the fighting in the Woosung

area and in the vicinity of Chenju.

He stated that the

planes were brought down with machine-guns or rifles.
fhe cenexal confirmed General Tsai Ting-kai's
statement that no Japanese-owned property had been

occupied by Chinese forces during the fighting in the

Shanghai area,

he said that, unless the Japanese-owned

ootton mills in that area have been molested since the
withdrawal of Chinese forces, they will all be found

in an undamaged condition, as the Chinese forces
strictly obeyed orders issued to them to refrain from

molesting foreign-owned property.

LOH:MCI
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Enclosure jjio. 5 in letter of March 22, 1932, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R.Peck.

MEMORANDUM

OF CONVERSATION

Sh Route to and from Chinese Outposts,
Bear Sooohow,
March 13, 1932.
confidential

General Tsai Ting-kai, Commander 19th Route Army,
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.
Interpreters.

Mr. Reynolds inquired of General Tsai Whether,
according to a Joint telegram sent by Sun Fo and Eugene

Chen to the National Government, it was true t.hat the
19th Route Army had been compelled to evaeuate the
Shanghai area through the failure of th* National Govern

ment to send it re-enforcements.

The General replied

at onoe that the withdrawal of his army was purely a

strategies! move, made advisable by the incessant
severe punishment it was undergoing from Japanese heavy

artillery and airplanoes.

He said that his army could

have remained in the Shanghai area considerably longer,

had he considered it advantageous to keep it there.

Mr. Reynolds mentioned to the General a rumor heard
in Ranking to the effect that the 19th Route Army had,

during part of the time it was fighting in the Shanghai
area, been supported by Sun Fo from his personal funds.
General Tsai emphatically denied this rumor, and said that
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the only basis which could exist for such an erroneous

report would be the fact that Sun Fo had, transmitted.,
on one or two occasions, funds received by him which had

been subscribed for the 19th Route Army by Chinese residents

abroad.

General Tsai then said that, in order to efface

any false impressions such rumors may create, he wished

that it be definitely understood that neither he nor hie
troops were obligated to any person or cause, save that
of upholding the honor of China, and maintaining China’s

territorial integrity, "as represented by the Rational

Government at Ranking".

(Rote: This Is the only occasion

on which General Tsai indicated any connection between
the troops under his command and the Central Government.

LCR)
Mr. Reynolds inquired of General Tsai his opinion of

the attitude of the United States during the present
3ino-Japanese conflict.

General Tsai said that he was

aware of the numerous problems with which the United
States Government is faced at the present time, and that

its repeated endeavors to re»establish peace in the Far
East were highly commendable.

General Tsai, by way of

additional comment, recalled having studied in school the

recently established policy of the United States toward

China.

General Tsai said that the recent notes of the

United States Government indicated clearly the intention
of the United States to uphold the "Hay Policy".

Upon receiving the General's assurance that his

opinion In this respect was similar to general Chinese
opinion
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opinion, Mr. Reynolds inquired of General Teal what he
thought was the basis of a rumor current in Nanking to

the effeot that the United. States had. sold US$180,000,000

worth of arms and ammunition to the Japanese Government

during 1931.

The General stated that he, also, had

heard that rumor, but knew that it was entirely untrue.
He expressed the opinion that the rumor “bore many of the

oharaoterieties of the Japanese propaganda mill’’.

Mr.

Reynolds mentioned that the Consulate General had been

informed by the State Department that the United States
had exported only US$18,000 worth of arms and ammunition

to Japan during 1931.

LOR£MCI.
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Enclosure Ko. 6 in letter of March 22, 1932, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys K. Peek.

MEMORANDUM
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OF
asset
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2n Route to and from Chinese Outposts,
Near Soochow,
March 13, 1932.
CONFIDENTIAL

General Tsai Tlng-kal, Commander 19th Route Army.
Vic»o Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.

In reply to Mr. Reynolds’ inquiry concerning the

Chinese losses during the fighting in the Shanghai

area, General Tsai estimated that the Chinese casualties

totalled 12,000.

He said that he believed that the

Japanese suffered from 9,000 to 10,000 casualties during
that fighting.

The General said that about twenty per

sent of the Chinese oasualties suffered were caused by

Japanese artillery and airplanes.

He stated that his

estimates did not include the large number of innocent

civilians who were wounded and killed during the
conflict.
When asked whether or not he had lost many soldiers

through desertion during the fighting in the Shanghai
area, the General said that the number of deserters
during that time "could be counted on the fingers of

one hand."

General Tsai said that from the outset of

the fighting in the Shanghai area. h® had made a particular

point
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point of keeping his oi'ficere currently informed of

developments in all phases of the 3ino-Japanese
controversy, and that those officers in turn had kept
the men under their command fully informed.

Thue, he

stated, his men understand fully the causes for which

they are fighting.

The General invited Mr. Reynolds

to pick at random any soldier from the Chinese front
lines, and to question him concerning oven the non

military aspects of the present conflict.

General

Tsai affirmed his willingness to wager that an intelli

gent reply would be received from the soldier.

In

addition to being kept currently informed of the causes
for which they are fighting, the General stated, hie
men are well fed, well clothed, and are regularly given
plenty of spendix^; money.

These facts, ho said, account

for ths extremely high morale of all his troops.
General Tsai said that he had never, in all his military

career, commanded such a courageous and loyal body of

troops.
Several of the soldiers who were surreptitiously

questioned the day before by a British military observer
replied that they "receive meat every day, now, have

plenty of money, and are very happy."
General Tsai especially commended the student
volunteers who came from the Fu Tan and Fung Tung

Universities, saying that they demanded positions in the
Chinese front lines in th» Shanghai area, realising that

almost certain death awaited them.

Uf the small number
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of these students who volunteered, over 150 were killed

by the Japanese, aooordijag to the General’s Chief-of-

Staff.
When questioned with regard to the prospects of

pease in the near future, General Tsai referred to his
previous statement that he was convinced that the
Japanese have military plans which contemplate the

occupation of the south bank of the fangtee River to
as far west as Hankow, and said that he can not yet

believe that the Japanese are prepared to cease their

fighting and return to Japan.

Ho expressed the opinion

that the question of "face*, alone, demands that the

Japanese remain in China at least for the time being.
He said, that the Chinese Government could under no

circumstances accept terms of peace which would bo

sufficient to recover for Japan the prestige lost by
the Japanese forces in the campaign in and around

Shanghai.

Alluding to Admiral Shlozawa's prediction

that the Japanese forces would be in complote control
of Chapel within three hours after the landing of

Japanese forces, and without firing a single shot,
General Tsai stated "that oven a Japanese mind can
conceive the groat difference between three hours and

thirty days!"

General Tsai expressed the opinion that

the Chinese, generally, look hopefully to the United

States and the League of Rations to evolve a solution
to the present highly complicated situation, yet
intelligent Chinese realise that such a task is almost

beyond
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beyond human accomplishment, without resorting to the
use of economic measures or military force.

When asked,

whether, in his opinion, the Chinese, generally, expected,

foreign nations to intervene with économie sanctions or
force, the General opined, that, in the absence of the
"only two factors which would induce each intervention,

namely, sufficient economic interests in China, or a

great enough desire to make the necessary sacrifice in
order to re-establish peace in the Far East, intelligent

Chinese do not expeot military or economic assistance

from abroad".

Mr. Reynolds stated that he had heard a rumor that
the Chinese were planning to take the offensive in

military action in the event that peace negotiations
are not instituted soon, or in case the Japanese forees
are not withdrawn from Chinese territory,

the General

said that It is still the intention of the Chinese

to maintain their attitude of self-defense.

Ho quoted,

never-the-less a Chinese proverb: "Mover chase a dog

into a blind alley, for when he reaches the end ho is
certain to turn and bite."
Tho General turned the conversation again to the

fighting which took place in the Shanghai area, and
said that had it not been for his ever-mindful obligation
to protect foreign lives and property in the Inter

national Settlement at Shanghai, his forces "could
easily have driven the Japanese marines Into the Whangpoo

River" during the earlier stages of the fighting.

Ho

offered as proof of his contention, the statement that
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hls troops outnumbered, the Jap&ueae forces five to one

prior to the arrival from Japan of Japanese re-onforce-

mente.

The General stated, that, ae farther proof of

'

his respect for foreign lives and property in the
International Settlement at Shanghai, he had issued

orders to his soldiers, at the outbreak of hostilities,
not to occupy foreign property in the Chapel, Klangwan,
and woosung areas.

All Japanese and other foreign

nationals within the territory occupied by his troops
at that time were asked to leave, and many were escorted

unharmed to placet whore- they would evacuate in greater
safety.

He cited especially the case of Japanese-

owned cotton mills in the Woosung area which were within
the Chinese lines for several days, and expressed the

hope that neutral observers would be sent to make a

close inspection of the property.
the General stated that, should, the Japanese resume

hostilities, they would find the Chinese fully prepared
to continue the fighting indefinitely.

He said that

he had every reason to believe that his troops oould

defeat the Japanese, and pointed out that, in addition

to being situated in territory particularly milted to
Chinese military tactics, the Japanese artillery would

not bo so effective, as the canals and soft ground of
the rice paddies in the area occupied at present would
prevent the movement of heavy guns.

as his troops would be

extended

He also stated that
over a wider area,

the Japanese aerial bombardment vtilch proved so harmful
to
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to the concentration of troops necessary in the fight

ing at Shanghai, would no longer be a serious menace.
The General pointed out that, if necessary,
|

sufficient supplies of arms and. ammunition may bo

obtained from Canton, Banking, and Shanghai.

Won

in the midst of the present conflict, he eaid, the

Chinose are striving to build up an efficient air

force.

Airplanes are being purchased abroad with

funds liberally subscribed by overseas Chinese, and
plane are under way for the training of good aviators.

LCRtWCL
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Enclosure No. 7 in letter of March 22, 1932, from vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. reck.

MEMORANDUM

US'

CGNVKRSAriOl

En Route to and fro® Chinese outposts
Near Soochow, and An Route to and from
Taitsang.
Maroh 13, 1932.

CONFIDENTIAL

Chief-of-Staff to General Tsai Ting-kai.
Vice Consul hinooln C. Reynolds.

the Chief-of-staff started the conversation by

saying that he believed it to be the confident expec
tation of every Chinese that the American people would

continue to maintain their present friendly attitude
toward China.

Mr. Reynolds replied that there appeared

to be no reason for believing that Americans have any
greater wish than their present desire to assist in

the restoration of peace in the Far East.
In reply to the Chief-of-staff’s Question of what,
aside from the present ooaplioated Sino-Japanese

problem, wee the greatest issue facing China, Mr.
Reynolds affirmed his inability to answer so important

a question, but said that he had often heard the
opinion expressed that the preservation of national

unity is one of the paramount Issues with which China
is faced at present.

The Chief-of-otaff oonowrred in

this belief and stated ttet the unification of China

is
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is nearer oompletion at the present time than at any time

since the establiaheent of the Kepublio.

Mr. Reynolds said that it was to be deeply regretted
that oivil ware far the preservation of the Republic,

ar for other causes, had been fougnt almost incessantly

during the past twenty years,

the Chief-of-etaff said

that civil warfare alone was responsible for the

predicament in which uhina finds herself at present,
for, he stated, had it not been for this warfare,

China would have been powerful enough, previous to the

present trouble, to have discouraged "Japan’s apparent
designs on Chinese territory.”

i'he Chief-of-etaff

opined that the present conflict will serve at least one

purpose, if only one, as it will have demonstrated to
the Chinese people the vital necessity of subordinating

personal ambitions to consideration of the Mation’s

welfare, if the peace of the Country is to be secured.

2he Chief-of-staff denied that Feng ïu-hsiang’e
troops, as previously reported, were in the present war

area,

in reply to ar. aeynolds' question, he stated

that eo far ae he knew there were no reng ïu-hsiang

troops south of the ï&ngtse «iver*

Concerning nr.

Reynolds’ question regarding the whereabouts of
General Chang rah-kwei and hie famous "Ironsides"

Division, the Chief-of-staff stated that they are at
present stationed on the Kiangs! Provincial Boarder

awaiting orders from the Rational Government.

(Bote:

Mr. Reynolds failed to remember the section of the

border mentioned by the Chlef-of-ataff, but is under
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the impression that it 1» in the vicinity of the

junction of the Hunan, Hupeh, and Klangs! bordera).
The Chief-of-ataff stated, that about one month would be
required to transport the '’Ironsides’* Plviaion from

their present loaation to the war area in Kiangsu
Brovinas.

The Chief-of-staff stated that new recruits are
being reoeived daily, and that these are Doing trained

as rapidly as they arrive.

Whan asked whether or not

these oould be depended upon to defend themselves in

case of further hostilities, the Chief-of-staff stated

emphatically that they could, and that their lack of
knowledge with regard to active military service would

be compensated for by their extremely high morale and
desire to serve their Country.

The Chlef-of-etaff said that he is fully confident

that, in view of the favorable position now occupied by
Chinese troops, they would be able to withstand in

definitely any attack which the Japanese might endeavor
to make.

He pointed out, aa did General Teat Tlng-kal,

that she terrain of the area now occupied by the Chinese
and Japanese forces is entirely unsuited for the use of

heavy artillery owing to the numerous canals and the

prevalence of rice paddies Which are too soft to

permit the passage of heavy guns or tanks.

He also

mentioned that the wide extension of Chinese troops
in their present positions would make the use of
airplanes impractical for other than observation

purposes.
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The Chlef-of-staff also estimated the Chinese
losses during the fighting In Chapel, Kiangwan and

Wooaung at 12,000, but was unable to give the relative

pereent of these oaeualties of killed and wounded.

LCRIMCI
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Enclosure Ro. b in letter of March 22, 1932, from vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. Peck.

MEMORATOW

OF

OOKVERSATIOR

Taitsang,
March 13» 1932.

Mr. Chao nn-hu, Taitsang District Magistrate.
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.

Magistrate Chao stated that Taltsang, an attractive
Chinese town of 30,000 inhabitants, situated on the west

bank of the Tsinyanghong canal about half way between

Kunshan and Liuho, was visited on four occasion* on

March 2, 1932 by Japanese airplanes which dropped, twentyfour bomba in and on th© outskirts of the city.

The noise of the exploding bombs caused the
frightened people to flee from tl^eir houses and shops

into the streets, whereupon the Japanese planes swooped
low over the oity and swept the crowded thoroughfares

from one end to the other with machine-gun fir*.
Magistrate Chao said that more than twenty innocent

civilians were killed by the bombs and maohino-gun fire,
and a larger number wounded.
The party whieh Mr. Reynolds aooompanied was show*

the ruins of three business buildings in the heart of

the city, find was later taken to view the ruins of a
primary
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primary school in wèiich eight sroall children «ere killed,

when th® building was struck by a Japanese bomb.

Magistrate Chao stated, jioeltively that there were
no Chinese soldiers In the city at the time of the
bombing, but that since t’arch 2, a number of soldiers

had been moved into th® city In anticipation of attacks
from Japanese forces entrenched a short distance to the

eastward of the oity.
Mr. Chao said that no Japanese airplanes had flown
over the city since March 2, but that patrols of Japanese

cavalry were reported to have approached to within a
short distance of th© town on two or three occasions

alace the date of th© bombing.

Magistrate Chao said that all business in the town
had been at a standstill ever since the attack of the

Japanese planes, and that most of the inhabitants leave

the town each morning and remain In the surrounding
fields until nightfall, in terror of a repeated attack
from the planes,

only a email number of shops were

open on the occasion of Mr. Reynolds* visit, and only
a small number of people were seen on the streets of
the city.

Rote: Magistrate Chao ^n-hu is a graduate of Sorthwestern University of Chicago, and completed
an advance course In Municipal Government under
Professor William B. Munro, of Harvard University,

LCRîMCL
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Enclosure No. 10 in letter of March 22, 1932, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. Peek.

MEMORANDUM gg

CONVERSATION

An Route from Sooehow to Chinkiang,
March 14, 1932.
CGHFIDENTIAL

Dr. K. C. Hsu, Department of International Relations,
National Government Foreign Office,
Banking.
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.

Dr. Hsu said that th® Department of International
Relations of th® National Government Foreign Office had
received, since the outbreak of the present Sino-

Japanese hostilities, "several raillions of dollars"
from overseas Chinese for transmission to the 19th

Route Army.

When asked the approximate amount of

these contributions, Dr. Hsu politely replied that

ne was not at liberty to dlsolose the information,

but said that the amount was "stupenduous".
He stated that the small Chinese community in
Sumatra, alone, had contributed VS$200,000, and that

one wealthy Chinese merchant there had, on separate
occasions, sent two contributions of US$30,000 each.

The Chinese in New fork and San Francisco also had
contributed liberally, he said.

Dr. Hsu mentioned having returned from Europe via

Siberia during the Autumn of 1930, and said that
while
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while stopping over in Moscow for a week en route, he

net the oldest son of Ur. Eugene Chen.

Thio son, he

stated, is the chief editor of one of Moscow's most
radical papers, an haglieh-language dully.

Dr. Hsu

commented unfavorably on the fact that all of Mr.
Chen's children are at present receiving their education
in Russia.

LOR:MCI
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Enclosure Ko. 11 in letter of March 22, 1932, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. Peck.

MEMOHASPUM

vF

GuflVLRSATIuK

Aboard U. S. S. TRUITOK,
Chinkiang,
Maroh 15, 1932.

Dr. James B. Soods, Goldsby King Memorial Hospital,
Southern Presbyterian Mission, Chlnkiang.
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds.

Dr. Woods stated that Chinklang was very peaceful,
and that the Chinese population of the city was un

usually friendly toward all foreigners save the Japanese.

As there were no Japanese residing in the city at that
time, he said, the attitude of the Chinese with respect
to the Japanese made little difference with regard to

the local situation.

Dr. Woods said that all Japanese

formerly residing in Chinkiang had been evacuated to

the Japanese destroyer in the harbor shortly after the
outbreak of hostilities in Shanghai.
In reply to Mr. Reynolds question as to whether or

not the Southern Presbyterian Mission had experienced

difficulty because of attempted occupation of its
property by Chinese soldiers, Dr. Woods replied that,
on the contrary, the soldiers showed more respect for

foreign property at the present time than they had at

any previous time.

He said that the local military
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headquarters, fearing thia difficulty had, some weeks

before, sent to the various foreigners la Chinkl&ng
printed military orders, sealed with the official chop,
with instructions that the cries were to be posted on

all foreign property.

The orders, according to Dr.

Woods, instructed all Chinese soldiers to refrain from

occupation of the premises on the penalty of severe

punishment.
Dr. Woods stated that the local military head
quarters had concluded an arrangement with his hospital

for the care of wounded soldiers.

According to the terms

of the arrangement, the hospital would receive fifty
cents silver per day for each soldier accepted for
treatment.

This, Dr. Woods stated, was voluntarily

offered by the Chinese, and was highly acceptable to the
hospital authorities who had previously feared a deluge

of wounded soldiers with no funds to pay for tneir

expenses.

So date, however, no soldiers had been sent

to the hospital for treatment.

Dr. Woods stated that the American missionaries of

Chinkiang had learned a costly lesson during the dis
orders of 192?, and that at the first sign of trouble

in the future, the Consul General in Ranking would find
no difficulty in persuading the Americans to evacuate
Chinkiang.

LCR:MCL
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Enclosure No. 12 in letter of March 22, 1932, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. Peck.

MEMORANDUM OF

CONVERSATION

'MSUSSU «•r>«ABUr£,Ti' "iTWPWfcSlRSfcWuKl;

Chihkiang,
K&rch 15, 1982.

Charlotte A. Dunlap, Aaerican Presbyterian
Mission, Chinkiang.
VIoe Consul Unooln C. Reynolds.

Mbb

Misa Dunlap, for asny years a resident of Chinkiang

informed kr. Reynolds that conditions in Chinkiang were

more eultable to ooatiaued foi’Cign residence thr.n &.t
any previous time in her knowledge of the city.

Rhe

st&tod that the Chinese were extremely friendly toward
all foreigners cave Japanese, arid that as there were no

Japanese in Chlnkiuag at preoeut, this feeling was

negligible in so far as it affected the local situation.

Miss Dunlap said, that, although she felt perfectly
safe in Chiukiang, she would be guided by any advioe
convoyed to her by the Consul General in Wanking in the
event that there was any oh&nge in the local situation.

Mr. Reynolds explained to her that the Consul General’a
advlee to Mexlo&ne in Chinklang would have to be based
to a great extent upon information which he night re

ceive from them, and that he would appreciate receiving
any reporte concerning changes affecting the safety of

Americans in that section.

Mias Dunlap stated that the
Consul
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Consul Gener&1 would bo sont any Information received

in regard to this.
Miss Dunlap stated that close contact was being

maintained by Americans in Chinklang with the American
destroyer in the harbor.

Mr. Reynolds stated that,

in the event of disorders, the Consul General in Nanking

would probably issue his advice to the Americans in
Chinkiang through the laval vessel there.

LCRiMCL
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Enclosure No. 13 in letter of March 22, 1932, from Vice
Consul Reynolds to Consul General Willys R. Peck.

MEMO RANDOM

Nanking,
March 19, 1938.

In accordance with instructions issued to him on
March 12, 1932, by Consul General Willys H. Peck,
Vice Consul Lincoln C. Reynolds interrupted his journey
at Chinkiang on his return trip from Soochow on March 15,

for the purpose of obtaining information concerning plans
for the evacuation of Americans in that vicinity in case

of disorder.

Vice Consul Reynolds called on the senior American
Naval officer present, Lt.-Comdr. S. G. Moore, Commanding

the U.S. S. TRUXTON.

Commander Moore showed Mr. Reynolds

a plan prepared by the officers of the U. S. S. BARKER,

the vessel which was relieved at Chinkiang by the
U. S. S. TRUXTOfi.

According to the plan, the American

residents of Chinkiang, numbering seven on the date of

the interview, will proceed to the Standard oil Company
or Asiatio Petroleum Company installations on tho Bund,
and from there will be transported to the American
gunboat in a motor launch.

In addition to the regular

boat crew, ths launch will also be manned by a machine
gun crew.

Commander Moore stated that arrangements had been

made
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iaa.d.e to cooperate with British naval authorities in the
evacuation of Amerioan and British missionaries residing
in Yangchow and. along the urand Canal between that oity

and the Yangtze River.

These people will, in the event

of trouble, be removed to the men-of-war at Chinkiang
in naval launches protected »y machine-gun crews.

With regard to the evacuation of the Americans

reeidixig in tne Seventh Day Adventists' Mission at
Chiao fou DJen, about twenty miles west of Chinkiang
near the Snangh&i-sanking Railway line, Commander Moore

stated that definite plans had not yet been arrayed to
evacuate these people in the event of disorder, but that

he Intended to arrange immediately for them to pi*oce®d,
in case of necessity, to the bank of the Yangtze River
opposite the Mi&aion compound, am in the event of failure
of a naval launch to arrive there to evacuate them, they

would be instructed io proceed down river to Chinkiang

ou board a junk.

There were approximately seven Americans

in Chiao i'ou DJexi on March 15.

Communier Moore stated

that the consulate general in Banking would be notified

immediately of arrangements to evacuate these people,
as soon as the arrangements were completed.
Commander Moore stated tiiat the U. S. S. TRUXTUN

hud arrived in uh_i.uk lang only two days before, but that

he hM already successfully made contacts with Americans
ashore, and «hat he believed the situation at Chinkiang to

be unusually ^uiet.
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AM

JdiCD

No D-236
JME^I^ COj^LATE GENERAL,

'China.

March 29, 1932.

Subject: Sino-Japanese Controversy: China's

Sir:
un September 28, 1931, Dr. C. I. Wang resigned

from the post of Minister for Foreign Affairs, follow
ing an attack made on him by students, and on
November 28, 1931, Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo was
appointed Minister.

In the interim the Ministry was

in the charge of Dr. Frank Lee, Vice Minister.

China's

foreign relations, however, as distinguished from the

affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were under

the control of a Special Committee on Foreign Relations,
headed by Dr. Tai Chi-tao.

When the Commission wound

up its affairs on November 28, 1931, it compiled a
memorandum summarizing the conclusions it had reached
in regard to the Sino-Japanese controversy.

A trans

lation of this memorandum, made in the Foreign Office,

has just come to the Consulate General, and is enclosed

herewith.

A promise has been given that the translation
will

DECIASSIFIEDs
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will on no account be published,

it may receive pub

licity through other sources, but in order to obtain

a translation 1 was obliged to give this undertaking.
While the document is now rather old, nevertheless

'

it repays a reading.

1 am informed that the principles

'set forth were readopted by the (Government when (General

Chiang Kai-shek and Mr. Wang Ching-wei came to power at
fthe end of January last.

The following passages relate

especially to the United States: page 3, item 4; the

^opinion is expressed that when the appropriate time
J
/comes, the United States can be counted on to enforce
' the Nine Power Treaty and oppose the aggressive policy

; of Japan (apparently ’’champion" should be "contest”);

page 4, item 6; reliance on the .League is a means to
an end, i.e. that of gaining support when the time comes
to invoke the Nine Power Treaty and a means, also,of

! enlisting the sympathy of rhe United States.

Attention

is also invited to page 3, item 5; the second sentence

points out the necessity of consolidating the strength
of the Chinese people and of instilling in them a feeling

of confidence in their Government.
Respectfully yours,

'J

American Consul General

Enclosure:
1/ Translation of memorandum, as stated.

In duplicate to the Department of State
Single copy to the American Legation, Peiping
Single copy to the American Minister, Shanghai
Single copy to the American Member of the League
Commission of Inquiry.
800
WRP:MCL
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Enclosure Ko. 1 to despatch to the Department
Bo.D-236 of Willys R. Peck, American Consul
General at Hanking, China,dated. March 29, 1932,
entitled. "Sino-Japanese Controversy: China’s Policy
toward the League.Japan and the United States".

?y t**

i- Kime .L G-wni

8-w.ft r '*» ■

F f--H It»’

.LI .1 CCn.?XTTF^

GHM-e- -H O'

tv in ,

r i r -j-t.v-.

I-'.,

Th» c>e©l«il Comltiace cm foreign Affairs, in its

efforts to formil^tv: s. definite policy for the present
Japanese miceti
1*

hrs arrived ?t t o follo»ir.<r conclusions:•

’’h^t Juprn*'* military ato is the eexwlete

oooup«tlon or w.<=? ?orthar: tew

'©Vinces*

In tha curly days

of the present indidort, her Miliary wtheritles » nd those

ir>

control of J^rjin’a forairn rnl^tirms did not entirely

agree upon .ny definite lino of nctior.*

Lime cctobe.r 34th,

when the Council of the .:wus puof’Sd its necond ro .elution»

however, it h»j? beootw abundantly clear

that Japan’s foreign

policy ha« case under the domination cf th® militarists
until to.u / Japan* s foreign Off io® tssrely carries out the

ins true tloac

of the military party.

>.e mt therefore

carefully consider th® military aspect of the present
situation in order to arrive nt eny ecmslueions of our omi.

S,

Th>it Japan, in addition to the Military

o®eup?‘-tl?h of the Northeastern provinces, considwa the

ellnlnetlon of Chine’s existing civil and milita’y control
ov.r those provinces

a®

of primary Importanoe,

Ahrn the

GMnerse ’njthoritiec withdrew from ’henymp- (rukden) to establish

the prevlrc.lv 1 ndrdnistmti

at Chlnohor, it

w k so

indies lion both to our own people end to the forel«m oountris

th t Chinn la determined to

for the tlm beinr,

claim b«ek that «ha has lost

-fter the oc *upr. tl<m of Taitsihsr,

Jaçsan’v- Mil ter y forces hwo therefore been concentrating

their arerfjy

ths ex ulsi «» from Chinches of China’s

civil and nilitiary ferae® established there and of the last

outpont of her authority in tHe Hortheartom Provinces*
^2
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The deliberate creation of extensive diaturbafsce in the
Felping^Tlentsin area, in the >ïuhan area and in th® Fmkln®-

5hanrh--i ar--- was nil elaoulatsd to help in th® ro>-lisatian

of this fundamntai ein.

disorder.

twioo threatened with

Tieatsin wn

ït 1® perfectly el©ur tbnt the disorder waa

fme» tod by the Japnncr.e 1» order to render the Chinese
in th-® . oi - in.’i-bientsin area unpotent «md

suthox’iti®
ineffectual.

If, as a result of this dlsturbiwoe, the

'antral ’3overm«n.t should begin mobllia&ti n of its troops,
the Japoncw wauld tamo&Ulfcy, either through military swans

or through the irresponsible

uetion of their residents in

Chin-, e-'Hee the normal life all along th® Y*mgteo to be
aeriously upset.

There would thus b«? e fimmois-l panic of

enoraoua magnitude and th® capital would be plnoed under
sallitary pressure similar to the situation durln^ the signing

of the Treat:? of Hanking in 1042.
3.

ThHt th® Loe.gu© of Nations fro® ths very outset

is fully oognleeM of Japan’s policy as outlined in the
foregoing parag aphs ynd has boon doing sll it enn to prevent

it fron briïi - carried out.
agrément ^ith this ai»,

Both Knglnnd nd Transe are in

suspicion» about their intention

ar® ,:wt justlfi 4, el though shat policy they will follow
in the future no on® is able to tell.

But, up tr- tie present»

w® think Our interpretation is oorreet.

The e cun trie a

represented in the council of the Leagu»? will not, howewer,
at present declare war on y«pan because their own plans have

not been fully developed and hamonieed.

This ia the reason

why the League h» s hesitated, reaorting to the nprll '«tlm of

emotion* as provided for in its Covenant.

There are signe,

it is true, that th® League’s efforts ar® being exhausted, but
«sere V no danger of its collapse in spite of ishitt Japanese

militarism smy compel it to do, because the League is after ell
'a specific product of the Gr©\ t wart

®»d as th® only
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- 3 internat! nul organisation, it is not destinée! for a complete

rupture unlee

th*.- equilibrium thr u^bout the world 1»

en 11 rely o 1« turbed♦
4.

-fh'.t

raerlea

even W> to

consistent in Wtotf non^ecmittal.

on® of supreme indif'ereuoe.

is eodulously

how

Its attitude la «eerainrly

*iït when the time «sra to

invoke the articles of the îline-Fower

to champion

ty

the rirht of Japan thus to launch upon a. needlessly aggro»sir»

policy, w© oan count upon her to do It,

■ t present 'raœlofs

Is boaoadn- more peaceful in it» attitude evary day

,,hira tc be ?ja corelliutory a® possible.

asks

-,11 this, however,

jr epsre for •*? «st she Intends ts carry out in the

is wennt

future.

5.

That, in the lonr run, Chin& will win vietory

over Japan and confidence among the nation» of the ’X>rld.

■‘•hat is needed at present is to consolidate the sire gth of
the people and to foster a spirit or trust and abiding

confidence of the people In the r-ovenment.

In our rolat!•■'»-

ship with foreiFoyers, wo mv t, in the first place, und®r

no circui^tanoos, assuai the initiative of declaring esr on
secondly, we must do our bevt to oultiwte friendly

Japan.
filin’
fully

with the rest of th© world.

And thirtly, we met

understand the realities of the situation.

ïfhen,

however, a noment <s©g»s to offer military eseriflee in

eonpli:-.aoe with the dwwnds

of the people, we met ira®tor

all our energy without oonpunetlcn, provided that the

oiorifioe is fully regarded by aeswthing substertial.

If,

therefore, th© Jsp»ne»o should attwpt to seise Chinehor by
military force, all that remina for us to

resistance rt any eost.

do ie to offer

Only In this way is it possible

to maintain the confidence

of the people in the CJovemneut

and to strengthen th^ir will.

Only, in this way, is it

possible to prevent a ^en^rwl collapse ©f the nation and to
establish
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ostoblith n reaps®tobl

position in the f^ily of nation».

In Tientsin, also w «uct

the lavioiatility or the

pswlnoial government in order to strength®■. the trust of
the people in the ,,CTf;rasec.t '.nd to show to th® world ttat

Chins to detorrdned. to fight for her sovereignty.

ft.
hollow in th-

Thet th.-- ChliïQP® ‘^ovtTJaaent mu^t continue to
effloaoy of the efforts or tbs League >nd In

no wise Minimise its oonfidence.
be

ilje League aunt, however,

to wad .-retond th t ths situation i

gro-lng ■.orse

owin'? to the inability of the Leeguo to aseumo the fullest

responsibility .nd to its refusal to resort to th® applits»tien of «onctions.

Jwpsmse Militari®?;-. ha?; eonpoQuently

become voce alerwingly aggreseive -<nd the authority of the
League ïaorft çweetionable.

hen thia Qwett ,n of

fwwïslbillty

is aodo olear, it should, In th® first ÿlaee, weaken the
oritieal attitude of th® people for th*? 'tonnwnt,

k

the

eoeonft plac®, the unbroken sonfider.ee in th® League helps
to w Intel» th® friendly feeling with th® iowere,

nd

thirdly, ^hen th® day ooms to aake use of the Lino-bower
Treaty, our efforts to enlist /uasrioan sympathy should be

produotiv® of greater results*

*or after Jtl the fo-iers

whioh signed th© Kine-fower Treaty are the lowers whloh have
th® rio-st say In the League.

If ee fail therefore to do all

we e m to foster friendliness with the League, we shell win

soanty sup ort vdisn we shange our policy in the future*
7.

That th® forees in «Tapan which are endeavouring

to overthrow th® hegemony of the tallitary olirfus ar® not weak

and are furthenswre identified with various influential groups.

For th® present, these forest have no opportunity to assort
thaa^elves ws tto dosainati-n by th® military clique Is well*

nigh oasapleto.

put th® d«y

bœn-i to <toma when nil 1 tartan

will have ®p»nt ito energy and then the forces of opposition

will have thel- full swy nd assura© thé reine of government.

Ul£
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It is th»» thot th*- relationship between China and Japan
will be aoïv'uôteô along purely diplœatio lin®*.

le a general -«• -y, th

foroee opnosln* the

Military group* in Jcywm ar® those whioh haw little
sympathy ‘-?ith the oo nipatin» of Mongolia and th® ??©rthea*tera
Provlnoe* either beeause of a differenoe In poliey or

ttwe I-- oonfliet of intérêt.

-none the people to stand up

ag®ir.^t tb»? /rllit^hy oliQue ir firstly t'-«? group around

Prince 'alonjl and"^

•

The aecond group consists of the

$av®l people around Yammoto and^^'àjS,

The third !•? ih®

flnaneiel group. . 'fhe fourth group consist* of mrehnnt*
bavin** eoiyKsaInterests with the eiiddl® ..ed southern

fifth group Includes merchants having

portions of Chin®.

extensive ooramroi-tl interests with ;urope and /jocr! oe.

5te*e©

fir® group* ar» -11 against the policy of military ©ccupation
of th© northeastern Provinoe» booms* it ontir' ly eonfliet*
with their interest* and beeause the proseoution of »ueh a

policy is bound to te followed by fimmoitl bankruptcy.
e met atoit that aotlvo opposition by those groups will not

appear for somtiue, but w® firmly believe tfcat there will be
a nw era in the diploiaatic Intercourse betwe«xy China and

Japan,

Mor i- th® ecn.fide-.oe of

dovermtmt

particularly fir®,

o«“- own people in the

Th* tira® therefore to effect

a radlenl chans» of atrsosphore he a not arrived.

:«ven in

ordinary co vers a tian one met show elreumapeoticn in dealing

with thi

smbjeot» as

t

« little eareless»*** ®ay lead to

mi sunders tonAinr -M offer serious bb * taele*.

Ho«w, there

i<> no danger in laying th a foundations nor for the neo period

thrst. is sure to ap sar.

On the other hand, if th® present

SAlga^eics require all th® power* of resistance that w have,

wa mat be willing to be«r that «aerifies.

the

Ihe people at

tlm my continue their setlve opposition to

Japanese.
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Japanese aggression.

Those three kinds of efforts my be

exerted simultaneously with no harui to any one of the®.
The above paragraphs embody the results of the

deliberations

of the Special Committee on Foreign Relations

since Its inception two months ago.

What it lias done and

what it plans to do are all based upon the observations

and the aenclusions which have been described above.

The Central Government has, however, full power
in the formulation of its foreign policy, and, more

especially, the ^resident and the Vice-Commander as the
supreme civil and military leaders of the country, must

decide what is embodied in this report.

The second, third

and fifth items are especially important ae the whole

policy is really established on them.

Received by the American Consul General
on March 20, 1932; probably written
before November 28, 1931.
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REP

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

A portion of this
telegram must be- closely
paraphrased before being
communicated to anyone.

SWGHAI
From

w

Dated April 27. 1932
n, ifRec’d 5:12 a.m

’ll

m
«

Secretary of State,
Division of

Washington

LH

MR

eastem affairs

APR 271S32

April 27, 1 p* m.

(GRAY) Your 153, April 25, 5 p. m., to S
I am preparing a letter to my Jaji

protesting against
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One.

ese colleague

obstacles placed in the way of, or

dan age done to, Amex’ican business interests located in
y

Chapei and other areas now under temporary control of
Japanese military where specific information is available.

Two.

With reference to police protection of American

property located in Chapei and adjacent Chinese territory,
(EKD GRAY) I have discussed matter with Cunningham and we
find question one of great delicacy particularly in view of

the fact that negotiations now progressing contemplate with-^
drawal of Japanese military into Settlement area and mugtci-g-,j
4a
pal and Extra Settlement roads-adjacent to Hongkew and E*
05

returning previously occupied area to jurisdiction of
Chinese police.

3E

We agree that it would be dangerous for us

to request the Japanese to afford police protection to Ameri

can interests in areas mentioned lest such a request be used

by the Japanese as justification for continued stationing
of Japanese military in those areas.

(GRAY) Three
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(GRAY) Three.

We believe that question should be

limited somewhat along the following lines.

I will communi

cate with Japanese Minister calling attention to the fact
that American interests have considerable funds invested
in property and business in certain designated areas (with

out mentioning control there) and stating that these
interests have complained to us that the activities of the

Japanese military in those areas have prevented functioning
of the Chinese police administration hitherto affording
protection against bad characters and that we must therefore

hold the Japanese Government responsible for any damage
that may be done to American property in those areas due
to the interference by the Japanese military with the
functioning of the Chinese police.

This attitude would

seem to be consistent with our policy in regard to the
whole question and places on record our understanding that

appropriate and legitimate authority in those areas are in

Chinese hands and that we are holding the Japanese responsi
ble for damage and obstruction due to the fact that
have interrupted that authority.

Four.

they

/

Referring to the third/paragraph of the Depart

ment’s 153, April 25, 5 p. m., t6ie Consul General and I are

of the opinion that it would be desirable to include the

clause suggested in Cunningham’s telegram 100 of February

23, 3 p. m..
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Five.

I discussed with my British colleague the

question of responsibility for damages and he informs me

that he has referred the matter to his Government and
has asked that the legal department of the Foreign Office

advise him as to the general policy which should guide
him in determining what claims should be presented and to

whom. I think it would ba helpful if the Department could
give me instructions along similar linos for my guidance

in answering questions here.

JOHNSON

HID
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see.............................................

for______

..................................

FROM_______________ ____ .J®5P5?®„P«(,®Teene............... ) DATED ...?®.V.»À?.t_À?.??.
IXK

1,27

NAME

background of situation at Shanghai caused by Sino»
Japanese hostilities.

regarding:

dew
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SEE____ 8®??01.M?®c^iaA67__________ for___ T?1 •. J. 474^ 10. an

from

.... China________________ ( Perkins_____ )

TO

REGARDING:

NAME

dated

April 27, 1952.
1-1127

Spokesman from Japanese headquarters announced
that Yoda brigade left Changchun for Harbin*

or.
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Peiping via N.R.
Dated April 27, 1932

Rec’d 2:20 a.m.

Secretary cf State,

Washington.
474, April 27, 10 a. m.

Following from American Consul General at Mukden:
"April 26, 9 p. m.

Spokesman of Japanese headquarters announced that Yoda

Brigade left Changchun this morning for Harbin.

This

brigade was transferred from Chinchow via Tungleurstu Pingka
and left detachments en route.

Yoda Brigade was replaced at

Chinchow by the Hirosaki brigade.’’
For the Minister
PERKINS

WC-KLF
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.......... -893.00/11908_________ ________ FOR___ Tel.MT^.-lpm___________

from

.......... Ghipa..............................(...-Perkins------- )

dated

NAME

..._Apr^22^-1932-----1-1127

or.

a memorandum made public by Sun Fo in which he stated that
the nation should resist Japan to the last.

regarding:

dew
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Peiping via II. R.

Dated April 27, 1932
Re c ’ d 5 a. m.
Secretary of State,
Washington,

477, April 27, 1 p. m.

Followng from Kuo Wen, Shanghai. April 24:

iv.r. io i, Ala,/ made public a memorandum which he addressed
to lor. v/ang ehing 'lei, io?. Hu Han Iiin and General Chiang Kai

Shek last nignt in connection with the present oolicy diplo

matic situation in China.

The important features of the

document are us follows:
First, the National Government should make immediate

preparedness for the introduction of constitutional govern

ment.

The third plenary session of the Kuomintang committee

should be held next June for the discussion of fundamental
principles of political and party reform.

Secondary, the Legislative Yuan should be entrusted
with task of drafting a permanent constitution.

This consti

tution is to be brought up for discussion and approval at a
national citizens conference to be called by the Government

next April.

The constitution should regulate local self-

government .
Thirdly, the people should be allowed to organize
political
parties so long as those parties advocate
x
»Jx 1I1L1 GlvO
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principles which are not contrary to the three peoples
principles of Dr. Sun Yat Sen hut military men in active

service should not be allowed to exercise the right of

suffrage.

Fourthly, representation at the peoples conference
should be based on population as well as occupation and the

electorial law in this connection should be drafted by the

legislative

hin.

The memoxaiidum further says that the nation should
resist Janan to the last; which,

in the opinion of Mr. Sun,

offers the only way for the salvation of the Kuomintang and
China.

In order to facilitate the accomplishment of this

object the Government should join hands with all those

countries whose interests are in conflict with those of Japan.
Concerning the affairs of the Kuomintang, Mr. Sun says

that party expenses should be borne by the members themselves
instead of being defrayed by the National Government as has
been the case hitherto.

The Central Kuomintang should be

maintained but branch party offices should curtail their

activities.

Party workers should be encouraged to enter

useful professions.

In making public the statement today Mr. Sun denied

that he is rejoining the National Government as Minister of

Railways or that he has been offered the post of Chinese
Minister
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Minister to the United States.

He further said that he

has not the slightest intentions to assume the post of
Chairman of the Legislative Yuan to which he was appointed

last January when the Govern/nent was reorgani

d , •’

For the Minister
PERKTUS

KLI

WC
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NO. 264 Political

AMERICAN CONSULATE.
Geneva, Switzerland, Ap:

18

1932

^visjon of

0<Wnw of stat.

Transmitti
ino-Japanese Documen
Period April 1 - April 15, inclusive.

ft
'i‘v 3 A i*i
>MIE Or UATK’ l<

The Secretary of State,
sX*-.

Washington.
Sir:

,,

I have the honor to refer to the Consulate’s Despatch

‘n ; - T5cnt

No. 257 Political, of April 5, 1932, and previous despatches

transmitting documents relating to the appeal of the Chinese

Government under the Covenant of the League of Nations.

In pursuance^of the practice which has been followed
in this matter, I am forwarding under separate cover as an

accompaniment to this despatch further documents which were
issued during the period April 1 to April 15 inclusive.

Respectfully yours,
M-ry ijUeJ.
Prentiss B. Gilbert,
American Consul^

Original and 5 copies to Department of State.
1 copy to American Legation,Berne,Switzerland.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 3 1

‘

The Honorable

F /L S

Subject:
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AMERICAN CONSULATE,
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND.

LIST OF DOCUMENTS TRANSMITTED AS ACCOMPANIMENT TO GENEVA
CONSULATE DESPATCH No. 264 Political,
of April 18, 1932.

0.359.1932.VII.
C.M.206.

o -

C.M.208.
C.M.213.
C.M.216.
A (Extr.) 93 to 103.

A (Extr.) Com.Spec./I - 6.
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AMTPTCAN CONSULATE
0

Geneva, Switzerland.

LIST OF DOCUMENTS TRANSMITTED AS ACCOMPANIMENT TO GENEVA
CONSULATE DESPATCH No. 264 Political,

of April 18, 1932.

0. 359. 1932.VII.

C.M.205.
C.M.208.

C.M.213.
C.M.216.

A (Extr.)93 to 103.
A(Extr. ) Com.Spec./1 - 6.
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AMERICAN CONSULATE
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

APR 1 9 ÎC32

Translation
Communicated to
Members of the

'
0.359.1932.VII.

..POLITICAL SECTION

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

GENEVA, April 9th, 1932
APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

Communication from the Commission of Enquiry.

The Secretary-General has the honour to inform the
members of the Council that he has received the following message
from Lord Lytton, the President of the Commission of Enquiry:

"At the Council meeting held on November 21st, 1931,

the Italian representative stated on behalf of his Govern
ment that it would place at the disposal of the Commission
all the facilities ib possessed on the spot and that all

the Italians on the jpot would contribute towards the enquiry.

The Commission has no doubt that all the other members of
the Council with representatives here will desire similarly

to facilitate the accomplishment of the Commission’s task
and that they will, if necessary, sens instructions to this
effect to their Legations at Peking and their Consulates in
Manchuria.”

The Secretary-General has informed Lord Lytton that

the above message is being brought to the knowledge of the Council.
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XUGU3 0? NA T BUS.

C. 383.In.216.1932. VII.

Communicated to the
Council and lumbers
of the League.

Doneva,

lllÛli

Ï-1Xj

Cx'i. I.

A_.ril lb th,

1932.

CroVlcüjl-Ù^l1 .

Communication from the J:- panese Delegation.

1 o te by the Soore tqry-e: n3?al.

It ths renient of the Japanese Delegation, the SecretaryG-enerel has the honour to circulate to toe Co ..-.oil the
follo’-vin... communication dated April loth.

SHANGHAI IxICIDUDS.
Summer" of of f i c i a 1_ telegram received on 1 pril loth
__ _
peleg st ion.

82/1932.

Shanghai, April 14th, 1932.
/
Japanese nationals continue to be the object of violence

on tae part of the Caines-- population even in the International

Settlement, although tae municipal police
ing to ensure taeir protection.

employee

there are..endeavour

On April 13th a Japanese

(29 years of age), on going to the F^encu ovttlement

at atout 10 a.m.,was assaulted by five Chinese, probably

students.

He v»as seriously injured, particularly in tac head.

On April 14th,at about 10 a.m.,a Japanese barber

(Û4 years of

age) was /assaulted in ta a International Settlement, m the
Sincha load,by numerous Chinese,

His condition is desperate.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

C ..5P2.M*215-1932 -VII-

)d to the Co uno il and
f the League.

Geneva, April loth,

1933.

APPEAL FRO’-. TIE CHINESE' GQV3RT£r^T.
C 0 mmun i c a t i 0 n f rem tx„e Japann s e p o 1 e g at ion •

Note 1-y the Secretary-General

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate the
following communication, dated April 14th, whim- ho has re
ceived from the Japanese Delegation.

A^ril 14th,

1933.

In continuation of the previous communioations con
cerning the Shanghai negotiations, I have the honour to
transmit to you the following summary of the discussions:
1.
The majority of the difficulties which had arisen
during the discussions nave teen settled in co-operation 'with
the representatives of the four friendly Powers.
One of tne
points remaining in suspense - the determination of tne places
in which the Japanese troops would be accommodated - was
settled at the Technical Commission’s meeting on the afternoon
of April 11th.
Tnis Commission was also on tne point of
settling the question of tne position of the Chinese forces.
Unfortunately, the Conference naving been suspended since
April 11th at the Cninese delegation’s request, as will bp
explained below, the Technical Commission also suspended its
proceedings on Axril 14th.
£.
The only diffl'mlty which still subsists is the
question of the date of the withdrawal of tne Japanese troops
to the Settlement and extra-Settlement Roads.

The Japanese view on this subject is that, owing to
the reasons which necessitated the despatch of Japanese troops
to Shanghai and the present state of affairs in China, the
responsible Japanese authorities cannot determine in advance
a definite date for this withdrawal.
The Chinese, on the
other hand, demand that such a date should be fixed.
Alter
long discussions, the British Minister in China proposed, at
the meeting of April 7th, that one of the three draft declsxrations which he nad drawn up in this sonneotion should he
selected.
These drafts were far from agreeing witxi tne abovementioned views of the Japanese Government, and it was ex
tremely difficult for the latter to accept them.
Wishing,
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however, to make some response to the great efforts of the
hriuisn Minister, supported ty the representatives of the
friendly Po./ers, and to reacn as yuicxly as possible an agree
ment with regard to tne final cessation’ of Hostilities, the
Japanese Government deoiaeu co accept the British draft No.I,
which roads as follows:
"T^e Japanese Government takes this opportunity to
declare that, as soon as local conditions in and around
Shanghai so improve as to afford a sense of security to
Japanese naticrals as regards protection of lives and
property and lawful pursuits (and it hopes that conditioriù will have so improved within six mouths or sooner) ,
the Japanese troops will be furtner witnurawn to the
International Settlement and extra-settlement Roads in
the Hongkew District, as before tne incident of January
28th, 1932."
At the meeting of A>ril 9th, tne J:.yanese dele6ates
announced the acceptance of this draft.

Ou the Chinese side, no mention was made of drafts
II and III, but objections were raised witn regard to draft p
on the ground that no date for the withdrawal of the Japanese
forces was clearly mentioned and that the period of six months
was too long.
T..e Chinese delegation therefore proposed tnat
the text of the declaration should be amended so as to stipu
late that the witndrawal of tne Japanese troops should be com
pleted within a period of four months or sooner, ty which
time normal conditions would have been restored in and around
Shanghai.
T..e Japanese delegation was extremely surprised at
this proposal, for it had been understood tnat one of the
three texte proposed by Sir Miles Lampson snould be chosen
and tnat there would be no question of introducing amendments.
Alter a fresh exenange of views, Sir Miles Lampson,
in a last effort at conciliation, prepared a new text modify
ing his first draft so as to include certain points of the
Chinese proposals.
Tais text stated tnat Japan would withdraw her troops to the International settlement and the extra
Settlement Road^ as soon as local conditions in and around
Snanghai han returned to normal - the Japanese Government
hoping that conditions would have so returnee within six months
or sooner.

This text, while maintaining the period of six months,
took into account the Chinese desiderata, notably by replacing
the reference to "u sense of security" by the expression
"return to normal conditions".
It was decided that the two
parties would apply to their Governments for xinal instructions
and would make knov/n their replies at the meeting arranged fox’
April 11th.
Tue Japanese Government, wishing to give evidence
once more of its good will, decided to accept it, and the
Japanese delegates notified the British Minister accordingly.
On Axril 11th, however, the Chinese delegation asked for a
postponement of the meeting arranged for' that date, tne in
structions asked ty U nking from the Prcoi^ent of the Adminis
trative Yuen at Loyang not yet having been received.

In these
conditions,
it has not yet teen possible
to fix the date of the next meeting.

.
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3.
In spite of tnese circumstances, tne Japanese
Government still entertains tne firm hope tnat an agreement
will shortly to reached at Shanghai, in view of the eiforts
of the representatives of the iriendly Powers and the iact
that such questions can only be settled in practice by
negotiations on the spot.

T, r.
Requesting you to communicate the foregoing to the
-æ-V ors of the Council and tne League,
I nave the honour to to,

(s. )

etc.

H. NAGhOlLi.

Japanese representative on the Council
of the League of nations.
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LEAGUE Or’ TAT I PITS
Commun!cated to the Committee
of nineteen, the Council and
the Members of the League.

C.372.M.213.1932.VIIA.(Extr.)

Com.spec./5.193

Geneva, April 13th,

1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHIFESB COVERIL/UTf.

Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

I ote by the Se^c r e tary—G eneral.

The Secretary-General nas the nonour to circulate
to the Assembly the following communication, dated April 13th,
whi^h he has received from the Chinese Delegation.

April 13,

To the

1932.

Secretary-General.

I have the honour to acxnowledc.e tne receipt of your
letter1) of March 18th and to communicate nerewitu a Memorandum
submitted in compliance with the decision of the special Com
mittee at its meeting on Marcn 17th, to invite the Governments
of China and Japan to inform it of the measures whicn tney nave
taken or expect to take i'n tne near future, in order to carry
into effect the Resolutions uhopued by tne Council on Septem
ber 30th and December 10th, 1931.
From this Memorandum it must be evident to the
Committee that tike measures wnicn tne Chinese Government
have taken or expect to take in order to faitnfully carry
out the said Council Resolutions have all been frustrated
by the Japanese Government, wnich must, therefore, be respon
sible for the abnormal state of things now prevailing in th©
Three Eastern Provinces as a consequence of tne non-executio
of the said Council Resolutions on tne part of Japan.

(s.)

x) See document A.(E^tr.)

W. W. YEN-

64.1932.VII-
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MEMORANDUM CONCERNING THE 1ÆASURE3 îàIÏÏÜ BY THE
CHINESE GOVERNMENT IN COMPLIANCE 'WITH THE COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS
OF SEPTEMBER 30 AND DECEMBER 10, 1931.

The following memorandum has teen compiled in response
to the request of the Committee of Nineteen at its meeting on
March 17, for information at the earliest possible moment on the
measures which the Chinese Government nas taken or expects to
take in tne near future in order to carry into efiect tne Resolu
tions adopter ty the Council on September 30 and December 10,
1931.

Obligations assumée, under the September 3Q Resolution.

Under the September 30 Resolution of the Council tne
parties undertake to furnish the Council with full information
as to the development of the situation and to take all necessary
steps to prevent any extension of the scope of tne incident or
any aggravation of tne situation.
The former obligation io, so
to speak, non-controversial and has been constantly and faith
fully carried out.
The latter obligation nas been complied
witn in full b.v the Chinese Government but not by the Japanese.
All tne Chinese military measures nave been strictly limitée to
self-defence, and nothing has been done to aggravate tne situa
tion.
The principal obligations accepted respectively by the
two parties are contained in tne following paragrapns of the
Resolution;
"Notes the Japanese representative'. statement tnat
his Government will continue as rapidly as possible tne
'withdrawal of its troops, which has already teen be&un,
into the railway zone in proportion as the safety of the
lives and property of Japanese nationals is eilectively
assured and that it hopes to carry out this intention in
full as speeaily as possible.
"Notes the Chinese representative'« statement tnat nis
Government will assume responsibility for the safety of the
lives and property of Japanese nationals outside tnat zone
as the withdrawal of Japanese troops continues and the
Chinese local authorities and police forces are re-estab
lished . "
(Official Journal, December 1931,

p . 2<j07 . )
Steps taken by China to carry out the Resolution.

The Chinese Government took immediate steps to carry
out its part of the contract:-
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On October v the following despatch from the "hinese

Gov
ernment '.vas transmitted to the Council:
t*
’’General Chiang Kai-shek, the 1 resident cf the
National Government and pcncurren tly the ^-or, mander in-Chief ^f the Land, Naval and Air forces <"t the
Republic ^f China ordered yesterday Marshal Chang
Hsueh-liang tn appoint hi,-h military officers who
have been commanding the military forces of the
Three Eastern Provinces to take over the places tn
do evaluated by the Japanese trcops and to be strictly
responsible for the restoration of order in those
places which had been disturbed by the Japanese
soldiers."
■ C.005.M.273.IjTl
)
{ Official Journal, December I95I,P«^47^•)

The nex t day the Council was informed that action had duly
been taken in conformity with this despatch in the following
cable message from the Chinese Government :
"..cting under the instruction of General
Chiang Kai-shek, the President of the National
Government, Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang has appointed
Generals Chang Tso-hsianf and ".ang Shu-"■•hang tn take
over the places to be evacuated by the Japanese
troops and to he strictly responsible for the res
toration ci* order therein."
(C>.
M. 277.175I.
)
(Officiel Journal, December 19Jl,p.2471)

The Chinese Government took immediate steps to notify the
Japanese Government of the action it had taken and duly informed
the^Council of this action in a despatch, dated October 9, reading
as lollows :

"Chinese Minister in Tokio notified Japanese Govern
ment on October 6 that Chang Tso-Hsiang and Gang ShuChang have been, appointed representatives to take over
places to be evacuated by Japanese military forces and
asked for telegraphic instructions to be sent to Japanese
military commanders to begin handing over.
Ko reply
received up to date.
Chinese Minister is instructed
to deliver second note as follows:
’Fulfilment of
Council resolution September 30 requires immediate
transfer to Chinese authorities of localities occupied
by Japanese troops since September 18.
Chinese Govern
ment hiving pledged itself to assume responsibility
for safety of lives and property of Japanese nationals
during process of withdrawal of Japanese troops and
re-establishment local Chinese authorities and police
forces, notified Japanese Government October 6 of appoint
ment of its representatives and asked it to make imme
diate arrangements to enable Chinese troops effectively
to take possession evacuated localities and thus to
protect lives and property of residents in conformity
with its undertaking given at Council.
As no reply rc~ i.ived and matter extremely urgent I am instructed to
request :
Firstly, that Japanese Government indicate
localities to be taken over this week;
secondly, that in
the course of the day instructions be telegraphed to
military commanders so that re-occupation can be begun
to-morrow.’"
;c.088.m.294.1951.
)
■Officiai Journal,December l^Jl,p«2474•)
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T ho J a pan. s. y A_tt i t u ù e.

The Japanese Gov rrnmcnt, oil
r-'-yly, a cony of '"kick. w...-s
reit jra Ud
comiùunica tod to too Council (3 .L'yl.' .fk',' .l')Zl.
its assertion that J pancSj uo tion in
nchurlu had been wcrtaken only to protêt the live s and property of Japanese
subjects, and proceeded to def inc its attitude as follows :

"1.

Military occupations undertaken by J=.p-noso
army along South Lhnohur.an !•■ ilv/ay line sine., in
cident of night cf Se-pt nob or 1 ■ between Chin ese and
Japanese troops near Luhden wore dusi- nod solely to
avert by preventive action the potential
constituted by presence in those districts cf
Chinese armies in '•rusbin- ly superior numb-.rs.
J. panose troops have in fact suffered considerable
l.ssos of men in spite of proclamation of nonrosistar.ee of Chinese troops.
Chinese Goto ■.■rimant proposes a" point Generals
Chang Tsc-Iisiung and vang Shu-Chung to err .ng ;
with J; pan-esu military authorities "for suitable
moans oi maintaining order in -.art in localities in
railway zcxie after withdrawal of J'p-nose troops.
The present concentration in those localities of
armed Chin.-Se soldiers to cope with any eventuality,
ulthou h tiaint onane.. cf oraer is sol; object in
view, would Very probably unuei- present circumstances
as at time cf incident hove regrettable affect of
reviving troops’ feeling cf serious impendin' menace.
In vi eW of extreme tension of national feeling on
both sides dr ngvr of conflict between troops of* both
parties is probably gi-eut_r than at any moment hitherto."

"5*

J.pun^sc Government considers most urgent Vsk cf
moment is collaboration of our tv;o Governments, with
a view to calmin' ex-itod national feelings by
rapidly establishing threw; h direct negotiation fun
damental points capable of constituting a basis
cilowing of resumption of norr.r.,1 relations.
Once
national fc lings arc allayed by direct negotiation^
J: p-. nese troops might without overmuch apprehension
return entirely to rril-:y zone, thus facilitating
assertion cf authority and maintenance cf order in
l.crlitios in question.

"4.

Japanese Government is ready to negotiate immediately with responsible ropreSentntivos cf Chinese
Government in order te est. .-.dish fundamental points
referred to.”
[Official Journal, Decemb eV 1931, P • G48 5.)
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The issues. »f direct negotiations on unspecified
"fundamental ’"oints" governing the relations between the
t'wo countries as a preliminary to Japanese withdrawal was
thus for the first time raised and has ever since proved
an insuperable stumbling-block to the execution of the
Council resolutions.

China’s Reply.

. tn October IP the Chinese Government communicated to
the Council a copy of its reply to the J-panese note.
The
following passages m^y be quoted:
"In defiance of international law ..nd in
violation of Covenant League Nations as well as Peace
Pact of P..ris and Nine Power Treaty signed at Washington,
J pun has suddenly and without provocation invaded
and occupied portions of the Chinese provinces of
Liaoning ...nd Kirin, overturned lawful provincial and.
district administrations, end in course of invasion
committed many acts of war, and ethers not permitted
by international law even in war, such as killing of
innocent civilians, bombardment of unfortified towns,
bombarding of passenger trains, and removal and
seizure of public and private property, etc....

"China ..nd J, pan being both bound by abovementioned international agreements imposing on their
signatories obligations to seek for peaceful settle
ment of all disputes, China at once appealed to
Council of League of Nations.
Council called upon
Japanese Government to give ordei s for immediate
withdrawal of their troops from areas occupied since
September 18 and decided to accept solemn pledge,
given by Japan to comply with its request, fixing its
further meeting for October fourteenth, should by that
time that pledge remain unfulfilled.

'Chinese Government refrained from very beginning
from any and every acp/cf hostility, going to length
of strictly ordering <*11 military forces not to offer
resistance in whatever form to continuous advance of
Japanese trwops, and in spite of provocative actions
increasing every day in intensity and embracing ever
wider areas.
"At same time strictest discipline was imposed
on the nation for protection i : every way of lives
and property of Japanese residents 'within Chinese
territory under Chinese administration and the fact
that no untoward incident has occurred anywhere in
t..e vast area under Chinese jurisdiction proves con
clusively th<*t the undertaki g given by the Chinese
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Go7orrjrnt to Council. of League of Notions is
toino; observed most s-rurulously.
Repeated
Government orders end predonations have confined
righteous indignation of our people within ’égal
bounce, and mandate of the Chinese Government
issued on Catcher 7, ordering all local author
ities ’to give full protection tn for''i on
nationals and to r',revent undesirable *■ 2'..’ments
from taking advantage of situation in inciting
any unlawful actions’ further strengthened
Government injunctions just at the time Wh^n it
became only too obvions that Japanese Government
was not fulfilling its pledge of withdrawal.

"Acting upon resolution of Council of
League of Nations, Chinese Government has ap
pointed two high officers to take over places
to he evacuated and duly notified Japanese
Government and Council to that effect, tut
J.-.ranese Gov. rnm^nt has not yet oarrid out
its declared intention to hand over places
under their occupâtinn to Caines® authorities.
As is shown ty the report of a neutral observer,
such places as Shenyang, Kirin, Tunhucc, Chuliuho,
Sinrain, Ti®n^hangtai, etc. are still under con
trol of Japanese troops.
Meanwhile these troons
keep on killing and wounding innocent citizens
and destroying property without slightest
justification.
"It must therefore be a matter of surprise
to the ■.■'orld that popular indignation in C ina
has limite d itself" to mor0 refusal to purchase
J runese g. ,cds.
Freedom to choose one’s pur
chases is“an individual right with which no
Government interferes, and, while it is the
duty ci every Government to protect foreign
nationals, it is bound neither by any recognised
standard of governance nor ty any principle of
international law to prohibit or punish exer
cise of an elementary right of citizenship.
If
there be resr~nsibility at all in the matter,
it lies entirely with Japanese Government which
has, by many* acts of unfriendliness since
Wanpacchan incidents, created this general pre
judice against Japanese m^renandis*’.’1

(o.70S.M.514.1931,
1931, p.2491.)

official Journal, December
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The_Viall the Membof the '"ounoil except Jupan.

T ;o next development w- 3 th® udontion by -til th®
Members of the Cvuneil »xccrt Japan of the so-ea-l®d
Cctober 2£ r°soluti-a.
T-io document not ®nly retains
its full m-ral force os pointed eut subsequently'by M.
Briand, the Pr^si d-.uit c. f the Council, tut’is ef th®
highest political value, since it represents the ccnsid°red view of all the governments Members rf th® Council,
except Japan, on how to implement the Council rmvlutim
of September 3®*.
Paragraphs 1, 4, 5 and 6 of this
resolution msy be quoted:

Recalls the undertakings given to the
Council by the Governments of C..ina and
Japan in that resolution (of September 3n),
and in particular the statement of th® Jupanes®
representative that the J..panose Government
v cu: d continue as ran'idly as rossiblet the
withdrawal of its troops into the railway zone
in rr-portion .js the safety of f.e liv-s and
property ®f Japan®.*,® nationals is effectively
assured, nod the statement of the Chinese rep
resentative that his Guver .wt will ossumc th®
responsibility for the safaty of th® lives and
projerty of Javanese nationals -utsi*® that
zone
a pledge wlii-rn impli®s the ®ffe?tiv®
protection of Japanese subjects residing in
Manchuria ;
Being convinced that the fulfilment of
thés® assurances and undertakings is essential
for the restoration of normal relations between
the two Parties:
"(u) C- Ils upon the J,.pane.se Gov
ernment to begin immediately end t®
proceed progressively with the with
drawal ®f its trocns into the railway
zone, sc that the total withdrawal may
he ®ffect®d b®fer® the date fixed for
the n®xt meeting t-f th® c<-uncil;

"(b) Calls upon th® Chines® Govern
ment, in execution of its general pledge
to assume the responsibility for the
safety and lives of all Japanese subjects
resident in M.nchuria, t® make such
arrangements for taking ov®r the terri
tory thus evacuated as vill ®nsur® the
safety of the liv®s and property of
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J<ro-.nese s ub j « n. t s th^-re, and requests
the C inu-se Government te associate with
the C iiiesc authorities designated for
the above purpose representatives of other
Povrers, in order th.such rcr^s^ntatives
may folic.".. in the execution of the arrange
ments.

"5.

Recommends th .t the Chinese and -Jap.-mero
Governments should immediately mroint r^nreo^ntativ- s to arrange the details of the «xe^uticn of
all points relating to the evaou'tion •-'•nd the
taking over -of the evacuated territory, so that,
they may proceed smoothly and without neic.y;

"6.

Recommends the Chinese .no j>,enese Govern
ments, ns soon as the evocu ..ti^n is completed, to
begin negotiations on questions outstanding rotv.een them, and in particular those ’■•rising out of
recent incidents as well as these relating tn
existing difficulties due to th^ railway situr.ition
in I-'ancb.uri 2.
For this purpose, the Council
suggests that the two Parties should set un a
conciliation committee or some such permanent
machinery."
( Official Journ .1, December 1931, p.i’517).

This resolution crystallized the views of the Drcsident
and varie us Members of the Council regarding th-.- issue cf
direct negotiations on the basis of Lpuncce military
occupation.
These views, which
e a complete vindication
of the attitude the Chinese Gc-ver." mont has adopted on this
issue from the outset of the conflict end are impregnably
based on th-- oi c.in meaning of the; '"’avenant and the Faris
p,. ct, are recorded on pp. 1Ô-18 of Chin ..’r statement of h°r
case under Article XV f the Covenant ( A.Extr. 1.193?.) .

2_ ins ' a Ace ° nt an co and J .ran s P.c j co t ion.

Tao Chinese de.ieg-te in the Council meeting cf October
po expressed, the entire readiness of the Chinese Government to
accept -.11 the obligations laid upon it by the- Council résolut
ions,
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and to go further and to cocperate with the League in devising
any.supplementary arrangements that the Council might think
desirable, in the following terms:
"In the view ot the Chinese Government, the
heart oi the proposal is contained in the provision
that the Council should meet arain on November 16th,
that it calls upon the Japanese Government to login
its withdrawal immediately, to proceed progressively
with that withdrawal, and to complete it before the
above date, and requests the Chinese Government to
associate with the Chinese authorities designated to
make arrangements for taz.inv over the territory thus
evacuated and ensuring the safety of the lives ana
property of Japanese subjects there, representatives of
other Powers, in order that such representatives may
follow the execution oi these arrangements.
”....... the Chinese Government accepts this
proposal and declares its readiness to carry out to
the full all the obligations it leys upon China.
lot
only does my Government accept, it is willing to ?o
further and to do everything possible to dissipate the
apprehensions of the Japanese representative with
regard to the safety of Japanese lives and property
in the areas re-occupied by the Chinese authorities.
I believe these apprehensions to be entirely unfounded.
In the view of the Chinese Government, the insecurity
end disorder that have arisen within the area occupied
by the J-ponese troops have their origin precisely in
the Japanese occupation, will grow the longer the
occupation continues, and will disappear with its ter
mination.
hut 1 wish to st" to that 1 owe it to
courtesy to declare that I am convinced the Japanese
Government’s onxiety is-genuine, and I would asm my
Japanese colleague in return to believe that the
Chinese Government is sincerely desirous to remove any
possible apprehension on this score.

"So strong is this desire, indeed, that not
only do 1 cccept the proposal in the resolution to
invite neutral officers, but f
m prepared to go fur the r
? nd to assure the gyncse representative :nd othermembers of the Council that the vhinese Government
is willing to examine in the most conciliatory spirit
here and now any proposals for extending the system
of neutral officers or, with the help of the League,
devising any other arrangements on the spot to guarantee
the safety of Japanese lives end property in the rt-_
occupied territory, in order to dispel any -• ppreht ns ions
the Japanese Government may entertain as to the danger
to its subjects th't might result from compliance with
the Council's resolution."
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"The terms "evacuation" ;nd "t: king over of
evacuated territory" in the resolution I understand
to include all Jrprnese forces of a. military or
•quasi-millV ry character, such ns gendarmerie,
police -no aeroplanes of all Kinds, the restoration
to Chinese possession of oil property, real and
personal, public and private, v/hich has teen seized
by the cPponese since the night of September Itth,
^nu the release fiom all forms of restraint of
Chinese authorities and citizens, rnd banking or other
commercial or industrial establishments.
In short,
that, so far as possible, the status quo ante shall be
re-established.
"I have the honour herewith to request the
members of the Council ? nd the representative of the
United States to te good enough to signify their
readiness to accept n invitation from the Chinese
Government, which will be forthcoming without delay,
to designate representatives to be associated with
the Chinese authorities, under paragraph 4(b) of the
Council's resolution."
(Official Journal,

lecember 1931,p.2345.)

The Japanese Government refused to accept the resolu
tion and re-affirmed its position as regards direct negotiations
on the "fundamental principles" as r condition preceuent to
Japanese evacuation.

The I-re si den t of the Council's Intervc-n t i o n.

Following upon the condemnation of this attitude in
the Council on October 23ra, the President of the Council, in n
communication to the Japanese Government (C.77f .1..371.1931,
Official Journal, le ce mt or 1931, p.2515), pointed out that in the
September 30th Resolution the Japanese Government had undertaken
to :
"Continue as rapidly ns possible the withdrawal
of its troops which has already begun, into the
!■' ilwoy zone in proportion -as the safety of the
lives '.nd property of Japanese nationals is
effectively assured and that it hopes to carry
out this intention in full as speedily as may be."

"No indication wh-tever was given at that time
by the Japanese representive th’t matters such ns
on agreement as to the treaty rights of Japan
in Manchuria were in any wry connected with the
safety of the lives and property of Japanese
nationals."

i

■4-
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The President then went cn to ^rgue th-' t the various
pledges o-iven by the Chinese Gove inuent fully covered the"funâa-menta 1 principles” u._ fomulr ted by the J’-pcnese Govern
ment itself in its counter-propos' Is to the Council resolution,
and concluded:

”In these circumst' nocs 1 feel confident
th; t the Jcpnnese Government, being desirous of
fulfilling the undent- Xing which it solemnly
contracted under the terms oi the- resolution of
September 30 and which, moreover, it reportedly
confirmed by its decl- r tien during the lest
session of the Council, -.t the meetings of October
12na, é,3rd a na 24th, will continue
s rapidly
as possible the withdrawal of its troops into the
railway sone end tha.t it will thus be able t^
cr.-ry out th't intention to the lull in the short
est possible time.

"In view of the extreme import'nee which
your Government • tt' ches to the safety of the lives
'na property of Japanese nationals in the territories
ev'cuatcd by its troops, I venture to ell Your
Excellency's attention to paragraph 5 of the resolu
tion submitted to the Council on October 24th, which
recommends the two Governments 'to ■ ppcint immeaia tely
represent: fives to Suttle the dot'ils relating to the
cr.trying out of the ev .cu'-tion -nd to the taking over
of the ev'cu'ted territories, in cider th't these
operations may be cr.iriea out in a reculer manner
' nd without delay'. "
(Olfioi'l Journal, leeembcr 1131,
p.2316 ;.

0 hinese lotion and Japanese nee'leitia.nce.

The Chinese Government on October 27th communiea ted
' note to the J'pnese Government, informing it of the appoint
ment of ' Chinese Commission to settle the aetails of evacuation
■ na the ta kin? over of the ev cur ted territoiies, in accoi d'nee
with p'r graph b of the October 24th resolution, ; nd asking it
to • npoint the J' p- nest represent.' fives.
The J.p'nese Govern
ment reiterated its original position as r&p-ards direct negotia
tions, thus once more flouting the authority oi the- Council and
of its Ire-silent.

In the circumst .nce-s it m'.s clear th't there vms ne
furthe-r use in Chin' attempting to cairy out her part of. the
b'-rg'in since the Japanese. Government vras pursuing a. deliberate
end defiant policy of ignoring the ‘.'.uthority of the League and
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extendingma ccnsolid-ting its illeg-p nCPUr.tif,r
,MrnT
north-eastern provinces.
Hoover, in ord r to rX Î*?
position perfectly clear the Chinese Gcve/rren+ ccXurï-t(à
to the ,GUBbU, ir ■ -Lett.r '1; tea Lovvtkr 11 th,
‘
o cumur r v
oi the air- ngm-mts it hua rnaâe for t King ov
er the occupied
-reus in llmchuri- in ccmyli-nm with the
"
cbli-otions it hod
iouncuJ. resolutions.
The following c-xtr* ct:
from this letter
quoted;

In pursuance oi the Resolution oi Cctoh-r
£4th ci the Council of the League of Igtims ’the
Chinese Government h-.s V Ken necessary steps’for
tming over diifcrent pinces in i-gnehurir now under
the occupation of J< p-.nese troops ■-s va.il --z for
L.r.^in.fr ouch ar ra nget. e nt s as will ensure th^sufe-ty
oi the lives r>na property oi Japanese subjects in
évacue tea teiaiitory.
"On November first, the Chinese Government
announces the appointment oi • commission for the
re-occupation of ev cu.ted territory in the North
Erst Provinces, which is composed of seven memtens
namely, Ir. ’Wellington Koo, Za- hl: n;
Goner:1 Ch- ng
Tso-Esi'ng, kr. Chang Chun, nr. Wu Tieh-Chen, Ir.
Lo Wen-Kin, ra. Tmg Er-Ho and fl. Liu Chih. ’
This
Commission will be entrusted with the vierk of -.T-iang-ir.g with the representatives to be designated by the
nar/nese Government necessary det-ils reg. rd in/ th«.
ev: caution end re-occupation as well m the actual
taxing over -nd réhabilitation of evacuated places.
"In executing their tusx, the members of the
Commission will request the representatives r.ppTinted
by the aifierent Powers to associate with them as
closely -is possible.
It is expected thrt th<. sc re
present-- tives will observe the- workings of the
Commission in rel;. tion to re-occupation, • ccomp-ny
its members to the pl-.ces for rctu'l rt-oceu1'' tion
ana remain in such places until they - re sure th t
reo.ee 'nd order - re effectively rminVined.
All
necessary facilities will be accciàeâ to these Icitim
representatives -r nd -11 information regarding tvtcuation r nd t'xina over of the ev'CW'tc-G teriitory
will be given to them without aelay.

”Thu best disciplined soldiers, g^ncwrries --nd
rolice will, be, upon selection by the Commission,
despatched by the Chinese Gcv^inacnt to pl; cos to
actually ta.x.tn over,
r cr the effective maintenance
of recce ■ nd order after evacuation • nd re-occup-’-tion
qP each pl‘ ce, tn<- Chinese Government a ill authorise
tl..e eu-occupation Commission to procl- in martial 1-w
when it is dee-wu necessr-ry, and eriorce it for r.
hor t per j cal o i t lu.e , d ar mg v.hi ch ,f ny ai s tur l ne e
of ner.ce or any act of violence- ar^inst the life ana
r-ver-e-rtv of residents wil.l be severely dealt -.-.ith
to u/ rti- 1 .L‘"'w.
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"Sffccifl precautions will be taken for
ensuring the safety of "ll Japanese no ti orr is.
In view, however , of the many L ngerous acts
incompatible with the tz.intenrcoe of peace recently
committed by Lr.-nesc subjects in various ports of
China, especially in Lle.nchuriv , the Jap-nese
Government is expected to warn Japanese subjects
in ev-icu- tea territory f.^inst t- zing any undesir
able course ox action so as to ensure the success
ful execution cf measures of protection by the
Chinese Government. ''

( 0. F41.il.421.1S31. Official Journal,
lecen.ber 1001, p.2547).

The Assembly Committee has asked the Chinese Government
what steps it proposes to take in the future to secure the exe
cution of the September 30th and Tecember ICth resolutions.
The Chinese Government states herewith tint the arr-nrenents
mentioned in the above letter still stand, and the t it is, us
throughout the conflict, ready at ‘ny moment to enter irto dis
cussions for implementing these arr-ngemento ; nd for cc-oper-'ting
with the League in devising whatever supplement-- ry arrangements
on the spot as m--y be regarded as desir- tie.

Conclusion.
It is clear from the above summary of events th°t the
principal obstacle to - n agreement has been the different inter pretations rut by each p-.rty upon who t constitutes effectively
assuring "the safety of the lives - nd property of Japanese nationals
in Chinese territory outside the railway zone.
The Chinese Govern
ment’s interpretation, which v;r s explicitly endorsed by sevur: 1
members of the Council in the discussions on October 23rd rni 24th
referred to -love, was,
the Presid nt, z. Erinnd, put it, that
the conditions of security which should te est-blished should
"maze it celt- in th" t Japanese nntionrlc "nd their property will
not te subject to repris" Is’1 - iter the troops ha a left.
"Troops
ore about to leave f territory which they have administered, in
which they h-ve organised municipal services, police and various
administrative departr.-u nts.
These various todies have to be re
pl ced.
Lut th-t c-n be settloo after
few hours or nt most a
few days' discussion."
Such discussions, he pointed out, concerned
police teasures, administrative measures, possibly military
measures - all questions which cm rapidly te settled.

That is, the Chinese Government submits, the natur'l
interpretation of safety for lives and property.
unfortunately,
the Japanese Government persists in re"dinz into this phrase a
programme for a political and economic protectorate of Mmchuria,
which the Chinese Government is to te compelled to accept in
direct nep-otic-tion under the pressure of Japanese military
occupation.

» <e>

w-.sa^emd)

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
.364.M.209.1932.VII.

"ommuniouted to the
l£err.ber3 of the Council
and of the League.

Geneva, April 11th.

APPEAL FL.OM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

21 ™2Jlifrcm the Commission__cf_ Encuiry..J'2-2.2
regard to the admission 2?c_2il2.
nGn°
sG5rr
Llano hurla.

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to
the Members of the Council the following information which

ne has received from Lord Lytton, Chairman of the Commission

The commission has seen a statement in the
Press to

the offert that its Chinese assessor,

Dr. Wellington Koo, would not be authorised to

enter Manchuria.

The Commission has discussed

this eventuality and has thought it '.veil tn
inform its two assessors that,

information be confirmed,

would,

in its opinion,

should this

a serious situation

arise,

inasmuch us the

Conrh .osir'n cannot allow its composition to be

nallcd in question.

Any objection to its

Chinese assessor would be regarded by the

Commission as directed against itself,

and it

would immediately inform the League ^f Nations.
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LEAGUE CF NATIONS.

c . 557.m. 208.1932. VII

fL^-ur-i^ated to the G'~uncil
ant the Members of the Le^ue.

Geneva, ^pril 9th,

1932-

■dx-L^L FROM THE ChlNnSE GOVERNMENT
Com.iuni cation from the Japanese De deration.

Rote by the Secretary-General.
The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate the
fcllowin, communication, dated April 8th, 19'32 which he has received
from the Japanese Delegation.

79/1932-

.xpril 8ta,

1932.

To the Secretary-General.
The Jap.. nose Government, pursuant to the resolutions of
the Council of the League of Nations of September 30th and
December 10th, 1931, 1;as <*uly kept the Council informed of the
events which have occurred with reference to the Sino- Japanese
ooiifli^t durin. the last few months.

Acting on instructions from my Government, I have the
honour to forward herewith a further communication arisin; out
'•■f the two above-mentioned resolutions, concernin, the general
situation.
(signed)
N. S.fTO
Japanese representative on the Council
of the League of Rations.

COM UI.ICaTIOK CONCERNING TIL G-.NeReL SITUATION.
1)

The policy laid down in the Council’s resolutions of

September 30th and December 10th,

1931,

W£is in perfect agreement with

the line of conduct whi°h the Japanese Government proposed to follow
in Manchuria.

The latter therefore willingly accepted these reso

lutions and..has always sincerely hoped that it would be able to put
them into operation, particularly as regards the withdrawal of the

Japanese troops as rapidly as possible within the railway zone as
soon as the protection of the lives and property of Japanese nationals

was effectively provided for.
2.)

Foliowin,

upon the incident of September 18th of last year,

the majority of the officials of the North Eastern Government had

fled,

its troops were disorganised and disorder soon began to prevail

throughout Manchuria.

To remedy this situation and restore order,
mi, ht have been followed on the Chinese side.

two methods

The first was to

send oifinials to Manchuria to re-or^enise and roily the Chinese

troops end thus restore tranquillity and security

to

the
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country.

The second was the re-establishment and maintenant

■

of order by local organisations and by the rotation itself.
3) As regards the first of these methods,

the Japanese

Government couli not tut roecvnise the great langer whi-h ?.-rj Id
have been m anted ty a reassemblin’

of the Chinese forces

even with a view to the simple maintenance of order.iu ernsequen

|

rf the-

5
L
.

-xcited state of feeling both cn the Chines0 o^d ,T<‘^r,n.o
.............
The presence face to face of j3fane.ee and Chino e fo-.co

side.

in the a^cspherc of tension following upon the collisions which
had or our rad be two er. them, was indeed particularly dangerous.

In. order trey. this first method,

coulé te effectively followed,

i

was necessary to relieve the t°r.sicr. ce tween the two nations ty

means of ^-operative action.

The Japanese Government regur lad

it as necessary as a first step in this direction to iritiate

direct negotiations between the tvo

countries.

On several

occasions it stated its idées cn this point both to China and to

j

public '■'oir.icn in general.
From the outset of the incidents in -juostion, the'
Japanese Grverament p renounced itself in this sense

(See reply

from the Jur.an-jse Minister in China to h.Sccnr concerning the
proposal fop a mixed Gino-Jap’■■nese Committee - Doc .C .871.11.437 .

1C<1 .711 .Official Journal Twelfth Year, No. 12. page 2582 - and
the Japanese Government’s declaration of September 24th, C.dC9.

243.1931. VIT, Official Journal do page 2477 j .

It repeated

these views in its note of October 9th, 1931 (Dr? .C.Pfl .IZ.rO'’.

1931.VII)

in reply to the Chinese Government’s note of October

5th and stated:
’’Japanese Government considers me st-urpent task
of moment is collaboration cf -:.ur two Governments with
a view to oalminy excited national feelings by rapidly
establishing through direct negotiation fundamental
points napar-le of constituting a basis allowing of
resumption of. normal isolations.
Once national feelings
are allayed by direct negotiation, Japanese troops mirht

E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

DECLASSIFIED:

without overmuch apprehension return entirely
to railway zone, thus facilitating ass- rticn of
authority and maintenance of ^r^er j_n localities
in question".
In its reply of October 12th to the appeal of the Dresident
of the Council,

dated October 9th,

Official Journal do. page 2484)

1931

(C.7C6.M.312.1931.VII

the Japanese Government further

sai

"The Japanese Government considers that in the
existing circumstances the most pressing necessity is
to relieve the tension between the Japanese and Chinese
peoples by mutual co-operation.
To this end it is
essential to agree upon certain main principles
tn
form a foundation for the maintenance’cf normal
relations betwe.-.n the two countries.
Once these
principles have been laid down, the state of tension
between the two nations will undoubtedly relax and the
Japanese forces will be able to retire without
apprehension within the South Manchurian railway zone.
The Japanese Government is prepared to open negotiations
with the responsible representatives of China
these
fun dame n t al points".

Cn October 26th,

C.7^4.M.362.1931.VII)

the Japanese Government

stated

that with the future 'welfare of

(Doc.

both nations

in mind it felt that :

"Urgent need at present moment is arrive at
solution of problem by co-operation of two countries
and thus seek path of common happiness and prosperityTheir willingness remains unaltered and unabated to
< pen negotiations with Chinese Government on subject
of basic principles, above formulated, relating to
normal relations between Japan China and on subject of
withdrawal Japanese troops tp South Manchurian".
In its notes to-

31st end November 16th,

more to,

these ideas

the Chinese Government dated October
the Japanese Government reverted once

( Doo .q .794.11.388.1931 .VII. page 2566;

C.873.M.449.1931.VII.

cage 2579).

Doe,
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The second method mentioned above was soon put into
application.

Chinese notables set up local bodies for the

maintenance of order at Mukden,

Kirin and other localities.

The Japanese Government, as it stated in its note to, the
Chines-' Government dated October 1st,

1951 (see Annex I),

chile forbidding "its military and civii. officials to give
any encouragement nr assistance whatever to the political

movements of the Chinese with a view to the constitution

of a new Government" and "preventing Japanese nationals from

participating in movements of this kind" could only "regard
with favour the constitution of local bodies for the

maintenance of order".

In view of the state of disorder

caused by the activities of brigands and ether disorderly

elements,

the constitution of such bodies,

"helped to rest're order,

in its opinion,

ensure the safety of Chinese and

foreign inhabitants and facilitate the return of the

Japanese forces within the railway zone"

( 1)

(!) See the instructions given by the Japanese Government to
its Consuls in Manchuria (Document C.676.M.283.1931.VII.
r.J.XII. !-• page 2431) and the Japanese Government's reply
of October 1st, 1931, to the Chinese N^te of September
29th, 1931, Annex I.
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Nevertheless there was no proof of

sincere

desire on the Chinese side to bringing about an improvement
Not only did the Chinese Government

in the situation.
not

reply to the Japanese proposals for direct negotia

tions, but it took up an attitude tending towards a
deliberate aggravation of the situation.
On Ser.tar.ber f^rd, Chang Hsuehliang set up the

Chinchow Government

and endeavoured to foment disturbances

along the South Manchurian railway line and in the

districts inhabited by Japanese and Koreans.
Government’s instigation,

/it this

elements of disorder - brigands,

irregulars and disbanded soldiers - attacked and

imperilled the lives and property of our nationals.

The

Japanese forces were thus obliged to combat these
elements af
5-

disorder in different parts of ManchuriaP'^
The Japanese Government had hoped that order

would scon be restored and maintained as a result of the

operations mentioned above, and particularly of those on
/
a considerable

scale

Liao towards the

carried cut to the west of the

end of

last year, taken in conjunction

with the increasingly effective assertion of authority
by the local

autonomous bodies.

The latter ’"ere

gradually assuming the character of local governments,

were rallying the disbanded or disaffected

troops,

were setting up new police formations and were

succeeding to some extent in suppressing disorder
even in the districts of the

interior.

Their authority is nevertheless not as great RS

the situation requires.

(1)

On the other hand the

See various communications to the Council of the
League of Nations and Annex TI below.
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.endeavours

cf the Chinese Government and of

Chang Hsuehliang's Government to stir up disorder in

Manchuria are continuing.

in these circumstances

general disturbances caused by the activities of

disorderly elements or fresh dangers to the lives and

property cf cur nationals are still to be feared.

In

such an eventuality, some action on the part of the

Japanese forces would be inevitable and,

indeed,

essential.

6.

Manchuria has always been distinct

from

China proper, both by its customs and from the historical,

economic and polit ical. points of view.

TMrshal

Seme- years ago

Chang Tsolin set up a government which ”’as

independent in name and in fact from that of China proper.
Its freedom of action was such that the agreement between

the Central Government and the Government of

signed in May 1924 could not

the U.S.3.It.

be applied as regards

Manchuria until a new agreement had been concluded in
September of the same year between the U.S.S.R. and

Marshal'

Chang.

Even after Chang Tsolin had submitted

to the Nangking Government, he nevertheless retained his
independence in practice.

These facts show the special

situation which exists in Manchuria.
Meanwhile strong opposition had grown up in

Manchuria against the repeated abuses of

the military

dictatorship exercised by Chang Tsolin and his son.

A movement in favour of a civil government had gained

strength among the population.

The

local bodies

mentioned above ’''ere set up in this atmosphere and

(1)

As regar' s the restoration of order and the subversive
activities in Manchuria see Annex T.TI below.
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their efforts for the maintenance of order seem

to

have become naturally transformed, under the direction
of the Governors of the Pro vinces ,into a movement for

the independence of Manchuria.

These elements have recently set up a
new government hostile to the exercise of authority
over Manchuria ty the nationalist- Government or any

other political faction of China proper.
In view of the importance of its rights and

interests in this area, the Japanese Government cannot
but follow with profound interest the development of
the political situation in Manchuria.

Apart from the

effects it might have from the point of view of the
Japanese forces and of our nationals, it must be recog

nised that the first method mentioned above of restoring
order in Manchuria has become impracticable as a result
of the political changes which have occurred recently. '

The newly constituted Government shows itself definitely
hostile to the governmental authority of China proper; ar

the disorganised Chinese forces have also been re-formed
by the new Government.

In these circumstances the Japanese Government

greatly hopes that a situation in which order will be

effectively restored throughout Manchuria will as soon as
possible be brought about under the direction of the

new Government.

The Japanese forces are at present

providing the forces of this

overnment in a friendly

spirit with such assistance as they may need to restore

and maintain order and tranquillity.

7.

No doubt is possible as to the part played

by the Nationalist Government in the direction and

organisation of anti-Japanese agitation in China proper.
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The Japanese Government considers that this is not
only a violation of the Council’s resolutions concerning

the non-aggravation of the situation and the non
extension of the conflict, but that these activities
constitute acts of hostility by the use of means other

than force.

It has repeatedly drawn the serious

attention of the Nationalist Government and of the local

Chinese authorities, as well as that of the League of
Nations,to this state of affairs.

Chinese Government

Neverth®less, the

is not only doing nothing to

repress the anti-Japanese agitation but is inclined

to favour it and this movement is growing in violence.
These facts have been described in detail in
the Japanese Government’s explanatory note concerning
the Shanghai incidents (A.Extr,6.1952,VII).

Explan

ations regarding these incicb nts were also given in

the same note
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..nNEXji-

JAP^IEibE GüVElàÂmNT’o r.EPLY D-uTED a0TOBER 1st
TO TEE CHIELôE JOTE OF SERTELBER 2Gth, I??!.

.«.s a measure of defence the Japanese forces had
temporarily occupied certain points outside the Japanese
gradually
railway zone in Lanchuria out they are withdrawing'as the

local todies set up bythe Chinese for the maintenance nf

order

their authority.

establish

forces have never

fc'-t

in this district.

up

The Japanese

any military administration

The Japanese Government has also

strictly forbidden its military and civil officials to
give any encouragement or assistance whatever to the
political movements of the Chinese with a view to tne

constitution of a new Government and has taken all possible
measures to prevent Japanese nationals from participating

in movements of this kind.

Consequently the Japanese

Government oannot assume any responsibility for such move
ments on the part of

the Chinese.

As regards the constitution of local bodies for the
maintenance of order,

the Japanese Government,

in view of

the present state of disorder caused by the activities of
bandits and other disturbing elements, can only regard this

with favour since it may help to restore order, ensure the
safety of Chinese and foreign inhabitants and facilitate

the return of the Japanese forces within the railway zone.
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2.JKZX II.

L'IbÛiiD*:il.

Ils Ixr-is CxlUl lIzi CxiUtiijD BY BANDITS

l.-'.u -Ll’-.l l

*

1.

0 -A ;1-Bi - 'YilLl.'.Bjj _O .

At the very outset of the present conflict

the Japanese delegation drew the attention cf tee League
Council to the situation created ty the "undisciplined

bands" who even in peace-tine infest Manchuria ( C. 904 ,l.
IJJl.VII,

September 22nd,

57 .

1951, Official Journal XII,

No. 12, page 2477) tutibr whom events were to provide an
opportunity to cause considerable damage.

To the

activities of these bandits were adueu those of fugitive .sold

iers, then of groups of irregulars and other disorderly
elements supported cy Larshul Chung lisuehliung.

commun! cation dated ueteber 17th,
I95I.VII)

1991

(Dec.

In a

C.72J ,M. 3J0.

the Japanese delegation drew the Council’s

attention to the "serious danger which has teen caused fe^r

some time past ty the growing activity of large bodies of
mounted bandits and the presence of groups of disbanded

soldiers";

it also communicated a map snowing the dis

tribution of tne principal bands and groups of soldiers cn

Icvenber JOth, 19J1»

From the month of J.ovember onwards the activities of

these disoiderly elements increased still further and in
December it was necessirj to carry out punitixe expeditions

on a leige scale.

,.n outline of the situation and of the

(1)
task devolving upon the Japanese forces and local authorities
was given in communications dated December 25rd <‘-.nd 29th
(Doc.

C.10U7.L. 959.1251.VII ana C.1012.A.964.ic?!.VII).

(1) &ee list of the principal communications on this nutter
at the end of this ^nnex.
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The importance of the ravages caused W disorderly

elements may be gauged by tnu fcllewing figures:

Lo te

Lumber c
raids.

nos

l\illed_ and
wounded'.
"■■■ (1)
-255(3)

11th - 20th

•I* t_ 1 ?

7 5-5

21st - 51st

+57

Oct. 1st tn 10th

Hostages.

4218(18)

(5)

4204

4118 (4)

4<3

(5 )

(183

278

463

(8)

4107

(0)

11th -20th

541

*72 (6)

43Ô4

(2)

21stOth

348

424

4116

1st - 10th

472

20

11th - 20tlx

372

30

21st - 31st

616

50

1st - luth

686

G
J

11th - 20th

82g

21st - 31st

7cÿ

Feb. 1st - 10th

572

12

208

11th - 20th

"8 c

7

263

13

230

Nov. Ist-loth

Lee.

Jan.

(1)

17?

224
7

371

21st - 29th
t

(1)

in brackets s>hcw the numb er of vict ims of
nationality.
They are not yet available from
the monthi of December 0 XI Vv ci 1’ d S and will be suppli ed
later.

The figures

<J Q.pQri(3 S 6

The figures preceded by ai cress refer to the whole of
Lianchurin with the exception of Chient-ic. the others to
districts near the South-kanchuria railway.
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that a large number of foreigners

It should to

other than Japanese have been tuc victims of
(S°o, for instance,

(29-IX) ,

bandits ana/Cnii;ese.

documents 0 . 659.11. 2?0. 1931. VII • (p • 2479 )

C .679.1*1.455.1931.VII. (p.2584)

(19.XI),

C.971.E.534.

1931.VII of 12.XII.1931.)
W'’ would also recall the fact that from October to t,ho

end of December the Japanese forces were compelled to carry out
more than 100 punitive operations

December: 20).

(Octoter: 35,

Tx.ose figures do not include local alarms,

ments of armoured trains and air expeditious.
19th to Fovember 15th,
tions,

liovemter; 48,

the Japanese police

the Chinese forces 3,

move

From September

carried cut 36 expedi

and tne Chinese police 55

(Document

0.^79.11.455.1931. VII) .

The number of Japanese nationals

(Koreans included)

who

were obliged to abandon their hemes in Manchuria amounted on
November 25th,

1931,

to 10,125;

Ou January 7tn,

11,125 Koreans

were compelled to flee from the districts near the South Mancuurthe
ian Railway and/Peiping-Mukden line.

3.

The figures relating to tne disturbances in Llanchurie
l

for the month of Haren nave not yet been compiled.

It should be

noted that there was a recrudescence of activity on the part of
the elements supported by Chang Hsuehliang.

On the 21st,

the railway was destroyed by an explosion

between Tatun and Mengcniatung,

near Ssupingkai.

On tne 22nd,

a band of 200 brigands plundered the rxighccurhccd of Toochiatun sta

tion,
them.

and about 100 soldiers were sent from ICUnf-. Ruling to repulse
5 Japanese officers and soldiers were killed.
Serious incidents took place in the ?uyo district,

wnere

a band of some 3,000 men under the orders of Li Haicning attached
the environs of Fcngan on March 28th.

dren were sent to Ohangcaun,

The

Japanese women and chil

a^d tne other members of

tne Japanese

colony took refuge on March 30ta along tne Chinese Eastern Railway.
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Communications con?eruing brigandage in Manchuria•
(Specially important communications are underlined.)

0.594.M.235.

22.IX.1931.

C.659.M.270.

29.IX-

Q.j.XxI.12.p.2475

"

0.675.M.282.
6.X.
T'
’’
(Acts of violence by soldiers and taudits - Attach.,
on Newchang; expeo.it ion to Yingpan and Tiencnuantai).

C.67R.V.285.
8.X. 1931.
(Position of disbanded soldiers on Octorer nth)
C. 702. M. 311.
(Massacres of Koreans and ravages)

13.X-

0.725.M.330.
15.X.
("Distribution of bandits and soldiers)

’’

" " 2476

■'

’’ ’’ 2479
(app.3
( no.9.

0-J.XI1.12. p.2a£l

1931.

1931

’’

’’

"

’’ 1505

"

”

”

'' £ân8

C.732.M.337.
15.X. 1931
”
•'
”
’’ 2510
(No.2r' - Attack or. the Okura farm
1’0.31 (Interruption of trarfio on the Cnencniatung-i’sungiiao line)
I'o.32 (
C.636.M.416.
10.XI.1931. 0•J.XII•12.p.2569
(Ravages of bandits and distribution at the beginning, of Kove^'cer)

0.858.M.436.
13.XI.1931. 0•J.XII.12.p.£574
(Punitive expedition in the district of Ansnan, Tiehling,Kungjuling
and Kaifeng - distribution cf groups of bandits)
C.869.M.455.
(Figures concerning brigandage)

19.XI.1931.

0.J-XII.12.p.2584

C.890.M.464.
24.XI.1931
C.900.M.474
26.XI.1931
" 2587
(Expedition to ti.e environs of Ansnan, Tangkuugtsu and Nantui )
C.930.M.495.
(Ravages of brigands and soldiers)

After December 10th,

28.X1.1931. 0.J.XII.12.p.2588

1931:

0.971.16.534.
12.XIx.1931
(Activities of bandits, attack on the peiping train)
0.99r' .M.553 .
(Brigandage,

12.XII.1931
expedition to Hanchiaotze and to the west of Cheacniatcn)

C.1007.M.559.
(Bx- igandag e )

23.XII.1931

29.XII.1931

0.1012.M.564.

(JUintenance of order)

C.1013.M.565.

(Attacks by brigands, punitive expeditions)

C.1016.M.568.

(Autac^s by brigands)

30.XII-1931

2•

J- •

1932

C.26.X.14 (Acts of brigandage)

8.

1.

1932

C.62.k.34 (Acts of brigandage)

16 .

1.

1932

29.

1.

1932

C.1.M.l.

(Acts of brigandage)

C.141.M.5 8

(Acts of brigandage)

29.xil.1931
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ANNEX III.

PRESENT POSITION IN REGARD TO THE MAIHI'ENANCE OF
CREER IN MANCHURIA

Since the incidents of September 1951 the Chinese
forces belonging to the North Eastern Government, which

rad remained in îtanenuria,

have been abandoning the North

Eastern Government little by little in favour of the new

authorities.
(a)

The present forces of the Mukden Provincial Go

vernment are approximately as follows.

Some r,OCO men

under the orders of General Ow Shishan are posted along

the Mukdcr.-Hailung rail:;ay.

Some 9,COO men under the or

ders of General Chang Haipeng are posted along the Taonan-

Angangchi railway.

Some 2,000 men under the orders of

General Yang Tienchung are posted along the railway from
Mukden tc Shanghai’ran and in. the region to the west of the

Liao.There are also small local forces

It is obvious that the above armed ferces are not
adequate tc maintain order completely,’
ful up to a point in

checking

but they are success

the activities of bandits

and irregulars.
Chang Esuehliang is

continuing his efforts to create

disorder in order tc regain rower, by organising "voluntary
armies".

Of these voluntary armies mention may be made

"The Anti-Japanese Voluntary Army of the North-East fcr the
Salvation of the Country" under the orders of General

Yukun,

Hu

which operates in the Liao basin and in particular

to the scuth of Chinchew.

It is composed of seme fifty
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groups

of

from 200 to 1,000 men.

These forces have

been particularly active in the region of Suichung and

Behind this "army"

along the Takushan-Tungliao railway.

in the region of Shanhaikwan is the "Anti-Japanese and
Patriotic Army of the People of the North-East",consisting nf

some twenty groups under Chin Teeming.

These troops are

said tn be preparing an advance in Manchuri”..
In Manchuria itself the "Voluntary Army of the people
of the North-East" under the orders of Wu Chiahsing con

tinues its clandestine activities.

At the beginning of March

it endeavoured to create disorder in the neighbourhood of
Mukden.

In the North-East of Mukden province the association

of the "Great Sword" (Ta-Tac-Hui) is operating.

The adher

ents of this association recently advanced in the neighbour
hood of the Mukden-Antung railway.

In the region west of

Hsinmin the association of the "Rod Lance" (Hung-Chiang-Hui)

is busily at work.
b)

In the Kirin

province a government 'was set up by

Hsi-Hsia who had fairly considerable forces at his disposal.
But the forces opposed to him were not inconsiderable, and

the new government was compelled to reckon with the custom
ary tendency of Chinese soldiers to transfer’ their allegiance.

In the early part of January the Kirin Government sent some
10,000 men to fight the hostile forces of Chang Tsochbw,

Tan Shanhai and Li Tu which were concentrated in the region

of Yushu Tinhsien Shangchen.

The movements of these troops

gave rise to disturbances in the region of Harbin where

Japanese and Koreans were assassinated by soldiers of the
party opposed to the

Kirin Government at the end of January,

Japanese forces had to be rushed to the spot.
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The forces opposed to the Kirin Government

(approximately 13,000 men) including the forces under
General Ting Chac,

head of the Railway Guards of the

Chinese Eastern Railway, withdrew from Fangcheng to

Ilac; hut about February 2Cth they took Wuchiho, Imiempa
and ’Jeiho on the Eastern Railway line and looted the
neighbour hoed.

As there were numerous J-panese nation

als in the district to the east of the 0 inese Eastern
Rail ay, Japanese forces were sent on M rch 3rd from
H rbin

to Hailin and Ninguta.

Nogctiotior.s

are now

proceeding between the opposing Chinese forces:

but

the situation is far from being established.
Tn the Ohientao, General Wang Tehling attacked the
Kirin Government at the beginning of February with his
tro«ps and looted the whole of the neighbourhood.

February 16th,

On

some of these troops destroyed the

Kirin-Tunhua railway line between Lufaotan and Tachiacho
and between Weihuling and Huangnihotzu.

A detachment

of S- panese forces was sent on the 17th from Changchun

to

Kuchia where it was attacked by Chinese forces on

February 20th.

The anti-governmental Cninese forces

are at present ravaging the Ninguta district and the
regions further to the south.

On IT.rch 20th,

the district to the south oi

Tunhua was looted by bandits ano a smal?

Japanese

detachment was sent to deal with them.

c) The armed forces in the Heilungkiang Province
(approximately 12,000 men) have come to the support

of the new Government,

The attitude of Su Fingwen,
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who has seme 6,0C0 men under him in the Manchuli
district, is alone still uncertain.

Occasional dis

turbances have taken place.

Cn March 10th a revolt occurred at Hciho and
Japanese nationals were

compelled to take refuge at

Blagoveschensk.
on the Ifth further disorders took place at
Manchuli,

in the course of which a J panese was

killed.

On the 15th,

Japanese nationals

the women and children of the

(7r‘ persons) fled for refuge to

Tsitsihar and H_rbin.
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who has seme 6,0C0 men under him in the Manchuli

district, is alone still uncertain.

Occasional dis

turbances have taken place.
Cn March 10th a revolt occurred at Heiho and

Japanese nationals were

compelled to take refuge at

Blagcveschensk.
nn the Ifth further disorders took place at
Manchuli,
killed.

in the course of which a J panese was
On the 15th,

J'-panese nationals

Tsitsihar and H_rt>in.

the women and children of the
persons) fled for refuge to
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goiu;rnT;U:nt

AP3EA

.

Noto by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour te circulate

to the Council the following communication,

dated

April 1st, which he has received from the Commission ef

Enquiry appointed by the Council in its resolution of
December 10th, 1931.

Shanghai,

1.4.1938.

I

Lytton Commission desiring to be in touch with as many

circles as possible in China within limited time at its

disposal leaves t«-day for Hankow where will pass two
days, arriving Tientsin April 9th morning, Peking same

day evening.

3 7 7
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1932.

Gene va, Apr il 9 th, 1932.
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%

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNIÆENT.

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the
following communication dated April 8th.

SHANGHAI INCIDENTS

Offioialtelegram received from the Japanese Dele ga tion.
Shanghai April Sth.

On April 7th at 2.50 p.m. a group of some 6 0
Chinese soldiers

;ed the Suchow river to the North of

Chi Wang Miao am advancing

in the direction of Nanziang

opened fire on the Japanese troops near Fu Chia Pin.

Another group of about the

numb er of me n whi ch wa 3

on the north bank of the Suchow river joined them in firing
on our forces which were able to repulse the assailants.
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FRC^.-XH? _QH.IKESE .CQVERilSNT.
£iokv.ri‘iati-.£.i±.^xcj£ -JXht XiiLii0. _r■iie.ss.V -

N?t° by the Seeretarv-CTnernl.

The 3ecretary-C-er.eral has the honour t® circulate
to the Assembly the following communication dated April fth
which he has received from the Chinese Delegation.

Ref./a.19.

April fth, 1932.

To the Seere tary-ffcneral.

I have the hcncur to communicate herewith a telegrpvfn

hated April bth,

containing quotations from the speeches of

Lytton and Messrs. Wang ^hing-wei, President of the Executive
Council, and Lin Sen, president cf the Natxcnal Government, upcr

the occasion if Lord Lytton’s visit to Narking in March,

es

follows;

Replying to Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s speech of welcome er

March. 2Pth, Lord Lytton said:
”We recognise that China has shown great for
bearance under trials that must have stirred the
deepest emoiions of her people.
Ycur Government
too has shown ©curage in placing your case unre
servedly in the hands of the League,
We are
certain that the League wishes to prove to ycu that
your confidence is not misplaced; and I can assure
you that we will do everything i?i cur power to bring
about that result.
When ycu say that the Chinese
people have çnly one aspiration - the maintenance
of their territorial and administrative integrity I can assure you at cnee that that would necessarily
be a condition of any settlement effected by the
League.
The League eould not recommend to its Members
any course which was inconsistent with their treaty
obligations.”

<_
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Mr. Lo Wen-kan, Minister of Foreign Affairs,

in a

speech on the same evening declared that China is trying

"to adapt herself to the political and social conceptions
of modern times" and desires to continue her efforts in

that direction "without external dangers and with the

sympathy and friendly support of all nations, par

ticularly those whose territories are adjacent to ours."
Lord Lytton replied:

"We appreciate the special difficulties which China
is encountering in this period of transition from the old
order to the new.
The obstacles you speak of in the way
of her progress towards unity under the Republic are
inevitable.
They are facts which must be borne in mind
in any settlement of the Sino-Japanese dispute.
If they
are faced with courage and resolution by the National
Government, they can be overcome and the League will endea
vour to secure for you the condition oi external peace
necessary for the accomplishment of that object."
Following a visit to the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum, Lord

Lytton, at the Central Party Committee reception, said:
"I think thismument does credit to the architect
who designed it and to the builder who constructed it.
But the real monument to Dr. Sun is to be found not merely
on this hill, which we have visited, but in the whole of
China herself.
In the China of to-morrow is to be found
the real monument of Dr.. Sun.
It is there that kkæ his
principles are being carried cut, and that his great
constructive work is being put into execution, and I am
glad to learn that international peace and co-operation
are amongst the foremost of these principles which he
bequeathed to this country."

Lord Lytton was also entertained by Mr. Lin Sen and
General Chiang Kai-Shek,

Commander-in-chief,

mentary speeches were made.

and compli

Replying to Mr. Lin Sen,

Lord Lytton said:
"You have spoken to us with the dignity which is in
keeping with the high office you hold, and with an
eloquence that I cannot hope to rival.
In admirably
chosen words you have described our mission as an agency
for maintaining the peace of the world.
You have also stated
with moderation and fairness the hopes and aspirations of
the Chinese people,"

I shall be glad if you will be good enough to

circulate the above to the Members of the Assembly.
(s)

W.Y. YEN.
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A(Extr.)101.1932.VII.
Geneva, April 6th, 1932.

Communicated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members
of the League.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE G0VER1TMENT

J

Communication from the Japanese Delegation.
Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate, to the
Assembly the following communication dated April 6th:

BRIGANDAGE IN MANCHURIA
Official telegrams received Ly the Japanese Delegation.

Attacks by brigands from January 1st to end of
February 1932, in the neighbourhood of the SouthManchurian Rai.lv/ay zone.

Feb iu ary

January

Ref.78/1932.

500 to 1000 ”

48

"

1

124

1-10

11 - 20 21-29

I

60

H

200 to 500 "

to

353

1

288

1

”
” by
groups of :
50 to 200 men

r

825

I

686

W

Number of attacks:

H

11 - 20

i

!

1-10

>

572

536

493

221

168

149

111

169

73

106

«9

49

65

35

47

44

20

19

31

16

15

28

Mukden-Fushun

107

96

103

82

95

113

Liaoyang-Anshan
Yingkow

109

82

75

71

53

40

Antung line

245

395

325

324

180

158

Tiehling-KaiyuanSsupingkai

163

185

197

149

139

85

79

371

208

263

230

9

22

12

5

13

”

©ver 1000

'

Districts :

Hostages
Killed and wounded:
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Communicated to the
Assembly, the Council
and the Members of
the League.

Geneva,

April 6th, 1932.

APPEAL-

FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

Communication from the Chinese Delegation .
Note by the Secretary-General.
At the request of the Chinese Delegation, the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the following communication dated April 6th.

April 6th, 1932.

Ref./A.18.

To the Secretary-General.

I have the honour to inform you that I have just
received a telegram from my Government, dated Nanking the 5th
instant, to the following effect:

The Mayor of Shanghai reported on the 4th instant
that the Japanese have appointed a Chinese, Hoc Li-fu by name,
former manager of a bathhouse in Nanking Road, Shanghai, and

another Chinese, Wang Tu by name, employee of the Bank of
Japan, as.Director and Co-director respectively of the socalled Political Bureau of Chapel.

Wang Tu has also crganised

a "Looal Preservation Association”, issued a proclamaticn and

appointed a Police Commissioner, a Traffic Manager, a Chief
Detective and a Director of Public Safety.

To date already

150 policemen and 50 detectives have been enlisted.

(Signed)

W. W. YEN.
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Assembly, the Council
and the Members of
the League.

Geneva,
April 6th,

1932.

APPEAL FROM TEE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

Communication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circu
late to the Assembly tha following or>mmunioati«n,
dated April 5th, which he fias received from the
Chinese Delegation.

Ref.A.16.

April 5th, 1932.

To the Secretary-General.
At the request of various public bodies in the Pro
vince of Chahar, I have the honour to transmit to you the
following translation of a telegram, which I have just received
from them, and shall >e most obliged if you be good enough to
circulate it among the Members of the Assembly:
"Since their forcible occupation of the Three
Eastern Provinces from the 13th of September last, the
Japanese, in utter disregard., of our territorial and
administrative integrity, have instigated a few out
laws to set up an illegal govejçjiment to prepare the
way for their future annexation of the Three Provinces.
A month ago, Pu Yi, the deposed Emperor of China, under
the Japanese duress, was taken to Manchuria to assume
the presidency of the puppet government.
In name, he
is the head <*f the government, but, in fact, the
Japanese themselves are the actual ruler.
To crown
it all the Japanese have now adv2sed the. puppet govern
ment to ask for international recognition.

"For the sake of world peace as well as the
preservation of our territorial and administrative
integrity, we, the people of the Chahar Province,
oppose to our last breath the legality of this organi
sation and earnestly request that the League of lotions
will do justice to China by restoring to her the sovereign
rights which rightly belong to her, so as to jnaintain
world tranquillity and to uphold the sanctity of the
Covenant of the League a$ well as other international
instruments of peace,."

(Signed)

W. W. YEN.
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0ommuni oatcd to the
Assembly, the Council
and the Members of
the League.

Geneva,
April 6th, 1932.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.

C oranuni a a 11 on Orem the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Sc oretary-G&neral.
The Secretary-General has the honour to circu
late to the Assembly the following commun! cation,
dated April 5th, which he has received from the
Chinese Delegation.

April 5th,

Ref./A.17.

1932.

To the Secretary-General.

I have the honour to inform you that I have received
the following telegram from my Government,
April 2nd,

dated Nanking,

and shall be obliged if you will be good enough to

have the same circulated among the Members of the Assembly:

"The Kiangsu Provincial Government reported that
Japanese planes bombed Anting (a town on the ShanghaiNanking Railway,

about 30 mile's west of Shanghai)

the 23rd of March.

Over one hundred Japanese soldiers

searched Huangtu (about 5 miles south-east of Anting),

destroyed the property of the Middle and Normal Schools
and the Chungshan Hall,

and seized merchandise.

Japanese troops stationed at Huangtu were increased
by four thousand."

(Signed)

7/. W. YEN
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A.(Extr.).3.1932.VII.
Erratum.

Communiqué à 1’Assemblée,
au Conseil et aux Membres
de la Société.

Genève, le 5 avril 1932.

SOCIETE DES NATIONS.
APPEL DU GOUVERNEMENT CHINOIS.

Rapports de la Commission d’Enquête constituée à Chang-Hai
en exécution de l’Article 15, paragraphe premier, du Pacte.

Le Secrétaire de la Commission ci-dessus a fait parvenir
le texte de la correction suivante, à apporter au second rapport de
la Commission, en date du 12 février 1932:-

A la page 6, ligne 12, au lieu de:

’’état de guerre existe ouvertement”,
lire: "il existe un état de guerre patent",

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Reports of the Committee of Enquiry set up at Shanghai
under Article 15, Paragraph 1, of the Covenant.

The following correction has been received from the
Secretary of the above Committee to the Second Report of the
Committee dated February 12th, 1932:-

On page 6 (line 12) instead of
"state of open war",

read

"state of open warfare",

Série de Publications de la Société des Nations
VII. QUESTIONS POLITIQUES
1932. VIL 4.
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A.(Extr. ) 97,1932/VII

Geneva, April uth,

from the

chinese

1932.

government

Ccmrnunication from the Chine_se_ Be legation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

At the request of the Chinese Relegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the
following communication dated April 4th.

Rf./A.(lb).
April 4,

1932.

To the Secretary-General.

Referring to the communication of the Japanese Dele
gation of the 2nd instant (A.(Eætra)94.1932.VII.), wherein
it was stated that as the result of an aerial reconnaissance
Japanese observers saw a lively fusillade was taking place
between Chinese soldiers at the northwest edge of Tazang
and a force of several hundred Chinese soldiers coming from
a northerly direction, I have the honour to inform you that
the news as communicated is contrary to facts.

According to the report of General Chiang Kwang-nai the
loud reports of firing on the night of March 31st near Tazang
were due to the fact that Japanese plainclothes soldiers
attacked the Chinese positions northeast cf Tazang. He
vigorously denies that there was any firing between Chinese
soldiers, as alleged by the Japanese communication.

(Sgd) ffi.W. YEN.
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Geneva,

AHTAL FROM TEE CFTb-FSE

April 4th, 1952 .

GOV^RRî^mt

ComiBunioation frcm the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the. Secretary-Ceruerai.

At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate to the Assembly the following
communication dated ,--.pril 2nd.

Ref. 77/1952

1A/51567/51534
(6)
24/5
April 2nd,

1952.

To the Secretary-General.
Wiuh reference to the com .'.unication from the Chinese
Delegation dated I'ar.h 22nd (À.ïxtr.72.1952.VII.), I have the
honour to inform you that it is entirely untrue that the Japanese
authorities have taken measures to seize the customs revenue in
Manchuria or taken steps with a view to this revenue being
transferred to the Government of the State of Manchuria.

It is also untrue that the Japanese authorities are
insisting on appointments to the customs staff and all tariff
changes being submitted for the decision of that Government.
All these questions are within the competence of the
Government of Manchuria and not of the Japanese authorities,
the Japanese Government being in the position of a third party
with regard to the maritime customs of Manchuria.
The news
of a proposed customs union between Japan and Manchuria is also
inaccurate.
The Japanese Government is not aware of the intentions
of the Government of TTanchuria with regard to the payment of
the service of foreign loans and other subjects mentioned in the
Chinese communication,
It has, however, noted the assurances
given by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of that Government in
his telegram of ’larch 12th last addressed to the Ministers for
Foreign Affairs of Japan and other Powers, to the effect that
the Government of Manchuria has decided to respect international
undertakings and, in particular, the maintenance of the open door.

(Signed)

N.

SaTO

Representative of .Japan on the
Council of the League of Nations
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A.(Extr.) 95.1932.VII.

Geneva, April 2nd,

1952-

APPEAL FROM TEE CHINESE GOVERNMENT
Situation in the Shanghai District.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the 19th, 20th and 21st reports of the representatives
•f the four Powers having special interests in the Shanghai
Settlement.
The previous report was circulated in document
A.(Extr.).90.1952.VII.

TELEGRAMS FROM HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S MINISTER IN CHINA.

Despatched:
Received:

Shan ghai,
Geneva.

12h. 19.
9h.oo.

March 30th.

Shanghai,
Geneva,

llh.27.
9h.00.

March 31st.
!!
tt

ft

«

Situation Rep.rt 19.^ ,hange

Pespatched:
Received:

Situation Report 20.^ important change in military situation.

Despatched:
Received:

Shanghai,
Geneva,

19h.01,
14h.OO.

April 1st.
ft

ff

Situation Report 21.

Minor engagements along limits of
SHRI -.............. patrol zone reported in
preceding messages have been officially
brought to attention of respective
military staffs, ®ho are now considering
appropriate remedial measures.
Both
armies continue t* strengthen their
respective positions.
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Commun!cated to the Assembly,
the Council and the Members
cf the League.

cf

nations.

A. (Extr. ''

04.1932.VII.

Geneva, April 2nd,

1932.

APPEAL FROM THE OHIHES'E GOVERNMENT.
Ccmunication from the Japanese Delegation.

Note by the Se ere tar y-Ge neral.

At the request of the Japanese Delegation, the
Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the
Assembly the following communication dated April 1st.
SHANGHAI INCIDENTS.
Summary cf an official telegram received by
the Japanese Delegation.

76/1932.

Shanghai, Arril 1st.
On the night of March 31st,

loud reports of gun

and rifle fire were heard in the direction of Tazang.

The

Chinese newspapers of April 1st stated that the Japanese

forces had been attacking Ibis place since the night of March
30th and had occupied it on the 31st;

the Japanese Command

accordingly had an aerial reconnaissance carried cut on the
morning of April 1st.

The observers saw that a lively fusillade

was taking place at the north-west edge of Tazang between

the

Chinese soldiers occupying this place, and a force of several

hundred Chinese soldiers coming from a northerly direction.
There were nc troops in the parts of the town faring the

Japanese lines.
The causes of this engagement between Chinese forces

are not yet known.
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C- numur i 0 a t. c d tc the Assembly,
the Jeune il and the members
of the League.

A.(Fxtr) S3.1932.VII.

GjiEVA,

April let,

1932.

APPEAL I hili THE CHINESE GGVgiNMSfT.

Communication from the ja p a n use Ie 1 ertitirn.

Ilote by the

oretary-General.

At the request of the Japanese lelcgution, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate tn the Assembly the foliccir.g
communication, dated march <51 st.

F.ef .No.T5.1932.

Io the Secretary-General .
1 ellowing on my previous communications concerning the
Shanghai conference, I have the honour to inform you that negotia
tions have teen proceeding since 1 arch 2-xth on the bases cf the
preliminary agreement unci cf the League resolution of March 4th.
The Chinese Jeleraticn contested 'several points proposed by the
Japanese lulerution, tut teams i..ore particularly to the concilia
tory efforts of representatives of the friendly lowers, agreement
has teen reached on the- majority of the articles.
Certain
difficulties are still outstanding.
It is hoped, however, that
they will be settled at the next plenary meeting, which is to be
held at 10 a.m. on April 2nd.
The Military Sul-Oon.tr. is sien is
continuing its work.

The above-mentioned difficulties refer more particularly to
the delimitation of the quarters required for the Japanese forces
and to the date of their complete withdrawal within the Settlement.
The Japanese relegation is endeavoui ing to reach an an cement as
rapidly as'possible, in the spirit of the Assembly resolution.

Wide propaganda is at present being carried on in China in
favour of the continuation cf hostilities against Japan.
It must
be noted that such propaganda is bound to mane it more difficult
to re-establish a normal situation at Shanghai which shall ensure
the security "'f Japanese nationals.
The Japanese Minister has
duly directed the Chinese lelegution’s attention to this fact.

( S igne o. )

N.

SAT 0.

Japanese Representative on the
of the League of Nations.

Council
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A. (Extr. ) Cun. Scec. /ô.

Geneva, April 1-th,

1932,

APPEAL ÏR0M THE CHINESE GOj'LaKAJI7T

Communication from the Japanese he,!<-.gation.

Ne te _by thc_Jjecretary-Gensral.

g
At the request of the Japanese delegation, the SecretaryGeneral has the honour to circulate for the confidential
informât ion ci' the Co mi-iit too of Line teen, tne text of the
draft agreement for the cessation of hostilities, resulting
from the work of the Shanghai Conference yp to the time when
its o'c.rk was interrupted.

SHANGHAI MIL ITARY CONFERENCE

Irait Agreement

Article 1. The Japanese and Chinese authorities having
already ordered to cease "‘ire, it is agreed that the cessation
of hostilities is rendered definite as from......... .The
forces of the two sides wil.- sc, far as lies in their control
cease all and every form of hostile acts.
In the event of
doubts arising in regard to the cessation of hostilities in
this respect will be ascertained by representatives of the
participating friendly Powers (agreed at the 8th meeting of the
Conference - Ikrch £9th).

Article II. - The Chinese troops will remain in their
present positions pending lata,r arrangements upon the re
establishment of normal conditions in the area dealt with
by the Agreement. The aforesaid positions are indicated in
Annex I to this Agreement. (agreed at the 9th meeting - March
Z1st).
Article III. In accordance with the programme regulating
withdrawal as shown in Annex 2 to this Agreement, the Japanese
troops will withdraw tr the International Settlement and the
Extra-Settlement roads in the Honkew district as before the
incident of January 28th, 1932.- It is however understood that,
in view of the numbers of Japanese troops to be accommodated,
sore will have to te temporarily stationed in localities
adjacent to the above-mentioned areas.
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The aforesaid Localities are indicated in Annex 3 1& this
Agreement (final agreement pend in? accord on Annex 2).
Article IV.- A Joint Commission including members
representing participating friendly Powers will be established
to c ertify the mutual withdrawal.
This Commission will also
collaborate in arranging for the transfer from the evacuating
Japanese forces to the incoining Chinese police, who will take
over is scon as the Japanese forces withdraw.

Tne constitution and procedure of this Commission will
be as defined in Annex 4 to this Agreement (agreed at the
7th meeting - M.rch 28th).

Article V, The present Agreement shall come into
force on the" day of signature thereof.
The present Agreement is maue in the Chinese and Japanese
and English languages. In the event of there being any doubts
as to the meaning or any differences of meaning between the
Chinese and Japanese, English text shall be authoritative.

Ione at Shanghai on

Signatures
In the presence of

Signatures

Representatives of the friendly
Powers assisting the negotiations
in accordance with the Resolution
of the Assembly of the league of
Nations of March 4th.
(Agreed at the 7th meeting - MArch 28th).

ANNEX

I.

Thv following are the positions of the Chinese troops
as provided in Article II of this Agreement (here insert
definition of the Chinese positions (1).).
In the event
of doubt arising in regard thereto, the positions in question
will upon the request of the Joint Commission be ascertained
by the representatives of participating friendly Powers,
members of the Joint Commission (agreed at the 1Cth meeting,
Apr il 2nd) .

TïTThesë positions were discussed by the Sub-Gommissicn
and an agreement nearly reached at the last meeting, April L3th.
The work of the Sub-Commission was interrupted due to the post
ponement of the Conference, asked by the Chinese delegation.
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ANN E_X.._ 2_-2
The withdrawal cr the Japanese troops to the localities
indicated in Annex J will ce coiAf.eiiced ■■■ithin one week
of ti.c comin ? into force cf the agreement and will be com
pleted four weeks after the coixcencei.ent of the withdrawal.
The Joint Comission to be established under „rticlc IV
will make any necessary arrangement for the care aid sub
sequent evacuation of a^y invalids cr injured animals
which cannot withdraw at t.’ e tine of the evacuation.
These r.ay be detained at t...cir positions together with
the necessary nodical pcrscn.æl.
±.e Chinese authorities
will .ive protection to the above.

(Agreed. A* Al.e. h5iAL^.eJ‘_iph_SIi_.h-.a£e“__2£ th ._)

A Im; E X

3.

The folio’, in.-, are the localities as provided in
Article III of this ^.reorient.

(here insert definition of the localities in w.ricb the
Japanese troops are to be temporarily stationed)*?
In the event of doubt in regard thereto, the localities
in question will upon the request of the Joint Comission
be ascertained by representatives of the participating
friendly Powers, reenters of ti.e hoist Comission.

( Agreed a t__t. e _ 1Ot h_ meetin - o n Apri 1. 2nd ) .

*
The question oh a time-limit for the withdrawal of the
Japanese troops to the settlement and extension Roads was
discussed at length and the British Minister arafted several
proposals of declarations to be made in view of settling
this natter.

The final suggestion made b; Sir Riles Lampson at the
14th meeting, on April 9th, was as follows:
Draft declaration by the Japanese Government.
The Japanese Governimjit ta..c this opportunity to declare
that, as soon as local conditions in and around Shanghai
return to nori .al - mid they hope that conditions will
have so returned within six ’...onths or sooner - the Japanese
tr. ops will bo furt or nithdra:-n to the International
Settlement aiù the mtra-Settle.mcnt roads in the Honkew
district as before the incident of January 23th, 1932.

Japanese Government accepted this proposal.
The
Chinese dclc-j.mt.icn asked the postponement of the Conference
statin g that no instructions had been received from their
Government.
**

Final agreement r .ached at the sitting of the SubCoim.ission on April 11th.
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T;ie Joinr CG/u.xission wiK bo oonposed o. 12 l..enters,
namely, o»i civilian and one military representative of
each of the following: the Chinese and Japsnese Governments,
and the American, British, French and. Italian Heads of
hissions in China being representatives of the friendly
hovers assisting in the negotiations in accordance with
the Resolution of the Assembly of the League of hâtions
of march 4th.
Tie members of the uOint Commission ’ ill
employ such number of assistants as they i.m.y from time
to time find necessar' in accordance with, the decisions
ci' rhe Commission.
All ..etters of procedure will be left
to tic discretion of rhe Commission whose decisions will
bo tùmen by majority vote, the Chairman ha vin», a casting
vote.
The Chairman will bo elected by the Comission
from the members representing the participating friendly
Powers.
( Above was__ameed at_ tr.e oth

eeting on Haren_2_6th ) .

The Comission will in accordance with its decisions
watch in such manner as it deems best the carrying out of
the provisions of articles I, II and III of the Agreement
( Agreed at the 10 th meeting on April 2nd).

"Separate Voluntary Declaration by the Chinese
Government which may be issued either prior to or
simultaneously with the conclusion of the amroe-ment,
‘‘ut not be annexed thereto.”

In order to ease the general situation and secure the
prompt re-establishment of stability and normal conditions
in tic affected areas, the Chinese Government hereby
intimate their intention i.-'-mediately to establish on
their own initiative for' the maintenance of peace and order
in the evacuated area in the vicinity of the Shanghai
Settlements, a force of special constabulary, for which
they contemplate the employment of experts as officers and
instrue tors.

It is understood that the incoming Chinese p lice
referred to in the penultimate sentence of Article IV of
the J*gruei..ant for ............ of........... will be drawn
fro;.:, the above special constabulary.
(Agreed at the meeting of iiarch 21st).

Verbal Note taken by Minister Shigenitsu and the
interested foreign Ministers on March 21st, 1932.

In discussing this phrase, Mr. Kuo intimated that
the Chinese Government contemplated the employment of
foreigners amongst the experts in question.
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LEAGUE OF PAT I PITS
Communicated to the Committee
of Nineteen, the Council- and
the Members of the LeugiÆ',.'"'„,L'~

C.372.M.213.1932.VIIA-(Extr.)

AMERICAN CONSULATE

Com.spec./5.1932

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

Jeneva, April 13th,

1932.

APPEAL FROfWTWAICWWi GO ZERUMEI’f.

Communication from the C hinese foleg a t i on.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the nonour to circulate
to the Assembly the following communication, dated April 13th,
which he has received from the Chinese Delegation.

Ref./A.22.
April 13, 1932.

To the

Secretary-General.

I nave the honour to acknowledge tne receipt of your
letter^' of March 18th and to communicate herewith a Memorandum
submitted in compliance with the decision of the Special Com
mittee at its meeting on March 17th, to invite the Governments
of China and Japan to inform it of the measures which tney nave
taken or expect to take in tne near future, in order to carry
into effect the Resolutions u.dopi>ed by tne Council on Septem
ber 30th and December 10th, 1931.

From this Memorandum it must be evident to the
Committee that the measures which tne Chinese Government
have taken or expect to take in order to faithfully carry
out the said Council Resolutions nave all been frustrated
by the Japanese Government, which must, therefore, be respon
sible for the abnormal state of things now prevailing in the
Three Eastern Provinces as a consequence of the non-execution
of the said Council Resolutions on tne part of Japan.

(s.)

) See document A.(E^tr.)

W. W. YEN.

64.1932.VII.
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meizorai.'dum concerning

the insures

taizen by

the

CHINESE GOVERNMENT IN COïÆPLIAiîCE wITH THE COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS
OF SEPTEMBER 30 AND DECEMBER 10, 1931.

The following memorandum has teen compiled in response
to the request of the Committee of Nineteen at its meeting on
March 17, for information at the earliest possible moment on the
measures which the Chinese Government has taken or expects to
take in the near future in order to carry into efiect tne Resolu
tions adopted by the Council on September 30 and December lo,
1931.

Obligations assumed, under the September 3Q Resolution.

Under the September 30 Resolution of the Council the
parties undertake to furnish the Council with full information
as to the development of the situation and to take all necessary
steps to prevent any extension of the scope of tne incident or
any aggravation of the situation.
The former obligation io, so
to speak, non-controversial and has been constantly and faith
fully carried out.
The latter obligation has been complied
with in full b.v the Chinese Government tut not by the Japanese.
All tne Chinese military measures nave teen strictly limitée to
self-defence, and nothing has been done to aggravate■the situa
tion .
Tne principal obligations accepted respectively by the
two parties are contained in the following paragrapns of the
Resolution:
"Notes the Japanese representative's statement tnat
his Government will continue as rapidly as possible tne
withdrawal of its troopc, which has already teen begun,
into the railway zone in proportion as the safety of the
lives and property of Japanese nationals is eflectively
assured and that it hopes to carry out this intention in
full as speedily as possible.
"Notes the Chinese representative1^ stateme.it that his
Government will assume responsibility for the safety of the
lives and property of Japanese nationals outside tnat zone
as the withdrawal of Japanese troops continues and the
Chinese local authorities and police forces are re-estab
lished."
(Official Journal, December 1931,
p.SaO?.)

Steps taken by China to carry out the Resolution.

The Chinese Government took immediate steps to carry
out its part of the contract:-
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On October 5 the following despatch from the Chinese
( Government 7.'as transmitted to the Council:

"General Chiang Kai-shek, the President ef the
National Government and ccncurrently the ''’ommanderin-Chief ^f the Lana, Naval and Air forces of the
Republic ~f Ohir.a ordered yesterday Marshal Chang
Hsueh-liang to appoint hi/h military officers who.
have been commanding, the military forces of the
Three Eastern tfvinces to take .'•ver the places tn
be evaluated, by the Japanese trcops and to be strictly
responsible for the rest -atior of order in those
places which had been disturbed by t'he Japanese
soldiers."
{z .005.12.275.1351
)
(Official Journal, December ly51,p.2471«)

The next day the Council was informed that action had duly
ce...n taken in conformity with this despatch in the following
cable message from the Chinese Government:
"..cting under the instruction of General
Chiang Kai-shek, the President cf the National
Government, Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang has appointed
Generals Chang Tsc-hsiang and Tang Shu-chang to take
over the places to be evaluated by the Japanese
troops and to re strictly responsible for the res
toration of order therein."
( e>.b6).M.277.1751.
)
(Official Journal, December I93I, p. 2,171 )

The Chinese Government took immediate steps to notify the
Japanese Government of the action it had taken and duly informed
the Council of this action in a despatch, dated October 9> reading
as follows :

"Chinese Minister in Tokio notified Japanese Govern
ment on October b that Chang Tsi -Hsiang and Kang ShuChang have tom appointed representatives to take over
places to be evacuated 'ey Japanese military forces and
asked for telegraphic instructions to be sent to Japanese
military commanders to begin handing over.
No reply
received up to date.
Chinese Minister is instructed
to deliver second note as follows:
'Fulfilment of
Council resolution September 30 requires immediate
transfer to Chinese authorities of localities occupied
by Japanese troops since September 18.
Chinese Govern
ment having pledged itself to assume responsibility
for safety of lives and property of Japanese nationals
during process of ’withdrawal of Japanese troops and
re-establishment local Chinese authorities and police
forces, notified Japanese Government October 6 of appoint
ment cf its representatives and asked it to make imme
diate arrangements to enable Chinese troops effectively
to taka possession evacuated localities and thus to
protect lives and property of residents in conformity
with its undertaking given at Council.
As no reply recoived and matter extremely urgent I am instructed to
request :
Firstly, that Japanese Government indicate
localities to be taken over this week;
secondly, that in
the course of the day instructions be telegraphed to
military commanders so that re-occup'-.tion can be begun
to-morrow.'"

(C. 088.11.294.1951.

)

(Official Journal,December I35I>P*"474•)
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Japan-so attitude.

dcpaiioso
criii'djn£, in c r^v-ly, a cc'c-v of ahich ?/•?. s
.unicat-d to the Council (3.6-;i. 13J1. ‘j
reiterated
assertion that J. pane so u’tic-n in
nchuriu had teen uir’ern only to protect th- iivus and property of Japanese
c-'tr., and proceeded to define its attitude as follows :
"1.

Military occupations undertaken by Jap-neso
army ulunf Houth Munchur.an r> ilwuy lino sine, in
cident of night of September 13 between Chin-so and
Jup'..noce troops noar Gulden wore dsniun-od solely to
av-rt by preventive action the potential nwna7' ■
constituted by pmsonce in. these districts of
Chinese armies in -rushiry ly sup-riox numbers.
J. panose troops hc.v-- in fa-'t suffered cons i dural le
l.sses of men in spit- of proclamation of r.onrosistan-'o of Chinese troops.
Chinese Govojnm-nt proposes ay point Generals
Chang Tse-Hsiang and ;ar.f- Shu-Chunj- to arm.nge
with J. panose military authorities few suitable
means of maintaining order in .art in loc-.lities in
ruiluciy zone after wi chirr '..al of J< p« ne-se troops.
Thu present rton ? entrai i ;-n in those localities of
armed Chin...s- soldi-rs to cop.; -with any eventuality,
al thou h ..lain t ana no , cf order is sol; object in
view, would v-ry probably under present circumstances
us at time of incident hnv„ regrettable effect of
reviving troops’ f-elmg of s-rious impending -ion.--.:-.
In view of extrema tension of national fo-ling on
both sides ch ng-r of conflict botw-.-n troops of both
parties is probably great_r than at any moment hithvrtc.

"5.

J;pun-so Gov-ineont considers most urgent t-sk of
moment is collaboration of cur two Governments, with
a vi-w to nulmin- excited national feelings by
ropidly establishing threurh direct negotiation
fun
damental points capable of constituting a basis
• 1lowing of resumption of normal relations.
Once
national fo lings arc ullay-ed by direct negotiation-,
J-.p:; r.esu troops might -.’ithout overmuch nppreh insicn
return ontir ;ly to mil"': y zone, thus facilitating
assertion of authority and maintenance of order in
1.call ties in question.

"4.

Japan-so Government is ready to negotiate im
mediately with responsible rupr-sontativos of Chin-se
Government in ordir tc establish fundamental points
ref-rrod to."

_
(Official Journal, Deco mb-?’ lù^l, p • 2405.)
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Th ° irs'iA cf direct negotiations ->n unsnc "ified
"fundamental ’.oints" ccy= rning the relations'between the
two countries os & preliminary to Japanese withdrawal was
thus for the tirst tim® raised ...nd has ever since proved
an insuperable stumbling-block to the execution of' the
Council resolutions.

China1s Reply.

On October 1? the Chinese Government communicated to
the Council a copy cf its reply to the J-panese note.
The
fo] 1 c-7.1 ng passages rrmy be quoted:
"In defiance of international law ..nd in
violation of Covenant League Nations as well as Peace
Paet of P..ris and Nine Power Treaty signed at Washington,
J p..in has suddenly and without provocation invad®d
and occupied portions of the Chinese provinces of
Liaoning ..nd Kirin, overturned lawful provincial and
district administrations, and in course of invasion
committed many acts of war, end ethers not permitted
by international lav: even in •••ur, sue a o.s killing of
innocent civilians, bombardment of unfortified towns,
bombarding of passenger trains, and removal and
seizure of public and private property, etc....

"China .nd <1-pan being both bound, by abovementioned internet!®nal agreements imposing on their
signatories obligations to seek for peaceful settle
ment of ...11 disputes, China at once appealed t®
Council of League of Nations.
Council called upon
Japanese Government to giv® ord°is for immediate
withdrawal of their troops from areas occupied since
September 18 and cecided to accept solemn pledge,
given by Japan to comply with its request, fixing its
further meeting for October fourteenth, should b.y that
time that pledg® remain unfulfilled.

’Chinese Government refrained from very beginning
from any and every act/af hostility, going to length
of strictly ordering ^.11 military forces not to offer
resistance in whatever form to continuous advance of
Japanese trvips, and in spite of provocative actions
increasing every day in intensity and embracing ever
winer areas.
"At same time strictest discipline was imposed
on the niticn for protection i . every way of lives
and property of Japanese residents within Chinese
territory under Chinese ac.ministr-.tion and tn® fact
that no untew .rd incident has occurred anywhere in
t ,e vast ai e.a under Chinese jurisdiction proves con
clusively that the undent ahi g given by the Chinese
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Gov^rnnipri t to
il cf League of No tier, s is
t-oing observed most s.'‘rupulous.ly.
H~p eted
Government creeps end procl omatih-’-ve ?onfineo
righteous indignation cf cur p®ople within legal
bounds. a.id mandate of the f-hinese Government
issued ~n Catcher 7, ordering oil I'w/ author
ities *tr- give full rrot®.?tion to foreign
nationals and to -revent undesirable elements
from taking advantage of situation in inciting
any uni awful actions’ further strengthened
Govei" mont injunctions just at the time when it
became only too obvious that Japanese Government
not fulfilling its pledge of withdrawal.
"Acting uo^n re-sclutior> of louncil of
League of notions, Chinese Government has ap
pointed two high officers to tokc- over places
to be evaluated and duly notified Japanese
Government a?id Council to that effect, tut
.Tryarz-r-: Government has not yet curri'-d out
its
red intention to hend over places
under th®ir occupation to Cuiw° authorities.
As is shown by the report of a neutral drwver,
such places as Shenyang, Kirin, Tunhuco, Ohuliuho,
Sinnin, Tien:'hangtai, etc. are still under con
trol of Japanese troops. ' Meanwhile thes~ troops
keep or. killing and wounding innocent citizens
and destroying property without slightest
justification.

"It must therefore bo a matter of surpris®
to the world that,popular indignation in China
has limit.-d itself to m®r® refusal to purchase
J
g',ri~.
Kre- don to ~hocso one’s pur
chases is an individual right with which no
Gov': rnrr u t interferes, and, while it is the
duty of every G^vurnvrib to protect foreign
nuti'-nnls, it is bound neither by any r®ccgnised
standard cf governance nor ry any principle cf
international law to prohibit or punish exer
cise of an cl®r®ntory right of citizenship.
If
there re res-r. onsibility at all in the matter,
it lis'-s entirely with Japanese Government which
has, by many acts of unfriendliness since
Janrc.cchun incidents,
this general pre
judice against J.-.panose merchandise."
(e.7QA, ’ ', 314.1931,
1931, p.2491.)

9ff i ci-,.1

Journal, December
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The Vi°w ?f _ul_l the l>ml ■'rp

'f^the _Cquncil cxr'-nt J..tpan.

T
next dnv-~l^pmcnt was ah? -.doption by .ill the
Member? of the Council axc°pt for-n of the so-^anlcd
fctober 2Z resolution.
Tie document not only retains
its full moral force os pointed cut subsequently by M.
Briand, the President of the Council, but is ?f th*’
highest political value, sine- it represents the con
sidered view -«f oil the governments Members ''f the Council
exclut JGpan, on fc-w to implement the Council resolution
of September 3">.
Paragraphs 1, 4, 5 and 6 of this
resolution my be quoted:

"1.

Recaii3 the undertakings given to the
Council by the Governments of C .ina and
Japan in that resolution (of September 30),
and in particular the statement of the Jr.paies0
representative that the Japanese Government
vruld continue as rapidly as possible the
■withdraw?’.1 of its tro-ips into the railway zone
in proportion >r> the safety of f.e lives and
property
oupniurm nationals is, effectively
assured, : .+ hc statement of the Chinese rep
résentai ive th..t his Government will assume the
responsibility 1 or the safety of the Jives and
property if Jananese nationals outside that
zone
a pledge which implies the effective
protection of Japanese subjects residing in
Manchuria;

Be.inc ‘onvinoed th nt the fulfilment of
these assurances and undertakings is essential
for the restoration of normal relations betvm°n
the two Barties:

"(u) 0-Ils upon the Japanese Gov
ernment to begin immediately and to
proceed progressively with the with
drawal of its trocns into the railway
zone, sc th it the total withdrawal may
he effected before the dote fixed for
the next meeting cf the council;
"(b) Calls unon th« Chinese Govern
ment, in ‘U^cuti-vi of its general pledge
to assume the responsibility for the
safety and lives of all Japanese subject
resident in Unchuria, to make such
o.rrang,ements for taking over the terri
tory thus evacuated as v.ill ensure the
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Japanese subjects; tlwr', and requests
the ? ln'.;sf'
tc acs'vif-te with
tne C-.-inese authorities designated for
the above yurnns» rerresentatives of ether
Fevers, in order th..". such representatives
mo y folic.’.; in the execution of the arrange
mo nt 3.
"5.

Rce^nends th .t the Chinese and Jfipanupo
Governments should iirm-diatciy appoint r^nr^s^ntativ-s to arrange the details of the cxc-’iticn ■"'f
all points rel-ting to the evecurtion and the
taking over -of the “‘/anatp.d territory, so that
they may proceed smoothly end without delay;

”_6.

Ren^mraends the Cnineoe ..nd J_ venose Govern
ments, os soon as the evacu -.ti^n is <vœpietPd, to
begin negotiations on questions outstanding Vptv.^f-n them, and in partir alar those ^rising out of
re-ent incidents ep '.veil as those rel .ting to
existing difficulties due to the- railway situation
in Hunohuris.
Fur this purpose, the Council
suggests that the two Parties sh-'ul d. sot up a
conciliation committee -.p some such permanent
machinery.”

(Officiai .Tnurn..l, December 1931, n. r-'3 o 7 ) .

This resolution crystalliz-'d the views r>f the Provident
and varie us Members of the Council regarding thr- issue rf
direct negotiations on the basis of J_.panc<;e military
occupation.
These views, which a;e a complete vindication
r-f the attitude the O’.iinese Go ver.-ment has adopted on this
issue from the outset of the conflict end -ore impregnahly
based on the plein meaning of the Covenant end the Toris
P,. ct, arc recorded on pp. 13-18 of Chino’s statement of h°r
case under Article XV f the Covenant ( A.Extr . 1.193‘f.) .

_ina ’ a

an ce and J. -r an s Rejection.

Tua Chinese delegate in the Council meeting of October
f,3 expressed the entire readiness of the Chinese Government to
accept all the chligations laid upon it by the Council resolut
ions,
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and to go further and to cocperate with the Leg'’ue in devising
any supplementary arrangements that the Council might think
desirable, in the following terms:
"In the view of the Chinese Government, the
heart of the proposal is contained in the provision
that the Council should meet ava in on November 16th,
that it calls upon the Japanese Government to begin
its withdrawal immediately, to proceed progressively
with that withdrawal, and to complete it before the
above date, and requests the Chinese Government to
associate with the Chinese authorities designated to
make arrangements for taking over the territory thus
evacuated and ensuring the safety of the lives ana
property of Japanese subjects there, representatives of
other lowers, in order that such representatives may
follow the execution of these arrangements.

”....... the Chinese Government accepts this
proposal and declares its readiness to carry out to
the full all the obligations it lays upon China.
lot
only does try Government accept, it is willing to go
further and to do everything possible to dissipate the
apprehensions of the Japanese representative with
regard to the safety of Japanese lives and property
in the areas re-occupied by the Chinese authorities.
I believe these apprehensions to be entirely unfounded.
In the view of the Chinese Government, the insecurity
and disorder that have arisen within the area occupied
by the Japanese troops have their origin precisely in
the Japanese occupation, will grow the Ronger the
occupation continues, rnu will disappear with its ter
mination.
lut 1 wish to strte that 1 owe it to
courtesy to declare that I am convinced the Japanese
Government’s anxiety is genuine, and I would asx my
Japanese colleague in return to believe that the
Chinese Government is sincerely desirous to remove any
possible apprehension on this score.
"So strong is this desire, indeed, that not
only do 1 cccept the proposal in the resolution to
invite neutral"of1icers, but 1 am prepared to go furthe r
.-no to assure the Jrr- nese representative rnd other
members of the Council that the Chinese Government
is willing to examine in the most conciliatory spirit
here and now any proposals for extending the system
of neutral officers or, with the help of the League,
devising any other ' rrangements on the spot to guarantee
the safety of Japanese lives ma property in the re
occupied territory, in order to aiscc-1 any ; pprehe usions
the Japanese Government may entertain as to the danger
to its subjects th't might result from compliance with
the Council's resolution.”
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-in-

"The teres "evacuation" r nd *'t:'king over of
evacuated territory" in the resolution I understand
to include all J-prnese forces of a military or
çuc. si-m il it ary character, such as gendarmerie,
police and aeroplanes of all Kinds, the restoration
to Chinese possession of all property, real ana
personal, public and private, which has teen seized
by the Japanese since the night of September loth,
r-na the release from all forms of restraint of
Chinese authorities and citizens, '■nd banking or other
coif.r.ierciol or industrial establishments.
In short,
that, so far r.s possible, the status quo ante shall te
re-established.
"I have the honour herewith to request the
members of the Council : nd the representative of the
United States to le good enough to signify their
readiness to accept 'n invitation from the Chinese
Government, which will be forthcoming without delay,
to design".te representatives to te associated with
the Chinese authorities, under paragraph 4(b) of the
Council's resolution."

(Official Journal,

Tecember 1931,p.2345. )

The Japanese Government refused to accept the resolu
tion and re-affirmed its position as records direct negotiations
on the "fundamental principles" as r condition precedent to
Japanese evacuation.

The Iresident of the Council's Intervention.

Following upon the condemnation of this attitude in
the Council on October 23ra, the President of the Council, in a
communie''''tien to the Japanese Government ( C.
.la.5r’l. 1931,
Official Journ'l, December 1931, p.0515), pointed out that in the
September 30th Resolution the Japanese Government had undertaken
to:

"Continue a.s rapidly r.s possible the withdrawal
of its troops which has already begun, into the
i". iluuy zone in proportion rs the safety of the
lives '.nd property of Japanese nationals is
effectively assured and that it hopes to carry
out this intention in full as speedily as may be."
"lio indication v.h'tever was driven at that time
by the Japanese representive th' t matters such as
an agreement as to the treaty rights of Japan
in Manchuria were in any way connected with the
safety of the lives and property of Japanese
nationals."
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The President then went cn to argue th-t
the various
pledges ?iven ty the Chinese Govtinucnt iully cover
td the
”fund/ü6ntr. 1 principles” a._ formulated by the J-pt e csc Governrnent itself in its counter-propos- Is to the Council resolution,
.■-.net conclude'!:

"In these circumst: n^s 1 feel coni ident
th- t the- iapenesc Government, being desirous of
fulfill in^ the undtrt"King which it solemnly
contracted under' the terns of the resolution of
Septemter 30 r. ni ’..■hioh, moreover, it repeatedly
coniirmea by its decl.- r tien auring the last
session of the Council, • t the meetings of Octoter
h£nd, 13rd •: nd Iwth, will continue < s rapidly
as possible the '..ithdr-rwrl of its troops^ into the
riilvjs.y a one one that it will thus be. able tn

cr.-iy out th: t intention to the full in the short
est possible time.

"In view of the extreme import'nee which
your Government - tt- chcs to the safety of the lives
na property of Japanese nationals in the territories
ev-cuc'.teo by its troops, I venture- to coll lour
Excellency’s attention to per-yr- .ph b of the- resolu
tion submitted to tiu Council, cn deteber L4.th, which
recommends the two Gov-u rm.er ts 'to -ppcint imr.eai--tely
representatives to Settle the -Rtr ils relatin': to the
cairyinp out of the cv: c r t ion - no to the taking over
of the ev cut ted territories, in cider th', t these
opcr- tions may be m.iriea out in a reculer manner
-na without delay'."
(Ollie i' 1 Journal, Iecomicr 1131,
p. L b 16 •

Chinese Action -.nd Jrp- ntsc leeulcitrance.

The Chinese Government on October 27th -communicated
■ note to the J-p-nese Government, informing it of the appoint
ment of ' Chinese Commission to settle the act'.ils of evacuation
■nd thu takin? over of the tv om ted territories, in accord-net
with pf r- graph b of the October- £4th resolution,’> no asking it
to -ppcint the J-pnese represent- tives.
The .!■ p- nese Govern
ment reiterated its origin-. 1 position as i-e/vi-ds direct negotia
tions, thus once more flouting the authority of the Council rnd
of its fresidc-nt.

In the circumst .nets it v.r.s clear th't there
ne
further use in Chirr attempt in.? to cri-ry out her pert of trie
tu-giE since the J:-p- nc-se Government v.-as pursuing f-T^-Llt)efr
and ’dufi- nt policy of ignoring the authority of the. League ana
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extending ' nd consol id- ting its illegal occur-tion ox Chin- T-north-eastern provinces.
Hoover, in order to ra-ke its
position perfectly clear the Chinese Government co^.unbrted
to the Council, ir. a letter dr ted November lath, r sutnior ry
of te- ..ii ngv. ■_ n t s it Lac made for t zing over the occuoied
-rens in Ll-nchuri- ~in ccmyli-nce with the' obligations it"had
... e.s ime-d ^4.riGer the uOin? il reso 1 u11 cns.
The i ol 1 ov.; i
extr’ c ts
from this letter ’.v y be quoted;

"In pursuance of the kesclution of Cctolur
£4th of the Council of the League of pr tiens, the
Chinese Government has t’ Ken necessary steps’far
t: ninm over different pl-.cos in 1..- nchuri- now under
the occupation of Japanese troops rS wll ?.s for
i..-Kinp such arranger,ents as will ensure the safety
of the lives and property of «J-pant_.se subjects in
evacuated teriitory.
"On November first, the Chinese Gcvernment
announcer the appointment of ■ commission for the
re-occupation of ev cu. ted terri tory in the North
East Provinces, which is composed of seven members,
namely, Lr. Wellington Koo, In- lira r. ;
Geneia 1 Ch--ng
Tso-Hsi-ng, kr. Chang Chun, hr. wu Tieh-Chen, Ti.
Lo wen-Krn, lux. T-ng Er-Ho and Ki . Liu Chih.
This
Commission will be entrusted with the worn of oriang-ing -with the representatives to be design-ted by the
.'dp-aese Government necessary det-ils reg rdinr th<.
ev. ovation md re-occupation as well rs the actual
tazing over -nd xeh&bilit'tion of even-ted places.

"In executing their t-isz, the members of the
Commission will request the representatives ary minted
by the different lowers to associ-te with them as.
closely ns possible.
It is expects a that these re
presentatives will observe the workings of the
Cor.-.r.-. is si on. in rel; tion to re-occup:..tion, ■ ccomr-ny
its members to the places for -ctu-1 re-occu1''-tion
ana remain in such pl-ces until thuy -re
th t
pee.ee 'nd order -re effectively nr int' ined.
All
necessary facilities will be accorded to these fcieirn
representatives -nd ’ll inform-tion regrreing eva
cuation -.nd t zinv over of the ev-cu-tcd teriitory
will be given to them without delay.

"The best disciplined soldiers, gendarmes ° nd
police will, be, upon selection by the Commission,
despatched by the Chinese Government to places to
be actually taken over.
1er the effective maintenance
of peace fnd order after ev cuation ’nd re-occup-tion
of each pl’ ce, th^ Chinese Government will authorise
the lie-occupation Commission to proofs in marii- l lfw
v/hen it is deemeu necessary, and enforce it for a
short period of time, during which -ny disturc nee
of pence ci- any not of violence r.gainst the life ’.nd
property of residents -.villi be se-'-erelv det;.] t v.i+h
according to m’rti; 1 l'-w. "
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’'Special prec-uticns will be taker. lor
ensuring the safety cl' -'ll Japanese nationals.
In vic-w, hcwcvci , of the many krferoiE acts
incompatible with the ma inter.-' co cf pcr.ee recently
committed by J-'p-nese subjects in various parts of
China, especially in I.'.?.nchuri:;, the .’ap-nese
Government is expected to warn jF.p«ncse subjects
in evacuated territory -'r-inet V ling any unacsirablv coarse of action so as to ensure the success
ful execution cf mersures of protection by the
Chinese1 Government.1
( 0. e-il. k. 421. IShl. Of fie i al J curnal,
lucember 11 JI, p.2o47).

The Assembly Committee has aszed the Chinese Government
what stops it proposes to take in the future to secure the exe
cution of the September SO th and T'ecembur If th resolutions.
The Chinese Government states herewith ti t the urr ngoments
mentioned in the above letter still stand, -nd tint it is, ns
throughout the conflict, rea.ay at • ny moment to tâter into dis
cussions for implementing these arr- ngements and for cc-oper-ting
with the League in devising whatever supplement'ry. arrangements
on the spot as nr y be regarded as desir'lie.

Conclusion.
It is clear from the above summary of events that the
principal obstacle to m agreement has been the different inter
pretations put by each party upon wh^t constiiutes effectively
assuring "the safety of the lives 'no property of Japanese nationals"
in Chinese territory outside the railway zone.
The Chinese Govern
ment’s interpretation, which wr s explicitly endorsed by sever: 1
members of the Council in the discussions on October 2?rd rnd 24th
referred to r-tove, was,
the Iresid nt, L. Lriand, put it, that
the conditions of security which should to est1 blishtd should
"u'ze it certain th-t Jcr-f-nese nation-la 'nd their property will
not be subject to repris-ls” • fter the troops h-.Q left.
’’Troops
are about to leave f. territory which they have administered, in
which they hove organised municipal services, police end various
administrative departments.
These various bodies have to be re
pl C6à.
Lut th't c- n b-c settled after
few hours or at most a
few days’ discussion.”
Such discussions, he pointed out, concerned
police measures, administrative measures, possibly military
measures - all questions which cf n rap idly be settled.

That is, the Chinese Government submits, the natural
interpretation of safety for lives and property.
unfortunately,
the Japanese Government persists in re-din? into this phrase a
programme for a political and economic protectorate of E'nchuria,
which the Chinese Government is to be compelled to accept in
direct negotiation under the pressure of Japanese military
occupation.
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/
Communicated to the Committee
olj Nineteen and the
Japanese Delegation.

A.

(Extr.) Com.spec./4 19
Geneva, April 14th,

195

APPEAL FROM TEE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
Communication from the "National Salvation
Federation of Chinese Bodies'1' of Shanghai.
Note by the Secretary General.

At the request of the Chinese Delegation,

the

Secretary-General has the honour to circulate to the

Special Committee the following telegram addressed to
the said Committee through the intermediary of Dr.W.W.Yen.

Rf./A.23.
Your attention called to fact parley in shanghai is troops
stationing instead of withdrawal conference with Japanese
firmly demanding surrender of woe sung and other places
for stationing troops without time limit deliberately
failing comply league decision lampson mediation sug
gestions also inconsistent with true withdrawal shanghai
three millions people oppose this hope you put into prac
tice .responsibility vested in you and effect Japanese un
conditional complete immediate withdrawal as decided by
league - Shanghai national salvation federation of Chinese
public bodies.
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LEAGUE

OF

NATIONS.

Communicator! to the Committee
of Nineteen and the
Japanese Delegation.

A. (Extr.)Com.spec./3
1932.
Geneva, April 12th, 1932

APPEAL FROM THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT.
COM! .unication from the Chinese Delegation.

Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has the honour to circulate

to the Committee of Nineteen the following communication

dated April 11th which he has received from the Chinese

Delegation.

April 11th, 1932.

Rf./A.(20).

To the Secretary-General:

I have the honour to inform you that I have received
a telegram from my Government to the effect that the

armistice négociations at Shanghai have again reached a
critical stage, where agreement between the Chinese and

Japanese Governments is very unlicely.
Under the circumstances I am instructed by my Govern

ment to present the latest phase of the négociations to the
Members of the Special Committee, and to request for a meet
ing of the same.
I shall be deeply obliged if you will kindly transmit

the request to His Exc. Mr. Hymans, President of the Special
Committee, so that a meeting of the Special Committee may

be arranged at an early date.

(Signed)

W. W. Yen
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Communicated to the Committee
of. Nineteen and the Japanese
delegation.

A.(Sxtr.)Com.Spec./2.1932.

Geneva, April 13th, 1932.

APPEAL ffROM THE CHimEJMïVgRm^TJT

Communication from the Chinese Jjelegation.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary—General has the honour to circulate
to the Committee of Nineteen the following communication
dated April 12th which he has received from the Chinese
.Delegation.

April 12th, 1932.

' ■
Ref./A.21.

To the Secretary-General.

I have the honour to enclose herewith copies of
a Memorandum, together with a Summary of the proceedings,
on the Shanghai armistice negotiations, which have been
going on

since the 14th of March.

As the contents of

the Summary have been sent here by telegraph, it must be

obvious that they cannot be complete, but they give a faith

ful account of what has happened at the negotiations.
I shall be obliged to you to circulate the Memorandum
and its annex, the Summary, among the Members of the Spocial

Committee.
(•Signed)

’7.7. YEN.
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On March 4th, the day after it opened in extra
ordinary session the Assembly unanimously adopted a

resolution calling upon the Governments of China and
Japan to take immediately the necessary mcesuros to
ensure the effective cessation of hostilities end
recommending that negotiatiors be entered into by the

Chinese and Japanese representatives with the assistance
of the military, naval and civilian authorities of the

powers which have special Interests in the Shanghai

settlements, for the conclusion of arrangements which

should render definite the cessation of hostilities and

regulate the withdrawal of the Japanese forces.
This resolution further refers to the plan of

pacification announced by H, Paul-Boncour, the President
of the Council, in the Council meeting of February 29.

On

this occasion M. Paul-Boncour had submitted a plan for the

cessation of hostilities and holding of a Conference to
restore peaceful conditions in the Shanghai area»

The plan

further indicated the basis on which the Conference should
be held and added that the meeting of the Conference was
of course subject to the making of local arrangements for
a cessation of hostilities.

Then the Special Committee of the Assembly met on
March 17 it took note of the fact that hostilities

had virtually ceased and that the discussion for rendering

this cessation definite and regulating the withdrawal of the

Japanese forces had begun.

It considered a communication

from the Chinese Government stating that the armistice
discussions at Shanghai had practically reached a deadlock
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~ 3 because of the submission by the Japanese representative
of a separate note and a request for an amendment to the

agenda of the armistice conference.

On this occasion the

President stated that if the separate note were being put

forward as a condition for the armistice it would constitute

making a political condition, which was incompatible with
the Assembly Resolution of March 4 th for the cessation of

hostilities and the restoration of peaceful conditions in

the Shanghai area,

The President further interpreted the

proposed amendment to the agenda.

Both the ruling of

the separate note axid the interpretation were concurred

in by several members of the Committee, including the
Japanese representative.

The Minutes record the following

observations of the Swiss delegate, M. Motta;

’’The Chairman’s interpretation, which hod been accepted
by the Japanese representative, definitely ruled out any
political condition to the signature of an armistioe. The
Chinese representative could accordingly reassur*e his
Government on this point, and I.h, Motta was glad to observe
that option was unanimous in this respect.”
The President expressed his satisfaction that his

interpretation of the amendment had been accepted by

Sato,

and that with reference to the separate note tho Japanese

representative had stated that it was merely a proposal to
China and not an armistice condition.

The President requested

the Chinese and Japanese representatives to inform their
Governments with regard to the statements made at the meeting

of the Committee, and this information was duly sent by the

Chinese representative.
More than three weeks have passed since the March 17th.

meeting and the armistice negotiations have reached no definite
conclusion.

It is true that for the time being fighting has
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virtually ceased and no blood is being shed»

This is

indeed a precious result and one for which the Chinese
Government wishes herewith to express the profound gratitude

of tne Chinese people to the Assembly and its President.
But it is clear that the present situation is
precarious and that so long as agreement has not been

reached, peace, which has never ceased to bo troubled by
occasional skirmishing and aeroplane raids, is at the
mercy daily, almost hourly, of an incident.

All the

meetings and laborious discussions of the last three weeks
have failed to achieve agreement on arrangements rendering

definite the cessation of hostilities and regulating the
withdrawal of the Japanese forces in accordance with the
terms of the Assembly resolution of March 4th, and so have
postponed the carrying out of the plan submitted by M.

Paul-Boncour for the holding of a Round Table Conference
at Shanghai.
The principal obstacle to- the fulfilment of the

Assembly resolution accepted by both China and Japan
is in the view of the Chinese Government the steady insist
ence of the Japanese Government that the withdrawal of its

forces to the International Settlement and the extra
Settlement roads must be subordinated to Japanese views

as to when ’conditions’ in and around Shanghai have sufficiently
improved to warrant a sense of security by Japanese subjects.X

Meanwhile the Japanese Government is pressing for the opening
of the Shanghai Conference before Japanese troops have with-

d rawn.

X

Now worded as ’’return to normal".

See Summary p.7.
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In the circumstances the urgent need of the situation

appears to be, in the view of the Chinese Government, to
dissipate the confusion end to adopt a- clecr cut plan of

procedure which should male it possible to bring the armistice
discussions to a successful conclusion and so

holding the Shanghai Conference.

eve the way for

It would seem urgently

necessary to define clearly the nature and the mutual relations
of the several negoti tions now in progress or due to take
place in

hanghai, in the light of the Assembly resolutions of

March 4 and 11, of the Council plan of February 29 and of the

discussions in the Council and

ssembly when the plan and

resolutions "'pre adopted and of the Special Committee of the

Assembly when the ‘'hanghai situation was discussed on larch 17.
The Chinese hovernvent for its part ventures to sub
mit the following proposals and conclusions which in its view
emerge from a careful consideration of the resolutions, plan
and discussions referred to above:

1.

An armistice must be concluded and must provide,

in conformity with paragraph g of tse ■ ssembly resolution of
March 4, for arrangements which shall render definite the

cessation of hostilities and regulate the with

troops,

awal of Japanese

The details of this armistice are to be negotiated on

the spot v.’ith the help of the ministers of the powers having
special interests in the ’hanghai settlements.

A Mixed

Commission with neutral members should be constituted to follow
and report on the withdrawal of troons.

2.

The second task before the Chinese and Japanese

Governments and the specially interested powers, is to prepare

and hold the

ound ■’able Conference at Chanshai.

This Conference

as the President of the Council, M. ^aul-Bonccur, pointed out on
February 29 has as its object the restoration of peaceful
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In the circumstances the urgent need of the situation

appears to be, in the view of the Chinese Government, to
dissipate the confusion end to adopt a clecr cut plan of
procedure which should male it possible to brins the armis+ico

discussions to a successful conclusion and so

holding the Shanghai Conference.

ave the way for

It would seem urgently

necessary to define clearly the nature and the mutual relations
of the several negoti tions now in progress or due to take

place in

hanghai, in the light of the Assembly resolutions of

March 4 and 11, of the Council plan of February 29 and of the
discussions in the Council and

ssembly when the plan and

resolutions were adopted and of the Special Committee of the
Assembly when the ‘-hanghai situation was discussed on larch 17.
The Chinese Government for its part ventures to sub
mit the following proposals and conclusions which in its view

emerge from a careful consideration of the resolutions, plan

and discussions referred to above:
1.

An armistice roust be concluded and must provide,

in conformity with paragraph 3 of tbe

ssembly resolution of

March 4, for arrangements which shall render definite the
cessation of hostilities and regulate the with
troops,

awal of Japanese

The details of this armistice are to be negotiated on

the spot with the help of the ministers of the powers having

special interests in the 'hanghai settlements.

A Mixed

Commission with neutral members should be constituted to follow
and report on the withdrawal of troons.

2.

The second task before the Chinese and Japanese

Governments and the specially interested powers, is to prepare
and hold the

ound

’?v'le Jon.^erence at Shanghai.

This Conference

as the President of the Council, J, ’’aul-Bone cur, pointed out on
February 29 has as its object the restoration of peaceful
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oonditions in the Shanghai area,

Tie basis for the deliberations

of this conference was likewise indicated j-t the same meeting of
the Council.

The Chinese Government for its part, it may be

recalled, accepted the Council plan in a letter to the President

of the Council dated March 2nd ( A. Ext r .7,» 193 2), on the under
standing that the Conference should be held when the armistice

had been accepted and carried

out, that the Conference was

concerned only with the restoration of peace in Shanghai and

all questions arising out of the Sino-Japanese conflict in

any part of China should be settled in accordance with the
procedure invoked by China before the League, and that

participation in the Conference was of course subject to

agreement between the participating governments as to its
agenda.

3.

In this connection the Chinese Government, in

pursuance of its policy of comolete frankness and loyalty

vis-à-vis the League, wishes to put on record for the con
sideration of the Assembly Committee its views on the
following point :

The complete withdrawal of Japanese troops
from territory under Chinese jurisdiction at 'hanghai should

take place by a date fixed as part of the armistice arrange
ments and cannot be subordinated to any political condition,

including the acceptance of any proposal as regards the agenda
or competence of the Round Table Conference, for to do so
would be contrary to the resolutions of the Assembly as
interpreted by the President.
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SUMMARY OF THE SHANGHAI ARMISTICE NEGOTIATIONS.
*

Mr. Quo Tai-chi, the Chinese Vice-Minister of Foreign
• Affairs, met Mr. Shigemitsu, the Japanese Minister to China,
at a tea party given at Shanghai on Monday, March 14th, by

Sir Miles Lampson, the British Minister, Mr. Nelson Johnson,
the . merican Minister, Mr.

ilden, The '7rench Minister, and

Mr. Ciano, the Italian Chargé d’affaires.

discussions the following draft agenda

As a result of the

for an armistice

meeting was drawn up subject to the approval of the Chinese and

Japanese Governments:

The Chinese troops were to remain in their present

1.

positions, pending a later settlement.
The Japanese troops were to withdraw to the Inter

2.

national Settlement and the extra-Settlement roads

in the Hongkew district as before the incident of

January 28th.

It

was, however, understood that in

view of the numbers of the Japanese troops to be
accomodated, some would have to be temporarily

stationed in localities adjacent to the abovementioned areas.

3.

There w> s to be a Joint Commission with neutral

members to certify to the mutual withdrawal.
Note.

It was understood that no other questions of
principle would be raised.

Separate
Note.

\

Provided a definite agreement should be reached non

the basis of the above points, the Chinese side
would voluntarily give an undertaking that Mayor ”.ru’s

letter of January 28th stood.

This undertaking was

su’ jcct to uhe approval of the Chinese Government.
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Oxi Larch loth, MrShigcmitsu visited Sir Miles Lampson
and made the following change to paragraph 3 of the original

draft:

"A Joint Commission with neutral members to certify

to the carrying cut of the agreement under paragraphs 1 and 2
ai’.d to watch and observe the general conditions in the

evacuated area until a later settlement.”
A formal meeting was arranged for the afternoon of

March lutn to adopt the draft agenda, but it was postponed upon
Mr Shigemitsu’s re quest on the ground that he had not received

instructions from his Government.
Meanwhile the Chinese Government made it known that
Mr Shigemitsu’s proposed amendments were unacceptable end that
the Separate Note should not be raised at the armistice nego

tiations as it was tantamount to a political condition.
Two meetings were held on March 19th, as a result of

which an agreement was reached.

This diaft agreement, which

was still subject to the approval of the two Gover.aments, was

to the following effect:
1.

The Chinese troops would remain in their present

positions pending later arrangements,

The Chinese

authorities would define the said positions.

of doubts arising in regard thereto, the

In the event

positions in

question would be ascertained by representatives of the

participating friendly powers.
2„

The Japanese troops would withdraw to the International

Settlement and ths extra-Settlement roads in the Hongkew
district as before the incident of January 28th, 1932.

It

was, however, understood that in view of the number of
Japanese troops to be accommodated, some would have to be
temporarily stationed in localities adjacent to the above-

mentioned areas,

The Japanese authorities would define the
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In the event of doubts arising in regard

thereto, the localities in question would he ascertained hy
representatives of the participating friendly powers.

3.

A Joint Commission including members representing the

participating friendly powers would be established to
certify to the mutual withdrawal.

This Commission would

also collaborate in arranging for the transfer from the

evacuating Japanese forces to the incoming Chinese police.

The constitution and procedure of the Commission would be

defined in the attached Annex.

Annex.
"The Joint Commission would be composed of twelve

members, namely, one civilian and one military representative
of each of the following:

the Chinese and Japanese Govern

ments and the American, British, French and Italian heads
of mission in China being the representatives of the friendly

powers assisting in 1he negotiations in accordance with the
Resolution of the Assembly of the League of Nations of March

4th.

The members of the Joint Commission will employ such

numbers of assistants as they may from time to time find

necessary in accordance with the decisions of the Commission.
All matters of procedure will be left to the discretion of

the Commission from the Members representing the participatin

friendly powers.”

The following, was a separate voluntary declaration by

the Chinese Government:

"In order to ease the general situation

and to secure the prompt re-establishment of stability and normal

conditions in the affected areas, the Chinese Government hereby
intimate their intention immediately to establish on their own
initiative for the maintenance of peace and order in the evacuated

area in the vicinity of the Shanghai Settlements a force of
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special constabulary for which they contemplate the employment

of foreign officers and instructors.
,

X

It is understood that

the incoming Chinese police referred to in the penultimate
sentence of paragraph 3 of the agreement for the cessation of

hostilities will be drawn from the above special constabulary.'1
In the discussions on the constabulary it was

suggested that the Pao-an-tui (Gendarmerie) be immediately

despatched from Peiping for service in the evacuated areas.

Subsequently the following phrase was added to the
beginning of paragraph two of the draft agreement reached on

March 19th:

"In accordance with the definite programme

regulating the withdrawal as shown in Annex ... of this Agree

ment."

In the voluntary declaration to be made by the Chinese

Government the words "experts as" were substituted for the

word "foreign," while-'the following verbal note was taken at

the meeting:

"In discussing this phrase, Mr Quo Tai-chi

intimated that the Chinese Government contemplated the employment

of foreigners among experts in question."
The meeting for Wednesday, the 23rd March, did not

take place, because the Japanese appointed General Uyeda as
military representative instead of General Shirikawa, the Chief

Commander as originally understood.

For this reason General

Chiang, Chinese Chief Commander, declined to attend the meeting.

The Chinese Government appointed, thereupon, General Tai Chi,

Commander of the Shanghai-'Joo sung Garrison, in the place of

General Chiang.
Two meetings were held on March 24th, but the results
were disappointing, as the Japanese representatives insisted

continually on the discussion of irrelevant questions.
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- 11 Mi*. Quo declared ar tho morning session that ho would dissociais

if the Japanese

himself wirh the discussion,

continued their

efforts to lead the negotiations to çuestions outside the scope
of the agreed draft agenda.

General

In passing it nay be noted that

Uyeda became the Chief Japanese Delegate with Kr.Shigemitsu,

the Japanese Minister, as assistant, which was contrary to the

understanding that tne Japaiese Minister should be the Chief

Delegate.

Mr.

Quo insisted that the discussions should follow

strictly the agreed agenda, which the Japanese seemed anxious

to ovei throw.
At the following meeting, which toon place on Friday, the
25th of March, the discussions showed unmistakably the intention

ignore the provisions of the original draft agree

of Japan to

ment air’, also of the Assembly’s resolution regarding withdrawal,
rhe morning session was wasted over bickerings over the accom

modation of Japanese sick soldions and horses in

be evacuated.

the areas to

During the afternoon mooting, the military sub

committee, consisting of military representatives of both sides

assisted by the Military Attaches of the participating friendly
Powers, brought in a report, which revealed that Japan was
willing to

withdraw only to what she called the "second lino",

running from Szetsoling Forts (Joosung) to Yanghangeho, Tatsang

and Chenju (on tho

Shanghai-Nanking Railway).

In other words,

Japan's idea of withdrawal meant the maintenance of her army
of occupation in

areas between the Settlement limits and the

above-mentioned line.

Tho Japanese representatives declared

further that the withdrawal to

the above-indicated line would

require a time limit of six weeks.

as to

When the Japaiese were asked

the time when they -would withdraw to the International
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Settlement, the reply was that it wss uncertain, - all depending
on the conditions.

Under the circumstances a rupture of the

negotiations was pi evented only hy the mediation of the British

end American Ministers.
fhe discussions on

the 26th of Earch centered upon

the constitution and fine tiens of the Joint Commission, which

is to certify to the mutual withdrawal.

Tho Article itself

with Annex thereto was accepted by both sides.

In tnc place of

the Japanese der/and for aorial reconnoitring, provision was made

for neutral aerial observation.

reported that the Japanese wer

The

military' sub-Comm? ttee

still insisting on having

Ying-hsiang-hsien for accommodating their troops.
On Larch 28th the negotiations practice]ly reached
a deadlock as Japan refused to declare complete withdrawal
within a fixed period.

tory" also included the

Japan's definition of "adjacent terri

/o-osung area, Ziangwan, Chapei and the

north-eastern district adjoining Yangtzepoo of the International

Settlement.
The deadlock

continued at the meeting of the 29th of

Larch, as the Japanese flatly refused to give a date for complete
withdrawal.

On Larch 3Cth the

Japanese named four localities as

minimum for quartering their troops:

1. the

including Chang /ah Bang and ■■/en Chao Bang;

/oesunr district,

2. the Chapei

district; 3. the Yin Hang Chan district, north-east of Liangwan
Race course and 4. the ling Hsiung Hsien district, north-east
of Yangtzepoo, thus embracing a total territory of 50 square li.
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At the meeting on April 4th, the

Japanese again declared

that they would not set a time limit to complete withdrawal, but

offered a separate declaration stating that withdrawal to the

Settlement would take place when conditions improved, so as to

afford a sense of security to

Japanese lives and interests.

This

declaration without tine limit was considered unsatisfactory by the

Chinose Delegate.
The

latest meeting took place on the 9th of Apr.il, md

a formula setting a ti. e limit for complete withdrawal to the

International Settlement of the Japanese troops was suggested by

the British Minister, leading as follows:

’’The Japanese Government takes tlis opportunity to
declaie that as so n as local conditions in and around
Shanghai so L prove as to afiord a sense of security to
Japanese nationals as legards protection of lives and
property and lawful puis its (and it hopes that conditions
will have so improved within six months or sooner) the
Japanese troops will be further withdrawn to the Inter
national Settlement and extia-Set«lement Roads in I-Iongnew
District as before the incident of January 28th.”

After discussion tl e formula was amended to road;
’’The Japanese Government takes this opportunity to
declare that as soon as 'ocal conditions in and around
Shanghai return to normal - and it hopes that conditions
will have so pc turned within six months or sooner -• the
Japanese troops will be further withdrawn td the Inter
national Settlement and the extra-Settloment Roads in
the Hongxew District as before the incident of January 28th.”
The amended formula has been forwarded py the Chinese
and Japanese Delegates to their respective Governments,

The

Chinese Government considers tl.e formula, even as amended, as
unsatisfactory.
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Communicated to
of Nineteen and the Japanese
AbR 1 9 T"?
G2neva> March 21st, 1932.
Delegation.

Committee ofEJineteen appointed by the As semily.
Note by the Secretary-General.

The Secretary-General has .the honour to circulate to
the Committee of Nineteen the following letter, dated
March 19th, which he has received from the Chinese Repre
sentative, together with his reply, dated March 21st/

March 19th,

1932.

To the Secretary-General:
I have the honour to inform you that I have Just received

a telegram from the Hon. T. V. Soong, Vi-e-Frosident of the Council
of Ministers, to the effect that it is possible that the Commission
of Enquiry will prolong its stay in Shanghai for the purpose cf par
ticipating in the discussions of the so-called Shanghai problem.
He
continues by saying that the Chinese Government is not at all in
favour of such a change of plans on the part of rhe Commission, as
in the first place its principal duty is to study and report on the
situation in Manchuria, and in the second place as the Chinese Govern
ment understands that this Commission has been asked through the
t
Council to submit as soon as possible a report to the Special Cormi ttee J
of Nineteen on the general situation in Manchuria.
l/is evident a
prolonged stay in Shanghai would be contrary to what is expected by
all parties concerned of the duties of the Commission of Enquiry.
The Chinese Government expresses, therefore, a strong desire
that the Commission of Enquiry proceed as early as possible to Man
churia as originally planned as far back as the end of last year.
I shall be obliged to you to bring the above to the know
ledge of H.E. Ur. Hymans, President of the Special Committee, and
through him to the Members of the same. ,

(Signed)

W. U. YEN..

March 21st,

1932.

To the Chinese Representative:

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
No. A(5; of March 19th, with reference to the programme of work of
the Commission appointed by the Council on December 10th.
I presume that your Government has taken the necessary steps
to communicate its views direct to the Commission, either through the
Chinese assessor, or otherwise.

With reference to the statement in your letter that the
Chinese Government understands that this Commission has been asked
through the Council to submit as soon as possible a report to the
Special Committee of Nineteen on the general situation in Manchuria,
I venture to draw your attention to the contents of' document A. (Extr.)
64.1932, which was communicated on March 18th to the Assembly, and
which makes clear the action which has been taken.
1 need hardly
add that no change has been made in the terms of reference of the
Commission as set cut in the Resolution of the Council of December 10th.
•

I am communicating your letter and this reply to the mem
bers cf the Assembly Committee and also to the Japanese Representative.

(Signed)

Eric DRUMfORD, Secretary-General.
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Shanghai via N.R.

Dated April 28, 1932

F/DEW

Rec'd 1:12
p.m.
~ /I
/7

i

Division of

Secretary of State

FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

Washington

LftPR 28 1932

4 PR 3 0J932

Department of State

April.28, 9 p, m
CONFIDENTIAL,FOR TT

One.

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 3 2

My April 23,

ACTING SECRETARY OF STATE.

m., and April 26/, noon.

At meeting of four colleagues tais morning

British Minister read to us a telegram from Geneva dated

April 27th which contained the following:

”In order to bring matters to a conclusion amendment
to draft armistice suggested by you must first be agreed to

by both parties.

Draft armistice will then come before

Committee of 19 with the following words added at the end

of annex 4:

’and is authorized to call attention to any

neglect in the carrying out of provisions of the three
articles mentioned above*.

0

Committee will then pass ar

»

resolution in article 11 of which they will take note&f 03
. >agreement thus reached by parties."
®
Two.

He also read to us a telegram from Geneva dated

April 28th stating that text of article 11 of resolution
which it was now proposed that Committee would adopt would
be as follows:

"Eleven.

Takes note of fact that powers

as defined
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as defined in annex 4 of draft agreement of Commission

which is to watch carrying out of article No. one, article
No. two and Article No. three of that agreement, include
authority to call attention in accordance with Commission’s

decisions, taken in such manner as is provided in said annex
to any neglect in carryin^out and of provisions of articles
mentioned above.”

Three.

The above indicated that Committee of 19 at

Geneva was waiting upon negotiators here formally to accept
proposed amendment as part of draft agreement before adopt

ing resolution.

Lampson and I therefore called upon Quo at

noon today and got him to agree to meet with Shigemitsu at

3 this afternoon for the purpose of accepting formally

amendment to annex four.
Four.

Accordingly at 3 p. m. Shigemitsu and Quo met

in the presence of representatives of four friendly powers

and accepted formally the amendments suggested above.

This

information is being conveyed to Geneva by Lampson,

Five.

In the course of one meeting today Quo suggested

that the first 15 words of the first sentence of article

No. three of draft agreement (see my telegram March 28, 9p.m.)

"in accordance with the program regulating withdrawal as
shown in annex 2 of this agreement" be dropped.

Shigemitsu

consented to this and it was then agreed that annex 2 should

be addeà
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be added to annex 3 with no change except substitution of

the word ’’above” for the words ”in annex 3” in the first
sentence of annex 2.

Annexes 3 and 4 will then be re

numbered 2 and 3, respectively.
Quo objected to the words ’’referred to in the

Six.

penultimate sentence of ar|i*cle four of the agreement occurr
ing at the end of the separate voluntary declaration by the
Chinese Government (see my March 28, 9

p. m.) on the ground

that declaration was separate and not connected with the
agreement; that such was understood and that therefore

reference to specific article was objectionable to the
Chinese.

Shigemitsu at first demurred but finally con

sented to refer to his Government the following words:

”who take over from the evacuating Japanese forces in

accordance with the arrangements for a cessation of hostil
ities at Shanghai" in substitution for objectionable passage,
Seven.

Phraseology of agreement has now been entirely

accepted by Shigemitsu and Quo, except for passage just
quoted which should give no trouble.

Section two follows by cable.
JOHNSON
WSB

KIP
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REI
___________
A portion of
, ,
This telegram oust be
closely paraphrased beFrom
fore being communicated
to anyone.

SHANGHAI

Dated April 28, 1932

Rec’d

10:55 p.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington.

April 28, 9 p. m.

(SECTION TWO)

There remains but one outstan

Eight.

now unagreed to and that is the positions of Chinese troops
south of Soochow Creek and on the Pootung side of the

Whangpoo River.

The Japanese cdntinue to demand that

Chinese designate positions of their troops in those areas.
(END GRAY) CONFIDENTIAL.

Purnose of course is to fix

Chinese troops in positions so indicated and Chinese have

consistently refused to comply for they realize that agree
ment will fix troops at points designated for an indefinite

period.

Lampson and I have supported ^uo in his position.

We have maintained that in the beginning all discussion
concerned itself with troops actually engaged in hostilities

and that negotiations were for the purpose of separating

these troops and bringing about a cessation of hostil^iesJS
We have supported Qjto in the claims that to discuss t^bir g«
troops to the south of Sooohow Creek and on the Pootung

side of the Whangpoo is to introduce new matter into the
It is our hope 'that with text agreed to and

discussion.

*

League
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League Resolution passed we will be able to persuade

Japanese to drop this question so that it should be possible
to sign the agreement early next week.

Nine.

It is my purpose to designate the Consul General

as my civilian representative on the Mixed Commission and to

ask one of the military language officers in Peiping to serve
as my military representative.

I wish to keep Drysdale free

for use in Manchuria should that seem necessary.

Ten.

I hope that with the signature of this agreement

the Department will approve my return with staff to Peiping.

(END MESSAGE)

WSB

JOHNSON
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1—188

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

i—138

To BE TRANSM1TT£5

CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Charge Department

PLAIN

OR

...

Charge to

Washington,

$

NAVAL RADIO

April «9, 1932.

AMERICAN
SHANGHAI (China)

I

Tour April 28/ 9 p.m.
One. Your 'purpose, ^s^indioated In paragraph nine z

5

/
r
/
of your April 28, 9 p.m,, has the Department’s approval

/

provided/the (representativeszof the'other ^participating z
(

/

z

/'

/

friendly1 powers make'similar'designations. '

Two.

When Informed that the agreement'has been

signed,1 the Department ‘will give 'consideration'to the
question 4>f your 4eturn to Peiping mentioned 4n paragraph

ten of your telegram.

(

793.94/5132

OR

Sen/ 61/

operator____________ M., -------------------, 19------ ,--------------

Index Bu.—No. 50.

V. 8. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OmCI: 1M»

1—138
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FOR THE MINIST:
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TELEGRAM RECEl/V^SS^^^j^
/

REF

/

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone.

/

™4 1932

From /
UivKiti
IirdJIIM
'

/

/

I

”,t7™U^fràijâf£Mni!.f
Dated

1932

Recfd 3:55 p. m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.
90, April 28, 8 p. m.

CONFIDENTIAL.

Committee of 19 met in secret
I am informed that information was furnished that both the

Chinese and Japanese have accepted the Lampson proposal

as to the duties of the Mixed Commission.

The Japanese are

still making some difficulty as to detail concerning the

position of the Chinese troops.
The Committee is summoning the Assembly for Saturday

morning at which time the draft resolution containing
article 11 as last reported to you will be submitted.

It

is not known definitely what action the Japanese will

pursue but it is expected that they will either vote for
or abstain and it is not anticipated that they will raise
objections.
•tc
IO

WILSON

U
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V bomb onto the speakers stand* Shigemitsu, Japanese

CORES SENT To
UN. LAN DM. i.D.j

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

WP
Shanghai
Dated April 29, 1932

F/Z.S

Rec’d 4}40 a. m,

Secretary of State

Divituvü UÏ
•f FAR EASTERil AFFAÎR3

Washington.
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PR 29 932

DOUBLE PRIORITY

department of We

April 29, 1 P. M*

At about eleven thirty thiqf/moming during mil it ary
review for Japanese Emperor’s birthday an unknown Oriental

approached reviewing stand in Hongkew Park and threw a

V
Minister, and Shirakawa, Japanese Commander in Chief
were severely wounded*

wounded*

known*

Other Japanese officials also

Condition of Shigemitsu and Shirakawa not yet
Colonel Drysdale Military Attache standing near

a:

by witnessed incident»

to
JOBSON

OIB

WP

oo
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Telegram Sent

1—138

TO BE TRANSMITTED
ENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department
OR

O. / J,3/

Charge to
$

NPOftFIDENTIAL CODE

atr

PLAIN

Washington,

JU

W, VYmn? April

1932

1^

AMERICAN CONSULATE,
SHANGHAI, (China)

Your telegram April 2^, 1 p.ib.

If you have not already done so, you are authorized

to express^to appropriate Japanese authoritio» the sym
pathy of this Government with the unfortunate victims.

Enciphered by_______________________

Sent by operator____________ M.,
Index Bu.—No. 60.

ü. B. GOVXaffMENT PSEtTUfO OFFICE: ]n9

1--- 138

9 3 .9 4 /5 1 3 4

For the Minister.
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TelegrAm^ent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

1—138

„ •d/HX' zXv
nepartmWi

Collect
Charge Department
OR

Charge to

" -' s 8...e?

TO BE TRANSMITTED
I AL CODE

CONFID

---- :—

CODE

fid€ntial

PLAIN

:'/S;~Wasl

$

April

1932

&PR29&
AMEMBASSY
TOKYO (Japan)

ç

Department has been informed by American Minister
to China of severe injuries inflicted on his Japanese

colleague and other Japanese officials, civil and miliPlease express to Japanese

Foreign Office in appropriate terms and without referring
to the authorship of the outrage the sympathy of this
Government with the unfortunate victims.

DP:JP:MSD

।

Enciphered by_____________________

:

Sent by operator___________ M., ---------------- —, 19------ ,

I
!

Index Bu.—No. 50.

1-138

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 3 4

tary, by bombing at Shanghai»
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a
o

o

Secretary of State

F/DEW

Dated April 2^, 1932

Division of

x/

( FAR EASTERUtFAiRS

Washington.

APR
epartmem

Supplementing minister’s April 29

of

p. m., I learn on

• good authority that Shigemitsu Japanese Minister very seriously but not dangerously wounded and that one of his legs was

broken

wounded..

Murai Japanese Consul General was less seriously

General Shirakawa was wounded in the face and

possibly had his jaw broken.

Admiral Nomura naval commander

will probably lose the sight of one eye.

Kà&Abata chairman

of tne Japanese Residents Association was the most seriously

injured and will probably die.

The Secretary of the Japanese

Residents Association was also seriously injured.

Several

arrests have been made but name and nationality of perpetrator or perpetrators not yet known

Repeated to the Legation, copy to Minister
CUNNINGHAM
WSB

RR

4

co

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 3 5

DOUBLE PRIORITY
216, April 29, 5 p. m

F /H S
Immediately after our reoent
conversation on the speech of
General Araki, War Minister,
which appeared in the Chicago
Daily Tribune of April 23, I took
steps to inquire whether the report
of his alleged remarks on the
Nine-Power Treaty was founded on
facts.

7 9 0 .9 4 /5 1 3 5 -1 /2

Dear Mr. Secretary,

In reply, I have just
received a telegram from the Foreign
Office, which informs me that
General Araki did not make any
statement, in his speech in Osaka,
that Japan should resolutely
oppose the application of the
Nine-Power Treaty. I understand
The Honourable H.L. Stimson,
Secretary of State,
Hôtel des Bergues,
Geneva.

*:

t

।
'•>-
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that no exact text of his speech
was published but only passages
were reported at random by
different correspondents. The
chances are that misrepresentation
and exaggeration of facts have
been telegraphed abroad.
Hoping that the above
information will interest you,

Very sincerely yours,
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Geneva, Switzerland
.ay 1, là 3k

üy dear nr. Ambassador:
1 thank you deeply for your letter of j;pril Ü9,
informing me that General ^raki did not make the

statement reported in t/Æ Chicago Tribune.

I

deeply appreciate the steps you nave taken to avoid
any misunderstanding on this subject.

It has been

a great pleasure to see you here and I am only sorry

tuat the necessity of my return to the J.ited
States has shortened tne pleasure of my conferences

vith you.
Very sincerely yours.

is Excellency,
L r. Tsuneo liateudairu,
Japanese Delegation,
Hotel Ketropole,
Geneva.

S

HLS.GAM
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(1)

ARREST OF RUSSIAN IN POSSESSION OF EXPLOSIVES
IN RAILWÀV STATION AT HARBIN.

This Russian has been found to be an employee of the
printing-office of the Chinese Eastern Railway Company.
131 pieces of explosive and several secret letters were
discovered in a valise carried by him.
At the enquiry
made by the Central Bureau of the Special Police, the
prisoner stated that these explosives had been brought by
train coming from the direction of Vladivostok, and that
a group of 19 accomplices was working with him. These 19
have been arrested. Enquiry shows that these persons received
Communist instruction last year at Khabarovsk and had become
Communist agents.

PLAN FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF RAILWAY-BRIDGE
OVER THE SUNGARI RIVER.
Explosives were found at and near the bridge in several
places to the extent of 304 pieces of small size and 243 of
(2)

large size, of a total weight of 34 or 35 kan.
A duplicate
copy of a contract for repairing the bridge was also discov
ered on the spot, and it is supposed that this contract was
used for the purpose of gaining access to the bridge. (The
railway-guard stationed at the bridge was shot and killed.
We have reason to believe that the copy of the contract was
taken from the Control Bureau of the Chinese Eastern Railway
by Mr. Ovchinikov, Chief of the 3rd Department of the Company.
The latter resigned from his post about that time on very
favorable conditions, and at present his whereabouts are un
known.)
There were also found on the spot a shotgun, 8 cans
of provisions, some bread coming from Harbin, and 2 maps of
North Manchuria. The attempt to blow up the bridge had been
planned beforehand, and we suppose that the criminals intended
to escape into China disguised as hunters.
(3)

ATTEMPT TO BLOW UP THE CHINESE EASTERN RAILWAY.

This attempt was conceived for the purpose of injuring
the 2nd Division returning from Harbin. Three '’yellow'* ex
plosives (weighing about 1£ kilograms) were discovered by
Chinese
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Chinese workers under the railway tracks about 945 kilometres

east of Harbin. These explosives were fitted with an electric
wire, at one end of which was attached a mechanism for setting
off the explosion, and at the other end a switch (of German
manufacture). Nearby was found a small battery,
The charges
were so arranged as to explode under the coaches after the
passage of the locomotive. From these facts, it appears that
the authors of the attempt were well versed in the use of*
explosives.

(4)

DERAII4ÆENT AND OVERTURN OF MILITARY TRAIN.
This accident took place notr far from the spot mentioned

above. Large spikes had been removed from the rails so that
the weight of the locomotive would cause them to be thrown
out of place. (It is rumoured that explosives had also been

placed under the tracks, but this has not been confirmed.)
As a result of the derailment and overturn of the train, the

gasoline contained in the automobiles being transported in
the cars^caught fire and caused much damage.

These are the

methods usually employed by Communists, several train-accidents
of a similar character having taken place in the same region
during the Russo-Chinese conflict.

(5)

CONCLUSION

We believe that this act of destruction was the work
of Communists, and our belief is strengthened by the fact
that the explosives used in the 2nd and 3rd cases are the same

as those discovered in the possession of the Russian arrested
at the Harbin Railway Station.
Although the labels had been
removed, we believe the explosives to be of Soviet manufacture.
This tends to confirm our suspicion that the act was committed
the
by Communists. The Control Bureau of/«ipecial Police is
pursuing its investigations with the collaboration of a

Japanese Adviser and in cooperation with the gendarmerie and
the police of the Consulate, but no piecisions can yet be made

as to the guilty persons.
The number of suspects of Soviet nationality arrested in

connection with this affair by the Control Bureau since April
7th totals about 60. The majority/areeemployees of the Chinese

Eastern Railway

x. *
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suggesting that it might be desirable for the fbur Ministers

suitable intervals briefly narrating any developments such

as military movement, progress of negotiations, et cetera.

I have consulted with the Secretary and he states that
he desires this submitted to you but for his part sees no

objection to procedure suggested.
7ILSCN

WSB
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at Shanghai to resume joint reports to Committee of 19 at
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SHANGHAI (China)

/

FOR THE MINISTER.
One. 'With regard to 'the Shanghai ^ituation/a

I
z
telegram No. 91/ April 30, 11 a.m., has been received

/

from Wilson at Geneva, as follows:
QUOTE Sir éohn Simon sends me^a letter 'dated

/

April 29 th 'suggesting that it might be desirable for
the zfour ^Ministers^at Shanghai zto resume joint

(

reports^to Committee of 19 4.tSuitable 'intervals

S

briefly narrating any 'developments/such as 'military

/

movement, progress of negotiations,Zet cetera.
I have consulted with 'the Secretary and he states

that he desires this submitted to you'but for 'his
part4ees no 'objection to procedure'suggested./^UNQU0TE f
Two. ^The Department concurs in zthe viewzof the
Secretary^of State'and desires that you telegraph

to the Department the textszof any joint Reports

Index Bu.—No. 50.

'

ü 8 <K>VKUn,€NT PBINTDf0 ornci,: 1W«

1—138

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 1 3 6
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The text .of your191GApril 30, 11 a.m.j has been
telegraphed tojMinister pbhnson/at Shanghai ^with the/

statement (that the Department(concurs injthe vieiy

of the Secretary/and with(instructions(that the^
Minister/ telegraph to the Department/ the । texts/ of

any( joint/reports that/niipgJrt7 be/ submitted.

FE

।

Enciphered by_______________________

i

Sent by operator____________ M.,_____________ 19_____ ,
Index Bu.-~No. 50.
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Department
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note to the Foreign

Office
I saw the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, War and Navy

last night at dinner and expressed regret and sympathy
orally.

They said that they had no reason to connect the

bombing at Shanghai with the negotiations and that it would

make no difference in thely attitude so far as they could

see at present.

The Foreign'Minister seemed to be of the

opinion that the Shanghai negotiations would necessarily

be considerably delayed as both Shigemitsu and Mu^L, the
Consul General, were so injured that they would not be abl^
to carry on

s too early to expect definite information

as to the Japanese personnel replacing these two men

35
CO

There seems to be very little public excitement although
the Minister of War told me that both the Manchurian and
Shanghai situations were very troublesomethe former more
so than the latter on account of the large numbers of lawless

elements in Manchuria. /

NEVILLE
RIF-WSB

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 1 3 7

I have carried out instructions

3>^Z

Division of

f far eastfrh affair^

Washington

F/D EW

Secretary of State
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,

Upon receipt of telegraphic report of April 2Sy from

Minister/Johnson

JsaKghai in regard to the bombing of

high Japanese officials at Shanghai, the Department

instructed the Minister to express appropriately the
sympathy of this Government.

instruction to the Embassy at Tokyo./ In a/telegram dated
April 30;

ibassy reported that it had/carried ouy the

Department’s instructions and furtheyreported as follows:/
QUOTE I saw the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Wa^anc}/
*.•««<
/
Navy last night at dinner./irï ojt^taourfl royrot and cymptithjr
They/ said that they had no reason to connect the

bombing at Shanghai with the negotiations and that it would
make no/differenc^/ in thei£ attitudé so far as/they coul^/

see at present.

The Foreign Minister seemed to/be o^the

opinion that the Shanghai/negotiations would necessarily
be considerably delayed as both Shigemitsu and Murai, the
/

Consul General, were so injured that they would not be able
Enciphered by

Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.

19.
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SECRETARY OF STATE

6,43

MAY

May 1, 4 pm

.A

( FAR EASTERjtirFjgS |

WWY 2"W)
yÇ

First Secretary of the Japanese Legation

called on the British Minister this morning and on me
this afternoon and gave us the following message from

the Japanese Government!
“The Japanese Government desire to proceed with the
negotiation of the agreemént for the cessation of hostilities

notwithstanding the Hongkew Park incident.• But they re=J£

serve their liberty as to the measures which they may
C3

take as the result of the investigation into the incide^’C.

w(END GRAY)

Commenting upon it the Secretary said,

confidentially that he personally felt we need not take the
second sentence too seriously.

It had been added merely

because nrumors had been reported to Tokyo that the incident
was due to investigation of 19th Route Army.

(GRAY)

7 9 5 .9 4 /5 1 3 8

'
(GRAY)

x

X Division of \

g 13Î32

DlVwiVi*

WASHINGTON

F /L S

must be closely paraphrased
before being communicated
to anyone.
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RH #2 of May 1, 4 pm from Shanghai
(GRAY)

Your 261, April 30, 3 pm.

The representatives

of the four participating powers will meet tomorrow noon.

JOHNSON

WSB
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' co

«X Division oï
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WASHINGTON

The Assembly in plenary s

sion this morning passed

unanimously (Japan abstaining) the following resolution

139

submitted to it by the Committee of 19

’’The Assembly
One.

Considering that its resolutions of March

4 and 11 recommended that negotiations should be entered
into by the Chinese and Japanese representatives with the
assistance of the military,naval and civilian authorities
of the powers having special interests in the Shanghai

Settlements for the conclusion of arrangements which shall

render definite the cessation of hostilities and regulate
the withdrawal of the Japanese forces;

Two.

7 9 3 .9 4 /5

165, April 30, 1 pm

Considering that while it is not for its committee

to take the place of the negotiatôrs - since the arrangements

contemplated
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contemplated in the Assembly resolutions of torch 4 and 11
can only be concluded on the spot -<■ every power represented

in these negotiations is entitled, should serious diffi

culty be encountered in the course of the negotiations or
rto notify the Committee ’’which exercises its functions on)
in the carrying out of the above mentioned arrangements^/^
behalf of and undur supervision of the Assembly"
\
of those difficulties;*
Three.

Considering that the negotiations should be

pursued in accordance with the above mentioned resolutions,

no one of the parties being entitled to insist on conditions

which would be incompatible with the said resolutions;

Four.

Having noted the articles of the draft armistice

which have been communicated to the committee of the Assembly

and have been accepted by the two parties.
Five.

Considers that these articles conform to the

spirit of the said resolutions;

Six.

Notes in particular that under article three of

the said draft, the Japanese Government undertakes to carry

out the withdrawal of its forces in the International
Settlement and the roads outside the Settlement in the
/
Hongkew District as before the incident of January 28, 1932.
Seven.

Declares that it is in accordance with the

spirit of tho resolutions of torch 4 and 11 that this with
drawal should take place in the near future.

Eight.

Declares that the resolution of torch 4 will
only
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only have been fully complied with when Japanese forces
have been entirely withdrawn.

Notes that the draft agreement provides for

Nine.

the establishment of a joint commission including

neutral

members to certify the mutual withdrawal and to collaborate
in arranging for the transfer from the evacuating Japanese
forces to the incoming Chinese police who will take over
as soon as the Japanese forces withdraw.

Ten.

Notes with satisfaction that the said commission

will in accordance with its decisions watch in such manner
as it deems best the carrying out of articles 1, 2 and 3

of which the last named provides for the complete withdrawal

of the Japanese forces as before the incident of January

2eth.
Eleven.

Is of the opinion that the powers, as defined

in annex 4 (now annex 3) to the draft agreement, of the

Commission which is to watch the carrying out of articles
1, 2 and 3 of that agreement, include authority to call

attention, in accordance with its decisions taken in such
a manner as it provided in the said annex, to any neglect

in carrying out any of the provisions of the articles
mentioned above.

Twelve.

Earnestly recommends the parties in question

to continue the negotiations with a view to reaching their
rapid conclusion, and requests the governments having
special
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special interests in the Shanghai Settlements to continue
to lend their good offices for this purpose.

Thirteen.

Expressly points out that unless a conclu

sion is reached as laid down in the resolution March 4 and
11, the question will necessarily come up again before the

Assembly.

Fourteen.

Requests the Governments of the powers

having special interests in the Shanghai Settlements to

transmit to the League of Nations the information which
will be in the possession of the Mixed Commission in

virtue of its functions, and will be furnished to those

governments by their respective representatives of the
commission."
The resolution quoted above was adopted practically
without discussion, the Japanese and Chinese representatives
limiting themselves to an explanation of the position of

their respective governments with regard thereto.

Yen

emphasized the repeated concessions which China has made

in an endeavor to bring to a successful conclusion and
declared that his government in accepting the resolution

is acting solely in the interest of peace without, however,

abandoning; government rights under the covenant with respect
to China’s territorial integrity.

The Japanese representa

tive declared that his government is prepared to sign the
draft
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draft agreement formulated by the Committee at Shanghai

and explained that his abstention from voting was based
on the reservation which Japan has felt bound to observe

with regard to the application of article 15 to the SinoJapanese dispute.

On the conclusion of these remarks the President
declared the Assembly adjourned until further notice.

The

Committee of 19 also submitted today a report to the Assembly
in execution of paragraph one, part 3 of the Assembly’s
resolution of Liar ch 11,

1932 (in passing this resolution

explains that a further report in compliance with paragraph
seven of the same resolution will be circulated shortly).

The report submitted today, comprising some 25,000
words, first gives a brief resume of the present situation

at Shanghai with respect to the cessation of hostilities
and the withdrawal of troops; then follows a statement
setting forth in chronological order a history of the

armistice negotiations at Shanghai and explaining the

efforts of the Assembly Committee to facilitate an agree

ment, culminating in the adoption by the Committee of the
text as quoted above of article 11 of the resolution.

In

asmuch as this report appears to contain no elements which
are not already known to the Department, the Consulate will

not (repeat not) cable the text unless instructed, but will
forward it by mail. The Assembly this morning took no
formal action on this resort.
GILBERT
WSB
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Washington,

May 2, 1932.

iW 232

(0
CM
FOR THE MINISTER

One.

In a télégrammes-

&

। April

Geneva, the Department is informed that the League

01
C0

Assembly in plenary session on /ho mornlag a/ Apr*1

passed unanimously (Japan abstaining) the resolution
submitted to the Assembly by the Committee of Nineteen.
The resolution consists of fourteen paragraphs^ the- text

of-whish

Department assumes^s already available to

you |»-WM>nghaX; if not, Department will telegraph text
upon request.

Two,

Geneva commented on the adoption of this

resolution, as follows:

QUOTE The resolution quoted above was adopted

practically without discussion, the Japanese and
Chinese representatives limiting themselves to an
explanation of the position of their respective

governments with regard thereto.

Yen emphasized the

repeated concessions which China has made in an

endeavor to bring to a successful conclusion and

declared

Enciphered by
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- 2 declared that his government in accepting the resolution

is acting solely in the interest of peace without,
however, abandoning government rights under the

covenant with respect to China’s territorial integrity.

The Japanese representative declared that his govern
ment is prepared to sign the draft agreement formulated
by the Committee at Shanghai and explained that his

abstention from voting was based on the reservation
which Japan has felt bound to observe with regard to

the application of article fifteen to the Sino-

Japanese dispute.

On the conclusion of these remarks the President
declared the Assembly adjourned until further notice.
The Committee of Nineteen also submitted today a report
to the Assembly in execution of paragraph one, part three
of the Assembly’s resolution of March 11, 1932 (in

passing this resolution explains that a further report
in compliance with paragraph seven of the same resolution

will be circulated shortly).
The report submitted today, comprising some 25,000

words, first gives a brief resume of the present situation

at Shanghai with respect to the cessation of hostilities
Enciphered by .................—___ _______
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- 3 and the withdrawal of troops; then follows a statement

setting forth in chronological order a history of the

armistice negotiations at Shanghai and explaining the
efforts of the Assembly Committee to facilitate an

agreement, culminating in the adoption by the Committee

of the text as quoted above of article eleven of the
resolution.

^aaoMU'eh-as this i epur I appears to contain-

na—al£uafin±ajÉhixh_arw-_aat-arI«aady^Eftewa-te—the Department,

the-Consulate» will not repeat net -cable--the text unless

-instructed, -but-will forward it by maijÇ

The Assembly

this morning took no formal action on this report. UNQUOTE

793.94/

FE:JE«I/VDM

FE

V.
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Secretary of Statft,

DIvIBION OF

Washington

Division prM

( FAR EASTEBil AFFAinS '
vlAY 2" 1932 ffe
Department of

*

u

State fyr

92, Aoril 30, noon

STRICTLY/CONFIDENTIAL FOR CASTLE A

FAR EASTERN DIVISION

FROM THE SECRETARY,

•>

My 162, April 29, 9 p. m

In addition to reported resumption of General Disarma
ment Conference, I have during the past week had further most
satisfactory interviews in respect to the Sino-Japanese

situation.
factory.

My talk with Hailsham proved unexpectedly satis
Not only is he strong conservative and Minister of

War but he has personal knowledge of Far East through
representing Britain in the Institute of Pacific Relations 2

in 1929.

He is keenly alive to the present situation and *•*

sympathetic with our viewpoint.

J-

My talk with him was so

55

satisfactory that it seemed to me to eliminate the necessity

of my going to London to confer with Baldwin or other
conservatives.

I have had further talks with MacDonald

and Simon together in which we covered the pending situation
in lanchuria in every detail.

/

Simon has told me that he is

giving directions to the Foreign Office that all decisions
respecting
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respecting &ie Manchurian state must be brought to him

personally so as to avoid danger of their being decided
rarely by departmental routine.

He has told me of a new

issue caused by a demand of the Manchurian state for salt

revenues which he thinks makes a better test issue upon
which America and Britain can base their public (?) to

Japan and to the world.

When this proposal comes to the

Department I think we should consider it with the utmost

care.

On his statement I was inclined to agree with his

position that a protest on it would be less open to defense

from Japan.

I have also talked at length with Drummond

so that he would be familiar with our position; also with

various members of

the small powers represented on the

Committee of 19 who are the most effective supporters of

our policy against Japan in Geneva.

This includes Benes

of Czechoslovakia, Ramel of Sweden, Hymans of Belgium, and

others.
with Yen.

I have also had two talks with Liat sud a ira and one
The leaders of the League are fully alive to

the seriousness of the challenge which

■ Japan’s attitude

has made to the efficiency of their organization.

They

look forward to a possible crisis in May when the Assembly
reconvenes or an almost certain one in September after the

Lytton report.

They are most anxious to be given all

information which we can properly give them saying that

our
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our information is better and clearer than any other.

have promised to give them all I properly can.

I

Our

position on the mandated islands is thoroughly understood

and recognized as one of the possible key points in the
controversy.

If I had done nothing in regard to the

Disarmament Conference I should feel that any conversations
in regard to Japan and China had made the trip worth while.

WILSON

WSB
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SEE____ 893.51

from__

Salt Fuads/106__________

for

Swltzerlmid___________ < Wilson_______ >

TO

REGARDING:

Tel. # 93, 8 pm

dated

May 1. 1938.

NAME

Neva concerning the salt gabelle according to
Simon indicates a very real threat to the
integrity of the administration.

1-1127

oro
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AY 3- 1932
DiprtaMttfau*

My dear Mr

Castle :

I have been handed a pamphlet entitled
"Japanese Scheme of World Conquest" by the late
Premier Tanaka of Japan in 1927, purporting to be
reprinted from the China Critic, Vol. IV, $39, which
seems a very extraordinary document.

May I inquire whether the State Department
has any information whether this document is genuine?

Very truly yours,
W/HA.

CD

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 4 2

Mr. William R. Castle,
State Department,
Washington, D

co
K>
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In reply refer to
2E - 793.94/5142.

Pemberton Building,

Boston, Massachusetts.
Sir:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of
April 30, 1932, inquiring with regard to the authenti
city of a document published in the CHINA CRITIC in

September, 1931, purporting to be a Secret Memorial
submitted by General Tanaka to the Japanese Emperor

in 1927.
Inasmuch as the document to which you refer was

published in a foreign country under foreign auspices
and has become a subject of controversy, the Department

does not desire to comment with regard to its authen
ticity.

Very truly yours,
For the Acting Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Assistant Chief,
I. rf.’.—
Division of Ear Eastern Affairs.
V-11-J2

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 1 4 2

Mr. Edmund. A. Whitman,
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Subject:

MAYS
Publications in "Press

The Honorable

The Secretary

of

State,
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Washington.

Sir:

I have the honor to refer to "Press Releases" from

the Department of State, dated February Sth, 1932, in which

I

telegrams are printed from the American Consul at Swatow and

4

from the American Vice Consul at Foochow regarding conditions

in their districts and none are printed from Amoy.

In view

of this fact I beg that the Department be good enough to in
form me, for my information and guidance, why, for instance,

my telegram of February first, 2 p. m. was not mentioned
therein, inasmuch as it treated of identifcally the same

tense situation as the telegrams that were published from
the neighboring Consular offices.

qd

I am only prompted in requesting this information, by

a question in mind as to whether my telegrams were as efficient

as the occasion demanded they should be.
Respectfully yours,

Lynn W, Franklin
American Consul,
In triplicate to Department.
800
LW/0
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No. 47.

AMERICAN CONSULATE,

Amoy, China, April 1, 1932.

Subject:

Publications in "Press Releases".

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:

I have the honor to refer to "Press Releases" from
the Department of State, dated February 6th, 1932, in which
telegram are printed from the American Consul at Swatow and

from the American Vice Consul at Foochow regarding conditions

in their districts and none are printed from Amoy.

In view

of this fact I beg that the Department be good enough to In
form me, for my information and guidance, why, for instance,

my telegram of February first, 2 p. m. was not mentioned

therein, inasmuch as it treated of identifcally the same
tense situation as the telegrams that were published from

the neighboring Consular offices.
I am only prompted in requesting this information, by

a question in mind as to whether my telegrams were as efficient

as the occasion demanded they should be.
/

s

\

*

Respectfully yours,

Lynn V. Franklin,
American Consul.

/

-■

/

I

1

j

i

/

In triplicate to Department.
800
LWF/O » a truc copyo^)
| the signed trç

[

/
/
/

I
j
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Lynn W. Franklin, Esquire,
American Consul,
Amoy, China.

Sir:
In reply to the inquiry contained in your despatch Ho.

of April 1, 1932, as to why your telegram of February 1,

2 p. m., was not released by the Department, although
telegrams from the American Consuls at Swatow and Foochow

were released, you are informed that in passing upon the
question of what material embodied in the reports received
by the Department shall be given out to the press, a number
of factors necessarily require consideration, such as the

timeliness of the information, the present or possible

interest of the public in such information, the anthoritativeness of the information (whether it is a rumor, a
conjecture, an expression of opinion), whether the informa

tion should be kept confidential for reasons of policy or
for other reasons, et cetera.

In examining again your

telegram of February 1, 2 p. m., to which you refer, the

Department is of the opinion that, in so far as the subject
matter of the telegram is concerned, certain of the informa'
tion contained therein might advisably have been released

to the press.

However, it roast be remembered that the

Department, during February, was receiving daily a large
number of telegrams from the Far East and that this fact
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may have resulted in the Department not releasing certain
information which under more normal conditions would have
been made public.

The fact that no part of your telegram

of February 1, 2 p. m., was given to the press is in no
way indicative that the Department considered that your

telegram was inadequate or failed to meet the requirements

of the Department.
As you will have noted from other issues of the
Department’s "Press Releases’’, the information contained
in no small number of your telegrams has been released to

the press.

Very truly yours,

Por the Secretary of State:

W. R. Outla, Jr.

793.94/5143

A torn» wpy

FEîlffifefREK
5/18/32

FE

%

ç. f
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%

M/'Y ■ 3 VM2
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Rec’d 3:00 a. m,

Secretary of State
f
f

Washington,

Davisioj

FAR EAST$1,
UlrH

-

îdpartnrr

May 3, noon

on Chinese side
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Quo Tai Chi, chief delega

assaulted by Chinese students at his house at about
nine thirty this morning.

Slightly wounded on forehead,

It is not believed that his condition is such as to

delay proceedings,'
JOHNSON
JS

.3
a
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REGARDING:
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for
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..P.f?J^t«h / IISto„L«®?llon.

dated4l>rn..&..1932Jt
1-1127

Intensity of public feeling against Japan
night easily lead to another rupture with
Nanking should the Central Government reaoh
any settlement with Japan which would be con
sidered derogatory to the prestige of the
nation.
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ai-shah propaganda whiah
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a» Wen
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406 South Eighth Street,
Richmond, Indiana•
Sir:

The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of

with regard to advances which have been made towards a

peace treaty between the two countries.
It is assumed that you refer to the present diffi

culties existing between China and Japan.

In this

connection there is enclosed for your information a copy
of Senate Document Ho. 55, entitled CONDITIONS IN

MANCHURIA, on page 11 of which is a resolution adopted
on September 30, 1931, by the Council of the League of
Nations in regard to the situation in the I?ar East.

There are enclosed, also, copies, as given to the press,

of resolutions passed by the League Council on December 10,
1931, and by the League Assembly on March 11, 1932,

and

46

to the status of relations between China and Japan and

I

May 1, 1952, requesting that you be informed with regard
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and of an agreement signed at Shanghai on May 5, 1932.

It may he stated in this connection that the Commission

of Inquiry appointed by the League of Hâtions in accord
ance with Paragraph S of the resolution adopted on Decem
ber 10, 1931, is now in Manchuria making investigations

in behalf of the League.

Very truly yours,
For the Acting Secretary of State:

Maxwell M. Hamilton
Assistant Chief,
Division of Fur Eastern Affairs.

-nolosures:
Senate Document Ho. 55;
Press statements of December 10,1931,
March 11 and May 9, 1932.

V*12wg2

À tr»« copy al i
th* si«B«d m®-|
'°*1- X/1
CU Y
&S'

-

9 8 7
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS

At'1'

April 26, 1932
. SHANGHAI SITUATION
THÉ UNtHMÉWlMîŸ

/W’Ét°l932 Negotiation of an Agreement
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Minister Johnson in his April 26, noon, reports

that, according to the British Minister who is
returning from Nanking today (April 26), the Chinese
Government is prepared to accept the amendment to

Paragraph (11) of the League’s proposed Resolution

which was suggested by Ministers Johnson and Lampson
on April 22 as reported in the Minister’s April 23,

2 p.m.

Paragraph (11) of the proposed League Resolution
amended in the light of the above is as follows:
«Is of the opinion that the powers as defined

in Annex four of the draft Agreement, of the com
mission which is to watch the carrying out of
Articles one, two and three of that Agreement, include
the authority to call attention to any neglect in the

carrying out of the provisions of any of the articles
't;

mentioned above."*
-------------------------

œ

♦The underlined clause is in substitution for the last

clause of the original paragraph (11) as follows:
"competence

co
03

ro
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« competence to declare at the request of one of the

parties that the moment has come when the complete
withdrawal of the Japanese troops can reasonably be

effected.”

JEJ/VDM
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The portion of this telcgra/fROM
in confidential code must be
closely paraphrased before
being communicated to anyone.

SHANGHAI

F /L S

Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.

Your 163, May 2,

One.

We hope to

tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock for the purpose of

effecting signature to agreement (end gray).
Two.

At the last moment Chinese have raised

question of a title for the agreement and I am going
to try to see Quo this afternoon to persuade him to
lot the Question of title drop as the Japanese object.

(Gray)

Three. Plan is to have those who can

attend sign, and then agreement will bo taken by

Drafting Committee to bedside of< Shigemitsu, Uyeda
and Quo Tai Chi for their signatures.
JOHNSON
JS
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May 4, 2 p.m.
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fw
A portion of this tel-eg-ram---must be closely paraphrased
before being communicated
'
From
to anyone.

-‘

\ 1332

Shanghai,
Dated May 4, 1932

, .st*'--,--

Recd 4.12

T1

Secretary of State
CO
Division of
FAR EASTERN 1F

Washington.

tfZo*.

MAY 4

7 9 3 . 94/51 49

URGENT

•fState

May 4, 2 am

My May 1, 4 pm.
One

(Gray)

This evening late, Okazaki, Secretary of

Japanese Légation came to Sir Miles to say that the
Japanese delegation had received instructions to make
a statement in following terms at moment of signing of

agreement :

11 The Chinese delegate states in his note addressed
to the representatives of the participating friendly
powers that the Chinese side reserve the right to des—

patch troops when necessary for the maintenance of
order.

I understand that such despatch of troops is

to be carried on after the approval of the Joint Com
mission will have been obtained.

It is desired that

this understanding be placed on record in the minutes."
(End gray).
Two.

co

g
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Page two, May 4, 2 am from Shanghai.

Two.

Okazaki asked Sir Miles whether he thought

this statement would be acceptable to the Chinese Gov

ernment,.

Sir Miles stated that he thought it would

blow up the whole arrangement as such had not bec-n

the understanding.
Sir Miles offered the following as an alter(sentences?)
native for the last two sent
:
(Begin gray)

Three.

11 In the event of any such troop movement, as con

templated above, appearing to the Japanese side as

having hostile intentions, the Japanese authorities
understand that they have the right to call attention

of the representatives of the participating friendly
powers members of the Joint Commission thereto under
article one."
Four.

(End gray).

Sir Miles has repeated all of the above to

the British Ambassador in Tokyo asking him to go to
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs and try to per

suade him to have proposal dropped and his alternative
used, if any.
(Gray)

Five.

I hope that the Department can find

it possible to instruct Tokyo to ask British Ambassador
to show it his telegram from Lampson and to join British

Ambassador in representations at the Foreign Office*
Repealed to Tokyo.
JOHNSON.
FW OX
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

£.M
TELÇqifAM SENT

ANSMITTED

NÉIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

^CONFIDENTIAL CODE

ate

OR

Charge to

PLAIN

Washington,

'? 8

6
! t |

AMEMBASSY,

F/DEW

May 3t 1932

W 3$

TOKYO (Japan).
-ryerfay %

*

Reference Johnson’s telegram, repeated to you, regard-

ing statement by Okazaki to Lampson ana,Lampson’s com

You are authorized to confer with British Ambassador
and, in case he and you feel that useful purpose would,

be served by your doing so, to cooperate in appropriate

representations to Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs.

Inform Johnson and Department of action taken.

FE: SKH: CLS

FE

Enciphered by________ ______ ________
Sent by operator____ ___ _____M.,_____________ , 19------ ,
Index Bu.—No. 50.

V. 8. GOVBRNMKNT FRDrrWG omci: im

t—138
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munication to British Ambassador, Tokyo,
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From

PLAIN

Shanghai via N.R*

T1
£

Secretary of State,

Y/ashi ng ton.

(0
Ol
•
<0

May 4, 1 p. m.
Following is situation report number 22, May 2nd:

01

"Since date of report number 21 there have been no

0

important military developments.

Japanese ground patrols

01
o

have frequently reconnoitered to the south of Hoochow Creek
easttvard of Nanziang and Japanese military aircraft have

continued flight westward and southward of Shirakaga
patrol zone.

Chinese report states that at noon April 25th

a Japanese aircraft dropped a bomb near the Shanghai-Hangchow

Railway which destroyed a house.

This report is denied by
è
the Japanese who state they have since some time back ■<

ordered bomb racks removed from their airplanes.’?

CO

H

cd

U

«’

00

JOHNSON
KIT

WSB

M

L
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by

STANLEY K. HORNBECK

at meeting of
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

•

Washington, D. C.

Afternoon, April 29, 1932.

As Presiding Officer, my sole appropriate function is to
preside.

However, I wish, and I think it eminently appropriate, on
this day when we are discussing treaties in relation to the Far
East, to make mention of and pay tribute to one who has con
tributed much to the making and interpretation of international
law in connection with Far Eastern matters during the past four
decades. I refer to Mr. Ransford S. Miller, Foreign Service
Officer of Class One, whose career came to an abrupt close day
before yesterday.
Mr. Miller entered the service of his Government 38 years
ago. From then until the hour of his death he devoted his life
to questions and problems of the relations of his country to
countries of the Far East. He spent some IS years in the aggregate
on duty in the American Embassy in Tokyo and an almost equal
period in Korea. The rest of his service was in the Department
of State where he was during four periods on duty and was during
two periods Chief of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs. He
rendered eminent service both in the field and at headquarters.
He made friends everywhere. He contributed constantly to the
maintenance of amicable relations and the solution of difficult
problems. In his passing those of us who were most closely
associated with him have lost a beloved friend and an esteemed
colleague. In law and in diplomacy we h&ve lost an indefatigable,
conscientious and effective craftsman. In the Foreign Service
of the United States we have lost a distinguished officer who,
because of his unusual qualities in combination, can never be &
&
exactly replaced,
.
H

Mr, Miller contributed substantially to the giving of
information and suggestions in connection with the determination
of the course of action followed by the American Government
in meeting the problems which have arisen out of the situations
which have developed in the Far East during the past few months.
Because of that fact, and because the Chairman of the Program
Committee has insisted that I not only preside at this session
but "say something", I feel disposed to undertake to state in
outline what seem to me to be the underlying principles which
have guided the action of the American Government, I would not
have the temerity, nor do I think I would find it possible, to

>_
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attempt to give an account of the events of these months past
or to describe in detail the action taken. All that I can venture
to do is to indicate the basis in thought upon which the Govern
ment’s course has rested.

"SOME PRINCIPLES AND CONSIDERATIONS
UNDERLYING AMERICAN POLICY IN RELA

TION TO THE CURRENT SITUATION IN TEE

FAR EAST"

The policy of the United States with regard to this whole
situation is nothing more nor less than a particular application
of the general principles of American foreign policy.
These general principles include: (a) in general, respect
for the legal and moral rights of other states and peoples —
with expectation of respect by them for the legal and moral rights
of the United States; (b) in regard to commerce, equality of
opportunity and treatment — on the basis of most-favored-nation
practice; (c) in regard to political methods, abstention from
alliances and from aggression; (d) in the field of diplomatic
approach, persuasion rather than coercion; (e) in regard to action,
cooperation with other powers wherever cooperation is found
practicably possible.
In formulating its attitude and course of action with regard
to the current Manchuria and Shanghai situations, the American
Government has kept before it certain broad considerations of law,
of policy and of interest which may be outlined as follows:

The United States has no legal standing in the organization
of the League of Nations, and although the American Government
can cooperate with the League — as it has been doing for a
number of years past — it cannot involve this country in the
legal machinery of the League as such;

The United States holds no special mandate to apply, inter
pret or enforce the obligations of the Kellogg-Briand Pact. The
Pact itself does not prescribe or authorize any procedure for its
own observance or enforcement. It is an instrument of renuncia
tion, not a constitution of mechanism for enforcing peace. It
must rely, for efficacy, upon the sanction of public opinion.
The general policy of the United States with regard to China
is expressed in the provisions of the Nine-Power Treaty. The
American Government emphasizes that Treaty, not only because of
the desirability that agreements should be respected, but be
cause the provisions of that Treaty envisage and express the
practical interest, not alone of China, but also of Japan, of
the United States and of the other nations which are signatories.
That Treaty expresses the historical policy toward China of the
United States and the principles agreed upon since the beginning
of this century by the other powers that have rights and interests
in the Far East, It contributes toward maintenance of an
equilibrium in the Far East, safeguarding the ultimate interests
of all the signatory powers.
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- 3 It has seemed proper and desirable to maintain an attitude
of impartiality as between the disputant countries.

It has seemed advisable to act in cooperation or concert
with other powers concerned. The United States and Japan are
both powers on the Pacific Ocean. The Washington Conference
powers all have interests in China. These facts suggest a line
of action based firmly on the principle of respect for and
solicitude in regard to the fundamental rights and interests of
all of the powers concerned in relation to the political and
economic development of the Far East.
The problem of maintaining peace is a common or world
problem; it is the proper concern of the whole community of
nations, not a right or an obligation peculiar to any one nation.

With these broad principles in mind, the American Government
has followed and is continuing to follow in reference to the
problems which have arisen out of these situations a policy of
cooperating with every nation and every international agency which
chooses to act in support of peace and. of the agreements and
machinery which have been created for its maintenance.
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communicated to anyone.

TOKYO

Dated May 4, 193?
Rec’d 9:25 a.m,

Washington.

<wav
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■

4
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Secretary of State,

-

122, May 4, 6 p. m. (GRAY)
Department’s 99/ May 3, 9 p. m.

Ambassador that the instructions to the Japanese delegates

have been changed and that the statement would not be made.
In view of this development I have not approached the Foreig
Office. (END GRAY)

The Minister said further to the British Ambassador
that the army was insisting upon a communication to the

neutral delegates to the effect that the Japanese attach

importance to the disposition and movements of Chinese
troops in certain areas and particularly to a statement

in this regard made by the Chinese in a committee meeting.
I am unable to estimate the importance of this proposed ■JJC
communication (#) Chinese which is not for publication. 1

Repeated to Shanghai.'

eg
ho

NEVILLE
KLT

WSB

(/) Apparent omission
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The Minister for Foreign Affair
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NOTE

_______________________ FOR Tel IO*

SEE

—China_______________

(___ &X&M____ ) DATED ...May. 3rd,193?
NAME

REGARDING:

Negotiations with Japan in regard to Manchuria will be opened by the
National Government as soon as the Shanghai incident is settled• This will
be undertaken along the Governments policy to resist Japanese aggression#
Eacerpt from newspaper interview by Wang Ching Wei*

ek
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PLAIN

Peiping via N.H.
Dated May 3, 1932
Secretary of State,

Reo’d 7;50 a.m.

Washington
■:92. May 3. 3 p.m.

Lcgati ,Ti‘s iz7. April 2 7, 1 pcni.
Pollowing fx>m Kuo Wen, Nanking, April thirtieth:

'The National Government will open negotiations with
Japan over Janohacia as soon as the Snanghai problem is
settled, Mr, Wang Ching Wei, chairman of the Executive

Yuan,declared in a press interview this afternoon.

Mr.

Wang explained that this will be undertaken in pursuance

of the policy of the Government to resist Japanl.s aggression
and carry on negotiations with Japan simultaneously.
Asked about the attitude of the Government toward
Soviet Russia Mr. WaJig declared that the Government is
in favour of resuming diplomatic relations with Russia

in principle but it is still considering the question as
to when this should be effected.

Concerning the Communist bandit situation in Fukien
Mr.
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2-#492 from Peiping via N.R.,
May 3, 1932, 3 p.m,

MET

Mr. Wang said that the Reds had taken Changohow but Am°y
is still in the hands of the Government forces.

He

believed that with the arrival of General Ho Ying Ohing

in Kiangsi something effective will be done towards the

suppression of the Reds.

He expressed the opinion that

the task of the Government in this connection has been
greatly facilitated by the Communists leaving their

mountain fastnesses and going to the sea coast.
Asked about Mr. Sun Fo* s recent memorandum on polit
ical and party reform Mr. Wang replied that it will be »

examined by the third plenary session of the Kuomintang
committees.

Mr. Sun is right so far as principles are

concerned but the question is still as to when constitu

tional Government should be introduced.
In conclusion Mr. Wang said that not only the people

but the Government itself is interested in the early

introduction of constitutional Government.

What he fears

is that any premature move in this connection may result
in a return of the conditions which prevailed prior to

1924 when the northern militarists and politicans made a

mockery of
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3-# 492 from Peiping via N.R.,
May 3, 1932, 3 p.m.

mockery of constitutional Government.

The Kuomintang

is easy to overthrow but who is to take charge of the

Government after it is ousted?

I hope that the more

substantial elements in Chinese industry, banking and
education will come forward and lay the foundations of

a ucal constitutional Government.

I will retire as

sooii as the situation is stabilized!'.

For the Minister,
W3B-KLP

PEP KINS
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SEE------- _____________________________________ for ......6pm

.China..............................(.....Perkins........)

dated

name

troop movements in Manchuria,
moving north*

REGARDING:

....W-.3,...1932
1—1127

OPO

Japanese troops are

dew
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from-------
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This telegram must be
closely paraphrased before being communicated
to anyone.

Peiping via N.R.

Dated May 3, 1932
Rec»d 7;22 a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington

495, May 3, 6 p.m.

Following telegram has been received from the Consul
General at Mukden:

"May 2? 3 p.m.

Confidential information from a reliable

source is to the effect that there has been a considerable

movement of Japanese troops to the north.

The Chosen divi

sion at Ohinhsien has been relieved by the Hirosaki division

and moved into Eastern Kirin into which reenforcements have
also gone from Northern Chosen.

The situation in North Man

churia is regarded as serious and other reenforcements have

been requested.

Very little information is given out by

Japanese headquarters and specific information on these move
ments is unobtainable”.
For the Minister,

KLP_WSB

PERKINS
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Yoi> may be interested in the inclosed letter from
Mr. Mo^/i, with his observations upon the mistranslation

•'J

Of the American note.

(0
01

Kindly return this to me when you

are through with it.

Very since
Cl
Cl

The Honorable,
The Secretary of State.
K'l

Inclosure,

DECIASSIFIEDt
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COPY:EJI
Hadzu Hospital,
Near Yokkaichi,
Ise Province,
Japan.
April 12, 1932.

Dr. Ray layman Wilbur,
Secretary of the Interior,
Washington, D. C.,
U. S. A.

Dear Dr. Wilbur,
Since receiving your courteous acknowledgment of my

New Year greetings some months ago, I have often thought
of writing to thank you for your kind words of wise

counsel in regard to the difficult times in which we all

live.

One cannot be too careful in what one says or

does, confronted as we are with an unprecedented economic

depression throughout the world and strained relations
amongst certain countries, especially between Japan and

China.

Although we must never lose sight of the great
ideal of universal peace, we cannot afford to keep our

eyes shut to what is actually taking place under our

very nose.

No one can help deploring what has happened

in Manchuria and Shanghai, but the causes of these

occurrences do not seem to have been so simple and easily
avoidable as they might appear to a superficial onlooker.
The Japanese military authorities regard Manchuria as

their first line of national defence on the Asiatic con
tinent, while our statesmen seem to consider it as the
only outlet that remains open for our surplus population,

for
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for the doors of America and Australia are alike practi
cally sealed against our emigrants.

The Chinese, on the

other hand, have been over-zealous in their efforts to

regain their national autonomy, and gone to the length of
setting at naught their treaty obligations.

Notwithstand

ing all these and other reasons on our side, the sympa
thies of the whole world are almost without exception

with the Chinese.

They are the weaker party, and one

naturally sympathizes with the weak rather than with the
strong.

Doubtless, too, China has much to say on her own

side, and personally I think there is a good deal in the
utterances attributed to her representatives at Geneva
and elsewhere.

China accuses us of militarism, but the

apologists of Japan also declare that China is over-ridden
by military men.

The Chinese charge the Japanese troops

with cruelty and vandalism, but the Japanese newspaper

correspondents write of unspeakable atrocities committed
by the Chinese regular and irregular troops and bandit

soldiers in Manchuria.

I suppose this sort of mutual

recrimination is unavoidable in all wars, and can only
hope suoh stories will be taken at a discount in America,
from whichever side they may oome.

Language difficulty is another fruitful source of

international misunderstandings.

This morning I was

having read to me an article in a magazine ("The Rising
Generation") in which the writer points out how the

mistranslat ion
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- 3 mistranslation of the Amerloan note to Japan and chinn of

January 7th was the cause of the feeling aroused in Japan.
I am enclosing a oopy of the original American note, and

my re-translation of the press mistranslations (three
leading newspapers of Tokyo published more or less iden

tical mistranslations).

You will see how different and

how much more unoonciliatory is the mistranslated version.
You might think, at a casual glance, that the writer
in the "Rising Generation" is splitting hairs with English

grammar, but he points out that it was largely owing to
these mistranslations that so muoh feeling was shown in

the editorial columns of those papers.

The Japanese

Foreign Office, probably perceiving the mischief wrought

by these inaccurate versions, published a more faithful

translation, but it had little effect in improving
matters.

First impressions are always very strong,

especially on the public mind, which is easily controlled
by the Press.

It is really very regrettable that suoh misunderstand
ings occur pretty frequently.

I am afraid suoh things

happen also on your side of the Pacific Ocean.

It is most

sincerely to be hoped that the situation in China will
improve as the result of the work done by the League com

mission, and that a perfect understanding will be reached
not only between China and Japan, but also between our
country
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- 4 country and yours.

I trust you are in splendid health.

I am sorry I

cannot say that of myself, though I am in much better con
dition that I was a few years ago.

I was very much

grieved to hear of the death of Dr. Jordan.

Such a

one

as he is very much needed at a time like the present.
With the best of wishes,
Sincerely yours,

M. G. MORI

p.S. - Pray forgive me for the excessive frankness of this
letter. M.G.M.
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ORIGINAL TEXT OF THE AMERICAN NOTE.

With the reoent military operations about Chin-ohow,
the last remaining administrative authority of the Govern
ment of the Chinese Republic in South Manchuria, as it
existed prior to September 18, 1931, has been destroyed*
The American Government continues to be confident the
work of the neutral commission recently authorized by the
Council of the League of Nations will facilitate an
ultimate solution of the difficulties now existing between
China and Japan, but in view of the present situation and
its own rights and obligations therein, the American
Government deems it its duty to notify both the Imperial
Japanese Government and the Government of the Chinese
Republic that it cannot admit the legality of any situa
tion de facto nor does it intend to recognize any treaty
or agreement entered into by those Governments, or agents
thereof, that may impair the treaty rights of the United
States or its citizens in China, including those which
relate to the sovereignty and independence or territorial
integrity of the Republic of China or the international
policy relative to China, commonly known as the open door
policy, and that it does not intend to recognize any situ
ation, treaty or agreement which may be brought about by
means contrary to the covenants and obligations of the
Pact of Paris of August 27, 1928, to which treaty both
Japan and China, as well as the United States, are parties.
Mistranslations.

(1) Instead of the mild expression, "with the reoent
military operations," one paper writes **as the result of
the military operations," while two other newspapers
write "by the military operations".
(2) Instead of saying that the administrative authority
of China at Chin-chow has been destroyed, one paper says
"Chin-ohow has been destroyed."
(3) Instead of saying that the work of the league commis
sion will facilitate an ultimate solution of the diffi
culties, all three leading papers say the commission will
solve the difficulties, thus ignoring the softening ef
fect of the word "facilitate" the solution.
(4) Lastly, the most important error, one paper translates
the latter portion by saying that "The U. S. Government
cannot recognize any legality in any of the present de
facto conditions". Another paper renders, "the American
Government cannot recognize any legality in the existing
de facto state of affairs." A third journal gives
practically the same version. As the writer of the
article criticizing these mistranslations points out,
they entirely disregard the auxiliary verb "may" in the
original, which clearly implies a contingency or
possibility, and must not be taken as a direct protest
against the existing state of affairs in Manchuria.
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In reply refer to
FE 793.94/5155

My dear Dr. Wilbur:

I acknowledge receipt of your letter of May 3
enclosing a letter from Mr. Morl calling attention
to and commenting on mistranslations in relation to

the American Government's notes to Japan and China

of January 7, 1932.
The matter is distinctly interesting.

I appre

ciate your courtesy in sending me it, and I return
herewith, as you request, Mr. Mori’s letter.

Yours sincerely,
L. SAMSON

Enclosure:
From Mr. Mori to
Dr. Wilbur, dated
April 12, 1932.

/

'

The Honorable
Hay Lyman Wilbur,

Seeretary of the Interior.

FE:SKB/ZMF

f/is/sa
May. 18

(W •

FE

I

Î
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CHINESE LEGATION

/

WASHINGTON

April 30th 1932.

4 N32

J-i
\

'

if FAB EASIEBII ArFAIBS
MAY 2- 1932
Department of State

Dear Dr. Hornbeck:

I am herewith enclosing for the information of
the State Department three copies of a cablegram received
to-day from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with regard

£
v;
to the Shanghai bomb outrage.

Youts sincerely

J?
Chargé d' Affair es ad interim

Enc lo sur e :

Copy of cablegram
as above.

Dr. Stanley K. Hornbeck,
Chief of the Far Eastern Division
Department of State.

Sf

t

li

_ a

By

M

ham

Sec. 3(B) and 5(0) °r (E)

0- H4***

TRANSLATION OF A CABLEGRAM FROM THE MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, NANKING. DESPATCHED APRIL 30,

1932.

Received by the Chinese Legation, Washington, D*C

April 30, 1932.

With regard to the bomb outrage at the

Hongkew Park, Shanghai, we have received reliable
reports that the bomb-thrower was a Korean who

was already arrested by the Japanese troops, and

that the place where the outrage took place had

been guarded by Japanese troops where Chinese
could not enter
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My dear Mr. Chargé d*Affaire»:
I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your

note of April 30, 1932, enclosing for the information

the Chinese Legation on April 30 from the Ministry of
foreign Affairs in regard to the Shanghai bomb incident.

I am, my dear Dr. Yen,

Very sincerely yours.

Dr. Hawkling Yen,

Chargé d’Affaires ad interim of China.

FE-SStkEK
5/3/32

EE
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of the Department copies of a cablegram received by
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TELEGRAM

J.S

uïo NjuI.XiîU

ZEgI <; * J','?.

Gray

From
SHANGHAI

Dated May 5,

1932 MAY 5 - 1932

Rec'd 3:25 a.m.
Secretary of State

Division of
EASTERN AFFAIRS

Washington, D.C

URGENT
May 5,
One.

1 p.m.
Agreement signed at 12 noon today.

I propose

to leave for Nanking early Saturday morning by boat.

I shall remain at Nanking three or four days with my staff
Two.

British Minister leaves same day by air

proceeding to Peiping.
Three.

Joint committee has been constituted as

follows:
The Consuls General and Military Attaches of the

United States,

Great Britain and France, and the Chinese

Secretary and Military Attache of the Italian Legation.

HAY

Japanese Consul General and, Acting Military Attache

6"

JOHNSON

I»32

Chinese members not yet announced.

.
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Telegram Sent

PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

TRANSMITTED
CONFIDENTIAL CODE

Collect
Charge Department

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

PLAIN

VIA NAVAL RADIO

OR

Charge to
$
>

Washington,

May 5, 1932

'4P ft

.MERICAN CONSUL^

//

,

SHANGHAI (China)

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5

FOR THE MINISTER.

<
f^7
Your May 5J 1 p.m.
0ne.z Please'radioz text of'agreement assigned,

Department appreciates the difficulties '
which have confronted you in the negotiationsZand heartily
/
.
/
/
/
commends you for the efforts which you have put
forth to bring'them to a successful conclusion.

793.94/5157
FE:JEJ/VDM

FE
May

c■ 4
Sent by operator------------------V. S. GOVXBNHKNT HUNTING OF1TC1; 1910

Index Bu.—No. 50.

x SfitUioy AxeriB

1—138

157.

Two
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Assistant Secretary

Of

y' Division of \
J FAB EASïcnJ ArrAinj

wAf 2" Î932

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION WI
THE ITALIAN
AMBASSADOR, APRIL 28, 1932.

ft

/ 2j
T]

The Italian Ambassador asked my personal judgment
as to whether the Italian cruiser TRENTO should call at

Japan on the way home from Shanghai.

I intimated it
It

strikes me the call would be unfortunate but not important
I see

He asked me to consult the Navy and advise him.

no reason for consulting the Navy and would be careful
not to advise him by any outright expression.

He said

he had not been asked to approach our government but
only to express his own judgment.

JGR

3

CM
eo
c»

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 1 5 8

might cause some comment but expressed no opinion.

A-R JGRlHWC

œ
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see__
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__________

for

793

from__

Foœhow_______________ _______________ )

TO

NAME

TO

dated
*-1“T

•”

^0
*
01
«■M»

REGARDING:

Sino-Japanese situation during Maroh, 1932,
was vary quiet.
Commente of loeal American missionaries and
Chinese on the results and effects of the
Sino-Japanese situation.

hs

XJ
**
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where standing on the brid e with the salt air in
his nostrils and binoculars in hand he sc&na the coast

line of his beloved province.)
nrrOATÏOÜ.

II. -

1.
i

General.

.1th the exception of a fe?; minor incidents,

nothing of note occurred ir, the “ino-Jupanese situation
during March, 1932.

The month under report was on®

of marked quiet.
Following the retreat of the Chinese forces at

Gh nghal certain of the local Japanese residents
drove mot or-cars into the city and distributed hand
bills in celebration of the victory of their troops
at Shanghai.

Upon the receipt >f the news from «hanghai

in larch S, 1932 that a Japanese General had been killed
and ths t the Chines® forces had recaptured lost ground,
the native populace expressed their unbounded joy by
firing fire-crackers throughout the day.

learned that this news was false.

î.atcr they

In view of the

minor incidents resulting fro?: the two above-mentioned

celebrations, it is reported that the Chinese and
Japanese authorities reached an agreement that in the

future neither side would take part in ’’celebrations.”

An aide-de-camp of the Japanese Emperor visited
Foochow on March 12, 1932.

It is reported that the

purpose of his visit was to inspect the Japanese
naval vessels at Pagoda Anchorage.

In view of the quiet situation obtaining at
Foochow Mr. T. Tamura, Consul General for Japan at

Foochow,

3 9 0 r
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^ericanî

That the difficulties of ail fer^iwaer»

would have increased had the Chinese won
frotn the Japanese st Shanghai.

Chlneee:

That as soon as the Slno-Japanese situation

becomes easier the Chinese military will

again turn their energies against each
!

other.

American:

That, while the

hinese in his (the

American’a) district would oppose Japanese

rule from a patriotic standpoint, still

in their heerta it would be welcomed as
a relief fron the present misrule of their
so-called officials.

SOO

GLb/HCY
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NATIONAL

NATIONAL BOARD, YOUNG WOMENS
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS of the U.S.A.

CONV?NTToft

Minneapolis,

Minn.

600

Lexington

Avenue,

New

7CRI fr

York

City

Cable Address:
Emissarius, N. Y.

Telephone:
PLaza 3-4700

WM

April 28, 1932
a-

v

Q JL
\ 2>- '
\

-

Mr. Stanl
K. Hornbeck
State Depâptinent
Washin
D.G.

My

Division of

œ

ar Mr. Hornbeck:

The attached letter from
Miss Kaufman may be of service to some
one in your office who is keeping in
touch with all possible material from
the Far East.
Very sincerely yours

<0
W

01

0)

SSL.EK

Sarah S. Lyon
Executive
Foreign Division
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Letter from Emma Kaufman, Japan
March 10, 1932
Confidential and not for Newspapers
Rumors seem to grow both in number and variety at such a rate these days,
that one is bewildered and finds it difficult to recognize even the shadow of truth
that may be behind* Newspapers are looked upon as purely mediums of propaganda,
but still one must read them, as some one said last night, to find out what isn’t
true.

Kato San and one of the other older members of our staff belong to a small
club of liberal women who are definitely opposed to militarism, and who are ex
erting every effort to try to learn the truth of affairs and forming their own
opinions. A current phrase that one hears repeatedly in conversations regarding
Manchuria and Shanghai is ”ninshiki-fusoku,” which translated literally is lack
of knowledge and cognition. Last night I invited three of the most outstanding
of this group - all non-ChristïaiT - to the house for dinner, and with them several
members of the Japanese staff whose work keeps them more closely tied to the Y.W.
C.A. building, than we wish were necessary. It is indicative of the whole atmos- tI
phere of Japan at the present time that even in a private living room every one
speaks with bated breath, and I had to draw up close with note book and pencil to
geTas much as possible of the conversation. I feel amply rewarded for the hours
I have spent in the study of the Japanese language, but at times like these I
realize how inadequate it is*
With the outlook for peace not very promising at Shanghai and the calling for
more and more soldiers, and plans going ahead for the setting up of a republic in
Manchuria, the division of opinion is becoming more marked; the militarists are
more militaristic and the liberals and supporters of the League of Nations more
and more concerned about the future and humiliated at the impôtency of the government to cope with the situation. One of the women last night at first refused to
come as she said she didn’t want to face a foreigner.
Even in such organizations as the^W.C.T.U. and the Women’s Peace Society, the
younger~members are impatient with the old er^members whose attitudes, they assert,

are too much tinged with nationalism. The leading women in the Women’s Division
of the League of Nations Association are older women who accept the views of
government officials largely, and are considered quite without the pale as far as
the younger women are concerned. Fortunately there is one W.C.T*U. worker whose
experience at the conference in London, and manÿ other international conferences
has fitted her to be a good go-between and she is trying to make the younger
women realize how far they have travelled beyond the older and is pleading for a
bit more patience.
About a week before the League of Nations Commission arrived, the secretary
of the League of Nations Tokyo Branch, which is to be distinguished from the
League of Nations Association referred to above, called together a group of six
teen younger women to discuss what they might do in the way of educational work.
There were two representatives each of the Women’s Suffrage Association, the W.C.
T.U. the Y.W.C.A* two newspaper women, and several engaged in educational work.
An interview was secured for three or four of them with Lord Lytton, the head of
the Commission, and they had the opportunity of expressing their views which they
said represented that of many women. When they arrived at the Imperial Hotel a
little before nine o’clock in the morning, a newspaper woman apparently had heard

'f*
Of

rp
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of the promised interview, and was ready to accompany them, but they made short
shrift of her. Lord Lytton urged upon them the necessity for strengthening the
League in times of peace, if it was to have any value at the time of crisis.
Yesterday one of the police from the Metropolitan Police Office called at
the Women Suffrage Association office and said he had been ordered to confiscate
their March magazine, but he couldn’t give any information as to the articles
that were to be suppressed. Everything is carefully censored before distribution,
but apparently there are ways "by which magazines can be sent to subscribers before
the police have an opportunity to suppress, and 1400 of the suffrage magazine had
already been mailed, 100 of these going to America. The organ of the proletariat
group, called Hataraku fujin, or working women, is sold in shops only and the whole
issue was suppressed this month, because of the anti-war articles.
Mrs. Hani, whose magazine has probably the largest circulation of any women’s
magazine in Japan, wrote a strong anti-war article last month, and it escaped the
censor, but letters came from the parents of some of the children protesting at
Mrs. nani’s lack of patriotism and fearing the influence it would have upon the
Children.

One of the women in last night’s group is a newspaper woman who lived for
six years in China, speaks Mandarin and has many Chinese friends with whom she
has kept in constant correspondence for several years. This hasn’t been possible
recently, but I am arranging for her to meet an English missionary who arrives
on^the" Empress tomorrow on her way to China. I had a letter just yesterday from
Miss Elliot of the Y.W.C.A. in Hongkong asking me to meet the steamer and make
it possible for her friend, who is an ardent supporter of the League, to hear the
opinions of some of the liberal thinkers in Japan. It is sometimes difficult to
make people in China realize that such do exist.
Another Japanese woman who knows China and Chinese well, having gone to Peking
to teach at the request of some of the first Chinese students to come to study in
Japan during the reign of the Empress Dowager, and who later was instructor at the
normal school in Mukden, has a dormitory for Chinese women students. Thirty of
the forty have returned home, but the remaining ones are staying to finish their
courses, and have met once or twice with a small group of Japanese women. Some of
the questions asked were: '.hat is the Peace Society doing? Ought not the
Christians to make a united protest? What do the Japanese women desire of the
Chinese women?

The assassination of Baron Dan has shocked the whole country, and many fear
that the end is not yet. It is generally known that the Emperor is more sympathetic
"with modern means for the solution of difficult problems than with militaristic
methods, but the aggressive military group attribute this to the influence of the
advisers about him, and say that he himself isn’t guilty of such weakness. It was
rumored the other day that His Majesty’s chamberlain was to be removed from office,
and he with the Keeper of the Seal and one or two other Imperial Household offic
ials are carefully guarded all the time. Another rumor is that the Chief of Staff
for Manchuria and the War Minister had an interview with the Emperor during which
the Staff officer expressed his opinion that the War Minister wasn’t nearly ag
gressive enough in his policy, at which the Emperor became quite indignant. Direct
appeals to the Emperor are also said to be talked of and even the replacing of the
Emperor, on the score of ill health, by a regent who would be more amenable to the
military.

-2-
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A The only remaining elder statesman Prince Saionji has come up to Tokyo to
remain for a week or more and that is always a portent of some great political
crisis» It is known that there is dissension in government circles, and another
rumor is that government will not recognize the new republic of Manchuria, which
is a republic created by the military. The fact that the Premier has expressed
the.opinion that Manchuria is a more complicated problem than Shanghai is said
to indicate much dissension in the Cabinet»

financial conditions become worse and worse, and yesterday I heard that there
jwere several bank failures in three different provinces but that the news was be|ing suppressed in the papers.
There is propaganda among the schools to raise money for airplanes, each child
in the primary schools to bring a contribution of one sen, and those in high schools
to bring ten sen. This is very recent, but so far I have heard of two schools
that have refused to ask the children to make contributions, Miss Mawai’s and
the Tsuda College. ITo doubt others will follow.

Dr. Nitobe who is well known to many of you is also a marked man. About two
weeks ago he was speaking out in the country and is reported to have said that
Japan suffered from two evils, communism and militarism, and the latter was a
worse evil than the first. This enraged the military who went to the hospital
and insisted upon an interview with him to demand an apology, which he is said
on good authority not to have done, although the papers reported him as having
done so.
I trust that this will serve to give you an idea of the reasons that inhibit
much liberal expression at the present time in Japan. I have heard the opinion
expressed several times that unless some one is willing to pay the price of the
extreme sacrifice, the power of the military will not be broken.

I must give you a bit of children’s gossips that has come out of Mrse Hani’s
school. The small daughter of one of our board members came home and said that a
friend had told her that Prince Chichibu had put his han (seal) on some paper
that his mother didnft approve of, and she had punished him by keeping him in his
own house and not letting him go out.

Foreign Division
LH - 4:8:32

-3-

793.94/5160
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State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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May 5, 1932.

Dr. ^Hpriobe c k :
Subject - Withdrawal of 31at
Infantry from sEangfaai.

This is important.

The telegram came to FE about
4 p.m., since which time we have en
deavored to have the file assembled
(attached) and Mr. Jacobs and I
have discussed the matter.
We assume that you will want to
talk wi th Mr. Castle and with the War
Department and
also the Navy
Department on this. I think there is
a Cabinet meeting tomorrow and it is
possible that Mr. Castle will wish
to take the matter up there.
While Mr. Jacobs and I fear that
with the lifting^the state of emer
gency and the consequent withdrawal
of American and British forces from
cooperative policing in the Inter
national Settlement, the Japanese
may be more than ever inclined to

usurp
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-2usurp Municipal police functions in
Sectors other than their own, we
consider it only logical on our
part, once the state of emergency
is lifted, for American forces at
Shanghai to be reduced. Perhaps
by tomorrow we shall receive
definite word that the state of
emergency has been lifted. Mr.
Jacobs and I are rather inclined
to the view that any withdrawal
of American forces should await the
lifting of the state of emergency,
if it is to occur within the next
few days, as Minister Johnson
indicates.

You may wish to consult the
British on the question of reducing
American forces, but as- llie British
httTt
..-1-..
i-twi 1
,
fin
rt? I
itatlon with u^i, -At dooo not
Oftoni that IT?
"*11'
1y
upon to dieouse feis with thorn <

MMH:CLS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

. .1.

MET
A portion of this telegram
must be closely paraphrased
before being communicaF«t>M
to anyone.

Shanghai
Dated May 5, 1932

Rec’d.1:20 p

Secretary of State

Division of

<' FAR easjerii affairs
RE’

Washington
•or.: c.r

MAY 1 6

SECRETE

S

MAY 5-

œ

1932

Department of State

May 5, 9 p.m.

(D
CM

CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE ACTING SECRETARY.
One.

Incident on Settlement border between Japanese

<D

marines and International Settlement police involving 31st

,-V'
’’

.1

Infantry illustrates danger inherent in the present situI

at ion.

’X
01
—
0)

Oommander-in-Chief has informed Defense Committee

that he perceives no further occasion for continuance of
state of emergency ustoioh is now being used simply to keep
Japanese out of Settlement and that American forces are

not here for that purpose.
(GRAY) Two.

Q
o|

I approve of his action

Oommander-in-Chief informed me that he ®

is now informed that emergency will probably be lifted

tomorrow.
Three.

In view of this fact and the fact/Jhat Sino-JKj

Japanese agreement has been signed and thjgï J^fenese evacu
ation will begin tomorrow May 6th, (END GRAY^oi recommend

that
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MEj

2-from Shanghai, MaY 5, 9 p.m.

that reconsideration be given to th4 matter of the reten
tion of the 31st here at Shanghai and that that regiment

be taken away.

(GRAY) The British have already reduced

their forces by a battalion.

Commander-in-Ohief approves.

Copy to Oommander-in-ahief and Consul General Shanghai,
(ENB GRAY)

JOHNSON
KLP-HPD
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FIïOM:

s, x. Hornbeck.

gSp*ë8SENTTO

I O.N. I. AMftM-ArD.
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Shanghai
Dated May 5, 1932
.leo’d 1:20 p. nj.
Secretary of State,

Washington.
May 5, 9 p. m.

COMPID^TIAI.

One.

The occurence between International Settlement

police and Japanese marines which took place on the Settle

ment border and which involved the Slot Infantry la Illustra
tive of dangers which Inhere in the present situation.

The

Defense Committee has been informed by the Cotamander-in-Chlef

that so far as he can see there Is no further need to

continue the state of emergency which is being made use of

now merely to keep the Japanese out of the International
Settlement.

The Comander-ln-Chief informed the Defense

Committee further that American forces are not present at
Shanghai for that purpose.

The Commander-in-chief’s action

has my concurrence.
Two.

Comander-ln-Chief informs me that ho is informed

that emergency probably will be lifted tomorrow.

Three.

In view of this fact and the farther fact that

Sino-Japanese agreement has been signed and that Japanese

evacuation is to begin tomorrow May 6th, It is my recommenda

tion that tho question of retaining the 31st Infantry at

Shanghai
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Shanghai be roooneidered and that thia regiment be removed.
The British have already reduced their forces by a battalion

CorxTtinder-in~Chlof approves.

Copy to Commander-in-Chief and Consul General Shanghai.

J0HW30H
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keply of th® Department of state to Telegram from
Jgkwon
Shanghai necomending that 7
31st Infantry Be Taken Away.

In reply to the telegram of May 5, 9 p. m., from
Minister Johnson at Shanghai, the Department of State has

telegraphed the Minister that no report from official sources
regarding the incident on the Settlement border to which the

inister refers has been received by the Department and that,
Judging the incident from newspaper reports, it would not

seem advisable to the Department for the 31st Infantry to be
removed immediately following that Incident.

The Department

of State also informed the Minister that the Secretary of
State was now en route to the United States; that the
Department wished to discuss with him the question of the

removal of the 31st Infantry and its relation to other
questions; and that therefore it was probable that no action

would be taken on the matter until after the arrival of the

Secretary of State.

The Minister was requested to inform

the Coramander-ln*Chlof of all of the foregoing.

The Department requested that the Minister make arrange

ments to have the Department' informed immediately when the
state of emergency at Shanghai is lifted and the Department
asked that the Minister report how many British and American

soldiers, marines, landable bluejackets and volunteers are

now present at Shanghai.
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I
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SHANGHAI (CHINA)..
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;
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Confidential for the Minister
/r/* /
v
Your May 5/ 9 p.m.

,~S

<D
One.

$

sources

Department has had no report from official

Ü1

regarding incident on Settlement border to which

0)

you refer

Two.

On basis of newspaper reports,

it would seem

inadvisable to Department to remove 31st Infantry

immediately on the heels of that incident.

Three.

With regard to other factors

\fhiela-18ad you,

y—lafantry^ the Secretary of

t-

State is now on, his way homej a^dTthe Department' desires^
to discuss ^his question

4nd te it^ relation

othei> questions;»! therefore probably
I
r
until after his arrival,
2—

?our.

ty

no actioi/
j

t

Can you infornf Department/how many (a) British/

and (b)'American soldiers, marines-, landable blue jackets/

and volunteers are now present at Shanghai. /
Five.

Department a ra enroot*

immediately when state of emergency is lifted
„

,

Enciphered by

FE:SKH:EJL

Index Bu.—No. 50.

$

&
$

3

FE

79's79475'161^M^
Sent by operator____________ M.,

informed ■

19.

© !
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Washi
May-itf, 1932

!//

AMERICAN CONSUL,

|

7 9 3 .9

SHANGHAI, (China)

V

/SlCl
Department’s 17C/ May 6, 11 a.m., for the Minister.

‘

/

Can you give Department information requested in

4/5 16

'

paragraph four?

o

FE-.SKH-.KC

Enciphered by................................. .................
Sent by operator_____________ M.t _______________
Index Bu.—No. 50.

------ j
U. 8. GOVWtNMKKTT PBDfflMG omoi: Iffl

^~“T38
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

.893.00/11927

FROM ..

China.

FOR

(_ Jerkins___)

dated

.....May. 5k_.19.32
1-1127

NAME

opo

friction developing between Canton and the National
Government, which is chiefly on account of the Canton clique de
siring the Central Government to adopt a stronger policy against
japan.

regarding:

7 9 3 .9 4 / 5 1 6 2

SEE

dev

-i
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Plain
PEIPING
Dated May 5, 1932
Rec’d 1:20a.m.

Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.

497, May 5, 11 a.m.
Legation’s 4^7, April 27, 1 p.m.

Following from

Reuter, Peiping, May fifth:
’’Chinese messages from the South carry rather
alarming news concerning the international situation.

They say that a political storm is brewing rapidly
and that friction is developing between Canton and the
Central Government^

In the absence of any official

pronouncement on the matter it is difficult for neutral
observers to judge how serious the situation is, or

whether official reports are unnecessarily alarming.
It seems, however, that the Central Government

regarded Mr. Sun Fyb’s recent manifesto on how to save
the country an abuse of his position and consider that

he should have expressed his views to (all government?)
instead of broadcasting them to the Cantonese.

The trouble has chiefly arisen because the Canton
clique consid ;r that the Central Government should adopt

a stronger oolicy vis a vis Japan, though this is consider

ed by many merely an excuse to attack the leaders of the
Government.

A number
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-2- from Peiping, May 5$ #497.
A number of prominent persons are working to smooth
over the differences and it has been suggested that a

conference between Mr. Sun Foo, Mr. Wang Ching Wei and

General Chiang Kai Shek be held shortly at Hangchow for
an exchange (bf views.”
For the Minister.

P3RKIÏÏS

JS
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COMES SENT to]
O.N.Ï. ANDMJ.D.*^
EJ

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

gray"

SHANGHAI VIA N.R.

Dated May 6, 1932

From

Secretary of State

222.

F /L S

Washington

May 6,

The Japanese

to TToosung for embarkation to Dairen:

Liuho, Kiating.
division.

Nanziang, Lotien,

Total about 24,000 men of the third

It is expected that the Nanziang Liuho

Positions will be evacuated by May 9, when Chinese

police force of 300 men now on the way from Nanking

will take over the control of evacuated districts in

accordance with the peace agreement concluded yesterday
Additional police are en route here from Peipin;

Please inform War Department
Repeated to the legation, copy to the Minister.

CUNNINGHAM

WSB
KLP

7 9 3 . 9 4 /5

infantry battalion from each of the following localities
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Dated. Hay 7, ]_c£

AY 7^2

FROitfoc'd 13:55atJn,

of State

Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.
UrThOfi <J

507, Kay 7, 11 a.m.

Following from Nippon Demano, Tokyo, May bth:

’’The Privy Council threatens to make difficulty

with the armistice agreement that was signed yesterday.
Dissentient members of the Council point out that the
reement
is signed not only by war delegates but also by foreign

delegates together with representatives of the countries

interested, viz., Britain, the United States, Franee and

Italy.

It further provid

js

for not a few important

questions including the formation of an international
commission.

The agreement is not therefore a mere

5»

armistice agreement but it is a sort of international
treaty and therefore imperial sanction ought to be

jg
NJ

obtained before it is signed.

The dissentients propose

that they will demand an explanation of the government ,
holding it responsible for it.”

For the Minister

P3RKINS
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RKOEIVED
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\
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GENEVA

ss VULCANI^

Hay 5, 193E

X"

OF

( Swi tzerland )

/
/
Z
'
I should like Gibson and Davis to nave copy of

memorandum on Ear Eastern talks and policy.which I left
/

/

/

with you, before they go to London.

STIESON

S

ATK.GALI

Enciphered by--------------------------------------

Sent by operator_____________ M.,------- ----- __----- , 19____
Index Bu.—No. 50.

v. ».

ootbrnmint fbixtino officb: jmb

t —13R
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DOCUMENT FILE
NOTE

SEE___ 493,1.1 Shanghai/26_________________ FOR ______Tel# 169....6pm

______________________

To

Shanghai

____ _____ ...) DATED May 5. 1932.
NAME_____________________________ 1—1127

REGARDING:

GLaims.
Departanent perceives no objections to the presenation of claims to both Chinese and. Japanese authorities
where the liability is in doubt. Necessary to obtain as
complete a record, of evidence as possible.
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TELEGRAM SENT

This telegram must be
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated
to anyone.

May 5. 1932, 6 p.m.

AMERICAN CONSUL

SHANGHAI
169
For the Minister.

With reference to paragraph five of your April 27,
1 p.m., Department offers the following comments:
One.

In regard to the question of the merits of par

ticular cases see Department's 95 of March 12, 2 p.m., to

Shanghai.
Two.

In regard to the question of procedure to be

followed in handling particular cases see Department’s

153 of April 25, 5 p.m., to Shanghai.

Three.

In the presentation of claims to the Japanese

or Chinese authorities, or both, it probably would be ad

visable to err on the side of presenting some doubtful

claims rather than on the side of withholding any possibly
good claims and there would appear to be no serious objec

tion to presenting to the authorities of both Governments
claims in which the question is in doubt as to which Gov

ernment caused the wrong.
Four.

. i
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2- ^169 to Shanghai

niam

Four.

Department fears that many of the claims may

present difficult questions of law and may be resisted by

both Governments.

It is therefore highly desirable that

claims be prepared as indicated in Department's 95 of

March 12, 2 p.m., and in duplicate, one copy with original
or certified evidence to be sent to the Department in orfe

that if necessary the claims may be carefully studied col
lectively before the formation of a definite general polio
with reference to the action necessary

go

effect settle

ment of claims not adjusted locally.

Five.

If possible please advise substance of in

structions received by your British colleague in regard

to presentation of British claims.

Six.

Department desires that as soon as practicable

Cunningham submit to the Department a brief report giving
the approximate number of American claims, the types of
such claims, the dates upon which such claims arose, the

amounts involved and the action taken in reference thereto

CASTLE
FEiRCFrEMU
793.94/5127

ACTING

LE

\
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NOTE

SEE ... 3?3?«521 atte^an^fiqn^dk//____ for ....Tel. .#..220^ 1 pm

from

Shanghai________________ (...Cunningham _)

TO

REGARDING:

NAME

dated

..May 6* 1932.
1—1127

oro

Ahn Chang Hoang arrested because of suspicion
in connection with the Hongkew Park bombing
and the attempt on the life of Japanese Emperor
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GRAY
SHANGHAI VIA N.R.

■Dated May S, 1932

Recd. 7.50 a.m.
Secretary cf State

••ashington
220, May 6, 1 p.m.
CONFIDENTIAL.
Following telegram has been received from

Los Angeles, May 4th, addressed to Cunningham,

jj

a

. " We are advised Korean educator Ahn Juim#»*
has been arrested in the French concession and

delivered to Japanese that has for years endeavored
(*) his capture as political prisoner.

He has been

long a Los Angeles resident; his wife and five
American born children maintain residence here.

He

is organizer of our association chartered under

California laws.

We petition Your Excellency in the

names of all Koreans in the United States and his

family that you may personally extend all possible
assistance in his behalf.

Signed Earl K. Paikeep,

President Korean National Association of America;
S. K. Kim, President Young Korean Academy."

Two.

ÿ
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- 2 220 from Shanghai
Two.

An official from this Consulate

General called on Japanese Consul in Charge and
was informed that Ahn is being held by Japanese
Consular police for investigation; that this invostig

tion may take two or three weeks and it may be
necessary to deport him to Korea.

The officer

could not say whether he was suspected of implication
in Hongkcw Park bombing but implied that this bombing

and attempt on life of Japanese Emperor in January
last were part of same plot.

He said that Ahn would

not be put to death and that he would (*) justice.

It was emphasized that inquiry was unofficial.
Three.

No reply is being made direct to

Los Angeles and I request the Department to acknowled,
telegram and give such of above information as it

considers appropriate.
Repeated to the Legation.
CUNNINGHAM

RR
HPD
(*) Apparent omissions
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T
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Dated May 7, 1932
Rcc'd 5:05 a.re.

3 FAR EASTER WAiR3
Secretary of State

Washington

Department of State

to
04

508, May 7,

to

Legation's mail despatch 1102, July 27, 1931.

Ü1

Following from Kuo Wen, Peiping, May 6th.

0)
co

"The Sino-Japanese armistice, which was signed at
Shanghai on Thursday morning, is the subject of editorial
corn-rent in a number of Chinese papers here and Tientsin

this morning.

The TA KUNG PAO, leading independent paper in North
China, finds the opposition of the Chinese people to the
agreement quite natural, since there is no fixed date in
g

the agreement for the completion of the withdrawal of “Japa-rt
ncse troops.

r
From the standpoint of China the signin^-of £
00

the agreement is contrary to the wishes of the Chinese
people, while from the standpoint of the powers, it may
bo regarded as an admission that they have reached the
limit of their mediation.
The
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2- #508 from Peiping

mam

The paper further says that although hostilities have

been ended by the armistice, the Shanghai question cannot
be considered settled, inasmuch as Japanese troops have not
yet been withdrawn.

The CHEN PAO says that while it can sympathize with
the stand of the National Government that the agreement

involves no loss of sovereign rights on the part of China,
inasmuch as it makes provision for the withdrawal of the

Japanese troops immediately after the signing of the agree

ment, it must be pointed out that the important question
is not when the Japanese troops start withdrawal, but when

such withdrawal can be completed.

The papier fears that

Japan will insist on the holding of a round table confer
ence and will not withdraw her troops from Shanghai until

this demand is accepted by China,though the National Govern
ment has already voiced its opinions to the proposed confer
ence.

If the conference is held, Japan will be sure to

bring up her demand for a concession in Shanghai in the
opinion of the CHEN PAO.

The SHIH OHIEH JIH PAO expresses keen disappointment at

the failure of the agreement to set a definite date for the
final
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3~#508 from Peiping, May 7, noon,

MET

final withdrawal of Japanese troops from Shanghai and says
that by agreeing to station special police to take over
the districts to be evacuated by the Japanese troops, the

National Government has tacitly accepted the demands of
the Japanese military that these districts be converted

into neutral zones.

The paper assails the action of the

government as a great diplomatic surrender to Japan.
The TIENTSIN YUNG PAO says that by signing the agree
ment the Chinese Government has gone back on its declara

tion that the Shanghai affair is an extension of the Man
churia controversy and should be settled simultaneously

with the latter.

The paper again recalls the recent state

ment of Mr. Quo Tai Chi that before signing the agreement,
the government would publish its terms for the information

of the public, yet this was not done until four hours after
the agreement was signed on Thursday afternoon.

In the

light of these circumstances, the papers find it difficult
for the government to explain away the criticism of the
people that the agreement constitutes a diplomatic defeat

for China” .
Far the Minister,

KLP-WSB

PERKINS
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Rec* a 10:03 a.m,
Secreta;

Washington

7 '!
227, May 7, 1 P.m.

At meeting of Joint Oommission today I was
elected chairman.

Japanese reported withdrawals of troops

from certain areas to be effective before 9th.

Chinese

announced that Peiping police are due here about the 9th
and will take over policing.

Repeated to the Legation and Nanking.
CUNNINGHAM

WSB-HPD
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BY

iGENEVA (Switzerland)
May 7 Consul General Cunningham at Shanghai

telegraphed that he had been unanimously elected Chairman

of the Joint Commission^tha-t Japanooe repor
■»f troops from certain aieas Lu be effective before

May 0-r and that Ohineoe announced Lliat Péiping ponce
wore due Shanghai about that- date to take uvci

policing».
Twa»—Aoeording to oummaTies nf Chinese- and

Tap»n»na__prqflg nnmr»an-h nw +h» HhwwghR.1 ftUTPwmnt
submltted-by the. Legation.at Popping, there 15

q nritioiflm nf thn a.graamant^---Tbweav—Inform Drummondr confidential ao-te

Index Bu.—No. 60.

D. 8. OOVMWMXNT F3INTIN0 0TFJC8: 1,3O
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Shanghai via N.R.

Dated May 7, 1932
Reo*d T10;55 a.m.
Secretary of State,
Washington

(GRAY)

Referring to Department’s telegram No. 167,

May 5, noon, to the Minister.
One.

Chinese members mixed commission are Okyui,

Secretary General Shanghai Chinese municipality; and

Wen Ying Hsing, Commissioner of Public Safety.
Two.

May five:

Following is the full text of agreement signed
(END GRAY)

1
r**l

The Japanese and Chinese authorities
à
having already ordered the cease fire, it is agreed thaiF

”ABTISLE ONE.

the cessation of hostilities is rendered definite as from
May 5, 1932

The forces of the two sides will so faj^as

lies in their control cease around Shanghai all and every

form of hostile acts.

In the event of doubts arising Sa.

regard

7 9 3 .9 4 /5 1 7 0

226, May 7, noon..
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regard to the cessation of hostilities, the situation in
this respect will be ascertained by the representatives of

the participating friendly powers.

ARTICLE TWO.

The Chinese troops will remain in their

present positions pending later arrangements upon the rees
tablishment of normal conditions in the areas dealt with by
this agreement^The aforesaid positions are indicated in

annex one to this agreement.

ARTICLE THREE.

The Japanese troops -rill withdraw to

the International Settlement and the extra settlement roads
in the Hongkew district as before the incident of January
28, 1932.

It is, however, understood that, in view of the

numbers of Japanese troops to be accommodated,

some will

have to be temporarily stationed in localities adjacent
to the above mentioned areas.

The aforesaid localities

are indicated in annex two to this agreement.
ARTICLE FOUR.

A joint commission, however, including

members representing the participating friendly powers, will
be established to certify the mutual withdrawal.

This com

mission will also collaborate in arranging for the transfer

from
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from the evacuating Japanese forces to the incoming Chinese
police, who will take over as so^n as the Japanese forces

withdraw.

The constitution and procedure of this commission

will be as defined in annex three to this agreement.

ARTICLE FIVE.

The present agreement shall come into

force on the day of signature thereof.

The present agreement is made in the Chinese and Japan

ese and English languages. In the event o.t there being any
doubts as to the meaning or any differences of meaning
between the Chinese and Japanese and English texts, the

English text shall be authoritative*
Done at Shanghai, this fifth day of May, nineteen

hundred and thirty two.

(Chinese and Japanese signatures)

In the presence of (signatures of foreign heads of mission)

Representatives of the friendly powers assisting in
the negotiations in accordance with the resolution of the

Assembly of the League of Nations of March fourth, nineteen
thirty^Annex one.
The following are the positions of the

Chinese troops as provided in Article two of this agreement.

Reference
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Reference the attached postal map of the Shanghai dis
trict scale one stroke one fifty thousand.

From a point on the Sooohow Creek due south of Anting
village north along the west bank of a creek immediately
east of Anting village to Wanghsienohiao, thence north
across a creek to a point four kilometers east of Shatow,

and thence northwest up to and including Supeikou on the
X
YaGgtsee River.
In the event of doubts arising in regard thereto, the

positions in question will, upon the request of the joint
commission, be ascertained by the representatives of the par

ticipating friendly powers, members of the joint commission.
Annex two.

The following are the localities as pro

vided in Article Three of this agreement:
The aforesaid localities are outlined on the attached

maps marked (a), (b), (c), and (d).

They are referred to

as areas one, two, three and four.

Area one is as shown on map (a).

It is agreed (one)

that this area excludes Woosung village; (two) that the

Japanese
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Japanese will not interfere with the operation of the

Shanghai-Woosung Railway or its workshops.

Area two is shown on map (b).

It is agreed, that the

Chinese cemetery about one mile more or less to the north
east of the international race track is excluded, from the

Brea to be used by the Japanese troops.

Area three is shown on map (o).

It is agreed that

this area exludes the Chinese village Tsao Ohia Dhai and

the Sanyu cloth factory.
Area four is shown on map (d).

It is agreed that the

area to be used includes the Japanese cemetery and east
ward approaches thereto.
In the event of doubts arising in regard thereto, the
localities in question will, upon the request of the joint

commission, be ascertained by the representatives of the
participating friendly powers, members of the joint oomr-

mission.
The withdrawal of the Japanese troops to the locali
ties indicated above will be commenced within one weak of

the coming into force of the agreement and will be

completed.
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completed in four weeks from the commencement of the with
drawal.

The joint commission to be established under Article

Four will make any necessary arrangements for the care and

subsequent evacuation of any invalids or injured animals
that cannot be withdrawn at the time of the evaucation.

These may be detained at their positions together with the
necessary medical personnel.

The Chinese authorities will

give protection to the above.
Annex three.

The joint commission will be composed

of twelve members, namely, one civilian and one military
representative of each of the following: the Chinese and

Japanese Governments, and the American, British, French and
Italian heads of mission in China, being the representatives
of the friendly powers assisting in the negotiations in

accordance with the resolution of the Assembly of the League

of Nations of March fourth,

The members of the joint com

mission will employ such numbers of assistants as they may
from time to time find necessary in accordance with the

decisions
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decisions of the commission.

All matters of procedure

will be left to the discretion of the commission, whose

decisions will be taken by majority vote, the chairman
having a casting vote.

The chairman will be elected by

the commission from amongst the members representing the
participating friendly powers.

The commission will in accordance with its decisions

watch in such manner as it deems best the carrying out of

Articles one, two and three of this agreement, and is
authorized to call attention to any neglect in the carrying

out of provisions of any of the three articles mentioned
above” t
Repeated to the Legation.
CUNNINGHAM
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May 7, 1932.

SHANGHAI (China)

URGENT.

/*7 |

Your|226 May 7, noon.'
Has | text of/agreement^been made'publlcy

Department 'releasej to press? /

E^JEJîEMU

Enciphered by---------------------------------

Sent by operator------------------M.t------------------ »
Index Bu.—No. 50.

May^
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MEÎvïORANDUM^^piA||f^^rn.(tofr
May 10, 1932.

7Wah"/is32
MVttirainOF FOREIGN
1fgltvn3F•uuoMSNtSTRATWW

PA

Authorization No. 130, fiscal year 1932,

for $500. has been issued to cover the share
of the United States of expenses of local trans
portation, secretary, stationery, postage, telegrams

and other expenses of the Joint Commission provided
under the Sino-Japanese agreement of May 5, 1932.

The Consul General at Shanghai should be

instructed to draw separate drafts and render
separate accounts.
ba/aim
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Shanghai via N.H.

Dated May 7

AY 111932
Department of State

GRAY

MAY

«S32

1932

so’A 11:10 a.m

Secretary of Stat
CD

■

Washington

224, May 7, 10 a.m.
At a meeting of the heads of American, British,
»

French and Italian missions in China it was decided to

(D
(0

recommend that the expenses incident to the joint commis—
CI

sion to certify to mutual withdrawal as provided in the

Sino-Japanese agreement of May 5, 1932

should he home

one~sixth by each of the following powers in China:

United States of America, France, Great Britain, Italy,

Japan and China.

It is requested that an' initial special

allotment of gold dollars 500 be authorized to mflet the

expenses of local transportation, secretary, stationer^
postage, telegrams and other necessary expenses.
hoped that the expenses will be nominal.

It i1^
îS
Request is m^.e

for authorization to pay all expenses incident to American

committeemen

r
C
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committeemen and any assistants that they may employ

pending final payment from fund provided by the six

powers.

Repeated to the Legation, copy to the Minister,
CUNNINGHAM
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AMERICAN CONSUL

SHANGHAI (CHINA)

c/0 Your

224/ May 7, 10 a.m.

$500 granted for purposes indicated.

Draw separate

drafts and render separate accounts indicating thereon
quote Authorization No. 130, 1932, unquote.

ACTING

793.94/5171
FA:^K

f£

.1932}

Enciphered by__________ _____ _________
Sent by operator
Index Bu.—No. 50.

M.,

19____ _
Ü. 8. GOVXBNXENT PHINTINO OWKS: 1939
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was made public on date of signature

Text of agreement
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American Consulate General,
Shanghai, China, . anril 9,
iw,. '

•7*.'

Subject :

Publications Dealing with "Japan’s
Undeclared/Far in Shanghai."

œ

OEPAKTMENÎ OF STATE
1)1 VISION OF
COMMUNlCAHONS ANO flfCORDS
PL’fillCATtONS SECTION

.MAY

1932

32

0^

(0
CM

Sir

(Û

I have the honor to transmit, under separate

cover, a copy of a publication recently issued b;

01

the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce entitled "Official

CM

ments Relating to Japan’s Undeclared ‘.7ar in
Shanghai."

This compilation is in no sense official

and it is believed that all, or practically all, of
the documents appearing therein had already been

published in the local presa.

Moreover the t ext s

f

the documents cannot be considered as official or
ai thoritative.

However, the compilation may prove of

some value to the Department.

It will be noted on

page 24, Chapter IV, that document No. 2, which is
headed "Defence Forces Protest," is not an official

protest but is merely an excerpt from ohe of the local
newspapers regarding a reported protest by the Defense

Commission to the British, American and Italian Consuls
General

-U.-
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There is also forwarded, under separate cover,

a symposium of articles by various Chinese and. oro .
Japanese writers entitled ’’Symposium on Japan’s
Undeclared War in shanghai."

No particular comment

is necessary in regard to this pamphlet.

Particular

attention is invited to the article by Dr. J. C. H. Wu

on page 46, "The Boycott from the Standpoint of Inter
national Law, and the succeeding article by I.lr. D. K.

Lieu on War Losses and Damage in Shanghai.’’

Respectfully yours,

Edwin S. - ____ o___ ,
American Consul General.
Ac c omp an imen t s :
1/- "Official Documents Relating to
Jap an ' s Und ec 1 ar ed ’Jar in Shan gha i. ’’
2/- "Symposium on Japan’s Undeclared War
in Shanghai."

In Quintuplicate.
In Duplicate to Legation.

/ofesdA,

ENCLOSURE FILED in
OVERFLOW FILES.
DATE FILED

•$-

3 9 5 1
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Dated May 9, 1932

■

Secretary of State

Washington

s r\|à

Rec’d 6:25 a.m.

Division of
y FAR EAST5U ArFÀiûS

511, May 9, noon

Following from Kuo Wen,"Nanking, May sixth:
HDr. Lo Wen Kan issued a statement this afternoon

frith regards to the Sino-Japanese peace agreement signed

at Shanghai last Thursday.

Dr. Lo expressed his confidence that the Japanese
troops will be withdrawn to their defense position as

before January twenty-eight last, and that there will
be no necessity for the mixed commission to exercise its
/

function of reporting whether normal conditions have beeîf

reestablished in Shanghai or not.
ca

oo
The Foreign Minister defined the peace agreement inK?

a press interview at ten o’clock tonight.

He said that

since the conference bagan, Japan had brought up many

unreasonable demands, which were successfully resisted
by
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by the Chinese delegates.

For exemple, the Japanese

first proposed a round table conference to settle
they suggested the establishment of a free port in Shanghai
the Shanghai question. Then/ and tho extension of the
settlement.

They also brought up the demand for the

suppression of the anti-Japanese boycott.

n

All these

demands were eventually withdrawn as a result of the
efforts of the Chinese delegates.

Referring to the question of Japanese with
drawal, Dr. Lo said that the Japanese originally

demanded an extensive area for their troops to withdraw
to, but as the result of a prolonged argument on the

part of the Chinese delegates, they agreed to the

area designated in the peace agreement.

The Japanese

also brought up the question of the stationing of
Chinese troops along the southern bank of the Soochow
Creek and at Pootung, but the demand was withdrawn

upon the opposition of the Chinese.

Dr. Lo added

that although the present agreement fails to provide

j

for the immediate withdrawal of all the Japanese

i

troops from Shanghai, it represents the best bargain
which China can get under the existing international

situation as well as the circumstances prevailing in
Ch ina

i

,j
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Ko. 511 from Peiping

China today.

With the Shanghai affair settled,

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs will turn its

attention to the Manchurian question, which is the

root of the Sino-Japanese controversy.
Concerning the Sino-Russian situation, Dr. Lo
said that the Chinese Government had long been con
sidering the question of resuming diplomatic rela

tions with Soviet Russia, but recent events such as
the failure of the Soviet Government to accord adequate

treatment to the Chinese delegation at the SinoRussian conference, coupled with reports that the
Soviet authorities were treating with the puppet
government in Manchuria, are likely to hinder the

speedy restoration of friendly relations between the
two countries."

For the Minister
PERKINS
WSB
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LEGATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, April 14, 1932.
S’

No. /

Subject: Memorandum of conversation Dr. V.K. Ting and Mr. Perkins,
April 6, 1932.

Cxi

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.
Sir:
I have the honor to enclose herewith, in dupli

cate, a^émorandum of a conversation between Dr.
V.K. Ting, former Mayor of Greater Shanghai, and at

present professor of geology in the National Univer
sity, and Kir. Perkins, uounselor of the Legation, in

which Dr. Ting expressed his views with regard to the
policy which he

believed China should adopt toward

its present difficulties with Japan.
Respectfully yours,

For the Minister

Enclosure:
1.

Memorandum of
conversation.

800

MFP/GL

MAHLON F. PERKINS,
Counselor of Legation.
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CONVERSATION BETWEEN DR, V, K, TING.
FORMER MAYOR OF GREATER SHANGHAI, AND
MR. PERKINS.
April 6, 1932.

Dr. Ting’s remarks were to the following effect:
Intelligent Chinese have no Illusions as to the

difficulty of obtaining much help in the present emergency

from either the League of Nations or the United states, since

they fully appreciate the very great obstacles in the way of
applying economic sanctions such as the boycott,

if the

Chinese can obtain any assistance, so much the better; but

they are not counting upon it.

Before the Shanghai incident,

a large section of Chinese opinion favored negotiations with
Japan, but now there is no support for such a policy.

No

Chinese government could last for even a few days which ad

vocated such a course.

In creating the Shanghai incident,

the Japanese have gone too far, and the result of any negotia

tions would be simply to give them a bill of sale for Manchuria.
They are now in de facto possession of that part of China and

there can be no object in merely legalizing their position.
Of course, no intelligent Chinese believe it possible at the

present time for China to recover the lost territory by military
operations, but the thing to do is for China to bide Its time

and take advantage of such opportunities as the course of
future events may present.

If China does not consent to negotiate, it Is

possible that Japan may take further measures and occupy many

of the ports.

But China is too large for Japan to occupy

entirely; and, in such a contingency, the Chinese must adopt

;
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a policy of passive resistance.

If the Japanese attack,

the Chinese should make whatever resistance is practicable

and endeavor to tire the Japanese out through political and
economic non-cooperation.
Dr. Ting emphasized the fact that China is
decentralized economically, is largely a self-contained
country and can get along one way or the other without much

foreign trade.

Japan is, on the other hand, a highly or

ganized, modern state and probably could not endure the

dislocation of trade which would ensue.

Although the military

classes in Japan are in the saddle at the present time,

there is always hope that the dissatisfaction of the commer
cial and manufacturing classes may eventually moderate the

present Japanese policy.

He added that, by reason of recent

military expeditions, the Japanese national debt had already

been increased about one-sixth.

It would be impossible for

Japan to make great profits out of Manchuria for many years.
The whole of Manchuria’s foreign trade was but a very small
fraction of Japan's total foreign trade, and only about one-

half of Manchuria's foreign trade was with Japan itself, for

instance, a large portion of the coal from the Fushun mines
was consumed in China.

For these reasons, it was to be hoped

that the Japanese would eventually find their present policy
altogether> unprofitable.

Dr. Ting said that the issues between China and
Japan in regard to Manchuria could not be reconciled, since

Japan actually purposes to obtain far more than it would be

entitled to under the most favorable interpretation of the
treaties.

This explains why the Japanese did not seek nego

tiation at the outset in preference to forcible occupation.
He also
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He also mentioned that there was always the possibility

of Japan becoming involved with Soviet Russia, an eventuality
which would, of course, be of advantage to China.
The fighting at shanghai has shown that China

was capable of obstructing Japan much more than had been
formerly considered possible; and, even if Chiang Kai-shek

wished to do so, his own under-officers and men would never

consent to compromise with Japan.

WPîMM

MICROCOPY

